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ARTICLE L

'^vi&i^tiifelf' DENOMINATIONAL EDUCATION.trkM-^Ce.,iA^^

^*" The connexion of the Church of God, with the general

education of the people, is a subject in regard to which
more is said, and felt, than thought. It is a subject at all

times, and every where, of immense importance ; and no
where, and at no lime, more so than at present in this coun-
try. Perhaps it may not be useless, to attempt an ex-

amination of the question, as one of principle, and to make
an effort, candidly and thoroughly, to estimate the grounds
upon which its determination ought to rest. It is certain-

ly a very serious thing for the Church as a body, or any
Denomination, in particular—either to omit a high duty

—

or to intrude violently into matters belonging to other au-
thorities not less divinely instituted than itself. And it is

therefore not without its value to recall public attention,

from exhortations and emotions, delivered and excited upon
this subject, as if it were one settled past doubt, in a particu-

lar way, to a serious revision of the original grounds ofdeci-

sion in the case, and a fair eslimatfe of the great principles

which must control it—or if they are neglected, must ul-

timately defeat all our attempts to control ihem. -'>^« *i *^

There are several aspects in which our duties are obliged

to be considered, if we would arrive at clear views in rela-

tion to them. We are under obligations to do many things,

and to abstain from doing many things, considered mere-

ly as separate and individual beings ; beings created,
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each, as a power in the universe,—an activity, a personal-

ity, and in these respects, in tiie image of God, as remark-
ably as in any other : and all the issues of the eternal world
will fall upon us, as do most of the great things of this

present life, in this precise aspect of our being. Then we
are bound together as parents and 6hildren, husbands and
wives, masters and servants, guardians and wards, consti-

tuting the first and primary aggregation of individual per-

sons—over whom rules, with divine sanction, the appoint-

ed head ; and to this little state, sacred and complete, are

committed countless duties, upon the right discharge of
which are staked boundless results. Above this, in the

weight of its power and the wideness of its reign, is that

universal brotherhood, which we call the State : mean-
ing thereby, not the government, or authority at any time
existing, nor the particular form, as free or despotical,

—

but the great commonwealth itself: an institute of God,
for the general and boundless developement of man—for

his security, for his advancement, for his use and power,

in all things temporal, which are beyond the sphere of his
' primary common wealth—his own fireside. Neither above,

nor buieath, nor to the exclusion, nor as embracing all

three of these preceding conditions of being—but co-ordi-

nately by the side of them, and for a new purpose, gath-

ering some from all—stands the Church of the living God

;

not of the world, but in it—a peculiar state erected by God
for special ends, all terminating in another and a higher
state of being; taking no direct cognizance of any thing

that is not spiritual—and taking cognizance of things,

partly spiritual and partly not, only so far as they are spir-

itual. These are all the conditions of man, as he exists

here below. He is an individual, he is a member of a
family, he is a citizen, he is immortal. Whatever he can
do, or ought to do, he can and ought to do, as a personali-

ty, as a member of a family, as part of the State, or as

one of the household of God. In like manner, the family,

the State, the Church, can do and must do, all that is ca-

pable of being done, all that is proper to be done, by any
ibice^r combination offerees, in this life, superior to the

force of individual man ;
these being the only combina-

tions of the force of individuals, recognized by God in this

woild—the only aggre^te powers he has ordained—and
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these so ordained as to exhaust completely, the suscepti-

bilities and powers of man, when united with his fellows,

and to comprehend absolutely, all his duties and obliga-

tions, that are not purely, individual.

It is not uncommon, in our day, to hear it asserted with
great emphasis: that the Church of God—nay that every
particular fragment, into which, for our sins, God has al-

lowed his Church to be broken,—is under the clearest

obligations to take upon itself, and that in the widest sense,

the entire education of the children of its members,—to

the total exclusion of the civil power ; that this duty is a
stricily religious duty; and that to neglect it, is to fail

grossly in duty, and incur great and lasting injuries. If

this be so, then it is equally clear that the civil power is

under no obligation to provide for the education of its chil-

dren generally, forotherwise the Church could not be bound
to interfere with the State, much less to exclude it. God
is not the author of confusion. The duties of the State

are civil, not sacred ; the duties of the Church are sacred,

not civil. To exclude the State from the control of gen-

eral education, and to exerupt it from the duty of provid-

ing the means thereof, it must be shown that education

is of the nature of religious things, and that the duty of

superintending it, is in its nature spiritual. Is not a man
bound to educate himself, as an individual person ? Is not

every famiiy bound to educate each other, and the head of
the family peculiarly bound to educate the members ? If so,

are these obligations which arise out of our individual per-

sonality, and out ofour family relations, in any degree at all

;

or do they spring solely, or chiefly, out of our obligations -

as members of Christ? Is a christian more bound,—or is

he chiefly bound

—

oris he exclusively bound; they al-e

three degrees of the same proposition—to acquire and to

impart knowledge, which has nothing to do with religion,

but much to do with temporal success, and temporal use-

fulness; all the positive sciences for example,—simply or

mainly, as a christian, and because he is christian? or is

he bound, chiefly or at all, to do so, from any consider-

ations drawn from his individual position, or his relations

to his family or his country? These are considerations,

and there are many more like them, that require to be
deeply pondered, before we arrive at the sweeping gene-
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Education is the only safe and true conclusion of this
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Let us turn our attention to the obligations of the go-

vernment to its people ; or in other and larger terms, the obli-

gations ofthe community to itself. Considered in its broad
light, the commonwealth is manifestly bound to provide

for its own security, for its own progress, for its own per-

petuity, for its own highest possible developement. It is,

naturally, the very end of its exisience, to do th<;se things:

it is. ph i losopi lical
I
y, the very mode of its existence, to he oc-

cupied in doing them; itis, morally, the very ground of the

divine sanction for its existence, that it shall do them. Ofthe

things that tend to promote these objects, some are of that

kind that falls more immediately under the sphere of in-

dividual effort, and these, the commonwealth will best use

and promote, by leaving them tohidividual control: some
fall more immediately under domestic superintendence, and
these may be left, most properly, there ; some are in their

nature chiefly or wholly religiouo—the former may he, the

latter must be, left to the conscience—as being out of the

reach of the State ;
but such as fall under nehher of these

catagories, must, m the nature of the cause, and by the se-

vere logic springing out of the very conditions of the exis-

tence of the commonwealth, fall under its direction, and
be found in the imiuediate sphere of its duties. Is the

education of mankind, one of these? Is it a matter purely

or chiefly appertaining to the Church—or if the other state-

ment be thought morecandid, purely or chiefly falling out

of the proper duties of the State, that men should be taught
to read and write, and be furnished with the means of
education, and be encouraged to use them ? Can any com-
munity, as such, safely, justifiably, omit to provide for the
universal education of the people? Can it—we were going
to say, be guilty of this omission ? the very phrase, and
every phrase that fully expresses the idea, showing the
instinctive judgment of most unprejudiced and enlightened
minds ; that such an omission is really criminal—that
is, that the performance of the opposite, is instinctively

judged to be a duty. But if this be so, then it is not pos-

sible, that it is the duty of the Church, of the family, or of
individuals, to proceed upon an hypothesis, that excludes
the State from the right to perform one of its high and
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manifest duties, or upon a different hypothesis, which as-

sumes that the State has no such duty. It seems to us,

it can be clearly shown, that this duty on the part of the

State is manifest and transcendent, and that those com-
mon and instinctive judgments, to which we have allud-

. ed, are just and irrefragable ; and, this being shown, the

duties of all others, must necessarily take their complexion
from this established fact ; unless it can be shown that

some or all others, are equally bound to provide for univer-

sal education, to the exclusion of the Slate, upon prin-

ciples and proofs so clear and exalted, as to crush all coun-
tervailing claims and obligations; or unless it can be
shown that it is nobody's duly to make such provision.

Education is an affair purely civil, [lurely temporal. It

cannot be shown that the processes of acquiring the art

of reading and writing, have any thing more to do with
the spiritual operations of our being, than the processes of

acquiring any other arts; for these are merely arts—aits

by means of one of which, when acquired, we may our-

. selves procQed indefinitelyiin the acquisition of knowledge,
and by means of the other of which we may act indefi-

nitely in communicating knowledge. Nor can it he shown,
that the processes by which any one part of knowledge,
not purely moral, is acquired, is any more religious, or has
any more relation to religion, than any other part ofknow-

- ledge ; so that every means by which any mortal acquires

any knowledge, is as much liable, as the District school,

to be engulphed by the Church ; as indeed all have been
in past ages. Nor can it be shown, that a company of

boys at school, is more liable to spiritual injury, than a
company of boys at a tannery or a carpenter's shop; nor

that urisanctified study, as they express it, more demands,
upon principle, the supervision of the Church, than un-

sanctified play, or unsanctified work. Nor can it be shown,
that all the learning under heaven, or any part of it, ex-

cept only that obtained by sitting down at the feet of the

Saviour of sinners,' has the least direct religious tendency
whatever, or any power to make us, in God's sight, any
better or any worse ; the very highest attainments having
nothing more to do with our spiritual condition, than the

very lowest. Not only can none of these things be shown,
but the very opposites of every one of them, can be clear-
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ly and plainly established. If therefore there be any one

thing, for which the State might venture to provide, with-

out the remotest possibility of intruding into the province

of the Church, it would seem that a provision for the uni-

versal education of the people, might be the thing.

If it is alleged that the moral influence of those who
impart instruction is so great that the Church cannot safe-

ly trust the selection of them out of her own hands;
then the obvious reply is, that this puts an end to society

itself, and makes the Church the only power that can ex-

ist; since all that is necessary is, for any offi:ier, or any
power, to he capable of moral effects, or influences, in or-

der to put it under the dominion of the Church. The mo-
ral influence of judges, governors, presidents, nay even
sheriff's, coronors. and constables, is as real, and may be

far more extensive, than that of school-masters. The
moral influence of wealth, manners, tastes, is inmense;
that of domestic habits—nay even personal habits, often

decisive. For this reason, shall the Church session sit in

judgment, upon all possible conditiofis, all possible relations,

all possible interests, that are capable of being perverted to

moral evil? If not, upon what principle shall they appoint

the school-master? Is he a Church officer? Are his func-

tions ecclesiastical? The true security lies, not in putting

the school under the power of the Church session, nor the

appointment of the school master in that body, any more
than the remedy forbad government lies in putting the

Synod over the Legislature, and giving to that venerable

body the appointment of Judges
;
but it lies in the uni-

versal diff'usion of religious truth and influence, by other

means, ordained of God—whereby school masters, as well

as Judges and Legislators, shall become what it is fit they
should be. And in the mean time, and in all possible

times and circumstances, the pulpit and the fireside, the

minister and the parent—not the school room and the

school master, are the true and the authorised moral in-

structors of mankind
; and in tlie mean lime, and in all

times, we must, as far as possible, avoid and discounte-

nance bad school masters—just as we should avoid and
discountenance, in all things, evil specimens of things in

their own nature good.

Let it never be forgotten, when this view of the subject
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is before the niind, that even the moral aspect of this

question, to say nothing of its more legitimate bearings,

has not proved wholly satisfactory when it has been most
completely under the dominion of the Church. Has the

Church—has any part of the Church, perfectly secured

the object aimed at, by the most complete control of

Schools and Colleges ? Of what advantage to religion,

has been the control of the Papal, or any other corrupt

sect in past ages ? Or rather, what a blessing would it

not have been if no such control had existed ! What has
been the influence of the peculiar relations of the English
universities, to the Church of England, upon the spiritu-

ality and orthodoxy of that Church ? Even in Scotland,

of what avail has it been, that school masters were obliged

to be members of the established Church—when heretics

and formalists ruled for generations the Church itself ?

In our own country, memorable examples are not want-
ing to prove that we have achieved very little in the way
of giving to education a safe moral direction, when we
have placed it most completely under ecclesiastical con-

trol. No delusion is more complete than that which seems
to lie at the base of the present movement for Denomina-
tional control of schools and colleges, that a real security

for religion is gained when the Church has a potential

voice over the institutions of learning, and a profession of
religion is made a fundamental condition of office in them.
The real security, so far as any is needed or can be de-

rived from the relations of education to religion, must be
sought, as we have before intimated, in other quarters.

If the Church cannot protect the purity of religion, with-

out the control of education, she cannot do it by means
of that control ; and if she is not in a condition to do it,

and that effectually, without the help of the schools, nay,
we will add, in defiance of their opposition, if that were
presumable, in a pure and efficient state of the Church

—

then her condition would be already such, that, if she
coMtrolled education, she would be at least likely to use
it as a means of increasing the general deadness, formal-

ity or heresy, as in reviving the true knowing of God.
This is, indubitably, the sum of the lessons which the

past has taught.

We are far from saying, far from believing, that religion

/
•
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is no part of education. It is the very best and greatest

part of it. What we say is, that the Church has not
and should not have the control of all things of which
religion is the best and greatest part,—for then she would
engulph the control of all things ; and of most af them
upon clearer grounds than general education. She should
have the control of things strictly religious, and of none
others ; for her Master has given her this control, and no
other ; and right reason, as well as divine truth, limit her
to this sphere as the one of her true and real power. Re-
ligion is an interest of the State; though the State, as such,
is not part of the Church, still the commonwealth is or-

dained of God, and is as really a divine institute as the

Church itself. Its office bearers are, in their place, for

their appointed ends, servants of God ; it may be, often-

times, very wicked ones,—like too many in the sanctuary;

but none the less really executing a divine authority on
that account. It is part of their office to recognise God,
and to obey him

; and they omit it at their proper peril.

But it is not—and this is the exact pomt—the duty of the
Church to takeaway their office if they abuse it; to hin-

der them in any part of their vocation, or even to call

them to account, except just so far as that account is pure-

ly personal to such as are members of her communion,
and rests upon grounds absolutely personal, -^.y^^'f^,^.:,^.,^^,

Religion, as a distinct and most important part ofknow-
ledge; revealed religion, as the received religion of our
country, so far from being excluded from general educa-
tion, should be made a prominent part of it—from the

primary school to the university. Divine revelation may
be said to contain a distinct and authoritative repub-

lication of natural religion, and a new and further com-
munication of the knowledge of God, and of spiritual

things, such as without it, could never have been known.
It is the voice of God, speaking with clearness and au-

thority on the whole subject of man's origin, duty, destiny

and hopes : the voice of Him, who ordained both the State

and the Church. Most clearly, then, in a land professing

to be, even nominally, Christian, this book should have a
prominent place in every part of education. That it has
been excluded from any system of general education, in

this country, is to be attributed, mainly, if not entirely, to
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two causes: first, that the Christian public has been faith-

less to its high obligations, and secondly, that schemes of

denominational education, have withdrawn the attention

of so large a portion of the Christian public from all pro-

per regard to what was going on in systems and institu-

tionsy for which they felt but little interest or responsibility.

There is no reason to doubt that the religious portion of
the people, in every part of the United States, have it

completely in their power, through the ordinary channels
of infl.uence accessible to them, to secure a result that

ought to be perfectly satisfactory to them on this subject.

In Maryland, ten years ago, by a simultaneous movement,
the word of God was introduced as a reading book, first

into the public schools of the city of Baltimore, and after-

wards into far the greater part of the public and private

schools of the State. Those who insist on going beyond
this, and who require, as a part of public education, that

the peculiarities of their particular sect, shall be publicly

taught to all the pupils, in all the schools, manifestly re-

quire what they would not themselves be willing to concede
to others, and which it is therefore absurd for them to ex-

pect that others will concede to them. For such there is

no alternative but a sectarian school, and the result of the

principle would be, if they could enforce it, a sectarian

commonwealth as exclusive and as narraw as their secta-

rian school—as feeble in itself, and as liable to convulsion

and decay. The narrowest of all sects, by the hiw of
their being, are those most exposed to perpetual schism

;

and examples are not wanting of considerable communi-
ties, reduced to utter disorganization and dispersion, by
this madness of sect—the most rabid of all madness.
But all who are content to allow Grod to speak for himself

in our schools, to the hearts and minds of our children

—

reserving for the fireside, the Sabbath schools, the pulpit,

and the press, comment, elucidation, and thorough system-
atic instruction, may meet on a ground common to all,

and satisfactory assuredly to most ; which frees our sys-

tems of general education from the apprehension of a ten-

dency to infidelity, which it has been diligently sought to

instil into the public mind. At any rate all our arguments
are for the power and duty of the State, to establish such
a system as should be,—not such a system as should not

Vol. IV.—No. 1. 2
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be. And it is for others to show that popular education,

under the care of the State, is necessarily of irreligious

tendency, before the State is robbed on that plea of a

power most clear and beneficent ; and to show further

that popular education, under the care of the sects, is ne-

cessarily free from all similar and all equal danger, before

those sects are invested with a power which does not ne-

cessarily, if at all, reside in them, and which, we must say,

all past experience warns us to be cautious how we com-
mit to their hands, while all careful consideration .of the

nature of things, and all large views of human progress,

teach us they are not competent to wield.

Let us not be understood as intimating that the Church
has no interest in the cause of general education, and no
means of promoting it. Far otherwise. The Church has
the utmost interest in the existence of sound and whole-

some laws, and in their prompt and faithful execution,

and vast influence in promoting both ; but she has and
should have no power, either to make or execute the

laws. So as to many subjects, and amongst the rest, the

one under discussion. She has the highest interest in the

widest and most thorough cultivation of all mankind, and
she has an immense power to promote it ; it does not,

therefore, follow that she should possess the power to con-

trol it, along with, much less to the exclusion of, the com-
monwealth

;
least of all, that she possesses this power

and right, by a fragmentary investiture of it, in all the

broken sects which disgrace her history. "Very much be-

yond this may be said with perfect truth, when we assert,

that it is the spirit of the new man. the spirit of true reli-

gion, which lies far down in the bosom of all that great

movement for the temporal regeneration of mankind,
which so remarkably distinguishes these latter ages. The
great John Calvin is the veritable founder of the scheme
of general, but let it also be carefully noted of national^

not denominational education ; and the baptismal vow
required, in this country, of Presbyterian parents, that they
will teach their children to read the word of God, has
made an absolutely illiterate Presbyterian an almost un-
heard of thing—in the midst of the masses of^popular
ignorance, which everywhere deface our country; but
this she has accomplished by an influence, not a power,
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arid tilrough iriQividual, not eciclesiastical effor<. High, be-

neficent, transcendent, is her capacity—to advance this

and every other righteous and glorious cause, but that ca-

pacity Hes not in disturbing, but in holding sacred, the

narmony of all things, which her master has ordained
;

in respecting, not obliterating, the great boundaries which
define the powers and duties of man in his various posi-

tions,—boundaries, which none have a higher interest, or

are under a more exalted obligation than herself, to pre-,

serve inviolate ; and which it is one object of her mission

to illustrate and enforce.

From this point, then, we may take a new departure.

It has been shown, as we think, that the subject matter
appertains strictly to the commonwealth ; and even if

omitted by it, rather to domestic, or even to individual

than to ecclesiastical control. If the State will not do it,

let it be the neighbourhood rather than the congregation.

If the neighbourhood will not, let the minister do it—not

as Pastor but as man. For, manifestly, the matter is not
ecclesiastical ; and if for reason of its incidental moral
bearings, it may be made so,—so may any thing—every
thing else. So also, it has been shown that the danger
of evil, in the absence of ecclesiastical control, is purely
imaginary, if the Church will faithfully execute its pro-

per mission ; and that when any danger really does exist,

irregular intervention, nay, even exclusive control by the

Church, has never and can never prevent it. And to sum
up all, that there is no sort of necessity that the Church
should undertake what can be otherwise better done,—see-

ing that her ability, to promote the very end in view, is

really greater, if she will use it aright, than if she under-

took to do the thmg herself Let the denominations then

assume their true position—let them not call the State in-

fidel because the laws do not teach the creed, nor the

schools inculcate their peculiar dogmas ; but content with

the recognition of our common Christianity, admit the

word of God to be sufficent for the schools, as the teach-

er of that part of public education which relates to reli-

gion ; and unite in a common and glorious effort to advance
the great interests of- knowlege, and enlarge the deep
foundations of freedom. . < ; '• \ > -v
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,wBut it is not enough, perhaps, to infer the duty of the

State, from its clear right to act in such a case. Its duty
to provide for the general education of the people is, upon
other grounds, extremely clear. The subject matter be-

ing once shown to appertain to the commonwealth, the

transcendent importance of the thing itself places it among
the highest concernments of the State. The value^f edu-

cation, in itself considered, is beyond all estimation. As
,a mere possession, irrespective of all things but its intrin-

sic excellence— the love of knowledge and the means of

pursuing and imparting it, which are but the elements

of education, can only be degraded by comparison with
earthly treasures. Estimate, if you can, the value of edu-

cation as an instrument by which other attainments may
be made, and other enjoyments secured, and other victo-

ries won : its value as a training, by means of which we
are fitted for higher efforts and severer labors, under capa-

cities continually expanding in the pursuit of objects more
and more exalted : its value as a distinction, the most pure
and singular that is confined to this poor earth : its value
as a security, and the greatest temporal security, against

vice, and want, and degrading sin : its value as a solace,

and the most precious earthly solace, under sorrow and
disappointment and corroding care: its value as a trust to

be used for the benefit of those around us

—

{or the State

itself, and for posterity: and, above all, its value as a
developement of the precious stores which God's munifi-

cence has hid away in the deep secret chambers of the
soul, bringing to open day his glorious handiwork, which
else had lain buried in darkness forever ! Oh ! may not
the State

—

shall not the State draw forth and cherish
and hang like a diadem around her venerated brows, jew-
els so precious? Has the State no duty to perform except
to our dying bodies, our perishing estates, our mad pas-

sions? Is nothing due to our purer and better part— to

that lofty intelligence, which, though not wholly, yet more
than the body, more than the soul, escaped the curse and
ruin of tjhe fall? Yea verily, we owe it to ourselves— all

owe it to each— and what is that but the State owing it

to every member of it— to rescue the general intellect

from darkness, and to provide, to the utmost extent of its
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capacity, that all may know whatever may^'be khoVii—

•

that all may be and do whatever knowledge can secure

of good.

The magnitude of the work of educating the commu-
nity, places it wholly beyond the reach of individual

means and voluntary eflforts. Even the humblest system
of common school education, in which nothing but the

bare tuition is estimated, and no supervision but that

which might be required to keep the system in motion is

contemplated— would, if it extended over one State of

medium size, and proposed even to assist the poor, much
less to instruct all the pupils by means of a common fund,

be found, in all respects, beyond the power of private

means and purely moral influences. To instruct 100,000
children in the rudiments of knowledge, six months every
year, would require in the middle States, for tuition alone,

from five hundred to eight hundred thousand dollars every
year, and would demand about three thousand teachers.

There are in the United States, at present, six or seven
millions of children and youth, of suitable ages to be at

school, and the number is increasing with great rapidity.

Now it is a very simple thing and easily done, for a Church

'

Court to pass orders recommending the establishment of
good schools in all the congregations, and good Acade-
mies in all the Presbyteries, and good Colleges in all the

Synods ; and it is not very difficult to draw up and pub-

lish paper schemes, in which the work is done— and it is

not impossible to get agents to pervade the Churches and
solicit and collect considerable funds : and it may, with
more difiiculty, be achieved, that a few active, enlightened

and philanthropic persons, in various localities, will go
earnestly to work, to do something, and a good deal may
be done ; but whatever is done, we undertake to say, is

done in most instances by the individual activity and
wisdom of particular persons, and that the denomina-
tional control and power ^ay chiefly, if not wholly, in

counsel and encouragement— not in creating or sustain-

ing. But after all that cari?be done has been done by all

the denominations, in this manner, does any one really

imagine th^ttW^serious approach is made towards educa-

tiagsix or sevett millions of persons— that the two hun-

A

i

\
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dred thousand teachers who must te had, have been called

into existence and designated to their particular fields of

labor— that the edifices have been erected necessary to

accommodate these vast armies of youth— that the means
have been providjd to procure Ubraries and other aids for

the instruction of such multitudes— that the perpetuation

and expansion of the system have been adequately secured

— that any organization, deserving the name of system^

has been effected, or that any adequate control, superin-

tendence or direction has been provided ? It is, as it ap-

pears to us, utterly absurd to make any such pretension.

Education is so great a necessity and so great an attain-

ment that many individuals and neighborhoods will have
schools where it is possible to establish them by the means
at their disposal ; and the people of God see such clear

and controlling reasons for promoting sound and exten-

sive learning, that they will, by one means and another,

provide colleges for the education of their youth, especially

those who expect to preach the Gospel : and the power of
the principle of association is so vast, that private means,
under its operation, and stimulated by moral influences,

may accomplish immense results— and, by the interven-

tion of boards of trustees, charters, and other helps from
the State, great efficiency and duration may be secured

—

not, however, without great risk. But what does all this

amount to when we come to argue the great principles

involved, and to contemplate the boundless and endless

vork of educating all mankind, through all ages, in all

knowledge? Nothing short of the whole resources of

commonwealths, laid under such contribution as the whole
power of commonwealths alone can enforce, and directed

with a unity and comprehensiveness which absolutely

demand the presence and authority of the State— is ade-

quate to the result professed to be desired. If we admit
that general education is in any sense so important or

desirable that any duty arises any where to make any
attempt to secure it, that admission necessarily draws af-

ter it the consequence that this duty devolves on the com-
monwealth, not only because the whole case is exactly

analogous to all other cases in which similar duties rest

on the State, but because it is utterly beyond the power.

\^

nil
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arid absolutely heterogeneous to the nature and atctlon of
every other person, natural, artificial, political, or spiritual,

that exists amongst men. *

We do not hesitate to say, that a new proof of the ex-

istence of this obligation on the part of the State, is to be
found in the very tendency of denominational and other
insufficient efforts, to perform partially and amiss the
great work, which the human race is so deeply interested

m having performed fully and aright. If every denomi-
nation were to carry out at large, a denominational scheme
covering the whole sect, and embracing the whole round
of knowledge, which they might see fit to incalcute, the
result would be better indeed than universal ignorance

—

but worse, in our judgment, than might have been achieved
by the spontaneous action of mankind, to the exclusion

both of the State and the denominations. In this coun*
try a very large part of the population would be excluded
after all the denominations had counted up their hosts.

Is no provision to be made for them ?—or are they to be
reduced to elect between ignorance and sectarianism?—or

is the State to set up a separate scheme for them, or allow
them to do it for themselves ? which two latter things, as the
remnant is no sect, and as the State has no business with
education, might be excluded from the possibilities of the

case. The sects, in every part of the Union, are mingled by
residence amongst each other, in such a manner that when
their schemes are carried out, we shall have school against

School, Academy against Academy, and College against

College—^in the rich and populous regions ; and then
wide tracts of country sparsely peopled by the poor, left

destitute. Let it be remembered also, that some of the

sects are, according to the judgment of others—and cer-

tainly according to our own, wholly unfit to be trusted

with the education of the people, an unfitness doubly
manifest if the connexion between education and religion,

which is really the only pretext for denominational edu-
cation that has the least force, be brought into the ac-

count. In the midst of such a condition of things, the

State has other considerations, if possible, still more im-
portant, to be weighed before she can consent to allow

such miseries to afflict the community, through her ne-

glect. Is it nothing to her, is it nothing to us all, that

the whole community, from tenderest infancy to mature
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age, should be trained up in the narrow and bitter spirit

of sect ? Has the State no interest in presenting herself

to her children, as their common parent, and filhng their

young minds with sentiments of gratitude and reverence

towards her, and binding their affections tp each other, as
brothers whose great strife is to be, who shall best serve

and most love her ? They have carelessly read the his-

tory of the past, who are not aware that the most serious

difficulties in the conduct of human affairs, may spring

from any heterogeneousness in the composition of society,

from radical differences in religious opinions, or through
alieneations upon religious topics, as fruitfully as from
any other source. Is it the interest of the commonwealth
that her people should be so trained as to piomote in the

very highest degree, the activity of every heterogeneous
particle in her composition ? It so, let her stand still, till

the zeal of sect shall have done its work, with such an
educational movement as that our age witnesses. In
fine, what can denominations, comparatively small, thor-

oughly disunited, liable to constant change, actuated by
considerations of their own particular interests, and alto-

gether embracing only a part of the whole community,
accomplish, of good or great, by separate action in such a
field as this, compared with what may be accomplished,

by the united, vigorous, consistent, sustained power of the

State itself? Were it not better to prevent so great a
cause, from being so signally abused? And is not the

certainty of such a result, in the absence of all interveit-

tion by the State, a sufficient call to her, to enter earn-

estly upon it herself.^

This great duty of the commonwealth, clear in itself,

and of universal obligation—becomes more palpable and
more stringent when it falls upon States peculiarly organ-
ized, or upon States placed in particular circumstances*

The progress of society creates new obligations, and gives

higher sanctions to those already existing. The develope-

ment of civilization places in new and conspicuous lights

the value of knowledge, which is at once its deepest cause
and its noblest offspring. If freedom is to be the heritage

of man, knowledge must be so too. Free institutions, to

become universal, must bear along with them universal
education. If there be any exception to these statements

V * ^
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they are few and uncertain, and will be found to exist

where a safeguard against ignorance in free governments
has been sought, on the one hand, in some limitation of

the Democratic element, or on the other, in a more exalted

training of that part of the community that was trained

at all. The lessons of experience, the meditations of phi-

losophy, and the light from heaven, all direct us to the

same career—by the same assured way. The fanaticism

which despises the State, and the infidelity which con-

temns the Church— are both alike the product of igno-

rance and folly. God has established both the Church
and the State. It is as clearly our duty to be loyal and
enlightened citizens, as to be faithful and earnest Chris-

tians. Instead of promoting, we are sacrificing the inter-

ests of humanity, when we put at hazard great and last-

ing advantages, through an unwise devotion to interests

which, though real, are less conspicuous, and which may
be better secured, so far as it is right to secure them, in

some other form. Is it better that all men were enlight-

ened, and the tenth part of them Presbyterians?— or is it

better that all but the tenth part of men remain in igno-

rance, and that tenth be exclusively and intensely Presby-

terian? God is not honoured by our making devotion to

some dogma not in itself fundamental— the means or even
the occasion of robbing millions of his creatures of costly

benefits, for which they sigh in vain, and in vain stretch

out to us imploring hands. Religion is not honoured, and
patriotism and humanity are outraged, when, on narrow
and insufficient pretexts, we snap the great bond of hu-
man brotherhood, and deride our country as unworthy of
our trust, in her just and noble efibrts to promote lawful

objects, to which we say we are devoted. Surely, here,

if any where, in free and Christian America, the State is

bound and the State may be trusted to occupy this vast

field of exertion; and here, if any where, every hand
should help her, every voice applaud her, every heart

bless her for her work.
Of all the Christian denominations, it has seemed to M$

most remarkable that Presbyterians should be assailed with
personal and sectarian appeals to separate themselves from
the body of the people in their eiForts to promote the spread
of knowledge. What conceivable advantage are we to

Vol. IV.—No. 1. 3
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reap from such a course 1 What part of our past history

justifies such appeals? What portion of our principles

invites such attempts? Shall a people, famous from the

first, for their patriotic devotion to all States they have
dwelt in, by some new impulse rebel against all States in

one of the most beneficent of all attempts to exercise the

civil power ? Shall a people, renowned for its steadfast

love of knowledge, and its great exertions to promote uni-

versal education, rise up in arms against the only possible

method in which, and the only existmg power by which
its cherished desires may all be gratified? Shall a peo-

ple, more capable than any other of doing good, by acting

with all—and more certain than any other of suffering

harm by separating from them, shrink from the sublime
vocation of directing a great, and, in its consequences, in-

terminable movement of the human mind, and establish for

itself a voluntary and fatal paralysis, by drawing tightly

around its noble and free proportions the cold and frigid

bonds of sect? Never— never. The Presbyterian Church
loves its creed, comprehends its interests as a denomina-
tion, is faithful to its peculiar mission among the branches
of Christ's people, and will execute firmly and steadily

its own special objects, in its own chosen way. But the
Presbyterian Church in this country is composed of free

citizens of free commonwealths—-and her members will

accept the mission which is given to them as patriots, no
less than the mission given to them as Calvinists— their

vocation as Americans no less than their vocation as Pres-

byterians. She will be true to her noble history, her high
instincts, her exalted destiny ; and throughout America a
more cordial and unanimous support to every fair system
of general education, and to every part of every such sys-

tem will be accorded to no commonwealth, by any sect,

than the great body of the Presbyterian people will give
to all, every where. Narrow views may be put forth in
her name ; they are not hers. Idle fears may be expressed
on her behalf; she does not cherish them. Unworthy mo-
tives may be held out to her; they will not move her.

Weak, timid or selfish counsels may appear for a time to

gain her consent, but the calm, final, settled purpose, the
true, earnest, cordial action she will take at last, will be
in full accord with the spirit of the age.

\
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We do not pretend to say, that education by the StateJ

or by the Church, or by any body else, can ever make
man what he ought to become. But without it, he never
can approach to his full stature. It is therefore one of the

highest human interests. To place it on its tme founda-
tion— to commit its management to the proper authority
•— to urge forward its majestic progress— are points, there-

fore, of general and vast importance. It has been mani-
fest, for some years past, that great efforts were to be made
to divert the Christian public from all co-operation in the

support of schemes of education and institutions of learn-

ing supported by the State, and enlist them, as far as

possible, in schemes and efforts purely denominational.

At first, the main argument was, that the State schools

and colleges were not safe, in a religious point of view

;

more recently, it has been largely urged that it is the pe-

culiar duty of the Church to establish and condnct schools.

It is not therefore amiss to have inquired how far the very
want of alleged safety in the public schools and colleges

is not the fault of the Church herself— and to have shown
that the pretension now set up for ecclesiastical control

over general education is utterly absurd, and without the

shadow of a foundation in religion, in reason, or in our
political or ecclesiastical systems. General education, by
means of denominational control, if not a contradiction in

terms, is a pure figment of the imagination, incapable of
practical execution, and destitute of all grounds of rational,

support; and its logical advocacy involves the denial to

the State oi some of its clearest rights, and the subversion

of some of its highest obligations— while it sacrifices all

hope of the general education of mankind, upon the altar

of sectarian bigotry and cant. ,

^..
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r ARTICLE II. i ;^

THE PELAGIAN CONTROVERSY.
.!^-.^.,V

'^''

.^^

This controversy occurred in the early part of the fifth

century. The individuals, principally concerned in it,

were Augustine on the one side, and Pelagius and Celes-

tius on the other.

Augustine, bishop of Hippo, (now Bona, in Northern
Africa.) was born at Tagaste, an obscure village in Nu-
niidia, A. D. 354. His father remained a Pagan till near

the close of life, but his mother was an eminently devoted

Christian. He is to be classed, therefore, with many other

excellent Christians, who have owed, not their usefulness

only, but their salvation, to the influence of a pious

mother. Augustine's advantages of education were good,

and his talents of the highest order ; but his early life was
one of continued debauchery and wickedness. In phil-

osophy he was a Manichee, and by profession a teacher

of rhetoric and oratory. In the exercise of his profession,

after visiting several other cities, he came to Milan ; and
here, under the searching ministry of Ambrose, his heart

was touched, and he was brought to consideration and
repentance. His convictions of sin were deep, painful, I

had almost said terrible, and abiding. He has detailed

them at length in his Confessions—a work well worthy
the study of the child of God, in every age. His conver-

sion was eminently satisfactory,—very like to those which
sometimes^cur in our best modern revivals ; old things
passed away with him ; all things became spiritually new;
and he was prepared, at once, to renounce his flattermg
worldly prospects, and consecrate his cultivated and bril-

liant powers to the service of God in the Gospel of His
Son.

^

Augustine was thirty-three years of age at the time of
his conversion. Subsequent to this, he lived more than
forty years, and was, under Christ, the great luminary of
the Church. He was specially instrumental in reviving
and diflf*using spiritual, evangelical religion, and in restor-

ing) in some good degree, the theology of Paul.
^s to the particular doctrines of Augustine, there never
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has been, nor can there be much dispute. He taught the

natural and total corruption of man, connecting it with
the first sin of Adam, and considering it as, somehow,
propagated to the race. He taught the necessity and the

efficacy of divine grace, not only to carry forward, but to

cow/mence the work of recovery in the depraved heart of

man. There was nothing good in that heart naturally,

and never could be, unless God, by His grace, interposed

to excite it. Hence, predestination, with him, was not

conditioned on foreseen holiness, but was a predestination

to holiness and consequent salvation ;
—" predestined to be

conformed to the image of His Son." Still, Augustine's
predestination did not run into fatality, or lead him to

deny the proper free agency of man. " God could so in-

fluence men," he said, "that being awakened, drawn,
touched, and enlightened, thej/ would follov) without any
resistance to the grace operating upon their will. God
calls in a way which is so befitting, that the subject is

drawn by Him who calls, and yetfollows with freedom.^*
Augustine did not come into the belief of his system

of doctrines at once. He was led along by degrees

—

chiefly through the study of Paul's epistles, and by the

teachings and influence of the Holy Spirit—to the full

discovery, and adoption of them, and to an earnest incul-

cation and defence of them, in all his after life. For
several years after his conversion, he held to the self-de-

termining power of the will, and believed that the influ-

ences of divine grace, without which none could be saved,
" were conditioned on the subjective bent of the will to

holiness." A little later, his views on the subject were
modified, and he represents recovering grace as condition-

ed on faith. " As man can perform nothirjg good before

his renewal, so he can merit nothing—grace precedes all

desert. Still, there is nothing arbitrary on the part of

God when he gives to some, and withholds from others,

that grace by which they obtain salvation ; since men
obtain this grace by faith, and faith is wholly the work
of man."

It is clear, however, that a mind like that of Augustine
could not long rest in views such as these. He soon came
to see and to say, that " the desert of faith does not pre-

cede Gfod^s mercy, but presupposes this mercy. Faith it-
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self is one of the gifts of grace," and thus he came to the

conclusion—for he could come to no other—that the rea-

son why God rescues some, rather than others, from the

destruction into which all had plunged themselves, lies

in the incomprehensible counsels of his own will. At the

same time he insisted, that neither the justice nor the im-

partiality of God was at all impeached. Not his justice

;

since those who are lost are treated no worse than they
deserve. Not his impartiality ; since it is to be supposed
that God has good and sufficient reasons for the dispensa-

tion of his grace, though we may not be able so much as

to conjecture what these reasons are.

1 1 have said that Augustine did not come into a belief

of his system of doctrines at once. It ought to be added,

that he was not led into them, as many have pretended,

in consequence of his controversy with Pelagius. So far

from this, he was led unwillingly into his controversy with
Pelagius, in consequence of his holding and revering these

doctrines. He learned them, as I have before remarked,

in the Bible, and in his own conscious experience. He
was taught them by the Holy Ghost. And it may be
shown to a certainty that he came to an open profession

of them, at least ten years previous to the Pelagian con-
troversy. This controversy did not commence. till about
the year 412, whereas Augustine had waded through all

the preliminaries in the progress of his opinions, and had
become settled in his theological views, as early as the
year 397.

Of the particulars of the early life of Pelagius, we know
but little. He was a native of Britain, but neither the
place nor date of his birth has been recorded. He never
aspired to the clerical office, but was a monk and a lay-

man to the day of his death. He visited the monasteries
in diflferent parts of the Roman empire, previous to the
disclosure of his heretical opinions, and was every where
esteemed, not only for his intelligence, but for the excel-

lence of his moral character. Such is the testimony
which Augustine gives of him, and it is confirmed by a
variety of other evidence. Accordingly, it was with great
reluctance, and under the most solemn convictions of duty,
that Augustine came into conflict with him. *

.As to the real sentiments of Pelagius, there has been

cC^.
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little or no dispute. He held that the sin of Adam affect-

ed only himself. It exerted no injurious influence upon
the natural state and character of his posterity. Men
come into the world as innocent as Adam in Paradise

; as

innocent as they would have been, if he had not sinned.

They have not only no inherited sin, but no natural prowe-

ness or tendency to sin ; so that all the sin which there is

in the world, may be traced to bad examples, to injurious

moral influences, to external temptations, and not to any
inherent corruption.

Pelagius also held that 'perfection in this life is no
very difiicult or uncommon attainment. Many persons
have been perfect, and some have been more than perfect.

They have done more than the moral law requires. This
is particularly true of the more rigid and abstemious of

the monks, who voluntarily subject themselves to great

austerities and privations.

Pelagius had much to say, in terms, of the ffrace of Godj
of our need of it, and of the obligations we are under to

God for it. But, by divine grace, he only understood di-

vine instructions—outward appliances and means, and
never an influence from God, exerted directly upon the

heart, exciting it to the exercise and practice of holiness.

? How early Pelagius came to entertain opinions such
as these, it is impossible now to ascertain. It is certain

that he did not divulge them till late in life, and then not

openly, but with the utmost precaution. It was his cus-

tom to start queries concerning the doctrines ofthe Church,
and these, not as having originated with himself, but with
others.

'^'''
'

-a.?;^:-;

'Near the beginning of the fifth century, we find Pela-

gius established at Rome, where he was engaged in wri-

ting a commentary on the Epistle to the Romans. Among
those, who were here converted to his views, was a dis-

tinguished young advocate, by name Celestius. Celesti-

us was much younger than Pelagius, and much more bold

and decided in the expression of his opinions. He was a
native of Ireland, and ever after his acquaintance with
Pelagius, was his devoted follower and friend.

When Rome was taken by the Gothi% about the year

410, great numbers of the people fled into Africa : and
among the rest, Pelagius and Celestius. Augustine met

. '"S
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tMin bnce' 6r twice at Carthage, but nothing material

passed between them. Pelagius soon retired from Africa,

and travelled through Egypt into Palestine, leaving Ce-

lestius at Carthage. >^^ #^ ;

.

%

It was during the stay of Celestius at Carthage, that

the Pelagian controversy may be said to have commenced.
Celestius wished to become a presbyter, and proposed

himself as a candidate for ordination. As he labored un-

der some suspicions, with regard to his soundness in the

faith, he was brought before a Synod, and Paulinus, a
deacon of the Church, at Milan, appeared as his accuser.

Six heretical propositions were charged upon him, all

growing out of the first and leading one, viz : that " the

sin of Adam had injured only himself, and not the whole
human race.*^ The answers of Celestius were evasive

and unsatisfactory, and he was excluded from the fellow-

ship of the Church. : - .

^--
Meanwhile Pelagius had arrived in Palestine, where

the tone of feeling on these subjects was very different

from that prevailing in Africa, and where some of the

leading eccclesiastics were not unwilling to receive him.
There was one, however, with whom he could find no
favor. This was Jerome, a brother monk,—a petulant,

ill-natured man, but the most distinguished biblical schol-

ar of his age. Jerome was now residing at Bethlehem,
surrounded with flatterers and scholars of both sexes, and
pursuing with diligence the study of the Bible. Defec-

tive as was his character in some respects, Jerome seems
to have correctly apprehended the natural state and char-

acter of man, and his need of the gracious influences of
the Holy Spirit, in order to his salvation. Of course, he
could not endure the theology of Pelagius, and it was
through his influence, chiefly, that the latter was brought
before a Synod, assembled at Jerusalem, A. D. 415.

His accuser, on this occasion, was Paul Orosius, a par-

ticular friend of Augustine, and one of the pupils of Je-

rome. But John, bishop of Jerusalem, was little better

than a Pelagian himself. He paid no regard to the char-

ges preferred against Pelagius, accepted his excuses, and
instead of condemning him, he was inclined to treat him
with peculiar honor. He allowed him, though a layman,
to take a seat amotig his presbyters; a proceeding for
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which, by some members of the Synod, he was severely
censured.

The accusers of Pelagius, finding that they could acr
complish nothmg, proposed that the case should be refer-

red to Innocent, bishop of Rome. This was the more
reasonable, as the individual accused was of Western ori-

gin, and had long been a resident at Rome. In view of
these considerations, the Synod and bishop of Jerusalem
gave their consent, and the case was referred accordingly.

Little satisfied with the issue of this first trial, the op-

posers of Pelagius resolved upon another. A council was
convened at Diospolis, under the direction of Eulogius,

bishop of Cesarea, before which the heresiarch was sum-
moned to appear. But he came forward with his old

evasions. He believed not only in free will, but in the

sinfulness of human character, and in the necessity of
divine grace—in his sense of the term grace—in order to

man's salvation. Some of the piopositions which had
been proved against Celestius, were brought forward ; but
for these he was not at all responsible. He even consented
to condemn them. His judges, or a majority of them,
were satisfied—Pelagius was acquitted, and recognised as

a true and faithful member of the Catholic Church.
The decisions of these two councils, were now made

th6 most of by Pelagius and his party, in vindication of

their orthodoxy. Their opponents, however, were far

from being satisfied. Jerome did not hesitate to charge

the Synods themselves with heresy ; while Augustine,

more charitably, insisted that they did not understand
Pelagius; that they had been deceived by his subterfuge^

and evasions ; and that by the anathemas which they had
prescribed to him, and to which he had consented, they

iiad in reality condemned his peculiar doctrines.

As, by the decision of the first council, the matter was
to come before the bishop of Rome, both parties under-

took to justify themselves to him, and to prepare his mind
for a favorable issue. Three letters were addressed to

him, A. D. 416, by the North African Church, in which
the errors of Pelagius were fully set forth ; in which he
was accused of maintaining free will, in such sense as to

exclude the necessity of grace, at least in the proper

Christian sense of the term. In connection with the let-

VoL. IV.—No. 1. 4
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ters, they also sent to Innocent one of Pelagiiis's books,

in which they had marked several passages for special

consideration.

Pelagius and Celestius sought, also, to justify them-

selves to the Roman bishop. Pelagius wrote him a long

letter, in which he defended himself against the charge

of his adversaries. At the same time, he sent ^ con-

fession of faith, setting forth his orthodoxy, more especi-

ally on the points not connected with this controversy.

Innocent received these communications, and was pre-

paring to act upon them. He seems to have been sin-

cerely inclined to the Augustinian views. But before a
formal decision could be had, he was removed by death.

He was succeeded by Zosimus, whose doctrinal predi-

lections were very different from those of his predecessor.

He favored the Pelagians : and when this came to be

generally known, it was found that a strong party at

Rome entertained the same opinions. It was mider these

favorable circumstances that Celestius himself arrived in

the city. IJe had several interviews with Zosimus, in

which he endeavored to persuade him that the matters in

dispute touched no important point of doctrine ; that they
were questions of mere speculative controversy, relating

to the propagation of sin, and the origin of souls, about
which philosophers and Christians had always been al-

lowed to differ. He insisted that himself and Pelagius
held firmly Lo the doctrines, both of free will and grace,

and that the differences of opinion, concerning the nature

^of divine grace, and the mode of its operation, belonged
only to the schools.

These explanations were enough to satisfy the easy
mind of Tasimus. Accordingly he wrote to the African
bishops, charging them with having decided the matter
too hastily, and giving the most unequivocal testimony to

the orthodoxy of Pelagius and Celestius. Of Pelagius's

letter he said :
" How surprised and rejoiced were all the

pious men who heard it ! (Scarcely could some refrain

from tears, to find that one so thoroughly orthodox had
been made the object of so much suspicion. There was
hardly a passage in the letter where grace, or the divine
assistance, was not mentioned." He sternly rebuked the

African bishops for their too great zeal and oiRciousnesin
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this matter, and entreated them, in the name and author-
ity of the Apostolic see, that they would restrain their

curiosity, and submit their reason to the decisions of the
Bible and of the Church. --

It will be readily supposed that Augustine and hisbro^
ther bishops, would not sit down very submissively under
such a rebuke. They were conscious of understanding
the matter better than the new made bishop of Rome;
and the time had not arrived when his letters carried with
them any special spiritual terrors. They returned him a
respectful answer; but without waiting for his more for-

mal decision, they immediately summoned a council at

Carthage, before which all the points in the controversy

were thoroughly examined, and Pelagianism was strong-

ly condemned. In their result, the members of this

council set forth the corruption of human nature, through
the sin of Adam ; they exposed the shifts and subterfu-

ges of the Pelagians, in their use of the term grace ; they
defined grace to be an inward communication of the di-

vine life, from which all good actions spring. In opposi-

tion to those who said, that grace only renders the per-

formance of duty more easy, they quoted the express

words of the Saviour. " Without me, ye can do nothing."

It has been intimated, too, though not proved, that they

interceded with the civil powers, to exert their authority

in the case, and restore peace to the Church. At any
rate, from the year 418, and onwards, there were issued

several imperial edicts, couched in a style more theologi-

cal than political, condemning Pelagius and his adherents.

Against such an influence, the inlallible bishop ofRome
could not long maintain his ground. He summoned Ce-
lestius to appear before him, and submit to another exam-
ination

;
but the crafty heretic, foreseeing the result, has-

tily left the city. Upon this, Zosimus issued a circular

letter in which (in express contradiction of his former

views) he pronounced the condemnation of Pelagius and
Celestius. He adopted, in full, the decisions of the late

council of Carthage, and declared himself, on all the con-

tested doctrines, to accord with the views of the North
African Church. By the authority of the Emperor, this

letter of Zosimus was circulated through the whole Wes-
tern Church, and all bishops were required to subscribe to
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it. Those who refused (and there were some such) were

banished from their Churches and deposed. ';^--':^.mwmH^-

I have said that Celestius fled from Rome previous to

the condemnation of his opinions by Zosimus. We next

hear of him at Constantinople, whepe he was opposed by
Atticus, the bishop, and where he was again condemned.

Pelagius, who had remained all this while in Palestine,

complained bitterly of the treatment he had received, and
by evasive answers and ambiguous statements, continued

to impose on those around him. It was under these cir-

cumstances that Augustine wrote his treatise on "Oiigi-

nal Sin and the Grace of Christ," which opened the eyes

of many as to the real nature and importance of the sub-

jects in dispute.

About the year 420, Celestius appeared again at Rome
;

but he was not suffered to remain. The probability is,

that both he and Pelagius retired into Britain, and spent

the remainder of their lives in obscurity. We hear little

or nothing concerning either of them afterwards. >
The Pelagian heresy, however, did not die, when its

original promoters had retired from the scene. The con-

troversy was for a time continued, by the adherents of Pe-

lagius
;
and chiefly by Julian, the deposed bishop of Ecla-

num. He was a young man, of much spirit and self-con-

ceit, and the more in earnest, since he had lost his office on
account of his adherence to the Pelagian doctrines. He
represented himself as the little David, who was to fight

against the Goliah of Hippo ; and his proposition was to

decide the contest by single combat, while the rest of the
Church should be in peace.

In reply to his boastings, Augustine asked :
"Who prom-

ised you a single combat on my side ? Where, when, was
the promise made ? Who were present? Who the arbiters ?

Far be it from me to assume to myself, in the general
Church, what you are not ashamed to do among the Pela-
gians. I am one of the many, who refute your profane
novelties as we can." •

The most specious argument urged by Julian, was the
use which had been made of the civil power, in opposition
to his party. With our notions of religious freedom, this

certainly cannot be justified ; though it was quite in ac-

cordance with the spirit and customs of the fifth century.
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It is no more than the Pelagians would have done, had
they been in a situation to attempt it with any prospect of
success.

Julian also complained that " the dregs of the people,"

as' he was pleased to call them,—" mariners, cooks, butch-
ers," (fee. were stirred up against his party. But the chief

priests and Pharisees might have urged the same objec-

tion against the Saviour and his apostles. " Not many
wise men after the flesh, not many mighty, not many no-

ble, are called." It was the common people who. heard
Christ gladly.

Finding no encouragement in the West, Julian passed

over to Constantinople and the East, hoping to ingratiate

himself with Theodore of Mopsuestia, Chrysostom, Nesto-

rius, and other distinguished ecclesiastics of Asia. But
here again he was disappointed. Though his views har-

monized, on some points, with the individuals who have
been named, on others there was a direct repugnance; and
that same council ofEphesus which condemned Nestorius,

(A. D. 431,) condemned also the Pelagians.

From this period, pure Pelagianism passed into compa-
rative obscurity. Little more was heard of it for a long

course of years. A doctrine which repudiated the fall of

man, and set aside the necessity ofsanctifying grace, could
gain no favor with the Church. «. /s«!i >j«jS

Still, there was a pretty large class of christians in the

Western Church, who. as they could not accept the sys-

tem of Pelagius on the one hand, so neither could they
embrace the doctrines of Augustine on the other. They
sought to compromise the matter, to split the difierence,

and between the two to construct a theory which should

be more nearly in accordance with the truth than either.

Hence the origin of what has been called semi-Pelagian-

ism. ;, -' ,.>:.^: :,..•• /

The principal advocate and supporter of this doctrine,

in the ancient Church, was John Cassian. He was a Scy-
thian monk, who came from the country bordering on the

Black sea. After long travels in the East and the West,
he settled, at length, at Marseilles, where he was the founder
and abbot of a famous cloister. It is probable that his

eastern education had prepared him to disrelish the doc-

trine of Augustine, and he early appeared in the number

'^m

i*». *
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of those who excepted against it. Still, he was not willing

to go the whole length of Pelagianism. He recognised the

universal corruption of human nature, in consequence of

the first transgression, and also the necessity of grace, and
of justification ; but held that the bestowment of gr^ce is

conditioned on the free selfdetermination of the human
will. And yet, strange to tell, he taught that in some cases,

though not in all, grace is prevenieni. " The question,"

he says, "has been much discussed, whether free will de--

pends on grace, or grace on free will." But this question

does not admit of an answer which will apply to all cases.

Ill some instances, the first incitements to goodness are ;

from the grace of God ; in others, they are from the will

of the individual, which divine grace meets, supports, and
strengthens, till renovation and recovery are secured. As
examples of the former class, Cassian cites Matthew the

publican, and Saul of Tarsus. As instances of the latter,

he mentions Zaccheus, and the thief on the cross, whose
craving spirits, taking the kingdom of God by violence,

anticipated the call of prevenient grace. />*;;'

Thus taught Cassian, in the fifth century ; and his doc- '^

trine found great acceptance with many of the Gallic*^

monks and bishops. There were others, howev;er, who
clung to the entire system of Augustine, and who regard-

ed the new explications as heretical and dangerous. Fore-
most among these was Prosper of Aquataine, and Hilary,

bishop of Ailes. These men addressed a letter to Augus-
tine, who was yet alive, informing him of the recent move-
ment among the monks, and imploring that he would again
appear, in defence of assailed and perverted truth.

In answer to this request, Augustine wrote his two
books, on " the Predestination of the Saints," and "the
Grace of Perseverance." In these works, which are char-

acterized by great moderation, he gives Cassian and his

followers credit for all the truth which their system con-

tains ; while, at the same time, he wonders that they should
represent the grace of God as in any cases, depending on
human merit. He re-affirms all that he had ever said as

to the sovereignty of divine grace, and unconditionalelec-
tion, and shows that these doctrines, though liable, jlike

most others, to be perverted and abused, were not, for ihat

reason, to be concealed. With the necessary explanations
and precautions they ought to be held forth and preached.

W
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I These works of Augustine, however able and convinc-,

ing in themselves, seem to have had but little effect upon
those for whose benefit they were specially intended. The
semi-Pelagians continued to teach and write as before;

and Augustine forbearing to prolong the controversy, suf-

fered it to pass over into the hands of Prosper and Hilary.
' These men continued to assail the semi-Pelagians both
in poetry and in prose. The poem of Prosper, entitled-

"Carmen de Tngratis," is a singular specimen of polemics

in verse, and is well worthy a perusul, if not a trans-

lation. Referring to his opponents, the writer asks : -

"Do these men consider it a shame, that Christ will, one'
day, be all in all to the redeemed? And why should they

be ashamed, in this present vale of sorrow, to be mighty
through God, and to have in them as little as possible of

their own, which is nothing but sin ?"

; Prosper endeavored, in various ways, to bring the au-
thority of Rome to bear upon the semi-Pelagians, as it had
before done upon the Pelagians ; but for a time without
any decided effect. Nothing remained, therefore, but to

discuss points of difference, and to harmonize views as far

as p >ssible. A remarkable work a ppeared, about this time,

which is commonly ascribed to Prosper, entitled "De Vo-
catione Gentium," which, while it advocates the system of

Augustine, disrobes it of its more objectionable features,

and exhibits it in a way not likely to give offence. This
evidently produced a very considerable effect. Individuals

were raised up, here and there, who adopted and advocat-

ed the same general views. ,.:.

At length a Synod was held in the South of France,-—
the very seat and focus of the semi-Pelagian errors—in

which these doctrines were formally condemned, and the

system of Augustine, so far as relates to depravity and
grace, was approved. This decision was re-affirmed by a
subsequent council, and afterwards by Boniface 11. bishop

of Rome. The pontiff, in his letter, describes the follow-

ers of Cassian as " offshoots from Pelagianism, who refus-

ed to acknowledge grace as the cause of faith, and consi-

dered that to be a work of corrupted nature, which could
only be a work of Christ."

I conclude this brief sketch of the Pelagian controver-

sy, with a still briefer notice of the closing labors and trials
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of the venerable Augustine. He had set apart the last years

of life for revising and completing his theological works.

He commenced with preparing what he called his Retrac-

tationes ; which is no other than a critique on his own
writings. Some of his followers would scarcely admit
that he could be in error ; but he made no such pretensions

himself. He rejoiced in the confession that he had made
some progress in the truth, and was not ashamed to ex-

pose, before his death, what he regarded as his earlier er-

rors.
'

Augustine lived to see Northern Africa overrun, and his

beloved Hippo beseiged, by the ruthless Vandals. In the

prospect of approaching trials and sufferings, it was his

daily prayer,—either that God would deliver the city, or

that he would give to his servants grace to endure what-
ever might be inflicted, or that he might himself be taken
out of the world. In the last particular (we hope in the

second) his prayer was heard. In the third month of the

siege (which lasted fourteen months in all) the great Au-
gustine was taken to his re?t. He died, A. D. 429, in the
76th year of his age. And though we are far from endors-«j

ing all that Augustine wrote and taught, still, we doubt
whether the man has lived, since the days of Paul, the in-

fluence of whose writings upon the religious world has
been so great, so enduring, and on the whole so happy, as

those of the renowned bishop of Hippo.

ARTICLE III.

A PLEA FOR DOCTRINE AS THE INSTRUMENT OF SANCTI.
FICATION.

That a deeply seated prejudice exists in many parts of
the Church against the systematic exposition of the doc-

trines of the Bible, is too obvious a fact to be questioned.

It probably falls within the experience of every pastor, to

see the gathering frown, the averted shoulder, and the
drooping head, as soon as certain doctrines are announced
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as the theme for discussion. It does not excite our sur-

prise, that the world of the ungodly should manifest this

displeasure : for the same "carnal mind" which is "enmi-
ty against God," is enmity likewise against the truth of
God. But that professing Christians should engage in this

unholy crusade against doctrinal religion, and that even
ministers of the gospel should sigh over the earnest pi^-

clamation of its truths, and accuse the faithful witnesses of

"daubing with untempered mortar," is certainly a most
afflictive and atrocious scandal.

Yet this strange phenomenon is not inexplicable. In the
case of some, it is owing to a latent scepticism of the doc-

trines themselves. Having received them upon trust, an
heir-loom from their fathers, they have felt neither inter-

est nor zeal enough to carry them through the labour of a
thorough and independent investigation. If it be not easy
to prove the truth of these tenets, it is still more difficult

to disprove : yielding therefore to the indolence of scepti-

cism, they find it an easier, and far less responsible, dis-

posal to class these doctrines among the avTiXeyoixsva— the

things that are spoken against, and of course doubt-

ful. And does not the great apostle himself exhort us not
to engage in "doubtful disputations?" All publication of
these disputed topics then is decided to be a wicked agita-

tion of the Church ; and the luckless incendiary must un-
dergo the tortures which inquisitorial hands have made
ready. He>may live in charity with all mankind, and his

love be attested by the most abundant labours, still he is

branded upon the cheek as a bigot and a sectary. He
may entreat sinners even with tears, and lay his appeals

scorching hot upon the conscience, and cause the hair to

stand on end with his frightful warnings; yet if he graft

his appeal upon a doctrine, he is cold as an iceberg, and
his eloquence is but miserable croaking.

In the case of others, this opposition to doctrinal preach-

ing results from too timid concessions to the clamours of the

imgodly. It is an old device of the adversary to drown the

gospel by the sound of haut-boys and kettle-drums. That,
for example, was a pretty artifice to set an ancient city by
the ears, and to lead the chorus, " great is Diana of the

Ephesians ;" for it effectually stopped the mouth of Paul,

Vol. IV.—No. 1. ' ^ '-^r^ -,6 V ..
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and saved the labour and the uncertain issue of an argu-

ment. The devil is not less " full of all subtlety" now
than he was then : and when the world which " lieth in

wickedness" lifts its voice against the gospel, " some crying

one thing and some another," the timid Christian, not un-

dg^rstanding who it is that stirreth the uproar, proposes a
parley : " let us speak softly to them and thus endeavour to

catch them with guile." Experience ought to show that it is

a crazy enterprize to outcraft the devil, and an enterprize

in which the Nathaniels will most likely have the disad-

vantage. A doctrine, so effectually disguised as to be

smuggled through the sinner's "carnal mind" without

awakening opposition, will be equally ineffective, whether
preached or suppressed. Nay, if we will for the most part

cover the austere features of religion with a becoming cap,

we may readily gain permission to make an occasional

show of valour. Satan himself will consent to our showing
up even the doctrine of reprobation, and that with flourish

of trumpets, if it be only once in the year. He may well

afford to compromise with our consciences for one sabbath,

if we compromise with him for the remaining fifty-one.

There are ministers of the word of whom this is but too

truthful a likeness : after a careful and studied suppression

of all the distinctive points in their creed, once in a while
(perhaps at Synodical and Presbyterial meetings, where
they are strong because strongly backed) they make a sal-

ly from some one of the five points, and then retreat hasti-

ly again into the citadel—prodigiously elated with their

own valour, while all the world beside knows it only as the
shameful confession of their habitual cowardice. Another
form in which the same spirit of concession exhibits itself,

is the craven apology which too often accompanies the
truth when it is preached. The sinner cannot be told that

he is a sinner and deserves to be damned, unless the mes-
sage is preceded with a thousand regretiS that his feelings

should be hurt in the matter; and God cannot be suffered

his divine prerogative " to have mercy upon whom he
will have mercy, and whom he wills to harden," until it

be first covered by a blasphemous apology from the
preacher. How many ministers of the word are thus sys-
tematically giving aid and comfort to the spirit of rebellion
and infidelity, so rampant upon this apostate globe, is
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doubtless reserved among the terrible revelations of the

judgement day. But that many, through excessive fear of

exciting the prejudices of men, fail to preach the offen-

sive doctrines of the cross with a bold and manly tone, is

too painfully forced upon our daily observation.

A third reason for the existence of this zeal against doc-
trine is a violent spirit of party and sect. This may ap-

pear strange to those who can account for the Christian's

love for the truth only upon the ground of bigotry. Yet
does this charge lie with more force upon the other side.

Amid the clashing of denominations, not a few betray

great uneasiness lest the characteristic views of their sect

should drive away some to another communion, and thus

the Church of their party be shorn of its proportions. With
such, the question whether souls are led to Christ Jesus

the Lord is wholly subordinate to this, whether they are

led to them and to their side.

A fourth cause of this outcry against the inculcation of
doctrine is found m the indolence and sluggishness of
men. It requires some attention to follow an argument
through, from the premises to the conclusion ; and a cozy
nap in the middle, leaves the hearer at fault in the infer-

ences. But a good exhortation is like the Polypus : you
may cut it off at any of the joints, what is left is sure to be
alive ; and what is better, the sting of an exhortation is al-

ways in the tail, just where the refreshed sleeper wakes
up to enjoy it. In the days of the Owens, the Howes, and
the Erskines, consideration and thought were required of
the hearer, no less than of the preacher ; but in this age of

steam pressure and labour-saving inventions, conclusions

are to be reached without the tediousness of argument,
and all the passions of the human heart are to be stirred

to their depths, without informing the understanding or

enlightening the reason. Men can be craned up into the

Church, and perhaps into heaven, through the agency of
weights and pullies, and any given amount of religious

emotion be pumped up by mechanical processes, without
any of the travail of thought. A preacher, if he would
not be voted a bore, must hash up and spice his doctrine

with all the art of a French cuisinier. Hard fate is theirs,

who having, through days and nights of severe and patient

thought, quarried out a noble md massive truth, must then

:'im
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chip into elegant slips to suit those who can only be at-

tracted by the small fretwork of the Christian scheme.

But a fifth reason—we charitably believe more general

and more influential than any other— is found in the mis-

taken impression that doctrine is not necessary to sancti-

fication ; if it be not rather a hindrance to that blessed

work. To the minds of such, preaching consists simply
in a free and generous exhortation, or else in the statement

and enforcement of some practical duty. The former of

these bears so directly upon the feelings, and the latter

upon the conduct, that the connexion of both with progress

in holiness is open to the view. But the manner in which
an abstract truth is taken up into the experience, or by
what process of assimilation it goes into the character, is

not so immediately apparent. These speculations seem
therefore to be an idle waste of opportunity for growth in

grace : and the diversion of the mind from practical to

speculative subjects is thought to inflict a most serious and
permanent injury. It is observed further, that Christians

of opposing doctrinal creeds obtain repute for holiness of

heart, ^nd the conclusion is drawn that one type of piety

is as good as another ; or that the true type is as likely to

be reached by one system as another ; or perhaps, best of

all by no system whatever. A shrewd mind might sus-

pect then, that after all, the old adage is not far wrong that
" ignorance is the mother of devotion." But seriously,

ought it not to be considered that some difference must ex-

ist between superstition and religion? and that he who feels

and acts, he cannot tell how nor why, falls rather into the

former of the two categories ? and that where true piety is

admitted to exist, it is of some consequence into what mould
it is cast? and that one type of Christian experience may
be every way more valuable than another ? This subject

is of sufficient importance to justify the writer in an at-

tempt to trace the influence of doctrinal truth upon practi-

cal godliness : and it can hardly be presumption to hope
that from such a discussion the reader will not arise with-
out profit.

There are five stages into which the ordinary religious

progress of Christians may be divided. It is not meant
that these are so perfectly distinguished from each other,

that no feelings or sentiments are common to any two of
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them. On the contrary, the essential elements of true pie-

ty—faith in Christ and repentance for sin—must be found
in the first, in the last, and in all the intermediate stages.

Indeed, each succeeding stage must include all that pre-

ceded : yet this does not forbid that it be distinguished

by characteristics peculiarly its own. Thus, while at ev-

ery step in his career the Christian must have the essen-

tial features of a converted man, still at different points his

piety may assume a different outward expression, and these

may be severally compared. Nor is it implied in the fol-

lowing classification, that every Christian passes through
the entire series. God may deal with the soul in a way
to show forth conspicuously the sovereignty of his grace.

The Holy Ghost may so remarkably illumine the mind
in the true nature of gospel holiness, and may so fully

sanctify the soul, that the more early and laborious stages

of Christian progress may seem to be overleaped, and the

slow, tedious lessons of ordinary experience may appear to

be superseded by His instantaneous teachings. Yet even
these cases will prove no exception to the doctrine of this

article ; they rather afford a more complete illustration of

the position that no degree of sanctification is attained,

whether higher or lower, but through the influence ofgos-

pel truth upon the mind, vyf^^^vj;

. The first of these stages, where we ordinarily find the

young convert, is marked by the predominance of the emo-
tional in rehgion : the attention is almost exclusively giv-

en to the developement ofthe effections ; and forms and exer-

cises are made the determining evidence of one's Christian

state. This is altogether natural. To one who has just

been " turned from darkness to light, and from the power
of Satan unto God," the very transition from such opposite

states must occasion the liveliest emotions. In proportion,

too, as the previous exercises of the convinced sinner have
been dark and forbidding, will the present emotions of the

converted man be vivid and joyful. If the sense of God's

wrath was before appalling, the mere thought of a graci-

ous and full pardon will be now transporting. If, while
the prayer was shut up in the heart, he was almost suffo-

cated with the feeling of despair, the free and cordial in-

tercourse, now opened with God, affords him a joy, which
gives him the happiest conception of heavenly bliss.

I

w
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These strong emotions and vivid frames, are thus in exact

agreement with the laws of our spiritual economy. The
young Christian yields himself passively to the wild de-

lirium of delight, with which he is so happily intoxicated

;

and as yet, no suspicion throws its dark shadow across his

path. It is not wonderful that, to him at least, these

frames should be the all of religion, and that the degree of

religion should be measured by the vividness of his exer-

cises. He does not stop to inquire how far, these feelings

may result from a temperament naturally sanguine and
ardent ; nor what allowance, if any, should be made for

the lower exercises of those who are, by nature, sluggish

or melancholy. It has not occurred to him, that the bril-

liancy oif one's emotions is, to some degree, dependent
even upon the condition of the bodily frame, and there-

fore no infallible sign of the exact state of the soul. Much
less has he reflected that, to one just sinking into despair,

the mere notion of a pardon obtained, whether it be true

in fact or not, procures relief which is, at once, the precur-

sor of a spurious joy. The painful discovery is reserved

to a later day, that a false hope may beget emotions as
vivid and a joy as great, as those inspired by the hope
which " maketh not ashamed." Yet, in this matter, " days
will speak, and multitude of years shall teach wisdom."
No long interval is required, before the novelty of these

exercises wears away ; and by a necessary law of our na-
ture, these keen emotions subside into a frame of heart
more equable and of a lower temperature. By the same
fatal error, which made religion to consist in pleasing,

emotions, the young convert seeks now to reproduce them,
not as at first by a believing view of Christ, but by artifi-

cial stimulants directly applied to the affections themselves.
The result is inevitable : after a protracted struggle, in

which he is conscious of frequent and painful alternations,

all his joy finally collapses into settled gloom or despair.

This is the first lesson taught by experience, that best

earthly teacher
;
and it prepares the way for the second

step in Christian progress,.which has a busy activity for

its external sign. We place this stage in advance of the
preceding, since it is less selfish and goes out more in

sympathy with other beings and with the requirements of
the divine law. The passage from the one to the other,
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it is not difficult to explain. That exclusive devotion to

his own happiness, which, as we have seen, resulted only
in bitter disappointment, naturally suggests the hope that

an opposite course will be more successful. He suddenly
awakes to the truth that " no man liveth to himself, and
no man dieth to himself:" and as the conviction presses
upon his conscience, that in a high sense every man is

his " brother's keeper," he lends a quick obedience to the
command, " look not every man on his own things, but
every man also on the things of others." Of course the

prevailing type of his experience is now a bustling, active,

out-of-doors religionism. He becomes the zealous sup-

porter of the thousand and one operations within and
without the Church for doing good ; and if perchance he
have wit enough to invent some new patent method of
purging society of all its evils, and can cause his name
to be rung over a whole continent, conceives that he has
reached the culminating point of all holiness. For a
time he is happy. He feels of necessity that degree of
pleasure which always attends the wholesome exercise of

vOur powers, both mental and corporeal. He is intoxica-

ted with that peculiar enthusiasm, so easily generated in

a crowd; and which is so readily communicated by
sympathy. He may enjoy also that delightful exhilara-

tion imparted by the successful issue of our own schemes
without reference to their intrinsic merit. All this, how-
ever, may consist with a superficial knowledge of his own
heart, with low impressions of the majesty and holiness

of God, and with narrow views of the spirituality and
extent of the law. How many are there in the Church
of Christ, who, after a long life, are apparently not ad-

vanced beyond these two first stages of Christian progress

!

Either wholly absorbed in watching the changing hues
of their own transient emotions, or else bustling about

with a noisy and ostentatious zeal in the discharge of ex-

ternal duties ! It is not implied that in either case, the

profession of religion is wholly vain ; but only that the

experience is defective, and is simply preparatory to what
is graciously ordained to follow. As in the first stage,

the young Christian is at fault, not in having strong af-

fections and exquisite enjoyment, but in making these

the sum total of religion ; so in the second stage, the ground

siii^^lML,
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of impeachment is not that the Christian is active in his

Redeemer's service, but that he takes no higher view of

Christianity than as a mere circle of duties. But as the

first step was only the antecedent to the second, so the

second step prepares in turn for the third. These schemes
at last stale upon the taste, or some sudden temptation

throws him out of the routine of duty ; or the good spirit

directly teaches him that there is an inside as well as an
outside to religion. A voice of solemn warning sounds

forth from the scriptures, " though I bestow all my goods

to feed the poor, and though I give my body to be burned,

and have not charity, it profiteth me nothing."

Under this training, the Christian rises another step

upon the scale, into the third stage of religious progress

:

which is characterized by a profound sense of the vilenessof

sin, and a corresponding depth of humiliation before God.
Under the immediate guidance of the Holy Spirit, he
lingers no more about the porch, but passes into the inte-

riour of experimental religion. He is led through " the

chambers of imagery" within his own soul, and traces

the abominable and polluting idolatries portrayed upon
the walls round about. He deplores the shortcomings of

his best deeds, and the daring impiety of his acknowledged
sins. The soil is turned up deeper and still deeper under
the plough, and he bewails that depravity of nature which
is the source and spring of all his actual transgressions;

He finds his '-heart deceitful above all things, and despe-

rately wicked ;" and proportional with these discoveries of
his own vileness, are his discoveries of God's terrible holi-

ness. With Job he exclaims, " I have heard of thee by
the hearing of the ear, but now mine eye seeth thee,

wherefore I abhor myself and repent in dust and ashes."
He is indeed not less active than he was before, nor less

anxious that "the candle of the Lord should shine brightly
upon his tabernacle," but he at the same time pours con-
tempt upon all his former pride, and glories in nothing
but the Cross of Christ, and in that "blood of sprinkling"
which "purges his conscience from dead works." Reli-
gion assumes more completely to his mind its true charac-
ter, that of a living principle which seeks its only real de-
velopment in right actions and glowing aifections. There
is no more certain evidence of growth in grace than is
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furnished in this growing knowledge of our own sinful-

ness : a knowledge which penetrates beyond the outward
act into the hidden character, and which traces the deep
pollution of this behind all occasional influences to its

inborn corruption. The agonizing confession, "behold I

was shapen in iniquity, and in sin did by mother conceive
me," places the penitent at once in right relations to God,
and the passionate exclamation of Paul, " wretched man
that I am, who shall deliver me from the body of this

death !" is adopted as the spontaneous expression of his

spiritual grief, and throws him also in proper dependence
upon the grace and power of God. Indeed so essential

an element of true holiness is this self-knowledge and
consequent prostration of heart, that God not unfiequent-
ly prepares a man for eminent attainments in grace by
laying the foundations of his religious character in over-

whelming convictions for sin, before the first ray of hope
dawns upon the soul. But ordinarily, these first convic-

tions are only deep enough to drive the sinner from every
refuge of lies, in utter helplessness, to the cross of the Re-
deemer. These further discoveries of the evil and extent

of sin are usually reserved to this stage of Christian ex-

perience upon which we are now dwelling. Truly, it is

a dark and wintry season to the believer when the great

lesson he is set to learn is the plague of his own heart

:

but it is the season, to appropriate the strikuig figure of

John Owen, when the sap runs down into the roots of the

tree, which thereby send their fibres farther and deeper
into the soil.

Yet profitable as this experience may be, it is not the

most comfortable to the soul. The Christian pilgrim does

not plant his feet within the laud of Beulah until he as-

cends to the fourth and next stage, and fully recognizes

the freedom of the sons of God. It is a happy discovery

when the Gospel is not looked upon as a scheme of diWls
so much as a charter of privileges. After the long and
painful search into the hidden wickedness of his own na-

ture, it is like the opening of spring to the saint when he
reads and comprehends that " where sin hath abounded,
grace doth much more abound;" when he "receives not

the spirit of bondage again to fear, but the spirit of adop-

VoL. IV.—No. 1.
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tioii, wheteby he cties Abba, Pathet." He is delivered

{torn that fear of death which brings the soul in bondage^

and sounds to its depths the faithful saying, " that Christ

Josus came into the world to isave sinners, even the chief."

His views of sin are none the less regretful because he
now regards it only in the light of the cross. But while
his heart is broken with penitence, it is at the same time
melted by the contemplation of infinite love— that love

which "forgives his iniquity, and remembers his sin no
more." He walks in the light, because he has been turned
out of himself. He takes no thought of his own sin, but
he will take equal thought of his Saviour's grace. He
balances this over against that ; and while confessions are

yet upon his lips, thanksgiving for redeeming and pardoU'-

mgmercy is welling up within the heart. '-^^^

There is but one other stage of the believer's progress

before he shall cross the threshold of eternal glory. It

is when he stands upon the Delectable Mountains, and
through the glass of an abiding and infallible assurance is

able to view the gates of the Celestial City. There have
been many seasons in the past when he could scarcely

doubt his "acceptance in the Beloved"— seasons when
he has been brought into the banqueting house, and under
the banner of love ; when the ravished soul could exclaim,
"my beloved is mine and I am his"— "his left hand is

under my head, and his right hand doth embrace me."
But these precious seasons have been always brief. The
temptations of the adversary, the bewildering cares and
seductive pleasures of this world, his own want of watch-
fulness, some sudden surprisal into sin, the remaining
spirit of legalism which creeps anew hito the heart, and
nestles itself again where once it was expelled— these
are among the causes which, singly or combined, so often
imr or destroy his peace. But now that his views of truth™ more clear, and his experience more full—now that
he has learned the devices of Satan, and the treachery of
his own heart— and especially, now that his Christian
career covers a larger tract, and he is able to institute a
safer comparison between his own exercises— his "peace
flows like a river." The Holy Ghost likewise, having re-

newed, enlightened, purged and sanctified, now perfects
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bis work, by bearing a gracious witness to his own opera-
tions. Through His testimony, itseJf a new and special
act of grace, the Christian comes to

•"read his title clear'*>' -r^^rj

To mansions in the skies;''

in the enjoyment of that " love which casteth out fear,"

he begins to know in whom he has believed; and to rejpice

in "full assurance of hope to the end."

&These five stages, which we have so rapidly traversed,

do certainly cover the usual progress of the Christian in
holiness ; and none will deny that at the end of this career
he is left upon a far higher elevation than he occupied at
its beginning. We have not aimed to survey and to map
down all the varieties of religious experience. This would
require, in the place of a few pages, a book as long as a
life. It is sufiicient for the purpose in hand to seize upon
those broad features which mark out the leading divisions,

without going into minute details.

.f The connexion of all these remarks with the design of

this article will now be perceived, if the reader will care-

fully observe that in no case has it been possible for the

Christian to ascend from the lower lo the higher forms^

except as the doctrines of the word of God have been
brought to bear upon his mind and conscience. How
shall the young convert be disenchanted of his selfish-

ness, and be brought out of the charmed circle that he
has drawn around himself? How shall he be put in sym-
pathy with other beings, and become a man of work as

well as of feelingj unless the doctrine of his allegiance to

God shall be pressed upon his conscience ? He may, in-

deed, in the indulgence of a legal spirit, work for hire, and
bring his labours and charities as the price with which to

purchase the .favour of God. But the fountain of selfish-

ness shall not be dried up within, nor his activity become
the activity of love, nor his work the work oi obedience,

until he recognizes the claims of the Most Hi^h upon
him. In other words, the doctrine of the divine suprena-

acy must be drawn forth from its concealment. He must
learn that as God is the first cause of all things, and conj-

prehends the existence of all creatures within his own, sp

His glory must needs be their last end. He learns further,

that; flehis law of moral gravitation, whicJi bind^ all c;e^-

:^.u^'j^:LL'iL.jiiL>Adi-:-..\h:v,\r-^^Til-.^^^^^^
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tnres to the eternal throne, binds also, in happy harmony,
' obedience to God, with the enjoyment ofGod—and through

this established harmony, he finds his only true happiness

in the very tributes which he pays to the majesty and su-

premacy of the Divine Being.

By tliis process alone, then, is the Christian lifted from

the first to the second stageof his progress. While he is

entranced by his joyful emotions, or while seeking, by
* every incantation, to reproduce the holy spell, the prom-
*^ ised Teacher comes from above, takes this great truth of

God's supremacy out of the Scriptures, and reveals it to

'his understandnig. This, in turn, branches out into all

* the departments of life. All his varied relations to God
las his Creator and Preserver, and again as his Redeemer
•and King, come to be considered. Under these, all his

relations to his fellow men, as they are found in the world

and in the Church— all th^ multiplied duties which grow
from the ties of family, of kindred, of country, are unfolded.

All the Christian duties which he owes to his brethren in

Christ, to the Church collective, to the ungodly around
him, and to the long-forgotten heathen abroad— these all

spread themselves under his eye. A voice from on high
speaks to him thus: "These diversified relations I make
you to possess, that in fulfilling them you may serve me."
These paths of life, which cross each other at a thousand
points, intersecting at every angle, are paths of obedience

to God. ' ' ,• '
* *^;^

In like manner. Gospel doctrine is the mighty lever

which raises to the third stage of Christian experience.

While pacing, with self-complacent zeal, the usual round
of external duties, or else seeking, with dissatisfaction and
fear, to make out a full tale of service, by newly-invented
labours, the truth is brought home with fresh power to the

soul, that "God is a Spirit," and they alone worship truly

who "worship in spirit and in truth." The mind wakens
to new and overpowering conceptions of the holiness of
God. The Holy Ghost, who is the author of these dis-

coveries, takes the law as the great exponent of that holi-

ness, and with it measures the whole experience of the

man. The entire life and conduct is subjected to a severe
scrutiny. Every action is weighed in the balance— eve-
ry motive is brought to the touch-stone—every principle,
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which can become the spring of action, is analyzed— all

the emotions and affections are subjected to the "Refiner's

fire." In a word, the whole experience is fused, while the

law goes through it in its detective processes, searching

down into all that has ever been said, or done, or thought,

or felt, or imagined, or purposed. Nor is the law the only
instrument employed to increase these wholesome convic-

tions for sin. .The Holy Ghost takes the soul now from
the ihunderings of Sinai to the melting scene of Calvary,

and shows him the holiness of God taking vengeance of

sin even upon the person of the Divine Redeemer. Here
is holiness— not lying in cold and stately repose upon the

bosom of precepts and commandments, but stirring itself

with burning activity to execute the awful penalty. Here
too is law in mysterious conjunction with love— holiness

shining not only with its own dreadful splendour, but

tinged and mellowed with the softer radiance of mercy
and compassion. It is at the foot of the Cross that the

law searches most into the evil of sin. Here the believer

learns how odious his transgression is, viewing it under
< the double light of law and of grace :— filthy sin ! which

IV puts itself both against majesty and mercy, offending

equally against the honour and the heart of God ! Here
he feels not only convictions for sin, but also penitence.

He bows before the throne of his Father with deepest

humiliation, and loathes the exercises which before he
applauded. This entire change in the outward type of

his experience has been wrought by the doctrine of God's
infinite holiness : and the transforming discovery of this

holiness was afforded by the law— that law which is

"exceeding broad," which was promulged from Sinai and
"magnified" upon Calvary.

The work of conviction is, however, at this point, only
half completed. The same severe analysis, which has
been made of the Christian's life and exercises, is now
applied to his inward and habitual character. The law
searches into the hidden recesses of his nature : the dark
understanding is suddenly explored with the torch of
truth, that its appalling blindness maybe disclosed—the

impure affections are plied with tests, showing with what
natural promptness they recoil from good, and with what
instinctive tenacity they cleave to evil—the treacherous
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Memory—the rancid imagination—every power, evejry

passion is explored, till the humbled Christian bows again
before God, and cries :

" behold I am vile !" Yet these

confessions are not made without an inquiry into the

mystery of this deep and natural iniquity. Here again
we trace the teachings of the Almighty spirit ; His text^

book again is that wonderful volume which He has in*s-

spired ; and the scholar is carried further .still into those

deep doctrines which form its mysterious alphabet. The
first covenant, formed in Paradise, is unrolled ; the feder-

al relation of Adam to his posterity, is revealed ; his own
moral connexion, with the first transgressor, is under-

stood ; the imputation of the first sin ; the righteous con-

demnation which is consequent upon this; the sinful

nature which is thereby inherited ; the natural fruit which
is borne in outward transgressions ; all these doctrines no
longer lie hid in the Bible, but come forth with power to

his soul, and abase him in the diist. He may well in-

dulge his spiritual grief, and continue to " write bitter

things against himself," when he must not only deplore

his life, but also bewail his nature, confessing alike his

original and his actual sin. From all this, is it not ap^

parent that our profound and abiding convictions for sin—

^

those convictions in which are laid the foundations of a
solid and noble christian character—depend upon the reve^j.

lation ofGospel truth to the understanding and heart? and
can these truths be suppressed—or, if taught, be shown
only under a veil—without inflicting injuries which shall

be as lasting as eternity?

This connexion between the doctrines of grace and
practical godliness, becomes more obvious as we continue

to ascend the scale. Let us next take the Christian when
he apprehends fully the liberty of the Gospel, and luxuri-

ates in the privileges of his adoption. How sball he step

from tKe condition which was last described into this,

where darkness gives way to light, and grief to joy ?

Solely by the influence of divine truth upon his heart, as he
is carried further into the sanctuary, and nearer to the Ark,

to the mercy seat, and to the glory of God between the

cherubim. While he is gloaming over the dark discove-

ries of inward and hereditary corruption, he is taken up
by the spirit into the heavens. ijLe discovers, in the iLao-
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guage of Erskine, the sacred three " sitting around the

council board of redemption." The plan of salvation de-

vised, is doubly to him the ground of hope and confi-

dence—having its foundation in free and eternal love, and
confirmed in all its provisions by the mutual pledges of the

contracting parties. From the covenant itself, he turns to

consider the competency of Hinl who is to execute it.

—

The trustee, into whose hands it is committed, is " Jeho-

vah's fellow." That essential divinity renders him equal

to the work ; it is the full fountain from which may flow

more "exceeding great and precious promises" than he
is able to conceive, and abundantly qualifies Him to fulfil

all possible conditions upon which these promises shall be
suspended. The filial relation of this surety to the eter-

nal Father, comes for special consideration ; and the son-

ship of Christ is seen to be the ultimate foundation of the

sonship of believers : these are adopted into the relation

of sons, because He, to whom they are united, is the only
begotten Son. From the qualifications of the trustee, at-

tention is next drawn to the discharge of the trust itself.

His active obedience is compared with all the precepts of

the law, and is ascertained fully to agree. His death is

found to be in obedience to the penalty, and thus to satis-

fy the claims of justice, in behalf of all for whom it was
endured. His resurrection from the dead, and subsequent
ascension, with His human nature, into heaven—besides

being seen to be essential parts of the Christian scheme

—

are traced as the final seals placed upon that finished work,
attesting its acceptance before the Father. The whole
nature of justification is understood as resting upon im-
puted righteousness. It is seen that duly those are justified

who are, by faith, united mystically with Christ—that all

such are permitted freely to share in His mediatorial re-

ward
;
and that they are fully qualified for the service and

enjoyment of God, by the new birth which they experi-

ence of the Holy Ghost. The life, thus begun, is seen to

be continued through the indwelling of the Spirit, and by
virtue of the intercession and kingly power of their great

and living Head. It is comprehended further that the
honor of Christ, and the consummation of His glory re-

quire the preservation of the saint in a state of grace upon
earth, and his perfection in a state of glory in heaven.
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This renewed nature, which is seen to be the necessary-

concomitant of a justified state, must also show itself in

a Hfe of obedience and of love. Good works are clearly

perceived to be the fruit of faith, and the needful eviden-

ces of a sound conversion
;
so that the Christian is, on the

one hand, not distressed by false and distorted views of

their value ; and is presferved, on the other hand, from
that filthy antinomianism, which not only ventures to

tamper with sin, but even to remove that brand of reproba-

tion, which a God of holiness has fixed upon it. ^*

These and other cognate doctrines afford to the believer

a most refreshing view of the Gospel economy. He dis-

covers that, in the. covenant of grace, privilege is made
the foundation of duty, and not duty the foundation of

privilege. He regards the Gospel as the great manifesta-

tion of the grace of God, and not merely a republication

of the law—a charter of blessings, and not a new code of

duties. Privileges the most invaluable, and an inheri-

tance the most abiding, are secured through the rich and
sovereign grace of God ; and the title to both comes
through the free promises of the Gospel alone. The type

of piety, now displayed, is in happy correspondence with
these more enlarged and evangelical views of the Chris-

'tian scheme. The yoke of legalism is broken from the

neck—the spirit of bondage is lifted from the heart ; the

Son has made him free, and he is free. With a cheerful

and confiding heart, he communes with his Heavenly
Father—with a generous and growing love, he walks in

the path of righteousness. His faith steady, his penitence

sincere, his humility deep, his love ardent, his obedience

prompt, and his peace abiding—he goes on his way " leap-

ing and praising God." Can any doubt that he is ripen-

ing for Heaven, when to the ardour of love is added the

activity of zeal, and to the self-knowledge of the penitent,

the filial reverence of a confiding Son ? Shall that type

of piety be disparaged, which has been steeped in the

grace of the covenant, and like the rainbow of the same,
spans the whole arch of Gospel truth? i : rr

;The influence of these doctrines is equally felt in the

last stage into which we h^ve divided the progress of the

Christian, when he attains to an unwavering assurance of

his "acceptance in the beloved." The constant contem-
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plation of the covenant with all its glorious promises,

gives renewed occasion for the exercise of faith ; and
these multiplied acts of faith strengthen more and more the -

presumption that he is in a gracious state. But above
and beyond the strongest probability which can thus be
estabhshed, he rejoices in the direct testimony of the
spiiit of adoption. He is made to know that the same
blessed agent who first renews, then sanctifies, enlight-

ens, comforts and seals, also shines upon his work, and
witnesses to his own gracious operations. He is taught
further that like all the other influences of the same "tree

Spirit," this is an act of sovereign grace. Not expecting

;

it through the operation of merely natural laws, he learns

to pray for it as a special gift. It becomes an otgect of
faith, and is therefore embraced within the prayer of faith.

He receives this blessing as he receives every other which
is purely of grace

;
just as he receives the light which dis-

perses his ignorance, or the consolation which assuages
his grief. In all these cases alike, the doctrine las Ted

to the discovery of the grace which is finally so happily

-

incorporated into the experience of the faithful.

We have now finished the proof by which it was xtro^

posed to show the sanctifying influence of doctrinal truth,,

upon the renewed heart. It would have been easy to

put the argument into other forms. We might have
reasoned a priori upon the very nature of truth; but this

would have been attractive ou\y to speculative minds,

fond of discussions which call for the display of great

metaphysical acumen. A full inquiry into the history

of the Church in former ages, or a faithful comparison

between the types of Christian experience which any one

may see around him, would perhaps have afforded a
satisfactory demonstration to others : but this mode of

proof would be invidious. We have preferred the sim-

ple and experimental train of thought which has already

bsen presented, because it is level to the comprehension

of the plainest reader of this periodical. Let it be observed

now that we are not content with saying doctrinal in-

struction is useful, and may be blessed among other

agencies to the edification of saints. Much beyond this

do we pitch our conclusion : it is, that in every case truth

is necessary to godliness. In no instance whatever is a
Vol. IV.—No. 1. 7
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single step taken in the divine life, save as the magnetic

influence of truth draws the soul a degree nearer to Christ,

the centre and sum of all truth. It is not implied that the

doctrines of the Bible prodiice this result in a merely natu-

ral way, acting upon the mind only in accordance with the

established and general laws which regulate it. Thou-
sands there are who have the most admirable speculative

knowledge of Christianity, who yet have never felt its

saving power upon their hearts. But this is only to say

that Christianity may be to some merely a philosophy

—

a divine philosophy, perhaps, yet only a beautiful intel-

lectual system. The Gospel is understood as a science,

but is not felt as salvation. It claims to be more than
the worldly wise shall ever comprehend— it is reconcilia-

tion with God to those who are at enmity with Him— it

is the way of life to souls "dead in trespasses and sins."

To the Greek who seeketh after wisdom, Christ Jesus
will appear little more than another Plato, and the Gos-
pel only another Academy ; but to the renewed man Christ
is known as a Saviour from sin, and these holy mysteries
are needful as food for the soul. To him a living power
is imparted by which the truth is taken up into his experi-
ence and becomes assimilated to the soul, even as digested
food becomes assimilated to the body. The Holy Ghost
is indeed the only sanctifier, and accomplishes this work
by an immediate influence upon the soul— yet truth is

the instrument with which he effects every transforma-
tion. As in the first creation the understanding was made
the leading faculty of the soul, all the other powers being
under its direction,— so this original order, which sin de-
stroyed, is restored in the new creation. The spirit of God
therefore not only acts upon the mind, without which he
would not deal with man as a rational and accountable
being, but his work of illumination holds precisely the
same place in the order of his operations that the under-
standing itself holds among the faculties of man— it is

his primary and leading work, introductory to the whole
and necessary to the completion of'every part.

To those who should seek our advice, we would recom-
mend the careful and systematic study of the doctrines of
the Bible, as singularly conducive to a healthy and grow-
ing Christian experience. Many an humble child of God
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undoubtedly is enabled to receive and feed upon the essen-

tial truth of these doctrines, who cannot put them forth to

others in an abstract and logical form— yet this does not
show that even he might not be aided in attaining a fuller

comprehension of the doctrines by availing himself of lu-

cid and compact expositions of them. Indeed we utter a
long cherished conviction, when we say that next to the
Bible, from which all that relates to God and the soul

must be drawn, there are no books we would sooner re-

commend for an experimental and devotional use than the

Calvinistic standards. We place them in the hands of
children and think their office discharged when the "form
of sound words " is transferred to the memory. How few
think (to appropriate a child's expression,) to "learn these '

things by heart !" Many a Christian will devour a whole
library of books of devotion and pious biographies, try-

ing to draw on a ready-made experience, as he would a
glove, when a better manual of practical religion is almost

thumbed out in the hands of his child. Let him put

ninety-nine hundredths of these volumes into the fire, and
thoroughly digest his Shorter Catechism, and he will come
forth a stronger, brighter, happier Christian, and in sooner

;

time, than if he had read the memoirs of all the saints and
martyrs from Abel until now. The taste of the Church
is so superficial that we should not wonder if the reader

is smiling at this as a conceit, rather than a matured con-

viction, of the writer. We would only plead with him for

the experiment. Let him take the doctrine which he con-

ceives most remote from practical life, and the most hidden

among the deep things of God— let him ponder over it

till his mind has taken a firm and abiding grasp of it-
let him trace its relations to other doctrines, and to the

whole scheme with which it harmonizes— above all, let

him pray over it, until it is so revealed that he feels its

power over his own spirit. Let him pass on thus through

the whole system of grace, not leaving one doctrine till he
^

has obtained clear and consistent views, and has felt it as

a fact incorporated with his own experience : and must

he not come forth a strong Christian at the end? How
much room has he to grow, who has not felt the living

power of all truth upon his soul? We have met with

not a few of the Lord's people who seemed to be station-

M
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ary and uncomfortable, simply because they had outgrown

all ih«ir previous measures of knowledge, and yet could

with difficulty be persuaded to abandon the past to itself.

Like indolent children, they would not turn over to a cleatt

page and press on in new discoveries, because this was
difficult; but perversely tiirn back over the blackened

leaves of the past, weary of spirit because they could find

nothing refreshing and invigorating to the soul. We have
burned to lay open before them the train of thought now
submitted to the reader. We have desired to hurry them
along with us to the great temple of truth— to throw open
before them its ample doors— to conduct them from court

to court, from chamber to chamber—and to usher them
even into the most Holy Place, where the glory of God
lies revealed, yet more concealed, under the sublime mys-
teries of the Christian faith. With what holy rapture

would we witness the chastened freedom, and the eleva*-

ted devotion with which they would bow before Him who
has condescended to reveal Himself even under a veil

!

What a vigorous piety would be exhibited in the Church
of the Redeemer, if it would feed upon such aliment a»r
this

!

il

If, then, doctrine occupy the place here assigned to it,

it should form the staple of all preaching ; and the full-

ness and plainness of his doctrinal instructions should be
the test of every preacher's fidelity. He is sent as a wit-

ness for the truth, and the burden of his work must be
the delivery of his testimony. He may inculcate most
amply all tlie duties and charities of life, yet only as the
corollaries of Christian doctrine; otherwise he degrades
the Gospel into a system of mere morals. His aim is to

lead souls to Christ: to do this, he must show who Christ
is, what he has done, and what his offers to mankind are.

This will lead the preacher through the whole circuit of
Bible truth. Exhortation is good: but exhortation pre-
supposes instruction— otherwise it is but frothy declama-
tion. Exhortation is only the edge of the sword, of which
doctrine must be the blade. Let the appeal come burn-
ing hot from the heart— let the exhortation be of keenest
edge: but let it be doctrine drawn to a point, and driven
in its practical bearing upon the conscience.

But fidelity in doctrinal exposition involves more than
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some may imagine. The given truth must first be un'ier-

stood ; ail its metes and bounds must be known ; ho ^ it

acts upon other truths and is acted upon by them; its

exact position in the scheme, viewed as a whole ; all this

must be thoroughly comprehended. A preacher may iso-

late it for minuter examination, as he may separate a ray

of light by passing it through the prism; yet he must pre-

sent it in its harmonious combination, or it will give no
light to the hearer. Further, he must steep his own soul

in the truth, before he can have the unction needful to

preach it. He is bound to show it in its relations to Chris-v

tian experience : and how can he do it if he has not felt

it in his own ? He who is only intellectually conversant

with a given doctrine, has the more laborious and anxious,
part of his preparation still to make— unless he is satis-

fied to be a moralizer rather than a preacher. Alas ! how
much occasion has been given to hearers of the Gospel
for the unfortunate association existing in their minds with
the term "doctrinal preaching !" With some it is a mere
synonyme for angry controversy, and the Ambassador of
the Prince of Peace is suddenly metamorphosed into a
bloody gladiator. In the minds of others, it is associated

with abstract speculations, professional technicalities, and
logical forms ; a doctrinal preacher is one who discourses

in syllogisms, and his sermon is but a demonstration upon
the anatomy of the Gospel. But he alone preaches the

doctrine who, having felt its power, knows where to place

it in its proper niche, both in theological science, and in

the hearts and afiections of the Lord's redeemed. Let the
Church but be blessed with such a ministry, thus skillful

in the word of knowledge, then shall " Zion arise and shine
—beautiful upon her mountains will be the feet of them
who bring good tidings, who publish peace—then shall

her righteousness go forth as brightness, and her salvation
as a lamp that burneth.*'

IV . v.-
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The Lives of the Lord Chancellors and Keepers
OP the Great Seal in England, from the earliest

times to the reign of King George IV, bi/ John Lord
Campbell, L. L. D., F. R, S. In 7 volumes ; Phila-

i delphittj 1848.

^ If an American Chancellor's life is ejitirely occupied*

with events and circumstances alien from the objects of
our Review, a Lord Chancellor of England is, as yet, a
very different personage. He does not rank among the

mere ' lay lords' of Parliament. He is keeper of the

King's conscience, be it worth much or little, (and that of.

the last two Georges, respectively, might exemplify each
extreme ;) he is patron of crown ' livings' to an enormous
amount—so that every clergyman, with a wife and twelve
children, (as Lord Eldon complains,^ and every one on the

road to obtain either blessing, is contmually thrusting him-
self on his purview. The eminent Judge, just alluded •

to, was long called * the great Tory cabinet maker ;' of

course he was, in a sense, one of the greatest mitre ma-
kers of his day : as well as bishoprics, half of the ' fat

things' of the English cathedrals, canonries, prebendaries,

deaneries, * full of marrow,' and only known by name to

our Episcopal brethren here,^ were in his gift. No man of

his generation, perhaps, had an equal voice in the dispo-

sal of ecclesiastical wealth, and—' the cure of souls !'

These volumes contain the only complete and accessi-

ble history of that most wonderful of all wondrous office-,

bearers in England—her Lord Chancellor. Like the King,,

he never dies : but he has had, officially, a more tenacious

life than England's King. He has survived Dane, Saxon,

Norman, Plantagenet, and Stuart in the royal dynasty

;

and the change of Popes, from him of Rome, to him and
her of Westminster, in Henry VIII. and his successors :

he has out lived the great rebellion (of Lord Clarendon)

i. e. the only half written history of the commonwealth
;

the greater revolution of 1688 ; and last, not least, all the

revolutionary changes (later and latest) ofFrance, the mod-
ern mother of revolutions. . This officer can count for that of
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his years, almost double the number of the Apocalyptic
beast, i. e. according to Lord Campbell, full 1240 years.

We almost wonder that no English dissenting * Miller'

has discovered his connection with the 1260 days of the

Church's captivity

!

A large majority of those who have held this import-

ant office, have been clergymen. Until the fall of Cardi-

nal Wolsey, or for nine centuries, this was the rule—and
one Lady Chancellor graces Lord Campbell's volumes,
Q,ueen Eleanor, the wife of Henry 1.11. The suitors in

Chancery were compelled, it appears, to submit to a much
more reasonable cause of delay, on her part, than Lord
Eldon was wont to produce, viz : the birth of a Prince

!

Bishop Williams, in the reign of James I., is the only
Protestant prelate thus distinguished. One only, in pos-

session of the Great Seal, (Simon de Sudbury,) was
ever brought to an untimely end : but within the last

three centuries, six Chancellors have been impeached,
viz : Lords Bacon, Finch, Clarendon, Somers, and Mac-
clesfield, of whom Lord Somers only was acquitted ; and
although foreigners have, in remote periods, held this

office, only two Scotchmen are found on the list—Lord
Loughborough and Lord Erskine. 'In any speculation

for abolishing or remodelling the office of Chancellor,'

says our author, ' I wish Benthamites to consider whether,

as it has subsisted (ever) since the foundation of the mon-
archy, it can safely be dispensed with or materially alter-

ed !' By the way, we were not aware of the fact, until

here presented to us by Lord Campbell, (and our contem-
porary, the North British Review, confirms it,) that th€

Lord Chancellor Loughborough was an ordained ruling

Elder of the established Church of Scotland—"a fashion

of his day, with all gentlemen, who aspired to the barris-

ter's gown" in North Britain.

We call attention to these volumes, and particularly to

the last, containing Lord Eldon's long life, chiefly with
the view of exhibiting its vivid picture of the English
high Church system. Here have we it in awful length

and breadth ! Lord E. was, for half a century, the laud-

ed champion of that system : after a perusal of the whole
of this impartial life, (and some personal knowledge of

him,) we feel bound to add—a very sincere, and certainly
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the ablest political advocate of its principles ; one of the

last strong buttresses, if, as some wag said, he could not

be called a pillar, of the English Church, for he was rare-

ly seen within it. f ii

He must be married, though he runs away into Scot-

land, (where Episcopalians are dissenters,) by his good
mother, the Episcopal (church. At Blackshiels, to which
he carried Miss Surtees, (the daughter of an opulent New^
castle banker,) he finds a Rev'd. J. Buchanan of the Epis-

copal order, and so avoids the stigma of being married,

by the lay-welder of warm hearts, at Gretna Green. This
marriage, 'v.\ a very singular way, decided the tenor of
his future life. He had, previously, been a student at Ox-
ford, under the fostering care of his brother, William
Scott, (afterwards Lord Stowell,) had entitled himself to

a fellowship there, and any one of the snug Fellowship
Church-livings, which might have fallen vacant—but this

College privilege requiring a man to be a bachelor, when
presented, our embryo Chancellor was compelled to have
resort to the bar ! Mr. Wilberforce records a remini-

scenca of this by George 111. When Lord Eldon was
first presented at Cotnt, as Chancellor, his Majesty desir-

ed him to give his remembrances to Lady Eldon. The
new lord ' was not aware that she had the honor of be-

ing known' to the King. ' Yes, yes,' said he, * I know
how much I owe to Lady Eldon. 1 know that you would
have made yourself a country curate, and that she has
made you my Lord Chancellor.'

It is quite dear that Mr. Scott fully practised his own
recommendation to young lawyers, ' to live like a hermit
and work like a horse.' Although his personal history is

shaded with much of the darkness of intrigue, and of the

sacrifices of principle to policy, he deserved well, upon
the whole, of his country, and particularly of his profes-

sion.

His official debut^ while yet uncalled to the bar, was as

Vice Principal of New Hall College, Oxford, and Vice
Law Professor, with a salary of £60 a year. The Prin-

cipal, Sir Robert Chambers, being called to the East in-

dies, left him a lecture to read to the students * immedi-
ately, and which he began,' he says, * without previously
knowing its contents. It was upon the status respecting
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^ young men running away with maidens.' ' Fancy nie,'

he adds, ' reading, with about 140 boys and young men,
all giggling at the Professor. Such a tittering audience
no one ever had.' He, at this time, contracted a slight

intimacy with Dr. S. Johnson. ' I had a walk in New
Hall Garden, with Dr. J., Sir Robert Chambers, and an-
other gentleman.' Sir Robert was gathering snails and
throwing them over the wad into a neighbor's garden.

—

The doctor reproached him very roughly, asserting that it

was unmannerly and unneighborly. 'Sir,' said Sir Rob-
bert, ' my neighbor is a dissenter.' ' Oh,' said the doctor,
* if so, Chambers, toss away, toss away as hard as you
can.'

We now find him rising in the morning at four, taking
little exercise, short and abstemious at meals, and study-

ing late at night, with a wet towel round his head, 'to

drive away drowsiness.' He read Coke upon Lyttleton,

he assures us, ' once, twice, thrice, and made an abstract of

the whole work.' In 1775 he finally left Oxford and took a
small house in Cursitor street, London, to which he would,
in later life, point his friends and say, 'There was my
first perch ; many a time have I run down from Cursitor

street into Fleet Market to buy six penny worth of sprats

for supper.' He admired the learning of Sergeant Hill,

whom Dr. Campbell observes to have been ' the greatest

black-letter lawyer since Sergeant Maynard, and as much
celebrated for his eccentricity as his learning:—insomuch
that on his wedding night, going to his chambers in the

Temple, and continuing there until morning, he
* Thought on the year books, and forgot his bride !'

Mr. Scott is called to the bar in 1776, and travels for

some years the Northern circuit of England. So late as

1779, after he had passed from the King's Bench Court
to that of Chancery, his brother, William, writes home,
' Busrjuess is very dull with poor Jack, very dull indeed

;

I heartily wish it may brisken a little, or he will be heart-

ily sick of his profession. I do all I can to keep up his

spirits, but he is very gloomy.' His biographer says that

it was the habit of his maturer life to over-state a little

his early failures. He was certainly the bluff, prompt,

seldom-disconcerted Englishman, early and late in life.

—

' I was counsel,' he says, 'at Durham for a highwayman
Vol. IV.—No. 1. 8
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who was really guilty, but against whom no sufficient

case was made out by legal evidence. I would not aid

the prosecution by cross-examining the witnesses, and re-

maining quiet, my client was acquitted. Sitting in my
lodging iii the evening, a very ill-looking fellow, whose
face I had seen before, but could not at the moment re-

collect where, for he had changed his dress, burst in and*

said, * Lawyer Scott, you owe me two guineas. You
were my counsellor to-day, and you did nothing for me.

—

I am, therefore, come to have my fee back again, and my
fee I will have.' I seized the poker and said, * Sirrah, al-

though you escaped to-day, when you deserved to be

hanged, you shall be hanged to-morrow for attempting to

rob me, unless you instantly depart ;' and his clerk com-
ing in the fellow walked off. ; --r^;!. ^

i
v

His fortune was made by the case of Ackroyd vs. Smith-

son, which he thus narrated to his relation, Mr. Farrer,

three weeks before his death:

''You must know that the testator in that cause had directed

his real estates to be sold—and after paying his debts, and fu-

neral and testamentary expenses, the residue of the money to be
divided into 15 parts— which he gave to 15 persons whom he
named in the will. One of those persons died in the testator's

lifetime. A bill was filed by the next of kin, claiming, among
other things, the lapsed share. A brief was given me to consent

for the heir at law upon the hearing of the case. I had nothing

then to do but to pore over this brief I went through all the

cases in the books, and satisfied myself that the lapsed share

was to be considered as real estate, and belonged to my client

(the heir at law). The cause came on at the Rolls, before Sir

Thos. Sewell. I told the Solicitor, who sent me the brief, that

I should consent for the heir at law. So far as regarded the due
execution of the will, but that I must support the title of the

heir to the^one-fifteenth which had lapsed. Accordingly I did
argue it, and went through all the authorities. When Sir Tho-
mas Sewell went out of Court he asked the Register who that

young man was? The Register told him it was Mr. Scott, 'He
has argued very well,' said Sir Thomas Sewell, ' but I cannot
agree with him.' He decreed against my client.

There was an appeal before Lord Thurlow—who took three
days to consider—and then delivered his judgment in accord-
ance with my speech, and that is in print, and has decided all

similar questions ever since. As I left the Hall, a respectable
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solicitor, of the name of Forster, came up and touched me on
the shoulder, and said, ' Young man, your bread and butter is

cut for life.' But the storv of Ackroyd vs. Smithson does not

end there. In the Chancellor's Court of Lancaster, where Dun-
ning (Lord Ashburton) was Chancellor, a brief was given me in

a cause, in which the interest of my client would oblige me to

support, by argument, the reverse of that"which had been deci-

ded by the decree in Ackroyd vs. Smithson. When I had sta-

ted to the Court the point I was going to argue. Dunning said,

'Sit down, young man.' As I did not immediately comply, he
repeated, ' Sit down, sir !— I won't hear you !' I then sat down.

Dunning said, 'I believe your name is Scott, sir.' I said it was

;

upon which Dunning went on, ' Mr. Scott, did you not argue that

case of Ackroyd vs. Smithson?' and I said that I did argue it.

Dunning then said, * Mr. Scott, I have read your argument in

that case of Ackroyd vs. Smithson, and I defy you or any man
in England to answer it. I won't hear you.'

"

The year 1781 saw him fully established in business,

'and an uninterrupted tide of success' flowed in upon him
for the rest of his life. He would sometimes attribute that

success to another remarkable incident— his employment
before the Clithroe Election Committee of t|ie House of
Commons,

; "Mr. (afterwards Lord) Cur;zon and four or five gentlemen

came to my door and woke me, and when 1 inquired what they

wanted, they stated that the Clithroe Election was to come on
that morning at 10 o'clock before a committee of the House of

Commons ; that Mr. Cooper had written to say he was detained

at Oxford by illness, and could not arrive to lead the case, and
that Mr. Hardinge, the next counsel, refused to do so, because

he was not prepared. 'Well, gentlemen,' said I, 'what do you
expect me to do, that you are here?' They answered they did

not know what to expect or to do, for the cause must come on
at 10 o'clock and they were totally unprepared, and had been
recommended to me as a young and promising counsel. I ^-
swered, "I will tell you what I can do: I can undertake to make
a dry statement of jfacts, if that will content you, gentlemen ; but

I cannot do, for I have no time to make myself acquaintedmore
with the law.' They said that must do: so I begged they would
go down stairs and let me get up as fast as I could. Well, I
did fltate the facts, and the cause went on for fifteen days. It

found me poor enough; but I began to be rich before it was done.

They left me fifty guineas at the beginning; then there were ten

i
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guineas every day and five guineas every evening for a cojLSulta-

tion—more money than I could count.*' ^U^<-'M'i§il^

After his speech upon this business, Sir James (after-

wards Lord Mansfield,) came up to him in Westminster
Hall, said he had heard he was going to leave town, and
dissuaded him from it, as did also a lawyer of the name
of Wilson. He in fact had written to engage a house at

Newcastle, meaning to settle there as a local barrister.

* However,' he says,' ' I did remain in London, and lived

to make Mansfield Chief Justice of the Common Pleas

and Wilson a puisne Judge.' -^^'"^^^T'^-''-'-^^^.

The stories of this part of his life constituted the staple

of Lord Eldou's conversation ever afterwards. We have
room only for this curious one, on the turning point of
another lawyer's fate

:

" Jack Lee, though a Yorkshire man, had attended the York
Assizes several years, without a brief One day, after dinner,

he said, ' I find a prophet has no honor in his own country, and
as I have never yet received a single guinea at this place, I will

shake the dust off my feet— leave it this very night, and never

he seen in this room again.' Davenport and Wedderburn there-

upon drew up a brief, entitled, ' Rex vs. Inhabitants of Hum-
Town,' and which in due form gave instructions in a prosecution

for not repairing a road within the parish, leading from Goose
Green to CrackskuU Common. This they sent to Lee's lodg-

ings, with a guinea as the fee. In the evening the barristers

assembled as usual in the circuit room, to sup and play at cards,

and the discontented Yorkshire man appearing among them,
Wedderburn said, ' Bless me, Lee, I thought you were gone.'
' Well,' said Jack, ' it is very extraordinary : I was just going, I
was shaking the dust of this place off my feet, as an hbominable
place that I never would see again, when lo ! and behold, a brief

is brought to me, and I must stay.' 'Well,' said Davenport,
' in what cause may it be V Lee answered, ' In the King vs.

Humtown.' ' Oh, dear,' cried Davenport, ' they brought me a
brief of that case, with a bad guinea, and I would not take it

—

I dare say they have given you the bad guinea.' ' I have it in

my pocket ; here it is,' said Lee. Davenport, looking at it, said,

' Yes, the very same guinea,' and put it in his pocket. They
then told him the joke they had practiced upon nim, that they
might not lose the pleasure of his company. He never forgave
this joke, though it kept him at York, where in a few years he
led every case."
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* Scott's political career begins with his being made, in

1788, Solicitor General. Before we enter on this, we must
extract a note of this work from his book of fees. It will

make many legal mouths thirsty, on both sides of the At-

lauiic. These then are his exact 'gains' from 13 years

at the bar r*''-^' .:™ 'v"'*''-''''^^
•:":••

/. ,

. 1786, i-«iwk^.v6833 7 6
1787,. 7600 7
1788, 8419 14 k.

„ 1789, 9559 10

1790, 9684 15

^ 1791, --.10213 13 6
,' 1792, - 9080 9

1793, ^»..._. 10330 1 4
1794, _ 11592
1795, 11149 15 4
1796, 12140 15 8 ^

1797, 10861 5 6
1798, ^ -_. 10557 17'«^-4i-"

Lord Thurlow, at this critical period of George IIl.*s

life, was at the head of the opposition, who (strangely

enough to our ears,) were known as * the King's friends :'

that is, they knowing secretly His Majesty's opposition to

the India Bill of his Ministers, were waiting for the good
things that would be distributable on their fall. Sir John
Scott and Mr. Erskine both spoke and both failed *egre-

giously' in the debate on that bill. He never, it seems,
was a good debater. He spoke, however, so ably on the

Westminster Election Bill of that period, that Mr. Fox
eulogized him as entering into the case 'with a sound-
ness of argument and a depth and a closeness of reason-

ing that perhaps has scarcely been equalled.' On another
occasion he drew forth the honorable enmity and fine sar-

casm of Sir Philip Francis, the reputed author of Junius's

Letters.

A great crisis arrived in these first years of Lord Eldon's
political life—the first derangement of the king's mind.
The Prince of Wales was unpopular ; the case of a king's

insanity new ; and the Solicitor General ably supported

Mr. Pitt's bold expedient for Parliament to seize the entire

reins of government. He justified the continued use of
the Great Seal in the king's name, because, in the eye of
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the law, *his political capacity remained entire, E|.nd ^-
cause Courts of Justice shaU sit and administer the law
in his name.' So the Great Seal was about to he set to

a commission for opening the Parliament in the king's

name, and to an Act declaring him incompetent to hold
the reins of authority ! While these matters were pend-

ing the king recovered, but the arguments for and against

this mode of procedure were renewed not many years af-

ter, and became the foundation of the actual passage of

such bills on the final aberration of the royal mind. When
introduced to His Majesty on his recovery, (in 1788,) our

rising statesman was graciously addressed— '1 have no
other business with you. Sir John Scott, than to thank
you for the affectionate fidelity with which you adhered
to me, when so many deserted me in my malady.'

In four years after this, we find him Attorney General.

A circumstance occurred in the interim, which exhibits

him as acting at once an honorable and politic part. His
friend. Lord Thurlow, had quarrelled with Mr. Pitt, of

which the latter gave Sir John Scott the first tidings.

* Nothing is left for me,' said he, * but to resign. 1 can^

not act ia political hostility to L»ord Thurlow—-nor jom
any party against you.' The minister urged him to re-

main in office, and not prevailing begged him to consult

Thurlow, who most nobly and prophetically says :
' Scott,

if there be anything which could make me regret what
has taken place, (and I do not repent it,) it would be that

you should do so foolish a thing. J did not think that
the King would have parted with me so -easily. As to

that other man, he has done to me just what I would
have d(0i3ie to him, if I could. It is very possible that Mr.
Pitt, from party aud political motives, at this moment,
may overlook your pretensions • but sooner or later you
must hold the Great Seal—I know no man but yourself
qualified for its duties.'

His Attorney-Generalship is marked wjth many * Un-
English' ex-ofecio prosecutions ; and by the State trials

of Hardy, Tooke, and ThelwaU, which yrerQ ushered m
by an opening speech of nine hours \ Every night going
home he w^^ hissed at and hooted ; on one occasion he
was protected from violence entirely by the interposition

qtf Me. Enskine, t^he counsel of ihe prisoners, on another
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escorted by a mysterious, tall man, wlio^old hiin * that

he had done an act of great kindness to his father.* Bfi-

skine, he says, submitted to be drawn home by the people,

in the place of horses, until they kept^ the latter for their

own use. Tooke, with his life at' stake, was witty
throughout. The Attorney General had spoken pathe^-
cally of his sole endeavor to leave to his family, as an
inheritance, an example of public probity ; and the Solic-

itor General, Milford, wept in sympathy. Some one say-

ing, * Look at M——, what on earth is Ae crying for?'—
H. Tooke exclaimed, ' At the thought of the little inheri-

tance that poor Scott is likely to leave his children.^ On
the verdict, not guilty, being pronounced, Tooke said, *if

he should again have the misfortune to be indicted for

high treason, he would immediately plead guilty, af^ he
considered hanging and beheading preferrable to hearing
the lona speeches of Sir John Scott.' »

Mr. Wilberforce thus sums up the charactef of Scott at

this period. * Sir John Scott used* to be a great deal at

my house. I saw much of him there, and it is no more
than his due to say, that when he was Solicitor and At-

torney General under Pitt, he never favored and flattered

as some did, but always assumed the tone and station of
a man who was conscious he rnust show that be respects

himself, if he wishes to be respected by others.'

In 1799 he is Lord ChiefJustice of the Common Pleas-^
and Lord Eldon !

' The King likewise ipade it a condii-

tion that I should promise not to refuse the Great Seal,

when he might call upon me to accept it—and this con-

dition I thought I was bound to consent to !' Who would
have thought it a very onerous condition, with $100,000
a year, at least, attached ? * All accounts admit him to

have been an admirable common-law "Judge,' says Lord
Campbell. This indeed was the statijbn which he appears

to have filled with the most entire credit and success of

any. He wrote his first letter, on receiving the honor of

the peerage, to his aged mother. ' I feel,' sayi^ he, Uhat, un-
der the blessing of Divine Providence, I owe this—I hope I

may say I owe this—to a life spent in conformity to those

principles of virtue, which the kindness of my father and
mother early inculcated, and which the affectionate at-

tachment of my brother, William, improved in me.'
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« George III. parted with Mr. Pitt as an advocate of the

Roman Catholic claims. These were urged on the dou-

ble ground of toleration, or essential justice, and the par-

ticular pledges of the Minister to the Irish Catholics, on
effecting the union of Great Britain and Ireland. The
King was inflexible ; and Mr. Pitt was obliged to give

way to the more ultra-Protestant, Mr. Addington. At this

juncture (1801) Lord Eldon received the Great Seal.

? That he soon became the favorite Chancellor of George
III. is placed in these volumes beyond a doubt : his lord-

ship would state that the King, on placing the Seals in

his hands, contrived to take them from within his button-

ed coat, and said ' I give them to you from my heart.'

—

Very soon, however, is the new Chancellor in a dilemma.
For two months of the spring of this year, his Majesty
was so decidedly insane that Lord Eldon would not have
received the signature of any private person, so situated,

to important papers : yet this conscientious and highest

dignitary of the law, constantly obtained the Royal Sign-

manual, and as constantly affixed the Great Seal of the

King to Acts of Parliament, and other State papers. * It

is absolutely necessary to have resort to artificial pru*-

dencej' says one Dr. Willis
;

' he must not be suffered to

go to Weymouth for fear of exposing himself,' says an-
other ;

* my apprehensions predominate,' writes the Pre-

mier ;
* the King must be confined again,' observes the

Duke of Clarence ; the Q,ueen and Princesses are * all

uneasiness,' and the King himself afterwards told Lord
Eldon that one of the keepers, at this period, ' knocked
him down.' It is difficult to arrive at the true morale of
some questions here involved. Lord Campbell thinks
that * when there was a moral certainty that his Majesty,

if in asound state of mind, would have approved of what
waiV^fone publicly in his name, and when the most seri-

ous incdjnvenience, to the public service, would have aris-

en from suspending the Royal functions—that the Chan-
cellor was justified in this bold assumption of power. It

is quite clear that the King afterwards approved of his

Chancellor's conduct ; but if ever man, for right or wrong
purposes, entirely usurped the sovereign power of a coun-
try, surely this was de-facto usurpation. It was no Royal
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assent or consent that was taken ; Majesty was reduced
to something lower than even a jest in the case. ,#.

Passing over, as the Umits of this article compel us, the
peace with France now effected, and the general circum-
stances which led to the restoration of Mr. Pitt to power,

^
it is painful to find Lord Eldon, during another attack of*
the King's complaint, (in 1804,) actually negociating the
change of a ministry. That is, at this juncture, he opens
an intrigue with Mr. Pitt for the overthrow of Mr. Ad-
dington, his (the Chancellor's) own coadjutor. *Tbe
ministry was settled,' says our biographer, ' the King evi-

dently being in a state of mind in which, as a private

man, he would not have been suffered to sign an ordinary
contract.' On the other hand proof is supplied that, be-

fore this negociation closes, his Majesty discovers remark-
able astuteness and sensitiveness of mind : he received

the new Minister unwillingly ; would not, on any ac-

count, receive Mr. Fox ; and is firm in insisting it must
be well understood, that the claims of the Catholics shall

be agitated no more. .j ,, ^,.i ^

We should now willingly exhibit some of the honorar
ble efforts of Lord Eldon to heal the breaches in the Roy-
al Family ; no conduct could be more dignified than poi:-

tions of that of the Chancellor in his intercourse with the

Prince : he finally settles the transfer of the education of

the Princess Charlotte, from both her parents to the King.
Mr. Pitt died 23d January, 1805. Lord Eldon being, at

that time, deeply affected by the loss of his eldest son, just

married ; and to whom Lord Campbell says that * Pope's

lines on Lord Harcourt's son were strictly applicable

—

.-^

__; Who Oe'er knew joy but friendship mieht divide, ^^ .^ ;,^ l[

. ,; . V Or gave his father grief—but when he died,' t. ' :^?^'>5a'

His lordship, therefore, allows the Tory administration to

be quietly dissolved, and on 3d February takes his * fare-

well' of the Chancery bench—for not quite a year. Slid-

ing during this period, into opposition, he is soon again deep
in the intrigues of Court ; becomes the patron, in effect, of

the Princess of Wales, during a delicate investigation of

her conduct ; and the co-adjutor of Mr, Perceval, in the

authorship of * The Book'—so long mysterious in its ori-

gin and objects. But suddenly the whig Ministers made
their own breach in the citadel of power, in an obnoxious

Vol. IV.—No. 1. . 9
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Roman Catholic bill ; the King is roused by the Duke of

Cumberland, and the Ministry falls. * I have awakened
with the Great Seal in my hand, to my utter astonish-

ment,' writes Lord Eldon—and the Seals he retains to the

death of George III. in fact, (though they were then for-

mally resigned,) to May 1827, or the next twenty years.

No period of British history is more enriched with inter-

est ng events of every kind. The nation is reduced by
the bold malignity of Napoleon, and his Milan decrees,

to the lowest pitch of political and mercantile depression
;

it is elevated, in a short time, into successful alliance with

all the great European powers, and achieves, with their

aid, the downfall of the French empire : the English Roy-
al Family is now prostrated by disease ; now diminished

by the death of some ol its most distinguished members

;

now convulsed and disgraced by the internal enmity and
open profligacy of those at its head. Our busy and adroit

Chancellor threads his way steadily through all these

changes, and is about the most stable and unchanged of

any of the depositaries of power. We can only notice his

more remarkable movements. '

-» Frequently attacked with regard to his conduct during

the King's insanity, it is fair to exhibit some points of the

defence he makes : the position of all parties was a novel
his exculpation of himself is as original. In replyone

to Earl Grey, he says :
* It does not follow because the

physicians all concurred in the acts then done, that I am
guilty of any inconsistency in saying now, that whatever
might be the report of the King's physicians, I would not
consent on that mere report to dethrone his Majesty, while
1 myself, in my judgement and conscience, believed the
King adequate to the discharge of the Royal functions.

I must be permitted to state, that the great man who was
then at the head of the administration, Mr. Pitt, after-

wards expressed eome surprise, when he found that it had
been my fixed resolution never to see his Majesty, at any
time, when he could be considered under the control of
others, or m the presence of any persons who might be
considered as exercising any control over him. My in-

terviews with his Majesty, at that time, were always in
the absence of such persons, and it was my firm convic-
tion that I was warranted in the course that was then
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adopted. I knew the dangers of this proceeding, but I
knew my duty too, and had determined to see my sover-

eign, and judge of his complaint, when he was as free

from restraint as any of his subjects, whom it has been
my painful duty to examivie under similar circumstances.
This was very hazardous to myself; but I did my duty
without fear of being deterred by the consequences. His
Majesty, on the 9th of March, understood the duty which
I had to perform better than I did myself; this I believe I

can prove. If I did act wrong it was with the best in-

tentions, and those will acquit me in the sight of God, if

not in the opinion of my country.'

At this time (1810,) 64 peers entered a bitter protest

against his being appointed one of the queen's council, to

whom the custody of the king was committed. Long,
however, were the sweets of much more important offices

to be enjoyed by him. The prince regent, professedly,

at first, to provide for the king's possible recovery, retain-

ed the Tory ministers : to their own surprize, that of the
Whigs, and all the country, he even continues them after

all restrictions upon his office are removed ; abandons all

his old friends ; and adopts the Tory policy entire. The
Chancellor is now addressed by him as ' my dear friend ;'

while he congratulates himself on finding his young mas-
ter ' right' and even ' a stout fellow' upon all the great

points of Church and State policy ;
—

* looking out very sin-

cerely for those who are able and willing to support Church
and State in the old fashion.' Yet there was no man
in England (as the prince frankly at this time told him,)

whom at one time he more hated—than Lord Eldon. ;

Amidst a considerable conflict of juridical opinions, the

Chancellor decided the legal position of Napoleon, when
brought to England. It was not *a case provided for by
Grotius or Vattel—but so clearly withm the law of self-

preservation, that this would justify the keeping him un-

der restraint in a distant region
;
where he should be treat-

ed with all indulgence compatible with the peace of the

world.'

Lord Eldon, we regret to state, was, at the period of his

country's greatest depression, the advocate of all the harsh

measures for restraining the people—the enemy through-

out life of reform. It was an honest dread of those who
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It \License mean when they cry * Liberty,'

we do not doubt ; but not less was it the mask ofa narrow

and unbelieving mind, as to the best interest and hopes of

society. His faith was much too great in human law—pro-

portionably small in the gospel. He resisted all enquiry into

the number of ex-officio informations filed by the Attorney

General; all attempts to diminish the shocking num-
ber of offences punishable at that time with death ; all

reform with the House of Commons ; but over and above

all, every concession to the Catholics, and every reform

in his own Court of Chancery. With regard to the

last, he reluctantly agreed to refer the subject to a se-

lect committee of the Lords and Commons. In moving
this committee in the House of Commons, Sir Samuel
Romilly, an unexceptionable witness, testified—the mo-
tion was not meant to conVey any censure, direct or

indirect, on the Chancellor. 'A man more eminently
qualified in point of learning and talents for all parts

of his profession, he knew not, and he most firmly be*

lieved that he never had his equal in point of anxiety

to do justice to the suitors of the Court.' Lord Eldon did

finally himself bring in a bill for the appointment of a new
ofiicer of the Court, the Vice Chancellor ; *the only instance*

says his severe biographer, * of his doing any thing for

the improvement of our institutions.' m0^:.^^^m,'^^^jm'^
>. With regard to the question of Catholic Emancipation
he writes thus to a private friend at the period of the Re-
gency.

" (The Prince Kegent) governed by a feeling, that if his father

should recover, he would never forgive himself if he suffered him
to awake to a scene in which the father should see his servants

discarded by his son. The same sentiment appears to me to

have governed him with respect to the Catholic question ; with
regard to which I believe that after his father's death he will

act with a due regard to the established religion. But with the
possibility before him, though the utter improbability, of his fa-

ther's recovery, I believe the world would not induce him, as far

as he is concerned, to countenance any measure that would shock
his father's feeling ; if contrary to all expectation he should re-

cover. With such determinations on his part, with reference to

his father, daily and constantly proved to be most sincerely adop-
ted by him, in his intercourse with me, how could I possibly re-

fuse to consent to what his entreaty pressed upon me, to remain
in the service of a son so conducting himself towards the father,
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to whom 1 owe so much, or how could I break up an administra4

tion which must be succeeded by another that would overturn all

that I think right?"

At the same time he says to his brother, * Some of thef

Dissenters are writing against the Papishers, and publish-

ing dissuasions from tnaking cause with them. The Lon-!
don clergy petition, and some few, very few, addresses
come from diflerent parts in favor of the poor old Church V
When lord Weliesley made a noble speech in favor of the-

Irish Catholics in 1812, the Chancellor said, ' There is no
wish nearer my heart than to be convinced I am wrong,,

in which case I will without hesitation vote for the motion,

of the noble Marquis. But it shocks me very much to scq
;

the descendant of a Somers and a Hardwicke act in opi.

position to the principles of their ancestors. If the present

motion be carried the noble Marquis and I may shake
hands ; but as I hope for God's mercy, I do not think I

shall be living under the same constitutir n as hitherto.'

On a subsequent occasion he contended * it was perfectly

just to have a religious test of a political creed,' and ' en-

treated the House not to commit the crime against poster-

ity, of transmitting to them in an impaired and insecure

state the civil and religious liberties of England.'

? Of the royal family he is eventually the most venerable,

and always one of the sincerest of friends. He negotiates

the project of a marriage between the princess Charlotte

and the prince of Orange ; when the spirited young lady
quitted, in consequence, her governor the bishop of Salis-

bury's house lor her mother's, the Chancellor is com-
missioned to fetch her to Carlton House ; he is present at

her more propitious union with prince Leopold, of Saxe
Coburg, the present king of Belgium ; as also at the mar-
riages of the dukes of Cambridge and Kent—living to see

upon the throne the only child of the latter, her majesty,

dueen y)f:^^yn^Lm'Jm^'^m^m^.:^rr
Respecting the great royal difficulty, the trial of queen

Caroline before the House of Lords, we have no space for

particulars. Lords Liverpool and Eldon, as well as his

impartial biographer Lord Campbell, (and we may add
here, Mr. Wilberforce) believed her guilty. We have some
faith in the personal sincerity of each of these parties

—

but the people of England were ill-understood by their
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rulers. They applied an even-handed and common sense

justice to the case ; and determined that no right of pun-^i

ishing her infidelity (could it be proved) remained with
her profligate husband. Lord Campbell eulogises the

Chancellor's conduct throughout the trial, as marked alike

by dignity and affability, impartiality and firmness. '

The death of lord Liverpool, in 1827, wrecked finally

the High Church and Tory party, of which he was the

head. Two years after the * fatal bill' of Catholic Eman-
cipation passed. We must exhibit the last struggle of the

ex-Chancellor with the unhappy George IV. against it. 'He
was determined,' says lord Campbell, 'to act upon the doc-

trine he had promulgated, that the king, if he personally

disapproved of the bill, ought to dissent to it, although
it had passed both Houses.' Accordingly he had two
audiences of George IV. The king's conduct was almost
ludicrously weak. 'He complained that he had never
seen the bills^that the condition of Ireland had not been
taken into consideration—that the Association Bill had
been passed through both Houses before he had seen it

—

that it was a very inefficient measure, compared to those

which he had himself, in vain, recommended—that the

other proposed measures gave him the greatest possible pain
and uneasiness—that he was in the state of a person with a
pistol presented to his breast—that he had nothing to fall

back upon—that bis ministers had threatened (I think he
said twice at the time of my seeing him,) to resign if the

measures were not proceeded in, and that he had said to

them 'goon,' when he knew not how to relieve himselffrom
the state in which he was placed

;
and that in one of those

meetings when resignation was threatened, he was urged
to the sort of consent he gave, by what passed in the in-

terview—till the interview and the talk had brought him
into such a state that he hardly knew what he was about,

when he, after several hours, said, 'go on.' He then re-

peatedly expressed himself as in a state of the greatest

misery, saying, ' what can I do ? I have nothing to fall

back upon:' musing for some time, and then again re-

peating the same expressions.'

Of Lord Eldon's peremptory exclusion of the Catholics

and Protestant Dissenters from power—both, it seems but
fair to say, were matters of principle. He loved place and
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power for himself—but high-chiirchism still more. He
IS the most remarable instance, that could be adduced of

Protestant high churchism, separate from all pretensions to

personal piety:—allied indeed with the sheerest igno-

rance of what is vital religion. Let us analyze this hete-

rogeneous moral mixture. It never can be (thanks to a
kind Providence) an American admixture of character : it

never more will be an English admixture. But how do
we account for it? 1. It was the easiest view of religion,

which this busy, scheming, worldly dignitary of the State

could take. It required little or no thought about the na-

ture of religion. It was presented to his eyes on opening
them. He had but to uphold things as they were. 2. It

was his party's and his sovereign's religion
; the religion,

to his surprise and joy, of two of his sovereigns. Lord
Eldon prided himself on having * never ratted :' in the

good old name of ' Tory,' which he preferred to that of

'Conservative,' He was the personal and confidential

friend of George III., himself of narrow mind but consi-

derable honesty, and still more considerable inflexibility

of purpose. When George IV, continued the Tories in^

power, nothing so delighted the Chancellor as to find that'

he had silently come over to the Tory prejudices on this

very question of the position and claims of the Church

:

and when the king did rat back again to the liberal views
of the Whigs, the ex-Chancellor manifestly despises him.
3. There were perplexing arguments on both sides of the

question of concession to the Catholics. Lord Eldon was
not a great reader of any thing beside his law books.

But English History had on its face abundant facts and
marks of the evils of Catholic ascendency; and it is but
truth to affirm that it was this he feared—not as touching
religion itself, but as dangerous to the commonwealth and
state of England. For ourselves, we confess, we learn

much from this volume, both of the evils and utter spir-

itual ignorance of such high churchism as that of this

great Judge, as well as of the real dangers to society of
Catholic high churchism in particular, in regard to which
we are 'almost one' with this, (so called) ultra Protestant..

In a fair sunnnary of his character we shall find lord

Eldon the most conspicuous of the moral and political par-

adoxes of his time—a most amiable bigot ; a profane high
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churchman ; a profoundly learned but dilatory and imprac-
ticable Chancellor ; a greatjudge but a small minded man.

We must enrich our pages with* a further extract from
this volume ; happily illustrating the singular compassion
of our Heavenly Father to great and small wanderers from
the truth. The bishop of Exeter had called on the Chan-
cellor in his latest months of life. He is not considered,

we believe, ' Evangelical' in his religious views—but he
afterwards sends lord Eldon the following ^beautiful letter,

which may be perused' as this work truly says, * with ad-
vantage by persons of all ages and all conditions of life,

whether in health or in sickness.' i*

" My dear lord:
" I take blame to myself for having, as I fear, obtruded on

yovL some important matters of consideration at a time when
you were not prepared to admit them ; or in a manner which
in-dj have been deemed too earnest and importunate. That you
pardon the intrusion, I have no doubt ; and that you ascribe

what may have been ill-timed, or ill-considered, to the true cause

<—an anxious wish to lead a highly gifted mind like yours to

^ those thoughts which alone can satisfy it.

" Before I leave this place, instead of again trespassing on
you in person, I have resolved to commit to paper a few consi-

derations which your own powerful mind will know how to im-

prove, and which I humbly pray the Holy Spirit of Gt)d to im-

press, 80 far as they accord with His truth, on the hearts of hoth

of us. I contemplate in you, my dear lord, an object of no ordi-

nary interest. I see a man full of years, and honors, richly earn-

ed (ay, were they tenfold greater than they are,) by a life which,

protracted long beyond the ordinary age of man, has been em-
ployed, during all the period of service, in promoting, strength-

ening, and securing the best and most sacred interests of your
country. I see in you the faithful, zealous, and most able advo-

cate of the connection of true religion with the constitution and
government of England. I see in you one, who has largely ben-

efitted the generation of which you have been among the most
distinguished ornaments. Seeing and feeling this, I am sure

you will pard n me, if I exhibit a little, even of undue, eager-

ness to perform to you the only service, which I can hope to

render—that of exciting such a mind to those reflections, by
which, after serving others, it can now do the best and surest ser-

vice to itself. In truth, those reflections are few and brief, but

most pregnant. In short, my de«r lord, I wiU s«ek most earn-
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estly to guwd you against thq danger which arises from the very

qualities which we most admire in you, and from the actions for

which we are most grateful to you. That danger is, lest you con-

template these matters with too much satisfaction—lest you
rest upon them as the grounds of your hope of final acceptance

with God. Oh ! my dear lord, the best of the sons of men must be

content, or rather must be most anxious, to look out of themselves

and above themselves, for any sure hope, I will not say of jus-,

tification, but of mercy. Consider the infinite holiness and puri-

ty of God, and then say whether any man was ever fit to appear

at His tribunal. Consider the demands of His law, extending .

to the most sacred thoughts, and wishes, and imaginations of •

the heart, and then say, whether you, or any one, can stand be-

fore Him in your own strength, when He cometh to judgment
No : it is as sinners, as grievous sinners, we shall, we must ap-

pear ;
and the only plea which will be admitted for us is the

righteousness and the merits of our crucified Redeemer. If we
place any reliance on our own poor doings or fancied virtues,

those very virtues will be our snares, our downfall. Above all

things, therefore, it is our duty, and pre-eminently the duty of

the purest and best amongst us, to cast off all confidence in our"

selves, and thankfully to embrace Christ's most precious offer on
;

the terms on which he oflFers it ; He will be our Saviour only if'

we know, and feel, and humbly acknowledge, that we need His
salvation. He will be more and more our Saviour in proportion

as we more and more love and rely upon Him. But surely the

the more we feel and deplore our ow^ sinfulness, the more earn-

est will be our love, the firmer our reliance on Him who alone is

mighty to save. Therefore it is, that in prenaring ourselves to

appear before Him, the less we think of what we may fondly

deem our good deeds and good qualities, and the more rigidly we
scrutinize our hearts, and detect and deplore our manifold sin-

fulness, the fitter shall we be, because the more deeply sensible

of the absolute necessity and of the incalculable value of His
blessed undertaking and suffering for us. One word only more-^
of ourselves we cannot come to this due sense of our own worth-

lessness ; and the devil is always ready to tempt our weak hearts

with the bait which is most taking to many amongst us—confi-.

dence in ourselves. It is the Holy Spirit who alone can give us
that onlv knowledge which will be useful to us at the last—the

knowledfge of our own hearts, of their weakness, their wickedness
—and of the way of Grod's salvation, pardon of the faithful and
confiding penitent for His dear Son's sake. Oh ! my deair lord,

may you and I be found amongst the truly penitent ; and then
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we shall have our perfect consummation and bliss amongst the

truly blessed. ' 1-

.''
'' r "I am, mv dear lord, /''^H'v-'^'t^?''^^*"'''^^?'^;'^^-^^

•'^;- With true veneration and regard **^^>;j?^p^

' your lordship's most faithful servant, v1 *M*^^|^^!

' i i and affectionate brother in Christ. '^;>.y^;

v;;-^.^^.M H. EXETER." 4^^:%
'' The Earl of Eldon, ' ',y;^^^•;^:^i^^;'^K^\;WrJ^^ M-i^-^

:'*-•
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THE MEXICAN
>r

WAR REVIEWED
;v CIPLES.

ON CHRISTIAN PRIN,
t't'^

•',/^I-''I,^V' /i-*^,

When the views of a theologian by pi'olession are pre-

sented on a question such as that to which these pages re-

late, the doubt may well be suggested whether they ought,

at any time, to treat questions of human strife, detached
from their relation to the life-principle of peace, and apart

from their place (one of opposition) in the map of its bear-

ings on human destiny. Certainly, it is only by the light

of that principle that we are enabled to exhibit the actual

magnitude of such subjects, and to assign their due impor-

tance, relatively to the comprehensive interests of the

world. Both the scriptural and the political argument
against war in general, appear to have been so fully pre-

sented by other writers, that little scope has been left un-
occupied in either department. The present writer will

however attempt the application of such new principles as

may occur to him in the course of this review. ^^^ <^r(^^f

In approaching the questions that grow out of the late

war with Mexico, the following general heads are propos-

ed to be treated of:—
I. The origin of the war.

II. The moral aspect of circumstances in the progress

and conduct of it.

I. The Origin of the war is the question that first pre-

sents itself.

1. It is not to our purpose to review all that has been ad-

vanced in controversy on this point. This would amount
substantially to a repetition, in another form, of the de-

%
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bates upon it in Congress. Not that such a course ^oSm
be otherwise than proper, did it promise much avail to the

result at which we aim. More is Hkely to ensue from the

omission, as far as possible, of such details as have but en-

larged the field of argumentation, without greatly facili-

tating the settlement of the question. We believe we shall

succeed too well in showing, that our national course un-
der such circumstances as are affirmed in our President^

s

annual message to Congress in December, 1846, was mo-
rally and politically exceptionable. It is granted (and is

little doubted by the present writer,) that those of our cit-

izens officially concerned, either in the circumstances lead-

ing to the war, or in its operations, may be acquitted of

peculiar personal blame in their contribution to the nation-

al error. Nor can it be doubted that the state of public

principle—one of indifference it seems to have been—as

to the moral evil of war, could and did alone permit

this war to take place, by whatever party it was com*
menced, and to whatever degree the sense of the nation

may have been opposed to its occurrence.

In the present argument, circumstances ordinarily of an
estimate which we, as moralists, cannot accord to them

—

such as, the rights comprised in " military possession"

—

are necessarily introduced correspondingly to such esti-

mate ; as it enters into the present design to argue from
the ordinary worldly acceptation of the circumstances at

ifisue, to the conclusion that the war was unnecessary and
morally inexpedient, whatever may be elicited on behalf

of its justice.

2. On the part of the United States, the question was
one of boundary simply, after Texas had been annexed
to this country. On the part of Mexico, it was whether
Tei^as should become annexed to the United States—to-

ward which event she took an offensive position.

Texas is that part of this continent, which, after being
in dispute between the United States and Spain, was ceded
to the latter in the year 1819—extending, in the previously

asserted claim of this country, westward from the Sabine to

the Rio Grande. When certain of the Spanish colonies

made themselves independent of Spain, the territories of

Texas and Cohahuila united in forming one independent

State. " The State constitution which they adopted, and
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which was approved by the Mexican confederation, assert-

ed that they were ' free and independent of the other Mex-
ican United States, and of every other power and domin-

.

ion whatever.' " Such was the position of this State in

the federal relation of the Mexican States. When that

federal relation was dissolved, Texas and Cohahuila were,

morally and politically, more than ever independent of

the Mexican States, and of every other power and domin-

ion whatever. In a comparative moral aspect, she was
more independent of Mexico than of Spain ;

for she was
disunited from Mexico, before the independence of the lat-

ter was acknowledged by Spain. The ground on which
Mexico assumed that Texas was not independent of her,

namely, her recognition withheld, if of any force, would
show that Texas was independent of every country ex-

cept Spain, at the time the fortner claimed her perfect in-

dependence.* Mexico then could with propriety claim

Texas only as a cession from Spain ; and that only as

implied by the delivery to Mexico, and not to Texas, of

those recognitions which were designed for Texas and
.other States, as well as Mexico. So that the single point

to which the Mexican argument may be reduced, is,

whether Spain so possessed Texas at that period, that she
could present it to Mexico. Presuming that she did not,

the annexation of Texas to this country required no con-

sultation on the part of either Texas or the United States,

with any foreign power. Moreover, Texas had been ac-

knowledged by the world as an independent nation, even
as Mexico had been during the same generation. Mexi-
co having for many years abandoned Texas, as beyond
her power to reconquer and as being in every respect inde-

pendent of her, except that she had not, in words, abandon-
ed the assertion of her claim, consented at length to yield

that recognition, provided the subsequent national course
of Texas—a part, at least of her future career—would be
governed by antecedent restrictions from Mexico ; which
was the substance of the condition that she should not
annex herself to the United States. The question evident'
ly was not one that regarded property, but the balance of
power. Mexico having objections, that were encouraged

* March 1836. Spain acknowledged the independence of the Mexican
colonies at a subsequent date in that year.
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bf^ fbreign governments, to the extension of the territory

of the United States in that direction. But as argument
on that foundation could be of no avail, her only prospect

of an effective protest, as having herein the sympathy of

great powers pledged to her, was in taking the position

that Texas belonged to her until she should acknowledge
its independence on her own optional conditions. Texas,
being independent alike of any inherent or external force .

in the prohibition, accomplished the annexation. Mexico
in consequence—^we will not say, with some, " declared

_^ar," but—addressed warlike expressions to the govern-

ment of the United States, and rather threatened than as-

sumed a warlike attitude. This was in effect all her con-

tluct ; though it may be admitted that the form of it was
such as, in the code of the world, has usually been held

to be provocative of war. In this country the national

honor was not felt to require war as a consequence : nor
did war ensue thereupon.

3. Looking further back in the order of time, there had
been during several years a series of complaints on the
part of the United States against Mexico, for wrongs com-
mitted on citizens of the former.* The claims founded on

' them, and the acknowledgment of those claims by Mexi-
co, were resolved into a stipulated debt from the Mexican
government. The non-compliance of the latter with its

engagement, left the wrongs as they previously stood.t

* They are thus summed up in fi f^assage from a commtinication fVonn

Mr, Forsyth, the then American Secretary of State, doted May 27th 1837,
addressed to the Mexican Minister of Foreign Affsdrs :

—" Treasure, belong-
ing to the citizens of the United States, has oeen seized by Mexican officers,

in its transit from the capital to the coast. Vessels of the United States
have been captured, detained, and condemned, upon the most frivolous pre-

texts. Duties have been exacted from others, notoiiously against law, or
without law. Others have been employed, and in some instances ruined,
in the Mexican service, without compensation to the owners. Citizens of
the United States have been imprisoned for long periods of time, without
being informed of the offences with which they were charged. Others have
been murdered and robbed by Mexican officers, on the high «ea«, without
any attempt to bring the guilty to justice."

t There is wanting that analogy which has been alleged, between the
claims ofour government on Mexico, and those of individuals upon our non-
paying States. The defection of these has involved no international ques>
tion

;
partly because it is as one affecting their own citizens, it being but in-

cidentally mat foreigners participate in the effect ; and partly, becoase our
States, separately, are to foreign powers as mere companies. It should be
further observed, that the debt of Mexico was not for money funded, but for
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War however was not the result, even of a second viola-

tion of the terms by Mexico, or ofher protracted indecision

whether she would or would not accede to the proposed

terms of a third convention relative to the subject. Nor
does it appear that war was really contemplated by any
party in connexion with those circumstances.

wi^4. Subsequently to the matters of international contro-

versy abovementioned, arose the Texan question previous-

i ly stated. Both departments of controversy were associat-

ed in the object of a special mission offered by the govern-

ment of the United States to that of Mexico, some time
after intercourse between them had been suspended. The
circumstances attending that suspension had been ihese.

On the passage of a resolution by the Congress of this

country in favor of the annexation of Texas, the Mexican
Minister, resident in Washington, departed, after express-

ing to the Secretary of State the unfriendly terms which
he held to exist between his government and that of the

United States, by the fault of the latter. At the time of
his preparation for departure, the Secretary of State, in

reply to his inimical communication,* assured him that

the " most strenuous efforts should be devoted to the ami-
cable adjustment of every cause of complaint between the

two governments, and to the cultivation of the kindest and
most friendly relations between the sister republics."

" Notwithstanding Mexico had abruptly terminated all

diplomatic intercourse with the United States," the Presi-

dent embraced what appeared to him to be " the earliest

favorable opportunity ' to ascertain from the Mexican go-
vernment whether it would receive an envoy from the
United States, entrusted with full powers to adjust all the
questions in dispute between the two governments.'"
" The consul of the United States, at the city of Mexico,

r.'^tr '.','
i -:}.;'^»b:5»f>|-"<f>?f^'.

.

personal miuries. Iftherefore the indemnity was unpaid, the injuries were
unredressed.

The Mexican Minister at Washington addressed a note to the Secreta-

ry of State, bearing date of the sixth of March 1845, protesting against the

resolution referred to as " an act of aggression the most unjust that can be
found recorded in the annals ofmodern history ; namely that of despoiling a
friendly nation, like Mexico, of a considerable portion of her territory;" and
as an act " whereby the province of Texas, an integral portion of the Mexi-
can territory, is agreed and admitted into the American Union." And he
announced that, as a consequence, his mission to the United States had ter-

minated, and demanded his passports, which were granted."

—

[Pres. Mess.
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was therefore instructed by the Secretary of State, on Ihe^

fifteenth of September, 1845, to make the inquiry of th#=

Mexican government. The inquiry was made, and on-

the fifteenth of October, 1845, the Minister of Foreign Af^
fairs of the Mexican government, in a note addressed to^

our Consul, gave a favorable response, requesting, at the"

same time, that our naval force might be withdrawn from
Vera Cruz, while negotiations should be pending. Uponf
the receipt of this note, that force was promptly with-
drawn from Vera Cruz. A Minister was immediately ap-?

pointed, and departed to Mexico." " To my surprise and re-

gret, (continues the President,) "the Mexican government,
though solemnly pledged to do so upon the arrival of our
Minister in Mexico, refused to receive and accredit him;'

When he reached Vera Cruz, on the thirtieth of Novem-^
ber, 1845, he found that the aspect of affairs had under--

gone an unhappy change. The government of General
Herrera, who was at that time president of the republic,

was tottering to its fall. General Paredes, a military lea--

der, had manifested his determination . to overthrow the

government of Herrera by a military revolution
; and one

of the principal' means which he employed to efiect his

purpose, and render the government of Herrera odious to

the army and people of Mexico, was by loudly condemn-
ing its determination to receive a Minister from the United
States, alleging that it was the intention of Herrera, by a
treaty with the United States, to dismember the territory

of Mexico, by ceding away the department of Texas. The
government of Herrera is believed to have been well dis-

posed to a pacific adjustment of existing difficulties ; but,

probably alarmed for its own security, and in order to ward
off the danger of the revolution led by Paredes, violated

its solemn agreement, and refused to receive or accredit

our Minister; and this, although informed that he had
been invested with full power to adjust all questions in

dispute between the two governments. Among the frivo-

lous pretexts for this refusal, the principal one was, that

our Minister had not gone upon a special mission, confin-

ed to the question of Texas alone, leaving all the outrages

upon our flag and our citizens unredressed. The Mexi-
can government well knew that both our national honor
and the protection due to our citizens imperatively requir-
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ed that the two questions of boundary and indemnity-

should be treated of together, as naturally and inseparably

blended ; and they ought to have seen that this course was
best calculated to enable the United States to extend to

them the most liberal justice. On the thirtieth of Decem-
ber, 1845, General Herrera resigned the presidency, and
yielded up the government to General Paredes. Although
the prospect of a pacific adjustment with the new govern-

ment was unpromising, from the known hostility of its

head to the United States, yet, determined that nothing

should be left undone on our part to restore friendly rela*

tions between the two countries, our Minister was instruct-

ed to present his credentials to the new government and
ask to be accredited by it in the diplomatic character in

which he had been commissioned. These instructions he
executed by his note of the first of March, 1846, addressed

to the Mexican Minister of Foreign Affairs ; but his re-

quest was insultingly refused by that Minister, in his aa
swer of the twelfth of the same month. No alternative re-

mained for our Minister but to demand his passports, and
return to the United States."*

, There can be little question that it would have been
greatly to the advantage of Mexico "that the two ques-

tions of boundary and indemnity should be treated of to-

gether." She would probably have been released from the

claims of the United States upon her for indemnity, on
her restoring the hand of friendship alid withdrawing from
her attitude on the Texan question. This may be almost
inferred from the president's remark—" they ought to have
seen that this course was best calculated to enable the
United States to extend to them the most liberal justice."

But setting aside th« duty of endeavoring to conciliate

Mexico, the government might without impropriety have
confined its communication to the old question of indem-
nity, and omitted all notice of Texas for the present, since

it was not to obtain the recognition of that country as in-

dependent, that mention of it was made in connexion with
the mission. The boundary question had not yet indis-

pensably come up, and might have been adjourned, but

for a two-fold consideration in the mind of our govern-

,' '' President's Message. «'
. .
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merit ; namely, that Mexico being sore on the subject of
the Texan annexation, was not in a disposition to satisfy

our previous grievances ; and that the combination of the
two would suggest to Mexico a mode of obtaining repara-

tion for the assumed wrong. The course thusfar of our
government, cannot, in our humble judgment, be surpass-^

ed for its moderation and good policy. With reference to

Mr. Slidell's pressing his reception on the Mexican govern-
ment, it may be remarked ;—first, that Herrera's govern-
ment could have gained nothing by Mr. Slidell's adoption
of its suggestion (had it been in his power to do so,) to

circumscribe his official character and the object of his mis-
sion, to that of a Commissioner on the Texan question;

inasmuch as this question, was the rock by means of which
Herrera's government had been already doomed to a spee-

dy downfall; and secondly, that our government would
have gained nothing subsequently from Paredes by offer^,

ing him the compromise that had been required by Her-
rera as the condition of Mr. Slidell's reception. The poli-

cy however of this government in presenting the subject

at all to the government of Paredes, appears questionable,

considering the "unpromising hght," in which "the pros-

pect of a pacific adjustment with the new government,"
appeared, " from the known hostility of its head to the

United States.*' It would apparently have been more con-

ducive to the interests of peace, had no intercourse beeii

proposed to the then government of Mexico. A briefdelay
was not unlikely to usher into that nation councils more au-
spicious to a settlement of the matters at issue. And even
if not, it had been better that our government had observ-

ed a continued, if not conclusive, silence on its claims to

indemnity from a nation comparatively bankrupt, and not

opened communication with Mexico on this or any other

subject, until a question of boundary should be unavoida-

bly raised. In the mean time, it might have exercised

territorial administration between the Nueces and the Rio
Grande, confining it for a period to the extent to which
it had been been enforced by Texas. There is reason

for supposing that, before the lapse of such a space of time
as would exhaust the patience of our government, the

question of boundary would have presented itself in the

due course of events, as arising from the natural state of

Vol. IV.—No. 1. ' ' • II
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things on the frontier. As for any supposed liability to

disadvantage in not taking early possession of such fron-

tier, we are perhaps justified in presuming that the pass-

age of our vessels upon the Rio Grande, while it could

not have been prevented by the Mexicans, would have
sufficiently expressed our territorial claims, and contribu-

ted much to a virtual settlement of them. ^ i

5. It is in the order of argument that we now address

some observations to the question of the boundary line

between Texas and Mexico, in that region where it was
an occasion of strife. .

It is manifest that the limits of Texas, if ever distinct,

could not be justly affected by the abolition of federal re-

lations between her and other States; and therefore the

judgment is erroneous that Texas had a right oply to as

much territory as she had held military possession of; for

this is a false test of right, and one which those who ap-

ply it to the case of Texas do not acknowledge in other

cases. f ''V*-. :C-C"
i-^'?.*'

Again, it has been already stated that Texas and Coha-
huila composed one State. Then it was only with the

permission of the Government they had in common, that

any portion of the State they composed could separate

from the remainder— unless by a revolution in this State

altogether distinct from such as might affect the whole
State in its relation to the other Mexican States. Thus
only could Texas and Cohahuila become separate and
independent of each other. If, before their separation,

there was strife between them as to union with the other
States after the manner newly proposed, and if Cohahuila
held Texas with her power as still a part of herself, then
whether she united herself with the other States or not,

she might with truth and propriety inform the world that

her boundary extended eastward to the Sabine. If, on
the otfier hand, Texas held Cohahuila in the manner
conversely supposed, her boundary would extend much
further westward than the Rio Grande. In that case, a
Mexican occupation of Cohahuila by force would not, by
itself, deprive Texas of her right to that territory. And
if, simultaneously with such an occupation of Cohatuila,
Texas became annexed to the United States, then the po-
sition of Cohahuila relatively to Texas would have been
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cdriditionally this:— if she was riot endeavoring or will-

ing to effect her separation from Texas, it would have
been analogous to that of New Mexico, if, at the time
that province was held by the forces of the United States,

and before it was ceded to the latter, Mexico had been
voluntarily annexed to some other country. Texas and
Cohahuila however did not question the independence of
one another, when an opposition of their respective ten-

dencies indicated that the time for its accompHshment had
arrived. Cohahuila* yielded itself to Mexico ; and if the

people of that province have since pretended any claim
to Texas, it has been only after the manner of, and in

combination with, the other newly constituted provinces

of Mexico.
Where then was the boundary line between Texas and

Cohahuila after the sei)aration between them? Either
they had not time to bestow on the subject, or they deemed
a constructive boundary sufficient; most probably the for-

mer circumstance led to the latter conclusion as at least a
temporary one. They may have assumed either a demar-
cation established during the period of their union, or (if

there were none such) one existing previously to that event.

Of the former description there does not appear to have
been any; so that our only resource is in one of the latter.

And as this is equally the alternative left in the case of

the other provinces on the Rio Grande opposite to Texas,
antecedently to the confederation, the boundary question

as to Cohahuila becomes blended with those as to the

other provinces, New Leon and Tamaulipas— resolving

them into one point, namely, the boundary between Tex-
as and Mexico previously to their separation from Spain.

The treaty between Spain and the United States in the

year 1819—by which all the claims of the United States

(just or unjust) from the Sabine to the Rio Grande were
ceded to Spain— so far from throwing light over any past

boundary, rather indicates that there was none previouslyif

and tends to bury it if there was any. Had there been
any distinct one, it would have greatly aided the solution

Cohahuila was invaded by Mexico, and her senators imprisoned ; but

this was because they did not so far yield to the Dictatorship as to surren-

der all their arms, which every State was required to do. But they declined

joining the Texan resistance to further dependence on Mexico.
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of the point before us, provided no new one was subse-

quently established— and we know of none.* We do not

say that there have been no definite statements made as

to a boundary. There have been such at different times,

proceeding from statesmen, geographers and travellers, but

too conflicting to be profitably adduced on this occasion.

Few if any geographical-historical questions have been

so tantalizing as the present one, from its fertility of cir-

cumstances suggestive of inference, which alternate the

balance of apparent right between the two sides, and from

the deficiency of conclusive force on either of them. It is

remarkable that local history of this importance should

be wanting to so recent a period, and that its materials

should be so conflicting.t A boundary question between

obscure and hardly accessible villages, that have almost

ceased to exist, could present scarcely greater obstacles

to an arbitrator. It was a question in which arbitration

could nOi well have pronounced a decision, if it were a

condition that a river should be the line; although, if other-

wise, there might have been less difficulty in such a mode
of adjustment. It might have assigned to Mexico the set-

tlements immediately on the east bank of the Rio Grande,
and to Texas the remainder of the country west of the

Nueces— a boundary which would have been manifestly

inconvenient, and leading ultimately to endless disagree-

ment among the borderers. It was a question then which
could be properly settled only by an amicable arrange-

ment, and an accommodating disposition between the par-

ties concerned. It was not unreasonable in Texas to claim,

on her separation from Mexico, a boundary which nature
and history alike beheld with much favour; still less so

in the United States to regard it in the light in which
Texas had preseniod it, when JVlexioo refused to commu-
nicate to this Government even so much as a contradic-

tion of the Texan representation, after being invited to an
interchange of sentiments.

A question here arises, in what light should the settle-

ments of Mexicans on the east side of the Rio Grande,

* " The detail of her (Mexico's) colonial history is buried in Spanish ar-

chives." Meyer.
t This very mystery throws a classical halo around this and other points

in the present subject, to one who has diligently investigated them.
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opposite to New Leon and Tamaulipas, be regarded?
Borders of countries are liable to inaiscriminate settle-

ment without necessarily affecting the citizenship of the
settlers, or the boundary between the countries to which
they are respectively subject. Nor is the accident of their

being all citizens or subjects of the same country in itself

sufficient to change the nationality of the soil. Mexican
officers were indeed stationed there, in the exercise of juris-

diction. It was natural for the settlers in question, though
in former times subject most probably to the Spanish gov-
ernors of Texas, to look to the opposite side of the river

for jurisdiction, now that the banks they occupied were
apparently, at least for a time, beyond the notice of Texas,
owing to the difficult occupation of her government at a
great distance from the scene, as rendered necessary by
recent events. Of these circumstances the Mexican au-
thorities would be likely to take advantage, inasmuch as

they were at hostilities with Texas, supposing that under
other circumstances they would not have done so. We
venture to express the humble opinion that the rights of
Texas were not neutralized, though somewhat prejudiced,

by neglect of surveillance^ or by continued silence in her
foreign* department. In like manner, the claims of Mex-
ico were in no greater degree compromised during the

period that Texas extended her jurisdiction westward of
the Nueces, or when the forces of the United States occii-

pied the west bank of that river. "^''^' f^ ^
"'^'

It is of the highest importance to the argument, that

Mexico claimed the country west of the Nueces on no
other ground than she claimed that on the east side of

the same river. She appears to have deemed it a com-
promise of her claim to Texas to argue the question of

its extent in any direction save that towards the Sabine.

We are not aware of any regard paid to the question of

the west side of the Nueces, until Paredes, in his procla-.
. < : .... ^ -

„ ^
-

-:. ^/, •... .:^^}:*;n!3:-.'^^f

She was not silent at home on the subject :— " During a period ofmore
than nine years wliich intervened between the adoption of her Constitution

and her annexation as one of the Mates of our Union, Texas asserted and
exercised many acts of sovereignty and jurisdiction over the territory and
inhabitants west of the Nueces. She organized and defined the limits of

counties extending to the Rio Grande, She established courts of justice,

and extended her judicial system over the territory," &c. (Pres. Message.)
She had not pradicaXLy extended it to the Rio Grande.
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mation dated the 23d of April, immediately before the war,

or, according to himself, after the war had commenced,
remarks— "Hostilities have been commenced by the Uni*
ted States of North America, begmning new conquests

upon the frontier territories of the departments of Tamau-
lipas and New Leon.^' The first occasion on which the

west bank of the Nueces is mentioned by any Mexican
authority, as a claim (wso understood by some) independ-

ently of the comprehensive claim to Texas, is in the requi-?

sition made by the Mexican general, Ampudia, (Matamo*.
ras, April 12th, 1846,) to General Taylor, that he would
"retire to the other bank of the river while our govern*
ments are regulating the pending question in relation to

Texas." But there appears to be little frankness in this

communication, inasmuch as General Ampudia must have
been as well informed as General Taylor that (according

to the reply of the latter of the same date,) "an envoy
despatched to Mexico .... had not been received by the

actual Mexican Government, if indeed he had not received

his passports and left the republic." :£^:m-

Further, the consent of Texas to the Nueces as a bound*
ary to the once projected State, that was to have been the

result of revolutionizing a small portion of Mexico, and to

have been named "Rio Grande," does not involve, as it

has been suggested, an incongruity with her claim to terri-

tory beyond it; for it was likely enough that, in her desire

for the formation of a new State between herself and Mex-
ico, she would contribute to that object a region which
she could well spare to a friendly, and still more conven-
ient, neighbour. , :

;^ ,;;
• ;. ;

.-y, -i ,,,:.^ \M,mi-i-,:. _

:'^' ;<^

By the treaty of Santa Anna with Texas, while he was
a prisoner of war, it has been contended that the bound-
ary was adequately settled, it being therein agreed that it

should be the Rio Grande. If, on the value of a treaty,

of which differing estimates have been entertained by pub-
lic men, that of an individual unlettered in the law of na-

tions be worthy of any attention, we submit the following

one, and without at all aiming at a middle or compromis-
ing view. Considering the constitutional independence of

Texas, which rendered an invasion of it by Mexico quite

different in principle from an invasion (say) of Ireland by
England, in case there was set up in the latter country a
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new form of government, to which the former would not

submit—and considering that the war between Texas
and Mexico consisted in a resistance by the former to an
enterprise of Santa Anna for the purpose of subjecting her

to his usurped dictatorship, she was entitled to the full

benefit of his disclaimer of ^uch pretension for the future,

by whatever means she compelled it. It was a simple

question of force on the part of Santa Anna ; and it was
by arms that Texas compelled the discontinuance of that

force. By his treaty with her, proposed by himself, the

independence of Texas was established, at least as far as

the military dictatorship of Mexico was conoerned in it

;

and his personal authority seems to be as plenary with
reference to this matter, as has pretended one to overthrow

the constitution of Texas, or to compel its subjection to a
country, its confederation with which had been made to

cease (and that by his act). Texas had both him and
his army in her power;* and these availed themselves of

the advantages conceded to them by this treaty. Santa
Anna was actmg, not as a minister of the Mexican nation,

but as its military conqueror, with reference to the setting

up of a new government in every State. He and those

who succeeded to his position were bound by this treaty

— one by w'hich the very party that had set up the new
order of things (Santa Anna and his forces) obtained their

liberty. The treaty then is valid so far as it had respect

to the freedom of Texas from future molestation— it being
virtually a trial of right by force, in which she succeeded.

But the question of boundary was not one that he could

treat of, except in cathedra^ or as accredited elsewhere

;

it being independent of the continuance or cessation of the

federal relations. So that Texas could not with propriety

claim the settlement of the boundary as by conquest. The
objection that Santa Anna was in duress is valid as regards

this last particular. It is not of equal force in both par-

ticulars, because in the former Texas demanded merely a
desistance from violence— in the latter, a cession of that

* It appears singular that Texas did not liberate Cohahuila, and go to the

assistance of Zacatecas. The revolt of Zacatecas belongs more to the ro-

mance of history, though less to world-history, than that of Texas. ; r
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which was not indisputably her territory. We are not
brought by this section of the survey at all nearer to cer-

tainty as to a boundary line.*

In fine, the question of the western boundary of Texas,
we may as well dismiss, as one that judgment cannot
grasp. Nor is it indispensable to the moral argument on
the war, as will duly appear. Indeed, as the parties who
^have approved of the war, have in general made up their

minds that the Rio Grande was the true boimdary previ-

ously to it, Ihere appears to be little advantage gajned by
arguing the war question on any other assumption than
that such was the boundary. Our argument is, in part,

that, assuming such to have been the proper boundary,
the war was nevertheless unjustifiable, and that, too, on
other grounds than that of an exclusive Christian principle.

If is as well to remark, that whenever the Rio Grande
has been here mentioned, with reference to the bound-
ary of Texas, it is only wit i in a limited laiitude,,and

not to the full extent of the river course. New Mex-
ico extends eastward of this river. " Santa F6 de Nuevo
Mexico," which is east of it. is mentioned in the fifth ar-

ticle of the Mexican federation, as a separate " territory,"

after Texas and Cohahuila are included in one "State."t

Texas, however, laid claim to that part of New Mexico,

in defining her revolutionary boundary, as it has been
termed. It is incorrectly so termed ; for Texas was not

revolutionized, but declined participation in that revolu-

tion which was introduced into the other States, and thus

became affected in little other than an extraneous man-
ner. In defining her boundary, so as to include New
Mexico, it was implied that it became an object to her af-

ter hostilities had taken place between herself and Mexico.

* Santa Anna seems to have regarded the Rio Grande as the boundary
line; though, if he did, th it is no proof that it was so. The following lan-

fuage occurs in a proclamation of General "Wall, issued by his order, dated

une 20th, 1844 (as quoted by Mr. Rusk in Congress)—"Every individual

who shall be found at the distance of one league from the left bank of the

Rio Bravo, will be regarded as a favorer and accomplice of the usurpers of

that part of the national territory, and as a traitor to nis country; and, afler

summary military trial^ shall be punished as such." By that part of the

national territory is meant Texas.

t Appendix to Congressional Globe, 29th Congress, 2d session, p. 385.
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But it does not appear that she would have contested it

with a nation at peace with her. How far up the east

bank of the Rio Grande (allowing that river to be the

western boundary) the territories of Texas extended, in

other words, the northern boundary line of Texas, is not

material to the question in which we are engaged,^ even
were this line particularly distinct.

6. When the government of Mexico refused communi-
cation with that of the United States, on the application

of the latter, through an express envoy, the government
of the United States could but act on the best information

it could obtain, with reference to the boundary of this

country, at the frontier of Mexico. It was therefore po-

litically warranted in stationing troops anywhere within
the boundary line represented by Texas as her's, previ-

ously to the act of annexation ; though it would not be
morally warranted in making no discrimination between
the historical line (wherever ascertainable) and the revo-

lutionary one. Nor, in fact, was this government indis-

criminate, as regarded New Mexico, the possession of
which was not attempted. All the arrangements, how-
ever, should have been so made as to avoid, rather than
evince a readiness for, the issue. The Americans were
in quiet possession of the region west of the Nueces, with
very little exception, whilst Gen. Taylor's force remained
at Corpus Christi, near that river. " To repel aiiy inva-

sion of the Texan territory which might be attempted by
the Mexican forces, It was deemed sufficient, in the spring

of 1846, that our squadron had been ordered to the gulf^

and our army to take a position between the Nueces and
the Del Norte (or Rio Grande)."* It was in pursuance
of this order that General Taylor took the position above
mentioned. No Mexican forces had then crossed the Rio
Grande ; all was quiet as long as General Taylor remained
near the Nueces. What then were the augmented neces-

sities of the case which, in the following spring, impelled

the advance of our army to the banks of the Rio Grande?
There had been indeed a change of government—Herrera
deposed—Paredes in power. "The partisans of Paredes
(as our minister in the despatch referred to states,) breathed

President's Message.

Vol. III.—No. 1.
"

* ' 12
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the fiercest hostility against the United States." The re-

1

conquest of Texas and war with the United States were
openly threatened. These were the circumstances exist-

ing, when it was deemed proper to order the army under
the command of General Taylor to advance to the west- -

ern frontier of Texas, and occupy a position on or near

the Rio Grande.* If these were all the circumstances

that created the propriety of marching the troops from
Corpus Christi to the Rio Grande, in what remarkable
particular did this propriety outweigh that which required

the army to remain at the former station ?^— "the threat-

ened invasion from Mexico?" There had been such men-
aces from Mexico for several years before our army entered ,

Texas. If Mexico was until then unequal to the fulfil-

ment of her menaces, or abstained from attempt to carry ^

them into efiect, what probability was there of her so do-

.

ing, when our army was there? What effect had yet

been consequent on the circular of Cond6, the Mexican
Minister of War, as far back as in July, 1845, announcing

:

to various authorities that war was declared against the

United States, and enunciating the vocabulary of military ,-

preparation? It has resulted as was apparently taken fori

granted that it would, there being at the time little curios- >

ity as to what " might in that noise reside !"t The atti-s

lude of Mexico was subsequently scarcely more threaten^r

ing than aforetime. And without assuming it to have been
the effect exclusively of our advanced position, experi-

ence has proved that collision— sanguinary collision-—^

took place very soon afterwards; while there is far from
being ground, as suggested by previous experience, for

the expectation of such collision, had our army retained

:

itsVposition at Corpus Christi. It has been indeed stated,

and we have no contradiction of it, that General Arista,

commanding on the Mexican side of the Rio Grande,
proposed to General Taylor that they should retain their

relative positions, to avoid collision.! In fact, the object

of the Mexican army crossing the Rio Grande does not -

appear to have been so much for the purpose of contest-

ing a question of boundary—which would have been

;iJ.; :- :.::.::' '

' ^ _'" '

President's Message.

... ,
,^tMiJtpn.

tMr. Harper's Speedi—Congr. Globe, Appendix, p. 203.
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rather a refinement scarcely worth its while, considering
the domestic circumstances of the nation, as for that of pro-
tecting her citizens on the east bank, who were regarded,
though without sufficient reason, as molested by the ap-
proach of an American army—a motive anything but dis-

creditable to Mexico. In so doing, however, she invaded
a soil which this Government had been forced to regard
as an appendage of the United States, by the refusal of
Mexico to enter into any communication on the question
whether it was a part of Texas. Nor should it be denied
that the pointing of our guns opposite Metamoras* was
not unlike a threatening demonstration to the Mexican
forces: for, notwithstanding that the latter had set this

example, they seem to have regarded it as originally the

intention of the American general, without reference to

what was done on the Mexican side. Had Gen. Taylor
not shown his batteries in response to the measures on
the Mexican side, it is highly probable that they would
not have fired on his fort. Bub these active war-like pre-

parations being accompanied by an exhibition to the Mexi-
cans of the very small force at the fort, presented attrac-

tions scarcely resistible to a foe that had received authority

.to "attack by every means which war permits," and "to

. vt:^*As a gpreat deal has be^n made of this circumstance, to the prejudice of

die Government, it is proper to mention General Taylor's account of it. In
his letter of M&rch 29th, 1846, to the Adjutant General, he says:—"Our
approach seems to have created much excitement in Metamoras; and a great

deal of activity has been displayed since our arrival^ in the preparation of
batteries. Th? left bank is now under the reconnoisance of our engineer

officers, and I shall lose no time in strengthening our position by such de-

fensive works as may be necessary, employing for that purpose a portion of

the heavy guns brought round by sea. The attitude ot tlie Mexicans is so

;far decidedly hostile. An interview has been held, by my direction, with
the military authorities of Metamoras, but with no satisfactory result."

On the bth of April, he thus wrote:— " The Mexicans still retain a hos-

tile attitude, and have thrown up some works, evidently designed to prevent

us from crossing the river. . . . On our side, a battery for four eighteen-

pounders will be completed, and the guns placed in battery to-day. These
guns bear directly upon the public square of Metamoras, and within good
range for demolishing the town. Their object cannot be mistaken, and mil,

I think. effectAwUv retrain him from any enterprise upon our side of the river.

A bastioned field fort, for a garrison of 500 men, has been laid out by engi-

neers in rear of the battery, and will be commenced immediately."

It is manifest, from some of tlie above expressions, that it was.^oti^ij^pded

to provoke the Mexicans to commence hostilities.
''" '

'
"'

"

''*'*
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destroy wherever they might find " our army.* We' say
they received authority -^iov we can hardly regard as or-

ders what were sounded for popular effect, and which the

Mexican commanders do not appear to have held> as obliga-

tory. Nor do we believe that until they saw our army, the

Mexicans believed themselves to be actually at war, more
than they had been for a long while. This is evinced by
the whole of their proceedings. They were then insulted

by the smallness of the apparently challenging force—little

more than 3,000 men (and these divided in order to main-
tain two positions); and they were attracted by the oppor-

tunity of capturing a hated adversary. But if, at the time

of their crossing the river, it had been intended as a step

merely collateral with our own movement, for the purpose

of a joint possession until a further attempt at a settlement

should be made by the two governments, however singu-

lar if r;ot unprecedented would have been the relative po-

sition of the two armies, it is more than probable that no
blow would have been struck by our own.t The Mexi-
cans, however, announced a far different intention, and
aggressively pursued it, making the first positive demon-
stration of— or placmg beyond question the existence of

5*— that state of war, which may be considered as having
been simultaneously entered into. Such was the origin

and commencement of the Mexican war— a war which,
tested by the principles which have ordinarily goVetried

what is called the civilized world in its international rela-

tions, was and will be pronounced (we have no doubt) by
posterity to have been, on the part of the United States,

one of the most ^'t^5^ wars ^hat have blotted with gOre the
history of man— a war that might nevertheless have been
avoided by the United States, had they been sO dii^posed,

probably without diminution of an inch of territory, cer-

tainly without detriment to their soil or their people, or

Letter from the Mexican Minister of War to the Mexican general near
the Rio Grande, quoted in the President's Message.

t Orders had indeed been given by this Government (August 25th, 1845,)
that the crossing of the river should be regarded as hostile ; but considering
the associations which led to such order, the above speculation is not exclu-
ded by it. Besides, Mr, Secretary Marcy's order of July 8th, 1845, is ex-
pressly, that Mexican troops, if any were found to be already on our side of
the Rio Grande, should not be molested unless an actual state of war should
exist.
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, eveti 'wliat is called their hi(niOTf-^a-xvtrf1^(^^

!which no degree of political justice (in the ordinary sense

of the expression,) could morally justify.

t Before taking leave of the question of the origin of the

r'war^ an observation or two shall be submitted, on certain

principles of policy, by which the Government and the

public spirit of this country was in great measure influ-

renced antecedently to the rupture with the sister republic.

-
; 1. Allusion has been made to the great moderation which

: characterized this Government in its advances to that of

Mexico. ThiSj instead of diminishing, (as maintained by
the Presideutj) rather augmented the duty of a continued
abstinence from the semblance of any diflferent course; for

what harm resulted from the extent to which moderation

was carried ?T-^To give vent to her feelings in expressions

of disdain, menace, triumph, declaration of war, and of

whatsoever else had long been conventionally, as it were,

a privilege of Mexico. It was a very material element of

gratification to her— a field for the play of exuberant im-
pulse. What if she evinced a more than ordinary passion

in her sport, and bounded, full of life and fire, on the banks
of the Rio Grande— feigning, now encounter, now retreat

!

-If these movements on her own side of the river were to

be regarded with suspicion by ourselves, excusable might
be the suspicions of a Mexican force, at the movements,
on disputed soil, of an army representing a matter^f^fact

people. : Again, it should be borne in mind thatj previously
to the war, Mexico was not alone in the opinion that she
had been injured. The press of the greatest nations had
done much to flatter that impression. The diplomacy of
those nations had still greater effect, interested as they
were in the independence of Texas. We repeat, then, that

over and above the duty of our government to exercise

very tender moderation towards Mexico, as it certainly did
for a while, the very consideration of its having so done,
in virtue of that point of Christian civilization at which
we profess to have arrived, laid it under the greater obli-

gation towards her, as a neighbor, to persevere in the same
policy. Any wanton misconstruction of it would be re-

moved, sooner or later—and what if a generation passed
away in the interval? Not all the advantage, in the form
manifested hitherto, that Mexico could have taken of our

:.i
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deportment in that period, or even in any space of time,

(considering that the interruption of relations gave her
little opportunity,) was worth a single citizen, or would
justify the sacrifice of one. Our ^'strength was to sit

still;" and so long as we were so doing, Mexico c^ic^ us
no harm, whatever she might have in store.

-*'i'2. Again, it has been the policy approved by many as

bemg that of the administration, though not represented as

such by authority^ that it was important for a threatening

I foe to be made aware that delay in entering upon war
when necessary^ would not present itself as an impedi-

ment growingoutof our constitution, as imagined by some,

at all events by the Mexican government. And although
this is not submitted as any part of the policy that should

contribute to a war, yet it is confidently held up as a justifi-

cation of the government, in not consulting with Congress

before marching the: forces to the Rio Grande. The execu-
. tive commission does not appear to have been transcended

in any way. But, to order the army as the President did, in

his capacity of Comraander-in-chie^ to the seat of impen-

; ding strife, at la time when the irritation of Mexico was at

its height, without consultation with Congress theninses-
^ sion, seems to have implied either an opinion of the un-

concern of every one, who was not a member of the ad-

ministration, in the movements of the army and in the

consequences of such, -or else an apprehension that his

plans would not be concurred in by the representatives of

the people. It is not herein meant that he should have
' submitted to Congress a question of the boundary ofTex-
as- to be assumed, as that matter was not necessarily in

point, at least just then, but a question as to the most ex-

pedient course under the circumstances newly presented

to his notice as of increased warlike aspect. Delay would
not necessarily result from so doing, in case of invasion

;

inasmuch as whatever the executive,may do without con-

sulting Congress, it may do (it is presumed) without await-

ing its decision, if too tardy for the emergency. Further,

since an inference in favor of the impulse under consider-

ation, has been drawn from an impression on the part of

the Mexican government, that by the Constitution of the

United States, the President alone had not power to take

rflqirisite measures for the defence of the country, and
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that the Congress and people of the United States would «t

not' sustain the President in the warlike purpose attribut-^

ed to him ; on the other hand, it is not an ill-founded pre-i*

sumption that the Mexican government, felt secured by 4

the supposed trammels of our government, against the oc-^s

currenceof any collision before our army marched to the^
Rio Grande ; and that, all its official declarations notwith-ti

standing, the government and people of Mexico had noti
more prospect of a military encounter than did the people*?

of the United States, until the first blood had been spilth?

. 3. Again, it appears to have been a paramount - princi-f

pie in the mind of our President, to associate a scheme in

Mexico for the establishment of a monarchy there, .withv.

the necessity for resistance to it by the United States. «*

Paredes was supposed to entertain the project. If there 1^^

were a prospect of his success, then, it is to be infcrredit

from the President's intimation, that warlike preparations 5«

would be necessary. Whether this necessity would be;^*

created by the simple fact of a monarchy being estabUsh-fJ

ed in Mexico, or by the selection of a European prince, is',^

not clearly discriminated in the form of intimation adopt-

ed by him. But he appears to assume that an election to

the <3ontemplated throne of Mexico must be made from*
European candidates. On the other hand, an-exerciseft*

by Mexico of her right to choose her own form of govern-*^

ment, does not atppear to involve the necessity of her ac*k

ceptance or even toleration of European intervention. The*>
idea of any other opposition to her free choice than is im-js

plied by the exercise of influence, tends greatly to the in-

jury of the republican character. Inasmuch as the ques-

tion was not connected with the recent collision with J

Mexico, save through the mention of it by the President

as adding justification to his policy, we have to do with it

only so far as it is associated with the danger of entertain-

v

ing the principle of intervention with the domestic afiairs »

of another nation, at a period when we are in controversy^-

with her on international points j so liable is this super-'^

fluous pre|)ossession to affect the natural course of the in-r

dependent questions. , w

4. Another ascendant impulse avowed, not by the go
vernment, but by the party encouraging the war, was the

importance to our interests that we should use the occa-
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sion presented by the offences of Mexico, to present evi-'

dences of our warlike capacities to the rest oi the world,

in which .^it ;s said) there has long been an assumption of

our very, limited capacities of that nature, through our in-^

dependence of standing armies. Evidences of national

power have indeed been furnished in the aptitude for mi-
litary discipline evinced by the modest novices sent to the

field ofaction against multiplied hosts, and in the readiness

which answered the summons for volunteer forces to any
requisite number. In addition to which it may be remark-
ed that the Northern line of our country was not in re-

quisition for its masses, which had not, on this occasion of

Southern warfare, those calls of interest which would have
roused them had it been a Northern blast that sounded;*
This difference in circumstances between the two at-

mospheres of warfare, is worthy of consideration from
those who have cast on our government the imputa-
tion of adopting a different policy respecting Oregon from
that respecting Texas. The truth is, that advances were
made to Mexico which were never made to Great Britain.

Towards the latter nation, a deportment of a far different

character was called in question on both sides ofthe ocean.

The only semblance of analogy between the two cases,

antecedently to the final issues of conduct in each of them
respectively, consists in this ;—our government had trans-

actions, with each, of a nature which partly for euphony,
and partly in deference to the quality of the "high con- •

tracting parties/' is called diplomacy. Mexico living in an •

• Mr, Polk remarked in hip last annual message, that the nation could att

.

any time command "two millions such as fought the battles in Mexico." Gen-
eral Taylor has been reported to have said in one of his speeches—** we are
a nation ofsoldiery !"—Bbth meant, no doubt, merely the contrast to the state

-

of things implied by the following speech :^
—*' I would demand and question,

if I should not displease, how many knighti; be there now in England, that
havfe the use and exercise of a knight] that is, to wit, that he knoweth his
horse, and his horse him ; that is to say, he being ready at ft pc/iiit to have all

things that belongeth to a knight, an horse that is according and broken af-

ter his hand, his armour and harness mete and so forth, et cetera. I sup-
pose, and a due search should be made, there be many founden that lack;,"

This passage is from " The Book of the Ordre of Chyvalry, or Knyghthode,
translated out of Frensshe into Englisshe, by me William Caxton"—one of
Hartshorne's " Book Rarities of the University of Cambridge,"—" supposed
to have been printed in 14S4"—"one of the most interesting and rare volumes
from Caxton's press." It is in the Pepysian Library of IVlagdalene College,
Cambridge.
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ideal* world—^her policy being in character with it—knew
not haw to entertain the proposition made to Rer. What
place could it obtain in the romance ofMexican history 7

—

and how could it be apprehended by the strings of the

Southern lyre1—England has acted in her national spir-

it, which on the other hand was towards a practical

end. She ascertained that her interest required no more
than had been previously proposed to her, but which she
had then declined—while the American government pris-

ferred its claim to a higher latitude i|ierely to draw from
her the proposition of that which she had formerly refus-

ed, since this government could not (as appeared to itself,)

again propose it. Now the circumstances attendant on the

settlement of this very question, while so far from involv-

ing this nation in any just charge of partiality or infirmity

of deportment, is itselfproof enough of the absence of any
necessity for military demonstration to the world for its

recognition of our national weight and power. Those who
contend for the needof such demonstrations, are inconsis-

tent with the tone of triumph, in some of them at least,

at the Oregon settlement—attributuig, as some did. the

final course of England to a sense of her interest in avoid-

ing a coUisiou with this country. A sense of interest on
her part might have been estimated with sufficient cor-

rectness without military associations. Moreover, the ob-

jects of our government were obtained without the least

military preparation—and, that, when expressions public-

ly used by the President had created an apparently gi eat-

er necessity for such preparation than appeared under
other circumstances. Could we, then, by any amount
of military demonstration,have procured more of due res-

spect than was shown by England while we were quite

unarmed, and unguarded in every way, even in words ?

-T-,An indication not very remote as to time, of the res-

pect in which this country is held, and of its weight
abroad, is the effect of a protest by General Cass, on
his own personal responsibility, against the ratification

of the Quintuple treaty j by allowing which it was

* This term is her9 used in its vulgar sense

Vql. Wl.--^?iQ, h
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considered ^hat the position taken by this country, as

to the right of other powers to search its vessels, would
have been compromised. We should like to be informed

what government, besides that of Mexico, has treated this

country with disrespect since the war of 1812—such as to

render expedient new proofs occasionally of our national

capacities as indicated by military exploits 1 Even now,
which is the most obvious of the results from the recent

war, the better establishment of the prowess of this na-

tion, or the diminished estimate of that manifested by
Mexico? However justice to both nations may assert

the former, there appears to have been a much stronger

impression of the latter in the world. Mexico has receiv-

ed far more justice to her valour—less energetic, less

directed though it was—from her foe than from other na-

tions, which, mortified at her unequal competition, have
withheld the sympathy they promised. .Jir? %

•

^"^ We hope to have shown that, whatever pretence na-

tions may put forth as to the expediency of display in

military adventure to command respect, it appears in the

light of singular absurdity as coming from this nation.

We have now animadverted on those features in the

recent public spirit of this country, and in that of its go-

vernment, which could not but be deemed as of appropri-

ate notice, in connexion with the circumstances that ori-

ginated the war. tv ^?

II. We proceed to remark on some of the circumstances

most striking in a moral aspect in the progress and con-

duct of the war.

1. As soon as practicable after information of the first

collision between the forces of the United States and those

of Mexico, the Congress of the former declared the coun-
try to be in a state of war. This was true in a literal

sense. But when the enemy had retired beyond the Rio
Grande, which he did after the battles of Palo Alto and
Resaca de la Palma, the war might have been desisted

from with greater honour to the United States, both in

their own estimation, and in that of other nations, than
characterized their use of the occasion to invade the coun-
try of their vanquished foe. It is hardly credible that

Mexico would have attempted another invasion ; for, how-
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ever ready again and again for renewed combat, it was
thenceforth defensively against invaders. At all events,

such a result should have been awaited. Conceding that

there were some reasonable objections to this course, while
diplomacy continued silent between the two countries, yet

as the policy of our government was to present repeated
propositions to that of Mexico, it was manifestly to the pre-

judice of this policy that our army was permitted to ad-

vance into the Mexican territory. Not only was the exas-

peration of the enemy increased, and his affectation of na-

tional honour more provoked, but his sense of interest and
self-prfeservation were not likely to receive the impression

we would fain produce, if, at the same time, we were feed-

ing his hopes of retaliation by the very fact of our advance
into his country, besides that of the comparative smallness

ofour invading iorce. Not until the capital of Mexico had
fallen, was the enemy's hope, till then constant as a ves-

tal lamp, extinguished. His sense of honour could all

along afford any loss, if only by and by he might gain
some advantage, at whatever sacrifice to himself; and he
could not allow himself to doubt that, sooner or later, such
would accrue to his patience for revenge. Nor is it im-
probable that he indulged in visions of intervention from
those great powers, which having acknowledged the in-

dependence of Texas, were interested in the proviso of
Mexico, that she should not annex herself to any other
power. It has been credited to the government by its op-

ponents, that the unpacific results to its proffer of the olive-

branch while our army was on the soil of Mexico, were
in accordance with its aim—a judgment we are afraid to

pass !—In our advance towards conquest^ no great difference

would have been made by some delay in crossing the Rio
Grande, (say, till the next rejection of pacific terms). In
our advance towards peace, by remaining altogether on
our own side of the river, we would probably have gained
materially. In our advance towards either, we had lost

nothing uhimately by even resuming our old * position at

Corpus Christi.',., ->;-.:.;. r-.^'- .;---;v; j.-^^. -i> .m, 'j^i^*<

That there was little anticipated expediency in hasten-

ing the pursuit of advantages, appears to have been ad-
mitted by the previous deficiency of military preparation.

Witness the state of General Taylor's forces antecedently

i„. ...,:-:
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to the actions of the eighth and ninth of May* When
intercourse was temporarily cut off between the general

and the little garrison of Point Isabel, there were but *
few hundred in the latter place. An overwhelming body
of Mexicans threatened it ; other large detachments of the

enemy were being landed. In the fort (opposite to Meta-

morast) where General Taylor was, there were little pro-

visons remaining. And as Point Isabel was the main de-

pot, containing almost all the provisions and ammunition
of his army, it was indispensable that the general should

effect a junction with that point. But before he could be

apprized of its situation, the only means on which the two
points could depend for intercommunication, consisted in

the mission of Captain Walker and a few men, who almost
** against hope," arrived in safety at the general's camp.
General Taylor had then to adventure the perilous enter-

prise of advancing to Point Isabel with a small force (his

main one) divided into three small sections. He arrived

after two days' march without opposition. But he had ne-

cessarily left the little garrison of the fort greatly exposed,

and with little means of defence. The Mexicans on the

opposite bank, at Metamoras, availed themselves of his

departure with the main force, by making exertions to de-

stroy the fort ; while it had also to defend itself for a hun-
dred hours against assault from surrounding forces, dur-

ing which time they lost their commander, major Brown.
It was therefore a point of importance to the general, when
some days had elapsed, to obtain information of the con-
dition and prospects of the fort. For the attainment ofthis
object he was dependent on such good fortune as might
attend the exposure of a hundred men under captain May,
in opening the communication. There was much to sicken
even the stout hearts of those who, in the interval that fol-

lowed, awaited their return. May, with his band, escap-

ed observation from the enemy. On arriving within a few
miles of the fort, he halted, as directed, and sent to the
fort a party under captain Walker ; who not returning as
expected, the party concluding that he had been captured,

V.J ,» !
1 Xf, ;

V

\

The whole army on the firontier consisted of about 3500 men; and all

the land forces ofthe United States little more than 7000.
t This fort was afterwards named Fort Brown by General TAylor, inme-

mory of the commander ofthelittle garsison, who was killed. .
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returned without him to Point Isabel, bearing thither no
^ information whatever from the fort, and encountering su-

perior forces on their way. Walker however appeared
unexpectedly, with a favorable report from major Brown,
who had nott then fallen. We are not engaged in writing

a narrative of the events that occurred during the war

;

but these circumstances are referred to as indicative of

«4he adoption of slender means of defence at a time when
the government was anticipating the menaced invasion.

-Not ^an the alarm be forgotton which pervaded the United
3tates, at the situation of General Taylor, after the wax
had commenced. These limited preparations under such
expectations, show little idea of accomplishing more
than a defensive object. The order from the government
to cross the river, if necessary, ill accorded with such little

preparation. It could not have been executed without the

previous successes which were marvellously gained under
all the circumstances—^for it was before the arrival of the

reinforcements, which were sent for no other object than
, that of relieving the General from the predicament in

which he was placed between Point Isabel and the fort.

Oft the ground, then, even of the defensive attitude of the
" government, we cannot but suspect our protest to be mo-

rally sustained against shifting the scene of war to the

opposite banks of the Rio Grande*—a result which, as we
contend, was needless to the conqueror, and far otherwise
than consistent with the renewed offer of the olive-branch.

Alas! how heedless was it of the peace, the blood, the
iive^ the varied and incalonlable interests of many thou-
sands of human beings I -^^^^^ '^y^-^^^^r-'¥m''m^fr^

^ 2. After many battles won, and territories gained by the

United States, it was found that the Mexicans were not
th^ more disposed to—what ? seek for peace 1—grant it

to the United States ?—for our armies tnily carried the
olive-branch wherever they went, although they were on
the enemy's undisputed soil. The question was then
mooted in this country, as to a settlement of the question

of boundary in a new and peculiar way. It was proposed
that we should al)stain from further progress in the ene-

my's country, partly on principle, partly to spare ourselves

* The prerriobs drder to pursue the enemy across the xiver, if attacked by
him, does not imply the perseverance of war on the other side.

;JJi^-'jl„liX'Ji ^^Js/i. r-^^
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further labour and expense, and that we should remune-
rate ourselves for that already incurred, by proceeding to

reckon at once without our host—to draw a line separat-

ing such Mexican territory as we had taken from such as

wel had not taken, substituting that line for the Rio
Grande as a boundary. It is but justice to both parties-^

that in favour of the war, and that opposed to it—to re-

port that this proposed measure was not peculiar to either

of them. Nor was it proposed in any spirit but that of a
sincere desire to end the war, a termination of which ap-

peared to be, for the present, accessible in no other way.
Leaving the question of the practicability of this course to

professed statesmen, who indeed disposed of it, our stric-

ture upon it is applied to its moral merit. It really seems
that, without the consent of Mexico, we had no justifica-

tion in adopting any line of boundary beyond the Rio
Grande ; and that from the time we crossed that river,

our duty to return to our own side of it was unvarying
during the whole of our progress, and uncompromised by
any circumstances attending that progress—least of all by
our too great pride to return in consequence of the con-

struction to which it might have been liable. Yet, the

further we had advanced, and the more prowess we had
manifested, so much the more real independence and
sense of honour would have been our proved qualities had
we then retired. Not doing so, however, we had not a
better right to define with pickets a boundary any where
between the Rio Grande and the capital of Mexico, than
to define on paper one between that city and the frontier

most remote from our possessions. The fact is, that, so

long as we adhered to the purpose of remaining on the

Mexican side of the Rio Grande, there could be no stop-

ping point, until an adjustment of the difficulties between
the contending nations should be effected by a treaty.

The capture of the city of Mexico removed the necessity

for the continued advance of the army, as the proceedings

of the Mexican nation, consequent on such an event,

would be indicative of its final purpose whether or not to

come to any terms with us. The occasion was very pro-

perly used by the commanding general, representing the

American government. The Mexicans were indulged
with the tardiness natural to them, which they evinced
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to a degtee hardly compatible with a desire that the mili-

tary possession of their country by the enemy should

cease.

. The treaty by which the war was brought to a close

was such as, on the whole, might have iSen fairly ex-

pected. If it be an admissible principle that war may
with propriety be waged against another power by which
we have been aggrieved, in order to obtain redress, then a
treaty which deprived Mexico of nearly all the territories

we had occupied, but which awarded to her a sum ofmo-
ney as a balance arithmetically due to her, is not excep-

tionable as to these particulars. Among the articles are

some* borrowed from the treaty of 1786, between this

country and Prussia, and originated by Franklin, who
signed the treaty while resident Minister in France. They
provide for the settlement of future international diflferen-

ces by arbitration, and for the mitigation of the severities

of warfare, should it occur between the parties treating.

These provisions, without precedent at the period of the

former treaty, were highly honorable to the nation by
whose accredited negotiator they were offered, and to in-

ternational law, to which they imparted a more chastened
spirit. The repetition of such principles in the latter

treaty were more than apposite. And, considering the

position previously taken by Mr. Polk in the Oregon dis-

pute, against recourse to arbitration as an expedient for

the settlement of difficulties, his consent to this insertion

is the more creditable to him, inasmuch as both his pre-

judice and his -sense of committal gave way to a consider-

ation of humanity with reference to an unseen future. It

ought not, however, to be overlooked that the spirit which
entered into the treaty with Prussia was in advance of that

which treated with Mexico, inasmuch as not all the gen-

erous provisions comprised in the former were adopted in

the latterf. That " contained his (Franklin's) philanthro-
'.'.,.'.-if Xj~.

* See the 21 st and 22nd articles of the Mexican treatv. i,.

t In Lyman'a " Diplomacy of the United States," it is remarked of these

provisions, that " it aoes not appear that they have been of any practical

utility to the world." Possibly, this consideration suggested the omission
of them in the late treaty. But while the world is advancing, its past defi-

ciencies should not be assumed as an earnest of its future conduct. The
sooner we can say " old things are passed away," the better.—^The treaty

with Mexico has been represented as having been produced in the Amen-

'siiMM.
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pic article against privateering, and in favour of thefree-
dom of trade, and of the protection of private property in
time of war. The king of Prussia made no objectioa to
this article. On the contrary, his ambassadou,, the Baron
de Thulemsier, who signed the treaty, felicitated the com-
missioners on its being introduced." The 'twenty-third

article is directed,' said he, 'by the purest zeal in favour
ofhumanity. Nothing can be more just than your reflec-

tions on the noble disinterestedness of the United States of
America. It is to be desired, that these sublime senti-

ments may be adopted by all the maritime powers with-
out exception. The calamities of war will be much sof-

tened; and hostilities often provoked by cupidity and
the inordinate love of gain, will be of more rare occur-
rence." Free ships were likewise to make free goods,*

and contraband merchandize was exempted from confia^

cation. He (Franklin) fondly hoped that these benevo-
lent principles would he wrought into the law of nations

;,

but the example has not been followed.t The remaining*
provisions of the treaty with Mexico were adapted to th©
accommodation of the two nations, and principally Mexi-*

CO, as regarded the protection of society on the frontier.

On the part of both sides it was a very liberal treaty. At
the same time, though abounding in humane provisions^

it was less so than Franklin—and he not a mere theorist^

but a practical man—would have rendered it;

3. Not the least important feature in the conduct of the.

administration with reference to the war, is the recom-
mendation to Congress to authorize by legislation the mu,^.

''i}*i> wV V-ri,Jljrij.^i;l-i'i Jit;dsl>;

can Senate, in the hand-writing of the British Agent fn Mexieo. "Whoever
made the extracts from, the Prussian treaty by authority, is the party to be
blamed for the omission of those creditable parts alluded to, untess he waft

expressly desired to omit them.
* Thia particular had been originated and adopted by the Northern

powers.

amity, which has lately taken place between the king of Pmssia and the

United States, marks a new era in negotiation. It ia the most liberal treaty

\i^ch has ever been entered into between independent powers. It is pev*

fectly original in many ofits articles ; and should its principles be eon^ia^iv

ed herea&r as the basis of connection between nations, it will operate VWf»
fully to produce a general pacification^ thanany measure hithertd attempted
amongst mankind.

—

JiUyalstn^." < ;,
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of letters of marque.* Conceding the propriety of all other
modes of warfare prevalent among civilized nations, there
is not a single admissible argument in favour of a legaliz*

ed molestation of private property on the high seas, the
thoroughfare of nations : singular it is that the nineteenth
century (the firsthalf of it we should say—for there is hope
of the remainder) should either have so little apprehension
of its own advancement as to tolerate such a system, or,

while tolerating it, cherish the delusion of its present as-

sumed psition in civilizatfon !t The more remarkable
is this, m that the powers by which alone it can be sus-

tained or put down, are those Anglo-Saxon nations which
are preeminently commissioned to the diffusion of human-
ity, and in which the earth's fairest prospects are, to all

present appearances, bound up. Are these nations await-

ing an example from some of less pretensions IX Would
that Mexico had set the example when the recent hostili-

ties broke out ! she had little to sacrifice to the principle.

Nor even after the course adopted by her government, in

the offer of commissions to privateers from Spanish colo-

nies—eiffects from which incipient course were all contra-

vened by the relations existing between Spain and this

country—would it have been too late to have done so in

reply to the contemplations of our government. She may
yet do so.. And as expectation is not always prepared for

the approaching devolopement or revival oi a dormant
principle, let us not, in our vanity, exclude all idea of be-

ing hailed from quarters whence we little expect it, equal-

ly to our shame and to our benefit. Eminent will be the

nation, in the eyes of the contemporary world and of pos-

terity, which shall first proclaim the lesson that the pri-

vateering system, however legalized, is an outrage on civi-

lization, even though adopted as a retaliatory course. Pi-

* Congress did not act on this part of the President's Message.

t The subject was to have been discussed at the Panama Convention, in

1826, had it been well attended.

t It should be mentioned that, in the framing of the first definitive treaty

between Great Britain and the United States, in 1783, " the American
Commissioners drew up a series of new articles, chiefly relating to com-
merce, which they were willing should be inserted, and which embraced Dr.

Frankhn's philanthropic scheme for protecting private property in time of

war, and for sup^ressmg the practice of privateering. None of them were
accepted." Spark's Life ofFranUin.

Vol. III.—No. 1. It

*^»
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racy it is ; declared piracy is all that it ought to be. And
so to have declared it, when the inestimable opportunity

for so doing was presented at the commencement of the

Mexican war, would have exalted our government, our

Congress, and our nation. Nor would such a stand have
involved this country in the risk of any sacrifice worth

naming, for, to use the expressions of the President,—" It

is true that there ai e but few if any commercial vessels of

Mexico upon the high seas ; and it is therefore not proba-

ble that many American privateers would be fitted out, in

case a law should pass, authorizing* this mode of warfare."

If it be the duty of our fleets to check violence on the high
seas as a marine police, their proper duty cannot but in-

clude the protection equally of Mexican commerce as ofour

ownj notwithstanding the hostilities existing between the

two nations. One may be excused for expressing so much
surprise that, in the provisions of the recent treaty for

mitigating the inhumanity of future wars, the golden op-

portunity was not used to procure the abolition of priva-

teering, by the two nations in common, when the refer-

ence made to Franklin's treaty could hardly have failed

to suggest it. '^,

4. There is a circumstance in the conduct of the ad-

ministration, while carrying on the war, that calls for sep-

arate notice in this series of remarks. The terms of the

capitulation of Monterey, while they were generous to the

enemy, in so far as concessions were made to his feelings,

were likewise, so far as the armistice was concerned, far

from adverse to the interests of our army, whose suffer-

ings needed alleviation by repose—comparatively such.

And what did this respite amount to, as proposed ?-r-mere-

ly to a cassation from hostilities until a day little later than
that at which an injunction to renew hostilities could arrive.

The circumstance that such an order was sent, when it

could little effect results, has brought much censure on
the government, as being expressive of a dissatisfaction

little called for. The mandate for the cessation of the ar-

mistice, when so little was to be gained by interrupting it,

does however admit of this liberal construction—that it was

gis

* As the other modes of warfare are not considered to require special le-

slation, to authorize them, why should tkis require it, unless it be, that
^,8 is even more unnatural than all others 1
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deemed expedient to avoid confirming any impression in *

the Mexican mind, that the resources of this government
|

were in a state to need any intermission of the contest,
f

Still it appears to have escaped the reflection ofthe govern-

»

ment, how ill a moral effect may be produced on the gen i

eral proceedings of the commander, if he is led, by such |
a course as was their's in this particular, to anticipate the ;;

refusal of sanction to other measures of like character, on
^

occasions when humanity may be even less able to dis- ,

pense with them.
5. In the military conduct of the war, we may with r

feelings of gratulation ascribe to the commanding Generals \
of the American forces, at least as great examples of both.;

unavenging and active humanity as the annals of war can
f^

present. Their deportment has maintained a congruity
^

with that part of their vocation which consisted in repre- \

senting a humane country, entitled to expect in her sons /

when abroad the best illustration of this characteristic.

,

The magnanimous sacrifices made by General Taylor f

of advantages to the enemy, at Buena Vista* at the risk*.

both of loss to his own army, and of compromise to his

.

prospect of victory, merely to honor a white flag from a<

"notus Ulyssesj^^ when, imder the circumstances of the 4/

two armies, it could hardly wear a pacific expression,

seem almost to transcend a just claim to approbation—ex-

posing, as it did, hisown army (which seemed thrice to have
lost the battle before it was won) to the perfidy and wan-
tonness of that tried individual. But great was the self-

sacrifice to which it also tended.!

* Santa Anna sent a white flag at a period of the action at which his ar-

my was placed to manifest disadvantage from the American fire, but was
yet far from being defeated. His real object was presumed by every one,

before it could be proved, to be merely that of gaining time to remedy the

disadvantage. He is reported to have even re-commenced his fire before

the parley had ceased. It is to be hoped that this is an improvement {li

there can be any) on his breach of faith. Another object gained by this

white flag, was the certainty of General Taylor's position, a fire being im-

mediately opened upon his person.

t The following handsome testimony, published in some of the public

journals, is from a young sergeant:—"I have seen cruelty and inhumanity

on the part of subordinate ofl[icers to their men—inhuman punishments in-

flicted for slight offences, but never in the presence of General TayUn-'^wYo

was always a kind father and protector to the poor soldier, and whom every

honest soldier in the army loved. No man of honor who ever served under

him will charge him with cruelty, either to his own troops or to the enemy.

t.
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I'The chiyalry of Scott conceded, after every battle, to

prisoners who had made themselves conspicuous for mili-

tary qualities, liberty without parole, in consideration of

the degree to which they evinced those very qualities

which rendered them formidable. It was his wise mode-
ration and heroic independence, that for a while denied io

himself and to his elated army, the scarcely resistible

enjoyment of a triumphant entry into the city of the Monte-
zumas, in order to spare the feelings of a prostrate foe,

by yielding to him—thanklessly as it issued—the op-

portunity of an honorable peace without the walls. He
declared, moreover, that the great triumph he s6ught was
a peace, as honorable to Mexico as to his own country.*

Various circumstances ofexception to thediscipline main-
tained by the two Generals mentioned, have been pointed at,

but invariably with a captious spirit. There is indeed one
of these worthy ofnotice—namely the refusal ofGen. Scott

to comply with the request of the foreign Consuls in Ve-
ra Cruz, that he would grant a respite from the siege till

the women and children could leave the city. But those

who have made this a peculiar charge against his fair

name, have lost sight of the circumstance that before the

commencement of the siege he had particularly advised

After the capture of Matamoras, instead of using one of the houses in the

city as his quarters, he gave them all up to the sick, wounded, and suffering

soldiers, and slept in his tent on a bed that was not more than four inches
above the mud and water that surrounded it," * * * " He never turned
away from a suffering soldier without doing all that he could to relieve and
cheer him. On the march to Seralvo," continued the youth, "my strength

gave out, and if it had not been for Gen. Taylor, I might have been left upon
the road to die or be murdered. But he saw me, and Jcnew from my looks that

1 was exhausted. He took me up and sat me on his own mule, and I rode
with him in that way for several days.'

"At one time we were almost out ofprovisions. We had nothing to eat

but musty biscuit and magotty pork. An officer went to General Taylor,
and complained that he could not eat such food. * Well, sir,' said the Gen-
eral, ' come and take your dinner with me.'

" The invitation was gladly accepted, and the officer, anticipating a first

rate dinner, dressed himself up, and went to the quarters of the General ; but
instead of finding a regular dinner table, filled with delicacies, he saw the

General sitting before a fire, toasting a piece ofthe same pork on a stick, and
that, with some musty biscuit and a little bean soup, made the dinner for

himself and the disappointed officer, who expected to dine on roast beef and
plum pudding, That gentleman didn't eat any more dinners with General
Taylor."

The author is indebted to Mr. Gardiner, the Spanish Secretary of Gen-
eral Scott, for information of this circumstance.
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the removal of the parties in question. His subsequent te-

fusal was founded on circumstances which led him to sus-

pect the motives for the appHcation.* It does seem indeed
that, to one who could not have distrusted his prospect

of success, the space of halt a day, if even that space was
indispensable for the object in view, would have made
but little difference, whatever advantage of a different kind
could have been taken by the enemy. But it cannot be
made to appear, that the General was less considerate of

the situation of women and children, than the most hu-
mane besiegers of cities, revolting as is a si/stem from
which events of this nature do, and (as it appears) must
have birth.

- «^The conduct of the American forces in general was
chequered with good and evil, as will hereafter be shown.
It is hard to determine which should be expected to pre-

dominate. On one hand, it would seem that, in an army
from a civilized country, savage conduct would be the

probable exception. Yet, on the other, in a band trained

to the most effective means of violence and blood-shedding,

it really does seem rather exacting on human nature, thus
inflamed and thus exposed, to expect from it other than
the reverse. According to General Scott, indeed, there

were but "few bad men in this army" against whom "the

*"l enclose a copy of a memorial received last night, signed by the con-
suls of Great Britain, France, Spain, and Prussia, within Vera Cruz, asking
me to grant a truce to enable the neutrals, together with Mexican women
and children, to withdraw from the scene of havoc about them, I shall re-

ply, the moment that an opportunity may be taken, to say—First, That a
truce can only be granted on the application of Governor Morales, with a
view to surrender ; second, That in sending safeguards to the different con-

suls, beginning as far back as the 13th instant, I distinctly admonished them,

particularly the French and Spanish consuls—and, of course, through the

two, the other consuls—of the dangers that have followed ; third, That
although, at that date, I had already refused to allow any person whatsoever
to pass the line ofinvestment either way, yet the blockade had been left open
to the consulsand other neutrals to pass out to their respective ships ofwar up
to the 22d instant ; and, fourth, I shall enclose to the memorialists a copy of

my summons to the governor, to show that I had fully considered the im-

pending hardships and distresses of the place, including those ofwomen and
children, before one gun had been fired in that direction. The intercourse

between the neutral ships-of-war and the city was stopped at the last-men-

tioned date by Commoaore Perry, with my concurrence, which I placed on
the ground that that intercourse could not fail to give to the enemy moral

aid and comfort" Extractfrom Gen. ScotCs despatch to the Secretary of War.
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safeguard of martial law" was required.* The Comman js

der-in-chief is perhaps the individual least likely to be ia|

formed of the number of misdeeds perpetrated by his army.
Tales told in school or in camp, though exceeding in num-
ber those ever told out of the same, do nevertheless come
far short of what might with truth be told. But besides

this, a general must be, from necessity, a special pleader

for his forces. They are his limbs : and if, in the instance

of every capitally offending one, he should "cut it off and
cast it from him," he might soon be left desolate in a strange

land. Or, supposing the guilty men of his army to be un-

dfer sentence, according to the magnitude of their respect-

ive offences, and supposing all the remainder appointed to

carry it into effect, it might be matter of speculatiorl to-

night which half of the army would be strong enough to

hang or flog the other half on the morrow. We mean to

say that the idea of a just infliction of punishment in an
army appears to be an absurdity. An army is committed
to its general to take care of— not to diminish or enfeeble

it. It is not the end of discipline to produce such results.

Could any government, determined on the invasion of a
country, accomplish its object as well by sending thither

a mob without discipline?—would it be at the trouble and
expense of subjecting to discipline those who composed it,

if the purpose of it was merely the regulation of their moral
deportment? We trow not. They would merely receive

a commission to go and do all the mischief they could on
the hostile soil. Discipline, then, is merely to qualify the

armed band for its avocation. That our forces fulfilled

not only their vocation, but its collateral temptations pre-

sented to every passion, there is too much proof, little as

is told out of camp. They have proved that war at this

advanced period of the present century is like war at any
period in the preceding one ; and have rendered the infer-

ence too obvious that, whatever diminution of inhumanity
has been effected in the modes and circumstances of war-
fare during recent centuries, yet that the system is scarcely

susceptible of further improvement in those respects; and
that until war is abolished, society in the land invaded

General Scott's proclamation of April 11th, 1847.

m
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will never be secure from, but will rather have assurance
of, excesses such as those which pervaded the Mexican
war— excesses which appear as properties inseparable
from the current of war. Some illustrations of the life

led by our soldiery (and is this designation often em-
ployed in a favorable sense ?) will be presented when we
hereafter proceed to consider the evils of the war. Jus-
tice requires it to be noticed at this point, that general
report, and consequently public opinion, has discrimina-

ted between the conduct of the regular forces and that

of the volunteers, in a manner most unfavourable to the
latter.

6. As regards the Mexican deportment during the war,
little allusion can be made to that of their commanding
generals on the present occasion, there having been too

slight a representation of it on which to found observation
of any extent. To this may be added the httle compe-
tency there can be to judge of the circumstances in which
they were placed, ana the difficulty of feeling as they did
in their own country invaded. The deportment of Santa
Anna with reference to the white flag sent by him to Gen.
Taylor, (which has been alluded to,) is, as far as we can
speak with confidence, an exception to the usual bearing

of those in high command during this war, as well as to

the general character of modern warfare. So likewise

was his last step before abandoning the city of Mexico

—

setting at liberty and arming all the prisoners and convicts

in that city, expressly that they might assail the Ameri-
cans after the surrender, and pay no respect to the ternis

of capitulation. The reviewer, as well as the historian of

this war, cannot hasten too soon, for his own gratification,

and that of his reader, to scenes in this drama, of which
the women of Mexico were the heroines.

" The angels of Buena Vista" were not long without a
minstrel to tell their deeds, though in "a strange and
northern tongue." The following brief but pregnant pas-

sage contains the story that "opened his saying upon the

harp :"*—"A letter from Mexico states, that at the terrible

fight of Buena Vista, Mexican women were seen hovering

near the field of death, for the purpose of giving aid and

* Psalm xlix. verse 4.
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succor to the wounded. One poor woman was surrounded

by the maimed and suffering of both armies, ministering

to the wants of Americans as well as Mexicans, with im-

partial tenderness."*

Again, according to a writer in the New Orleans Delta
— "During the siege of Monterey, there were constant

and affecting evidences of the kindness of the Mexican
women afforded to the soldiers of the American army,
regulars and volunteers. When our men and officers

were passing through the streets of the city, during the

most exciting intervals of the battle, they would run out

of their houses with baskets filled with bread and cakes,

and distribute the contents among the officers and sol-

diers, without the reception of fee or reward for their

kindness. And it can be easily imagined that these were
highly acceptable donations, inasmuch as many of us at

the time were very much reduced in our stock of provis-

ions. There were also many of us during the siege, and
after we had entered the city, in different yards in the

place, where we fired from the tops of the houses upon
the Mexican troops, stationed in the public squares or pla-

zas. Here too our toils and lassitudes were greatly soothed

by the tender assiduities of the Mexican females. There
were some of them still remaining in the houses which
backed upon these yards, who cheerfully tendered their

services to cook for us, receiving a small amount of com-
pensation from those who had money, and to those who
were destitute of means, handing food without any reward
whatever. The humanity of the Mexican women was
also brightly manifested during the most intense heat of

the action, in causing the wounded among the American
soldiers to be removed out of the streets, where they lay

weltering in their blood, into their own houses, where* they
carefully and tenderly dressed their wounds, and provided

them with food and drink. They also evinced the most
ardent devotion to such of the wounded soldiers on the

American side as were taken prisoners by the Mexicans,
and sent to their hospitals. They dressed their wounds,
washed their clothes, and brought them fruit of different

kinds, without any charge for their pains."

* See Whittier's verses on " The Angels of Buena Vista."
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hasI Nor does this romance of the sex end Before me
been sacrificed:

" Where I was stationed," says one writing from Monterey,

after its capture, to the Louisville Courier, " with our left wing
in one of the forts, on the evening of the 21st, I saw a Mexican
woman busily engaged in carrying bread and water to the
wounded men of both armies. I saw the ministering angel

raise the head of a wounded man, give him water and food, and
then carefully bind up his ghastly wound with a handkerchief

from her own head. After having exhausted her supplies, she

went back to her house to get more bread and water for others.

As she was returning on her mission of mercy, to comfort other

wounded persons, I heard th« report of a gun, and saw the poor"

innocent creature fall dead ! I think it was an accidental shot'

that struck her. I would not be willing to think otherwise. It'

made me sick at heart, and turning from the scene, I involunta-

rily raised my eyes towards heaven, and thought, great God

!

and is this war? Passing the spot the next day, I saw her

body still lying there, with the bread by her side, and the broken
gourd, with a few drops of water still in it—emblems of her er-

rand. We buried her; and while we were digging her grave,

cannon balls flew around us like hail "
*

Of the lower classes of Mexican women, hear an ob-

server: ^

* It may be an interesting inquiry to the student of human nature, in what
respect and to what extent this was characteristic of Mexican women in par-

ticular. "Would it be characteristic of those in a northern latitude to heau'
tate so to act 1 They would no doubt have been ready and willing, had it

occwrred to them. But their imagination is less suggestive to their resolution.

In the days of Chivalry there appear to have been two constituting elements
of the qualUy of chivalry : courage was one—the other consisted in the Tnati/^

net of performing an action. Now it need hardly be doubted that woman
elsewhere, perhaps anywhei'e, would have been possessed of the requisite

courage to act as woman did at Monterey, Buena Vista, and elsewhere in

Mexico. Nor is it derogating from the women of Mexico to ascribe to their

sex, generically, that with regard to which it was so nobly represente d on
those occasions. Among the natives of northern latitudes, the question aa
to a course of proceeding is usually one of either duty or expediency, while
among Southerners it is rather one of either aspect or association. The idea

of so acting in the scenes above mentioned, and the instant judgment that

such was the suitable time for self exposure, (not excluding sense of d/id/y,

but at the same time not so exclusively implying it as elsewhere,) was a fear

ture of manners, in which may be observed the influence of climate and the

transmission of character from the land of Isabella, not without engraftment:

from the generous Saracen.

The effect of climate and of the luxuriant aspect of nature in contributing

to educe the phases of character in question, can hardly be doubted. Alison
has remarked, in substance, that until the history of the British in India shall

Vol. III.—No. 1. 15
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I' I felt much interested in the numerous camp women, tbose

devoted creatures who follow them through good and evil ; and
it grieved me to see them, worn down with fatigue, moving at a

snail's pace, their heavy burdens almost weighing them to the

earth. These women, like the Indians, are the slaves of men

—

a slavery they submit to under the all-powerful influence of affec-

tion. In addition to their bedding and wearing apparel, they

pack upon their backs the food and the utensils to cook it in;

and, worn out as they are by the toils of the day, whilst their,

husband or lover sleeps, they prepare his repast."

Of the Mexican forces generally, it is matter of deep
regret that no report of any other conspicuous moral fea-

ture has reached us from the late seat of war, than this

— that they rarely scrupled to maim and slay those who
lay in their way, on the field, wounded.* It was in this

manner that Colonel Clay, son of the eminent leader of
opposition to this very war, was slain at Buena Vista.

Thus much has it appeared apposite to remark on the

moral features that were most striking in the conduct and
progress of the war.

The triumphs of genius and science in the prosecution

of the war, are subjects scarcely appropriate to the pur-

pose of this review. Apart from the little wisdom to be

be worthily written, the British character, as illustrated by romantic and dis-

interested exploit, will never be duly estimated. So far as this remark in-

cludes any allusion to valour, it can scarcely contemplate variations in tiie

degree of it displayed in different climes. The writer has in view peculiar
aShetic advantages in the style and mode of its exhibition, to which the
scenery and climate must have influentially contributed. They do not ap-
pear to have been indebted for impulse to any admirable qualities in the foe.

To the latter these remarks do not apply : for to climate and scene cannot,
of course, be attributed more than a tendency to impart impulse to the mani-
festation, and form of manifestation, of an already existing spirit, native or
transplanted.

It may be observed of the people in the southern States of this Union
,^

that they are as mediate in character as in climate, and participate in north-
em and southern attributes, though possessing them in a less degree than
their extreme neighbours respectively. They are more northern in their

tendencies than the races in corresponding latitudes, which is owing to their

English origin.

The Mexicans have not been singular in this respect among modem
nations; though discarded in theory from modem warfare, it has been often
practised— for example, by the Russians in the Polish war, and by the
French at Waterloo. A British officer, Capt. Ommancy, (a personal friend

of the present writer,) when lying on tfie ground dangerously wounded by
a musket ball, was pierced four times by lancers. He survived for eighteen
years, during which period the ball was never extracted.

.-i£u.
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associated with judgments other than professional on mill-*

tary operations, we take leave to observe, that whatever
greatness, intellectual or physical, may be proved by milK
tary deeds to have been attained by the faculties of man—and marvellous unquestionably has been the greatness
thus proved, even in the recent war— it is less a matter
of congratulation to human nature than any other form
of prowess. Yet who can withhold admiration at Tay-
lor's ever-readiness to engage against whatever odds, and
with whatever materials, and his effectual coups de main
— and that attainment in military science with which
Scott predestines (if one may so speak) his results, as if

their occurrence was of mathematical necessity.

An ascription of a different kind may be claimed for the
generals of Mexico. The productions of their pen, profes-

sional and diplomatic, afford a most classical treat. To
wield "the set phrase of speech,"

»t u,.A*. .' « ^jjjj uncouth politics to measures mould,"

are among their refined accomplishments, and often mark*
ed with an artistic excellence of the highest order.t

The reader need not be surprised at the brevity of the

observations that have been herein presented on military

features in the war. But is it not remarkable how much
almost every man has to say, and with confidence, respect-

ing merit in the conduct of war, or of a battle that is of

universal interest, such as Waterloo—however confessedly

unable to venture an opinion upon a game of chess? It is

to all appearance assumed that common sense and ordi-

nary information are alone adequate to bear on military

questions. How many give utterance to their sentiments

under this previous impression ! But besides an utter in-

utility accruing to the interests of truth in military history,

from conversations on naval and military affairs, among
other than military or naval men, it should be considered

what moral injury to the human feelings is derived from

the earnestness and the general prevalence of such con-

versations, considering the degree to which national rivalry
.' - ' f

A line from "All the Talents"— a satirical poem, published in 1807,

and attributed to Canning, but not published among hisjpoetical works.

t It is due to truth to repeat the information received since writing the

above, from the best source, that these documents are generally prepared by
parties holding a military rank merely.
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and ambition are nourished by them, and the shade into

which those impulses invariably throw the evils of war.

Nor is that all; for where those feelings are not excited

by them, the same blindmg and bhmting effects are cast

over the sense and sensibility by stimulated conceptions,

and images too chastened, of warlike deeds. A truthful

apprehension of the nature and character of war is impe-

ded by the many factitious associations that gather around

the idea of the military profession, and the augmentation

of force accruing to those associations from uninterrupted

tradition. ,. :\ :.,/;./..-.-: .:/h^,''^ ,-'.-,.:
..,v

>'-- ^-^.> -:-;-->

„ To this review of the origin and conduct of the MexU;
can war, it was our design to have added a chapter on the

evils resulting from it. But, independently of its inconve-

nient length, the evils to be treated of are of the same na^
ture as those by which every war is, and must be, more'

or less characterized. Illustrations of them are presented

in various publications—among which the reader is par-

ticularly referred to the "Peace Manual," and the "Book
of Peace," both published by the American Peace Society^

(the former being gratuitously distributed.) Much of the

suffering and other evil occasioned by the war with Mex-v
ico is specifically exposed in the Peace Advocate.*

The manifold evils in question may be thus classified :

1. Sufferings of the soldiers, irrespectively of those ne-
cessary to the battle-field. * *^'

2. Sufferings from wounds and mutilations, not only of

soldiers, but of peaceable citizens, of all ages, and of both
sexes, during sieges. /^v- ,

3. Vindictive bloodshed on the field of battle, irrespec-

tive of the contest for victory, and on other occasions. -

4. Wanton injuries to women.
6. Military habits ofrapine and plunder.

6. Domestic afflictions.

7. The more than servile humiliation of the private sol-

dier, and his constant exposure to arbitrary ill-usage.

8. The destruction of life, or of the capacity for the en-
joyment of life. / .

This is a periodical, edited by the Rev, George Beckwith, Secretary of
the American Peace Society, and published eyery second month at the of-

fice of the Society, 21 Cornhill, Boston. The subscription is $1 00 for two
years. . .
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9. The waste of national wealth. #
10. The effect of war on the interests of morality and

religion in the contending nations.

Notwithstanding all this " vast variety of woe," it has
been an unquestionable result of the recent war, that that

cause, in the triumph ofwhich civilization was most interf

ested, has triumphed ; the proofs of which it is not neces|

sary to enter upon.

It has indeed been contended, as for a principle histori-

cally established, that wars have been indispensable to

the advancement of civilization ; decisive victories inva-

riably (as maintained) establishing the ascendancy of bel-f^

ter principles.* That the wars carried on in the circle of
civilization have most commonly been so available, we
need not question. But that there is on that account any
necessity for wars, whether in the form of a compulsory
instrument, or of an appointed condition, we feel bound
to deny on behalf of God's pledges to suffering humanity.

Besides, what advancement in ideas appear in those

tribes which are ordinarily in a state ofwar? If wars have
advanced the world, it is only inasmuch as they have
been overruled to that end by Him who " bears up the pil-

lars" of human society, lest it should be " dissolved"t thus
making " the wrath of man" to " praise" him, while " the
remainder of wrath he restrains."! A portion ofmankind
is predestined to advance in civilization, whether there be
wars or not, however these may retard its progress, if left

to their natural operation. Wars, like other evils, may be
commissioned with impulses favourable to certain ends^
But it is, on the whole, in spite of them, that a part of the

human family advances to its destined moral attainment
And now a word or two on the subject ofjust wars :—'

The justice of a declaration of war cannot justify the hor-

rible consequences, physical and moral, which are fore-
known to be attendant on a state of war. The abstract

justice of a course of conduct renders it moral so far. But
the law of love has a say in every question of morality.
" The moral law transfigured by love," II is Schiller's defi*

'••^S-

* See Victor Cousin—" Introd. a V histoire de la PI ilosopkU" 1. X.—amost
interesting chapter. -.

tPs. Ixxv. 3. tPs. Ixxvi. la - ? ;

II " The moral imperative, transfigured by love," is (according to the trans-
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nition of Christianity, little as he recognized the Christian
scheme for man's renovation. If then Justice be transfi-

gured by charity, revenge and retaliation find no place

;

and if, in cases where punishment is necessary, it be
not so transfigured, he who, from whatever sense of jus-

tice, inflicted it, or contributes to the infliction of it, is,

morally, his own executioner to that extent. And further,
" hatred is a prolonged suicide"—a maxim constructed by
the same philosopher-poet*—one that is of not less appro-

priate application to instances of animosity between com-
munities, than to instances between individuals. '^

Again, in whatever sense of right wars may originate,

there is ever danger of injustice in undertaking them.
Such enterprises are not subject to the judgment of any
disinterested Court, but, when least unjust, are prompted
almost invariably by a spirit of retaliation in the party de-

claring war. The absence of self-conviction with regard
to the injustice of a war, does not abate responsibility for

it. Moreover, not only is humanity compromised by the

most just war, but such a war provides, as undeniably as

any other, for the exercise of inhumanity and of every bad
passion. And, by the laws of Divine Providence, crimi-

nality never escapes retribution in some form, unless ar-

rested by moral repentance. Thus, communities, and par-

ticularly nations, have less prospect ofescaping retribution,

owing to the less likelihood of their repentance. For to

bring a nation to repentance, even for a solitary national

sin, is a work not unlike that of converting a world. And
it is probable that no nation ever repented of its wars,

and the bloodshed resulting from them, unless on account
of ill success, or want of compensation for the sacrifice

incurred in them. Nor, in those cases in which the pub-
lic sentiment of a period has condemned the wars carried

on and the conquests achieved in a former period, is it at

all usual for atonement to be rendered to the injured na-

tion, if there ever was a case in which it was thought of.

It may be justly complained that the conduct of our go-

vernment towards Mexico has not been such as does jus-

lator, Mr. Weiss) the literal equivalent to Schiller's expression. See the in-

troduction to his translation of Schiller's "iBsthetic Letters, Essays, and Phil-

osophical Letters."

Philos. Let.—On Love.
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tice to the character of our people. That is to say, the

people having herein contradicted their social character,'

the government has preferred to adopt and represent this/

impulsive contradiction, rather than the more ordinary de-

portment which characterizes our people. There is not a;

land in which the. members of society are more liberal;

than in this with reference to the concession of private,'

rights and privileges ; though different sections of the coun-^^

try may diflferently strike observation as respects this fea-

ture. There is no country in which social misunderstand-

ings are more easy of removal, through the accessible dis-

position of the people, and their ill-satisfaction to allow,

i

longer than can b^ avoided, the existence of mortified!

feeling in a neighbour, from conduct by which the latter

may have been even slighted—and whatever difference

there may be in the position and quality of the parties.—-i

If, for the governments of the United States ana Mexico,

i

we substitute the idea of two individuals analogously cir-;

cumstanced, the course pursued by one of the parties,!

namely, the American, might expected to be this :—adis-l

sension having arisen on a matter which none could set-

tle for the parties but themselves, the weaker party hav-
ing a morbid sense of injury, and refusing not only a res-;,

toration of the good terms previously existing, but eveaj
the intercourse requested by the stronger party for the set-'

tlement of the difficulty—the latter, ifacting in accordance
with the prevailing sentiments of society in this country,.';

would simply clear himself with reference to the premises,

and intimate that the continuance of the misunderstand-vi

ing was not his fault, and would avoid occasion for colli-v

sion ; though it need not follow that he would abandon
his position, or his right, or his possession, (if he held it.)

We are not, it is true, supposing any extreme case ; the

matter before us does not appear to require it. Such how-
ever is the form which the principle of self-respect is most
'usually expected to assume in this country. That prin-^

ciple has, in every community, some regular forms of self

exhibition, but varying as much as the regions of the earth

in climate and productions. The varieties ofour own cli-

mate, while symbolical of the variations of disposition in

the people, are not, in this particular, met by an equal

variation in the national habit of thought. There are in-
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deed among us two somewhat dissonant manifestations

of the principle now before us, the discriminating line be-

tween which corresponds with the broadest one of lati-

tude in the Union, distinguishing, as it does, the idea of the

North from that of the South. The ideal of the former is

the course most consistent with morality ; that of the lat-

ter is the course which presents the best aspect as to man-
ners* Both descriptions would concur in the course

which we have assigned to the party representing this

country, in relation to its sensitive neighbour. We have
nothing to do with exceptions, however numerous, to the

deportment which has the ascendant approval. Testing
the controversy between the two nations by the assumed
analogy—as we cannot illustrate the case by the supposi-

tion of a land dispute between individuals, that being one
that law provides for, and it is otherwrise with our present

hypothesis—there is no difficulty in marking out the course

of conduct towards Mexico which would have most cor-

rectly represented the manners and sentiments prevalent

throughout this country. The national duty therefore

at the period of the crisis, viewed in the light of the fore-

going test, was opposed to the movement beyond the station

at Corpus Christi. At the same time it might with propriety

have been not only notified to Mexico what boundary we
claimed, but further intimated that, for whatever length of
time our arms might lie peaceably on that spot, our claim
would not be thereby abridged. Had an appeal been made
to" the deliberation of our people, on the question between
this course and that which was pursued, their instincts

and habits of thought would most probably have suppress

sed those casual impulses which might cause a hesitation

with regard to the former. We have not yet supposed
any extreme case. Such a one could only hav« occurred,

in the event of Mexico endeavouring to drive our army
beyond the Nueces, or to prevent the legitimate effects of

our jurisdiction in the territories we were actually occu-

pying. We cannot include among these effects the put-

It is not assumed that the standard of either is the best. But such are

the ideas which enter into and characterize the life of each respectively.

Similar discriminations appear in some " Philosophical Letters on North
and South," addressed to Mr. G. P. Marsh, by "a Northern man with
Southern citizenship."

'..'Mik
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ting down of the Mexican custom-house at Brazos Santi-

J

ago, the suddenness of which notice to quit was itself in<'

consistent with ihQidie^i oi preserving the petice^ which i^t

not a definition ofjurisdiction.^ is at least its primary end.f
What ought to have been our deportment m the event of
what we have admitted as an extreme case, is subject td

the rule of conduct implied by a prohibition of war, offen-

sive or defensive. And an observance of this principle in-?

volves neither the retreat nor the unresisting surrender of
the army of Corpus Christi, but the non-existence of such
a band there. And if called upon to show the practical

application of the theory, in case a Mexican army invad-*

ed that part of the country, we have only to reply—firsts

that, if there was unlikelihood of it while we had so small
a force there, that unlikelihood is increased in the suppos-

ed absence of all our forces ;—and secondly, the trial of

the pacific principle in its unqualified extent is all that?

we ask, and the least that we accept, in order to sustaiilf

the theory. If in some suitable case, such as the recent^

one between this country and Mexico, the two parties^

would each offer to concede the point to the other, or if

one of the parties, less deficient in generosity than the

other, were so to act, it might introduce a new epoch in

international manners, and relieve politicians of that nice

responsibility and diflSculty from which they at presenttl

suffer whenever the national " honour" is the only mate^l
rial consideration. Whatever difiiculty there might be ine

the way of introducing this policy in cases where the tex-p

ritory in dispute is of value (in which event arbitration is

the most apposite course) it would say little for the "honour"

;

of human nature, ifthe same difficulties were permitted tai

have place in cases where, not the territory, but nationals
honour, or little besides that, is involved. It is not pre-'

sumed that the people of the United States would, in the
present state of human sentiments, be prepared for such a^;

mode of concession, if only proposed while a matter is in

controversy, and especially if proposed to be made to a
stronger power than Mexico ; in which cases they would
consider the motive liable to questionable construction by

^

the opposite party and by the world. But had the Presi.-

dent proposed it to the country as related to a considera-

tion of the mortified state of Mexican feeling, and accom-
Vol. III.—No. 1. 16
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paniecl with the understanding that the concession was to

be conditional on the return of Mexico to an amicable de-

portment towards this country, and that, until then, any
attempt by her to exercise jurisdiction in the territory pro-

posed to be conceded would be resisted by this nation,

there is little doubt that the country would have assent-

ed. Texas would probably have been inclined to object,

in her temptation to exult over Mexico; but in her grati-

tnde far the act of annexation, she would scarcely have
opppsed the general sense of the American nation, had it

been expressed as we have contemplated. But indepen-

dently of the view that might be taken by Texas, although
our government considered it as binding on the national

course, yet since the boundary of Texas was unsettled,

and was not an implied condition of annexation, it was
not incumbent on the government to treat the matter as

one of Texan interest.* There is, it is acknowledged, a
literal incongruity between the circumstances of the Mex-
ican question, as it actually was, and the form assumed
for it in the above argument. That is, we have treated it

as an implied question of boundary between ourselves and
Mexico on the west side of Texas ; whereas Mexico claim-

ing to the Sabine, that is, the whole of Texas, would treat

upon no question as to the western frontier of Texas. But
had the government of this country acted in the mode we
have imagined, it can hardly be surmised that Mexico
would have persisted in the untenable attitude ofa threaten-

mg re-conqueror of Texas, now united with this country,

after being forced to abandon that State while it was isolated

and single-handed. Besides, on the holding out of such
an amicable arrangement by this country, the sentiment
and influence of all nations would have been added to the

scale in which would have been thus laid the interests of
peace—nor confined to locality, inasmuch as the contem-
plated event would have obtained the force of precedent.

And although the nations are yet far behind the point

they claim to have attained in humanity, yet it would be
doing them injustice to doubt that they would have made
the best use in their power of so favorable an opportunity

* If so, thpn any frontier State in the Union might consider the Federal

compact violated, when a new boundary is run, as between Maine and
Canada.
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for the improvement of the epoch, if not the constitution

of a new one.

In conclusion, it may be remarked, that the war, which
we have been engaged in reviewing, was, previously to a
discovery of the gold region, calculated to strike the future

historian as involving little more than a continental impor-
tance. A world-historical character now belongs to it

;

particularly if, as appears in the hiiihest degree probable,

the discovery of the gold region is a material event in the

scheme of Divine Providence for the renovation of the

East—inclusive of the restoration of the Jews to their own
land.—Through the geographical circumstance in ques-

tion, civilization and the gospel will be diffused over the

Western side of this continent ; and increasing intercourse

with the Asiatic nations will bring these in a vast degree
under those influences. If this were all that is in pros-

pect, the era in which the first impulse has been given to

such destinies, is of the greatest magnitude that history

can ascribe to it. Such is the indirect contribution to ap-

parent prospects, by the solitary event under notice. And
this very bearing suggests, with no slight force, the direct

manner in which the event may subserve the purposes of

the Most High. Doubtless he has laid that golden region

under tribute from the beginning, either to send forth the

ships—the ships charged to bring his people to the haven
where they would be, or to be an Ophir to Jerusalem re-

stored, if it was not the Ophir of King Solomon's day.

Not a little remarkable is it, that this region has been veil-

ed from the eye of avarice, until the period when it would
be tributary to the divine counsels, and morally useful to

the world. Could the vain searchers for El Dorado in

former times, have foreseen the result and its rationale^

they had been gross indeed, had they not acquiesced in

this economy, and " vindicated the ways of God to men."
To carry speculation on the result somewhat further;—

That England will be possessor of the present Asiatic and
principal African dependencies of Turkey—an event na-

tural in respect to her Eastern interests, and in view of

her moral influence in those regions—may be confidently

anticipated. Indeed, as we have elsewhere remarked, she
"is expected in the East." Under such circumstances,

should they occur, the whole of Asia (excepting Tartary)

t^
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will be under the influences of the Anglo-Saxon/ to an ex-

tent scarcely admitting of limitation. The wall of obdu-
rate exclusiveness by which China has not only shut out

whatever is not assimilated to herself, but coricealed what
it mai/ be the interest of humanity to discover, and the in-

tention of prophecies to declare, will be then shattered to

its foundation by the moral influences both from the East
and from the West. To which ever sea she turns, even
now, the Anglo-Saxon is her nearest neighbour. The
ships that bear exotic wealth to her, and are ipessengers

to the ends of the earth, are his. From no other tutor will

she derive her new civilization, if she is to have one. By
no oth^r powers will she be politically influenced, than the
two branches of this chosen race. May God grant that',

aside from their prospective co-operation for the realization

of His written will, the peculiarity of their position may^
not engender opposite ends, jealousy and strife. '^ ; t?* ^ ..v

C '.-'
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\. Researches into the Physical History of Mankind. By
James Cowles Prichard, M. D., F. R. S., M. R. f.

A,, Corresponding Member of the National Institute

of France^ Honorary Fellow of King's and Queen^s
College of Physicians in Ireland, Member of the Royal
Academy ofMedicine of Paris. - 3d Edition. London

:

1836—47. Five vols. ^vo. v / ^} ^) ?i='^

%. Lectures on Comparative Anatomy^ Physiology, Zool-
ogy, and the Natural History of Man. By William
Lawrence, F. R. S. London: 1823.

3. Crania Americana; or a comparative view ofthe skulls

ofvarious aboriginal nations ofNorth and South Am,er-
ica : to which is prefixed an Essay on the varieties of
the Human Species. By Samuel George Morton,
M. D., Member of the Academy of Natural Sciences of
Philadelphia; of the Am. Phil. Soc, ^c. 6^c. Philor
delphia and London: 1839. .
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4. CrdnidEgyptiaca ; or Ohsefvations on EgypHan Eth-
nography— derived from Anatomy, History, and the

Monuments. By Samuel George Morton, M. D.
Philadelphia and London : 1844.

*"When I consider the heavens the work of thy fingers,

the moon and the stars which thou hast ordained ; what
is man that thou art mindful of him, and the son of man
that thou visitest him?" Bearing hut an infinitesimal

proportion to the mass of the entire creation, and at his

first existence on the earth, the feeblest, most dependent,

and defenceless of God's creatures, he at length, notwith-

standing, comes to exercise dominion over all the works
of the Creator

j
all things are put, by the divine arrange-

ment, under his feet; all sheep and oxen, the beasts of the

field, the fowl of the air, the fish of the sea, and whatso-
ever passeth through the paths of the sea. He subjugates

the ferocious beasts of the forest, erects his -works, his

monuments of pride, and engines of art ; by his commerce
he binds divided continents together, by his science he
measures the stars, by his research and combinations he
uses the untamable elements of nature as- his playthings

to amuse him, his agents in scientific pursuits, or his obe-

dient servants to bear his messages around the globe in

an instant of time, or to accomplish for him the practical

objects of life. When we see, in revelation, God's care of
him, the angelic ministries that wait around him, the pro-

visions made to enlighten and save him, and the immor-
tal life to which his present state introduces him, he is

invested with a dignity which outweighs that of the ma-
terial systems, or the innumerable beings beneath him.
Wherever he is found, however down-trodden and degra-

ded by outward oppression, or sunk by the proclivity of
his own nature, the most interesting object to man is his

fellow-man. < ^ - -;.- - « t^ jv^

And yet how various is the form, complexion, and con-

dition in which he appears: , vv^ v- - ^. .^^. .

" If a person unaware of the existence of these difersltied, af-

ter surveying some brilliant ceremony or court-pageant in one of

the splendid cities of Europe, were suddenly carried to a hamlet
in Negroland, at an hour when the sable tribes recreate them-
selves with dancing and barbarous music, or if he were trans-

"k*.:_

i
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ported to the saline plains, over which bald and tawny Mongoli-

ans roam, differing but little in hue from the yellow soil of their

steppes, brightened by the saffron flowers of the iris and tulip

;

if he were placed near the solitary dens of the Bushmen, where
the lean and hungry savage crouches in silence, like a beast of

prey, watching with fixed eyes the birds which enter his pit-fall,

Or the insects and reptiles which chance may bring within his

grasp ; if he were carried into the midst of an Australian forest,

where the squalid companions of kangaroos may be seen crawl-

ing in processioti in imitation of quadrupeds, would the specta-

tor of such phenomena imagine the different groups which he
had surveyed, to be the offspring of one family ? and if he were
led to adopt that opinion, how would he attempt to account for

the striking diversities in their aspect and manner of existence ?"

-^J^richardj Vol. Z, p. 1, 2. f,

The difficulty is increased as a narrow view is taken of

the diversity between the yaces of Africa and those of Eu-
rope in colour, between the crisp and woolly hair of the

' negro and the flowing, silky locks of the Esquimaux, the

broad face of the Kalrauk, the pot-belly of the Samoiedes,
the hump and other deformities of the Bushman, the hairy
bodies and apish countenances of the Mallicolese, and the

beautifully chiselled features of the Greek, and the fine

proportions and fair comple3;ion of the Caucasian. The
multiplicity of jarring tongues, too, constitute another diffi^

cult problem to solve, which has tasked the ingenuity of

the most learned and philosophic men. As far back as

we can trace the nations in authentic history, in their sepa-

rate existence, we find evidence of a diversity of tongues.

How are we to account for these diflerences of complex-
ion, form and language, on the supposition of the common
origin of the various races of men 1 > -

r th
. iThe subject has occupied the attention of men in differ-

ent ages, nor has it in any degree ceased to be a matter of

interested enquiry. -;
.xj-ii^.-y.-;.,:.?' < '^^ ;"'.^v"4.f ri-^^^-^?^-.

Those of the ancients who did not believe the human
race to be propagated by eternal generations successively

produced, imagined that each portion of the world had its

"autochthones" or indigenous inhabitants, adapted in their

constitution to its own peculiar climate. The supposition

suits the diversities of race and language, and if it could

be allowed, would save us the trouble of accounting for

the peopling of those distant and insular portions of our



globe in which men -te found in an Extremely rude and
barbarous state, often wholly unacquainted with the art

of navigation, without any knowledge or tradition of any
other human beings than themselves, and destitute of
those arts which, if they had ever possessed them in any
former generation, it would seem impossible that they
should have lost.

V This theory, which was adorned with the genius of

Lucretius, was equally advocated by the Epicureans and
Stoics. They believed man to have sprung, with the ani-

mals and plants, from the virgin soil of the new formed
earth, which at first was peculiarly genial and prolific.

Myriads of wombs arose like mole-hills over the surface

of the earth, in which he was produced, and were after-

wards transformed into glandular and milky breasts for

his nourishment in his infantile years. Linnaeus, Bufibn,

Helvetius, Monboddo, Virey and Lamark have believed

that men were derived from the race of monkeys, and
that in the chimpanze and orang we have the intermedi-

ate step between the lowest specimens of humanity and
the highest of the brute creation. And both Dr. Darwin
and the more recent author of the ** Vestiges of Creation,"

regard man as having originated from minute germinal
vesicles, according to the latter, started into existence "by
a chemico-electric operation." He belonged to the aqua-
tic order at first, irt the process of ages developed gills and
assumed an oyster-like form, after other ages became a
reptile, still advancing in the process of developement he
becomes an animal of higher type, at length he assumes
the form of a monkey, and then after a long time that of

man. It has sometimes been pretended that men have
been discovered in the intermediate stages of transforma-

tion from the inferior tribes, but the cases alleged have
either been gathered from the wild tales of ignorant mari-
ners, a class of men proverbial for exaggeration, or haVe
been idiots, or insane persons escaped from the hands of
their keepers. In one instance the wild specimen caught
in the woods of Campagne, which was exhibited under
the name la belle sauvage, the painting of which has long
been the sign-board of the Bell Savage Inn in London,
proved to be a young negress who escaped from the wreck
of a slave ship on the coast of France, and who was care-
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fully taught the French language by the family into whose/
hands she fell.*

Other theories have been proposed to account for the di^

vcrsities of race, and to meet the remaining difficulties.

By some it has been conjectured that many different pairs

of men were brought into existence by the Creator, from
whom the varieties in the human family have been trans-

mitted, and that these varieties could not have been pro-

duced by climate and manner of life. One of the most
singular theories was that of Isaac Peyrere, librarian to

the prince of Conde, who in his book styled "Pre-adam-
itae," published in 1655, brought forth the theory of the

Preadamites, maintaining that Adam and Eve were the

progenitors of the Jews, that their creation is described in

the second chapter of Genesis, but that there was a race

before them whose creation is spoken of in Gen. i. 26—30,

as occurring on the same day that the beasts were made,
and these were the progenitors of the heathen world. He
also found his Preadamites in Romans v. 12—14, and con-

tended that it must have been they of whom (Jain stood

in dread when he went forth from his father's family j that

it was one of the daughters of this race he married^ wheai
he went out into the land of Nod, where he built a city, i

and called it Enoch, after the name of his son.'-^^' ^^v^'^/^^^f -

We need not stop to say, that the account of the crea-

tion of man in the second of Genesis is but an amplifica-

tion of that in the first, and that in the 130 years in which
the first pair lived together before the birth of Seth, a num-;

erous family must have grown up around them ; that it is

implied in the sacred narrative, that there was other proge-

ny from the first pair than those whose names are expressly

'

mentioned, and that there are many reasons for believing

that those natural powers which we find man and other -

creatures endowed with now, were in the primeval period,

greatly quickened in their action. . ^

Dr. Prichard, in the commencement of his book, remarks,
" that those who hold with entire conviction the divine

authority of the Holy Scriptures, are yet accustomed to

receive different portions of their contents, if not with
diflferent degrees of assent, yet with an assent modified by

,
Good's Book of Nature*
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diflferent consife^ioiSs." "On such mattdrs as iransceftd

the scope of human facuhies, the Holy Scriptures are the
sole ^^principium cognoscendP and the only appeal is to

them. But the most sincere believers in revelation do not
give the same species of assent to those parts of the sacred
writings which relate to subjects open to the ordinary
methods of investigation ; such as matters of fact and his-

torical testimony." While we agree with him that such
" portions of Scripture have ever been regarded as admitt-

ing and even challenging the most unwearied and severe

scrutiny," we are not conscious of receiving them with a
less confident faith, then we do those which relate to mat-
ters of pure revelation. We expect the volume of nature,

written as it is by the same immutable God, to be harmo-
nious in its teachings with the volume of inspiration, and
are assured that philosophy and science truly, so called,

cannot be inconsistent with the written word. <-;

It certainly is the teaching of the Bible, that all meti
are from one original stock, He hath made of one blood
all nations of men. By one man sin entered into the
world and death by sin, and so death hath passed upon all

men, for that all have sinned. Adam is represented as

the root and federal head of the human race. And the
doctrine of original sin, transmitted by ordinary genera-

tion to every member of the race from the first man, aUd
the plan of salvation through the second Adam, alike im*^

ply the identity and common origin of men. '*

Dr. Prichard has collected the scattered rays of light

shed on this subject from the various departments of hu-

man knowledge, and with an impartiality and thorough-

ness which are worthy of all praise. All future writers on
this topic must be largely indebted to his volumes for the

materials, which his industry and learning have brought
together ; and these materials we must take the liberty of
freely using in the present expression of our opinions.

The first line of investigation which presents itself to

the mind is, as to the order of nature in the entire world of
organized beings ; whether it has been the order " to pro-

duce one stock in each species" from which the whole of
that species have been derived, "or to call the same spe-

cies into eiistence by several distinct origins, and to dif-

VoL. III.—No. 1. 17
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fuse it generally without propagation from any central

point."

On this head, in reference to the vegetable world, there

are three conjectures : That all species of plants had their

primary seat in one particular region, from which they
have spread into the countries where they are now found :

That every species originated from one central spot,, but
that the primary habitations of different species were in

different parts of the globe : Or thirdly, that plants of every
kind are brought into existence wherever all the condi-

tions are favorable to their developement. The first of
these hypotheses was defended by Linnaeus, and the last

by Rudolphi. Dr. Prichard, though he rejects the form in

which Linnaeus presented his theory, has come to the

conclusion "that each tribe of plants, and especially of the

more perfect plants, had on the earth one original habita-

tion, from which it has been dispersed ^according to the

capabilities afforded by its structure, and the aid of exter-

nal agencies."

The means by which plants have been dispersed are ea-

sily seen. One manifest method is the agency ofmen. The
erigeron canadense introduced into gardens near Paris

from North America, in the course of a century was spread
over all France, Italy, Sicily, Belgium, Germany, and the
South of England. There has been a similar diffusion

of the Jamestown weed in this country, and of many other

plants of greater service to man. Another is the agency
of animals ; another aerial currents, which bear the lighter

seeds to surprising distances ;* another still, the element of
water, either of running streams or the currents of the

ocean.t

In some^measure, as might be expected, it is found that

in continents which approach each other the vegetation is

similar on both in the parts where they approach, but

different, though analagous, in those portions where they

* " Each [seminal particle] as it floats along the ever moving breeze, se-

lects, as it were, its own suited bed of nutrition, and there unfolds its effer-

vescence, and produces its successor." Turner's Sac. Hist, of the World,
I. 165.

tA Cocoa nut (its rough outer coat protecting the germ and rendering it

impervious to the salt water,) box-ne by the current from another island upon
a coral reef, vegetates and propagates its species, covering the island new^ly

forming, and fitting it to become the abode of man.
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recede to a wide distance. Generally the flora of islands

near the continents consist in great part of species found
on the nearest main lands. In islands separated from all

other parts of the world by wide expanses of water, the
plants are few and very peculiar.

r The same facts are true in relation to the inferior ani-

mals. In the extreme north, where the two great conti-

nents approximate, many species of animals are common
to both :

" in parallell climates analogous tribe replace

each other, sometimes the same genus is found in two sep-

arate continents ; but the species which are natives of one
region are not identical with corresponding races in the op-

posite hemisphere." It is also true that animals on islands

near to continents, are of the same stock with those on the

main land, and that small islands remote from continents

are generally destitute of land quadrupeds, except such as

appear to have been conveyed by man, or by accidental

means.
" There appears to have resulted," says Dr. Prichard, " from

the foregoing inquiry, sufficient evidence to establish one out of

the three hypothetical statements which were expressed at the

commencement of this investigation, and to show that the other

two are irreconcilable with the phenomena of Nature,,

^ ., 1. The hypothesis of Linnaeus, that all races of plants and
''animals originated in one common centre, or in one limited

tract, involves difficulties, which in the present state of Our

knowledge amount to physical impossibilities. It is contra-

dicted by the uniform tenour of facts, both in botany and
zooloffv. . , ;*>;...

2. The second hypothesis, which supposes the same species

to have arisen from many different origins, or to have been at

the period of their first existence generally diffused over sepa-

rated countries, is also irreconcilable with facts. It does not

appear that Nature has everywhere called organized beings into

existence, where the physical conditions requisite for their life

and growth were to be found.

3. The inference to be collected from the facts at present

known, seems to be as follows:— the various tribes of organized

beings were originally placed by the Creator in certain regions,

for which they are by their nature peculiarly adapted. Each
species had only one beginning in a single stock

;
probq^bly 9,

single pair, as Linnaeus supposed, was first called into being iu

some particular spot, and the progeny left to disperse them-

J

I
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selves to as great a distance from the original centre of their

existence, as the locomotive powers bestowed on them, or their

capability of bearing changes of climate, and other physical agen-

cies, may have enabled them to wander. >m:;^i:

The bearing of this general conclusion on the inquiries here-

after to be pursued is sufficiently obvious. We have now to

investigate the question whether all the races of men are of one

species in the zoological sense, or of several distinct species. If

it should be found that there is only one human species in exist-

ence, the universal analogy of the organized world would lead us

f,q the conclusion that there is only one human race, or that all

mankind are descended from one stock. It is the more improb-

able that a plurality of races exist in one species with reference

to man than with regard to any inferior tribe, as the locomotive

powers of mankind, aided by the resources of human sagacity,

p,re greater than those of brute animals." h-yi^ ^#w>.i .

Before proceeding further in his work Dr. Prichard de-

fines the more important terms used in treating of this sub-

ject. Species he defines to be "a race of animals or of

plants marked by any peculiar character which has al-

"Vvays been constant and iindeviating." "Two races are

considered as specifically different if they are distinguished

from each other by some characteristic which the one can-

not be supposed to have acquired, or the other to have lost

through any known operation of physical causes." The
same meaning was originally attached to the word genus
evosj which is now appropriated to species. While species

s now applied to those individuals resembling each other,

which, in accoi dance with the settled laws of nature, have
descended from one common stock, the word genus is

spoken of an assemblage of tribes arranged together on
the principle of general resemblance, but not proceeding
according to the laws of propagation from the same origi-

nal stock. Varieties are modifications produced in the

species of animals or plants, by the agency of various
causes ; they are produced within the limits of a particu-

lar stock, and have not existed from its first origin. Per-
manent varieties are such as, having once taken place,

are propagated in perpetuity. The term race is often used
in the sense of species, but it is properly a more general
and indefinite term, signifying a succession of individuals

proceeding from one common stock, without defining whe-
ther they are to be viewed as a distinct species, or whe-

I
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theif t!iey a^ ttiiere faH in'cmeand the san^
species.

The particular species have generally the same limit

as to the duration of life, agree in the laws of reproduc-

tion :—among mammifers, as to the number of their pro-

geny, the period of utero-gestation, the times and frequency
of breeding ; they are in general subject to the same dis-

eases, have the same psychical powers, and a striking

uniformity in their habits and instincts. Yet within the

limits of these species there are diversities of inward tem-
perament and constitution, and of outward appearance, as

in the covering of the skin, whether hairy or woolly, the

presence or absence of horns in the case of quadrupeds,

the colour or complexion, and the number of fingers or

toes, (fecrsM'

vNow when we compare the several varieties in the hu-
man race with each other in all these particulars, it is plain-

that they are governed throughout by the same laws. As
to the duration of life, there is no considerable difference

between the European and the Negro. What diflference

there is would seem to indicate a greater longevity to the

African race in those climates in which they and the Eu-
ropeans reside side by side. In Guadaloupe from 1811 to

1824 the deaths aniong the whites were one in 22, among
free men of colour 1 in 36. And the census of the Unit-

ed States for 1840 informs us that while there were but
741 whites over 100 years of age in a population of 14,189,-

108 there were 647 free coloured persons over 100 in a
population of 386,246 and 1338 slaves over 100 in a popu-
lation of 2,487,566. Or 1 centenarian among 17,925
whites. 1 among 598 free coloured persons and 1 to 1869
slaves.* The contrast between the African and indeed
the whole race of man, and the family of Simiae and
Orangs, is remarkable. The full period of their existence

does not extend to beyond 30 years at the utmost.^r -'
;

As it respects the natural and vital functions of the Sev-

eral races of men there is a great uniformity.

The age at which females become marriageable ^ ^

We cannot vouch for the perfect accuracy of these statistics, for besides
the imperfection ofmemory, there is a great tendency to exaggeration on this

point among aged negroes. \ , .
c,^.

,^ .f,^...

v'l
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as aiiy probfbf a'iilMiint bfi^^ these radei^ but the

whole history of human diseases establishes the fact that

all men are possessors of one common nature, the differ-

ent susceptibility to particular diseases in different races,

having its parallel in the children often of one and the
same family.

fsThe 'phenomena ofhybrids too confirm the distinctness

of species, and go far to prove the unity of the human
race. Only those species of animals which are very near-

ly allied to each other can be. brought into that close union
which will produce offspring. The offspring of such unions
is usually sterile. It has been ordinarily supposed that

they are utterly incapable of procreation. And the cele-

brated John Hunter has jusly observed that the true dis-

tinction of species must in the last result be gathered from
their incapacity of propagating with each other, and pro-

ducing offspring capable of self perpetuation. The mule in

this country, so far as we know, is incapable ofprocreation,

but in Spaui, Italy, and New Holland, examples haveoc-
cured of their breeding. But it has always been by a re-

union with the original stock. Among themselves the

hybrids of mammifers and except in a few instances,

of birds also, have never been known to propagate their

kind. It seems to some little extent to be otherwise

with plants, though the cases of fertile hybrids here re-

ferred to are mostly doubtful. Hybrids among plants

are produced by artificial impregnation, and as among
animals their production almost always requires the hand
of man. In the natural state of the vegetable tribes, the

number ofhybrid plants yet discovered amounts to about

40, most of which, if not all. are absolutely sterile. It is

to this fact that the preservation of species is to be ascrib-

ed. How often is it the case that the pollen is wafted by
the wind or borne by industrious insects to the stigmas of

plants of a different species. Were it not the case that

they reject this, and imbibe the anthor-dust of their own
species, all species and orders would long ago have been
thrown into utter confusion, and a bald uniformity have
come to exist in the vegetable world. Among animals
mules have never been found in a wild state. Both mule
plants and animals are sterile, except where a union is

ft'

•,!».
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formed with one of the parent stock, and these connections

are themselves very rarely fruitful.*

Now the phenomena of hybrids tends strongly to show
the absolute unity of all the races of men. They are all

included as varieties under one and the same species. As
in the case of the inferior animals, so far are mixed breeds

from being incapable of continuing their kind, they are

remarkably prolific. This is exemplified in the Griquas,

a mixed race between the Dutch colonists and the aborig-

inal inhabitants of S. Africa, in the Falattahs of middle
Africa, in the various intermediate races of S. America,
which are said to be more prolific, hardy, and energetic,

than either of the races from which they sprung. It is

exemplified too in the mulattoes of this country, at least as
far as respects their ability to fulfil the command to be
fruitful, multiply, and replenish the earth. : - ^

It has indeed been contended that the mulattoes are

more feeble and liable to disease than either of the pure
races from which they have originated, and that if left to

themselves they would become extinct. The fact as to a
less degree of strength, and greater liability to disease may
be as has been stated. And it is as easy to understand
why the intermediate variety should have less strength

and firmness of constitution then the original stock, as it

is to understand why they should surpass them. A fee-

bler race may also be a^ permanent as a stronger. A Be-
douin tribe may be as permanent though feebler in physical
force, as the more strong and vigorous races of Europe, and

* Dr, Morton in his paper on hybrids in Silliman's Journal Vol. III. new
series, has adduced many facts and seeming facts to the contrary, and entire-

ly rejects this argument for the unity of the human species. We use the
argument not as the sole al^ument, but as a real one, and, as we regard it,

of no little weight in cumulative proof. The numerous cases alleged of fer-

tility in hybrids in part rest on theories which recjuire to be themselves esta-

blished. The remark of De CandoUe still remains unimpugned, that "all
such intermediate breeds tend in<;essantly to extinction by the difficul-

ties which are opposed to their reproduction. This explains the rarity of
their appearance, and reconciles the peiinanence which is observed among
the distmct species of nature, with thereat existence, often, however, exag-
gerated, of hybrid or temporary tribes, which are thus reduced to the class

of monstrous productions." Among the myriad instances of reproduction
in animated nature every moment accurring, how exceedingly few in num-
ber are the hybrids brought into being ! They are probably not more num-
erous than those monstrous births which occur within the bmits of the exiat-

ing species, ; t .
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as a distinct community ofmen may outlive them. They
have continued from Abraham till the present day, and
are likely to transmit their name and peculiarities to the
latest time. As the progeny of the different races of men
are prolific often beyond the original races, while the hy-
brids which arise between diflferent species are sterile with
but rare exceptions, we are brought to the conclusion that

the several races of men are but varieties of one and the
same species.

We next consider what Dr. Prichard terms the Psychi-
cal character of the various races of men.
' But first it is necessary to say that there is scarcely

any thing which so clearly distinguishes one species from
another as those intellectual endowments, or quasi in*

tellectual endowments, by which the Creator has distin«

guished them one from another. The dog who attaches

himselfto man, though greatly resembling the wolfin exter-
nal form and inward structure, is wholly different from it in

this, and the gregarious wolf is equally removed from the

.

solitary fox. The inert and unresisting sheep differs from
the agile, roaming goat ; the young of the one helpless and
defenceless, that of the other seeking from its earliest ex-
istence the craggy cliffs of the mountains. What more
unlike than the industrious, judging, persevering, con-
structing beaver, and the indolent sloth ? Among the fishes

of the sea, the birds of the air and the beasts of the earth,

each species has its dispositions and habits entirely differ-

ent from those of every other species.

There are some resemblances in affection for their

young, and in their control and discipline, between the

monkey tribes and man. The chimpanzes, according to

Cuvier, live in troops, construct themselves huts of leaves,

'

arm themselves with sticks and stones, and employ these
weapons to drive man and elephants from their dwellings.

They assume often an erect attitude, as do also the orang
and the ape. A female of the simia entellus has been
seen when mortally wounded to collect her strength in

a dying effort to remove her young to a place of safety.

But in all these respects these animals are surpassed by
others having no outward resemblance to man. The
bird, the beaver, the bee and the ant excel them in powers
of construction ; the bear, the whale, the grampus, the

Vol. in.—No. 1. 18
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walrus, and many species of birds, excel them in connubial

and maternal affections ; and the erect attitude which they

are with difficulty taught to assume is one of constraint,

the orang and chimpanze resting in these cases on the

outside of the foot, and showing by their whole habits that

they were made to support themselves on their four limbs,

and to climb from tree to tree rather than to walk over

the face of the earth. In the possession of speech, in the

use of fire, the cooking of food, and the manufacture of

clothing to protect themselves from the changes of season

and climate, which of these animals resembles in any
degree the human race 1

But there is a class of emotions and actions in which
man difiers wholly from them, and in which all varieties of

the human family agree. We allude to their manifest

and universal belief in a state of existence after death,

and in the power exercised over them by invisible and
spiritual agents. Witness, in proof, the various rites per-

formed over the remains of the dead—of cremation, sepul-

ture, embalming]; the funeral pomps, the tumuli of for-

gotten races, the morals and the catacombs, the pyramids
of Egypt and Anahuac, the sepulchral monuments and
mausolea of various nations; the prayers, litanies, re-*;

quiems for the dead
; the churches, temples, mosques and

pagodas where worship is rendered to superior beings, or

the dread Supreme ; the sacerdotal orders who intervene

as his appointed ministers and their chosen intercessors

between God and man; the various rites of religious wor-
ship, of sacrifice, penance, and painful pilgrimage ; and
behold the convincing proof that man is immeasurably
above the nearest of the tribes below him, and that all

men, from the most civilized to the most barbarous, are

possessors of one common nature, feel themselves under
one and the same condemnation, responsible alike to some
superior power, and anxious alike, though not in the same
degree, to propitiate the objects of their adoration or fear.

These differences between man and the brute, which
mark all men as of one and the same species, are found
to obtain among the most degraded families of man. The
Bushmen of S. Africa whom M. Bory de St. Vincent re-

presents as differing most from the Japhetic man and as

the transition link between the genus homo and the gen-
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M%f ^ifegsjSliifttipilJses, and gil)ten^'lts so brutish, lazy;

and stupid, that they are not even fit to be made slaves

of; who are always smeared with fat or sprinkled with*

their own urine ; who make to themselves ornameiltsJ of
the dried entrails of animals which they wear as bracelets

and fillets; whose pomatum is a mixture of grease and
earth; who are clad in undressed skins of beasts; who
feed upon wild roots, or on the imwashed entrails and
paunches of animals

;
passing their lives in sleep, or squat

on the ground smoking the everlasting pipe, to light which
appears to be almost the only use they have for fire ; iso-

lated, taciturn, fugitive, without houses or huts, living

in dens and caves of the earth, hardly supporting tlieir

comfortless existence in their more active moments by- a^

toilsome search for the eggs of ants, and by de5^o\mhgJ

lizards, snakes and loathsome insects ; these men cStrafir-*^

ly are the lowest on the scale of human existence. ^ Yet
among these very men, the gospel has produced the most
surprising results. " The missionaries very naturally ex-

pected that it would require a long and laborious course

of culture and tuition before such pupils could be expect-

ed even to apprehend the doctrines of Christianity. This
however was not the case. The light and power of the
gospel at an early period of the mission, accompanied the

proclamation of its glad tidings, and a number of these

barbarous people, when they heard the word of life, be-

heved. And here a Christain church arose, extensive

gardens were laid out, and these cultivated with the
Bushmen's own hands."* The habits of these people who
gathered around the settlements of the missionaries were
entirely changed. Some of them, says Dr. Philip, in a
short time "acquired very rational ideas of the Christian

religion." " It was delighful to hear the children sing the

praises of Jehovah, and to witness the progress they had
made in spelling and reading." " The same gospel," says
Moffat, of the Bechuanas, '' which had taught them that

they were spiritually miserable, blind and naked, discov-

ered to them also that they needed reform externally, and
thus prepared them to adopt those modes of comfort, clean-

liness and convenience which they had been accustomed

• ''*\^ ''
^*

Moffat's Southern Africa, fh 51V^ • -J^-^ " I

\ .-- .'
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to view only as the peculiarities ofa strange people." "Our >

congregation now became a variegated mass including all;

descriptions, from the lubricated wild man of the desert,

to the clean, comfortable well dressed believer." The con-

version of the/ormidable Africaner, chief of the Namaqua
Hottentots, is too well known to be repeated. From be-

ing a man of blood, and of the most savage appetites, he
became a meek, intelligent, and lowly disciple of Christ, a
wonder as he had been an object of terror to all who lived

in Southern Africa.

But even in their pagan state the lowest tribes of men -

show that they belong to the same species with those who
are deemed the highest. The Greenlanders believe in a

'

future state, in the existence of spirits good and evil, and
in Tongarsuk their chief, dwelling in his happy subterre-

nean mansion. Tliey too have bowed before the doctrine

of the Cross, and at New Hernhut, Lichtenfels, Lictonian,

and Fredericksthal, are found gathered into Christian vil-

lages, and enjoying, as far as their inhospitable clime will

allow, the blessings of civilized life.

The Negro races who live beneath the equator are not

without their religious notions. " They believe" says the
missionary J. L. Wilson* " in one supreme being," theyl
"practice image worship or the worship of ancestry,'*

"they worship reptiles, at Dix Cove the crocodile; at

Whydah and Popo, [the serpent ; at Benin, the guana

;

at Calabar, the shark." "Their belief in a future exis-

tence is common if not universal, and it is not a little af-

fecting sometimes, to see multitudes of this simple hearted
people clustering around the dying couch of one of their

fellow men, to transmit messages of filial or fraternal re-

gard to the spirits of their deceased friends. They also be-

lieve in a plurality of evil spirits, the more prevalent belief

respecting whom is that they are spirits of dead men, es-

pecially of those who were most famous for their wicked-
ness while living, in the worship of whom the inhabitants

of Africa are generally united." Their sacrifices and feti-

shes or charms, their prayers and oblations, their funeral

rites, their annual harvest feast, their order of priests, their

omens and auguries, their belief in the transmigration of

Southern Pres. Review, Sept 1848.
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souls; and their pilgrimages to sacred places, all show that

they have relfgious sensibilities which are ppssessed in

common by the whole family of man. The negroes who
are around us here, whom the wickedness and cupidity

of the white man has brought from their distant home, and
who were old enough to remember the scenes of their

youth, all testify that their people were worshippers of a
supreme being. Many of them in this country and in the

West Indies have embraced the Christian religion in sin-

cerity ; and few of us are there, who do not sit at the

same communion table, as we celebrate the supper of the

Lord, with the natives of Senegal, Gambia, and Guinea.

These tribes in their own land were not a wholly unciviliz-

ed people. " They have permanent habitations, herds of

domestic animals, and depend for subsistence upon agri-

culture." " The Mandingoes are said to be active and
shrewd merchants, laborious and industrious agriculturists,

breeding a good stock of cattle, oxen, sheep, and goats."

In the northern parts of Central Africa south of the desert

of Saharah, the Sahara-belama, the great dry ocean of

Africa, the followers of Islam have introduced the Moham-
medan religion, and to some extent the habits of civilized

life. Ethiopian pilgrims from Central Africa are found
on the Hadj routes pressing on to pay their devotions at

the shrine of the prophet at Mecca. Among these negroes

are extensive cities. The Foulahs have the art of work-
ing iron and silver, work skilfully with wood and leather,

manufacture cloth, have clean and commodious dwellings,

and have mosques and schools existing among them. We
have lying before us vocabularies of words we have our-

selves obtained from the lips of negroes of different tribes

now in slavery amongst us, which accord with those found
in the books of travellers, and in the pages of Prichard.

And we have one or two specimens of Arabic, written by
aged servants in this country, one of whom writes in a
beautiful hand for one so old and long removed from his

own land, and reads the sacred scriptiires in the Arabic
language with great fluency and much evident enjoyment
and appreciation of their contents.

Much has been written in depreciation of the African
character and intellect. It certainly has not shone forth

as yet with any brilliancy. But as Dr. Prichard well re-
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marks, it would be no difficult matter to discover particu-

lar men, and even entire families among the European
races, who are intellectually weaker than any reasonable

person could pretend the generality of Africans to be.

According to the testimony of a beloved missionary, well

known to many readers of these pages, who with self

sacrificing zeal has spent the last fifteen years of his life

on the coast of Africa, the African children assembled in

the mission schools exhibit as much aptitude as white

children of the same age ; and the same brother speaks

of Toko, at the Gaboon River, as one of the most intelli-

gent meri he has met with in any country, (except that he
is destitute of learning, technically so called,) keen in all

matters of business and trade, which he transacts to a con-

siderable extent, extensively acquainted with the natural

history of his own country, agreeable and instructive in

conversation, having his memory stored with a vast num-
ber of legendary and romantic tales, such as the Africans

in their social circles are fond of repeating to each other.

Many a trader, visiting the coast of Africa for the first

time, has found the natives too keen for him, and has
been obliged to make an unprofitable voyage.

Travellers in South Africa have also been surprised at

the evidences of vigour and acuteness of understanding
displayed by the Amazuluh, Amakosah, Bechuana and
other Kafir nations. Kolben declares that he has known
many of them that were tolerable masters of the Dutch,
French and Portuguese languages, and one in particular

who learned English and Portuguese in a short time.

Cloos, a Hottentot in the employ of Van der Stehl, gover-

nor at Cape Town, carried on a large trade in cattle, and
executed his commission with signal success. *^

-

Now if these various evidences of capacity and intelli-

gence, and, above all, these sentiments of religion found
in these men who, by common consent, are on the lowest

verge of human intelligence, do not, when compared with
the European races, mark them all as belonging to one
and the same species, we are at a loss what arguments to

adduce to meet so determined a skepticism.

Above all, at what an infinite remove does it place them
from those forms of the brute creation from which they
have been thought to spring ! Who would think of edu-
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eating the orang and chimpanze in human learning, of
leaching Portuguese, Dutch, French and. EngHsh to a
class of baboons, or of gathering a company of chattering

monkeys and leering gibbering apes into a Mohammedan
mosque or a Christian church, and discoursing to them
on the themes of moral obligation and their eternal desti-

nies ? ^^

But we proceed to speak of those great difficulties which
have been supposed to stand in the way of the hypothesis
of the unity of the human race. One of the most striking

diversities observable in men, and which meets the eye at

first, is in their complexion. But the colour of the hair

and of the eye vary with that of the skin. Persons of a
fair skin have usually light or red hair, and blue eyes.

Owing to the transparency of the skin, which transmits

the sanguine tint oi the blood, they have a ruddy com-
plexion. Black haired persons have sometimes skins as

white, but not so fair and transparent ; on exposure to the
sun their complexion becomes brown or yellow, while that

of the sanguine becomes inflamed and blistered. The
complexion of these persons is very fair only when* pro-

tected from the solar rays. The women of Syria and
Barbary are often very white, as they live within doors

and do not permit themselves to be exposed. In this

country bkck haired women are called brunettes, from
the brown tint their skin has on exposure to the solar

light.

White haired or light flaxen haired persons very rarely

have black eyes. Their eye is light blue, or, from the
absence of the pigment in the choroid membrane, assumes
a red colour, from the blood appearing through the trans-

parent coats. Dr. Prichard, therefore, from whose accu-

rate description we have drawn, has distinguished the
complexions of the human family into the three follow-

ing varieties : 1. The Melanocomous, Melanous, or black
haired variety. This embraces the majority of the humaii
family, and may be looked upon, Dr. Prichard thinks, as

the original complexion of the species. The hair is black,

and varies from the long, lank hair of the Americans, to

the fine crisp hair of the negro. The skin, too, varies in

hue, from the snow white of those of the more northern

races who are secluded from the sun, through every shade
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of duskiness to the deep black of some African nations.

The dusky hu/3 is combined in some nations with red, in

others with yellow. In the one case it forms the copper

colour of many natives of Africa and America— in the

other, the various shades of olive, from the light olive of

the northern Hindoos to the deep olive and almost black

of the Malabars and some other nations of India.

2. The Xanthous variety, embracing all individuals

who have light brown, auburn, yellow, or red hair, accom-
panied with a fair complexion, which on exposure to the

sun becomes more or less red. The pigment of the eye
is of a light colour, mostly a light grey or azure blue, but
sometimes has various shades of yellow or brown, and
occasionally a green yellow tint. It prevails the most in

the temperately cold regions of Europe and Asia, and not

unusually is found in high, mountainous tracts, while the
neighbouring low grounds are occupied with the mela-
nous variety.

3. The Leucous variety. This embraces the Albinos^

the distinguishing character of whom is the red hue of

the choroid, the hair white or cream colour, and of a very
soft and flaxy texture, and sometimes silky, the skin very
fair, and blistering on exposure to the sun. These albi-

nos are most frequent among the dark colored races and
in hot climates, but arise also in the Xanthous variety

and in the temperate zone.

Albinos are found among the copper-coloured Indians

of America. On the Isthmus of Darien there are said to

be one among every two or three hundred. Their skin is

a milk-white, the eyebrows of the same colour, their hair

also ; their eyes are weak, and cannot bear the strong light

of the sun. The same were seen by Captain Cook on the

island of Otaheite. They are met with in Java, Hindos-
tan, and are quite frequent among the negro races of Af-

rica. The negroes brought from the Gold Coast to Mar-
tinico, St. Domingo, and Guadaloupe are said to have one
among 6 or 7 of their children, of this variety. In some
instances the Albinos have some degree of ruddiness in

their skin, the eye is blueish, and they approach nearer to

the Xanthous variety. Albinos when arising among the

Xanthous variety are usually sufficiently marked and pe-

culiar, but sometimes approach the general characteristics

of this variety.
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The colour of the eye, the hair, and the skin, seems to

depend upon the same general laws of the constitution.

In the eye the pigment, when it exists, is secreted in the
choroid, in the hair it seems to be diffused through the
medullary substance which fills the external bony cylin-

der. It is perhaps secreted chiefly in the bulbs at the root
of the hair. As to the skin, it is well known that the out-

er covering is nearly of the same white colour in all men.
The colour of the negro is owing to a substance lying

immediately below the outer cuticle and above the true

skin. It is a kind of mucous net work, containing a sli-

my unctuous substance which, showing through the trans-

parent scarf-skin, gives the impression of colour.

Now the colour of the eyes, of the hair, and the skin
are not in all cases permanent. The eyes and hair of
very young children often grow darker as they advance
in age. The Albino child in some instances has had the
eye change from a red to a brown colour. The hair has
been known to change, in less than eight days, and to

become white from grief in a single night. The skin of

many fair persons becomes freckled on exposure to the sun,

and frequently tawny, and sometimes black coloured

patches form and spread on white persons. Females in a
state of pregnancy often exhibit these changes, the skin

becoming brown, and in some cases, on portions ofthe body,
entirely black. Cases have also been known m which
negroes have lost their peculiar colour, the pigment of the

skin being absorbed. Klinkosh speaks of a negro who
became yellow ; and we have known of at least one case

where the colour of a mulatto man has been absorbed, and
he now exhibits, except in his face, the fair skin of the

xanthous variety of the white man. His face is peculiar-

ly marked, and in many spots the yellow pigment has dis-

appeared Jeaving the other portion of his face yellow or

of a dusky hue. And it has often been remarked that the

negro complexion, in cases where there is no mixture of

blood, becomes lighter in this country in the second and
third generation.

The different varieties too spring up within the bounds
of each other. The Jews are as pure a race as can be
found on earth, having kept themselves from all foreign

admixtures. They belong to the melanous variety, as they

Vol. III.—No. 1. 19
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generally have black hair. But there are many Jews from

Germany and Belgium, with light hair and beards, and
blue eyes. Those of this nation who have been settled

for centuries in Cochin and Malabar, are so black as not to

be distinguished from the other inhabitants. There is,

on the contrary another colony in Cochin, who have set-

tled there more recently, who are called the white Jews,

they having not remained in that climate sufficiently

long to have their complexion changed. The Lapland-

ers are dark, while the Finns and other allied tribes

are xanthous. The xanthous variety frequently arises

among the negroes, both in Africa and elsewhere. Their
complexion is ruddy, their eyes blue or hazel. The light

hue of the European may be found in Africa. Mr. Hodg-
son represents the tribe of Mozabbi on the lofty table land

of Mt. Aurasius in northern Africa, as fair and ruddy,

•with yellow haif, while the Kabyles are brown and nearly

black, and the Tuaryk ofSaharah are many of them, black,

while others are copper coloured. The tribes of Ackmar
and of Nouba, in Sennaar are of the xanthous variety,

and differ from the African, having thinner lips and less

prominent cheek bones. And in the high lands of Abys-
sinia the Edjow Galla are of a light brown complexion ; ex-

cept those who live in the low lands, who are black, the

Sumali and the Suakini have soft hair, regular features

and light complexion. The xanthous variety was found
among the ancient Egyptians, and it still arises among
the Mandingoes, the Congos of central, and the Kaffirs of

south Africa, in the Marquesas, and the island of Otaheite.

On the other hand, the melanous variety arises, where
the xanthous has prevailed. The Germans of the time
of Tacitus were a yellow haired race, and had blue eyes,

but this is not their most usual complexion now. And the

dark haired races are perpetually exhibiting changes from
a lighter to a darker hue. The Arabs near Muscat are of

a sickly yellow, those near Mecca of a yellowish brown,
those in the low countries bordering on the Nile nearly
jet black. Mr. Buckingham informs us that the Arabs
near the Jordan, where the climate is intensely hot, have
dark skins, flat features and coarse hair; and in the Hau-
ran beyond, he found a family with negro features, a jet

black complexion and crisped hair, of whose genuine Arab
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descent he could have no doubt. And Rozet says, that in

Algiers, there are many Arabs as black as negroes, and yet
preserving all the characteristics of the Arab race.

The general complexion of the Hindoos, says the mis-
sionary Ward, is a dark brown,*but some are comparative-
ly fair and others quite black. Bishop Heberwas unpre-
pared to find natives of India as black as African negroes.

He says, " the great difference in the colour of the natives
struck me much. Of the crowd by whom we were sur-

rounded, some were as black as negroes, others merely
copper coloured, and others little darker than the Tuni-
sines whom I have seen at Liverpool." This surprise we
also experienced when the missionary Rev. J. C. Rankin
told us that perhaps one in six of the natives of Hin-
dostan were as black as the full blooded African at

that moment waiting at our table. The distinction ofcaste

forbids this variety of colour from arising through mix-
ture of races. Yet thougli the Brahmin is of lighter hue,

and the Pariah, or lower class, very dark or quite black, a
black Brahmin and white Pariah are sometimes seen. The
portrait of Ramohun Roy prefixed to Dr. Prichard's 3rd
vol. shows a darker complexion than that of many Afri-

cans, and curly hair. On the contrary Hindoos in the high
Himalayan countries are frequently of the xanthous va-

riety. ..•,,:.-,-. ..,/
;',

-.r ,-,

The American variety, the red man of Gmelin, is ofan
obscure orange, rusty iron, or copper colour, the eyes dark
and deeply seated, and the hair black, strait or lank, and
thick. Yet some N. American Indians are as fair as ma-
ny Europeans, others brown or yellow, and others approach
the negro tint. The Indians of N. Eastern Oregon are of
a fair and sometimes ruddy complexion, of Northern Ore-

gon a dingy copper, while in Southern Oregon or Califor-

nia they are dark, and some tribes wholly black.*

* The Mandan Indians exhibit various shades of complexion. Man^'- p'e

as light as half breeds ; and among the women the skin is often almost
white, with the most pleasing symmetry and proportion of features ; with

hazel, grey, or blue eyes. The diversity in the colour of the hair is equally

great, evei'y shade being seen which appears among the whites except red.

There ax-e some with hair that is white or a bright silvery grey. Their tra-

ditions afford no evidence of their having had any knowledge of white men
before the visit of Lewis and Clarke in the winter of 1804-5.

—

CoMtCs iV,

Am. Indians, Vol. J. Letter 13.
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If we examine into the causes of this diversity of

complexion, we shall find two, which 'operating in some
way, not always plain, upon the animal organization,

produce these varieties. .One of these is climate. If

we will dismiss the ordinary division of the earth into

the four quarters of the globe, and unite the northern

and southern continents into one view, as did Eratosthe-

nes of old, we shall have for the western division of the

old world embracing Europe and Africa a country stretch-

ing from Nova Zembla to the cape of Good Hope through
113 degrees of latitude, 80° of which are north of the

equator, and 33° south of it. Beginning in the northern

part of this country and dividing it into 8 zones, we find,

in the most northern of these divisions, the Swedes and
Norwegians, a tall, white haired race with light grey eyes.

2. The next, embracing the northern part of Germany,
England, Denmark, and Finland exhibits the xanthous va-

riety. The Danes have always been known as a race of
florid complexion, blue eyes and yellow hair. The Hol-
landers were known in ancient times as the "Auricomi
Batavi." -

3. In the next zone towards the sonith, the prevailing

colour of the hair in the latitude of France is chesnut-
brown, of the eyes the same, and to this the complexion
sustains a certain relation.

4. Advancing southward in the countries surrounding
the Mediterranean as far as the chain ofMt. Atlas, among
the Spaniards, Italians, Greeks, the islanders of the Medi-
teranean, and the Moors of N. Africa, we find black hair,

dark eyes, and a brownish white, or a brunette complex-
ion. This is the predominant complexion, and hardly one
in a hundred is of any other.

6. South of the Atlas, the native races are of a light or
a dusky brown approximating to the black.

6. At the tropic of Cancer, in the latitude of Senegal
the colour is almost universally black, except in the more
elevated regions until we pass the tropic ofCapricorn south
of the equator.

7. Beyond this point and in CaiFraria, the copper or red
complexion predominates.

8. Towards the cape are the tawny Hottentots. Were
there habitable land for 40° further, or beyond the antar-
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tic circle we might find the hue again approaching that

of northern Europe. ^*

'^'The same analogy might be carried out less perfectly in

Asia, including N. Holland, and in N. and S. America, al-

though Humboldt contends that there is a uniformity of

tint in the American tribes throughout the whole length

of the two continents.

Elevation produces the same effect as proximity to thie

polar regions. This is illustrated in botanical geography.

As we ascend from the vallies to the tops of moun-
tains we find vegetation changing, as you do in passing

over the earth's surface from the equatorial regions to

higher latitudes. The Swiss in the mountains above Lom-
bardy have sandy or brown hair, the Milanese in the plains

below have black hair and eyes, and oriental features. In
the Basque country of dark complexioned Spain, in the

more mountainous regions, we meet with fair complexions,

blue eyes, and auburn or flaxen hair. In the region of

Mt. Atlas the Berbers of the plains are of brown complex-
ion, while the inhabitants of Mt. Aurasius have yellow or

red hair, blue eyes, and a fair and ruddy complexion.
The Foulas of the high regions of Senegambia are of li^ht

copper colour, the people of the low country on every side

are negroes ; and in eastern Africa, in nearly the same
latitude, on the high plains of Kaffa, the inhabitants are

described as fairer than those of southern Europe. The
Galla and Abyssinians in the elevated portions of that

country are fairer than the natives of the lowlands, many
of whom are nearly as black as the negroes.

A similar effect is produced by climate upon the lower
animals, and upon the vegetable world. The birds, beasts,

flowers and fishes of the equatorial regions, are brighter and
deeper tinctured in their spots, their feathers, and their

scalei§, than in other regions of the world, and as we ap-

proach the poles every thing has a tendency to whiten.
Bears, foxes, hares, falcons, crows, and blackbirds, con-

form to the general livery of the snowy regions.

The fowls in Guinea and the dogs also, are as black as

the inhabitants ; and the sheep would not be recognised

as such, but for their bleating. Instead of wool they are

covered with hair like a dog. The " world seems invert-

ed, for the sheep are hairy and the men woolly." Around
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Angora, so celebrated for its manufactures of hosiery and
shawls, sheep, goats, rabbits and cats are covered with a
long silken hair ; and "hogs and dogs" according to Bishop
Heber, " carried into the hills from India, are soon covered
with wool like the shawl goats of that climate." The ears

of European dogs when carried to the gold coast, become
stiff and long like those of the fox, to whose colour they
also incline ; and their bark turns into a howl or yelp like

that ofthe native breed, —i^ 0!,?5n r ? v. :
<^.- ./^m .J^ -> x .,

The other main cause of variety of colour may be in

the food. Animals fed on madder-root have their bones
stained of a red colour, and it is said that the Chinese by
a similar process change the hair of men to a darker hue.

Oily food has a tendency to increase the biliary secretions

and produce a sallow or oily shade.

Still another.cause of change may be found in advanc-
ing civilization or the reverse. The people of Nigritia as

soon as they escape from their degradation, and rise to a
superior elevation in intellectual and moral worth, slough
off the most extreme deformities of the negro. In proof
of this, witness the Ashantis, the Sulima, and Dahomans
of the coast of Guinea, and the fine races of Guber, Hausa,
and the Jolofs, their near neighbours on the north.

There are an abundance of facts'to sustain the common
belief that a simple mode of life, abundant andnutricious
food, and a salubrious atmosphere, give to men, and in-

deed to all organized existence, large and graceful forms;
while, on the other hand, hot and insalub rious climes, infe-

rior food, and sensual habits, produce opposite changes
equally great.

We have abundant proofs of this operating among our-

selves. In the low country of these southern States, white
families, living constantly in the swamps and rice lands,

gradually lose their fine complexions and their robust ap-

pearance ; the roseate tint disappears from their cheek, their

skin becomes colourless or tawny, their hair even in some
instances changing to a dirty yellow, or flavous cream
colour. The effect must be produced by the heat and
miasmatic atmosphere generated in those low and marshy
regions. In an entirely opposite country in the same lati-

tudes, the middle or sand-hill region, a region universally

healthy but barren, a similar effect is produced by the
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miserable food and indolent life of the inhabitants. The
poor and miserable tallow-faced, or tawny inhabitants,

though of pure Anglo-Saxon origin, show, in an equal
degree, the modifying influence of inferior and scanty
food upon the human face divine. Even the children 'of

such parents, from their earliest days, still more than the

parents themselves, show all these effects. Indeed, in

many parts of these southern regions, one accustomed
only to the fresh and rosy complexion of the northern
portions of our land, will be struck with the manifest
change in the pure Anglo-Saxon race, which a residence

of two or* three generations under a southern sun has
made, even where there has been abundance of the ne-

cessaries and luxuries even of life.

The argument, then, for a diversity of species in the

human family, from the colour of the skin, eyes, and hair,

is manifestly unavailing. To the inferior animals no one
thinks of applying it as a distinctive mark of species. A
black, white, red, or spotted colour in the horse or cow,
the varieties of bay, sorrel, chestnut or gray in the one, or

brindled and mottled in the other, are hardly regarded as

indicating varieties in the same species.

A far more important difference obtains in the races of
men in reference to form and structure. The heads of
different nations are differently formed. And Prof. Cam-
per first suggested a method by which the crania of dif-

ferent races of men and species of animals might be com-
pared. This is the facial angle included between a line

drawn from the meatus auditorius, or entrance of the

ear, to the base of the nose, and another line touching

the more prominent part of the upper jaw, and resting

upon the most prominent part of the forehead. This
angle, when the head is viewed in profile, differs in the

various animals up to man, and in the different races of

men up to the most intellectual, beautiful and perfect. In
the bird it is the least, in the ape tribe, one species has a
facial angle of 42°, in the one most approaching man the

facial angle is 50°, in the negro and Kalmuc it is 70° in

the European 80°, in the profile of the Greek statues of

Jupiter it is 95° or 100°. -r 't:

Dr. Prichard objects to the method of Camper, that it

does not indicate, as he supposed, the sagacity and intel-
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lect of men. In the first place, it is not certain that the
quantity of brain either positively or relatively indicates

the measure of intellectual power. Many of the lower
animals, especially insects, which have no cerebral lobes,

as the bee and ant, manifest instincts having a wonderful
resemblance to intellect in ihan. And in the second place

the quantity of brain is not determined by the facial an-

gle, for the greater prominence of the bones of the upper
jaw will give a more acute angle in one individual who
has precisely the same quantity of brains, than in another

whose facial angle is more obtuse. And Blumenbach has
objected that the facial angle is precisely the eame often

in skulls which, in other proportioiis, are wholly different.

The"skull of a Congo negro in his possession, and one of

a Pole from Lithuania, were nearly equal in their facial

angle, but the narrow, compressed head of the negro was
exceedingly different from the square head of the Sarma-
tian. He adopted a different method of determining the

distinctive differences in the configuration of the head.

He viewed it from behind and above, adopting what he
called the vertical method. Viewing the skulls of differ-

ent nations in this way, he divided the human race into

three families and two intermediate ones, the Caucasian,

the Mongolian, and the Ethiopic— between the Caucasian
and the Ethiopic is the Malay, and between the Caucasian
and the Mongul, the American variety. In the Caucasian
skull the form is symmetrical, the zygomatic arches are

hardly perceptible from the point of view taken, and the

cheek and jaw-bones are covered by the overhanging fore-

head. The negro skull is greatly flattened laterally, the

zygomatic arches protrude greatly, and the whole lower

part of the face projects so much that the upper jaw, the

teeth and cheek bones, are visible from above. The Mon-
golian skull has an exceeding breadth in front, the zygo-

matic arches are exceedingly prominent, the forehead de-

pressed, and the upper jaw visible from above. But Dr.

Prichard, in determining the varieties of the bony struc-

ture of the head, views the base of the skull, though not

to the neglebt of other examinations and measurements.

He also distinguishes three varieties in the skull: 1. The
symmetrical or oval form. This is known by the expan-

ded forehead, the symmetrical proportions of the zygoma-
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tic arches and the maxillary bones, giving to the contour
of the face an oval shape. The upper jaw-bone is not
projecting, but rounded and adapted to the general figure
of the head, which gives a perpendicular position to the
front teeth, so that they do not project. 2. The narrow
and elongated skull of the negro of the Gold Coast. The
temporal muscles rising very high in the parietal bonesj
and being very powerful, have compressed and elongated
the head. The cheek bones project forward, the upper
jaw also projects forward, carrying forward the alveolar
process and the teeth, and diminishing thus the facial

angle of Camper. 3. The broad and square-faced skull
of the Turanian race. The Monguls afford a specimen
of this variety— the Esquimaux an exaggerated one. In
this the most noticeable feature is the outward projection

of the zygomas. If a line be drawn from one to the other
of these as a base, it will form with the apex of the fore-

head nearly a triangle. The orbits are large and deep,

the upper part of the face flat, the nasal bones nearly on
the same plane with the cheek bones. This variety Dr*
Prichard calls the pyramidal^ while to the second variety

he gives the name the prognathous.
Regarding men as distinguishable into classes accord-

ing to their structure, Dr. Prichard enumerates seven va-

rieties of men. 1. The Iranian, who in the form of their

skull and other physical characters, resemble the Euro-
peans, though some nations in Asia and some in Africa

are included in this variety. This division of the human
family embraces Europe, North Africa, and Asia south of

the Caucasus and the Himalaya mountains, and from the

Ganges to the Mediterranean and the Red sea. Of these

the Greeks, and the Persians as exhibited in the sculptures

of Persepolis, form the most perfect models. The term

Caucasian is avoided as a name of this class, as it would
seem to indicate what is not true in fact, that these peo-

ple, and these alone of the families of men, originated in

the region of Mt. Caucasus. 2. The Turanian nations,

as the Kalmucks, the Mongols, and the Chinese. This
class embraces all nations of northern and eastern Asia,

beyond the Ganges. With this also are reckoned the Es-

quimaux of N. America who have the same general

appearance, and the Lappes of northern Europe. 3. The
Vol. ixi.^No. 1.

'

20
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native American nations, the Esquimaux excepted. 4. The
Hottentot or Bushman race. 6. The Negroes. 6. The
Papuans or woolly haired nations of Pqljaesia. 7. The
Alfourou and Australian races. - - -

'
^ - - - i' -

The Iranian variety embraces the Caucasian family

proper, the Germanic family, the Celtic, the Arabian, the

Libyan, the Nilotic, and the Hindostanee families of na-

tions.* These families of nations have the large oval

skull with its anterior portion full and elevated, the nasal

bones arched, the chin full, the teeth vertical, the face

small but with regular features. Of these families the Jews
included in the Arabian family, have a more receding fore-

head, an elongated face, and large acquiline nose. That
the Nilotic family belong to this Iranian race, is now ren-

dered certain by the valuable work of Dr. Morton, Crania
Egyptiaca, in which are depicted ona hundred and thirty-

seven skulls, and mummified heads, from the pyramids
and catacombs of Egypt. Of these, he informs us that eight

tenths are of the unmixed Caucasian race, the structure of
the bones as thin and delicate as the European ; on thir-

ty-six heads the hair is preserved, and is as fine as
that of the fairest European nations at the present day

;

the nose straight or slightly aquiline as in the Hindoo, or

more prominent as in the Pelasgic, or long, salient, and ac-

quiline, as in the Arabian, and, more especially, in the He-
brew stock. The meatus auditorius presented no varia-

tion from the usual position. The Turanian variety has
the pyramidal skull, the nose broad and short, the eyes
small, black, obliquely placed, the forehead low, the skin
sallow or olive, the hair long, black, straight, the beard thin.

It embraces the Mongul Tartar family, the Turkish, the
Chinese, the Indo-Chinese, the Polar family, including the
Laplanders, Finns, Samoiedes, Ostiacs, and others in Asia,

and the Esquimaux in America.
The American variety is fully exhibited in the splendid

work of Dr. Morton, of Philadelphia, on the Aboriginal
races of North and South America. He divides the races
into two, the American and the Toltechan families. "They
are marked by a red or brown complexion, long, black,

Se Morton's Crania Americana, p. 5.

tributionofthe races of men. ^

He follows Blemanbach's dis-
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lank hair, and^ a deficient beard. Their eyes are black
and deep set, the brow low, their cheek bones high, the
nose large and acquiline, the mouth large, and &e lips

turned and compressed. The skull is small, wide between
the parietal protuberances, prominent at the vertex and
flat .on the occiput. The Toltecans are the race whose
works are found from the river Gila in Cahfornia, to the
southern border of Peru, among which are pyramids,
temples, grottoes, basilisks, and arabesques, with tjieir

roads, aqueducts, and fortifications. Dr. Morton thinks
the American race differs from allothexs, even the Mongo-
lians, i. e. the Turanian of Prichard. But Dr. Prichard
supposes the Aboriginal Americans to exhibit the broad
pyramidal skull of the Turanian race. The cheek bones
are prominent but not quite so angular, the nose more so
and acquiline, the complexion, hair, and defective be9,r4

assimilate them to the Turanian family of ng,tipps.

The Hottentot and Bushman ra^ce have broad and
square heads, like the Kalmucks and o^her Turanians.
The face is flat, especially between the cheek bones, the
eyes of a deep chestnut colour, bng, narrow, distant from
each other like the Chinese, but possessing great powers
of vision. Their habits are like those of the Kalmucks,
they are nomadic tribes wandering over arid steppes cover-
ed with but a scanty herbage. The principal difference

is in the texture of the hair, which though scanty in the
Hottentot, is still woolly, but differing in its quantity from
the thick wool of the negroes of middle Africa. •

j
^ '; :

The negro skull is of the prognathous type, the nar-
rowest and most elongated of human skulls, excepting
those which have been subjected to artificial pressure, such
as those of Titiaca in Peru,* and much has been said of
its great resemblance to the cranium of the chimpanze and
orang otang. But all the measurements ofCamper, Tyson
and others, were of young specimens of these animals.

Dr. Morton however supposes that the skull of the ancient Peruvians
was elongated naturally, and the elongation only increased by compression,
to heighten what was supposed to be a beauty. See Crania Americana, p.
98, and plate iv. where is delineated a Peruvian skull, as Dr. M. supposes'
in its unaltered form. The retreating forehead and prognathous face, wouli
£urgue an affinity with the negroes were it not that the hair is uniformly lank
and long like that of the other American tribes.

*']
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Their brain is fully developed at an early period unlike

the human brain which is comparatively slow in develope-

ment ; and before the jaws are fully enlarged by complete

dentition, and the zygomatic arches fully extended, these

measurements were taken. In these cases the cranium was
relatively more protuberant, and the facial angle greater

than in the adult skull. In this, the cranium shews itself

as a small rounded case wholly posterior to, and not above

and over the face, the zygoma is in the middle and not in

the anterior region of the head, and the foramen magnum
is in the middle of the posterior third, and not in the mid-

l^le of the base of the skull as in man.
The skull of the negro is in general thicker, denser, and

heavier than that of the most of men ; but the great dis-

tinguishing difference is its narrowness, and the promi-

nence of the alveolar processes of the upper jaw, causing,

in this way, the retreating forehead. The Kaffir has a
higher forehead, and less prominent jaws, but, on the

whole, approaches to the prognathous type. It is obvious
that the form of the skulls has little to do with the quan-
tity of brain, provided where it is flattened or depressed in

one direction it is extended in another, and Tiedeman has
ascertained by comparing, by an accurate process, the ca-

pacity of the skulls of ditferent nations, that the cavity of

the negro skull, and of course the quantity of brain which
fills this cavity is in no degree smaller than in European
and other human races.

The Papuas or Oceanic negroes, inhabit New Guinea
and other islands of the Indian Archipelago, and are found
also in many islands of the Pacific. Their head resem-
bles that of the negro, being ofthe prognathous type, their

skin is ofthe deepest black, their hair short, woolly, and
more compact on their head then in any other people, their

eye is of a greenish brownish tint, their nose flat, mouth
wide with thick lips. The Papuas proper, living on that

island, are a mixed race, between the Malays and the
Oceanic negroes. Their name in the language of the Ma-
lays signifies "frizzled head," they were called by Dampier
*'the moprheaded Papuas." They comb out these locks to

their full extent on every side, which gives their head an
enormous apparent size, being, it is said, three feet in diam-
pfer, The Australian skull exhibits a deep sinus between
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the nose and the forehead, and the frontal ridges greatly

overhang the eyes. It is of the extreme prognathous type

with retreating low forehead. Their hair is longer than that *

of the negro, coarse and frizzled, or soft and straight as

in the white man. Their colour black, or dark brown, '

though some of the women are as light as mulattoes. The
Alfourus are of the same general type, -and repulsive in

the extreme in their whole appearance.

It will be remembered that the blaclc complexion and
the other distinguishing features of the Guinea negro do
not always go together, that there are many nations of
Africa extremely dark, whose skull approaches the oval
form, whose lips are thin, their forehead and nose promi-
nent, and who are finely formed. Such are the Berbers of

Mt. Atlas, the Tuarykof the desert of Sahara, the Tibbos
'

of Borneo, the Fulahs, and Jolofs of Senegambia, a por-

tion of the Ashantis, the race of Gubah and Hausa of Su-
dan, some tribes in Congo, and the blackest of the Kafirs

in South Africa. There are others having the same fea- -

tures sfnd colour whose hair is not woolly, as the Bishari,

Danakil, Hazorta, and the darkest of the Abyssinians.

Others still, have the negro type and complexion in every
respect, while their hair flows in ringlets. The colour

of the complexion and form of the skull do not therefore

seem necessarily connected.

It has been supposed that national varieties exist ia

the form of the pelvis, and that these bear a relation

to the shape of the skeleton and form of the skull. Drs. Vro-

iik, of Amsterdam, and Weber, at Bonn, have devoted
their attention to these comparisons, and the latter, more es-

pecially, has distinguished four forms of the pelvis : 1. The
oval. 2. The round. 3. The square. 4. The oblong or

cuneiform. Prof Weber has found examples of each of

these forms in every one of the principal varieties of the

human race; but gives it as his opinion that the most fre-

quent form among Europeans is the oval form, among the

American nations the round, the square among the Mon-
golians, and the oblong among the African races. To
their forms he supposes the crania of these several varie-

ties of man in general correspond. But we doubt not, if

as niuch attention were bestowed upon the examination,

and mensuration of the pelves of the inferior animals of
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one and the same species, equal and greater variation,

would be found in them.
! These varieties of form in man are more important per-

haps than the outward varieties of colour, and in them-
selves more strongly argue a different and independent
origin of the several races of men. But it has often been
remarked that there are stranger varieties arising among
men than those which mark the differences of race, and
that these are propagated for a length of years from fa-

ther to son.
" Native or congenital peculiarities of form, like those of

colour," says Lawrence, "are transmitted by generation. Hence
we see a general similitude in persons of the same blood, and
can distinguish one brother by his reseniblance to another, or

know a son by his likeness to the father or mother, or even to

the grandfather or grandmother. All the individuals of some
families are characterised by particular lines of countenance

;

and we frequently observe a peculiar feature continued in a
family for many generations. The thick lip introduced into the

imperial house of Austria, by the marriage of the Emperor
Maximilian with Mary of Burgundy, is visible in their descend-

ants to this day, after a lapse of three centuries. Haller ob-

serves that his own family had been distinguished by tallness of

stature for three generations, without excepting one out of

numerous grandsons descended from one grandfather.

Individuals are occasionally producbd with supernumerary
members on the hands or feet, or on both ; and from these,

whether males or females, the organic peculiarity frequently

passes to their children. This does not constantly happen, be-

cause they intermarry with persons of the ordinary form ; but

if the six-fingered and six-toed could be matched together, and
the breed could bo preserved pure by excluding all who had not

these additional members, there is no doubt that a permanent
race might be formed constantly possessing this number of

fingers and toes.

Pliny has mentioned examples of six fingered persons among
the Romans : such individuals received the additional name of

sedigitus or sedigita. C. Horatius had two daughters with this

peculiarity. Reaumur speaks of a family in which a similar

structure existed for three generations being transmitted both

in the male and female lines. Mr. Carlisle has recorded the

particulars of a family, in which he traced supernumerary toes

and fingers for four generations. They were introduced by a

female, who had six fingers on each hand, and six toes on each
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foot. From her marriage with a man naturally formed wefd :

produced ten children with a supernumerary member on each

limb ; and an eleventh, in which the peculiarity existed in both
feet and one hand ; the other hand being naturally formed:

The latter married a man of the ordinary formation ; they had
four children, of which three had one or two limbs natural, and
the rest with the supernumerary parts, while the fourth had six

fingers on each hand, and as many toes on each foot. The lat-

ter married a woman naturally formed, and had issue by her

eight children, four with the usual structure, and the same num*
ber with supernumerary fingers or toes. Two of them were
twins, of which one Was naturally formed, the other six-fingered

and six-toed.
^^

Another remarkable example of the occurrence of a singular

organic peculiarity, and of its hereditary transmission, is afford-

ed by the English family of porcupine men, who have derived

that name from the greater part of the body being covered by
hard dark coloured excrescences of a horny nature. The whole
surface, excepting the head and face, the palms and soles, is oc-

cupied by this unnatural kind of integument. The first account

of this family is found in the Philosophical TransactAona^ !No.

424 ; and consists of the description of a boy, named Edward
Lambert, fourteen years old, born in Suffolk, and exhibited to

the Royal Society in 1731, by Mr. Machin, one of the secreta-

ries. "It was not easy to think of any sort of skin or natural

integument, that exactly resembled it. Some compared it to

the bark of a tree ; others thought it looked like seal-skin

;

others like the skin of an elephant, or the skin about the legs of
the rhinoceros ; and some took it to be like a great wart, or
number of warts uniting and overspreading the whole body.

The bristly parts, which were chiefly about the belly and flanks,

looked and rustled like the bristles or quills of a hedgehog, shorn
off within an inch of the skin." These productions were hard,

callous and insensible—other children of the same parents were
naturally formed. _

In a subsequent account presented to the Society twenty-four

years afterwards, by Mr. H. Baker, and illustrated with a figure

of the hands, this man is said to continue in the same state. He
was a good-looking person, and enjoyed good health : every thing

connected with his excretions was natural ; and he derived no
inconvenience from the state of his skin, except that it would
crack and bleed after very hard work. He had now been shewn
in London under the name of the Porcupine Man. '• The cov-

ering," says Mr. Baker, " seemed most nearly to resemble an in-

numerable company of warts of a dark brown colour, and a cyl-
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indrical figure, rising to a like height (an inch, at their full size,)

and growing as close as possible to one another, but so stiflf and

and elastic, that when the hand is drawn over them they make a

rustling noise." '

They are shed annually, in the autumn or winter, and succeed-

ed by a fresh growth, which at first are of a paler brown. " He
has had the small pox, and been twice salivated, in hopes of get-

ting rid of this disagreeable covering
;
during which disorders

the warts came ofi*, and his skin appeared white and smooth, like

that of other' people
;
but on his recovery it soon became as it

was before. His health at other times has been very good dur-

ing his whole life." " He has had six children, all with the same
rugged covering as himself; the first appearance whereof in

them, as well as in him, came on in about nine weeks after the

birth. Only one of them is living, a very pretty boy, eight years

of age, whom I saw examined with his father, and who is exact-

ly in the same condition,"

Two brothers, John Lambert, aged 22, and Kichard,aged 14,

who must have been grandsons of the original porcupine man,
Edward Lambert, were shewn in Germany, and had the cutane-

ous incrustation already described.

; Let us suppose that the porcupine family had been exiled from
human society, and been obliged to take up their abode in some
solitary spot or desert island. By matching with each other, a
race would have been produced, more widely different from us in

external appearance than the .\ egro. If they had been discov-

ered at some remote period, our philosophers would have ex-

plained to us how the soil, air, or climate had produced so strange

an organization ; or would have demonstrated that they must
have sprung from an originally different race : for who would
acknowledge such bristly beings for brothers ?

The giants collected by Frederic William I. for his regiment

of guards produced a very tall race in the town where they were
quartered : in the language of Dr. Johnson, they " propagated

procerity."

This resemblance of offspring to parents, in native peculiari-

ties of structure, prevails so extensively, that those minute, and
in many cases imperceptible differences of organization or vital

properties, which render men disposed to particular diseases, are

conveyed from father to son for age after age. This is matter

of common notoriety with respect to scrofula, consumption, gout,

rheumatism, insanity and other affections of the head. There
is more doubt in some other cases, as hare-lip, squinting, club

foot, hernia, aneurism, cataract, fatuity, &c. ; of which, however,

there are many well-authenticated examples." There is an
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hereditary Wmdiiess in a family in North America which has al-

ways affected some individuals for the last hundred years."

—

Lawrences Lectt. p. 438. et seq.

"in a family at Ivor, the individuals for nine generations had
perfect thumbs, but instead of fingers had only the first phalanx

of each, and the first and second joint of the ring finger of the

left hand, these rudiments of fingers having no nails. This is

said to be the description of the whole family, as it had been

with slight variations thac of nine numerous generationg."—

Frichard I. 245. —
The same perpetuation of casual varieties is seen in the

lower animals. The first ancestor of the Otter variety of

sheep in New England, was a male lamb, produced by an
ewe of the common description. This lamb was of sin-

gular structure, having a large body and short legs the fore

legs being crooked. The variety has been perpetuated, and
is valued from its inability to jump over fences. The
Durham breed of cattle was artificially produced upon the

basis of the small Highland breed, and the varieties of the

dog and horse are best accounted for from the same cause.

Varieties are thus occurring daily in the human form
and proportions, even without the influence of difference

of climate, and manner of life. When these are superad-

ded, we may expect to find the natives of different coun-

tries differing from each other more than the natives of

one and the same country do among themselves. Even
the same races when diffused through different and remote
countries vary from their original type. The Arabs who
have emigrated to Africa 11 or 12 hundred years ago, have
become larger, stouter, more regular in their features, and of

a different complexion from the original stock. Some have
become entirely black, while they retain much of their ori-

ginal type. The Jew living in countries where the races

are of a different hue, becomes, in some measure, assimilat-

ed to them. In England they are ofa light brunette ; in Ger-

many xanthous, in Portugal very dark, in Cochin China
and Malabar black. Transplanted negroes, long resident in

temperate climes, seem to be slowly approximating in hue
and form, even when there is no intermixture, to the races
among whom they reside. And if the same is not true
of the European and Asiastic varieties, dwelling in inter-

tropical Africa, it may well be ascribed to the fact that they
YoL. III.—No. 1. 21
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have not conformed to the manners and habits of this de-

graded people. Where the Caucasian race has been com-
pelled by necessity to adopt the habits of the inferior tribes

of men, they too have degenerated. " There are," says the

Dublin University Magazine, and the Edinburg Review,
" certain districts in Leitrim, Sligo, and Mayo, chiefly in-

habited by the descendants of the native Irish, driven by
the British from Armagh and the south of Down, about
two centuries ago. These people whose ancestors .were

well-grown, able-bodied, and comely, are now reduced to

an average station of five feet two inches, are pot-bellied,

bow-legged and abortively featured ; and are especially

remarkable for open projecting mouths, with prominent
teeth and exposed gums, their advanced cheek bones and
depressed noses bearing barbarism on their very front.

Within so short a time they seem to have acquired a pro-

gnathous type of skull ; like the natives of Australia ;

—

thus giving such an example of deterioration from known
causes, as almost compensates, by its value to future ages,

for the suffering and debasement which past generations

have endured in perfecting this appalling lesson. It is

marvellous how close is the physical resemblance between
the lowest class of the Irish population and the natives of
Australia as depicted in the voyage of the "Astrolabe."

Although the ancestral types of the two were in all pro-

bability very different, the changes induced by deficiency

of food and social degradation, have tended in a remarka-
ble manner to bring about the same results.*

The races of inferior animals present more striking in-

stances of variation. It is with justice believed that all

varieties of swine descend from the wild boar. Yet those

carried to America by the Spaniards have varied from the

original stock. Those taken to Cubagua became a race

with toes half a span long, and those of Cuba twice the

size of their progenitors. In Norway they are remarka-
ble for length of bone in the hind leg. Large breeds of

them with solid hoofs are found in Hungary and Sweden.
In some the hoof is divided into five clefts. In China
they have large bellies and short legs, at Cape Verd

* Dublin University Magazine xlviii, p. 658. Edin. Review, Oct. 1848,

and Prichard II. 349.
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large curved tusks, in Guinea long ears couched upon the

back. And Blumenbach remarks that the whole differ-

ence between the cranium of the negro and that of the

European is not greater than that between the wild boar
and the domestic swine. : vir^a^.wt;;*.^/^! Ji^ivi

Having dwelt as long as our limits will allow upon the

positive proofs of the identity of the human race, it remains
that we should attempt to answer certain objections which
have arisen in the minds of all who have thoughtfully

considered the facts that have been adduced.
It has been denied that climate, food, and mode of life,

have any effect in producing the varieties of complexion, of

hair, and conformation, which are observable in the fami-

ly of man. It is contended that whatever effects these pro-

duce, are limited to the individuals exposed to their influ-

ence, and are not in any way transmitted from them to their

near or their remote descendants. That in precisely the

same latitudes and circumstances men live of wholly dif-

ferent complexions, whereas if these external causes have
any effect, their influence ought to be uniform upon all. It

is has been alleged, that there has been a permanence ofall

alleged to be wholly unaccountable that beneath the equa-

tor, in S. America and the islands of the Pacific, compara-
tively light coloured races should be found, and dark ones

at the distance of 20°, 30° or 50° from it. And finally, it

the characteristic features, hair, and complexion of men
from the remotest times to which these matters can be

traced. The characteristic differences of complexion are

found exhibited, for example, on the sculptured monu-
ments of Egypt, and the plates Dr. Morton has given of

the heads taken from mummy pits of that country, exhi-

bit the characteristic form, features, and hair of the Ethi-

opian, Jewish, and Pelasgic varieties, which were the same
they now are 2200 years ago. •

L These, it must be admitted, are formidable difficulties

in the way of our hypothesis, and have induced many to

deny the unity of the race, which they have done some-
times, with no little contempt expressed for those who are

so weak, ignorant, prejudiced, or superstitious, as to believe

in so great an absurdity. Some, with a more becoming
reverence for the scriptures, have met the difficulty by re-

ferring it to the direct intervention of the Almighty, who
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in his benevolence, immediately after the flood, adapted

the race, by an extraordinary intervention, to the situa-

tions they were to occupy, originating thus, at that time,

the principal diversities which now exist.* Dr. Murray
has spoken of the coincidence, that both Cuvier and
Prichard have made but three principal typical varieties

of man, and that there were just three branches of the

family of Noah ; Japhet, Shem and Ham.t
For our own part, it has seemed to us, that while the

theory of the common origin of the race from one pair, de-

mands our assent, because it is taught in the divine word,

it also is most accordant with all the facts of history, and
with the physical phenomena our race exhibits. If we sup-

pose typical forms for every variety of man, existing from
the first, there will have to be many originals of the race,

both for all the variations of craniological developement,

and all the variations of stature, or of the osteological

form ; for the various shades of colour, and the different

texture and quality of the hair and beard. There will be
scarcely any end to these original types. There must be
one for every variety of the race. But we do know that

varieties accidental to us, are produced and may be per-

petuated, and ifone, why not all. Ifnew breeds of animals
come into existence by the interference of man, why
may not, in an early age of the world, new varieties

of our own kind have been originated, and under favorable

circumstances been perpetuated. And why may we not

suppose, that in the early period after the flood, when men
were first anew spread over a world, which under the de-

luge underwent great changes, there was a more spe6dy
change effected by natural or providential causes, than
perhaps is occurring now. When the difficulties of chro-

nology shall at length be adjusted, we shall find a suffi-

cient time to have elapsed between the flood and the

building of the pyramids, for these changes to have occur-

red. Having once occurred they seem to have had a gccd
degree of indelibility imposed upon them. Not merely
chmate, food, outward natural causes, but this inward un-
known tendency to produce variations from the common

See Morton's Crania Americania, p. 3.

t Encyclopedia of Geography, by Hugh Murray, h\ R. S, E. I. 263.

'J
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type, we suppose to have concurred in their production.

The comparative isolation of these varieties thus produc-

ed, from other portions of the race, in the dispersion of the

family of man, may have tended to their perpetuation and
to the stamp of permanency they now exhibit. It is not
necessary to suppose that they are now found in all cases

in the locations where they originated. Man is a migrat-

ory animal. War, commerce, famine, adventure, or plea-

sure carry him away from his ancient haunts, and place

him in other circumstances than those in which his pre-

decessors lived. That these changes of clime and manner
of life do in some cases effect physical changes in him we
think is clear. But that his distinctive traits do to a great

extent resist them, when these are once fixed, is also per-

haps equally plain. It is difficult not to believe that the

hard life and cold climate of Lapland have affected the

physical system of its inhabitants, and that the abun-
dance and intelligence ofEngland have shown themselves

in the physical developement of the more prosperous of
her people. As to the great and distinguishing character-

istics of the human races, Mr. Ly ell's remarks, in his Geol-

ogy, respecting the lower animals, seem to us founded in

truth and applicable here, " that a short period of time is

generally suflficient to effect nearly the whole change which
the alteration of external circumstances can bring about
in the habits of a species," that " the alteration in form
and organization is often rapid during a short period, but
when the circumstances are made to vary further, all modi-
fication ceases," " indefinite divergence either in the way of
improvement or deterioration being prevented."

We have now seen that though the races of mankind
are distinguishable by different types, these races are not
so distinct that individuals of each do not approximate or

fully reach the type of the others ; that these types do
not vary from each other more than the forms of the

lower animals vary within the limits of one and the same
species ; that those of the same type differ often in colour

of the skin, eyes, and hair, while those of the same colour

differ in their primitive type ; that accidental varieties

arising within the limits of a species can be propagated
from generation to generation ; that climate, food, manner
of life, culture of mind, co-operating with unknown and se-

#-,
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cret causes of change in the animal economy itself, pro-

duce change of complexion, and conformation ; that all

the varieties of man are fruitful inter 5e, and can perpe-

tuate themselves without known limit, an argument that

they are not hybrids between distinct species but varieties

in one and the same species ; that they agree together in

all their animal economy, as e. g. in the duration of life,

their period of gestation, and the diseases which assail

them, which animals of different species do not ; that they
agree in their psychical characteristics which place them
infinitely above the brutes

;
(while in the analogical traits

found in the brutes, different dispositious are developed in

different species ]) that the analogy of both the vegetable

and animal worla shews that the several species have been
diffused from their own centres ; where the evidence of al-

liance between members of the human family has histor-

cally failed, evidence from similarity of conformation, or

complexion has been found ; where both have been want-
ing, psychical or pathological has been afforded ; and did

our limits allow us to enter upon the wide field ofthe ana-

logy and derivation of languages, a topic we must defer

for a future occasion, a new and valuable source of evi-

dence would be available, to show the affiliation of all the

families of men, and their common descent. The conclu-

sion to which we are brought, by what we fear will be
to our readers a tedious deduction from facts, is what
Adam in the beginning in some measure prophetically

announced, that Eve, " is the mother of all living," and
that God hath made of one blood, race, and lineage, all the

families of men that dwell upon the earth ; that they
therefore are our brethren, and. descending from one and
the same federal head, are under the same condemnation,
from which they are to be delivered by the same economy
of redemption. To the Christian man, national distinc-

tions disappear, in some measure when he looks upon
them as originated by diversity of race, and still more
when he looks upon them in the light of revelation and
the plan of mercy, in which there is neither Greek, nor

Jew, Barbarian nor Scythian, bond nor free.
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i'
The general tone of feeling on this subject in the Bast and

North, was once as bad as it now is at the West ; and the change

of public opinion which has actually abolished militia drills in

some of the New England States, and in all reduced i;'. well

nigh to a nullity, may be traced mainly to the eflforts made by
the friends of peace at a very smad exjjeme. During its first ten

years here, this cause received less than $500 a year, for the

next ten years little more than $1,000 a year, and from its ori-

gin in 1815 to the present hour, hardly $50,000 in all. With an

addition of $ 1 0,000 a year for the last ten years, or $5,000 a

year for twenty years past, we might have diffused over the ris-

ing West, over the whole country, such pacific sentiments as

would, under God, have saved us not only, from this crusade

against Mexico, but from danger of war with any other nation.
'' Now, in what way could five or ten thousand dollars a year,

$100,000 in all, have been spent to better purpose? We dispar-

age no form of charity to the poor or the suffering, no enterprise

of Christian benevolence at home or abroad ; but tell us where
such a sum /las done, or is likely to do, a tenth part of the good
that would have been secured by the prevention of this single

war. The cause of foreign missions is supported at an annual

post to Christendom of some $2,500,000; but can all the mis-

sionaries now among the heathen do good enough in one year, or

twenty years, to counterbalance the manifold evils of this war?
Nine or ten millions are annually expended in our country to

support public worship ; and how many years must all our min-
isters and churches, of every name, with their varied instrumen-

talities, labor to repair in full the injury done by this brief, dis-

tant war, to the spiritual interests of our own people alone?

Nor, besides the boundless sweep of its social, political and mo-
ral evils, is even its waste of property, though the least of all its

calamities, to be entirely overlooked, especially in an argument
touching money. War generally wastes twice as much as it costs

;

but hardly any body expects this war, even if stopped in a month,
to cost ourselves alone less than $150,000,000 in the end, one-

third of which must come from professed Christians, the church-

members of our land. Here is the economy that refused aid to

the cause of peace ;—rather than give five or ten thousand dollars

a year to prevent ail wars, we sacrifice in a single war of two
years twenty thousand times that sum,and one-third of it all from
the pockets of the church. #**###

" Prevention is our grand aim, also our only hope ; and with
adequate means, we cannot doubt the possibility or the moral cer-

tainty of saving our country henceforth from all war. Had this
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cause received for the first ten years here ten thousand dollars a
year instead of four or five hundred, and for the last twenty yearp
thirty thousand a year in place of two or three, it might by thia

time have so far christianized public sentiment through the na-

tion, as well nigh to insure us against war through all coming
time. * ,,..*,,' * *''.')'

^):'['''^rfT^''-
'^' '^:'

" In 1837-8 we were m most imminent danger of a war with
Mexico ; and Ex-President Adams, in a published letter, express-

ly attributed our escape to the timely and efficient efforts made
by peace societies. We were exposed in the course of a few
years to war with England in three instances,—the Canadian
troubles, the North-eastern boundary, and the Oregon dispute

;

and, had public opinion in the two countries been what it was fifty

or even thirty years before, no skill of diplomacy could have
prevented a conflict. The general peace of Europe, -after twen-

ty-two years of war that are supposed to have sacrificed eight or

ten million lives and some forty thousand million dollars in all,

has been preserved nearly thirty-three years, ever since, and only

since, the commencement of efforts in this cause. True, other

influences have, as in all kindred enterprises, conspired in pro-

ducing these results ; but they are as fairly attributable under
God to the cause of peace as the spread of Christianity is to the

missionary cause, or the triumphs of temperance to that cause.

No enterprise, to our knowledge, has ever accomplished more, if

as much, with so small an amount of means ; for all Christen-

dom has thus far given it not more than $150,000, an average of

only four or five thousand dollars a year."

Though it is a sudden transition from the sphere of
figures, somewhat into that of romance, we cannot refrain

from presenting the idea, that a body of peacemakers from
different countries, and especially from the two recently

at war on this continent, might with some effect have
stood in the breach, at the commencement of the war.

At the peril of their lives, if necessary (though the adven-

ture would probably not have involved great peril) they

might have shewn what it is to be soldiers of peace,

whose business it is to die, if required as a testimony,

equally as the soldiers of any other cause. Had this been

fanaticism, then, for once, there had been good in fanati-

cism.

The enterprise of a world-police (so to speak) however
few, armed with the olive-branch alone, to arrest the col-

lision of two armies, or to perish between them, would
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cret causes of change in the animal economy itself, pro-

duce change of complexion, and conformation ; that all

the varieties of man are fruitful inter 5e, and can perpe-

tuate themselves without known limit, an argument that

they are not hybrids between distinct species but varieties

in one and the same species ; that they agree together in

all their animal economy, as e. g. in the duration of life,

their period of gestation, and the diseases which assail

them, which animals of different species do not ; that they
agree in their psychical characteristics which place them
infinitely above the brutes

;
(while in the analogical traits

fdund in the brutes, diflferent dispositions are developed in

different species ]\ that the analogy of both the vegetable

and animal worla shews that the several species have been
diffused from their own centres ; where the evidence of al-

liance between members of the human family has histor-

cally failed, evidence from similarity of conformation, or

complexion has been found ; where both have been want-
ing, psychical or pathological has been afforded ; and did

our limits allow us to enter upon the wide field ofthe ana-

logy and derivation of languages, a topic we must defer

for a future occasion, a new and valuable source of evi-

dence would be available, to show the afiiliation of all the

families of men, and their common descent. The conclu-

sion to which we are brought, by what we fear will be
to our readers a tedious deduction from facts, is what
Adam in the beginning in some measure prophetically

announced, that Eve, " is the mother of all living," and
that God hath made of one blood, race, and lineage, all the

families of men that dwell upon the earth ; that they
therefore are our brethren, and. descending from one and
the same federal head, are under the same condemnation,
from which they are to be delivered by the same economy
of redemption. To the Christian man, national distinc-

tions disappear, in some measure when he looks upon
them as originated by diversity of race, and still more
when he looks upon them in the light of revelation and
the plan of mercy, in which there is neither Greek, nor

Jew, Barbarian nor Scythian, bond nor free.
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ARTICLE I. 1 ; ; ^ ^
ON THE MEANS OP PREVENTING WAR. .

v^ '

An Essay on some of the means by which the evil of
war may be prevented, may be a not inappropriate supple-

ment to the preceding review.* The following enumera-
tion of means contributive to that end, may perhaps cover

the whole ground

:

~. ,,

1. A diffusion of the moral power of Christianity.

2. A direction of the special attention of society to the

effects of war, and to the principles of peace.

3. Peace Societies and Conventions.

4. A Congress of nations.

5. Arbitration—both as an habitual resort, and as the

subject of special treaties.

6. The disarmament of nations.

7. Unfettered commerce.
It is only to a few of these that we at present address

remark ; after which the subject of civil war shall receive

attention.

I. On the subject of Peace Societies, it is but necessary

to exhibit their efliciency. Hear the p'lea of the Ameri-
can Peace Society, in the following extracts from one of
its publications :t

See the Mexican War Reviewed, in the July No,

,

+ A tract entitled, " Shall I |^ve to the cause of Peace V
Vol. III.—No. 2. 22

'-V
J

I
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I' The general tone of feeling on this subject in the East and
North, was once as bad as it now is at the West ; and the change

of public opinion which has actually abolished militia drills in

some of the New England States, and in all reduced it well

nigh to a nullity, may be traced mainly to the eflforts made by
the friends of peace at a very smad exjjen^e. During its first ten

years here, this cause received less than $500 a year, for the

next ten years little more than $1,000 a year, and from its ori-

gin in 18 15 to the present hour, hardly $50,000 in all. With an
addition of $10,000 a year for the last ten years, or $5,000 a

year for twenty years past, we might have diffused over the ris-

ing West, over the whole country, such pacific sentiments as

would, under God, have saved us not only, from this crusade

against Mexico, but from danger of war with any other nation.
'" Now, in what way could five or ten thousand dollars a year,

$100,000 in all, have been spent to better purpose? We dispar-

age no form of charity to the poor or the suffering, no enterprise

of Christian benevolence at home or abroad ; but tell us where
such a sum /ms done, or is likely to do, a tenth part of the good
that would have been secured by the prevention of this single

war. The cause of foreign missions is supported at an annual
cost to Christendom of some $2,500,000 ; but can all the mis-

sionaries now among the heathen do good enough in one year, or

twenty years, to counterbalance the manifold evils of this war?
Nine or ten millions are annually expended in our country to

support public worship ; and How many years must all our min-
isters and churches, of every name, with their varied instrumen-

talities, labor to repair in full the injury done by this brief, dis-

tant war, to the spiritual interests of our own people alone?

Nor, besides the boundless sweep of its social, political and mo-
ral evils, is even its waste of property, though the least of all its

calamities, to be entirely overlooked, especially in an argument
touching money. War generally wastes twice as much as it costs

;

but hardly any body expects this war, even if stopped in a month,
to cost ourselves alone less than $150,000,000 in the end, one-

third of which must come from professed Christians, the church-

members of our land. Here is the economy that refused aid to

the cause of peace ;—rather than give five or ten thousand dollars

a year to prevent ail wars, we sacrifice in a single "War of two
years twenty thousand times that sum,and one-third of it all from
the pockets of the church. #**#*#

" Prevention is our grand aim, also our only hope
; and with

adequate means, we cannot doubt the possibility or the moral cer-

tainty of saving our country henceforth from all war. Had this
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cause received for the first ten years here ten thousand dollars a
year instead of four or five hundred, and for the last twenty years
thirty thousand a year in place of two or three, it might by this

time have so far christianized public sentiment through the na-

tion, as well nigh to insure us against war through all coming
time

''"'-'""*
jU

-.--.,. -^^^T'-. . .<jf-,;..
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" In 1837-8 we were m most imminent danger of a war with

Mexico ; and Ex-President Adams, in a published letter, express-

ly attributed our escape to the timely and efficient efforts made
by peace societies. We were exposed in the course of a few
years to war with England in three instances,—the Canadian
troubles, the North-eastern boundary, and the Oregon dispute;

and, had public opinion in the two countries been what it was fifty

or even thirty years before, no skill of diplomacy could have
prevented a conflict. The general peace of Europe, -after twen-

ty-two years of war that are supposed to have sacrificed eight or

ten million lives and some forty thousand million dollars in all,

has been preserved nearly thirty-three years, ever since, and only

since, the commencement of efforts in this cause. True, other

influences have, as in all kindred enterprises, conspired in pro-

ducing these results ; but they are as fairly attributable under
. God to the cause of peace as the spread of Christianity is to the

missionary cause, or the triumphs of temperance to that cause.

No enterprise, to our knowledge, has ever accomplished more, if

as much, with so small an amount of means ; for all Christen-

dom has thus far given it not more than $150,000, an average of

only four or five thousand dollars a year." . v

Though it is a sudden transition from the sphere of

figures, somewhat into that of romance, we cannot refrain

from presenting the idea, that a body of peacemakers from
different countries, and especially from the two recently

at war on this continent, might with some effect have
stood in the breach, at the commencement of the war.

At the peril of their lives, if necessary (though the adven-

ture would probably not have involved great peril) they

might have shewn what it is to be soldiers of peace,

whose business it is to die, if required as a testimony,

equally as the soldiers of any other cause. Had this been
fanaticism, then, for once, there had been good in fanati-

cism.

The enterprise of a world-police (so to speak) however
few, armed with the olive-branch alone, to arrest the col-

lision of two armies, or to perish between them, would

y
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never have been lost on mankind, particularly the nations

through whose encounter they were rendered martyrs.

Imagine these nations to behold a deputed number of their

own citizens and their foes united, prostrated by the dead-

ly weapons they themselves had sent to that very field

—

slain while taking sweet counsel together, and "in their

death not divided"* illustrating the unity that should have
prevailed, at any sacrifice, between their respective na-

tions ! It would have been found that those who had thus
fallen in the midst of the battle, were mighty beyond
those who had carried arms thiiher. Their blood, like that

of other martyrs, would have watered the seed sown by
them. Their testimony would have been borne over the

hills, and planted on the heights, more swiftly than the

standards of the most rapid conqueror. The demands of

the case, however, imply no such sacrifice. Their mission
could scarcely be a failure, even if, like other sons of light,

of not a more sublime distinction,

"From e£^ch band with speed retired,

Where erst was thickest light, tne angelic throng,

And left large field, unsafe within the wind
Ofsuch commotion."! . /..

::>\K.

But hope as to the result of such an adventure is not
circumscribed within this alternative. Why might not
the parties succeed in preventing the fray, and yet live?

It were no new thing for whole tribes to change their

minds in a day. How speedy was the reception of Chris-

tianity by some nations in Europe. Why then may
there not be hope, that nations professing to be already
christianized^ should be converted rapidly from mutual
slaughter! The day may yet arrive, when opposed armies
may adopt a new method of " conquering a peace," and,
rejecting the sword, be baptized into reconciliation at the

waters of strife. Imagine how such an event would shed
over the scene associations, transcending in romance and
in gladness any that have immortalized the banks of the

Rio Grande

!

But here is a scheme more accordant with the present

spirit of the age:—We hear annually of world-conven-

tions held with reference to objects to which their counsels

2 Sam. i. 23. t Paradise Lost, B. vi.
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are little available, and in countries where there is not the

greatest need of them. But a peace-convention for the

benefit of this whole continent, appears to have been left

for another age. Still less thought has there been of pitch-

ing its tents at Corpus Christi, rendering that spot more
than nominally an ark for the peace-bearing dove. While,
for a considerable period, there has been an alienation of

feeling bettveen this country and Mexico, no efforts have
been made ibr communication with society in Mexico on
the subject of peace principles, though such might have
been made with happy results. .. . ii/^ ;.(:i^ ?vb ! .;<it^n

Societies of the nature we are considering ought not to

lose sight of the evil oi civil war, as one that claims their

laborious attention. In their proper place in this article,

sentiments shall be offered on the means by which it may,
to a great extent, if not altogether, be avoided. At present

we humbly suggest that a mode in which the advocates
of peace may greatly promote the interests of the princi-

ple, is, by the diffusion of such knowledge among the dis-

pensers of civil government throughout the world, as will

correct the views too common among them, as to the man-
ner of preventing the outburst of popular passion. In this

aspect of the duty alluded to, it renders indispensable an
attention to the science of free government. This circum-
stance presents to collateral notice, the danger to which
the interests of this cause will he liable, if its connection
with the pursuit of that science be not perfectly detached
from all other ends than the interests of this particular

cause. If that independence be not carefully maintained,

the advocacy of this cause will be liable to abuse, as a
channel for instilling theories adverse to the systems of
government prevailing in various countries. It is not to

be expected that organizations committing such invasion,

foreign to their object, would receive that confidence
abroad which is essential to their usefulness. Policy is

indeed far from requiring in this connection reserve as to

political predelictions ; nor could there be an observance
of such reserve consistently with the prosecution of the

objects in view. Such a policy would dissociate the know-
ledge of good government from the sphere of usefulness,

the importance of its connection with which is the point

now maintained. The duty of the peace bearers with re-
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ference to civil war is two-fold—on one hand to impress the

popular mind with motives for abstaining from active resist-

ance, to whatever degree right may be their's—on the other

hand, to enlighten governments on the adaptation of consti-

tutions, or of administration, to the character and wants of

their respective people. Were the cause of. peace as well

supported as some others, the society for its promotion might
have ambassadors resident or visitant in every metropolis

throughout the world—selected too from the ablest public

characters, with a provision adequate to the situation as-

signed them, and to the influence sought. Although such
arrangements, if made with reference to countries of which
the governments have not had previous acquaintance with
the movements of the society, would be very likely to ex-

cite suspicion of untoward motives, this would not be the

case, if, during the whole period antecedent to such ar-

rangements, information of all the proceedings of the so-

ciety are regularly forwarded to all accessible govern-

ments, whether designated as civilized or as barbarian.

There can be little doubt that the sound moral system
maintained by such representatives (divested of all politi-

cal intrigue, or expression of party-sympathy—which
would be a disqualification from such office) their know-
ledge of human nature in^ state of political freedom or of

narrow restraint, their philanthropy and feelings of univer-

sal citizenship, would procure such a degree of confidence,

as would invest them, to a very considerable extent, with
the attributes and privileges of universal councillors, upon
national interests. It should be observed, that already
some of the greatest politicians in the world are in the in-

terest of the cause.

II. By a Congress of nations, it has been often propos-

ed to remove the assumed necessity for wars. Without a
diffused inculcation of the principles of peace, there would
be little security for an obedience to' the decrees of such a
body; though unquestionably it would by itself diminish
materially the motives and temptations to engage in war.

The only council of nations now existing, that fulfils in

any degree the objects of such a Congress as is contem-
plated, consists of the jive powers ; and this has rather the

functions of an oligarchy, created by a necessity that may
have been real, or apparent, or assumed—constituted by
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self-election, excluding other nations from participation,

while it exercises a degree of international jurisdiction

over them. Nature and special providence have made
this councili—if it will but apprehend its proper destiny

—

a suitable nucleus for the constitution of a Congress of

nations, over an acquiescent area of jurisdiction. It is to

be regretted that such an end was not sought anterior to

the last French revolution. Had such a plan been enter-

tained and carried into effect, there might have been now
a restrictive moral force over the European nations, which,

as times are, does not exist. It is not while a continent is

shaken, and nations in explosion, and the atmosphere
war, or rumour of war, that a permanent association of the

character we plead for can be formed. When the present

convulsion has subsided, the favorable opportunity will

be again presented. International legislation, based on
the equality of nations, being once commenced, its uni-

versal prevalence, with little exception, may be confident-

ly hoped for. "If (says Kant,) we may indulge the

anticipation, or even conception, of the established supre-

macy of^ universally recognized law, though iis perfect

realization be attainable only by indefinite approximations,

then the idea of perpetual peace, which- shall supersede

what have heretofore been called treaties of peace, but
which are rather terminations of hostilities, is not chimer-
ical, but a problem of which time promises the solution,

within a period to be lepsened no doubt according to the

progress of the human mind."*

The subject of a Congress among the nations for the
solution of their mutual difficulties has received consider-

able attention from individuals ; likewise the requisite

mode of electing, organizing, and investing such a body.

It is probable that little more can be added to the sugges-
tions already published, until an experimental application

of these has been undertaken. That alone can determine
the character of the theories proposed- There is enough
suggested, so far as the administration of justice to nations

is in point ; and on other points, there is sufficient light

for a beginning. How to enforce the decisions of such a
Court—or rather how to discourage effectually a non-com-

* Kant—On perpetual peace.
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pliance with them, is a department of the subject, which
demands all the ability that can be brought to bear upon
it ; the successful exertion of which to a practical end,

would most probably command all the recompense that is

ever yielded to moral or political discoveries. On the

supposition, for example, that the discontinuance of com-
merce with a refractory power, were a measure proposed
to the other powers in the Congress, it were well that

there should be antecedent estimates of the distresses to

which individuals, or companies, or classes, would be lia-

ble in consequence of such a resolution, and the mode in

which compensative channels may be opened to their en-

terprise, permanently or temporarily. Nor should there be
an oversight of the question as to the virtual incentives to

hostility obtaining through such discontinuance of com-
mercial relations; though there would be some security

against that evil, besides a hope for reclaiming the disaffect-

ed power, in the continued recognition of its privilege of re-

presentation in the Congress. These points are named as

of that kind which should especially occupy those who
are qualified for the investigation.

III. Unfettered commerce is among the most important
of the peace-bearing schemes ever devised. That exten-

sive commercial intercoiiyse among nations is favorable

to the maintenance of pacific relations, is but a truism.

But that the less restricted is such intercourse, the more
cemented and the less liable to violation are those rela-

tions, although it is not more questionable, yet the princi-

ple has been hardly yet (practically) invested with the re-

cognized character of a maxim.
Sundry questions are now before the world occupying

the attention of statesmen
;
to whom belongs the exposi-

tion of them to the popular tribunal. And on the deter-

mination of them depend, not indeed the destinies of the

world, but the acceleration of such as are becoming more
and more manifest. One is whether the nations ought
not to be mutually dependant, rather than seek to be in-

pendent of each other. Another is whether, supposing
there be sacrifices incurred by a nation, not ruinous to its

essential interests, in unrestricted or but lightly burdened
commerce, it is or is not preferable to incur them, with a
view, partly to the greater insurance of amicable relations
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with other countries, by strengthening that bond which
is called interest—and partly to the impulse which such

example communicates to other parts of the world, which
are in greater need of such relations for iheir advance-

ment in humanity. Another question is whether, gener-

ally speaking, a nation does really incur internal sacrifi-

ces, in the long run, by the removal of restrictions to com-
merce, even if its liberality be not reciprocated. It is not

within our province or ability to expound these most im-

portant questions, although not without a creed respecting

theuj, anvl a deep interest in them. Besides, remarks on
the present, topic, can, with propriety, be little other than

general on the present occasion.*

With reference to commercial relations generally, and
to the analogous departments of activity, to which confi-

dence and credit are as life-blood, it might seem superflu-

ous to enunciate the self-evident principle, that credit

should be sustained as unimpaired as unavoidable misfor-

tune will permit. But the motive for its repetition, at

present, is rather to impress upon those who maintain in

theory the most liberal views oi international relation the

high place it ought to have in their reflections, and among
the objects of their intent self-application. The scrupulous

maintenance of national credit abroad, in every depart-

ment of business, does not admit of being passed by,

when the ethical aspect of free commerce is before the

Bastiat's work, on Protective Policy, translated by Mrs M'Cord, with
an introduction by Professor Lieber, should be read by every one. The
following remarks of Lord Palmerston are very forcible :

—" Why is the

earth, on which we live, divided into zones and climates'? Why, I ask, do
different countries yield different pioductions, to people experiencing similar

wants'? "Why are they intersected with mighty nvers, the natural high-
ways of nations'? Why are lands, the most distant from each other,

brought almost into contact by the very ocean which seems to divide them 1

Why, sir, it is that man may be dependent upon man. It is that the ex-

change of commodities may be accompanied by the extension and diffusion

of knowledge—by the interchange of mutual benefits, engendering mutual
kind feelings—multiplying and confirming; friendly relations. It is that
commerce may freely go forth, leading civilization with one hand, and peace
with the other, to render mankind happier, wiser, better. Sir, this is the dis-

Sensation of providence—this is the decree of that power which created and
isposes the universe ; but, in the face of it, with arrogant, presumptuous

folly, the dealers in restrictive duties, fly—fettering the inborn energies of
man, and setting up their miserable legislation instead of the great standing
laws of nature,' (Speech in the British House of Commons, on the Com
Laws, Feb. I6th, 1842.)

Vol. Ill

—

^o. 2, 23
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attention. And it is important that that aspect be kept

before the public mind ainiversally ; inasmuch as every

man, though not engaged in commerce as an avocation,

or in agencies having affinity with it, may bear more or

less, by his intersecting influences, on national or local

character, with reference to those very particulars. In the

transactions between governments and private persons,

the principle of repudiation has found place, anaiagous-

ly as in those between individuals. And there can be no
doubt that the peace of nations is, at all times, endanger-
ed,' nor always in an indirect manner, by national or

(what is not badly termed) sectional violation of faith
;

besides the indirect manner in which its stability must be

affected by the diminished negotiations and interests that

have previously insured it.

To the greatest facilities of commercial intercourse,

should be added international encouragements to a social

mingling of the people of different nations ; also, corpo-

rate intercourse between particular classes in one coun-
try, and the corresponding classes in other countries.

—

Among the advantages accruing from such an approxi-

mation of nations, is the knowledge they thus acquire of

one another's civilization, and of its rationale. This is

very effectual towards the expulsion of national prejudice.

He is but a child who passes judgment on nations, with-

out an apprehension of characteristics as otherwise modi-
fied than in his own country ; and these are ill discrimi-

nated, without a capacity for referring them to other

standards than his native one, supposing him to have
grasped any other. It is not an unfrequent speculation,

that increased intercourse between countries tends to les-

sen prejudice, either by making apparent a less diflerence

in their habits, and in the mould of their sentiments, than
as previously believed, or by assimilating them in a great-

er or less degree. The diminution of prejudice is a natu-

ral, perhaps usual effect, but not through an altered im-

pression, which is presumed with as little reason to be a
general consequence of the intercourse, as to be a means
of producing the favorable result.* Whether the differ-

Nothing can be more certain, than that the circumstance of the English
Icmguage beih^ common to Great Britain and to this country, is a cause of

ill impression, m common, to people in both countries, particularly the for-
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ences of the nature in question, be proved by the inter-

course, to be more or less agreeable with prepossession,

is not so much to the point, as an intelligence with regard

to the principle of difference, or the circumstances on
which the difference is based, and the elementary influx

ences, (so far as they are not immoral,) out of which a
spirit of society, other than we are accustomed to, has
b«en formed. When read by these lights, many circum-

stances, inapposite to uninformed prejudice, obtain license

in the court of reason, if not in that of taste. The qual-

ity of an elementary law, or organic influence, in the so-

ciety of a particular region, is of course disputable. But
only in relation to such laws or influences, can that so-

ciety be properly estimated, or even understood.

The drift of the foregoing observations must be obvi-

ous : and it is hoped that, in their suggestive character,

they are not inapplicable to use, for the promotion of

good will amongst mankind.
IV. Civil War has been alluded to in a former part of

this article, as creating a separate department of duty,

the qualifications for which were suggested as worthy of

special consideration. We propose to renew allusion to

it, with a view to a presentment of certain radical causes
of civil war.

Whatever be the form of government and society, sup-'

posing it to be once adapted to the happiness of a people,

it is the duty of those who form the privileged orders, (if

there be any such.) to regard their position as being not

so much a privilege, as a vocation for certain ends.

—

When, therefore, with the progress of time, the popular

intelligence has advanced, and the spirit of the age cor-

respondingly altered, it becomes those whose position or

vocation has been defined by a different state of things,
•

mer. For where a person finds his own language spoken, he is disappoint-

ed at the absence of uniformity, in all other respects, with his own native

habits and customs. Had these two countries a different vernacular, then
greater differences than there are would be looked for. Further, it is both an
advantage and a disadvantage to the English language, that its spirit is in-

tolerant of variation from a prevailing mode of speakino; it. The advan-
tage is, its greater tendency to universalty in a single dialect. The disad-

vantage consists in a narrowness of sentiment, occasioned by it, which does
ill justice to literary or conversational merit, when featured with variatiQQ

produced by foreign birth or remote scenes.
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not to be loth to yield that pre-eminence, to the extent
which accords with the public spirit. It commonly hap-
pens that, when measures of reform are proposed, with a
view to effect a wider distribution of privileges, or to

graduate them more liberally, or to render less unequal
the enjoyment of natural rights, by removing or dimin-
ishing the causes of excess in the inequality, the privi-

leged orders immediately raise the cry of interference

with hereditary rights. Yet these rights were not de-

signed by Supreme Providence for their enjoyment in

any other sense than every one who fulfils his duty in

his proper place, can likewise realize. In what other

legimaie mode can they enjoy their position ? Is it in the

augmented means of self-indulgence? Powers beyond
those possessed by ordinary mortals, were not originally,

and never legitimately—that is, consistently with natural

right and moral propriety, conceded for any 5wcA purpose.

It is simply for a useful end that any peculiar political

order is created by society ; and it is consequently revo-

cable by society, whether on a conviction that it has an-
swered its end, or that it has failed to do so. It is too

commonly argued that historical proof of advantage from
a certain form of constitution, or from sundry circumstan-
tials, is reason for their pe^irpetual continuance. As well
might it be argued, that the best school for the young is

still the most appropriate when maturity has been attain-

ed, as that a people should not have a free constitution

when qualified for the enjoyment of one. The ideal state

of humanity, which will never be quite attained in the pre-

sent dispensation of things, is one in which the most perfect

self-government alone prevails ; though this can never dis-

pense with the need of delegated powers, to concentrate the

popular voice, in that form which is called " government."

And this requires more or less force, according as the mas-
ses are less or more capable of taking care of themselves. In

a country far advanced in civilization, there is little fear of

the masses erring much in their estimate of good govern-

ment, if their views are truly represented. Look at

France—what is the state of public spirit throughout that

country, notwithstanding the extent of insubordination ?

It has had a most marked expression in favor of law and
order. Too many among us do the French people an in-
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justice, by overlooking how sorely tried their energies

have been, in resisting the tempestuous element that has
threatened to submerge all the interests of man in a com-
mon burial. These sevjere trials, the lot of that people in

the first stages of their experiment in self-government,

should enlist the sympathies of mankind in a greater de-

gree, than if there had been no volcanic elements in their

political sphere, boiling evermore in an impenetrable deep.

The conduct of the French nation is entitled to no small

praise. The circumstance that so small a portion of so-

ciety has produced so much turmoil, with comparative

impunity, has grown out of the moderation and unaveng-
ing spirit of the people at large. Had such occurrences

taken place in the United States, it is more than probable

that the people would, in a mass, have risen against the

insurgent community, and, as the condition of their de-

liverance from molestation, would have required their de-

parture, within a given time, to some distant corner of the

land, where they might have governed themselves in any
way they pleased—as Mormons or as Communists—so

long as ihey ceased to disturb the peace of the nation.

—

It was indeed intimated, in some of the foregoing expres-

sions, that the depth of the disorder, in French society, is

not to be probed. This unhappy circumstance renders

the condition of that people, striving with a mighty effort,

to fulfil their duty in the scale of nations—one that ought
to be peculiarly interesting to the philanthropist, or even
to those censors of mankind, whose impatience is not en-

tirely devoid of forbearnce. The state of France, at

this period, is of the most vital importance, in the eyes of

all who are concerned for the peace of mankind. Her
internal condition requires all the attention which the

statesmen and philanthropists of the world can devote to

it.* It would be well if a Legislature, which volunteers

* " The Federalist," a collection of the ablest political papers ever written,
should, at this time, be recommended to the study of incipient republicans.

Lamartine has misapprehended ihedesign of the Senate, in the constitution

of the United States. In a recent speech, on the question of a second
branch of the Legislature for France, he has referred to the mode of consti-

tuting our SenatCj as if this were indicative of a solitary and exclusive idea

in its original institution, namely: the representation oi the federal relation.

But the met that every separate State, in the Union, has taken the precau-
tion to divide its Legislature into two branches, of which the Senate is elec-
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so much aid to the christian religion, as does that of
France, would cease to exclude, as it does, consistent

christians from its own body, by requiring attendance on
the Sabbath, which appears to be their great day for pub-
lic business, when the times are un propitious to a devo-

tion of it to pleasure. " The Sabbath is the sheet-anchor

of religion and good morals. All experience proves it so
;

for France tried to do without it, and plunged at once into

atheism, anarchy, and a sea of vices and crimes. It is

the nurse and guardian of intelligence, and piety, and
virtue, and good order, and general prosperity. It is the

hinge of God's moral government over our world, and the

main-spring or pivot of all the instrumentalities employed
or appointed for the salvation of mankind." A nation

that can dispense with the christian Sabbath, may be pre-

sumed to have made up its mind that God's moral gov-
ernment of the wortd, including of course the blessing of

peace, both domestic and international, can be likewise

dispensed with.t

ted for a much longer period than the Assembly, is no slight exposition of
the primary intention of the ruUionaZ Senate. The adoption of this element

in the constitutions of theseparte States, and in their federal constitution, ap-

pears to have been founded on a conviction that the history of popular
views, for a space varying from one to three or four years, is often a very
different thing from a history of such views, in the same region, for six or

eight years. The mode of election for the national Senate, so as to render

it federal in its representation, was a grand conception. But that such was
not the germ of the institution, will further appear from the following extract

from the Federalist, No. 62, by Mr. Madison :
—" Among the various modes

which might have been devised for constituting this branch of the govern^

ment, that which has been proposed by the convention, is probably the

most congenial with the public opinion. It is recomm«"nded, by the double
advantage, of favoring a select appointment, and of giving to the State gov-
ernments such an agency in the formation ofthe federal government, as must
secure the authority of the former, and may form a convenient link between
the two systems.' Had the adopted mode of constituting this branch,

been otherwise than "congenial with the public opinion," undoubtedly
some other of " the various modes which might have been devised," would
have been adopted. So that the institution of the Senate was not for a fed-

eral end, although its constitution is made to answer that end. Moreover,

the President of the Senate represents no particular State, being appointed

by the people.

t Prizes have been awarded, in England, to Essays on the Sabbath, by
working men. Why do not the religious societ es, in France, make a sim-

ilar call in a land where it is so much needed 1 As, however, statistical

knowledge, on the subject, is probably small there, it might be expedient to

circulate first translations of the English Essays, to familiarize some of the

corresponding classes, in France, with the bearings of the subject.
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* Let us now turn towards England. The English are

a people qualifi ;d for self-government, which, to a great
extent, they already enjoy. They have always had a
greater participation than other monarchists in impelling
the wheels of government. This, of late years, they
have done much more than ever. It has been the wise
policy of the government, notwithstanding resistance from
a portion of the privileged orders, to do comparative jus-

tice to the increasing claims of the people, as regards the

extension of constitutional privilege, and a more compre-
hensive admission to the suffrage. It is in this manner
that the order of things is preserved ; the only occurring

changes being such as harmony requires, though not to

the extent required. Concessions have not usually been
made when first needed, nor until they have become ab-

solutely indispensable. But the statesmen of England
have learnt to apprehend the period when such is the

case. Consequently, were England to be threatened with
such storms as those to which France is subject, the civ-

ilized world may exult in a belief that they would be
weathered—and in a way which, to republicans in this

country, would not appear marvellous. If the popular
form of government were ever to become general, its es-

tablishment in England would be, probably, without the

least bloodshed, when the hour for it might arrive. When
selfgovernment is the tendency of a people, a prematuri-

ty, in its arrival, is occasioned only by neglect to pre-

pare them for it. The change from a monarchy to a re-

public, is more simple than is made to appear through
the war-notes that have so often ushered the transition.

One definition of the change may be this—that the exec-

utive ceases to be the head of an aristocracy, and becomes
the head (^f the people. Nor is it so much a change, in

the form of government, as in the distribution of the pri-

vilege and responsibility of government. So that a gov-
ernment, of which the form is monarchical, may be,

essentially, more republican than one of republican name.
We have intimated how unusual it has been for privi-

leged orders to make concessions to the people, till com-
pulsory necessity interposes. But is it right to wait for

such a crisis? It is the duty of monarchs and aristocrats

to " stand upon their watch, and set them upon the tow-
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er, and watch to see'*—not what is for their individual or

corporate interest, (so regarded,) as being conservative of

their monopolized privilege ; but the improvement of the

people, which it is tiieir mission to further, and that, with a
view to the fitness of the latter for the revocation to the

general mass of that which they themselves are holding

in trust for that mass. The more absolute the discretion

they consider themselves to be armed with, the greater^

their political and moral obligation to think as for the

people, and not as for themselves and their order. If they

continue blind to the truth that j»rivilege is a commis-
sion^ they will find themselves, sooner or later, behind
their age, and be no longer able to lead it. Were it mat-
ter of experience, that the orders of men in question,

evinced a consciousness that such is their mission and
vocation, there would be unfailing general confidence in

them ; and if impatience were manifested, it would be of

a different kind from that by which society is alarmed.

—

It would be the popular aspiration of self-adaptation for

the enjoyment ot the privileges and the exercise of the

responsibilities that await them. If there be a distrust of

the popular tendency, there luay be a no less counter-dis-

trust of the professions of the privileged orders, to be
engaged in seeking the Ujational welfare in their own.—
They must not, like the Jewish Priesthood, consider their

rights invaded, because the continuance of their office,

which was for the nurture of a nation, until its mind has
attained a certain growth, is made a question of. Did
they act on correct views of their destiny, the people
would rarely fail " to esteem them very highly in love for

their works sake, and to be at peace among themselves^*
It would be injustice to the aristocracy of Great Britain

(we exclude that of Ireland from this remark,) to deny
their fulfilment, to a grand extent, of the ends for which
they have been instituted. After their resignation, in due
time, [if such is the appointment by providence.) of the
arena which they have historically ennobled, there will

be, probably, no class of men to whose career history will

pay a more grateful tribute. They do not yet, indeed,
appear to be impressed with the conditions and limits of

1 Thess. V. 13.

t-
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their destiny* But the theory of their appointed end,

which we have ventured lo propound, is an ideal of duly,

which it must be admitted that human contemplation or-

dinarily refuses to embrace, and the consequence to priv-

ileged orders, by the laws both of nature and of special

providence, is repeated alarm fiom the suppressed, but

threatening spirit of mankind, until the final issue, which
is thus rendered too commonly an explosion. And yet

the popular spirit, now become the world-tendency, only
requires, in practice, the substance of the above maxims
as its counterpart, in countries where inequality of politi-

cal privilege, obtains. On the confluence or opposition of

these impulses, it must depend whether the discontinu-

ance of privileged orders will be an acquiescent absorp-

tion of them into that body of mankind, which they have
contributed to prepare for these solutions of natural and
providential dispensation—or whether it shall be there-
suit only of national convulsions ; their failure to antici-

pate which indicates either the immaturity or dotage of

their institution. The fulfilment, by any order of men,
in times past, of a purpose gradually expiring, is no ar-

gument for its perpetuation. To maintain that whatever
is venerable with the hoar of centuries, ought never to be
brought to a close in the world, is equivalent to denying
the decree of cessation, or of change in the form of exis-

tence, to all organizations, even to contending against the

dispensation of " a new heaven, and a new earth."

Among the points comprehended in the general ques-
tion of internal national peace, is an exaggerated inequal-

ity in the distribution of land m some countries. Imagine
but two families in a region, typical of the two great

divisions of rich and poor, and that which has first occu*
pied claiming the whole, assigning to the other a cave or

a cellar, to the limits of which it dutifully submits. Can
the increase of this family be bounded by such an allot-

ment? How is it then with what is called an over-popu-
lated country, but which only means that there is a part

of the population confined to a spot which can scarcely

contain it? Does not the nature of things require that the

existing principles of allotment shall sooner or later un-
dergo a change? "The earth is the Lord's, and the fulness

thereof." If the original man was to " multiply, and re

Vol. III.—No. 2. 24
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plenish" it, his progeny was, like himself, to have it for a
residence, and each individual to have a share in its do-
minion, though " in the sweat of his face he should eat

bread." If there be a portion of mankind for whom there

is not space sufficient to enable them by the sweat of
their face to eat bread, in their own land, legislation is de-

manded
; not indeed for the spoliation of any party, but

either to withdraw the obnoxious legalized principle of
agricultural distribution, or, if it be prevalent without legis-

lative enforcement, to provide against its continuance ; un-
less the government can immediately convey the destitute

to another soil where the sources of comfort and happi-

ness are open to honest industry ; that is, supposing it

justifiable to present that alternative, if a remedy to the

domestic evil is otherwise impracticable. No social evil is

more liable than this to ultimate retribution, though in a
longer run than in the case of others. And it is certain

that, but for the ill provision of a vast portion of the hu-
man race, wars, both foreign and civil, and rumours of
their approach, would find less encouragement on the earth

—owing to a diminution of the suggested expediency for

them, and ofprovocation or other incentive to them—owing
also to the enhancement of every impulse to their avoidance,

as contained in the homestead and its associations, in an
increased estimate of life, time, property, and every appen-
dage to which the idea of sacrifice can be attached.

Some notice should be taken of the form which, in con-

federated republics such as the United States, provocation

to civil war would be most likely to assume. These States

maintaining, as to their internal economy, a perfect inde-

pendence of each other, it is essential to general security

that no intrusion be menaced on the prerogative of any.

A truism as this is abstractedly, it is nevertheless one of
those political rudiments that we do well to put one ano-

ther in mind of The observance or otherwise of this con-

stitutional tie—and the more independent internally we
regard each other, the closer the bond—will be of incalcu-

lable eflect on the repute of our federal system through-

out the world, inasmuch as there is an exhibition hereby
of the unlimited extent to which nations may be united

by such a tie. without endangering the security of their

internal institutions, through that difference in their modes
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of thought, which is created by variety in ch'mate, and
historical or other associations. Their reciprocal inde-

{)endence should be such as to prevent all liability to col-

ision, respecting local institutions and locally affected in-

terests. They should be, in this resj^ect, as a cluster of
trees, which, though combining to produce a shade, do
nevertheless, "shun each others shade,"* when agiiated,

and thus avoid that entanglement and confusion which
might result in disaster to them all. It is only thus

that they can grow together, enjoy the same sunshine, and
resist the same storms.t If a comprehensive republic,

constituted on such a basis, and governed consistently

with it, should not endure for ages, it would be because it

is too good a system to last long, in a world which has \

evinced so much predilection for discord and usurpation

—

too great a blessing for man's perversity to allow it a long

residence on the earth. - : ^i?^ -.» ^i>h^

As to cases of oppression, in which the parties govern-

ed feel it a duty to make resistance, the views of an ano-

nymous female writer are very appropriate and forcible :—

•

"The event of a battle is always doubtful ; but the oppo-

sition of steady persevering non-compliance, no victory v

lean subdue. No man can be literally compelled to obey*
the commands of another. Would any rultu* attempt to -

invade the liberties of a nation, when he was perfectly^

assured that all his efforts would be unavailing in produc-

ing obedience to his decree, and that, after baffling the

last resources of tyranny, resolution would remain as im-
moveable as at the beginning of the contest? It would be
like attempting with a knife to cut against the solid rock.

Physical resistance is the clash of opposing lances in the

tilt yard, where it is an even chance which shall first shi-

ver the other to pieces. Hampden did more for the liber-

ties of his country, when he stedfastly refused to submit
to the illegal imposition of twenty shillings, than when he

* Pop^-
t This illustration may be profitably amplified. Corruption in a limb of

the constitution of one, must be left by the others to be cast off by its own
internally prevailing life. The others are not likely to better it by an entan-
gling interference to wrench oflf the morbid appendage or objectionable fea-

ture ; in doing which, they may destroy their neighbor and mar themselves.
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took up arms in defence of those liberties. And if all En-
glishmen had been like Hampden, there would have been
no Charles to tyrannize, no Cromwell to usurp.''*

The observations submitted as above, on some of the

means by which civil wars may be prevented, will render

more apparent to the friends of peace, the importance of

attention to the modes in which liberal principles of go-

vernment may be recommended with effect, in cases where
public security is involved in such questions. ;n.*>^-

Assuming that the prevailing sentiment of a nation is

opposed to war, unless there be a necessity for engaging
in it—which is the ground professed to be taken by all the

civilized world—is it not clear that the compulsion of

honour is neutralized by resigning the protection of that

honour to a court of nations ff Is not even a prejudicial

arbitration more than compensated by- the avoidance of

those manifold evils, for which the strongest sense of right

in a dispute cannot atone to a correct moral sentiment, or

to those whose lives or comfort for hfe, or whose interests

and feelings are sacrificed. If these points be conceded,
how can any nation hesitate to aim its mightiest moral

^

efforts at procuring the concurrence of other nations, in a
'

scheme by which national complaints may be redicssed,

and the motives for wa^r superseded, if not extinguished?
Independently of the result of such efforts, should a nation

fail of success in her appeal to others, would that be a
reasonable ground of discouragement from the pursuit of

the same end by a solitary renunciation ofwar? What a
glorious example would be the public renunciation of the

principle and practice of war, by any nation of character!

Who could impugn her honour, in the spirit of the present

age, when only an example is required—one, involving

not so much forbearance, as moral courage ? There is no
slight analogy between the hesitation of a nation to risk

its repute for warlike courage, and that/ormer/y of an in-

dividual to face the frown of a society in which the prin-

From a Peace tract,

t Even the private duellist does not consider his honour to be quite safe in

his own hanas. He commits it to another party, in plenary confidence.

Nor is the position of this party so analagous to that ot an advocate, as to

that of an arbitrator.
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ciples of false honour prevailed. Of the liaftier

instance of moral triumph, publicly exhibited, has aided

in laising a battlement for the protection of public virtue.

And why may not the example of a nation, particularly

one that can shew her scars, be of like moral effect in the
community of nations? What nation of any character

would assail her? It might be doubted if a nation of no
character would do so, inasmuch as all value a repute for

morality when it has the name of chivalry—to which re-

pute such a movement would be fatal, as in a case of ag-
gression on an individual the reverse of combative. Fur-
ther, as' the prevalent idea of the expediency of increasing

territorial possessions and other sources of power, would
have less scope for its entertainment, if war were renounc-

ed, so every nation would be more content with its pos-

sessions. Nor would the ebullitions ofjealousy be so much
intruded, when one State becomes annexed to another
for participation in the advantages of a better government
afforded by the latter : the motives for confederation would
incur less suspicion ; federal relations would be establish-

ed With less hesitation at home and objection abroad,

when mutually beneficial : and there would be less ob-

struction to the formation of separate States out of large

territories, where the inhabitants prefer being independent
of the government to which they have been subject. If

such prospects be Utopian, it can only be so in case man-
kind at large are incapable of any considerable moral ele-

vation.

In as far as special appeal is invited by the occasion,

we have more to say of course to our own United States.

The idea of " manifest destiny," which many as seriously

check as others encourage, we adopt with as much enthu-
siasm as any—actively as to our national duty to advance
the good of mankind at large—passively as to our acqui-

sitions, which depend honorably as much on the will of
others, independent of us, as on our own. This nation

has but to let events take their course ; and if she fulfils

the claims of universal humanity upon her, without im-
posing self-aggrandizing movements on herself, her sha-

dow will be sought after. If she predicts the destiny of
other lands to be her possession, why precipitate the
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event ? ^^ He that beiieveth shall not make haste.*'* Again,

whatever nations we anticipate as our own, the more we
do for their advancement, the more plastic to our influ-

ence are they rendered. And it might well operate as a
motive to national effort for the universal benefaction of

the human race, that we know not how much of it is one

day to be our's ; for it is important to our interest, that

such accessions should be in the most improved condition

that can be attained hy them in the interval.

Let our policy be that oi accomplishing our mission in

the cause of human melioration ; and if, after proof of
this, new States are given to us, they are our reward.

But we prejudice results by anticipating the providence

that would have invested them with a voluntary charac-

ter. Whatever ambition may be able to effect out of due
course, it will hasten no acquisition that is to be real and
permanent enjoyment. The supposition of it is at all

events unhistorical. In all our acquisitions, the character

of the circumstances through which they have come into

our possession should be heedfully scrutinized. If it be
matter of necessity that they shall fall to us, as it were in

spite of ourselves, we cannot do better than insist, so far

as we can, on the mould which the circumstances of our
possession shall exhibit—their moral characteristics at

least, over which we have ^ome control. No disadvantages
need then be apprehended from the enlargement of domi-
nion. There will be little danger of unwieldiness, when
the appendages are acquiescent, like naturally developed
members, and not like fragments pieced on with a cement
of gore, ever subject to the necessity of renewal.

In awaiting with dignified patience the developement
of the grand destinies that seem to await our nation, if

not prematurely interferred with, it is incumbent on the
people, and not less essential to their happiness, to be
guarded against the temptations held out to the inferior

side of their national character, which, in every nation, is

with difficulty counterbalanced by the better side of it

—

* Is. xxviii, 16.—There is a reported expression ofRothschild, when asked
why a portion of the wealth of his tribe was not appropriated to the pur-
chase of Palestine. " Why purchase, (said he) that which is given to us
to possess in due time 1"
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lestil be drawn out to the fulfilment of much more than
they would wish to see on historical record. To wound
one neighbour, and to minister balm to another, lo bless

one and hurt another—whether in public or in private life,

in national or individual conduct—spoils the good, and
atones not for the evil. Even the nation that does the
most for civilization, should look to it, lest she be found to

have the most blood-guiltiness in her trail. ;; ;'* /^^^

The matter of the foregoing observations, though ad-
dressed especially to the United States, would be, it is

trusted, not an unsuitable offering to the people of every
nation under heaven, to whom it were more acceptably
presented. Our desires should be far from circumscribed
to the glories of the career of our own country. We
should desire to see all nations in the enjoyment of the

same triumphs, by enlisting in the same cause, which is

ndeed their calling

—

the pacific melioration of mankind,
at whatever cost. ..,..,. ...,^^>.

Some of the principles here maintained, shall be briefly

applied in a single, and we know not how remote, refer-

ence, f England is expected in the East."* Let her go,

wherever invited. Or, if determined to go at all events,

let her leave sword and spear,t taking with her the plough-
share and the pruning hook, in which she excels even
more than in the other weapons. And if that will not

secure at least an equal welcome from the natives, it will

be evidence sufficient, that she has misapprehended either

the field of her mission, or the period for its undertaking.

Where it is written—"There go the ships," &,c., it is ad-
ded " These wait all upon thee." And one might as
reasonably burden the sacred song with the contempla-
tion of fetters for a slave coast,t as with that of weapons

Warburton

—

T%e Crescent and the Cross. See also, in Coleridge's JFViend,

a letter from an American officer.

t We were not a little surprised and disappointed, that Mr. Tupper, in
his proposed national anthem for Liberia, should have used such expres-

sions as,
'* Come with the trumpet, the sword and the spear,
'* For love of liberty brought us here."

i The correspondence of Mr, Wise, the American Minister at Rio, with
the British government, concerns every EngUshman and American ; as it

exposes the extent to which American vessels, with British cargoes, are

sent on expeditions to barter for slaves.
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for destruction. On England's next return, in triumph,
from the scenes alluded to, it is devoutly to be wished,
that none of her spoils would bear, as formerly, the in-

scription—" Captured by the British army in Egypt."*
In connection with this reference, it might be inquired

of France, wrhether her prospects of being made at home
in the East, have been advanced by the nature of the arms
she sent across the Mediterranean

—

conceding the pro-

priety of the mission, and the appropriate period for the
enterprise. Has she not raised a barrier of steel to her
own progress ? Does any one doubt that William Penn
would have made his way thither, in less time and with
less sacrifice, than it will cost her^ should the least suc-

cess attend her ?

To return to this country—the associations with its

apparent destiny—^possessed as it is by a branch of the

Anglo-Saxon race, are such as to render important an
allusion to circumstances that might threaten its progress

with a drag. Notwithstanding the vast accessions to its

* This is all the history that is appended to that celebrated atUique, the

Rosetta Stone, in the British museum. From the circumstance that the

presents there deposited, are commonly acknowledged, one might, in the

absence of better mformation, suppose that this had not been prei^ented, as

it was by the Turish government, but had been, without scruple, taken from
the land of an ally, after being Raptured from the foe of the latter. It is

mentioned, however, in Bonomi and Arnudell's Gal. Antiq. Brit. Mus.
that "by the fortune of War, and the presen'ation of the 1 urks (it> came
into the possesion of the British government." Also, Long(£fiyp. Antiq.)

refers the British claim to Article 16 of the Convention of /Alexandria.

—

The extent to which morale is here involved, is simply this—that the mili-

tary aspect of the transaction, is considered as solely entitled to considera-

tion, to the exclusion of the legitimate mode in which the trei sure was ac-

quired, and the courtesy of the former proprietors as if this was mere form,

and as if, in the vl et arrtiis^ all was contained that could be presumed to in-

terest the reader. Previously to the information imparted by the above
named authors, the satisfaction of the present writer, as to the unexcep-
tionable character of the circumstances of possession in question, could

only consist of an inference from the scrupulous deportment of the British

government, with reference to points of this kind, of which the investiga-

tion by the committee on the Elgin Marbles, is a strong proof The circum-

stance which is the subject of this note, though a small matter in itself, is

in keeping with that disposition in the English, often noticed by foreign-

ers, as striking at first sight, and in little congruity with their great pre-em-

inence in the arts of peace—to give the greatest prominence to naval and
military distinction, as proved by the comparatively fewer memorials "erec-

ted at the public expense" to those who have advanced their country in other

departments.
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population from other countries, the Anglo-Saxon is far

more than the merely prevailing element among those of
which the nation is composed ; for it assimilates and na-
tionalizes the others. Considering the high calling of the
race, the admixture of others with it, to the present ex-
tent, on this continent, is not unlike an election of them
by providential favor to engraftment with it. An abuse
of this privilege is occasionally threatened by portions of
the grafted population having designs extraneous to the
country and its interests, and at variance with its histori-

cal spirit. If it be not in the power of the rest to deter

them froni intervention with the political difficulties in

their native land, which they are presumed by their pre-

sent citizenship to have resigned a personal connection
with, it is at all events not the interest, any more than it

is consistent with the ix)liiical and moral principles of the

rest, to be drawn in any degree into a compromise of
their national stand-point and their whole foreign }K)licy,

for the gratification of that party. This allusion is obvi-

ously to the efforts occasionally made for interesting the

people of this country in the affairs of Ireland, to a far

greater degree than they were ever invited to interest

themselves in those of France. Yet the French element,

in our population, is unquestionably more involved in our
commercial and other international ties. It is, perhaps,

the less participation of the Irish class in those interests,

that renders their proceedings thus independent of the

consideration of them. It is natural for a man to sympa-
thize with his native land, particularly if he is well ac-

quainted with the history of its trials.* But it is no
indication of his regard for the land he has adopted, if

* Aside from the merits of the controversy, between Ireland and England,

the great difference in temperament between the people of the two nations

—

exceeding as it does even the diiference that might have been looked for had
they been distant in geographical latitude—would sufficiently account for

the incessant broils they have, while subject to the same legislation ; even

as individuals that vary greatly in that respect, rarely comprehend each

other's impulses, or do one another justice, and cannot be reconciled to the

same social restrictions. The establishment of their separate sovereignty,

but in federal union, is all that can keep them in domestic peace. Thus re-

lated, it would matter little how their modes of thought differed, so long as

they would let one another alone. Such an order of things does not inter-

fere with the question as to the character of the federal executive office,

whether it be monarchical or otherwise.

Vol. III.—No. 2. 26
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he proposes a compromise of its interests and principles

to the passions he has brought with him, though they

may be enlisted in a good cause. Even another and
very different description of persons, the advocates of

universal peace, would not be warranted in the promotion

of that cause, did it tend to throw back, in their own
country, the interests of humanity. Inasmuch as the

Irish question has put forth claims to American sympa-
thy, it is but just to raise a collateral question of reason^

that nullifies its pretensions. It onght not to be lost sight

of, that there is admixed with this question the idea of an
anti-Saxon movement. The drift of this allusion is

not to the circumstance of an Anglo-Saxon country,

(England,) being the object of this movement, as if such
a circumstance should affect the bearing of a just and
unobstrusive sympathy ; far from it. But where the sym-
pathy is called upon to assume a different character, to

subject itself to indefinite demand upon its activity, it is

no appeal to prejudice, although a caution against dan-
gerous prepossession, to suggest the tendencies, immedi-
ate or remote, of the sympathy invoked. The tendency
of the whole scheme of excitement, is to animate the im-
pulses of one-half of the Anglo Saxon race, now in the

world, into a not inactive interest in the domestic insecur-

ity of the other. But t^e prospects of the entire race,

and of the world likewise, can ill afford that loss in pro-

gress, which may result from any abatement of the ener-

gies of either branch ; and if those of the one are of di-

minished power or compass, through the opposition of
forces impelled by the other, those of the latter are ill

spent, to say the very least. It is not, indeed, in any
combination^ but in the obsevvance of the most perfect

political independence of one another, that the mission of
the two branches of this race will be best fulfilled. But
that very independence is molested and tampered with, if

the parties who are forming projects of intrusion upon
the internal peace of the one, have a disproportionate
share of moral influence conceded to them in the oiher.

The naturalized parties alluded to, are of course una-
ware how prejudicial are the movements under objection,

to their own national interests as Americans^ which is all

that they have any right to call 4hemselves.
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'< A word or two may be added on the advantage, nega-
tive as it is, of the invidious considerations which have
attended the intercourse of England and the United
States—circumstances not immaterial in quahfying the
good understanding between these two nations. Whether
we may or may not assume that they have outgrown the
likelihood of war with one another, or that the repug-
nance of national sentiment, in both countries, to such an
event, is a more than ordinary security against its oc-

currence ; the usefulness of their mutual petty feelings

to the interests of the world, consists in the prevention of
certain enteintes which might otherwise be anticipated

from their affinity. A comparison of this observation,

with some that have gone before, if superficially regard-

ed, may seem to create a paradox. Its reference is rather

to the prematurity of such enteintes—that is, their exis-

tence, before the tone of international morality shall have
become such as to preclude the idea of their combination to

molest the independence of other nations. However they
might pride themselves on their aversion to war, and
however influenced by a sincere desire to undertake a
joint niission to advance the civilization of the world m
the most pacific modes, it is too probable that self-gratifi-

cation would be the predominant impulse. At all events

it is a mission with which they can hardly be yet entrus-

ted. Until their governments shall abandon, on princi-

ple, the prevailing doctrines on the subject of war, they
will be scarcely fit, either of them, for the enjoyment of

power, the double of that which already each of them
possesses. There is no doubt as to their extending civil-

ization, under such circumstances, with a vastly augment-
ed influence. But whether they would undertake it in

any other mode than that which has been hitherto usual

among nations, may well be questioned. There can be

no danger of misapprehension of the allusion to circum-

stances invidious in their nature
;
inasmuch as the remark

contains nothing recommendatory or congratulatory as

touching those circumstances, but simply an explanation

of their providential use. There is, indeed, an obvious

limit to the utility, or even harmlessness, of an invidious

countenance, in either nation, towards the other. There
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has been much complaint, in this country, of English

travellers traducing it—a practice which cannot gam
upon the better feelings of any people. True it is that

various States, in the Union, do sometimes speak as pre-

judicially of ojie another as foreigners ever speak of the

entire country ; for differences in latitude affect the mod-

ifications of taste in a much greater degree than those of

longitude—oihei circumstances being eqnal. BiU vari-

ance in tastes, and even jealousies, between different sec-

tions of the same country, are not intolerable evils, so

long as there is room for them on the same platform.

—

But a national practice of disparaging another country, is

very unfavorable to pacific prospects, however indirect

and remote may be the effects from it. Those who con-

duct the press of a country, since they are always regard-

ed, in other countries, as representing its spirit, should

never fail to bear this in mind, characterized, as the press

too often is, with a reckless impolicy.*

There would be more security for a cloudless prospect,

had Englana no possessions on this side of the Atlantic.

These, all together, are not now worth, to her, the cost of

a war (if ever there should be one) to protect them, even
were the greatest success to attend her arms. The north-

ern colonies have outgrown their state of pupilage, and
can only, in a state of independence, make those returns

to the mother country, on account of which their exist-

ence is of any consideration to her. As regards the Brit-

ish West Indies, the career of the Anglo-Saxon, on his

own account, is there manifestly closed. A new crisis in

the history of his mission to the African might be hast-

ened, and appears to be the only substitute for the stag-

nation that now fills every department of life in those

* There was anoccasioji, about the year 1842, on which the British and
French nations were much incensed against each other. Sir Robert Peel,

then prime Minister, remarked in Parhament, on the grand moral spectacle,

then presented to the world, m which, while the press in both countries was
doin^ its best to precipitate war, the two illustrious chieftains, then contem-
poraries in political ascendancy, as formerly they had been in military com-
mand, ^Wellington and Souit,) were using their utmost efforts, each to con-
ciliate the opposite country, and to pacify his own. The observations
(which it would have been preferable to quote literally, were they accessible

to more than imperfect recollection,) were circulated in several French and
American journals.
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colonies.* Their independence, or quasi independence,
under the administraiion of a Colonization or African so-

ciety, on one or both sides of the Atlantic, might be
guarantied by all nations. Their special protection might
be provided for by treaty, including provisions expressly
intended for observance in time of war. In the devotion

of those scenes to a philanthropic experiment, there

would be no scope for international jealousy ; at the same
time, it is their legitimate destiny. It will be a day of
the highest interest to humanity, and the commencement
of an important era, in the reign of providence, when the

last remains of possibly attractive grounds for collision

are removed, between powers whose associate mission is

so strongly apparent.

Nor has yet been mentioned that which may be sur-

mised as to the effect of temptations or provocations

offered to the weak side of the American character.

—

Should there be ever again a collision between this na-

tion and one which, in power, may compare with it, let

the world, and still more, let ourselves, be prepared for the

dire consequences ! It is to be apprehended that such a
martial spirit would take hold of our people, as would be
long before it could subside. An immense portion of our
population, conscious of the facilities for their adaptation,

on very short summons, to the most arduous enierprises,

would (we dread the thought !) sacrifice probably every
consideration to that of military glory. The profession of
arms can too easily become every man's profession here,

to allow a hope of the early termination of a war, in

which the utmost strength and spirit of the nation were
diawn out. With anything rather than "flattering unc-
tion," should we feel imbued, at the contemplation of such
a state of things ! Besides that a military republic ever

ends in despotism—how vitally, if not fatally, would all

the arts of peace, the cultivation of every virtue, the sour-

ces of domestic and social enjoyment, and every other

blessing, be then affected, even in the soil where they
have taken root deeply, and which is the home of every
element of happiness !

* The present proprietry class, who are ready to abandon at least the

island of Jamaica, would be as glad to receive, as they would be (and are

even now) entitled to, compensation on yielding up their lands.
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.And now a word to Mexico. Let her sons "talk no
more so exceeding proudly,"* as to military pretensions

;

but let them, influenced by generous woman, and by
sunny climes, aspire to become the Troubadours of

peace. This is the only chance now remaining to them
for national distinction. To the women of Mexico, there

remains but this step to crown the character that awaits

thern in history, namely, to cherish this association, and
to foster it in their countrymen. An exertion of such in-

fluence would be the best commentary on woman's mis-

sion, that the world has seen—always excepting that pre-

sented by the " company of women,"! who followed to

his cross the Prince of Peace. If in your sphere, women
of Mexico, you are " to time, as stars to night,''t your
course is determined on, and the decree is gone forth, that

your mission shall not fail

!

In conclusion ;—We have set before mankind no Uto-
pian prospects as the promised reward for abjuring war

—

none other than they can substantiate, if they will but
commence the project of attaining them. Our ardent
hope is that a republic will be the first to adopt measures
avowedly for that end, and thus evince to the world how
a self-governing people can anticipate others in the race of
civilization. But rather than that it should be delayed,

let the glory of so doings be yielded to the most absolute

sovereign. Sooner, indeed, than behold this movement
retarded, lest civilization should lose the credit of it, glad-

ly should we receive the lesson from the most unenlighten-

ed tribe that a missionary ray ever penetrated.il There

* 1 Sam. i. 3. t Luke, xxiii. '27. X Pollok.
II The Rev. James Long, Missionary of the Church of England in Calcut-

ta, bears this testimony ;

—" I have seen the benefits conferred by the Peace
Society, both at home and abroad ; and I regard it as eminently calculated to

promote the glory of God, and the good of men. I rejoice to have an oppor-
tunity of co-operating, as a clergyman of the English Church, in the designs
of so noble and excellent a Society. I have labored among the Hindoos for

eight years^ a large number of whom have renounced idolatry, and are fully

acquainted with English literature ; but t/ieir greatest objection to the reception

of Ckristianity is the warlike spirit manifested by those who profess it. They
read the history of England, and then tell us, " You say that Jesus Christ
taught his disciples to love their enemies ; but we find that you English
Christians have been engaged for hundreds of years in killing the French,

and other nations ! Your history abounds with scenes of blood, which are

approved of by your best and even your religious writers, while your clergy

offer thanks to Uod, as ifhe were a God of blood, like our Kale, when you
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is hope for the world, both civilized and barbarian. Not-
withstanding the backwardness of each, an estimate of

universal peace^is abroad, adequate to encourage a very-

great cofifidence in the effect of a single national example
of the nature we plead for—the abjuration of war. Grate-

fully, as we believe^ would the tidings of such an
event fall on the ear of a vast portion of mankind, in all

lands. Whether we set or follow the example, the ad-

vantage to our representatives, everywhere, commercial,
political and religious, when able to tell it abroad that no
wars are waged by their countrymen, would surpass the

most glowing descriptions of national success in any past

enterprises ; and the moral effect would be but feebly

symbolized by the transmutation of steel into gold. Glo-

rious things await such a nation in the prospective history

of the human race. If internal peace is maintained by
her consistently with her external banner, both the wise
and the rich of the earth will, in greater and greater num-
bers, " bring their glory and honour into her."* Her con-

verse with other nations will disperse the flowers of good-
will " beside all waters"t—a circling tie more soft, yet not

less strong, than that " golden chain" in which " generous
commerce binds the nations."1: The picturesque distribu-

tions of society by Providence, have certainly no less

claim than the disposition of the natural world, to be ac-

counted as the pattern of a more excellent economy. For
eminence in eternal fame will be the endless reflection of
moral light from the associated past and present. And as

the works of individuals accompany them from the pre-

sent stage of being, yea, have recorded themselves forever,

it cannot be otherwise with nations. Their past is inex-

tinguishable. A memorial is engraven forever of the part

which they have had in the elevation or depression of the

human race. " Rahab and Babylon, Philistia, and Tyre

;

gam a battle." They say, moreover, that since England put her foot in In-

dia, a century ago, there has been nothing but war ; and I am sorry to say
I cannot contradict them. This objection to the reception of Christianity is

the most xlifficult to answer of any I have to deal with. I have for twelve years

been advocating the principles of this Society; and as long as I have breath

and strength, I will continue to advocate them."
* Rev. xxii, 24. t Isaiah, xxxii, 20,

X" • Generous commerce binds

The round of nations in her golden chain."

—

Thompson.
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with Ethiopia"—are thev not to be "made mention of?"

Let us not doubt, then, of this sequel to our country's his-

tory, whether to its glory or to its shanje. Nor let us

cease to contemplate that a nation which willcuftivatein

itself a type of the City of Peace, it will be a future de-

light to call our own in the days of a renovated world
;

for it will be commemorated that " this and that man was
born in her !"*

•SCX \ ' C.Pi Û-T'T' ARTICLE II.
:, ;v''

*' Christian Principle in relation to Mental Cul-
ture." A discourse to the graduating class of WeS'
leyan University, {Conn.) July, 1848. By the Rev.
Stephen Olin, D. D.

The above discourse has been recently published in the

form of a volume, and as we believe the truths which it

enforces to be of the highest importance to students of

theology and ministers of the Gospel, we would call the

attention of the reader to the subject of which it treats.

We are truly gratified x6 be able to state that a produc-

tion of this stamp, and on this subject, has emanated from
such a source : 1st. because it is a virtual acknowledg-
ment, on the part of a denomination that did not formerly

set a very high value on education, of the importance of

giving to candidates for the ministry all the advantages
of a full course of literary and theological instruction

;

2d. because it is evident that the author himself has been
governed by the principles which he recommends, and
for this reason he is capable of delineating their legitimate

influence on the mental powers. We would fain hope
that the full force of the truths which are illustrated and
enforced in this little volume, is appreciated and felt by
all students whose minds have been enlightened with
divine wisdom. At the same time, however, it is to be

feared that, like all truths of a moral nature, they are

Ps. Ixxxvii, 5.

1
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questioned by many who have never thoroughly investi-

gated them. Even pious and devout students may forget

that " Christian is the highest style of man," and may be
tempted, like Nehemiah, to desist from the work in which
they are engaged, or to prosecute it from unworthy and
unscriptural motives. Possessing, as we do, the power of
comparing modern and ancient literature, we cannot fail

to discover the exalted and superior character of the in-

centives and motives which the christian religion has fur-

nished for the cultivation and refinement of the human
intellect. Whoever stands on the peak of a lofty moun-
tain, should not look merely at the gold which the morn-
ing sun showers on the earth or pours at his feet, but he
should also, sometimes, look into the deep valley where
the shadows still rest, that he may realize that the sun is

indeed a sun. It is right for the philosopher of this cen-

tury to cast a retrospective glance at the exploded dogmas
of a less liberal age, that he may duly appreciate the rapid

advancement of the science to which he has devoted the

health and vigor of his mind. He will soon perceive

that philosophy, modified and improved by the genius

and untiring labors of Bacon, has risen from a region of

inferior grade to a state of comparative perfection. It is

proper for the fearless mariner to recur to the lime when
vessels were compelled to coast along the shore, and when
a voyage of three hundred miles, across a lake, was suf-

ficient to astonish the gods themselves. Not till then will

he be sensible, in a proper degree, of the important uses

of the compass—the sailor's guide and friend. The nee-

dle, ever faithful to the pole, will correctly indicate the

direction in which the vessel is sailing, though the sun
were totally eclipsed, or the heavens clothed in the sable

garments of night. It is important and salutary for the

divine, from the kingdom of light, to cast forth a glance

over the dark stage where men have played their part in

lonely gloom, without a Saviour, without a God. In this

way he is speedily convinced that man, in his fallen state,

is a complication ol intellectual and moral ailments that

are at war with one another, and with God. Sin has
disturbed and confounded the harmony that once existed

;

it has, to such an extent, deranged man's intellectual and
moral system, that he has lost sight of the great end of

Vol. hi.—No. 2. 26
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his existence, and remaining as he is, is unhappy, lives to

no good purpose, and dies in despair. In like manner, it

may be proper and useful for the student of literature to

take a brief survey of its earlier ages, that he may realize

the superior advantages which we enjoy for thp cultiva-

tion of the mind ; and that he may also deduce fiom the

comparison, our corresponding obligations to advance

the cause of education, and raise the standard of its ex-

cellence. We are aware of the censure which we would
incur by speaking in disparaging terms of the meiits of

ancient authors, and by saying that their literature was,

in the least degree, defective. The fond admirers of sweet

and elegant- Homer, the Asiatic eloquence of Cicero, the

wit of Horace, and the sarcasm of Juvenal, however they

may differ in other respects, would cheerfully unite in

administering a severe rebuke for any attempt to under-

value such finished specimens of taste, and so perfect

models of style. But as we do not intend to detract from
the merit of ancient genius, we shall expect the indul-

grnce of its advocates, whilst, after a few desultory re-

marks, we shall endeavor to prove that ancient uninspired

litjrature is destitute of an element—the absence of which
is an esstntial defect,—a well founded assurance of im-
mortality, and ail abiding sense of moral accountability.

In examining the huriian constitution, we may discov-

er, in a shoit imie, that wicked men are under the control

of wild and extravagant passions. The fountain of ac-

tion is dejiravel; the motives are impure. Although
many are endowed with amiable and lovely dispositions,

have acquired attractive and fascinating manners, and
have embellished their minds with whatever is useful

and admired, so that they are as eminently qualified as
the Lady of the Lake to be the "leading stars of every
eye;" they are still governed by emo ions and feelings

which need only to be awakened and developed to illus-

trate their evil nature, and their pernicious tendency.

—

These passions of our nature are like the restless fires of
a volcano, and will occasionally give indications of a
commotion within. The cup of our felicity, composed of
as delicate and sensitive materials as the fabled glass of
antiquity, will as readily detect any uncongenial ingredi-

ents, and as soon as they are discovered, will as surely
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break into a thousand fragments. So long as the intellect

is controlled by evil influences, it must necessarily be un-
fit for making rapid advances in knowledge. But where
the religious element has been introduced—where the in-

fluence of the Bible has been acknowledged and felt, and
especially where it has taken a deep and permanent hold
on the powers of the soul, its restless desires are subdued
into harmony and peace ; and the mind, released from the

fetters of passion, will ascend on a pinion bolder than
that of the eagle, and as it soars towards the pinnacle of
the temple of truth, will perceive at one and the same
glance the comparative insignificance of external enjoy-

ments, and the paramount importance of adorning the

soul with the jewels of wisdom and knowledg<;. The
raging waters have been pressed with the Saviour's feet,

and gently stilled into peace. Thus tranquillized and
calmed, the intellect is more capable of acquiring a know-
ledge of those duties and studies to which it may be di-

rected. But there is yet anoiher advantage. Deeply
impressed with a sense of the brevity of life, we improve

with diligence the golden opportuniiies that we enjoy,

and the shining hours of our limited existence on earth.

In regard to the value of time, we cherish the senti-

ment which gloN^ed in the breast of the Romaq con(]ue'

ror, when he exclaimed, in useles* regret, ^'l have lost 9,

day." No longer do we throw away the golden sands of

the hour-glass of life. We esteem time as the most prQ'.

cious of all temporal gifts.

" Time the supreme,—time is eternity

;

Pregnant with all eternity can give;

Pregnant with all that makes archangels smile,

A\ ho murders time crushes in the birth

A power ethereal, only not adored,"

Whoever sets so high a value on time will be stimulated,

of course, to the cultivation of his intellectual as well as

moral powers. The precious and rapidly passing hours

that were literally wasted by a Pope and a Byron, in ex-

cesses of different kinds, were redeemed with unremitting

assiduity by a White and a Doddridge. Whilst the for-

mer were willing slaves of despotic passions, and desired

to live that they might continually indulge them, the

latter, being delivered from such a yoke of tyranny, and
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yekliiihg the ishdrtnes^ of the time allotted to theit exer-

tions, successfully employed it in the cultivation of their

minds, and in ameliorating the condition bl their fellow-

men. The thought that, for every inch of life, we will

he called to account in the day of judgment, is an addi-

tional incentive, of great weight, to the improvement of

our talents and privileges. In short, wherever a sense of

moral accountability has been deeply felt, the inducements
to mental exertion have been proportionally augmented.
We are now prepared to enter on the proof, that this

salutary impression has never been produced on the minds
of men, by the writings of uninspired antiquity. In no
heathen work, however finished the style and splendid

the diction, will you find the truth proclaimed with

an authority which cannot be impeached, that after we
shall " have shaflled off this mortal coil" there will be a
state of endless existence, where rewards will be bestow-

ed, and punishments inflicted. If no such doctrine can
be discovered in the works of the most learned heathen,

which treat of the subject, it is but fair and logical to in-

fer that they knew nothing of it. It will not be denied

that they had some ideas respecting a future state ; but
these were so vague and indefinite, that they exerted no
influence on their character and life. That they were in

great darkness on this subject, can be proved from their

own confessions. Many ingenious theories were formed
and propagated among them, but the most plausible and
consistent entirely failed of affording to anxious minds
that degree of satisfaction and assurance which they de-

manded. Speaking of the distribution of rewards and
punishments, the learned Plato very candidly remarks

;

" to determine any thing certain, with regard to this mat-
ter, in the midst of so many doubts and speculations, is

the work of God only." In his Phaedo, one of the speak-
ers says to Socrates, concerning the immortality of the
soul, " I am of the same opinion with you, that, in this

life, it is either absolutely impossible or extremely difficult

to arrive at a clear knowledge of this matter." After So-
crates had taken the fatal hemlock, he delivered to his

disciples an affecting farewell discourse, which he closes

in the following remarkable language :
" I am now going

out of the world, and you are to continue in it, but which
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of US has the bettet part is a secret to every one but to

God."* Cicero has ever been legarded as one of the most
eminent philosophers who argued for the immortality of
the soul, and even he, having enumerated several opin-
ions, expresses his anxious doubts by saying, " which of
these is true is known only to God, and which is the most
probable is a very hard question."t It was with good
reason, then, that Seneca declared that immortality was
rather hoped than proved by these great men. Neither
were the ancient poets more clear and definitive in their

views, on this subject, than those whose names have just
been recited. Catullus complains that though the sun
and moon and stars may set and afterwards rise, and
move with silent grandeur in the " primum mobile" of the
heavens, yet the grave will be the final resting place of
our spirits, and perpetual darkness will veil our eyes ;

Soles occidere et redirepossunt^
"

. ,
'

Nobis, quum scmel occidit brevis lux,

Nox est perpetua una dormienda.

Another poet appears to envy the plants and flowfers theit

renewed existence

:

J,

,

" Alas ! the tender herbs and ilowery tribes,

Tho' crushed by winter's unrelenting hand, ^
Revive and rise when vernal sephyrs call.

'

' .

',
\ '

'

But we, the brave, the mighty and the wise,

Bloom, flourish, fade and fall, and then succeeds

A long, lon^, silent, dark, oblivious sleep

:

A sleep which no propitious power dispels,
"^

Nor change of seasons, nor revolving years."l

We might easily enlarge the number of quotations on
this subject, but we hope that these we have cited will

be abundantly sufiicient to show that the light of nature

alone can never assure any one of immortality beyond
the tomb. Neither can it assure us that we are accounta-

ble beings. > ^ .
^

In consequence of their uncertainty in regard to these

points, we need not be surprised at learning that ancient

philosophers and poets cultivated their minds for the sake
of gratifying their taste, and acquiring the applause, and
some claims to the munificence, of the rich and the noble.

Dick's Theology, vol. I, p. 28, et se^. t Cicero Tusc. Gtucest. Lib, 1.

X Moschus, Epitaph Bion.
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As soon as the love o( iHtters declined, or Msecenas
frowned, these parasitical i:»oets lost their higliest incen-

tives to the improvement of their minds. They were not

favored with an assurance of immortality and moral ac-

countability, and were, therefore, destitute of the greatest

stimulus to mental exertion. They knew nothing of the

great law of respoiisibility which uirnishes a motive of

great and ever living eflficacy—and we might safely say,

the most powerful of all motives to intellectual improve-

ment. Had they possessed a tithe of the knowledge of

these subjects which God hath revealed to us, their cele-

brated works—well worthy of imitation and reverence in

many respects—would have exerted a more healthful in-

fluence over the nations, and would have preserved their

own governments fiom gradual decline and final ruin.

—

If the Athenians had been fully aware of what we now
regard as a common doctrine, they would have spent

their time more profitably than in hearing or telling some
new thing ; and had Roman orators and statesmen
been governed by the dictates of conscience, enlightened

by the word of God, they would never have sacrified

their Jives and their country on the altar of unhallowed
ambition. The famous authors, whose works are now
admired by every man 9f literary taste, would have stu-

died and written from principle. The applause of the

learned, and the splendid presents of the rich, would not

have been their chief objects.

We can never be too grateful for the blessed Gospel
which "has brought life and immortality to light." In
this book we are informed, by him " who cannot lie," that

our souls are immortal—that they are rapidly hasting to

heaven or to hell,—that, on a certain day, we shall ''all

appear before the judgment seat of Christ, and receive ac-

cording to deeds done in the body." These weighty
truths have foimd a lodgment in the minds of our most
intelligent, enterprising and industrious citizens. The
legitimate effects can soon be told. We are in the midst
of a wonderful and a wonder working age. Books caij

be had without number, and almost without price. The
press groans under a heavy load of literary wealth.

—

And not only so, but in other departments of labor we
discover the same spirit of enterprise and improvement.
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An element which we once beheld without interest is

now applied to propel a train of cars. The electric fluid

which once served only to amuse us with its beautiful

coruscations, or to appal us by its desolating crash, has

now submitted to the puissance of mind, and carries com-
mercial news of the greatest importance, as well as the

high behests of legislative halls. ^--'^.-Mnii.- .'

A casual reference to Italy, Spain and other countries,

in which the Gospel has not obtained free circulation,

will be sufficient to convince every unbiassed mind, that

it is to the bible we are indebted for our free institutions,

our civil a^d religious privileges, and all our opportunities

of developing and improving our intellectual powers. It

is the Bible that has given them to us, and we trust in

the principles and spirit of the j^ble to preserve thera for

us, and transmit them unimpaired to the latest posterity.

Unless the star of Bethlehem rule the ascendant, we
cannot be long either a free or an improving people, ^^yj.^

Since God has condescended to reveal, in a clear and
authoritative manner, those doctrines and truths of which
the most cultivated intellect in the heathen world was ^

grossly ignorant, we should carefully inform our minds
concerning them, and permit them to exert a due influ-

ence on our character and conduct. Believing the asser-

tions of divine revelation, we should be governed and
controlled by them. We should permit invisible things
to exert the same influence over our thoughts and words
and actions, as if they were immediately before our nat-

ural eyes. Every addition to our stock of knowledge
brings with it an obligation to improve it to the best ad-
vantage. Every new truth, revealed from heaven, should
be permitted to play its part in the formation of charac-
ter, and in developing our energies, and in directing our
exertions for the promotion of the divine glory. If this

were more frequently the case, we should see more ex-
amples of the power of Christian principle in relation to
mental improvement. The student would realize his
solemn and responsible position, the shoriness of life, and
his accountability to a high and impartial tribunal, from
which no appeal can lie. On this subject the remarks of
Dr. Olin are very judicious and forcible, and we think
they will amply repay the reader for the time he may
spend in perusing them :
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" The student occupies a high and holy trust. By diligence

and fidelity in his work, he augments forever his own powers of
happiness and usefulness. He augments the means of happi-

ness entrusted to him for human society. He augments his own
capacity for knowing, enjoying and honoring God. Shall it be
thought a slight offence to prove false to such strong obligations?

Shall the man who perverts influence, or squanders wealth, or

violates a public trust, be deemed culpable ; and is he innocent

who robs himself and society and God, of talents put into his

hands not to be buried or wasted, but to be improved to the ut-

most ? Surely if God will judge the world in righteousness,

and with a rigorous impartiality demand His own, with usury,

from every one, the inquisition will press hard upon those who
arc accused of wasting the most precious of their Lord's goods

—

the immortal mind—made to appreciate his character and pro-

mote his glory. Upon every student rests this fearful responsi-

bility ;
and every Christian studint will recognize and respect

it with a degree of solemn earnestness proportioned to his in-

telligence and piety. He will feel that he is not his own—that

his talents and opportunities are only his to improve and em-
ploy conscientiously, and to account for in the last day. Under
such convictions he can neither idle nor trifle He will find in

them a sleepless, faithful monitor to rebuke away indolence and
apathy ; to whisper hope and heroism into his fainting spirit ; to

prescribe temperance in all things ; to endow his hours with
such a sanctity that it would be sacrilege to waste them ; to

give law to his resting, his rising, and his recreation ; to invoke

his profounder respect for statutes and usages established for

the maintenance of needful order, and for the protection against

all intrusion on time consecrated to study. Such is the natural

and actual influence, so far as conscience has fair play, which re-

ligion exerts over intellectual improvement."

It would be a source of unfeigned pleasure to all Chris-

tians, to believe that these principles are reduced into

practice by our young men in colleges and seminaries,

and also by ministers of the Gospel. But we are forced,

by observation, to agree with the author, when he says

that " not a few nominally Christian students are neither

industrious nor law abiding ; and many cease to be stu-

dents as soon as they are fairly launched on the voyage
of life. They are at the zenith of their greatness at thir-

ty or thirty-five. A modicum of professional lore, a poor

pittance of theology, a petty curriculum of pulpit prepar-

ation, is all they ever add to the measure of attainments
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with which they enter on active life." A remedy for this

defect is certainly to be desired, and Dr. Olin has ven-
tured to prescribe one : * ^^^

" So far as these strictures are applicable to Christian schol'

ars, the evil ought to find its cure in their conscientiousness,

and their zeal to obtain the highest qualifications for usefulness.

To these moral influences we are indebted for a majority of the

examples of literary industry and excellence that still exist

among us. A considerable number of clergymen, especially, re-

tain their habits of careful study and mental activity to advanc-
ed age. It must be confessed, however, that as a class they aie

far from guiltless of the short -omings on which we have ven-

tured to conament."

These last remarks are well adapted to excite ministers

of the Gospel to greater diligence and zeal in their high and
holy work. This is an age in which superior qualifications

are required. Theincreasiiigintelligenceofourcitizens,and

the prevalence of errors, demand a corresponding degree
of learnmgand aptness to expose the fallacies and effects

of heresy. The admitted fact that we are entirely de-

pendent on the Holy Spirit for success in labor, does not,

in the least, supersede the necessity of diligence and per-

severance in the use of means. The man of God should
he " thoroughly furnished" in head as well as in heart.

—

The motiv^es of the holy religion, which he recommends
to others, are sufficiently strong to incite him to more
abundant labors, more self-denial, and more intense study
of the Bible. •;

'.. •.•--'.;-.'. ^ J. ^'..^"V-'^'

Moreover, if the Bible presents such strong and effec-

tive inducements to intellectual exertion, its truths should
be taught to the children of the church. Parochial

schools should be universally established, and strongly

encouraged ; in which the youthful mind wo.ild be train-

ed, at the forming period of life, under the influence of

these lofty, pure and holy motives. And when our bless-

ed Lord shall take them into the arms of His love, and
breathe on them His Spirit, and consecrate them to His
own work, they will be properly qualified to lead the way
and allure the imp nitent to brighter worlds. And wlien

thefir work shall have been accomplished, and their bodies

committed to the silence of the grave, a still greater num-
ber will succeed and be baptized for the dead, who, in

Vol. III.—No. 2. 27
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like manner, will sing the praises and publish the Gos-

pel of the Redeemer, vt : - - ^^,%^
*

. 1
- s. v.. .

ARTICLE III.

CHURCH AND STATE.

AUmnee between Church and State. By William Wae-
BURTON, I). D., Lord Bishop of Gloucester.

Lectures on the Establishment and Extension ofNational

Churches, By Thomas Chalmers, D. D. L. L. D.

The State in its relations with the Church. By W. E.
Gladstone, Es<4.

The Principles of Church Reform ; The State and the

Church; with other Essays. By Thomas Arnold,-
D. D.

Essay on the Union of Church and State. By Baptist
,

. W. Noel, M. A.

The subject discussed in these WQrks is not one in

which the people of thi^ country are immediately and
practically interested. The entire separation of the Church
from the State was one of the most sublime, as it has piov-

ed one ofthe most successful, experiments of the American
Revolution, And though among the problems in political

science which have been solved by our national career,

this perhaps has received the least consideration from
statesmen, both at home and abroad

;
yet surely no other

has worked out larger results, or been conducted to a
more favorable issue. It may be doubted whether any
question of a political, social or religious nature can be
raised, upon which, as a people, we are more perfectly

agreed than this. Amidst all the clashings of party poli-

tics, and all the jarrings of denominational strife, there is

not probably one sincere Protestant among the twenty
millions of our population, whether native-born or natur-

alized, who would consent to the establishment of a Na-
tional Church.
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We have spoken of the divorce between Churcli and
State as an e;![periment : it is interesting to observe the ne-

cessity under which it was attempted, and which was itself

no inconsiderable pledge of success. The statesmen of

1776 were no visonar^ constitution- mongers, like those who
are now attempting to fit capricious France to a political

costume ; nor were they restless radicals, pulling down ex-

isting institutions to make room for model governments of
their own invention. The republican form ofgovernment
which they adopted was fully as much a necessity with
them as a choice. The controversy with England was
not begun for republicanism, though it ended in it : mon-
archy was not so much repudiated as liberty was sought.

It is highly probable that if any branch of the royal fam-
ily had resicled in this country, and had sympathized with
the passionate struggle of a young nation to be both great

and free, the conservative spirit of our forefathers would
have led to the establishment of monarchy upon these re-

publican shores. But Providence had ordained that a pal-

pable advance should be made, at this time, in the pro*

gress of mankind to hberty. There was no titled class,

having the prestige of nobility and rank, fiom which a
monarch could be chosen ; and the statesmen of this period

dwelt too much in the light of past history not to know the

impossibility of lifting a single family from the uniform
level of society to permanent presidency over the rest.

They were too well skilled in political science not to be

aware that the wide interval between the commonalty and
the throne must be filled with an intermediate class, who
should render the ascent less abrupt and precipitous. In
all countries, a dignified and time honored aristocracy

must be found underlying and supporting every throne.

All these conditions of monarchy failing, our forefathers

showed their practical wisdom in striking the golden mean
between the radicalism which invades and overturns only
for the sake of remodelling, and that fatal conservatism

which, in its blind attachment to inheritance and prescrip-

tion, resists the progress which it should aim to guide.

They did not change the whole political fabric "from
turret to foundation-sione ;" but only so far as the pressure

of events imperiously called for. As the people were de

facto sovereign, their sovereignty was acknowledged ; and
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yet the country was saved from the savage rule of unli-

censed democracy by the establishment of a great confeder-

ated republic, with its written constitution, and all those

checks and balances which can be furnished in two deliber-

ative chambers, the presidential veto, and State sovereignty.

Precisely by the same necessity which caused monar-
chy, with its hereditary nobility, to resign to primitive re-

publicanism, did the established Church likewise disap-

pear. Bishop Warbuiton, among his other splendid fic-

tions of original compacts and treaties of alliance, ima-

gines the State coolly to choose between existing religions

(though he maintains that policy should always dictate

the selection of the largest); we nevertheless take leave

to say that this prudential balancing of conflicting claims

never has been, and never shall be, realized. Before a
Church can be established by law, it must embrace the

overwhelming majority of the population—it must be in-

terwoven with their most pleasing associations—it must
enjoy the prestige of a long antiquity. At the period of

the revolution, no one Church possessed any of these re-

quisites. Dissent had previously won its way in those

countries from which our population was mainly supplied
;

and the Churches which had sprung up and grown under
the very frown of existing establishments, were transplant-

ed here side by side. There was clearly the same im-
possibility, under the circumstances, that any one of these

should take such precedence of the rest as to be establish-

ed by law, as that a single family should achieve and en-

tail a perpetual dictatorship. There was no alternative

but to throw off all alike irom any connexion with the
State ; that no longer sucking the breasts of kings they
should live and grow by their own inherent vitality. The
wisdom of our ancestors consisted in seeing at a glance
the peculiarity of their position—in waiving instantly all

prejudices arising from education and habit—in seizing

upon the true idea which alone could be realized—and in

boldly cutting off" what no conservatism could retain. The
question of an established Church, like that of a monar-
chical government, was decided by them not upon ab-
stract principles, however these may now be adduced to

justify their decision ; but for political reasons, which ne-
vertheless impelled them in the right direction.
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> But while the controversy upon Church establishments

is no longer one which touches our foriunes as a people,

there are yet two reasons which invest it with a perma-
nent interest to us. The first is, that it is so closely inter-

woven with all the questions of European politics ; and
at no period more than the present prominently engaging
the attention of statesmen. The late secession of the Free
Church from the establishment of Scotland, under the

g'lidance, to a very great extent, of one who not ten years

before was known as the special defender of this policy

—

and the more recent secession of individuals from the En-
glish establishment, as of Mr. Noel and Mr. Shore, to-

gether with the treatment they have received from Bish-

ops and Bishop's Courts—are events not easily hidden
from the eyes of men. And when, as in England and in

Scotland, the dissenters of all classes perhaps outnumber
the established, the question cannot always slumber in

the recesses of men's thoughts, but will be raised with a
view to be answered, how long a union so distasteful shak
be perpetuated. It is impossible, therefore, without some
knowledge of this subject, to understand the politics of

Euiope generally, and of the British empire in particular:

and to gain this knowledge we must enter somewhat into

the opinions and feelings of those who are attached to the

policy we have so long discarded. The second reason is,

that some topics involved in this controversy we do not

ourselves understand as fully as may be necessary. As
champions of the voluntary principle, having faith in it

to reduce it into practice, it becomes us, for our own cre-

dit and for the good of mankind, to guard against dan-
gers which tend to prejudice our favorite theory in the

minds of others.

No one can read the above works in the order in which
they are arranged, which is indeed only the order of their

chronology, without observing the manifest alteration in

their tone; a change which is deeply significant of the

progress which dissent has made. A progress slow in-

deed and gradual ; but which indicates at every step an
immense accession of strength, and a permanency of

power not likely to be subject to material fluctuations. If

the bearing of an army ever afforded presage of defeat,

the altered tone of these advocates clearly prefigures the
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doom which they in vain strove to avert. Warbur-
ton, the first in the series, takes hold of the subject not
only with the composure of a man who knows his own
strength, but with the confidence of one secure of general

sympathy, and scarcely repressing contempt for his foes.

At that day, few serious persons comparatively objected

to the establishment on religious grounds ; and the battle

was waged chiefly against sceptics, who fancied that by
this avenue the bulwarks of Chrisiianity could be storm-

ed. Warburton conducts his argument, therefore, with
all the clearness, skill, and power for which he is sojustly
famed; but blurting out occasionally his invectives against

the free-thinkers, who seemed to serve for him the ofiSice

of a court fool to be perpetually bantered. According to

his theory, the State and the Church are originally both
independent and sovereign societies; having diflferent

ends in view, and hence not clashing, although the same
pei'sons may be under the jurisdiction of both. The ofiSce

of the State is ta provide for the temporal interests of
man; that of the Church, for his eternal interests—the

care of the one is confined to the 6orfy ; that of the other

is directed to the sotU—the one looks upon ojffences as

crimes ; the other takes cognizance of them as vices and
as sins. He next shows that civil society labors under
certain defects for the attliinment of its ends ; it can only
restrain from open transgression, nor always from this

without opening the way to crimes still more flagitious

;

it cannot enforce the duties of imperfect obligation
; and

further often inflames the appetites which it proposes to

correct. Now religion, having the sanction of rewards,

while civil government has only that of punishments, ex-

actly supplies these defects ; and so the Church becomes
necessary, as a complement to the State. The latter, there-

fore, proposes to the former a union for their mutual bene-

fit; aud this amalgamation is termed 'an alliance,' to in-

dicate the original sovereignty of the parties. By this al-

liance, the State pledges itself to endow, protect and ex-

tend the Church ; and the Church, to lend her whole in-

fluence to the State. The reciprocal concessions are that

the Church resigns her supremacy by constituting the ci-

vil ruler her supreme head, and by submitting her laws to

the State's approval : and the State in compensation gives
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td tne Chnrch a coactive power for the reformation of

manners, and secures her a seat and representation in the

national council. The motives which prompt the State

to offer, atid the Church to accept, these conditions, are

that thereby the purity and being of religion are preserv-

ed, additional reverence is bestowed upon the person of

the m^istrate and upon the laws of the land, the Church
obtains a coercive power which does not belong of nature

to her, and the State is guarded against the mischiefs aris-

ing from the original independence of the Church in rela-

tion to it. The Church thus established is protected from
the assatrtt^ of every rival by test-laws, designed only for

restraint, and not for punishment; and beyond which a
full toleration is indulged to every sect. ,

This is Warburton's ideal of Church and State. Not
that it is the actual process by which the union was ef-

fected ; but the theory upon which it may bo justified.

—

He is warmly censured by Gladstone, for not recognizing

the State as a moral person, having a conscience, and im-

mediately responsible to God. Especially his selection

of the largest religious society, rather than the truest and
best, as the ally ofState, is denounced as sordid calculation.

By this same writer, and afterwards by Dr. Arnold, he is

also rebuked for taking too low a view of the State, in re-

stricting its office to material and temporal ends. Yet
despite these criticisms, Warburton's theory appears to us
the most consistent and defensible of all that we have
considered. There are, however, very grave difficulties

in his scheme, which go far to vitiate it. We may admit,

for example, that the State is defective in power to en-

force certain duties, and that religion exactly supplies this

deficiency ; but it is surely a wide leap to infer from this

the necessity of an established Church. If we grant the

Church to be needed as the external organ, through which
this influence of religion shall be exerted, will she not be
equally effective in her separate sphere ? From her very
nature, it is hard to see how the Church shall supplement
the State, save as she teaches men their duties, puts a
police into every man's breast by arraigning transgressors

before the tribunal of conscience, and enforces her teach-

ings and warnings by the awful sanctions of the eternal

world. But all these offices she may discharge with
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equal if not with greater effect, being disestablished, ' If
she has more power than this, after her connexion with
civil government, it is not power which she brings with
her, but which she receives from the State ; and it seems
a vicious circle, to bring the Church to remedy the State's

defects, and yet in rendering this service, derive from the

State her whole efficiency. If, on the other hand, the

Church exerts an influence, simply as she embodies and
teaches religion, the State may lose rather than gain, by-

selecting only one religious society as its ally; while it is

the province of each to furnish its quota.

It will also strike religious minds very strangely, that

this alliance is necessary in order to preserve the purity

and even the being of religion in the world. Hardly less

monstrous is the proposition that the State cannot effectu-

ally protect itself in any other way, from the mischiefs

arising from the Church's independency. We should ra-

ther expect a dignitary of the Church to teach that her

life is derived alone from her spiritual Head, and to re-

member the promise which that Head has given, " be-

cause 1 live ye shall live also." As to the maintenance
of purity, history would rather teach that the Church has
always lost, in this particular, just in proportion as she

has become Erastian. piit we are concerned, at present,

only with the inconsistencies of Warburton's theory as

such. If the Church exists as a society, independent of
the State, it must be by a life of her own

; but to make
the perpetuation of this life depend upon union with a
foreign body, is simply to deny that inherent life which has

just been affirmed. It is amain pillar of his argument,

likewise, that these sovereign and separate societies do
not clash, simply because they compass different ends by
different means. If so, whence arise those mischiefs

which the State dreads from the separate action of the

Church? Surely the legs of this theory are not equal.

What too does Bishop Warburton mean when he teach-

es that the State cannot offer protection to the Church,

except by compact? "The State," he says, "could not

justly offer this benefit, security from all exterior violence,

had an alliance never iDeen made."* If this protection be

Alliance between Church and State, vol. 7, works.
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only a protection in the monopoly of chartered privileges,

it is certainly true that it will depend upon a given con-

tract to that effect. But, then, the main thing to be prov-

ed, is whether any Church can be justly secured in the

enjoyment of such benel&ts; and whether the State, in

departing from its province, has not become an instru-

ment of oppression to those whom the establishment may
exclude. If, on the other hand, the " exterior violence"

arises not from rival religions, but simply refers to wrongs
which the Church may experience from society at large,

surely the State cannot withhold its protection from the

Church, moi*e than from any other corporation having
vested rights. This would militate against his theory,

which makes it the sole business of the State proper to

give security of temporal liberty and property. ^

We add but one item further to this running criticism

upon Bishop Warburton. He makes it a main advantage
accruing from the alliance, that the Church gains a coer-

cive power for the reformation of manners. But is the

Church, as a separate society, devoid of disciphne and of

sanctions ? Has she not the right, inherent in every so-

ciety, of expelling unworthy members from her fellow-

ship? And has she not spiritual i)enalties with which to

support her jurisdiction, graduated from this excommuni-
cation down to the mildest form of censure ? As a spir-

itual society, ought she ever to employ any other than a
spiritual discipline? And have the civil pains and disa-

bilities, which she borrows from the State, ever strength-

ened her rule oyer the conscience, or even over the conduct
of men? After all, too, there is no real reformation of

manners effected by the Church, save by her doctrines

and her purifying influence: in proportion as she is pure,

does her influence ramify itself, by means of her members,
through all the departments of society. She not only
needs not, but is seriously injured by that coercive power
derived from the State, for which Bishop Warburton so

strenuously argues.

Dr. Chalmers drew his pen to defend Church establish-

ments against a difterent class of objectors from those

opposed by the preceding writer. Religious men, who
loved the cause and truth of God, had come to be scan-

dalized at the corruption and slavery of a thoroughly
Vol. III.—No. 2. 28
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Erastianized Church. Dr. Chalmers undertook to reduce

the idea of an estahlishrrieni to such simpHcity as would

seem to meet the scruples of the most conscientious.

In his vieWy an estahlished Church is simply an endowed

Church. Take the following language from his first

lecture:

"We shall assume, then, as the basis of our definition for a

religious establishment, or as the essential property by which to

specify and characterize it,—a sure legal provision for the ex-

pense of its ministrations. ***** Wherever we have

a certain legal p.ovision for the ministrations of Christianity,

there we have an establishment of Christianity in the land. Ill

is this which form"* the essence of an establishment ; and as such,

must be singled out from among all the other accessories where-

with it may happen to be variegated. This idea of an establish-

ment may or may not imply what is commonly meant by a con-

nexion betw( en the Church and the State. If it be the State

which maintains the Church, we admit that there is such a con-

nexion—whether this maintenance be their ancient and original

gift ; or a grant renewed every year, and which may or may not

be recalled by the civil government. Uut the truth is, the main-

tenance may have originated in other sources—in the bequest of

individuals, or numerous private acts of liberality : in our eyes it

is not less an establishment on this account, than if supported by
a direct allowance from the national treasury. To realize our

idea of an establishment, it^s enough that there be legal securi-

ty for the application of certain funds to the maintenance of

Christian worship or Christian instruction in a country ; and this

in whatever way these funds may have originated."

This is not the first instance in which a stupendous
system of economics has been built upon a pun

;
nor the

first instance in which a worihiess argument has escaped
exposure by sheltering itself under a great name. On
this subject, the term "estahlished" has a fixed meaning,
involving two ideas : that of patronage on the part of the
State, and submission on the part of the Chuich. Dr.
Chalmers, by a slight play upon words, changes at once
the nomenclature, and with it the whole issue, of this con-
troversy. The object of this clever legerdemain is very
apparent : no person objects, on principle, to a certain pro-

vision being made for the support of religion, nor indeed
to a special fund to endow th<! Church for this purpose

;

although the expediency of such a measure may be ques-
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tioned by many. And if this view could be taken of
Churcli establishments, much suspicion and odium would
be removed. This, then, is the establishment for which
he pleads : a Church endowed by the State, but left whol-
ly independent of the same: -'^^^s^vr-A^^

'• Although," he argues, " the Church should be wholly sup-

ported by the State in things temporal, and a connexion between
them be established thus far, it follows not that this con-
nexion should proceed any further. * • * Although the
Church should receive its maintenance, and all its maintenance
fron) the civil power, it follows not that it therefore receives its

theology from the same quarter. * * The Church receives

from the State the maintenance of its clergy ; and the clergy, in
return give to the subjects of the State a Christian education; but
they might and do reserve to themselves the whole power and
privilege of determining what that education shall be For their

food and their raiment, aud their sacred or even private edifices,

they may be indebted to the State ; but their creed, and their

discipline, and their ritual, and their articles of faith, and their

formularies, whether ,of doctrine or of devotion, may be nlto-

gether their own. * * * * The Church may submit her-

self 'so far 10 the State as to receive this maintenance, and yet
abide as spiritual, as holy and iudependent a Church as before."

* Even philosophers indulge in romances. Plato amuses
himself with the dream of a perfect republic, and Chal-
mers with the dream of an unfettered establishment.

—

We certainly are not so illnatured as to disturb thesport-

ings of a playful fancy ;
and only complain when these

pleasant fictions are passed for sober realities. An estab-

lishment of this sort never existed upon earth. But a
few years' farther experience—years, however, of earnest

strife, on the part of the State and of the Church—taught
how impracticable was the theory here so eloquently ad-

vocated. The secession of the Free Church, with Dr.

Chalmers at its head, turned upi n this single point, that

the State exacted a quid pro quo ; and patronage was but
anoiher name for bondage. It is but candid, however, to

state that from the principles of these lectures. Dr. Chal-

mers never receded: and the Free Church still stands

upon the right to demand of the State a complete mainr
tenance, without the imposition of a single fetter. One of

the deputation, which visited this country immediately
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after the disruption, on being asked if the Free Church
had abandoned the principle of an estabhshment, replied

in playful evasion, " we have adjourned that question un-

til the millennium." Yet, whether even in that happy-

state of the world, civil governments can unite with the

Church without enslaving or being enslaved—and whe-
ther, in the most perfect state of society, the State should

pour its treasures in the lap of the Church, without in-

quiry respecting the uses which it subserves—are both

points, to say the least, whicn are more than doubtful.

Having framed the conception of a free, yet endowed
Church, Dr. Chalmers proceeds to show the advantages

it possesses. He is first brought into conflict with a class

of political economists, who repeat in Ptvrliament and at

the hustings, the lesson they have conned from Adam
Smith. Theirs has been termed the system of free trade

in Christianity, which leaves in religion as in commerce
the supply to be regulated by the demand. The satisfac-

tory reply to this, we give in the following extract from
the second lecture

:

'' It is not with man's intellectual, or his moral, as it is with

hi& ammal nature. Although it be true, that the longer he has

been without food, the more hungry he is, or the greater and more
urgent is his desire of food ; yet the more ignorant a man is, not

the greater, but generally spiking the less, is his desire of know-
ledge. * * * Ihe less a man has, whether of religion or right-

eousness, the less does he care for them, and the less will he seek

after them. It is thus that nature does not go forth in quest of

Christianity ; but Christianity must go forth in quest of nature.

It is, on the one hand, the strength of the physical appetency
;

and on the other hand, the languor of the spiritual, the moral,

or the intellectual appetency, which makes all the difference."

We agree that Christianity must go forth into the high-

ways and hedges—not under the direction of the State,

but of the Church, to whom this special commission was
given.

The third lecture is devoted to the proof of the insuffi-

ciency of the voluntary principle. Some of Mr. Noel's

statistics will help us shortly to cipher out this problem.
At present it is enough to remark the sophistry of the
leading argument by which voluntaryism is convicted of

incompetency. It is that " in the shortcomings of the es-
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tablishment, the voluntary principle has had an ample
field for the trial of its energies." Yes, when the estab-

lishment, with its hand upon the national purse, has thrust

aside all competitors, professing to occupy the whole field
j

and when dissenters have had the burdens of the estab-

lishment superadded to the support of their own Church-
es, then to be twitted with insufficiency because they have
not outstripped the State and its ally together—to make
voluntaryism, struggling against fearful odds, responsible

for all the destitutions in the land—this is such justice as

may be looked for in a partisan. But of this more anon.
The remaining lectures are occupied with showing the

considerations which should influence the State in select-

ing one denomination for the national reUgion, and in de-

tailing the advantages of a territorial establishment. We
could not but think in reading the last point that Dr.

Chalmers was once more drawing upon a luxuriant im-
agination, in his glowing picture of the facilities possessed

by a parish, over a congregrational, minister. The former
being assigned to a certain district of country, for the re-

ligious cultivation of -\jrhich he is responsible, has the

right to approach every family, within its limits, with the

offer of the Gospel. The latter, on the contrary, has no
charge beyond those who chose of their free will to place

themselves under his instructions ; of course, he feels

himself an intruder whenever he approaches all families

besides these. But if these families attend upon Church
ordinances no where, what shall hinder the congregational

minister from approaching them with as much freedom as

the parish minister ? Can there be any better warrant
than the commission of Christ :

" Go ye into all the world
and preach the Gospel to every creature .^" And can the

commission of the State, * go, preach throughout the par-

ish,' be considered superior? Shall the man who ap-

proaches the irreligious around him, from love to their

souls, be less acceptable, or feel himself more embarrass-
ed, than he whose only differing claim is that he is paid
for the service ? If, on the other hand, these families

have, in the due exercise of private judgment, chosen
their own place of worship, what right has the State to

commission one, and send him forth upon a proselyting

errand? But Dr. Chalmers will say, that the parish
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riiinister, being supported by the State, can preach the
Gospel without cost to the poor, and thus attract them to

his instructions. But this advantage, secured to one set

of religious opinions, is so much injury to another ; and
this brings up another principle which we will not discuss

in this incidental connexion. The territorial e.tablish-

ment is, however, important to Dr. Chalmers for another
reason : it assists him in answering the question why the

State should endow one Church to the exclusion of an-

other, but little differing in doctrine. It is easy to say
why Protestantism should be preferred over Popery by
the State, becanse the differences between them are obvi-

ous. But between different branches of Piotestants, those

differences are slight ; and why should one be preferred

to all the rest? The answer is partly, that it is for the

common good; the advantages of the territorial division

cannot otherwise be had ; and partly, if these differences

are small, why do they exist, and why should they not

be sacrificed by a union with that favored by the State.

Truly this is modest. Honest convictions of truth are

entertained: and when the complaint is that the State

employs its tremendous power and wealth for their, sup-

pression, the answer is, why do you not conform ?
'

Mr. Gladstone present this subject from a different

point of view still: he approaches it as a statesman.

—

And it is no small proof of the growth of dissent, that,

from his seat in Parliament, Mr. Gladstone judges the

State to have "given too certain signs of an inclination to

dissolve its connexion'' with the Church, and thus that
*' the mind of the former requires to be exercised on this

subject" more than that of the latter. His work, written

in Germanized English as it is, should be read by those

who desire to see this controversy in every possible light.

According to this writer, then, there are fom- lines of in-

vestigation, which conduct alike to the necessity of a
national Church. The first is to collect the testimony of

Scripture in favor of the union, whether given by pre-

cept or by examples ; the second is to analyze the nature

of the State, and to deduce a priori its duty in relation to

religion ; the third is, to inquire into tht» necessity of reli-

gion to the Slate, in order to its fulfilling both its higher

and its lower ends \ the fourth is an historical inquiry,
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designed to show the universal consent of mankind to

this combination of the spiritual with the civil power.—*
Thus the argument will be *' direct, ethical, consequen-*
tial and inductive :" the first being " the voice of com-
mand"—the second, "the voice of design"—the third,
" the voice of penal admonition"—the fourth, " the voice

of experience"—and corresponding severally to the formu-
lars, '' it is written, it is natural, it is .expedient, it is cus-

tomary." This foundation is sufficiently broad
;
yet is

not covered by the superstructure. Indeed Mr. Gladstone
declines the first altogether ; and the historical induction

he deems to be superseded by the fact, that the opponents
of an established religion do not bow to its decision. He,
therefore, pursues it only so far as relates to the history

of the EngUsh establishment. It is upon the second, or

the ethical argument, that he concentrates his strength
;

and only under this does he pursue a track of thought,

varying materially from those who preceded him. As
the conclusion he reaches embraces one of the fundamen-
tal fallacies under which the whole aigunient in favor of
Church establishments labors, viz: that the State is strict-

ly a moral person, it will be interesting to follow Mr.
Gladstone in his own language, as step by step he elimi-

nates it. His starling point is " the oneness of life and
action" in the universe, its " absolute and invariable de-

pendence on a centre." So- far as the race of man is

concerned, " this cardinal idea of unity, as the funda-

mental law of beauty and well-being," was destroyed in

the fall. Since that dismal hour, instead of one centre,

thore are as "many centres and rebellious systems of ac-

tion " as there are human beings. The great remedy
which God proposes for this evil, is the scheme of re-

demption : yet, as an " intermediate expedient," he estab-

lishes the law of association, by which they possess " a
common or joint life," reacting against the individualizing

and selfish tendency introduced by sin. This common
life is found in the family, in the tribe, in the nation, in

the Church ; and constitutes what is termed the person-

ality of societies, so soon as it "assumes the determinate

form of incorporation, and becomes subject internally to

a deliberative regulating principle." But this organiza-

tion, while it checks one class of evils, introduces evils of
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its own, which call for a remedy ; and the corrective ele-

ment is found in " collective religion." The social per-

son, then, whose exponent always is its own recognized

organ, is not only capable of religion, as the individual

person is, but requnes as much to be consecrated by it.

But at this point Mr. Gladstone feels constrained to

pause and remove a difficulty which obstructs his further

progress. Are there not other combinations among men,
equally fulfilling the above definition of social personality,

to wit : " incorporation and a deliberative regulating prin-

ciple ?" and shall these, as banks, canal companies, hos-

pitals and the like, feel themselves capable of religion,

and bound to be consecrated by it? This leads to a dis-

tinction between the degrees of personality in society.

The conclusion is that oniy those associations admit of

collective religion which are characterized by the follow-

ing marks : they must be general, belonging to man as

such ; they must be natural, so that he is born into them

;

they must be permanent, so that they are parallel with
bis own existence ; they must be moral, contemplating
moral ends, requiring moral motives and restraints, and
exercising moral influences. All these conditions meet in

the family and the nation ; l>etween which a parallel is

drawn at some length
;
|ind the ultimate conclusion is

that the State is strictly a moral person, discharging moral
offices, having of necessity a conscience, and only meet-

ing its conscious responsibilities by professing a religion

and " offering that worship which shall sanctify its acts."

Against this sweeping conclusion a formidable objec-

tion lifts its stern front ; in this view of the matter, the

State would seem to be immortal, and capable of reward
and punishment in a future life; and corporations after

all may have souls. Mr. Gladstone says they have ; at

least "they have souls as much as they have bodies,

and it will hardly be said they have neither." But ad-

mitting that these " public persons are confined to the

sphere of this world," their obligations are not thereby de-

stroyed. It is further contended that States enjoy a quasi

immortality in their indefinite succession though difierent

generations : and should these pleas fail, inasmuch as re-

tribution is more strictly and immediately enforced upon
States than upon individuals, this may be substituted in lieu
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of the sanctions of a future judgment. The State then
stands before us a moral person, having the same obliga-

tions which press upon the individual conscience, and is

bound to profess a religion. But religion is embodied and
rendered visible in the Church ; the Stjate therefore fulfils

this duty, like the individual, by connexion with the

Church. And as Mr. Gladstone recognizes only the
Church with three orders and an uninterrupted apostolic

' descent, he is at no loss to decide with what religious so-

ciety the State should be united. In this way he readily

escapes from the " sordid calculation" of Bishop Warbur-
ton in choosing simply the largest society ; and is disem-
barrassed of all those difficulties under which Dr. Chal-
mers labors in attempting to justify the State in the en-

dowment of Episcopacy in England, and of Presbytery in

Scotland. As the Church (we mean of course the Church
of Mr. Gladstone) has not only apostolic truth, but an apos-

tolic descent in "a divinely appointed though human
line," it brings to the State that permanency which is so

requisite, and to which the sects can never lay claim.

We will not pursue this author further : as from this

point he treads in the same path with others, presenting

the stereotype argument against the sufficiency of volun-

taryism to supply a country with the ordinances of reli-

gion ; and the stereotype defence from the charge that the

alliance corrupts and enslaves the Church. It is obvious

that independent of the main issue which Mr. Gladstone
creates, his theory is open to minute criticism upon seve-

ral of its points. For example, his grand doctrine that

social organization in the family, tribe, &c. was simply

corrective of that centrifugal tendency occasioned by sin,

does it not include the idea that social relations formed no
part of man's original condition in his estate of holiness.

How will Mr. Gladstone undertake to show that but for

sin, or if men had retained their primitive integrity, they

would never have existed in families and even in nations?

Again, the idea that association in the State is an " inter-

mediate expedient" preparing men for the work of re-

demption, the great remedy against sin, seems utterly to

confound all the offices of the State and the Church to-

gether. But we forbear all special comments : the argu-

ment of Mr. Gladstone is one consistent whole, leading to

ToL. III.—No. 2. 29
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an important, though we believe, a false conclusion. We
waive ail criticism until we shall be able to discuss at

length this great question of the personality of the State.

It is refreshing to pass from the cumbrous and foreign

style of Mr. Gladstone to the elegant and classical diction

of Dr. Arnold. Although presenting his views in a brief-

er and more fragmentary way than the other, a style clear

as amber discloses without an effort his meaning. We
select Dr. Arnold not merely because he is a beautiful and
popular writer, whose influence is as widely diffused as

that of any recent Knglish author, but bei ause he is the

bold expounder of another principle equally fallacious

with that of which Mr. Gladstone was the patron. It is

that the State has for its end—not as Warburton taught,

the protection of life and property—but the more general

end of promoting, by all methods, the moral and intellec-

tual improvement of men. This is his language, speak-

ing of the State: "Our physical wants may have led to

its actual origin, but its proper object is of a higher nature
;

it is the intellectual and moral improvement of mankind,
in order to their reaching their greatest perfection, and en-

joying their highest happiness."* Since the confusion

existing in men's minds as to the true office and aim of

the State is one main source of the endless discrepancy of

opinion respecting Church establishments, we shall here-

after subject it to a special examination. At present, we
wish the reader simply to observe how directly this prin-

ciple led Dr. Arnold to avow the most glaring Erastian-

ism. As the end and aim of the Church are defined by
him in precisely the same terms, it follows that the two
societies are identical. To employ his language

:

" Thus the State, having been enliehtened by the knowledge
of the Church, becomes a society seeking the same end which the

Church sought. And this was my meaning, when I said that in

a country where the nation and government are avowedly and es-

sentially Christian, the State or nation was virtually the Church."t

How fully Dr. Arnold deserves to be considered the

special representative of a certain form of Erastianism
will appear from another extract

;

Principles ofChurch Reform. Miscellaneous Works, p. 331.
t Fragment on the Church. Appendix II. p. 186.
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: When a State " chooses for itself the true religion, it declares

itself Christian. But by so doing it becomes a part of Christ's

Holy Catholic Church : not allied with it, which implies dis-

tinctness from it, but transformed into it. But as for the par-

ticular portion of this Church which may have existed before

within the limits of the State's sovereignty,—the actual society

of Christian men there subsisting^—the State does not ally itself

with such a society—for alliance supposes two parties equally

sovereign—nor yet does it become the Church as to its outward
form and organization; neither does the Church on the other

hand become so lost in the State as to become, in the oflfensive

sense of the term, secularized. The spirit of the Church is trans-

fused into a more perfect body, and its former external organi-

zation dies away. The form is that of the State, the spirit is

that of the Church ; what was the kingdom of the world has

become a Kingdom of Christ, a portion of the Church in the

high and spiritual sense of the term ; but in that sense in which
' Church' denotes the outward and social organization of Chris-

tians in any one particular place, it is no longer a Christian

Church, but what is far higher and better, a Christian kingdom."*
'

It is well to observe at what expense this blessing of a
national Church is to be enjoyed. To most of our readers

it will be a sufficient refutation, better than any argument
of our own. simply to know that by this union the Church
ceases as a spiritual body to exist : bhe is transfused into

the State, and the two so thoroughly interpenetrate each
other, that the Church becomes a " Christian kingdom,"
and the State becomes a " portion of the Church."

This low view of the Church probably led to the com-
prehensive scheme which Dr. Arnold gravely proposes as

a remedy for " the monstrous evils of sectarianism." He
judges it possible to construct the articles of doctrine, the

ritual of worship, and the form of government, upon such
a scale, as shall comprehend nel^rly every class or religion-

ists, and thus takeaway all occasion of dissent. For ex-

ample, the different sects in England, Baptists, Methodists,

Independents, Presbyterians, agree in the belief of certain

fundamental truths : the existence of God and his provi-

dential care ; the mission, death and resurrection of Jesus

Christ ; the scriptures revealing God's will as a rule of

faith and practice; the immutable distinction between

Fragment on the Church. Appendix II. p. 177.
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right and wrong, &c. Now a schemeof doctrine so drawn
as to express these general and admitted truths, devoid of

technical and controversial phrases, might embrace all

classes but the duakers, Romanists and Unitarians. In

the lapse of time, by softening whatever in the national

creed seems harsh to them, the best portions even of these

three classes may be gained over to so Catholic an esta-

blishment. How far this writer would be willing to con-

cede so as to win dissenting minds to a national creed will

appear from an extract:

" If an Arian will join in the worship of Christ, and will call

him Lord and God, there is neither wisdom nor charity in insist-

ing that he shall explain what he means by these terms ;
nor in

questioning the strength and sincerity of his faith in his Saviour

;

because he makes too great a distinction between the divinity of

the Father, and that which he allows to be the attribute of the

Son."*

It might not be amiss for the reader to ask himselfwhat
use a creed, or a Church either, can subserve, when a
double sense maybe knowingly put upon every word that

is uttered.

' In regard to the ritual of worship, Dr. Arnold considers

absolute uniformity to be unnecessary and hurtful. Some
persons are attached to a Ijtlirgy ; others can endure none
but extempore prayers ; wriile others still have an ear for

both. As his plan of reform is designed for England, his

proposal is that once on the Sabbath the English service

should be employed; but in the other parts of the day,

the parish minister should be permitted a wide discretion.

If dissenting ministers with their congregations shall be
gained over to this comprehensive Church, he would have
the ministers supported from the national treasury, aided
if necessary, with the free-will offerings of the people.

And the more completely to cement the religious associa-

tions of the nation, he would have the parish Church an-
swer for all : the different tastes and convictions of differ-

ent classes to be met by appointing different hours of ser-

vice—so that " the same roof which had rung at one part

of the day with the rich service of a regular choir, should
at another resound with the simpler but not less impres-
sive singing of a mixed congregation."

Principles ofChurch Reform. Arnold's Miscellaneous Works, p. 285.
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The only remaining difficulty is to organize a form of
government equally enlarged. We say to *orsanize,'

because the idea does not seem to be entertained for a mo-
ment that the Church has a form of government prescrib-

ed by divine authority; but such a form as may "die
away" when its " spirit is transfused into the more perfect

body" of the State. Taking Episcopacy as the basis, Dr.

Arnold's inventive genius seeks to supple it so that it shall

become flexible and elastic enough to fit every sect. In
order to show the necessity for Church reform in England,
a singular confession is made, valuable to us as showing
the delapidation into which the Church must fall by al-

liance with the State :
" it has come to such a point ofac-

tual dissolution that it has been made a question what the

government of the Church of England is."* The first

improvement suggested is to admit to the functions of the

ministry persons of every degree of education, and from
the highest to the lowest class in society. The second
improvement is to popularize the government by giving

the laity a greater share in its administration. This latter

end is gained by the suggestion of such details as these

:

the dioceses are to be made smaller, by contracting and
multiplying them—leaving the Metropolitan Bishops alone

,

the right to sit in Parliament ; each Bishop is to be sup-

ported by a council, consisting both of clerical and lay

members ; dissenting ministers (with the exceptions, of

course, of Romanists, duakers and Socinians) are to be
included in the establishment, and to be maintained by
Easter offerings levied on all Church members; exist-

ing benifices are not to be disturbed, as they are vested
rights ; but all patronage must be simply recommendatory,
the Bishop's council sitting in judgment upon the candi-

date's qualifications ; and those who stickle for the right

to choose a pastor are to be allowed its exercise. These
innovations are thus summed up under heads, which we
only condense : 1st, reducing the size of the dioceses ; 2d,

a council of clerical and lay members co-operating with
the Bishop ; 3d, the institutions of diocesan general as-

semblies ; 4th, the admission of persons to the ministry

destitute, in some cases, of a University education ; 5th,

Principles of Church Reform. Arnold's Miscellaneous "Works, p. 287
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the election of ministers, in certain cases, by the people,

and the checking of patronage by granting the right of
disallowing a presentee ; 6th, Church officers, lay and
clerical, as a substitute for district visiting societies. It

is hard to characterize a scheme so nondescript as this

;

or to decide what principle of cohesion holds together the

heterogeneous parts of a system which can be likened to

nothing in heaven or earth, save Nebuchadnezzar's image.
We are presented with a doctrinal creed couched in such
vague generalities as to define nothing, and yet allowing

a double sense in the interpretation of what little it does

utter. We have a ritual, which yet settles no form of

worship, but comprehending the widest diversities which
taste, conscience or caprice may engender. We have
finally a government, which it is impossible to class in

any category known hitherto among men—a curious

amalgam of Episcopacy without prelacy, of Presbytery

without courts, of Independency without the brethren.

The last result of all is a Church composed of members
who have not a single principle in common, except it may
be a fraudulent use of terms invented solely with a view
to conceal differences ; and a State, that endows and pro-

pagates a Christianity from which the very heart and
core has been extracted

—

m other words, we have the na^

tion christianized by an infidel Church.

The Essay of Mr. Noel is written upon the other side

of this controversy; and he deserves to be noticed in con-

nexion with the preceding writers, if only for the profound

impression which his work has produced upon the dissent-

ing population of England at least. Mr. Noel has every
advantage from position to speak with effect on the side

which he has espoused. His honorable birth, the respec-

tability of his talents, the honesty of his charactei, and the

purity of his life during the many years in which he has

been a worthy representative of the most worthy portion

of the English Church, are all passports to public confi-

dence. He has moreover attested the sincerity of his con-

victions upon the subject which he discusses, by the most
severe and costly sacrifice to which he could well be cal-

led. To abandon a Church he had so long cherished

—

to resign old associations and to form new, at a period of

life when it is so difficult to transplant ourselves—to be
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exposed to the sharpest criticism of those whose cause he
has cast from him—these are sacrifices, which as they call

for nerve to encomiter, are at least evidences of honest

.

conviction of mind. We are not aware that any one has
ventured to impeach the purity of Mr. N »el's motives or the
sincerity of his conclusions, in his recent secession from
the English Church ; and we think it will be hard for the

advocates of the union to silence the battery which he has
opened upon the English establishment. The work is

nevertheless open to the criticism passed upon it by a wri-

ter in the North British Review, that it looks at the ques-

tion of a National Church too exclusively in the light in

which it is presented in England ; and thus the reply to

far the larger portion of it is, that the evils reprehended
are not essential to the idea of an established religion ; but

only accessory to it in the particular form in which that

idea has unfortunately been realized in the English
V/hurch. This however is easily explained: although
there is not a single allusion to himself in the whole book,

it was written evidently with a view to justify before the

British public his own secession. It is divided into two
parts ; the first being devoted to a consideration of the

principles of the union ; and the second, to its effects.

Under the former of these divisions, Mr. Noel undertakes
to show, in opposition to Mr. Gladstone and others, that

the iStaie is iucompetent, from its very constitution, to order

the affairs of a spiritual Church—that the parallel is al-

together false which is run between the family and the

Slate—that all history condemns the union as disastrous

in its results—that the argument is fallacious which sup-

ports the establishment fiom the Mosaic law—and that

neither the propht'cies of the Old Testament, nor the in-

junctions of the New, infer the necessity of a National

Church. Fiom these more general principles Mr. Noel
passes to others more in detail, and which are particular-

ly recognized in the English establishment; aiming to

show that the State's supremacy, the miiintenance of min-

isters from the national treasury, patronage and coercion,

are all condemned by the word of God. Under the se-

cond great division of his work, Mr. Noel exhibits the

practical workings of the system, in the evil influence ex-

erted upon Bishops, Pastors, Curates, private members, an4
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upon dissenters. As for ourselves, we were most interest-

ed in the succeeding chapter ; in which are described the

effects produced by the union upon the number of minis-

ters, upon their distribution, upon their maintenance, upon
the doctrine they teach, upon the discipHne of the Church-
es, the Evangelization of the country, and the like. We
feel greatly indebted to this author for the collection of

his facts and for the statistical form in which he presents

them, so well adapted to the comparison we design to in-

stitute. We have always suspected these things to be as

Mr. Noel describes ; but with his aid, we shall be able to

humble the arrogance of those boastful theorizers who
have assumed as a necessary truth and as a historical

verity, the utter insufficiency of the voluntary principle.

In relation to the amiable author himself, who, in his

trying position, has been able to disclose enormous
abuses without the slightest infusion of bitterness, we con-

fess to a particular regret when it was rumored that he
was about to identify himself with one of the existing

bodies of dissenters in England. It seemed to us that if

his mission was to overthrow a union which was simply
desecrating to the Church of Christ, that mission could

be more certainly accomplished by his maintaining an in-

dependent position and becoming the nucleus of an evan-
gelical, disestablished Episcopal Church

; and we antici-

pated a growth for this secession of Noel, Shore, and
others, not inferior to that which was attained by the se-

cession in former years of the Erskines and Fishers from
the Scottish establishment. Whether Mr. Noel is a man
equal to such an enterprize, it is not necessary to inquire.

The perusal of his Essay has satisfied us, that he has re-

ceded as much from Episcopacy as from the Establish-

ment ; and that the honesty of his character and the sin-

cerity of his convictions necessitate the step which other-

wise would be a matter of regret.

This article, isufficiently long to bring to a close, has as-

sumed on the anvil a different form from that at first de-

signed. Our purpose was to have entered at once upon
the discussion of the points involved in this controversy.

But as, in this country at least, it has been so long consider-

ed ^^ j'es adjudicata" and we hear so often the wonder ex-

pressed, upon what grounds it is pretended to retain and
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justify the alliance of Church and State, it seemed not un-
fit to present the historical view given above. The care-

ful reader will perceive that very grave questions have
been sprung in the preceding review : is the State a per-

son, capable of religion ? What is the end for which civil

government was instituted? Cannot the Church exert an
influence upon the State, as a co ordinate institution and
independently of an alliance? Is the voluntary principle

insufficient, as boldly alleged, to propagate religion in a
country ? Does the voice of past ages cry out for a nation-

al Church, and how is this the voice of nature? Does the
Jewish Theocracy afford a precedent in favor of the con-
nexion between State and Church? Do the Millenial pro-

phecies set this union before us as a necessary feature of
Christ's universal rule upon earth ? The answer to these

questions must be reserved for another article, in which
they may be thoroughly discussed. In the meantime, it

is hoped the synopsis already given of the views of lead-

ing writers in favor of Church establishments may not

prove unacceptable nor uninteresting to the reader.
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4. Introduction a L^Atlas Ethnographique du Globe, ^c.

dedie A. S. M. Viimpereitr Alexandre^ par Adrien
BAhBif Ancient Professor de Geographie, de Phisique

et de MathematiqueSj <fec. Tome Premier. Paris
1826. 8vo.

6. Philological proofs of the Original Unity and re-

cent origin ofthe Human Race. Derivedfrom a com-

parison of the languages of Asia, Europe, Africa, and
America, beifig an inquiry howfar the differences in the

languages of the globe are referable to causes now in

operation. By Arthur James Johnes, Esq. Svo.

iowrfon, 1846. , .
._ ^ .. ;.

The word Nation (j^m) may be taken in three differ-

ent senses, as we consider it in a political, geographic, or

ethnographic relation. In the first, we use it of a people,

howpver diiierent their religions, languages, and degrees

of civilization, who yield obedience to one and the same
civil power, and form a political community separate from
the rest of the world. In the second acceptation, we ap-

ply it to the inhabitants of a country defined by natural

boundaries which seclude them, in a great degree, from
intercourse with other parts of the earth. In the third

place we may use the term, lliough in doing so we depart

from ordinary English usage, and conform rather to that

of the French language, of the inhabitants of a country
speaking one and the same tongue, with its different dia-

lects, however widely separated they may be in their ha-

bitations, their religion, their social state, their govern-

ments, and degree of civilization. The term race, or peo-

ple, is the most appropriate term in our own language to ex-
press this idea. In this sense we speak of the Anglo Sax-
on race, the French, Spanish, Portugese, Armenian, Chi-

nese race, races, or people, however widely they are foiuid

dispersed over the face of our globe, and however sepa-

rated historically in time. The classification of nations

by their languages constitutes the modern science of Eth-
nography, which is a happier word than the French Lin-
guistique, or the harsher term Glottology, by which it has
been proposed to designate this important branch of know-
ledge. The light which it is suited to throw upon the
subject discussed in our previous pages, the Unity of the
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human race, and the difficulties also which the facts it

exhibits oppose to the conclusions to which we have ar-

rived, constitute the main reasons for bringing the subject
forward at the present time to the notice of our readers.

The manner in which the various points embraced in the
entire subject have often been discussed and held, has con-
flicted with the historic truth of the sacred scriptures, and
their credibility as a divine revelation. The spirit of the

times is unfriendly, and the discussions of the age to

which we belong, are conducted, by most, independently
of the light shed from the sacred scriptures ; and there is

in many (Quarters a decided willingness to believe that the

old records ascribed to Moses are little better than the cos-

mogonies of Hesiod, Ovid, or Zoroaster.
' The question how language came into existence at all,

has exercised the wits ofmen in all dges. By some it has
been supposed to be wholly the invention of man. Lu-
cretius, the Epicurean poet and philosopher, informs us that

at some eai ly period—the time when, the deponent saith

not—the woods being set on fire by lightning, or by trees

grating together in a storm, human beings, who, like the

rest of the univei se. had been formed by the fortuitous con-

curience of atoms, and who had thus far lived dispersed,

naked and dumb, were so enervated by the heat of the

conflagration, that they were obliged to take shelter from
the weather in caverns; males and females thus jumbled
t0i;ether by accident became known to each other ; indivi-

duals knew their own offspring, which formerly they
could not distinguish from the offspring of other men;
their minds became softened by the blandishments of do-

mestic life, and families were formed. After a little com-
munication with neighbouring families they were enabled

to form some artificial distinctions of right and wrong, of

which before they were unconscious ; that to enforce these

distinctions, and for mutual defence, compacts became ne-

cessary ;
that to make these compacts some better signs of

thought and feeling were requisite than the indistinct yells,

and the gestures by which they had communicated with

each other; and so speech was invented, which was as

really the effect of human art as houses, wagons, or any
other article manufactured to promote the convenience of

man.
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Diodonis Siculus also tells us, that the first men lived

for some time in caves, after the manner of beasts, utter-

ing only confused noises, instinctive cries of pleasure or

pain, till necessity compelled them to associate together

for mutual aid, and gradually to agree upon some audi-

ble signs of ideas by which to communicate with each

other. Different communities would thus invent differ-

ent languages, and inventing them would proceed on dif-

ferent p;-inciples.* V J ^

Rosseau and Volney also represent man as thrown as it

were by chance, on a confused and savage land, abandon-
ed by the unknown hand that produced him, and left to

discover for himself the first elements of life, and to be-

come the sole architect of his own fortunes.

Were pagans and infidels the only ones who had advoca-
ted this theory, we should regard it with less surprise ; but
when we find it adopted by professed believers in inspi-

ration, it certainly argues but a slight reverence for the

sacred scriptures. Yet it received the assent of Gregory
Wyssen, a father of the Church in the 4th century, and of

" The beauty of Lucretius's poetry," says Beattie, " made this system
fashionable at Rome, where Horace adopted it."

Cum prorepserunt primis animalia terris,

Mutum et turpe pecui!^, glandem atque cubilia propter,

Unguibus et pugnis, dein fustibus, atque ita porro
Pugnabant armis, quae post fabricaverat usus

;

Donee verba, quibus voces sensusque noterant,

Nominaque invenere ; dehinc absistere bello, &c.
Lib. i. sat. 3. V. 97.

The following paraphrase has nothing of the elegance of Horace or Lu-
cretius ; but seems to nave all the elegance that so ridiculous a doctrine de-
serves :

When men out of the earth of old

A dumb and beastly vermin crawl'd

;

For acorns, first, and holes of shelter,

They tooth and nail, and helter skelter,

Fought fist to fist ; then with a club
Each learn'd his brother brute to drub

;

Till, more experienced grown, these cattle

Forged fit accoutrements for battle.

At last (Lucretius says, and Creech)
They set their wits to work on speech

:

And, that their thoughts might all have marks
To make them known, these learned clerks
Left off the trade of cracking crowns.
And manufactured verbs and nouns.

Beattie, TheoryofLang. chap. vi.
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Richard Simon, priest of the oratory and author of the cri*

tical history of the Old Testament. Adam Smith also, and
many of the philosophers have followed in the sametrain,*^

and Dr. Murray thinks he discovers the elements of all lan-

guages in the nine monosyllables, ag, beg, dwag, cwag, lag,

mag, nag, rag, swag.* We find the theory also in many of

our elementary books referred to for illustration as the trife

theory of language, and adduced to account for many of

the phenomena which language actually exhibits.

Others have maintained that the faculty of speech was
made as natural to man as his reason, and that the use of

language is the necessary result of the constitution con-

ferred on him at his first creation. Language has thus

resulted spontaneously, without any intervention of Deity
since the first creative act which brought man into being,

and without any contrivance or intervention on the part

of man himself Such was the decided opinion of the

celebrated Herder, who advances it in an elaborate dis-

quisition on the origin of language, which was crowned
with the prize by the R:)yal Academy of Sciences at Ber-

lin.t SuGh also was the opinion of Humboldt. " Speech"
says he, "according to my fullest conviction, must really

be considered inheient in man ; since as the work of his

intellect in his simple knowledge it is absolutely inexpli-

cable. This hypothesis is not facilitated by supposing
thousands and thousands of years ; language could not

have been invented without its type existing in man. Still

it must not be considered as a gift bestowed ready formed
upon man, but as something coming from himself"
A third opinion is that language is of divine origin, and

was taught in some way by God to Adam. Though some,
as Bochart and Siillingfleet, have maintained that Adam
was possessed of higher powers and cultivation, (if we
may with any propriety apply such a term to him,) and
hence had a more perfect command of language than any
of his posterity have manifested ; otheis believe that only

so much of language was taught to man as was necessa-

ry to accommodate his limited necessities in the infancy

of his being, and that he was left to enlarge this medium

* DugalcTStuart, vol. iii. p. 70.

t Translated from the German, London, 1827.
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of intercourse, as new objects met his view and new- he-
cessities were originated.

Against the first, and in favor of the last, of these theo-

ries, is the consideration that it is impossible to reason

without the medium of language. There must be sigus

of ideas which will stand for them, as we pass from one to

another, or we cannot compare two ideas together, noi per-

ceive any relations subsisting between things. We can
contemplate the individual, but cannot pass from the indivi-

dual to the species without the intervention of language,

or as we should more correctly say, of some sensible signs.

Without language, then, man must forever have remained
an infant in mind, and never could have acquired know-
ledge \ior been capable of consecutive thought. But if

language were of human invention, it was ihe result of

much intent thought, and not the work of infancy but of

culture. We could perhaps proceed no further in reason-

ing than the dumb beasts around us without notes, or

marks, or signs of things ; and there can be devised no signs

so admirable as those articulate sounds of which language

consists.

Tjie human voice is so framed and adapted as to be

susceptible ofarticulate modifications toalmost any extent

;

and the power of forming these various modifications is

possessed by all men. But it does not therefore follow

that language is a human invention
; nor does the posses-

sion of these powers of vocal inflection point out how it

was that it was first suggested to men to employ sounds
as the representatives of ideas. The infant learns to speak
by imitation solely. He invents not the language he
pronounces. It was in existence before him. The man
who has been deaf from infancy, is also dumb. He never
invents a vocal language, but always converses by means
of signs addressed to the eye. This is not through any
deficiency in the organs of speech, but because his desti-

tution of another sense prevents his learning by imitation

the vocal signs which others use. And even the mature
and strong minded man, when he would acquire or in-

vent a new language, finds it extremely difficult to attain

to sounds different from those which he learned in child-

hood, before his habit of articulation became fixed. So
far from finding it easy to originate a new language, he
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finds it extremely difficult to acquire in perfection one al-

ready formed. These facts show us the fallacy of that theo-

ry which supposes laii^guage to be of human invention.

Every man, as far back as history goes, obtains the power
of articulate speech in childhood by imitation. We trace

this process of acquisition up to the first man. and enquire
how did he obtain it, and the answer must bfe, that it was
imparted to him. We may "challenge" says Dr. Magee,
"a single instance in the whole range of history, of any
human creature ever using articulate sounds as the signs ,

of ideas, unless taught either immediately and at once by
God, or gradually by those who had been themselves in-

structed." I ^ ,. ^'r-i--- /r

The supposition that language is not communicated ah
extra but is the result of our constitution, the immediate
product of our intellectual and material organization, is

equally untenable. For if it were so, the experiment of
Psammettichus was founded in reason, who shut up iwo in-

fants from all intercourse with men, in order that he might
learn from them the primitive language by the first sounds
the children should utter. Caspar Hauser would have
had a language of his own, by which he would have at- .

tempted to make known his wants. The savage would
'*

have had a language, of whom lord Monboddo gives an
account, who was caught in the woods of Hanover, and is

said not to have been deficient in physical strength pr

bodily organs.

We are therefore driven to the conclusion that language
was given to men by God. Such is the testimony of the

scriptures. God brought the beasts to Adam and he
named them. Without some knowledge of these animals
Adam could not have imposed names upon them ; with-

out the gift of speech he could not have had this know-
ledge. Things do not enter the mind and there reside.

They make a transitory impression upon it ; and these

things, and the relations they have to other things, are

marked by words ; which words we do not ourselves ori-

ginate but learn from others. The things being with-

drawn, the mind cannot reason upon them or designate

them without words, nor even think of them without also

thinking of the words which have become their signs.

So that knowledge is acquired, retained and communi-
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cated by means of language. We are therefore obliged

to believe that Adam came from the hands of God a
full grown man, not in stature alone but in knowledge
and the power of communicating it : and not to suppose the

first pair, who never were infants, to have but infantile

powers, comprehension, and views, and to be obliged

to learn, contrive and invent by unassisted reason, as we
do in passmg up to manhood. The human race as

existing in their first progenitors, did not start in their ca-

reer of duty and trial as infants, but as adult men. Im-
mense responsibilities were devolved upon them. The
myriads of earth stood or fell with them ; and such fear-

ful responsibilities as rested on them they were empower-
ed by God, in their perfected reason and large discourse

of mind, to appreciate, and successfully to meet. Any other

supposition is alike contrary to reason and scripture. As
their whole existence was miraculous, so knowledge and
language were miraculously imparted to them, without
having to acquire the one by experience, or the other by
the gradual process of invention.

Some even among the ancient heathen reached that

point in the process of their reasoning, at which they were
obliged to refer language tp a divine author. Socrates, in

the Cratylus of Plato is 4*epresented as saying that " the

first names were framed by the gods," that the imposition

of names on things belonged to a nature superior to that of

man, and could pertain to him only who had a full dis-

cernment of these natures. Hobbes too has said, God
taught Adam the invention of speech. And Dr. Johnson
asserts that inspiration would have been necessary to in-

form man that he had the faculty of speech, which, says
he, " they could no more find out without inspiration, than
the cows and hogs would think of such a faculty." Hum-
boldt's idea is not altogether different from this ; though he
seems to suppose that language is a product of the human
mind preternaiurally aroused and invigorated by the cre-

ators power. " I am penetrated," says he, " with the con-

viction, that it is impossible not to perceive this divine

power which the human faculties hide within them, this

genius the creator of nations: above all, in the primitive

state when all the ideas and the very faculties of the soul

gather a more lively strength from the novelty of the
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impressions made upon it : when man can perceive before-
hand those combinations which he would never arrive at
by the slow and progressive march of experience. This
creative spirit can over-leap those limits which seem pre-
scribed to the rest of mortals ; and if it is impossible to des-
cribe its march, its vivifying presence is no less manifest.
Rather than to renounce, in explaining the origin of lan-

guages, the influence of this powerful first cause, and as-

sign them to a uniform and mechanical progress which
they make one step after another from their rude to their

perfect state, I would embrace the opinion of those who
refer the origin of language to an immediate revelation

from God. They at least recognize this divine spark
which shines over all the idioms, even the most imperfect
and the least cultivated."*

During the 930 years of Adam's life, as his family and
numerous posterity were rising around him, and he in the
midst of them their patriarch and instructor, there was
abundant opportunity for him to communicate to them all

that had been first communicated to him, and to enlarge

the primeval tongue, even after the original influence

which endowed him with speech was withdrawn, as new
inventions, new discoveries, and new experience should
require new terms.

As we now traverse the surface of the globe, we find it

occupied by a vast diversity of languages and dialects,

and one who has not given his mind to this kind of re-

search is astonished at their number and characteristics.

Balbi, in allusion to the vocabulary of Pallas, the collec-

tions of the Spaniard Hervas, and the Mithridates of

Adelung and Vater, says

:

" It is in these precious depots of ethnographic science that

the astonished scholar becomes acquainted with the prodigious

number of different languages, in which man has expressed his

thoughts, and communicated his feelings. It is in the Mithri-

dates, and the collections of Hervas that he learns, with sur-

prise, what a crowd of languages, different from those of Moses,

of Homer, of Virgil, of Racine, and of Dante, have the beau-

ties and richness of verbal forms belonging to the Hebrew and
Arabic, possess the boundless power of forming new words, sim-

In Wiseman's Lect. pp. 54, 55.

Vol. m.—No. 2. 31
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pie and compound, exhibited by the Greek and German ; have

the force and conciseness of the Latin and English
;
the harmo-

ny and sweetness of the Spanish and Italian ; and the precision

of the French. It is in these works, too, that, contrary to his

expectation, he learns the existence of grammatical subtleties

heretofore unknown to grammarians, not only in the languages

of the polished or half polished inhabitants of the old and new
world, but also in those brutal tribes which wander in the burn-

ing deserts of the torrid zone, and in the frozen solitudes of the

northern regions."*

The materials have been accumulating, for these stu-

dies, from every quarter. Vocabularies of words have
been collected by travellers and navigators, and from na-

tions of various lands, who have wandered from their

own savage haunts, and reached the abodes of civilized

men. The Empress, Catharine, of Russia, commenced
with her own hand a vocabulary of the known langua-
ges of earth, which she employed the philosopher Pallas

to complete. Champollion, Gtuatremen, Abel-R6musat,
St. Martin, De Sacy, Malte Brun, and Balbi, in France

;

Bopp, Hammer, Humboldt, Klaproth, Schlegel, the Ade-
lungs, and Vater, in Germany ; Colebrooke, Wilkins, Prich-

ard, and Johnes, in England ; Schilling and others in
Russia ; Munter aud Rask, in Denmark ; Hamaker and
Van der Palm, in Holland ; and Pickering, Duponceau,
and Albert Galalin, in this country, have devoted them-
selves to these studies, with no small share of enthusiasm
and success. In Paris, St. Petersburg, London and Vien-
na, and more lately in Boston and New York, at Calcut-
ta, Bombay, Franguebar, Batavia, and elsewhere in the
east, associations are formed for the purpose of investiga-
ting the antiquities and languages of the various tribes of
men.
One of the most fruitful sources of knowledge on this

point has resulted from the efforts of Christian missiona-
ries to evangelize the world. To many a barbarous na-
tion they have given, for the first time, a new language •

they have prepared grammars, dictionaries, and other ele-
mentary works, for the easier acquisition of otherwise
unknown tongues, and have translated into these langua-
ges' the sacred Scriptures and other books of religion. In

* Balbi, In trod, a 1'Atlas Ethnographique, Disc. Prel. p. xv.
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this way a prodigious amount of material has been col-

lected for the study of comparative philology. ^
"

It is true that there have been many mistakes made in

the vocabularies of these new tongues, through ignorance
of the language, through inaptitude and negligence on
the part of those who have collected them, through the

want of agreement between these and European idioms,

and through imperfect methods of transcription, and a
want of uniformity in expressing foreign sounds by
the alphabets of civilized nations. Many examples
of this are given by Balbi. If you should demand, for

instance, from an Algonquin, the word for a tree, point-

ing at the same time to a particular tree, he would give

you, instead of the general term, the specific name ches-

nut, or ash, or oak, as the case may be. If you ask the

word for head, at the same time pointing to your own, he
will give you the word for pour head ; if you should point

to his head, the word for mi/ head would be given. If

you demand of a Mohegan the name for hand, at the

same time stretching out your own hand, he will answer
knisk, your hand ; if you point to his own hand, he will

say nnisk, my hand ; if you direct his attention to the

hand of a third person, he will reply unisk, his hand. It

is easy to see that many mistakes must, at first, be made
in acquiring a knowledge, especially, ofunwritten tongues.

It is recorded of one of the early missionaries, in this

country, that, designing to translate the passage, " the

mother of Sisera looked out at a window, and cried through
the lattice," he found it difficult to obtain an Indian word
answering to the word lattice. At length he believed

himself to have succeeded. After a season, however, per-

ceiving that his translation caused much amazement
around his congregation, he learned, on inquiry, that he
had made the mother of Sisera to have looked out at a
window, and to have cried through an eel-trap. One of

the missionaries in India translated the word for dove,

that consecrated emblem, by the Sanscrit word signifying

owl ; and another, and he a Presbyterian, the word bap-

tise by a word which almost signifies to drown.* These
mistakes have ofttimes, and almost necessarily, occurred.

. Oriental Christian Spectator, Bombay, 1831, p. 53.

:%
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But notwithstanding this, much that is real and sub-

stantial has resulted from these enquiries.

In proportion, however, as these studies advanced, they

seemed to become more and more hostile to the word of

God. The vast number of dialects and tongues that were

discovered, and to some extent catalogued, filled believers

in revelation with an undefined apprehension. Not only

were they so numerous, but apparently so distinct from
each other, and so unlike, both in material and structure,

that it neither seemed that they could be derived from
the same stock, nor that the men who spake them could

ever have constituted, in any past period of time, the

same family.

The number of languages on the globe has been dif-

ferently estimated by different scholars. Of necessity,

this cannot be done with accuracy. Many which are
mere dialects, have been denominated separate languages,
and again those which in reality are separate, have been
supposed to be dialects of one common tongue.

"A language," says Malte Brun, " is a collection of vocal
signs, correlative to each other, derived from common roots, sub-
mitting to the same system of declensions and conjugations,
governed by the same rules of syntax, and by means of which a
society of men communicate tljieir thoughts and desires."*

Adelung, in his Mithridates, has classified 3064 langua-
ges and dialects, living or dead, spoken still, or preserved
in written records. And Balbi, in his Ethnographic Atlas,
has been able to present to our view 860 languages, and
more than 6000 dialects. He gives it as his opinion, that
all the languages, living or dead, taken in the strict sense
just defined, amount to at least 2000 in all. Nor can this
computation appear too large, when we consider the great
number of languages on the American continent already
known, and recollect that a great part of the earth has yet
to be explored

; that Africa, in particular, may be as fruit-
ful in jarring tongues as the continent we inhabit ; that
the most of those who traverse the ocean are bent on gain,
and are not curious to preserve for us any vestiges of
those languages with which they may have formed a
partial acquaintance.

Letter to Balbi, V Atlas Ethnog. Introd. p. 3.
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That these various languages all existed from the very
commencement of the tribes who speak them, in the same
form as now, no one can believe. New languages arise,

1. from distant migrations of the same family
; 2. by the

subjugation of one nation by another, and the fusion of
two languages into one. This is the case with most of
the languages of southern and western Europe, And
yet there are instances of the co-existence, both of the

language of the conquerors and the conquered. The
Caribees and some other nations of South America, have
one language for the men, and another for the women, *

whom Malte Brun supposes to be the unfortunate remains
of some tribe cut off in savage warfare. 3. The imper-

ceptible changes of manners and knowledge, as civiliza-

tion advances or recedes, have their effect in varying lan-

guage. 4. A language has its youth, manhood, and old

age. Colonies, passing off at these different stages, and
losing all connection with the mother country, would
come to have dialectic or linguistic differences among
themselves and the country whence they went out. 5.

The passing off into a different climate and other scenes,

would gradually affect the language of the migrating

tribe.

It is evident, however, that, in all these cases, there

will be analogies remaining in those tongues which start-

ed out from one common centre. These analogies are

partly found in the words themselves, the materials out
of which languages are made, and partly in the gram-
matical structure according to which these words are dis-

posed, both as to arrangement and form. Whether the

affinity between languages is to be sought for in the one
or in the other, has been much debated. A portion of the

distinguished Ethnographers deciding for one, and an-

other portion for the other method. The latter contend-

ing that if a nation receives foreign forms or idioms of

speech, it also will receive the words in which these

idioms are expressed.

It was a great advance in this branch of study, when
the affinities between the languages of the earth were at

length intelligently seen, and when under the searching

analysis of Bopp, Grimm, Adelung and others, they ar-

ranged themselves into groups or families. Of these fam-
ilies we shall endeavor now to give some little idea to
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those of our readers who have not, for themselves, inves-

tigated this subject. " ' "f^

One of the most interesting of these, in every way, es-

pecially to the student of the Scriptures, is the so called

Shemitish, or as Prichard prefers to term it, the Syro-Ara-
bian family. This family has its several branches, some
of which are now dead, some scarce breathing, while the

youngest blooms forth in all its beauty. They have been
spoken by a widely extended race, or by races of men who
have exerted an astonishing influence over the modern
nations of Europe by their literature, their opinions, and
their religion. Among them was the first kingdom nam-
ed in history, founded by Nimrod,and the equally power-
ful kingdom of Babylon, which succeeded it ; Phoenicia,

the country so celebrated for its commerce, which gave a
written language to Greece and all the western world

;

Carthage, the ancient rival of Rome ; Israel, the chosen
people of God

;
Abyssinia, which, for a season, extend-

ed her conquests into the heart of Arabia, contending
with the crescent on one side, and the barbarian hordes of

Africa on the other, and which, for many centuries, held

undisputed dominion of the upper countries of the Nile

;

Arabia, that colossal power, which overran the most
beautiful parts of Asia, Africa and Europe, spreading the

religion of Mahomet, cultivating science and the arts, and
communicating to Christian Europe a knowledge of Ge-
ometry, of Algebra, of figures, of cotton, paper and powder,
which has changed the whole method of war.* -

It is the Shemitish family that has given to the world
the three religions of Judaism, Christianity, and of the

false prophet of Mecca ; the last, though an imposture,

teaching, as the former do, and in distinction from all other

modifications of religion, the absolute unity of God.
" Their conceptions were more pure and sublime, their senti-

ment of devotion more intense, their consciousness of guilt ex-

pressed itself in more significant and more definite acts, than
those of the Japetic nations, with whom mythology began." " The
deity whom the Shemite patriarchs taught their posterity to wor-
ship, was that being ' whom no eye hath seen, nor can see ;' at

whose Almighty word the visible universe sprang into existence,

* Balbi, Atlas Ethnog.
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< when the mornkig stars sang together, and the sons of God
shouted for joy.'"* . / .^..v;1^4-3:;TP' ir--^ /v.. .•; ',

This family of men has been the witness of the most^
astonishing events which God has wrought as a testimo-

ny to man ; and from them the true religion, proceeding as

from its original depositaries, is to go out into all the

world.

The Shemitish stock divides itself into five principal

branches.

1. The Arameatij embracing the Syriac or western Ara-
mean, and Chaldee or eastern Aramean. Other relics

are the Samaritan, the Zabian, Palmyrene, and Naba-
thean dialects. ^^'^'-;*n-

2. The Canaanitish branch.—This includes the Hebrew

'

of the Old Testament, the scanty remains of the Phoe-
nician and Carthaginian or Punic ; and the later He-
brew, the Talmudic and Rabbinic, the basis ofwhich is

Hebrew, but greatly modified, mostly by the influence

of the Aramean.
3. The Median branch.—The Pehlvi spoken in Media, is

a mixed language, being, in a great degree, Shemitish
in its words, although Persian in its grammatical struc-

ture. Hence, some have placed it here, while others

have assigned it a different location. It was, according

to Adelung, the reigning language in Persia, from 600 B.

( 7. for a period of 900 years.

4. The Arabic branch, with its eldest daughter the Ethi-

opic, and its younger daughters, the Moorish and Maltese.

5. The Abyssinian^ derived from the Arabic through the

Ethiopic, and comprising the Amharic and Axumitic
dialects.

The grand characteristic of this family of languages is

the triliteral form of the roots, which in the Aramean
branch, having one full vowel connected with the second
letter, constitute monosyllabic words ; while in Hebrew the

two first letters having each a vowel, the same roots form
dissyllables ; and with another vowel accompanying the

third letter, in the Arabic the same triiiterals form trissyl-

lables, as kHal, katal, katala, he killed.

The Berber language, of the region of Mt. Atlas in Nor-

thern Africa, and the Haussa of Sudan, have such strong

Prichard, vol. iv. pp. 549, 550.

V
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affinities with the Hebrew especially, that Prichard has
classed them among the Hebraeo-African languages.*
It is probable too that Cappadocia, in Asia Minor, ancient-
ly spoke a dialect of the Aramean. This family of lan-

guages, then, extended from Armenia and the Euxine on
the north, around the whole eastern and southern coast of
the Mediterranean as far as the pillars of Hercules; east-

ward it reached into Persia, being bounded thence by the
Persian gulf and the Indian ocean ; and southward it ex-
tended as far as the tributaries and sources of the Nile,

and thence was bounded by the great desert, or perhaps
rather by Nigritia and Sudan. It embraces also the reli-

gious language of all who through Africa profess the Mo-
hammedan faith.

'

Another family of languages of special interest to us,

as embracing our own vernacular tongue, is the Indo- Ger-
manic. It embraces, in the first place, the

Sanscrit^ with all its immediate derivations, constituting all

the modern languages of Hindostan out of the Deccan.
2. The Medo-Persic or Arian branch, including the Zend,

the earliest existing form of the Persic tongues, (the

^Pehlvi perhaps,) the Kurdish and other subordinate di-

alects.

3. The Teutonic brancl^ including the ancient Gothic,

the German dialects, the Anglo-Saxon, the Icelandic,

Swedish, Danish.

4. The Celtic branch, embracing the Welsh, Cornish, and
Armorican ; the Irish or Erse, the Gaelic or Scotch, and
the Manks.

5. The Slavonic^ comprising the Lithuanian with the an-

cient Prussian and Lettic, the Russian, the Polish and
Bohemian, and the languages of the Slovacs ofHungary,
with the Wends and Sorabians.

6. The Graeco-Latin branch, embracing the classic

tongues of antiquity, with the modern languages derived

principally from them, the Romaic or modern Greek,

* "The impulse which has been given by our countryman Mr. Wm. B.

Hodffson," (of Savannah) ** in his researches into the Berber language, and
the Ethnographic facts which were the results of his elucidations, has ex-

tended to England, France and Germany." " The progress of Ethnology,"

by John Russell Bartlett, Cor. Sec. of the Am. Ethnological Society, p. 45.

Dr. Prichard, with like commendation, speaks of "the excellent memoir" of

Mr. Hodgson. We regret that we are not able at this time to lay bur hand
on this important publication.
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The examples might be greatly extended, but what we
have now given must suffice. We might add other evi-

dence, to show the wide extension of each of the specific

branches embraced in this family of languages, in refer-

ence to which ample materials are lying before us. Es-
pecially ample are the facts in reference to the various
Celtic tribes, which have been spread out in the pages of
Prichard, who has devoted special attention to their histo-

ry and languages. He has traced out the settlements of
the Celtic tribes in Gaul and Britain by the names of pla-

ces ending in dunum, or dinum, &c. as Londinum, Lug-
dunum ; dr in briga^ sego, and other terminations, which are

found through Britain, Belgium, France, and Spain. All

these coincidences are as striking and satisfactory, as show-
ing an identity, at some former day, of nations now wide-

ly separated from each other, as the homely distich is, of

the identity of the English and the vulgar idiom of the

Frieslanders of Holland:

Butter, bread, and green-cheese

Buter, bread, in grientjies,

. IfiT good English and good Friese.

Is gud Inglisch in gud Fries.

The Tartar, or Tatar* family of languages, is another

numerous group, embracing the Tungusian, the Turkish,

and the Mongolian. .1,. >

This family of languages occupies for its seat the cen-

tral regions of high Asia, but sends out its branches over

Siberia, and through northern and eastern Europe, and
northern India. A tabular view might be given, did our

limits allow, showing the affinities prevailing in this group
of languages. From the heights of Asia there have been
poured upon Europe, from immemorial time, inundations

of warlike and vigorous men. The traces of the Tatar
languages are found in many portions of northern and
eastern Europe. The Huns who invaded Europe in the

The ordinary orthography Tartar was introduced, according to Abel-
Remusat, whom both Klaproth and Balbi follow, by St. Louis, King of

France, who, when the amval of the Tatars in Western Europe was appre-

hended, wrote to his mother in the following words :
" Erigat nos, mater,

coeleste solatium, quia, si perveniant ipsi, vel nos ipsos quos vocamus Tar-
taros ad suas tartareas sedes undo exierunt retrudemus, vel ipsi nos omnes
ad ccelum adventrunt."

—

BdUn, p. 150.

fr'.1
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4th century were the same race of men with the Magyars
who invaded the eastern parts of Europe in the 8th centu-

ry, and are now contending under ^Kossuth and Bemfor
their civil Uberty, against the arms of Austria. It is plain

from the news of their exploits which every day reach us,

that their abode in Europe for ten centuries has not extin-

guished their love of liberty, and their indomitable cour-

age. The affinities existing between the Tatar languages

of high Asia, and the Finnish and Hungarian, are exceed-

ingly striking. - . ^
^

English. Turkish. Mandschu. Magyar. Finnish,
' tSea dengiz tenger tenger

Rock gaya koe "^ kii

Ice szug yuche yeg yeg
These affinities are widely diffused throughout Euro-

pean Russia, and the bon-mot of Napoleon is not without

its force even in a linguistic sense, ' scrub a Russian and
you will find a Tartar.'

Another very peculiar group of languages is the Indo-

Chinese or the TYansgangetic, embracing the languages
of Thibet, of the further India, of China, Corea, and Ja-

pan. The languages spoken by these various nations,

are different in vocabulary, but similar in structure.

—

From the time of Adelung/ it has been customary to con-

sider the dialects of the Chinese and Indo-Chinese na-
tions as monosyllabic languages. And though Abel-Rem-
usat has contended that they could not, with propriety,

be so termed, his reasons have failed to convince some
of the most intelligent scholars. Polysyllables, except
compounds, are scarcely to be found in the Chinese.

—

The language consists, according to R6musat, of some
400 monosyllables alone. But these are pronounced in

four or five diflferent tones, and with each separate tone

signify a different thing. So that the spoken language of

China is a species of cant illation in which the several

variations of sound express successive ideas. Adelung
gives an example of this from the language of Tonquin.
The word ba is pronounced in six different tones, and thus
has six different meanings. It means a lord, abandonedj
something contemptible^ three, present, and the concubine

of a prince. And pronounced in these six different tones
suitably arranged, this one word makes the following sen-

<m t
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tence :
" Three lords made a present to the concubine of

a prince. How contemptible that is !" Besides, each one
of these words has a different meaning according to its loca-

tion in a sentence. And when all these meanings come
to be expressed in writing, it requires 80,000 characters to

represent them. The Chinese has no particles, no con-

necting links, no case nor number ; all the particles of

relation and terminational changes are dispensed with,

and the hearer is obliged to connect the ideas suggested

by the several sounds, in his own mind.
The preservation of this peculiarity of the language

results, iii the opinion of M. M. Langles, Humboldt, Abei
Remusat and Professor Neuman, from the peculiar char-

acter of the hieroglyphic writing, adopted by the Chinese.

Each word being represented by a special symbolic char-

acter was remembered in its individual sense, and in-

stead of conjugation and declension being resorted to, to

indicate the relations, these were indicated by other dis-

tinct words, or by the relative position of words to each
other.

Th6 language of Thibet is not so purely monosyllabic,

and stands related to the Chinese languages on the one
hand, and to the Tatar languages on the other. The
Korean is allied to the Siberian languages, and is not
monosyllabic. The same is true of the Japanese. The
Burmese also forms a connecting link between the mono-
syllabic and polysyllabic languages.

We cannot pretend, within the limits of this article, to

give a complete view of all the diversities of human
speech. The Ethnograpic groups or families we have
described, cover, however, no small portion of the earth's

surface. Two others, however, claim, for a moment, our
attention. We have seen how widely the Shemitish, or

Syro-Arabian languages, have extended over northern
and north eastern Africa. The languages of middle and
southern Africa remain to be considered, and then, briefly,

the languages of our own continent. In reference to the

first, we have but meagre vocabularies of them with which
to institute a comparison. North of the Mountains of

the Moon, the African dialects, both of maritime and in*'

terior Nigritia, so far as the materials we have reveal, are

not, except to a limited extent, related to each other in

11
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words, though there is said to be a striking relation in

grammatical structure. The Falatahs, however, who
have extended themselves over the interior countries of
Nigritia, and who emanated from the high country north
of the Senegal, speak nearly the same language with the

Foulahs, and have diffused it widely through the various

regions of their migration. The whole region further

north from the Oasis of Siwa, on the eastern side of the

Great Desert, to the Canary Isles on the west, including

the extinct race of the Guanches, whose embalmed re-

mains are preserved in the mummy-caves of Teneriffe,

spoke dialects of the same tongue which exhibits affini-

ties with the Biscayen or Iberian of Spain. The lan-

guages of soufhern Africa, from the channel of Mosam-
bique, on the eastern coast, to Congo and the Atlantic

coast, exhibit a remarkable similarity. Our missionaries

at the Gaboon inform us that natives have travelled

across the continent, from the Indian Ocean to the Atlan-

tic, and had no difficulty in making themselves under-

stood among the tribes through which they passed. Of
one of these languages, the Mpongwe—the grammar of

which, as prepared by the missionary brethren at the

Gaboon river, lies before us—appears to be distinguished

by its great flexibility, its softness of sound, and the ex-

ceeding copiousness of its verbal forms.

The entire African system of languages, not excluding

the Coptic, seem to be distinguished by its indicating all

modifications of nouns and verbs by prefixes. In this

respect, there is a striking difference between them and
the Indo-European languages, in which such modifica-

tions are chiefly indicated by sufformative endings.

The languages of our own American continent consti-

tute another numerous division of the idioms spoken

among men. Their number has appeared so great, and
their power of combination so extensive, as to astonish

the scholars of the old world. Their characteristics have
been thus summed up by Mr. Duponceau.

" 1. The American languages are rich in words and grammat-
ical forms ;

and in their complicated construction the greatest

order, method and regularity prevail. 2. These complicated

forms, which I call polysynthetic^ appear to exist in all those

languages from Grreenland to Cape Horn. 3. These forms ap-
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pear to differ essentially from those of the ancient and modern
languages of the old hemisphere." j,4^^iK>,.iP r-

The labors of Heckewelder and Zusberger, of Mr. Du-
ponceaii of Philadelphia, and Mr. Gallatin of N. York,
as well as those of the missionary Eliot of former times,

have done much to make these remarkable languages
known to the civilized world. Their great number of

words ; their numerous forms of one and the same verb

varied for the purpose of expressing nice shades of

thought, and of including within itself, subject and t)b-

ject, of expressing the number of both, the animation or

inanimateness of both ; the power of increasing and com-
bining words by a species of agglutination, as it has been
termed by the baron William Von Humboldt, are wonder-
ful, and beyond any parallel in the languages of the old

world.

These numerous languages, which are so uniform in

structure, resist, in a great variety of cases, the effort to

group them together into Ethnographic families. Yet
Balbi has included these languages in eleven families, be-

ginning with the Chilian in the south, and ending with
the Esquimaux in the north. The missionaries, employ-
ed in pious labors, had long since observed that certain

languages were keys to other dialects ; and in proportion

as attention is directed to these tongues, it may be expec-

ted that the affinities between them will become more and
more apparent. .' ''

*-^x A'- :''-':^^'^'''-'iM}^'3^.m-^
''

These are the main facts which the comparative study
of languages has established. And it is a study rich in

fruits to the geographer, the historian, the naturalist, the

linguist, and not without its uses to the divine. The
languages of most nations show their derivation, and
contain traces of the countries through which they have
passed, and the vicissitudes which have befallen them.

—

When we know that in the ancient calendars of Ireland,

the name of the month of February signifies the first
month of /Spring, we may learn that the ancient abode
of the Celts was in a far more southern latitude than
that which they now occupy. The name Bet/ by which
the sovereigns of Egypt were long known, shows that that

country obeys Tatar princes ; it is but a softened pro-

nunciation of the beg of the Tatars, a name borne by the
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great Timur-6^, and by the Mandschu Emperors of
China, at the present day. Most of the nations of Eu-
rope, and not a few of Africa, can thus be traced to their

ancient home in central Asia, and the day may yet come
when there shall be overpowering evidence of the same,
in relation to the numerous tribes of America. Malte
Brun has already endeavored to prove a geographical con-

nection between the languages of Asia and America.

—

He conjectures that tribes of Finnish, Ostiac, Permian,
and Caucasian families reached Greenland and Chili,

passing along the coast of the Frozen Ocean, crossing

Behring's Straits, and so reaching their distant homes
j

tribes from Japan and China, proceeding along the coast,

advanced as far as Mexico ; others, composed of Tungu-
sians, Mandschus, and Mongols, passed along the moun-
tain regions of both continents, to the same destination

;

while Malay, Javanese and African words were brought
into the country by other emigrations. These things we
may never know; but it is also true that the research of

future enquiries may resolve these enigmas.

It is important, however, to know that as there are af-

finities among the languages of each group among them-
selves, so there are among those of entirely different

groups with each other. Ip many cases they are so strik-

ing as to show a connection between these several groups
at a remote period of time.

If it be objected that the coincidences extend to a very
small proportion of the words making up these langua-
ges, this must be freely admitted ; and further, that many
of the coincidences may be but apparent. Yet it is also

true that, in the families most nearly allied, the larger

number of the words are different from each other. And
yet there may be a connection between these which, by
the process of change, is now lost. Who would suppose
that the English word wig was derived from the Latin
pilus. Yet this is claimed to be its derivation. Latin
pilus, Spanish pelo, thence pelucca, French perrukcj
Dutch peruic, English perwick^ perwig, periwigs and by
contraction wig'.

It is also difficult to conceive how languages so diverse

in their plan as the monosyllabic language of China,
and the polysynthetic tongues of America, could ever

U
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have proceeded from one common centre ; how men, if

they had originally spoken one and the same language,
could, in the construction of new tongues, have proceed-
ed upon plans so wholly different. It has been contend-
ed that all languages were originally monosyllabic, and
that the Chinese became stereotyped in that form, while
the other languages went on increasing the forms of
words by preformative or sufformative additions. This
is not improbable, yet do we also see the opposite process
of throwing oflf terminational endings, and coming down
to a monosyllabic form. We have dropped the endings
of the verbs /oven, haven, and of the plurals housen, &c.
But we may also resort to the hypothesis that the minds

of men, at the times these various groups and families

arose, were rudely and violently disturbed, and that feeling

the need of speech from having always enjoyed it, they set

themselves at work to communicate their emotions and
thoughts to each other in the way in which they felt them-
selves impelled. This disturbance can hardly be conceiv-

ed without the intervention ofa divine power ; and the con-

fusion of tongues at Babel is precisely such an interve;^-

tion as allows us to conceive ofanew starting point, from
which language being again reconstructed, and this by
communities sundered from each ot'ier by the special pro-

vidence of God, should recede, for a season, by a continually
widening distance from each other, unless the nations

speaking them should be brought again into contact. The
principal languages of the earth have had a great degree

of permanence for the last ten or fifteen centuries, and the

main characteristic ones of the several groups for a much
longer time. They vary little except by conquest and in-

termixture. The older families of languages must have
received their form several thousand years ago. The
Celtic and Germanic languages Prichard supposed to have
been formed during the 1000 years B. C. The Sanscrit,

Latin, Greek, and Moeso Gothic, nearly 2000. Beyond
these began the divergencies of those languages essential-

ly distinct, as the Semitic and Indo-European stems.

These speculations are perhaps beyond our depth, and we
can only look at those faint probabilities where we lack

so greatly the evidence of history. Most likely the She-

mitish stock ascends beyond the deluge, and if its existing

Vol. III.—No. 2. 33
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members were not then in being, the common source and

parent of them all then existed. We had intended to have

spoken of the various attempts to explain the confusion of

tongues in the land of Shinar. The views entertained by

Humboldt, Klaproth, Herder, and others, on the disper-

sion of mankind, we designed to pass briefly in review, but

the length to which our article has already reached ad-

monishes us to close.

The books at the head of this article have furnished us

with the main facts which we have spread out before our

readers, though we have also drawn from other sources.

Of these books we can only say that the Mithridates of

Adelung, which was continued after his death by Vater,

aided by the younger Adelung and Humboldt, is a great

treasure house of knowledge on these subjects. Yet it

seems to pass Moses by as if his account of the deluge

and Babel were not to be regarded. The work of Balbi

is also one of great research, and in its composition he was
able to command the services of a numerous band of ripe

scholars, who had devoted special attention to these stu-

dies. " The Books of Moses," says he, "no monument
fias been able to prove false; but with them on the con-

trary agree, ill the most remarkable manner, the results

obtained by the most learned philologers, and the profound-

est geometricians."

The great work of Bopp is a copious and masterly ex-

hibition of the grammatical affinities prevailing among the

principal languages of the Indo European family, bring-

ing light from the Sanscrit to explain the forms of the La-
tin and Greek and the Teutonic languages of Europe.
Prichard is learned and able in the linguistic portions of

his work, especially in reference to the Celtic languages,

to which he devoted great attention. Its chief defect is

that the rays of knowledge are scattered as by a prism
rather than brought to a focus.

The smaller work of Johnes is a digest of many strik-

ing coincidences between languages of Asia, Africa, Eu-
rope, and America, but has not produced that amount of

conviction on our mind as the other and more important
works of which we have just spoken. Each of these wri-

tings, except the last, has been a considerable time before

the attention of scholars, and has been highly valued.
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The Philosophy of Religion. By J. D. Morell, A. M.
London: Longman^ Brown. Green and Longmans,
1849, pp. 427. .

" The design of this book"* we are told in the preface,
" grew out of some of the reviews, which appeared upon
a former work of the author's, entitled, An Historical and
Critical View of the Speculative Philosophy of Europe in

the Nineteenth century." These reviews evinced, at least

to the mind of Mr. Morell, " such a vast fluctuation of opi-

nion," and such deplorable obscurity and confusion of ideas

upon the whole subject of the connection betwixt philoso-

phy and religion, that, in mercy to the general ignorance,

and particularly in deference to a suggestion of Tholuck,
he was induced " to commence a discussion," which, he evi-

dently hoped, might have the effect of imparting intensity

to the religious life, vigour to the religious literature, and
consistency to the religious sentiments of his country. He
is at pains to inform us,t and we devoutly thank him for

the information—the book itself furnishing abundant in-

ternal evidence, which, in the absence of such a declara-

tion, would have been decisive to the contrary—that he
has not rushed *• hastily and unpreparedly into the region

of theological inquiry." " While philosophy has been the

highest recreation, theology," he declares, *• has ever been
the serious business of my whole life. To the study of

this science I gave my earliest thoughts :—under the gui-

dance of onet who is recognised by all parties as standing

amongst the leading theologians of our age, I pursued it

through many succeeding years ; and if 1 have found any
intense pleasure, or felt any deep interest in philosophy at

large, it has been derived, mainly, from the consciousness

of its high importance, as bearing upon the vastest moral
and religious interests of mankind." Trained by this fit-

ting discipline for the task, it is, perhaps, no presumption

p. iii. t Preface, p. xxxii.

X We learn from the North British Review, that Dr. Wardlaw is the Di-
vine referred to.

1
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in Morel 1 to have published a book, which professes to be

not "a popular and attractive exposition" of the questions

which come within its scope, but a thorough philosophical

discussion, developing "from the beginning, as far as pos-

sible, in a connected and logical form," a subject, which
involves the fundamental principles of human knowledge,

and demands, at every step, that any thing like justice may
be done to it, the subtlest analysis, the profoundest reason-

ing and the intensest power of reflection. These qualities

Mr. Morel I may possess in an eminent degree—he may
even feel that the possession of them implies a vocation of

God to give a new and nobler impulse to the religion of

his country, and that, like all apostles, he is entitled to use

great boldness of speech ;
still we cannot but suggest, that

as modesty becomes the great, a little less pretension would
have detracted nothing from the charms of his perform-

ance. The perpetual recurrence of phrases, which seem
to indicate the conviction of the author, that his book is

distinguished by extraordinary depth, and that he is gifted

with a superior degree of mental illumination, is, to say the

least of it, extremely offensive to the taste of his readers

;

and he will, probably, find few who are prepared to share

in the supercilious contempt which he lavishes upon the

prospective opponents oj his system. The philosophy
with which Mr. Morel I is impregnated is essentially arro-

gant ; and it is more to it than to him, that we ascribe the

pretending tone of his work. The pervading conscious-

ness ofthe weakness and ignorance ofman—the diffidence

of themselves—the profound impression of the boundless-
ness ofnature and of the limitless range of inquiry which
lies beyond the present grasp ofour faculties—the humility,

modesty and caution which characterize the writings of
the great English masters, will, in vain, be sought among
the leading philosophers of modern Germany and France.
Aspiring to penetrate to the very essence of things—to

know them in themselves as well as in the laws which reg-

ulate their changes and vicissitudes—they advance to the
discussion of the sublimest problems, of God, the soul and
the universe, with an audacity of enterprize, in which it is

hard to say, whether presumption or folly is most conspi-
cuous. They seem to think that the human faculties are
competent to all things—that whatever reaches beyond
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their compass is mere vacuity and emptiness—that omni-
science, by the due use of their favourite organon, may be-

come the attainment of man, as it is the prerogative of
Godj and that, in the very structure of the mind, the seeds
are deposited from which may be developed the true sys-

tem of the universe. a ,'-~
fr*;;;-„'|;.s's:s7r .-*; r-'ffmr-Pi^

Within the Hmits of legitimate inquiry we would
lay no restrictions upon freedom of thought. All truly

great men are conscious of their powers ; and the confi-

dence which they have in themselves inspires the strength,

intensity and enthusiasm which enable them to conceive
and to ejtecute purposes worthy of their gifts. To the ti-

mid and distrustful, their excursions may often seem bold
and presumptuous—but in the most daring adventures of

their genius, they are restrained, as if by an instinct,

from the visionary projects and chimerical speiculations,

which transcend the sphere of their capacities, as the eagle,

in his loftiest flights, never soars beyond the strength of

his pinion. Confidence adjusted to the measure of power
ne^fer degenerates into arrogance ; it is the soul of courage,

perseverance andheroick achievement—it supports its pos-

sessor amid discouragements and obstacles—represses the

melancholy, langour and fits of despondency to which the

choicest spirits are subject—gives steadiness to effort—pa-

tience to industry and sublimity to hope. But when men'
forget that their capacities are finite—that there are boun-
daries to human investigation and research—that there

are questions which, from the very nature of the mind and
the necessary conditions of human knowledge, never can
be solved, in this sublunary state ; when they are deter-

mmed to make their understandings the sole and adequate
standard of all truth, and presumptuously assume that the

end of their line is the bottom of the ocean—this is intol-

erable arrogance, the very spirit of Moloch,
" Whose trust was with the Eternal to be deemed
Equal in strength ; and rather than be less

Cared not to be at £ill."

We can have no sympathy with the pretensions of any
method, whether inductive, or reflective, which aims at

a science of being in itself, and professes to unfold the na-

ture of the Deity, the constitution of the universe and the

mysteries of creation and providence. To say, as Mr.
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Morell does,* that "our knowledge of mind, in the act of
reflective consciousness, is perfectly adequate; that it

reaches to the whole extent of its essence—that it com-
prehends the intuition of its existence as a power or ac-

tivity, and likewise, the observation of all its determina-

tions," is sheer extravagance and rant, which can be

matched by nothing, but the astounding declaration of the

same author, that "to talk of knowing mind beyond the

direct consciousness of its spontaneous being, and all the

afiections ft can undergo, is absurd ; there is nothing more to

knowP We are not to be surprised that such a philosophy
should find nothing to rebuke it in the awful and impene-
trable depths of the Divine nature, that it should aspire to

gaze directly upon the throne of God, and profess to give a
"direct apperception" of Him,t whom no man hath seen or

can see, and whose glory would be intolerable to mortal
eyes. Titanick audacity is the native spirit of the system,

and it is in the imperceptible influence of this spirit upon a
mind otherwise generous and manly, that we find the ex-

planation of the fact, that Mr. Morell, in the tone and tem-
per of his performance, has departed so widely from the

modesty of true science.
j,^

There is one feature of the book before us which is par-

ticularly painful, and we confess our embarrassment in

finding terms to express it. Hypocrisy would precisely

indicate the thing, but as that word cannot be employed
without casting a serious, and we believe, an undeserved
imputation upon the personal integrity of the author, we
shall forbear to use it. We have no doubt that he is

cordial and sincere in the zeal which he manifests for

an earnest and vital religion—but what we object to is.

that he should so often employ a phraseology, and en^
ploy it in such connections, as to convey the idea to

undiscriminating readers, which the whole tenor of his

argument proves to be false—that the earnest and vital

religion, which enlists his zeal, embraces the distinc-

tive features of the system of grace. When he speaks

of Christianity, in its essence, as a deep inward life in

* History ofModem Philosophy, p. 53, vol. 2. second London edition.

t Ibid, p. 52. It is refreshing to contrast with such pretensions the state-

ments of Locke in the introduction of his celebrated Essay on the Human
Understanding.
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the soul, and pours contempt upon the barren forms
and frigid deductions of logick, as a substitute for piety;

when he contends for divine intuitions—heavenly impul-
ses, and a lofty sympathy and communion with God

—

there is something in all this, so much like the language
of converted men, that untutored minds are apt to be
caught with the guile ; and under the impression that

they are still clinging to the doctrines of a living, in op-

position to a formal and dead Christianity, may imbibe,
without suspicion, a system which saps the foundations
of the whole economy of the Gospel. Mr. Morell is no
friend to what is commonly denominated Evangelical
religion. His divine life is not that which results from
mysterious union with the Son of God, as the Head of a
glorious covenant, and the Father of a heavern-born proge-

ny. His divine intuitions are not the illuminations of

that Spirit which irradiates the written word, and reveals to

our hearts the light of the knowledge of the glory of God,
in the face of Jesus Christ—his communion with the Fa-
ther is not the fellowship of a child, who rejoices in the

assurance of its gracious adoption, and renders unceasing
thanks for its marvellous deliverance, through the blood

of a great Mediator, from sin, condemnation and ruin.

—

His religion embraces no such elements ; and he ought
not, in candour, to have disguised sentiments utterly at

war with the common conceptions of piety, in the very
dress in which these conceptions are uniformly presented.

If he has introduced a new religion, he should not have
decked it in the habits of the old. It is the same species

of dishonesty, the same paltering in a double sense, as

that to which we object in Cousin, who, in seeming to

defend the inspiration of Prophets and Apostles, and to

rebut the assaults of a rationalistick infidelity, really de-

nies the possibility of any distinctive and peculiar inspi-

ration at all, and places divine revelation upon the same
platform with human discoveries. We acquit Mr. Morell

of any intention to deceive. We rather suspect that he
has partially imposed upon himself We can understand

his declaration,* that he " does not know that he has as-

serted a single result, the germs and principles of which

Preface, p. xxxiii.
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are not patent in the writings of various of the most emi-
nent theologians of the Church of England, or of other

orthodox communities," in no other way, than by suppos-

ing, that he has been so long accustomed to associate his

own philosophical opinions with the characteristick phra-

seology of spiritual religion, that the terms have ceased

to suggest any other ideas to his mind, so that he is un-

conscious of the change of meaning, which they have
imperceptibly undergone from his habits of thought. His
honesty, however, does not diminish the danger which
results from the ambiguity of his language. A corrupt

system, disguised in the costume of the true, is like Sa-

tan transformed into an angel of light. We should have
rejoiced if Mr. Morell's religion could have been more na-

kedly presented. It is not the ingenuity of his arguments,

nor the subtlety of his analysis—it is not the logical state-

ment, or the logical developement of any of his princi-

ples, from which the most serious mischief is to be appre-

hended—it is from his fervour—his earnestness and zeal

;

which, in seeming to aim at a higher standard of Chris-

tian life, will enlist the sympathies of many, who feel

that there is something more in the Gospel, than a mea-
gre skeleton of doctrines., They will be apt to think that

the words which he speaks to them—resembling so often

the tone of Christ and His Apostles—are, like them, spirit

and life. They will take the draught as a healthful and
vivifying portion ;

and find, too late, that it is a deadly
mixture of hemlock and nightshade. Here is the dan-
ger—in this covert insinuation of false principles—this

gilding of a nauseous pill. If there were less in the

book which counterfeits the emotions that spring from reli-

gion, the operation of its poison would be comparatively

circumscribed.

The danger, in the present instance, is incalculably in-

creased by the surpassing enchantment of the style,

—

which, though not distinguished by the precision of Stew-
art, the energy of Burke, or the exquisite elegance of

Hall, has a charm about it which holds the reader spell-

bound from the beginning to the end of the volume. We
will venture to assert that no man ever took up the book
who was willing to lay it down, until he had finished it

;

and very few, we apprehend, have finished it, who were
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willing to dismiss it without Another, aiid, perliaps, still

another perusal. Mr. Morel! is never dull ; in his abstru-

sest speculations, in his most refined and subtle efforts of
analygis, there is an unction which fascinates the read-

er ; he has the art, the rare and happy art, of extracting

from the djry bones of metaphysicks, a delightful enter-

tainment. The sorcery of his genius, and the magic of

his eloquence, conceal the naked deformity of his prin-

ciples, and beguile attention from the hideousness of the

object, by the finished beauty of the painting.

The transparency of his diction, the felicity of his il-

lustrations, the admirable concatenation of his thoughts,

his freedom from the extremes of prolixity and brevity,

and his skill in evolving and presenting in beautiful co-

herence and consistency, the most complicated processes

of thought, justly entitle him to rank among the finest

philosophical writers of his country. Imbued, as he is,

with the spirit of German philosophy, and thoroughly
conversant with the productions of its best masters, it is

no small praise, that in his own compositions, he has
avoided all affectation of foreign idioms, and that, at a
time when our language seems likely to be flooded with
the influx of a "pedantick and un-English phraseology."

He has found his mother-tongue amply adequate to the

expression of his thoughts ; and even the misty ideas of

Germany, which its own authors have seldom been able

to render intelligible in a dialect of amazing flexibility

and compass, are seized with so firm and masculine a
grasp—are so clearly defined, and so luminously convey-
ed—that we hardly recognize their identity, and cannot
but think, that if Kant could rise from the dead, and read

his speculations in the pages of Morell, he would under-
stand them better than in his own uncouth and barbarous
jargon. We could wish that all importers of German Met- \

aphysicks and German Theology, would imitate the ex-:,

ample of Mr. Morell in his use of the vernacular tongue.

We want no kitchen-Latin—and we strongly suspect that

any ideas which refuse to be marshalled in English sen-

tences, or to be obedient to English words, are unsuited

to our soil, and had better be left to vegetate or perish on
the banks of the Rhine.

As Mr. Morell nowhere tells us precisely what he means
Vol. III.—No. 2. 34
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by the philosophy of religion, we are left to collect its im-

port from his occasional statements of the scope and de-

sign of philosophy in general, his definition of religion,

and the nature of the whole discussion. Religion he

carefully distinguishes from theology : they are, as he

insists in his former work,* " two widely different things.

Theology implies a body of truth, founded upon indispu-

table principles, and having a connection capable of car-

rying our reason with it, running through all its parts.

—

Religion, on the other hand, is the spontaneous homage
of our nature, poured forth with all the fragrance of holy

feeling into the bosom of the Infinite. Religion may ex-

ist without a theology at all, properly so called." Or as

the same sentiments are expressed in the work before us.

" Let it be distinctly understood in the outset, that we are

speaking of religion now as a fact or phenomenon in human na-

ture. There is a very common, but a very loose employment of

the term religion, in which it is made to designate the outward

and formal principles of a community, quite independently of

the region of human experience, as when we speak of the Pro-

testant religion, the religion of Mohammed, the religions of In-

dia, and the like. The mixing up of these two significations, in

a philosophical treatise, cannot fail to give rise to unnumbered
misunderstandings ; and we emphatically repeat, therefore, that

in our present use of the term, we are not intending to express

any system of truth or form of doctrine whatever
; but simply

an inward fact of the human consciousness—a fact, too, the es-

sential nature of which it is of the utmost importance for us to

discover."—jt?p. 62, 63.

By religion, then, we are to understand, not a system
of doctrine or a creed, but those states of the mind, and
those inward experiences of the heart, which spring from
a sense of the Infinite and Eternal. But religion, in gen-
eral, occupies a very subordinate place in the book—it is

only introduced at all, in order to prepare the way for

what Mr. Morell denominates " the Christian conscious-
ness." It is Christian experience, particularly, which he
proposes to investigate. But what is the philosophy/ of
religion? We have a clue to what the author means by
it, in the following passage of the preface

:

* Vol. 2nd, Appendix, 2nd Edition, p. 650.
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" All great systems of philosophy are simply methods ; they

do not give us the material of truth, they only teach us how to real-

ize it, to make it reflective, to construct it into a system."

—

-p. xziv.

The inquiries which, in conformity with this definition^

a definition, we would add, rather of logick than philoso-

phy, we should expect to find him conducting, as obvi-

ously falling under the import of his title, are such as

have reference to the department of the soul, in which re-

ligion is pre-eminently seated, the nature and origin of
our religious affections, the laws of their developement
and growth, the process by which a theology may be
formed, and the grounds of certainty in regard to religi-

ous truth. In this expectation we are not disappointed

;

these are the high themes that he discusses ; the pith and
staple of his argument. But we must take the liberty to

say that, in our humble judgment, the, analysis of these

points, whatever appearances of candour and impartiality

may be impressed upon it, was instituted and shaped
with special reference to a foregone conclusion. The au-
thor was in quest of what Archimedes wanted to move
the world, a irot> <«-«, by means of which he could overturn

the foundations of the Christian faith. There was a dar-

ling hypothesis in relation to the authority of the Bible,

which he was determined to establish ; and with an eye
to this result, his philosophy, though digested into the
form of a regular and orderly developement of principles,

was invented and framed. It is a species of special plead-

ing, ingeniously disguised in the mask of philosophical

research, against the great distinctive feature of Protest-

ant Christianity. When we contemplate the havock and
desolation of his theory—the Bible, as an authoritative

standard of faith, and creeds and confessions, as bonds of
Christian communion and fellowship, involved in a com-
mon ruin, with nothing to supply their place but the dim
intimations of sentiment and feeling, chastened and regu-

lated by the natural sympathy of earnest and awakened
minds—we might be appalled at the prospect, if it were
not for the consolatory reflection which the author him-
self has suggested, that his " philosophy does not give us
the material of truth."

But to be a little more minute—the book is divided

into twelve chapters—the first of which presents us
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with a general survey of the human mind. And as

two of its powers are found to be of fundamental im-
portance to the subsequent discussion, the second is

devoted to a somewhat extended elucidation of the dis-

tinction betwixt them. In these two chapters the " phil-

osophical groundwork" is laid of the author's whole sys-

tem. If he is at fault in any essential point of his

analysis, or has misapprehended the nature and relations of
the " two great forms of our intellectual being," which
play so conspicuous a part in his theory, his speculations

labour at the threshold, the foundations are destroyed,

and the superstructure must fall to the ground. Since a
human religion must be adjusted to the faculties of the

human mind, an important step is taken towards the de-

termination of its real nature, when these faculties are

explored and understood. Mr. Morell is, accordingly, con-

ducted by his mental analysis, to an inquiry into " the

peculiar essence of religion in general," which he prose-

cutes in the third ; and to a similar inquiry into the es-

sence of Christianity in particular, which he prosecutes in

the fourth chapter of the book. He is now prepared to.

enter into the core of the subject ; and as it is in the ap-

plication of his psychology, to the affiliated questions of
Revelation and Inspiration, and to the construction of
a valid system of theology, that the poison of his princi-

ples most freely works, we must invite particular atten-

tion to his opinions upon these points—the developement
of which occupies the fifth, sixth and seventh chapters

of the work.
Revelation he regards as " a mode of intelligence"—

a

process by which a new field of ideas, or a new range of
experience, is opened to the mind. It is precisely analo-

gous to external perception, or that more refined sensibili-

ty to beauty and goodness, upon which we are depend-
ent for the emotions of taste and the operations of

conscience. It consists in the direction of an original

faculty, to a class of objects which it is capable of appre-

hending. It is wholly a subjective state, and should
never be confounded with the things revealed—a spiritual

clairvoyance, which brings the soul into contact with
spiritual realities, and enables it to gaze upon invisible

glories. Hence an external revelation, or a revelation
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which does not exist in the mind, is a cdntradiction in

terms. We might just as reasonably suppose that the

Bible, or any other book, could supply the place of the
senses, in giving us a knowledge of the material world, as

to suppose that it can supply the place of revelation, in

giving us a knowledge of religion. It can no more see

for us in the one case, than in the other—this is a person-

al operation—a thing which every man must do for

himself. And as each individual must have his own
power of perception, that he may know the existence of

the objects around him, so each individual must have a
-personal and distinct revelation in himself, that he may
come into the possession of the " Christian conscious-

ness ;" he must be brought immediately into contact with
the object, and contemplate it '' face to face." Inspiration is

not essentially different from revelation ; they are rather

different aspects of the same process. As in all immedi-
ate knowledge, there is an intelligent subject and an in-

telligible object brought into union, revelation, for the con-

venience of distinction, may be regarded as having pri-

mary reference to the act of God, in presenting spiritual

realities to the mind ; and inspiration to whatever influ-

ence may be exerted upon the soul, in order that it may
be able to grasp and comprehend the realities presentea.

Revelation, in other words, gives the object—inspiration,

the eye to behold it. The concurrence of both is essen-

tial to the production of knowledge. As inspiration, there-

fore, indicates, exclusively, a state of the mind, and that,

a state in which we are conscious of immediate know-
ledge, it cannot be affirmed of any class of writings, nor
of any processes of reasoning. An inspired book, or an
inspired argument, is as senseless a form of expression as

an intelligent book, or an intelligent argument. Hence
the whole question of an authoritative standard of religi-

ous truth, commended to our faith by the testimony of

God, is summarily dismissed as involving an absurdity

;

a discovery which relieves us from all those perplexing

speculations in relation to the proofs of a divine commis-
sion, and the criteria which distinguish the word of God
from the delusions of man, or the impostures of the devil,

upon which theologians, from the earliest age, have been
accustomed, in their ignorance and folly, to waste their
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ingenuity. The doctrine is avowed, openly and broadly

avowed, that God cannot, without destroying the very
nature of the human understanding, put us in possession

of an infallible system of truth. A book, or an argument,

can be inspired in no other sense than as it proceeds from
a man under the influence of holy and devout sensibili-

ties, and contains the results of his reflection, in the devel-

opement of which the Almighty cannot protect him from
error, upon the facts of his own experience. The Pil-

grim's Progress is, accordingly, divine, or the word of God,
in precisely the same sense in which the Scriptures are

divine ; and the productions of Prophets and Apostles

are entitled to no different kind of respect, however differ-

ent in degree, from that which attaches to the writings

of Owen and Baxter and Howe. Theology, in every case,

results from the application of logick and philosophy to

Christian experience—it is necessarily a deduction from
subjective processes, and not the offspring of the compari-

son and arrangement of doctrines derived from an exter-

nal source. Being the creature of the human understand-

ing, and the understanding being above or below, we do
not know exactly where the author places it—the imme-
diate guidance and control of God, every theology must
be fallible and human, whether it be that of Paul, or Pe-
ter, or James, or John, or—for such is the fearful sweep of

the argument, that of Jesus Christ himself.

Having settled the principles upon which theology must
be constructed, he proceeds to apply them in the eighth

chapter, with remorseless havock, to the popular faith of

his age and country. His next step is to investigate the
grounds of religious fellowship, an investigation which
turns out to be a spirited and earnest assault upon creeds

and confessions. When the Bible is gone, these beggarly
children of the understanding can, of course, show no
cause why sentence of death should not be pronounced
upon them. The tenth chapter, which is a sort of sum-
mary of all his previous speculations, discusses the grounds
of certainty in reference to spiritual truth, which are re-

solved partly into our own consciousness, or immediate
knowledge of its reality, and partly into the consciousness

of other similarly inspired people. The eleventh chapter,

on the significancy of the past, seems to us to be a logical
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appendage of the seventh or eighth, mercifully intended to

relieve our minds from the despondency and gloom which
were likely to overwhelm them on account of the loss of

the Bible and the feebleness and imperfection of the in-

strument which we must use in its place in " realizing" a
system of faith. After all, he tells us, among earnest and
awakened minds, there is no danger of miscarriage. Er-

ror is the fiction of bigotry rather than a stern and sober

reality. All contradictions and discordancies of opinion

are only the divergencies, or polar extremities, of some
higher unity of truth, in which they are blended and re-

conciled ; as the numberless antagonisms of nature contri-

bute to the order and harmony of the universe. The pro-

gress of theology depends upon the success of the effort to

discover those higher realities in which heresy and ortho-

doxy sweetly unite, and hence all opposition to error and
zeal for the truth—overlooking the important fact that

they are different phases of the same thing—that error, in

other words, is only a modification of truth, are very wick-
ed and indecent.

The relation between Philosophy and Theology is the
subject of the last chapter, in which he undertakes to vin-

dicate himself from the anticipated charge of rationalism.

How successful he has been we shall see hereafter, but
one thing is certain, his rationalism has but little tenden-
cy to exalt the understanding. In the pictures which
he occasionally draws of a perfect Christian state, this

perverse and unruly faculty, it seems, is to be held in

abeyance—the soul is to be all eye—all vision—everlasting-

ly employed in the business of looking—so completely ab-
sorbed in the rapture of its scenes, that it cannot descend
to the cold and barren formalities of thought. But while
the understanding is degraded, another element of our be-

ing is unduly promoted. Throughout the volume we find

attributed to sympathy the effect, in producing and deve-
loping the divine life, which the scriptures uniformly as-

cribe to the Holy Spirit. Society and fellowship are, in-

deed, the Holy Ghost of Mr. Morell's gospel. They beget

us again to a lively hope—they refine and correct our ex-

periences—they protect us from dangerous error, they es-

tablish our minds in the truth, and through them we are

enabled to attain the stature of perfect men in Christ Jesus.
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From this general survey of the scope and contents of
the book, it must be obvious to the reader, that we are

called to contend with a new and most subtle form of in-

fidelity. The whole ground of controversy is shifted. The
end aimed at u the same, the destruction of the Bible as

a divine revelation, in the sense in which the Christian

world has, heretofore, been accustomed to use the term,

but the mode of attack is entirely changed. The infidels

of former times impugned Christianity either in its doc-

trines or evidences, but never dreamed of asserting that an
external standard of faith was inconceivable and impossible.

Some denied that it was necessary, the light ofnature be-

ing sufficient for all the purposes of religion—but the

ground generally taken was, that the scriptures were
wanting in the proofs, by Avhich a divine revelation

ought to be authenticated, or that they were self-con-

demned in consequence of the absurdity and contradic-

tion of their contents, or that no proofs could ascertain

to others the reality of a revelation to ourselves ; but
whatever was the point of assault, whether miracles,

prophecy or doctrines, the genuineness and authenticity

of the records, the origin and propagation of Christianity

in the world and its moral influence on society, it was al-

ways assumed that there was sense in the proposition,

which affirmed the Bible to be a divine and authoritative

standard of faith. Elaborate apologies for it, under this

extraordinary character, were deemed worthy of the pow-
ers and learning of the most gifted members of the race.

But Mr. Morell takes a widely different position. He un-
dertakes to demonstrate, by a strictly a priori argument,
drawn from the nature of the mind and of rehgion, that a
revealed theology is a psychological absurdity. His de-

sign is, from the philosophy of Christian experience, to

demolish the foundations of Christianity itself His me-
thod requires him to attack neither miracles, prophecy,

nor doctrines—you may believe them all—provided you do
not regard them as proving the Bible to be a rule of faith,

nor receive them on the ground that they are attested by
the seal of Heaven. In the application of his boasted re-

flective method, he has plunged into the depths of con-

sciousness and fetched from its secret recesses the mate-
rials for proving that, in the very nature of the case, eve-

ry system of doctrine not only is but must be human in
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its form and texture. It is on this ground that we charge
him with infidelity. He takes away the Bible, and when
that is gone, we deliberately assert that all is lost. He talks

indeed, of his intuitions and fellowship and sympathy and
his all powerful organon of reflection, but when he propo-
ses these as a substitute for the lively oracles of God, our
minds labour for a greater ability of despising, than th«?y

have ever had occasion to exert before. Let the authority

of the Bible be destroyed, and Christianity must soon
perish from the earth. Put its doctrines upon any other
ground than a " thus saith the Lord," and every one of them
will soon be denied, and we shall soon cease to hear from
the dim territory offeeling, in which Mr. Morell has placed
religion, any definite reports of God. What has been the

effect upon himself, since he has declined to receive his

theology from the Bible? How many of the doctrines

which he was, no doubt, taught in his infancy and child-

hood, has he been able to "realize" by his own method of
construction ! The plan of his work has not required him
to treat of particular articles of faith, but from occasion-

al ghmpses which we catch, it is easy to collect, that his

creed is any thing but evangelical. The doctrine of the

incarnation, for example, is reduced to nothing but " the

realization of divine perfection in humanity." " We need,"

says the author,* "to have the highest conceptions of di-

vine justice and mercy, and the highest type of human
resignation and duty, realized in an historical fact, such
as we can ever gaze upon with wonder and delight ; not

XiWthen do they become mighty to touch the deepest springs

of our moral being." Jesus is, accordingly, represented as

a finished model of ideal excellence, combining in his own
person all that is pure and lovely and sublime, a living

embodiment of the moral abstractions which, it seems, are

powerless to affect the heart until they are reduced to " an
historical and concrete reality," and which then^ as ifby an
electrick shock, or a wizard's spell, can stir the depths of

our nature, rouse our dormant energies and inspire us with
zeal to imitate what we are obliged to admire. Hence the

whole mystery ofgodliness—of the word made flesh—is a
very simple affair ; it is just God's giving us a pattern to

copy. This is what reflection makes of it from the intui-

VoL. m.—No. 2.
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tions of religion without the Bible. Justification by faith,

the articulus stantis aut cadentis ecclesiae—" the very life-

spring," as Mr. Morell admits*—"of the Reformation,"

fares no better in his hands, as it passes, through his con-

structive method, from the region of experience to that of

doctrine. It is not a little remarkable, too, and sets this

method in a very unfavourable light, that while our author

professes to have the same ^^ moral ided'^ with Luther and
the reformers, his statement of it as a doctrine is precisely

opposite to theirs. Total depravity and the consequent

necessity of regeneration, he must, to be consistent, deny,

as his theory requires that religious sensibiHty, even in

our fallen state, should be viewed as an original faculty of

the soul, and from the beginning to the end of the volume
there is not a single passage which even remotely squints

at the doctrine of atonement, in the sense of a satisfac-

tion to the justice of God for the guilt of men. What then

of real Christianity does he believe ? Echo answers, what.
These specimens are sufficient to show what success

crowns the efforts of our author in constructing a theolo-

gy without the Bible. We want no better illustration of

what is likely to become of our religion when we give up
an external standard for the dim intuitions of inspired phil-

osophers. We are not, hpwever, without other lessons of

experience, which Mr. Morell must admit to be applica-

ble. Upon his principles, the construction of the universe

is a process exactly analogous to the construction of a
creed. The ontological systems of the German masters
may, accordingly, be taken as a fair sample of what re-

flection is able to achieve in the science of world-making

—

and judging from them, we can form something more than
a conjecture, of the extravagance and folly which will be
pahued upon us, for the pure and wholesome doctrines of

the cross, should the same method be admitted into the

department of Christian theology—it would be sheer insan-

ity to suppose that it will make less havock of our creeds,

than it has made of nature, of the soul and God. Upon
one thing we might count with certainty—the being speed-

ily overwhelmed with a species of Pantheism, in which
all sense of duty and religion would perish. The fatal-

ism of Mahomet has the merit of being consistent, but the

p. 253.
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transcendental philosophy, as if impelled by an irresisti-

ble instinct to contradictions and absurdity, makes its

boast, in one breath, of the demonstration of the essential

and indestructible freedom of man as its greatest triumph,
and, in the next, does not scruple to deduce the contin-

gent, finite and variable, from their necessary relations to

the absolute, infinite and eternal. No man can turn from
these speculations and laugh at the Geeta, or the Ramayuna
ofValmeeki. They teach us—what it would be madness to

disregard ; that, in relation to theology, the real issue is be-

tween the Bible, or a wild imagination "in endless mazes
lost;" between the Bible, in other words, and Atheism. We
do not hesitate, therefore, to rank Mr. Morell's book in the

class of infidel publications. He has assailed the very
foundations of the faith, and in resisting his philosophy,

we are defending the citadel of Christianity from the art-

ful machinations of a traitor, who, with honeyed words
of friendship and allegiance upon his tongue, is in actual

treaty to deliver it into the hands of the enemy of God
and man. -^

,,.., .?

Entertaining these opinions of the character and ten-

dency of the work, we shall make no apology for entering,

with great freedom, into a critical estimate of its merits.

It is, perhaps, only the first fruits of what we may yet

expect from larger importations of the same philosophy

into Britain and America, and, as is generally the case with
first fruits, it is probably the best of its kind. We appre-

hend that no man, who shall undertake a similar work,
will be able to bring to it a larger variety of resources, a
more profound acquaintance with ancient and modern
speculations—a nicer critical sagacity or an intenser power
of reflection than have fallen to the lot of Mr. Morell, and
we are glad that it is a man, thus eminently gifted^ the

great hierophant of German mysteries, and not the hum-
ble and contemptibleretailerof oracles, which are hawked
about as divine only because they defy all effort to under-

stand them, who has brought on the first serious collision

in the field ofEnglish literature, betwixt evangelical religion

and the new discoveries in metaphysicks. The vigour of

his assault may be taken as a fair specimen of the power
and resources of the enemy, and we rejoice in being able

to say, that whatever vague and undefined fears may have

J'
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floated through our minds, for the security of our faith,

while the conflict was yet at a distance, and the propor-

tions of the foe unduly magnified by the fogs and mists

through which he was contemplated, have turned out to

be, upon the first demonstration of his real dimensions and

his skill in battle, Hke the shudder and dismay conjured

up by a moonlight ghost.

The book may be considered in the double light of a

philosophy and an argument—the philosophy supplying

the premises of the argument. We intend to examine it

in both aspects, and as, in every instance of ratiocination,

the first and most obvious inquiry is in regard to the vali-

dity of the reasoning, does it hold ?—do the premises con-

tain the conclusion?—we shall pursue, iq the present case,

the natural order of thought, and inquire into the merits

of the argument before we investigate the claims of the

philosophy. We hope to show that there is a double es-

cape from the infidelity and mysticism into which the au-

thor would conduct us—one througn the inconclusiveness

of his reasoning, the other througli the falsehood or un-

soundness of his premises—he is signally at fault both in

his logic and philosophy. *•

The fundamental proposition of the treatise, in which
its preliminary speculatioi^s were designed to terminate,

and upon which its subsequent deductions are dependent
for all the value they possess, is that a valid theology is

never the gift of Heaven, but is always the creature of the

human understanding. This is assumed as a settled point

in the last six chapters of the book. The seventh, which
developes the process by which, in conformity with the

laws of mind, we are able to construct a theology for our-

selves, evidently takes it for granted that it is a matter
which we have to do for ourselves, unless the author in-

tended these discussions as a mere exhibition of his

skill, an amusing play of ingenuity and fancy, like Fer-
guson's Natural History of Society or Smith's theory of the
origin of language. If God has given us a body of divin-

ity it is of very little consequence to speculate on what
might have taken place, had we been left to ourselves.

Theology, in this aspect of the case, being reduced to the
condition ofany other science, perhaps the method described
by our author is, as he asserts it to be, the only method by
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which we could successfully proceed. But the very stress

of the controversy turns upon the question—whether we
have been left to ourselves—whether theology is, in fact,

like all other sciences, the production of man, or whether
God has framed it for us, ready to our hands. The same as-

sumption, in regard to the human origin of theology, per-

vades all the speculations of the eighth chapter, professedly

on Fellowship, but really on creeds and confessions. If

there be a faith once delivered to the saints, it may be our
duty to contend for it, and to withdraw from those who con-

sent not to wholesome words, even the words of our Lord
Jesus Chri^ and to the doctrine which is according to godli-

ness, and to reject those, after the first and second admoni-
tion, who bring in damnable heresies. If there be such a
thing as a form of sound words, there may be an obligation

to teach it. and hence an analogy betwixt the church and
the school, in consequence of which believers may be term-

ed disciples, ministers, teachers, and Christ the great Prophet
of all. These things cannot be gainsaid until we have
something more than assertion that there is no authori-

tative type of doctrine into which we ought to be cast.

As to the chapter on Certitude, that never could have been
written by a man in whose philosophy it was even dream-
ed of, that there might be a ground of assurance in a di-

vine testimony fully equal to dim and misty intui-

tions which require to be corrected by the generic con-

sciousness of the race. Let it be admitted that God has
given us a theology, and evinced it to be His, by signs

and wonders, or any species of infallible proofs, we cer-

tainly need no firmer basis for our faith than that the
mouth of the Lord has spoken. All such speculations as
those ofour author are darkening counsel by words with-

out knowledge. The relation, too, in which philosophy
stands to theology, the subject of the last chapter of the

book, is materially changed, when it is denied that philos-

ophy is the organon to form it, or when the whole ques-

tion concerning the truth or falsehood of any doctrinal

system is made a question of authority and not a ques-

tion of abstract speculation.

It is hence obvious, that the human origin of theology

is the soul of the system, it pervades all his speculations.

Without it one-half of his book falls to the ground, and
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the conclusions, which palpably contravene the popular

faith, are stripped of all plausibilitj' and consistency. As
a logical production, his entire treatise is a failure unless

this principle can be established.

Now^ has it been proved 7 Has the author any where
demonstrated, that theology, as contra-distinguished from
religion, must necessarily be human, and can possess no
other authority but that which attaches to it from the

laws of thought 1 or has he even succeeded in showing
that, as a historical fact, it is human, though it might
have been otherwise, and, therefore, subject to the same
criticisms to which every human production is amenable?
Let it be remembered, that the teal issue, betwixt himself

and the popular faith, is, whether or not God Aa* commu-

„

nicated, in the language of men,, a perfect logical exposi-

tion of all the truths which, in every stage of its religi-

ous developement, the human mind is capable of experi-

encing. Mr. Morell denies, the popular faith affirms : if

he can make good his negative, then man must create his

theology for himself—his speculations, upon that point,

become natural and proper, and all the conclusions which,
are subsequently drawn from them in relation to fellow-

ship, certitude and the precise office of philosophy, with
respect to systems of Christian doctrine, become consist-

ent and legitimate. If, on the contrary, he fails to do so,

then all these speculations are premature—they have no
solid foundation in truth ; and though they may still be
interesting, as a new and curious department of fiction,

they should drop the name of philosophy, or couple it

with that of romance, and assume a title which would in-

dicate the fact, that their logick is purely hypothetical.

—

Has he succeeded, or has he failed ? This question we
shall be able to answer, by considering what the exigen-

cies of his argument demand, and the manner in which
he has addressed himself to the task of meeting them

—

by comparing, in other words, what he had to do with
what he has done. What, then, is necessary in order to

prove that no such divine communication, as the popular
faith maintains, has ever been made to men ? There are,

obviously, only two lines of reasoning that can be pur-

sued in an argument upon this subject. It must either

be shown, a priori^ that such a divine communication is
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impossible, involving a contradiction to the very nature of

theology—or a posteriori^ that such a divine communica-
tion, as a matter of fact, never has been made^ or what,

upon the maxim

—

de non apparentibuSj 6^c. is equivalent

to it

—

never has been proved. This last proposition may
be established, in turn, either by showing that no testi-

mony or no evidence can authenticate such a communi-
cation ; or that the evidence, in the given case, falls short

of what ought to be afforded ; or that it is set aside by
countervailing evidence; or that there is positive proof, that

some other method has been adopted. This seems to us
to be a true statement of the logical condition of the ques-

tion. Mr. Morell was bound to prove either that a divine

revelation, in the ordinary sense of the terms, is impossi-

ble, a psychological absurdity; or that no book, professing

to be a revelation, is worthy of credit—there can be, or

there has been none. This being the state of the contro-

versy, let us piroceed to examine how he has acquitted

himself in disposing of these points—the last of which,
alone, has given rise to a larger body of literature than
any other subject in the world.

The premises of the argument, in both aspects, whe-
ther a priori or a posteriori^ are contained in the chapters

on Revelation and Inspiration. It was evidently the de-

sign of these chapters to develope a theory which should

explode the vulgar notions in relation to the Bible, as at

once absurd, m a philosophical point of view, and desti-

tute of evidence, as a matter of fact. His whole view of

inspiration he represents as " a protest and an argument"*
against " the formal use of the letter of Scripture," which
is made by " those who ground their theology, professed-

ly, at least, upon an induction of individual passages, as

though each passage, independently of the spirit of the

whole, were of divine authority." '• To suppose that we
should gain the slightest advantage," by accuracy of de-

finitions, and consistency of reasoning, on the part of the

sacred writers, "implies," he informs us,t "an entire mis-

apprehension of what a revelation really is, and of what
is the sole method by which it is possible to construct a
valid theology. An actual revelation can only be made

p. 205. +p. 175.
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to the intuitional faculty, and a valid theology can only
he constructed by giving a formal expression to the intui-

tions thus granted." We understand these passages, es-

pecially when taken in connection with the spirit of the

whole discussion, as distinctly asserting the proposition

that theology, as a formal statement of doctrine, can never
be divinely communicated, and that upon the ground, that

it involves elements which are incompatible with the very
nature of revelation—a revealed theology being a contra-

diction in terms. Clearly, if "the giving of a formal ex-

pression to the intuitions" of religion, be the sole method
by which it is possible to construct it—there is no place

for an authoritative standard of faith.

~ Now does the author's theory of revelation, admitting

it to be true, preclude the possibility of a divine theology?

We shall not deny—for we have no disposition todispute
about a word—that it is inconsistent with a revealed the-

ology, in the aiithofs sense of the term. We may here

take occasion to say that much of the impression which
his reasoning makes upon the mind of his readers,

is due to the ambiguity of language. 7%ey, from old

associations and familiar usage, mean one thing by reve-

lation ;
and he, another ; and it is hard to keep distinctly

in view that conclusions/ which may be legitimate in his

sense, may not be legitimate in theirs. If Mr. Morell

chooses to restrict the application of the term to the sub-

jective processes by which the mind is brought into con-

tact with spiritual realities, and then infers that an exter-

nal standard of faith cannot be a revelation—the inference

may be just—but it no more concludes against the reality

or possibility of such a standard, than to restrict the term
animal, exclusively, to quadrupeds, and then infer that

neither men nor birds were animals, concludes against

the truth of their existence, or their possession of life.

What Mr. Morell undertakes to settle, is not a question

of words and names : not whether the Bible shall re-

ceive this title or that, (no one dreams that it is a
spiritual vision, or any special mode of intelligence,)

but whether God can communicate in writing or in any
other form, a perfect logical exposition of those very
intuitions, which he makes it the office of revelation to

impart. That such a divine communication is, in the
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nature of the case, impossible—hot thatit cannot 1be 2aif^

ed by a given name—is what he represents his theory of

revelation as necessarily involving, and what, if it does

not involve, it is not pertinent to the argument.
This theory is designed to give an answer to the ques-

tion

—

in what manner does a man become a Christian ?

The essential elements, included in that form of man's re-

ligious life which he denominates the Christian conscious-

ness, having been previously enumerated, he proceeds, in

his account of revelation, to describe the " process by
which such phenomena of man's interior being are pro-

duced—the' secret link which unites them with an out-

ward causality, and the laws by which they are brought
into existence, regulated, and finally developed to their

full maturity." It is only " in relation to the method, by
which it is communicated to the human mind," that Chris-

tianity can be properly designated "as a revelation
from God."* That is, if we understand the author, it is

the office of revelation to excite the emotions which are

characteristic and distinctive of the religion of Jesus. It

has reference, therefore, exclusively to what, in common
language, would be styled experimental religion, and in-

cludes nothing but the means by which the state of heart

is engendered, which entitles a man to be considered as a-

real, in contradistinction from a formal believer.

But as religion consists, essentially, in emotions; and
emotions are dependent upon that form of intelligence

which supplies the objects adapted to awaken them—

a

direct correspondency always subsisting between the in-

tellectual and emotional activity—the question arises, to

which faculty are we indebted for the objects that awaken
religious emotions ? We must know them—they must be
present to the mind, or no affections can be excited

;

through what form of intelligence, then, do we become
cognizant of spiritual realties? The answer is, intuition.

" In considering, then, under which of the two great generic

modes of intelligence, we have to class the particular case in-

volved in the idea of a revelation, we can have but little hesita-

tion in referring it, at once, to the category of intuition. The
idea of a revelation is universally considered to imply a case of

Vol. III.—No. 2.
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intelligence in which something is presented directly to the mind
of the subject ; in which it is conveyed by the immediate agency

of God himself ; in which our own eflForts would have been un-

availing to attain the same conceptions ; in which the truth

communicated could not have been drawn by inference from

any data previously known ;
and, finally, in which tfie whole re-

sult is one lying beyond the reach of the logical understand-

ing."—;p. 126. r/i

The author, then, proceeds to run the parallel betwixt

this account of revelation and intuition in its lowest form,

that of external perception, and finding a perfect corres-

pondence, he does not hesitate to rank them as kindred

species of the same mode of intellectual activity. But to

make assurance doubly sure, he undertakes to show that

revelation cannot be addressed to the understanding

—

" that the whole of the logical processes of the human
mind are such, that the idea of a revelation is altogether

incompatible with them ; that they are in no sense open
to its influence, and that they can neither be improved
nor assisted by it."* His meaning is that no new origi-

nal elements of knowledge, or as Locke would call them,
no new simple ideas, can be imparted to the mind by defi-

nition, analysis or reasoning. He regards revelation as a
source of original and peculiar ideas—like the eye or the

ear, or what Hutchespn felicitously styles the internal sen-

ses of the mind. " The object of a revelation, is to bring

us altogether into another and higher region of actual

experience, to increase our mental vision, to give us new
data from which we may draw new inferences, and all

this lies quite £.part from the activity of the logical

faculty."t

The author still further, though not more plainly, de-

velopes his views in the answer he returns to the ques-

tion, "could not a revelation from God consist in an
exposition of truth, made to us by the lips or from the
pen of an inspired messenger, that exposition coming dis-

tinctly under the idea of a logicul explication of doc-

trineSf which it is for mankind to receive, as sent to us on
divine authority." Let us hear him upon this point

:

" Now this is a case of considerable complexity, and one which

p. 131. tp. 133.
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we must essay as clearly as possible to unravel. First of all,

then, we have no doubt whatever but that there have been
agents commissioned by God to bring naankind to a proper con-

ception of divine truth, and comprehension of the divine wilL

But now let us look a little more closely into their real mission,

and consider the means by which alone it was possible for them
to fulfil it.

" These divine messengers, we will suppose, address their fel-

low-men in the words and phrases they are accustomed to hear,

and seek in this way to expound to them the truth of God. If
we imagine ourselves, then, to be the listeners, it is needless to

say, that so long as they treat of ideas which lie ivithin the range
of our present experience, we should be well able at once to

comprehend them, and to judge of the grounds on which they

urge them upon our attention. But it is manifest that such a
discourse as I describe could in no proper sense be termed a
revelation. So long as the divine teacher keeps within the range
of our present intellectual experience, he might indeed throw
things into a new light, he might point out more accurately their

connexion, he might show us at once their importance and
their logical consistency ; but all this would not amount to a re-

velatioUy it would give us no immediate manifestation of truth

from God, it would offer no conceptions lying beyond the range

of our present data, it would quite fail in bringing us into con-

tact with new realities, nor would it at all extend the sweep of

our mental vision. Mere exposition always presupposes some
familiarity with the subject in hand ; one idea has always, in

such a case, to be explained by another ; but supposing there to

be an entire blindness of mind upon the whole question, then it

is manifest that all mere logical definition and explication is for

the time entirely thrown away.
" Illustrations of this are as numerous as are the sciences, or

the subjects of human research. Let a man, for example, total-

ly unacquainted with the matter, hear another convers^ with the

greatest clearness about differential quantities in physics or

mathematics—how much of the explanation would he be able to

comprehend 1 He has not yet the experiences of space, num-
ber, or motion, on which the intelligibleness of the whole de-

pends ; and in want of these, the whole of the explanations of-

fered are involved in the darkest obscurity. Take up any other

subject, such as biology, ethics, or metaphysics, in their higher

and more recondite branches. Explication here is of no avail,

unless the mind first realize for itself, and reproduce in its own
thinking, the fundamental conceptions of the teacher. What is
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true of perceptive teaching, in the case of the infant, is true, in

a modified sense, of all human education, to the most advanoed
stage of intelligence. You must, in every instance alike take

proper means to awaken the power of vision within, to furnish

direct experiences to the mind, in brief, to give clear intuitions

of the dements of truth, before you can produce any eflfect by
the most complete process of defining or explanation.

Let us return, then, to the supposed case of the inspired

teacher, and proceed with our analysis of the conditions that are

necessary to his becoming the medium of a revelation, properly

so called. We have seen that, if he alwavs kept within the re-

gion of our present experience, there would be no fresh revela-

tion made to us at all : but nowj let us imagine him to transcend

the present sphere of our mental vision;—it is evident from
what I have first said, that in such a case we should be by no
means in a condition to comprehend his meaning ; on the sup-

position, of course, that he was to confine himself to mei'e expo-

sition. The only way in which he could give us a revelation of

truth hitherto unrealized, would be by becoming the agent of

elevating our inward religious consciousness up to the same or

a similar standard as his own
;
which is the same thing as if we

had said that all revelation, properly so called, can be made to

us primarily only in the form of religious intuition?^—pp.
134—137. .;^-^-^^^-^-- r^-^T v-v. .^-< ,v

We have now said enough to put our readers complete-

ly in possession of the author's views of revelation. It

implies a direct perception of spiritual realities—a gazing
upon eternal verities, which, upon the principle that the

eye affects the heart, produces those peculiar emotions in

which the essence of religion consists. It communicates
to us the elemental ideas of all religious knowledge—the

primary data, without which the science of theology would
be as unmeaning as the science of optics to a man born
blind. As perception gives us all our original and simple

ideas of matter—the moral sense, our notions of the good

—

taste, our notions of the beautiful and sublime—so revela-

tion imparts to us the ideas of God, of Christ, ofredemption
and of sin. The subjective processes in all these cases are

the same. Nature, the beautiful, the good, are just as tru-

ly and properly revelations, as the verities embraced in

Christian experience. There was, however, in the case

of Christianity, a series of " divine arrangements, through
the medium of which the loftiest and purest conceptions
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oftriith were brought before the immediate cdnsciousricss

of the apostles, and through them, of the whole age ; at a
time, too, when, in oilier respects, the most universal de-

moralization abounded on every side."* These arrange-

ments the author admits to be supernatural—the result of

a " divine plan, altogether distinct from the general scheme
of providence as regards human developement." But the

revelation consequent upon them is purely natural—man
was elevated to a mountain which commanded prospects

beyond the ordinary range of his eyes—but the vision

which ensued was in strict obedience to the laws of sight.

Now we ask our readers to ponder carefully this account
of revelation, and to lay their fingers on the principle

which either directly or indirectly proves, that a perfect

standard of theology cannot be imparted to us by God, or

that any and every theology must be the offspring of the

human understanding. This account, we are told, is at

once a protest and an argument against the popular no-

tions on the subject. The protest we can find—it is pa-

tent on every page—but the argument we are utterly una-
ble to discover. Does it follow that because religion, as a
matter of experience, is divine, therefore theology, as a
matter of science, must be human ? Does it follow that be-

cause God gives us all the direct and immediate cogni-

tions out of which the science can be frained^ therefore,

He is unable to construct the science Himself? Does it

follow that because He makes us feel and see, therefore,

He is incompetent to describe either our. visions or emo-
tions ? We confess that our sincerest efforts cannot render

palpable to our thinking faculty the least incongruity be-

twixt the notions of a divine theology, and a revealed re-

ligion in the sense of Mr. Morell. For aught that we can
see to the contrary, his whole psychology might be grant-

ed—all that he says of the understanding and intuition

—

their differences and relations—with his whole scheme of
revelation—all might be granted—and yet nothing be con-

ceded at all destructive of the doctrine, that we have a faith,

ready developed to our hands, which we are bound to re-

ceive upon the authority of God. We might no longer

call it a revealed faith, but it would be none the less in-

fallible and divine on that account.

p. 145.
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Mr. Morell admits that man can construct a theology

for himself, that he is able to give a definite form and sci-

entific basis to his religions Hfe, and to the spiritual truth

involved in it." The intuitions of religion, like all other

intuitions, can be submitted to the operations of the un-

derstanding; they can be compared, classified and arrang-

ed ; they are as really the materials of a science as the

facts of perception, or the phenomena of conscience. Now
what is there in the process of constructing a science from
religion, which limits it exclusively to man 7 Is there any
absurdity in supposing that God can communicate, in writ-

ing or in some other form, a perfect logical exposition of

all the intuitions which, in every stage of its religious his-

tory, the human mind is capable of experiencing J any ab-

surdity in supposing that God can do perfectly and infal-

libly for His weak and ignorant creatures what it is conced-

ed they can do imperfectly and fallibly for themselves ?

What is there inconceivable in God's giving a logical and
formal expression to the religious mind of man? We do
not deny that a divine theology, though it might be strictly

scientifick in its form, and capable of the same proofs to

which all human sciences appeal, must yet challenge our

assent upon a higher ground. It is to be received—not

because it accords with ou| experience, but because it is

the testimony of God. It comes to us and must come to

us with authority. It is truth because it proceeds from
the fountain of truth. If Mr. Morell contends that this

peculiarity removes it from the category of science, we
shall not dispute about a word ; all that we contend for is,

that it is and must be a more full and complete represen-

tation of all the phenomena of religion than reflection it-

self could give with the aid of the best conceivable orga-

non, applied to intuitions as strong, distinct and clear as

the most definite perceptions of sense.

It is clear that Mr. Morell, in representing his scheme of
revelation as an a priori agument against the possibility

of a divine theology, has quietly assumed that the agency
there described is the sole agency of the Deity in relation to

the religion of His creatures. He seems to think that the

Almighty exhausted Himself in the production of spiritual

perceptions, and therefore, could not reduce them to the

forms of the understanding; that in the process of engen-
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dering religion he lost the ability to describe it. But where
is the proof that revelation, in our author's sense, includes

the whole agency of God ? Not a particle is adduced—and
hence as a divine theology is not inconsistent with a reveal-

ed religion—as there is no shadow ofcontradiction betwixt

them—and not the slightest proof that the revelation of reli-

gion is the only form in which God condescends to His ig-

norant and sinful creatures, Mr. Morell has signally failed

to establish, on philosophical grounds, the human origin of

theology. His premises do not contain his conclusion.

For aught that he has alleged to the contrary, we may be
as truly indebted to the divine benignity for a perfect and
infallible standard of faith as for those other operations in

consequence of which we feel the pulsations of the Chris-

tian life. . .;:.'>^^^>.:--,j;,,:^. .^y I.- '•^: >
' : .a- .,u T***

;

The only thing, indeed, in the whole chapter on reve-

lation, which seems remotely to bear upon the subject, is

the passage already quoted, in which he states the ques-

tion only to evade it. He shows, indeed, that a logical

explication of doctrines could not awaken ideas in a mind
destitute of the capacity to apprehend them. We may cheer-

fully concede that no painting can make a blind man see,

that no musickcan ravish a deafman with the rapture of its

sounds ; but still the painting and the musick may both ex-

ist and be perfect in their kind. No one claims for a divine

theology the power of making men Christians ; it is uni-

versally conceded that the letter killeth ; but the controver-

sy betwixt Mr. Morell and the popular faith is whether
that letter can exist. It is a poor evasion to say that be-

cause it cannot perform an office which no one has ever

thought of ascribing to it, that, therefore, it is essentially

and necessarily inconceivable as a real and substantive

entity. All that our author proves is that it cannot en-

lighten ;
that it can impart no new simple idea ; that it pre-

supposes all the elemental germs of thought which enter

into theology, as natural philosophy presupposes the infor-

mations of sense, and psychology those of consciousness.

It supposes, in other words, that men are capable of reli-

gion, but it by no means follows that because a divine

theology can neither create the religious faculty nor im-
mediately produce its appropriate intuitions, therefore it

cannot express them with logical exactness, nor describe
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the objects on which they are dependent. Moral philos-

ophy cannot originate a conscience, but it may still be a
scientific exhibition of all the operations ofthe moral nature.

What Mr. Morell's argument requires him to prove is that

a divine theology is impossible—that a science of religion

being admitted, that science cannot be imparted to us by
God ; it must^ from the nature of the case, be human in

its origin ; and this proposition is not affected by the inade-

quacy of such a science to accomplish a certain subjective

effect, unless it can be shown that its ability to do this is

the condition of its existence. '. -i<.-; M. > >i »

. But, perhaps, the proof we are seeking may be found
in the chapter on Inspiration. It is the object of that chap-

ter toshowthat ^.^ ^ , * v? -

"Inspiration does not imply any thing generically new in the ac-

tual processes of the human mind
;

it does not involve any form
of intelligence essentially different from what we already possess

;

it indicates rather the elevation of the religious consciousness, and
with it, of course, the power of spiritual vision, to a degree of in-

tensity, peculiar to the individuals thus highly favoured. We must
regard the whole process of inspiration, accordingly, as being in no
sense mechanical^ but purely dynamical ; involving, not a novel

and supernatural faculty, but a faculty already enjoyed, elevated

supernaturally to an extraordiriary power and susceptibility

;

indicating, in fact, an inward nature so perfectly harmonized to

the divine, so freed from the distorting influences of prejudice,

passion and sin, so simply recipient of the divine ideas circum-

ambient around it, so responsive in all its strings to the breath

of heaven, that truth leaves an impress upon it which answers per-

fectly to the objective reality."—j^. 151.

All which, being interpreted, is that inspiration and ho-

liness, or sanctification, are synonymous terms. The au-
thor apprehends, in its literal sense, the benediction ofour
Saviour on the pure in heart, and makes them seers not

only of God, but of those things of God, which the apos-

tle assures us, none can understand but the Spirit of God
Himself. It will certainly strike our readers as a novelty,

that there should be any inconsistency betwixt the grace

of holiness and the gift of knowledge. They will be slow
to comprehend how sanctification and instruction can be

contradictory processes—so much so, that He who sanc-

tifies cannot teach. Sanctify them through thy truth

—
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thy word is truth—through sanctification ofthe spirit and
belief of the truth. For aught that we can see it may be
granted to the author, that the measure of piety is the ex-
act measure ofabiUty to appreciate, to understand, to know
divine truth, that holiness is essential to a living faith, and
yet it will not follow that God cannot communicate the
truth, with which, as holy beings, we are brought into

harmony. If our holiness were perfect, it would enable
us, according to the author, to apprehend the objects of re

ligion in their concrete reality, but not in their scientific

form ; and there is nothing absurd in the idea, that the

things whith have aroused our moral sensibilities should
be presented, in their full and perfect proportions, to the

contemplation of the understanding.

It may be objected, however, that although Mr. Morell's

philosophy does not prove a divine theology to be impos-
sible or absurd, in the strict acceptation of the terms, yet

it demonstrates, what, in reference to any dispensation

of God, amounts to the same thing, that it is unnecessary
or useless. This is no doubt the real scope of his argu-

ment, though he has been bold enough to assert that the

only way^ the sole method by which a valid theology can
be constructed, is by human reflection on the phenomena
of religion. But widely different as the issues of possibil-

ity and expediency evidently are, we shall concede, in the

present instance, that the proof of uselessness is tanta-

mount to the proof of absurdity, and proceed to inquire

how Mr. Morell has succeeded in even this aspect of the

case. " To a man utterly ignorant," says he,* " of all spir-

itual conceptions, and altogether insensible to divine things,

the mere exposition of the truths and doctrines of Chris-

tianity is useless. He does not grasp them at all in their

proper meaning and intensity ; ranging as they do beyond

the sphere of his present experience, the very terms of the

propositions employed awaken no corresponding idea with-

in his mind." That is—theology, under a certain con-

tingency, is powerless to produce a given effect. But a

specific incompetency and a general uselessness are very

different things. Because, in a "man utterly ignorant of

all spiritual conceptions and altogether insensible to divine

Vol. hi.—No. 2.
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things," the mere exposition of the truths and doctrines of

Christianity cannot supply the place of faculties to appre-

hend them, it by no means follows, that to the man who
has spiritual conceptions and is " sensible to divine things,"

that theology may not be of incalculable service. To a
man destitute of sensevS, natural philosophy would, no

doubt, be a very unintelligible jargon—but does it follow

that it must be correspondingly useless to one who has

all the simple ideas of which it is composed? But Mr.

Morell has himself settled the question. He represents

theology, in our present condition, as a necessity* of our

nature, and ascribes to it offices of immense importance in

the developement of the religious life. It is true that he
has his eye only on human theology, but the uses which
he admits are not at all dependent upon its origin^ but

upon its truth. It answers these valuable ends, not be-

cause it has been reached by reflection, but because it has
a real existence and is capable of a real application. It is

the thing itself which is useful, and not the mode of its

discovery. It would seem, too, that the more perfect it was,
the better ; and that the circumstance of its being divine,

so far from detracting from its value, would immensely
enhance it. Let us now attend to the author's admissions

:

" Theology, having once beep created, can be presented didac-

tically to the understanding before there is any awakening of the
religious nature, and can even lead the mind to whom it is pre-

sented to such an interest in the subject as may issue in his spi-

ritual enlightenment.—^. 207.

Here it is obvious that the use of the theology is not at
all dependent upon its origin—it is useful to a mind which
has not been in a situation to construct a system reflec-

tively for itself This is just what we attribute to a di-

vine theology; it is the means under God of awakening
the religious nature, the incorruptible seed by which we
are begotten to newness of life, and the standard to which
all our experiences must be brought, and by which their

soundness must be tried. This single consideration, that
the science of religion may be the means ofawakening the
religious nature, that theology may be the parent of piety,

is enough to set aside all that the author has said against

* p. 196.
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the value of a logical exposition of the truths and doctrines

of Christianitv. ,;•). :,-;>:'.j-»'v-i-.':-r^?.^.ff^vw^-'

The following remarks, professedly intended to eluci-

date the subject, are applicable with tenfold power to such
a system as the Bible claims to be. We ask nothing more
than what the author has himself suggested to remove all

cavils against the letter because it killeth, while the spirit

only is competent to quicken into life :

"The uses of Christian Theology are :

—

.

. 1. To show the internal consistency of religious truth. Little

as we need to see this consistency whilst our inmost souls are

hurning with a deep and holy enthusiasm, yet in the ordinary

state of human life, "beset as we are with a thousand repressive

influences, it is highly important to strengthen ourselves with

every kind of armour against scepticism and indifference. In
proportion as our zeal and excitement become cooler, do we need
so much the more the concurring testimony of reason to support

us in the pursuit of the Christian life. It is upon this we fall back,

when the fire of life burns dim, until we can kindle it again from
the altar of God. Hence the importance of having Christian

truth presented to us in such a form, that we may see its harmo-
ny with all the laws of our intelle:tual being, and have their wit-

ness to seal its truth on our hearts.

" 2. Another use of Christian Theology is to repel philosophi-

cal objections. The unbeliever has not the witness within him-

self; and what is more, he would fain destroy the validity of the

truths of Christianity to others, by affirming their inconsistency

with reason or with one another. The moral influences of the

religious life do not answer these objections, although they may
disarm them greatly of their force. To answer them, the truth

conveyed in the religious life must be made reflective and scien-

tific ;—then, indeed, and not till then, can itself be maintained^

and its consistency be defended upon the grounds of the philo-

sophical objector himself.

3. A third use of Christian Theology is to preserve mankind
from vague enthusiasm. A strong religious excitement is not
inconsistent with a weak judgment, a feeble conscience, and ac-

tive tendencies to folly, and even sin. Under such circumstances,

the power of the emotions will sometimes overbalance the better

dictates of Christian faith, love, and obedience, so as to impel the

subject of them into something bordering upon fanaticism.

Against this evil, religion alone is often unable to struggle; it

needs the stronger element of calm reason to curb these wan-
dering impulses, and bring them into due subjection to duty and
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to truth. Here, then, the influence of theology bears upon the

whole case ; and to its power is it mainly owing that the intense

incentives offered by Christianity to the emotive nature of man
have been so ordered and directed as to keep him from vague en-

thusiasm in his belief, and an unsafe fanaticism in his actions,

" 4. The last use we mention to which theology may be appli-

ed, is, to embody our religious ideas in a complete and connect-

ed system. In this form they appeal to every element in the na-

ture of man. The moral influence they exert upon the whole

spirit is coupled with the power of their appeal to the reason,

and the intellect of mankind becomes satisfied as his heart be-

comes softened and renewed.
" Such in brief are some of the principal uses of theology for-

mally considered."

—

-pp. 225—227. ^x-
, > .;. > /,

Having shown that our author has signally failed in his

a priori argument against the existence of a divine stan-

dard of theology, that is, that his philosophy even upon the

supposition of its truth, is not inconsistent with the popu-
lar faith in regard to the authority of the Bible, we shall

next notice the several considerations by which he attempts

to prove that, as a matter of fact, no such divine standard

has ever been vouchsafed to our race. His first argument
is drawn from the proofs by which Christianity has been
revealed to man.

" The aim of revelation," he^nforms us, " has not been formally

to expound a system of doctrine to the understanding, but to ed-

ucate the mind of man gradually to an inward appreciation of

the truth concerning his own relation to God. Judaism was a
propaedeutic to Christianity ; but there was no formal definition

of any one spiritual truth in the whole of that economy. The
purpose of it was to school the mind to spiritual contempla-
tion

;
to awaken the religious consciousness by types and sym-

bols, and other perceptive means, to the realization of certain

great spiritual ideas ; and to furnish words and analogies in

which the truths of Christianity could be embodied and proclaim-

ed to the world. If we pass on to the Christian revelation it-

self, the mode of procedure, we find, was generically the same.
There was no formal exposition of Christian doctrine in the
whole of the discourses of the Saviour. His life and teaching,

his character and suffering, his death and resurrection, all appeal-

ed to the deeper religious nature of man ;
they were adapted to

awaken it to a newer and higher activity; instead of offering a
mere explication to the understanding, they were intended to fur-
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Bish altogether new experiences, to widen the sphere of our spir-

itual insight, to emhody a revdation from God. The apostles

followed in the same course. They did not start from Jerusa-

lem with a system of doctrine to propound intellectually to the

world. It would have been no revelation to the world if they

had ; for with his moral and spiritual nature sunk down into in-

sensibility and sin, man would have had no real spiritual percep-

tion associated with the very terms in which their argument*
and propositions must have been couched. The apostles went
forth to awaken man's power of spiritual intuition; to impress

upon the world the great conceptions of sin, of righteousness, of

judgment to come, of salvation, of purity, and of heavenly love.

This they did^by their lives, their teaching, their spiritual intent

sUy in action and suffering, their whole testimony to the word,

the person, the death and the resurrection of the Saviour."

—

^.
139_40.

We do not remember ever to have seen a more signal

exemplification of a theory breaking down under its own
weight, than that which is presented in the preceding ex-

tract. The end of all revelation is to furnish, we are told,

intuitional perceptions of religious truth ; it cannot, there-

fore, be addressed to the understanding, neither can it

contain logical and definite statements of doctrine. But
still this revelation is to be imparted through the instrumen-

tality of commissioned agents, and these agents fulfil their

vocation by teaching. Now if the reader will turn to the

second chapter of our author's book, in which the dis-

tinctions are drawn out at length betwixt the intuitional

and logical consciousness, he will find that the very first

point insisted on, is that the " knowledge we obtain by
the logical consciousness is representative and indirect

;

while that which we obtain by the intuitional conscious-

ness is presentative and immediate.^^ To produce an in-

tuition, consequently, the mind and the object must be
brought together in actual contact. It must not be some
description or representation, but the reality of truth itself

which must stand face to face with the knowing subject.

Where essential existence, or original elements of know-
ledge are concerned, the power of language is utterly in-

adequate to convey any ideas to the mind ; the intuitions

themselves must exist, or all efforts to awaken the con-

ceptions are utterly hopeless. If, in conformity with these

principles, Christ and His Apostles were commissioned to
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make a revelation to men whose moral and spiritual na-
ture was sunk down into insensibility and sin, all that

they could have done was to present the spiritual realities

which they themselves apprehended, and then impart a
corresponding power to perceive them. They went, ac-

cording to the theory, among the blind, to make known
florious objects of sight. Their first business must have
een to place the objects within the reach of the eye, and

then purge the eyes to behold them. This is the only

way in which we can conceive that they could have suc-

ceeded in effecting vision. But what has teaching to do
with this process 1 All the knowledge acquired from an-

other, through the medium of signs, is indirect and repre-

sentative ;
and, therefore, addressed not to intuition, but

to the understanding. How will our author explain this

inconsistency ? He, in the first place, represents Christ

and His Apostles as spiritual mesmerizers, whose whole
business it is to bring their fellow-men face to face with a
class of transcendental realities, and then, at the very time

that he is disproving the possibility of an appeal to the

understanding, he converts them into teachers, dealing

not with the realities themselves, but with their signs and
logical exponents. They awaken intuitions by teachifig !

Hence upon his own admission, the process by which
Christianity has been revealed to man, is not in accord-

ance with the fundamental principles of his system. The
inconsistency of his statements is still more glaring in

reference to the Mosaic institute. That, it seems, was a
propaedeutic to Christianity ; but it had nothing logical,

nothing in the way of representative instruction ; and yet

awakened the religious consciousness by types and sym-
bols. Now we would humbly ask what are types and
symbols, but a language through which, in the one case,

instruction is communicated by means of analogy, and
in the other by means of visible and significant signs ?

—

In what way could these figured representations of truth

suggest the spiritual realities to the mind, but through the

operations of the understanding, comparing the type with
the anti-type—the sign with the thing signified ? Prom
the author's own account, then, it is evident that both
Judaism and Christianity were propagated by appeals to

the understanding
; that the agents of the revelation, in
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both cases, were, m tiie strict and proper seriise of the

term, teachers, and that it was a part of their commission
to embody, in language of some sort, the high conceptions

to which they were anxious lo elevate their race. These
conceptions, when embodied in language, became doc-

trines ; so that there must have been, to the same extent to

which Christ and His Apostles were teachers, " a formal
exposition of Christian doctrine." ; p - *

i
rw- ^ ^^^

But we would ask our author how, apart from didactic

appeals—which, we have already seen, he confesses may
be the means of spiritual awakening—spiritual intuitions

could be engendered by any merely human agency ? In
what way is it possible for one man to present a spiritual re-

ality to another, except through its verbal sign, or by a de-

scription of the occasions on which the intuitions are

experienced? His whole office ww5^ be logical. He can
neither give eyes to see, nor can he bring the objects

themselves in their essential and substantiv# existence

into contact with the mind. He can, in other words, do
nothings according to Mr. Morel I's own psychology, but
make a logical statement of his own experiences. How
could the Apostles, for example, impress upon the world
the great conceptions of sin, of righteousness, of judg-

'

ment to come, of salvation, of purity, of heavenly love,

but by some definite, that is to say, logical expression of
these very conceptions as they existed in their own minds

;

or if they were simple and elementary ideas, by referring

to the occasions or circumstances connected with their

first suggestion to themselves. The intuitions they could

no more produce, than they could create a soul. Through
a strong ideal presence of the scenes amid which their

own experiences had been awakened, they might rouse

the latent susceptibilities of their hearers—but their office

terminated with the descriptions suited to produce this

presence, which is purely a logical process. " Their tes-

timony to the word, the person, the death and the resur-

rection of the Saviour," must, in the same way, have
been conveyed in words—they could only hope to reach
the sensibilities through the understanding—they could
set Christ and his life in vivid distinctness before the
minds of men, bui it could only be by signs which re-

presented the realities—and therefore their appeals must
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have been exclusively logical. Their intensity in action

and suflfering, as a mere phenomenon, suggested no defi-

nite idea—it might have been madness, fanaticism or any
other extravagance—it could have no moral import to

spectators, until it was explained—and we see no way of
explaining it but by signs which should represent the

moral enthusiasm from which it sprung. Hence, accord-

ing to the author's own showing, the labours of Apostles

and Evangelists were confined exclusively to the faculty

which deals with signs. They testified to facts, and em-
bodied in words the great moral conceptions which these

facts involved ;
and hence Christianity, then, was diffus-

edy so far as the agency of men was employed, by ad-

dresses to the logical faculty. The Apostles taught, tes-

tified, acted—their teaching and testimony were obviously

to the understanding, and action has no meaning except

as its principles and motives are understood. Direct ap-

peals to tke intuitional consciousness would evidently

have been preposterous. That faculty deals immediately
with things themselves—and unless the Apostles were
gifted with power to command the presence of spiritual

realities at pleasure—to bring God and Heaven and Hell

into direct contact with the minds of men—and possessed

a similar power over the Jiardened hearts, the slumbering
consciences, and the stupid sensibility of their age—unless

they could give eyes to the blind, and ears to the deaf—to

have sent them into the world to awaken religious intui-

tions, would have been about as sensible an errand as to

have sent them into a cemetery, to quicken corpses and
make the dead entranced admirers of the beauty of na-

ture. If they were to be debarred from addressing the

understanding, we are utterly at a loss to conceive in

what manner they would proceed. Mr. Morell has in-

volved himself in perplexity and contradiction by con-

founding the real mission of the Apostles, which was
purely logical, and from the nature of the case could not

have been otherwise, with the results which God intended

to eflfect, and which, if he likes the expression, were
purely intuitional. The whole process, as it is described

in the New Testament, is plain, simple, intelligible. It con-

sisted, in the first place, in that very logical explication or

statement of doctrines which Mr. Morell so much abhors

;
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and then in a process of supernatural illumination, which
it was the prerogative of God alone to communicate.

—

The Apostles described the realities of religion, and the
Holy Ghost enabled the hearers to understand. They
made the sounds, the Spirit imparted the hearing ear;

they presented the scenes, the Spirit gave the seeing eye

;

they announced the truth, the Spirit vouchsafed the un-
derstanding heart. They, in other words, upon the au-

thority of God, proclaimed an infallible theology ; and
the Spirit of all Grace produced the reUgion of which
that theology was the logical expression. He used their

truth to renew, to sanctify, to purify, to save. Their
business was to teach ; it was the office of an agent more
august and glorious than themselves to awaken the con-

ceptions which that teaching embodied. > v '

It is particularly in the chapter on Inspiration, that the

author points out the difficulties with which the vulgar
theory of the divine authority of the Scriptures is encum-
bered. We have seen that he regards inspiration as

equivalent to holiness ; and most of the chapter is occu-

pied in refuting what he has chosen to designate the me-
chanical view of the question. It is, of course, indispen-

sable to the authority of the Scriptures, as the word of

God, that the men who wrote them should have written

as they were moved by the Holy Ghost. Any hypothe-
sis which sets aside a divine testimony to every state-

ment and doctrine of the Bible, is inconsistent with the

exercise of that faith which the Scriptures exact, and
which is the only adequate foundation of infallible assur-

ance. So far as responsible authorship is concerned, a
divine rule of faith must be the production of God. The
object of such a rule is not simply to give us truth, but
truth whichwe know to be truth, specifically on the ground
that the Lord has declared it. Hence the theory of " ver-

bal dictation," which our author declares,* "has been so

generally abandoned by the thoughtful in the present

day," is the only theory which we have ever regarded as

consistent with the exigencies of the case—the only the-

ory which makes the Bible what it professes to be, the

Word of God, and an adequate and perfect measure of

Vol. III.—No. 2.

p. 154.
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our faith. If its contents, in any instances, however in-

significant, rest only upon the testimony of the human
agents employed in writing it ; in those instances we can
only believe in man ; the statements may be true, but
they cease to be divine and infallible ; and the assent

which we yield to them becomes opinion and not faith.

—

If, therefore, -the author has succeeded in demolishing the

theory of verbal dictation, or of a distinct commission,
which he treats separately, though they are only differ-

ent expressions of the same thing, it must be confessed

that, however he has failed in his philosophy, he has
completely triumphed in the a posteriori aspect of his ar-

gument.
His first consideration is, that " there is no positive evi-

dence of such a verbal dictation having been granted."

—

This is summary enough. But the reason assigned is

still more remarkable.

" The supposition of its existence would demand a two-fold

kind of inspiration
;
each kind entirely distinct from the other.

The Apostles, it is admitted, were inspired to preach and to

teach orally^ but we have the most positive evidence that this

commission did not extend to their very words. Often they

were involved in minor misconceptions; and sometimes they

taught specific notions inconsistent with a pure spiritual Chris-

tianity, as Peter did when he was chided by Paul. The verbal

scheme, therefore, demands the admission of one kind of inspi-

ration having been given to the Apostles as men, thinkers, moral
agents and preachers, and another kind having been granted to

i\iem as loriters^—-p 155.

In the first place, this two-fold inspiration is the result

of Mr. Morell's own arbitrary use of language. If he
chooses to describe the influences under which men are

converted and sanctified as one kind of inspiration, the

theory of verbal dictation, of course, implies another; but
another, by no means inconsistent with the former. The
process by which a man is transferred from sin to holi-

ness, is very different from the process by which he re-

ceives a message to be announced in the terms of its con-
veyance. There is nothing in personal integrity incom-
patible with the office of a secretary or amanuensis.

In the next place, Mr. Morell begs the question in as-

suming that the commission of the Apostles as teachers
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and preachers, involved no other inspiration but that

which changed their hearts. The very stress of the con-
troversy turns upon the question—what was the Apostol-

ick commission ? Whatsoever it was, it is universally con-
ceded, that it extended to thefr writings in exactly the same
sense in which it extended to their preaching. If their

preaching, in the discharge of their functions as Apostles,

were not verbally dictated, no more were their letters. If

they spake not by the Holy Ghost, neither did they write
under His suggestions. " But," says our author, " we have
the most positive evidence that this commission did not ex-

tend to their very words." This, if it could be proved,

would settle the question. But there is something in the

first commission which our Saviour gave to the twelve,

when He sent them out to the lost sheep of the house of

Israel, which seems to be in such palpable contradiction

to this confident assumption, that we must be permitted

to hesitate whether the evidence can be regarded as su-

perlatively positive. " Behold," says the Master, " I send
you forth as sheep in the midst of wolves—be ye, there-

fore, wise as serpents, and harmless as doves. But be-

ware of men ; for they will deliver you up to the coun-
cils

;
and they will scourge you in their synagogues

; and
ye shall be brought before Governors and Kings for my
sake, for a testimony against them and the Gentiles. But
when they deliver you up, take no thought how or what
ye shall speak ; for it shall be given you in that same hour
what ye shall speak. For it is not ye that speak, but
THE Spirit of your Father which speaketh in
YOU." Or, as it is more pointedly in Mark, " it is not ye
THAT speak, but THE HoLY Ghost." Paul, too, for

whom, by the way, the author has no great partiality, pro-

fessed to sf)eak th j things which had been freely revealed

to him of God, " not in the words which man's wisdom
teacheth, but which the Holy Ghost teacheth ;" and had
the arrogance to treat his communications " as the com-
mandments of the Lord." But what is the most positive

evidence to which Mr. Morell refers ? Why, that the Apos-
tle^ " were often involved in minor misconceptions, and
sometimes they taught specific notions, inconsistent with
a pure spiritual Christianity, as Peter did when he was
chided by Paul." Peter taught no such thing. He was
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guilty of dissimulation in conduct. He knew the truth

and acted in consistency with it before that certain came
from James, but when they were come, he was tempted
to humour their prejudices. Paul reproved him distinctly

upon the ground that he was acting in contradiction to

what he knew to be the truth of the Gospel. This case,

therefore, only proves that Peter, as a man, was partially

sanctified ; it does not prove that, as an Apostle, he was
permitted to fall into doctrinal error. As to the other mi-
nor misconceptions, to which our author refers, it will be
time to explain them when we know what they are.

—

Mean while, we may be permitted to remark that, in this

case of Peter, the author has confounded holines of char-

acter with the Apostolick commission. The only inspi-

ration which he seems able to conceive, is that of person-

al purity; and if a man has any remnants of sin cleaving

to his flesh or his spirit, he is, accordingly to Mr. Morell,

imperfectly inspired. This, we repeat, is a begging of the

question. No one maintains that the Apostles, as men,
were perfect ; they were sinners, under the dominion of
grace ; but as Apostles, in their official relations, it is the

doctrine of the popular faith, that they were the organs
of the Holy Spirit in communicating to the Church an
infallible rule of faith and practice. It is no presumption
against this hypothesis, that they were subject to the
weaknesses of fallen, humanity ; the treasure was put in

earthen vessels, that the excellency of the power might
be confessed as springing from God. It is surely misera-

ble sophistry—when the very question in debate is, what
was the Apostolick commission—quietly to assume a the-

ory, and then make that theory the pretext for rejecting

another account. And yet this is what our author has
done ; he assumes that the Apostolick commission con-

sisted exclusively in the elevation of the religious sensi-

bilities, and then upon the ground of this assumption, re-

jects the hypothesis of verbal dictation, as requiring a
commission, for the writers, distinct from that of the
Apostolick office. We suspect that it would be no hard
matter to prove any proposition, in heaven or earth, ifwe
can only be indulged in the liberty of taking our premises
for granted.
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The author's second argument,* upon which, very pru-

dently, he does not insist, is drawn " from the fact, that

we find a distinctive style, maintained by each separate

author." He regards it " as a highly improbable and even
extravagant supposition, without the most positive proof

of it being offered, that each writer should manifest his

own modes of thought, his own temperament ofmind, his

own educational influence, his own peculiar phraseology

;

and yet, notwithstanding this, every word should have
been dictated to him by the Holy Spirit." If Mr. Morell
had investigated, a little more fully than he seems to have
done, the grounds of the popular faith, he might have
found in this very circumstance, which he considers so ex-

tremely improbable and extravagant, a fresh illustration of

the wisdom of God. The external proofs of inspiration,

which consist in the signs of an apostle or prophet, found
either in the writer himself, or some one commissioned to

vouch for his production, require, in most cases, a know-
ledge of the author. And in conducting an inquiry upon
this point, the internal evidence, arising from style, struc-

ture and habits of thought, materially contributes to a
satisfactory result. In the first stage of the investigation

we consider the productions simply as human composi-
tions, and God has wisely distributed the gift of inspira-

tion so that while He is responsible for all that is said, the

individual peculiarities ofthe agent shall designate the per-

son whose instrumentality He employed. He has facilitat-

ed our inquiry into the human organ of the Holy Spirit.

Having ascertained ourselves as to the human authors or

their works, the next question is—as to the claims which
they themselves put forward to divine direction. What
are these claims and how are they substantiated ? If they
pretend to a verbal dictation and then adduce the creden-

tials sufficient to authenticate it, we have all, which, in the

way ofexternal evidence, could be reasonably exacted. The
epistle to the Romans, for example, is put into our hands as

a part of the word ofGod. The first question is—who wrote
it ? If it can be traced to Paul, we know that he was an
apostle of the Saviour and enjoyed whatever inspiration

was attached to the apostolick office. He possessed in an
eminent degree the signs of an apostle, and if it were one of

<t .';-;
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p. 156.
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the privileges of the office, that those who were called to it

should, in their publick instructions and testimonies for

Jesus, speak the Igtnguage of the Holy Ghost, as soon as

we are convinced that Paul was the writer of the docu-

ment, its ultimate emanation from God is settled. Now it

obviously facilitates this inquiry to have the mind of Paul
stamped upon the letter—to have it distinctly impressed

with his image, while it contains nothing but the true and
faithful sayings of God. It is consequently no presump-
tion against the divine dictation of a book, that it should
exhibit traces of the hand that was employed.
The third argument* mistakes altogether the very end

of inspiration. The object was to furnish a statement of

facts and an exhibition of doctrines, which should be re-

ceived with a faith infallible and divine, upon the sole con-

sideration that God was the author of both. Its design

was to give us a rule oifaith and not a stmidard of opi-

nion. It was to be a divine testimony—and therefore

whatever might be the moral and religious qualifications

of the writers—however competent they might hav^ been
upon their own authority to have told us the same things,

their words could, in no sense, be received as the real ora-

cles of God. The Lord Himself must speak ; and this being
the purpose of inspiration, verbal dictation detracts in no
way from the character or worth of the apostles. What
they were inspired to teach others, was received by them-
selves upon the same ultimate ground on which it is re-

ceived by us. They were channels of communication

—

not because they were Jit to be nothing else—but because
the end intended to be answered necessarily precluded any
other relation on their part, to the message conveyed.

The fourth argument, which is a repetition, almost for

the hundredth time, of the incompetency of the Bible to

change the heart and enlighten the understanding, though
the author presents it here as a " moral demo?istration^^

against the theory of verbal dictation, has already been
sufficiently answered in Avhat we have said of the uses of

theology. Will Mr. Morel 1 never learn to distinguish be-

tween an inadequacy to produce a given effect and uni-

versal worthlessness 7 Is the eye useless, because it can-

p. 156.
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not hear, or the ear useless, because it cannot see ? And
must a divine standard of theology be utterly good for

nothing, because it cannot perform the office of the Holy
Spirit ? Is there nothing else that it can do ? Has not he
himself repeatedly admitted that a human theology sub-

»

serves many valuable purposes in the economy of religion?

and in the name of truth and righteousness what is there

in the mere circumstance that it is human^ to give it such
an immense advantage over one that is divine ?

The theory of a distinct commission, which the author
treats separately from that of verbal dictation, though they
are only dififerent expressions of the same thing, he sum-
marily dismisses, as destitute of any satisfactory evidence,

and indebted for " its growth and progress in the Church
to the influence of a low and mechanical view of the whole
question of inspiration itself."* The compositions of the

prophets and apostles, whether in the Old or New Testa-
ments, he considers as the spontaneous effusions of their

own minds, prompted by the motives which usually regu-

late good men, in their efforts to promote the welfare of
their race. The purpose to write and the things they
should write were equally the suggestions of their own
benevolence and wisdom. The theory of a distinct com-
mission, on the other hand, asserts that they were com-
manded to write by the special authority of God, and that

the things which they wrote were dictated to them by the

agency of the,Holy Spirit. The settlement of this contro-

versy evidently turns upon two points—the light in which
the writers themselves regarded it—or in the absence of

any specific information upon this head, the light in which
it was regarded by those who were competent to judge.

If they claimed a distinct commission, or those whose tes-

timony ought to be decisive, awarded it to them, there is

an end of the dispute. With relation to the books of the

Old Testament, we receive their verbal inspiration upon
two grounds. The first is the testimony of the Jewish
Church, which in the successive generations contempora-

ry with the successive writers in its canon, known to them,

however unknown to us, possessed the means of determin-

ing with accuracy, whether the several authors exhibited

p. 160.
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themselves the external proofs of a divine commission, or

in the absence of such proofs, whether their productions

were vouched by the seal of those who were competent,

from the same proofs, to give an infallible decision. The
^second is the testimony of Christ and His Apostles. These
witnesses are competent to judge ; now the question is,

what judgment did they give ? in what sense did they re-

ceive these books as coming from God ? We shall not here

enter into the question concerning the notions of the Jews,

although they are patent upon almost every page of the

New Testament ; but we confidently assert, that Christ

and His Apostles distinctly and unequivocally awarded
to the prophets of the ancient dispensation precisely the

verbal inspiration in their writings, which Mr. Morell la-

bours to subvert. Paul declares that all scripture is given

by inspiration of God.* Peter, a little more definitely

—

that holy men of God spake as they were moved by the

Holy Ghost.t Our Saviour rebuts a mahgnant accusation

of the Jews, by an argument which turns upon the divine

authority of the words of the Old Testament ;t and passa-

ges are again and again quoted by His apostles as the

ipsissima verba of the Holy Spirit. Well spake the Holy
Ghost, says Paul, by Esaias the prophet unto our fathers.§

Wherefore as the Holy Gho^t saith—to-day ifye will hear
his voice, harden not your hearts.ll The Old Testament
is compendiously described as the oreicles ofGod,ir and the

apostle informs us that it was God who, at sundry times

and in divers manners, spake in time past unto the fa-

thers by the prophets.** Paul goes so far as to identify the

scripture Avith God himself—attributing to it what was
absolutely true only of Him. The scripture saith unto
Pharaoh—the scripture foreseeing that God would justify

the heathen—the scripture hath concluded all under sin.

It is absolul^ely certain from these references that Christ

and His Apostles regarded the Old Testament as verbally
inspired—and the prophets being nothing but the agents
through whom the Holy Ghost communicated His will.

It is of no consequence, therefore, whether we know the

human authors of the different books or not—or the times

2 Tim. iii. 16. 1 2 Pet. i. 21. i John, x. 33—36. § Acts, xxviii. 25.

II Heb. iii. 7. IT Rora. iii. 2. Heb. i. 1.
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at which they were written, or even the country in which
they were composed; it is enou<;h that what coiisiitiitecl

the canon of the Jews in tlie days of our Saviour, was en-
dorsed by Him and His own chosen afwsiles as the word
of God. He and they referred to that canon as a whole,
under the well known titles of i he Scriptures, the Law. the

Prophets, and the Psalms, treated it generally as authori-

tative, called it specifically the oracles of God, and quoted
particular passages in a way which they could not have
done if there had been no distinct conjmission to write

them. But, these considerations, it appears, are nothing
to Mr. Morell. Because we are not in fiossession of the

evidence which justified the reception of each particular

book into the Jewish canon, he triumphantly asks, upon
the hypothesis of verbal diciation. "what chance have we
of being successful in proving the inspiration of the Old
Testament against theaggre sionsof thesceptick."* *''J'he

fact," he adds, "upon which many lay such remarkable
stress, that Christ and His Apostles honoured the Old Tes-
tament, i3 nothing to the purpose, a.i far as the nature of

their (iis) inspiration is concerned." But is it nothing to

the purpose that Christ and His Apostles distinctly declare

to us that it was God who spake by the prophets, that

the scriptures are called by our Saviour the Word of God,
and particular passages are repeatedly cited as the ipsis-

sima verba of the Holy Ghost ? Is this kind of honour no-

thing? But he continues:

"They honoured the DiviTie and Eternal in the old dispensa-

tion. They honoured the men who had been servants and pro-

phets of the most High. They honoured the writings from which

their spirit of piety and of power breathed forth. 13ut never did

they affirm the literal and special divinity of all the national

records of the Jewish people, as preserved and read iu the Sy-

nagogues of that day.

—

pp. ns. «

No doubt Christ and His Apostles honoured the Divine
and Eternal in the old dispensation, but if the scriptiires

are to be credited they also honoured the divine and tem-
porary. The honoured every thing that was divine,

whether it was to remain or be done away. The Master
fulfilled all righteousness. As to the men, who had been

Vol. III.—No. 2.

p. 178.
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servants and prophets of the most high, they said very lit-

tle about them—at least very little is recorded. But it is

certain that they never honoured the writings of the pro-

phets because they were the offspring of pious and devo-

tional feeling. It was not because the spirit of the men
was in them, but because the spirit of God was there, that

they attached the importance which they did to the books

of the Old Testament ; and the passages which we have
already quoted, put it beyond any reasonable doubt that

they did regard God as the real and lesponsible author of

these books. Their testimony is, or ought to be decisive

ofthe question.

The author's opinion of the inspiration of the New Tes-
tameni may be collected from the following passage,

which, though long, cannot be conveniently abridged

:

" Passing from the Old Testament to the \ ew, the same en-

tire absence of any distinct commission eiven to the writers of

the several books (with the exception, perhaps, of the Apocalypse

of John) presents itself. Mark and Luke were not apostles, and
the latter of them distinctly professes to write from the testimo-

ny of eye witness s, and to claim ihe confidence of Thiophilus,

for whom his two treatises were composed, on Uns particulur

ground. Matthew and John wrote their accounts somewhat
far in^the first century, when^he increase of the Christian con-

verts naturally suggested the necessity of some such statements,

at once for their information and for their spiritual requirements

generally. Finally, Paul, as we know, wrote his letters, as the

state of particular Churches st emed to call for them ; but in no
case do we find a special commission attached to any of these, or

of the other epistles of the New Testament.
" Added to this, the light which history sheds upon the early

period of the Christian Church shows us that the writings

which now compose the iNew Testament Canon, were not at all

regarded as express messages to them from God, independently
of the conviction they had of the high integrity and spiritual

developement of the minds of the writers. They received them
just as they received the oral teachings of the aposiles and evan-
gelists; they read them in the Churches to supply the place of

their personal instructions; and there is abundant evidence that

many otlwr writings which now form the New Testament were
read with a similar reverence, and for a similar edification.

It was only gradually, as the pressure of heresy compr lied it,

that a certain number of writings were agreed upon by general
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consent as being purely apostolic^ and designated by the term
homologoumena, or agreed upon. But that much contention

existed as to which should be acknowledged canonical, and which
not, is seen from the fact that a number of the writings now re-

ceived were long termed " antilegomena," or contested ; and
that the third century had well nigh completed its course before

the present canon was fixed by universal consent. All this

shows it was not any distinct commission attached to the compo-
sition of certain books ur documents, which imparted a divine

authority to the apostles's writings, but that they were selected

and approved by the Church itself as being veritable productions

of men " who spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost"

—

men who were not inspired in order to write any precise docu-

ments, but who wrote such documents, amongst other labours, by
virtue of their being inspired. ^';:'^ '

" The conclusion which we necessarily draw from these consi-

derations is, that the canon icity of the Mew Testament scriptures

was decided upon, solely on the ground of their presenting to

the whole Church clear statements of apostolical O/iristianity.

The idea of their being written by any special command of God
or verbal dictation of the Spirit, was an idea altogether foreign

to the primitive Churches. They knew that Christ was in him-

self a divine revelation
;
they knew that the apostles had been

with him in his ministry ; they knew that their hearts had been

warmed with his truth, that their whole religious nature had been

elevated to intense spirituality of thinking and feeling by the

possession of his Spirit, and that this same Spirit was poured out

without measure upon the Church. Here it was they took their

stand
;
in these facts they saw the reality of the apostolic inspir-

ation ;
upon these realities they reposed their faith, ere ever the

sacred books were penned
;
and when they W€7'e penned they re-

garded them as valid representations of the living truth which

had already enlightened the Church, and as such alone pronounc-

ed upon their canonical and truly apostolic character."

—

pp.
163—165.

The substance of these observations may be reduced to

three points.

—

L That the writers of the New Testament
made no pretensions to the sort of inspiration implied in

the idea of a divine commission to write. 2. That the

primitive Church did not look upon their productions as the

words of the Holy Ghost; and, 3. That the collection of
books which constitute the canon of the New Testament
was made—not that it might be an authoritative rule of
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faith, but that precious mementos of the apostles and

of apostolick preaching might be embodied and^ pre-

served. ''- ' '- '^'•' ^- '-Vi .k'iiir^^:/^*

Every one of these propositions is grossly and notorious-

ly false. There are three considerations which to any

candid mind put it beyond all reasonaole controversy, that

the apostles and evangelists must have claimed the plen-

ary inspiration for which we contend. The first is that

the Saviour, on no less than four different occasions, proni-

ised to the twelve the verbal dictation of the Spirit,

when they should be called to testify for Him. The last

promise has no limitation as to time and place, and the

language in which it is couched deserves to be seriously

pondered. ''Howbeit, when He, the Spirit of truth, is come,

Hd will guide you into all truth; for He shall not speak

of Himself, but whatsoever He shall hear, that shall He
spea/c, and He will show you things to come."* These
promises explain the naiuie of the apostolick commission

—

at least so far as oral teaching was concerned. When the

apjstlcs spake, it was not in the words which man's wis-

dom teacheth, but which the Holy Ghost leachelh. The
second consideration is that the a|.ostles placed their wri-

tings upon the same fooling exactly with their oral in-

structions. Est enini scQtpturcB et prcBdirationis par
ratlo.^ The third is that they attributed the same author-

ity to their own compositions which they awarded to the

scriptures of the Old Testament. Peter refers to the epis-

tles of Paul with the same reverence with which he refers

to the canon of the Jews.t and Paul quotes the law of Mo-
ses and the gospel of Luke as entitled to equal considera-

tion. § If now our Saviour promised the verbal dictation

of the Spirit in the oral leaching of the apostles—and they

ascribed the same authority to their wiitings which belong-

ed to their preaching— if they reckoned their own com[)0-

sitions in the same category with the Law, the Prophets,

John, xvi. 13. The other instances are—Matt, x, 19, 20. Mark, xiii.

11. Luke, xii. 1 1, 12.

i'2 1 hess ii. 15. 1 Cor. xv. 1. John, xx. 31. 1 John, i. 1—4.

j2Pei. iii. l().

§ 1 'i'im. V. IS. The hlourcr is uwikv of his hire is a passage found no
where else us quoted by Paul but in Luke x. 7, and there it occurs exactly

in the words of the apostle.
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and the Psalms, and distinctly traced these to the imme-
diate suggestions of God, what more can be required to

establish the unqualified falsehood of Mr. Morell's first

position upon the subject? But Luke, it seems—whom, be
it remembered. Paul quates as of equal authority with
Moses—virtually disclaimed this species of inspiration,

since "he professes to write from the t(istimony of eye-
witnesses and to claim the confidence of Theophilus, for

whom his two treatises were composed, on this particular
ground^* Mr. Morel I is particularly unfortunate when-
ever he deals with scripture. The memorable words of
our Saviour to Nicodemus, God so loved the world, (fcc.j

he very amusingly expoundst as a discovery of one of the
apostles—a bright ray of intuition, beaming from a mind
intensely heated by ihe marvellous scenes connected with
the history of Jesus. And here he blunders sadly in re-

ference to the beloved physician. Luke does not say that

he wrote from the testimony of eye-witnesses, but that

others had done so. He simply ascribes to himself, ac-

cording to our English version, an accurate knowledge of
.the facts, or according to another version, a thorough investi-

gation ofthem; and he claims the confidence of Theophilus,
because he himself was perfectly ascertained of the truth of
what he wrote. His own mind had reached certainty—by
what particular steps is not made known to us, and he was
anxious to impart the same certain ty.to the friend lo whom
his treatises are addressed. Nothing hinders but that this

very investigation may have been prompted by an impulse

which terminated in that very dictation of the Spirit, with-

out which his book is entitled to no special authority.

Mr. Morell is not surely to learn that the theory of verbal

inspiration contemplates something more than organic in-

fluence—that it represents the sentiments and language as

the sentiments and language of the writers as well as of

the Holy Ghost. God employed the minds ofthe apostles,

with all their faculties and powers, distinctively as minds,
and not as rhachines, to commimicate His own will in

His own words to njankind. Through their thoughts,

memories, reasonings, studies and inquiries. He infused

His truth into their hearts, put His words intp their lips,

and impressed His own declarations on the written page.

p. 163. t pp. 2t7, 8.
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Hoio these things can be, We profess not to determine.

Our philosophy cannot jienetrate ihe mysteries of God.
But we have the faculty of beHeving where we cannot ex-

plain. The incarnate word was man and God in one per-

son and two distinct natures—and His divinity stamped
ineffable value upon the deeds and sufferings of his hu-
manity. The written word is divine and human in mys-
terious concurrence, and the divine invests it with all its

value and authority as a conclusive standard of faith.

"We grant," says Dr. Owen,* " that the sacred writers used
their own abilities of mind and understanding in the choice

of words and expressions. So the preacher sought to find

out acceptable words—Eccles. xii. 10. But the Holy Spirit

who is more intimate into the minds and skill of men than
they are themselves, did so guide and operate in them, as

that the words they fixed npon were as directly and cer-

tainly from Him, as if they had been spoken to them by
an audible voice." " God," says Haldane,t " did not leave

them to the operation of their own mind, but has employ-
ed the operations of their mind in His word. The Holy
Spirit Qould dictate to them His own words in such away
that they would also be their own words, uttered with the

understanding. He could express the same thought by
the mouth of a thousand pj^i'sons, each in his own style."

It is upon this obvious principle that God employed them
as intelligent agents^ that they were required to give at*

tendance to all the ordinary means of improving their fa-

culties—to reading, study, meditation and prayer—to mu-
tual consultation and advice—and to all the ordinances of

the Christian Church. They were, by no means, like

Balaam's ass, the passive vehicles of articulate sounds

—

God spoke through their voice^ and communicated ideas

through their minds.
The second proposition—that the primitive Church did

not look upon the writings of the Apostles and Evangel-
ists as verbally inspired, is so ludicrously false, and be-

trays such disgraceful ignoranceof the history of opinions
upon the subject, that very few words will be sufficient to

despatch it. It is well known to every scholar, that the

Works, vol. ii. p. 159. Holy Spirit, book 2nd, chap. 1.

tHaldane on Inspiration, p. 117.
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thedry of verbal dictation, stated often in such forms as

to make the sacred writers merely passive instruments of

divine communications, is the oldest theory in the Chris-

tian Church. Justin, Athenagoras, Macarius, and Chrys-
ostom very frequently compare them to musical instru-

ments, which obey the breath of the performer in the sounds
they emit. Macarius tells us that the Holy Scriptures are

epistles, which God, the King, has sent to men.* Chrys-
ostom affirms that " all the Scriptures have been written

and sent to us, not by servants, but by God, the master
of all"—that " the words which they utter are the words
of God himsfelf." He tells us farther that even their very
syllables contain some hidden treasure ; that nothing is

vain or superfluous about them, every thing being the

appointment of the wise and omniscient God. The same
opinions are found also in Origen, Cyrill of Alexandria,

Iienaeus, and Gregory Thaumaturgus. And yet the pri-

mitive Church attributed no verbal inspiration to the au-
thors of the Gospels and Epistles ! It is notorious, too,

that the same terms of respect, which the Jews were ac-

customed to appropriate to their canon, were promiscuously
applied by the Christian fathers to the whole canon of the

Christian Church, and to the books particularly of the New
Testament.! They were called by Ireuaeus, Divine
Scriptures, Divine Oracles, Scriptures of the Lord ; by
Clement of Alexandria, Sacred Books, Divine Scriptures,

Divinely inspired Scriptures, Scriptures of the Lord, the

true Evangelical Canon
;
by Origen, the whole canon was

called the Ancient and New Oracles; by Cyprian, the

books of the New Testament were distinguished as Books
of the Spirit, Divine Fountains, Fountain of the Divine
Fulness. We hope Mr. Morell will look a little into his-

tory before he ventures to assert again, that "in the early

period of the Christian Chinch, the writings which now
compose the New Testament r'anon, were not all regarded
as express messages to them from God.''

The third proposition is, that these books were not col-

* All the quotations which follow may be found with many others in Sui-
cerus, Article ypafr), and Conybeare's Bampton Lectures; Lecture 1, at the
end. The reader is also referred to Taylors Doctor Dub. Book 2d, Chap.
3d, Rule 14.

t Paley's Evidences, Part 1, Chap. 9, 8 4.
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lected because they were the canon or authoritative rule

of faith, but because they contained interesting memori-
als of Apostohck teaching and labours. If Mr. Mot ell

has not sufficient leisure to peruse the documents of Ec-
clesiastical antiquity, he will find in the treatise, append-
ed to the Corpus et Syntagma coiifessionum^ or the con-

sent of the ancient Fathers to the doctiines of the Reform-
ation, a very satisfactory account of the precise light in

which the primitive Church looked upon the Holy Scrip-

tures. In the mean lime \>/e may inform our readers that

it had exactly the same notions of their divine authority,

as the arbiter of faith and the judge of controversies,

which all Evangelical Christians now attribute to them.
" It behoveth," says Basil of Csesarea, " that every word
and every work should be accredited by the testimony of

the inspired Scripture." "Let the inspired Scriptures,"

he says again, "ever be our umpire, and on whichever
side the doctrines are found accordant to the divine word,

to that side the award of truth may, with entire certainty,

be given." And still again, "it is the duty of hearers,

when they have been instructed in the Scriptures, to try

and examine, by them, the things spoken by their teach-

ers, to receive whatever is consonant to those Scriptures,

and to reject whatever is allien ; for thus they will comply
with the injimction of St. Paul, to prove all things, and
hold fast that which is good." "We have known the

economy of our salvation," says Ironaeus, " by no other

but by those by whom the Gospel came to us ; which
truly they then preached, but afterward, by the will of

God, delivered to ns in the Scriptures, which were to be
the pillar and ground of our faith."

The facts upon which Mr. Morell relies to give counte-

nance to his notion*, in reference to the early estimate of

the Scriptures, prove to our minds exactly the reverse.

Why, when the primitive Christians were pressed by
heresy, were they so anxious to be ascertained of the

Apostolick writings, if these writings were not a stand

ard of truth? Why so cautious in their inquiries; so

watchful against impostures and frauds ; so thorough in

their investigations, if when they had agreed upon the

genuine productions of the Apostles, they were no nearer

settling their controversies than they were before? (Jan
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any satisfactory reason be assigned, but that of the elo^

qneiit and fervid Chrysostom: ^ . -r^i

" The Apostolical writings are the very walls of the Church.

Some one, perhaps, may ask, what then shall I do, who cannot
have a Paul to reftr to? Why, if tliou wilt, thou mayest still

have him more entire than many, even with whom he was per-

sonally present, for it was not the sight of Paul that made them
what th<:-y were, but his words. If thou wilt, thou mayest have

l*aul and Peter and John, yea, and the whole choir of Prophets

and Apostles, to converse with thee frequently. Only take the

works of these blessed men and read their writings a^BiduousIy.

But why do Psay to thee, thou mayest have Paul ; if thou wilt,

thou mayest have Paul's master ; for it is He himself that speak*

eth to thee in Paul's words." , -^^^^r t-^i^^
'

-*^ t^/ij?*^^

The Apostles themselves were to the first churches
which they collected the oracles of God. They were in-

spired to teach and publish the whole counsel of God, in

reference to the Churcli. The words which they spake
were not theirs, but Christ's who sent them. To all fu-

ture generations, their writings were designed to occupy
the position which they themselves occupiud to the first

converts. In these writings we now have what God orig-

inally spake through iheni. The care and anxiety of the

primitive churches, to gu<«rd against delusion and deceit,

were owing to the belief thai all Apostolick compositions,

that is, all compositions written either dirt?ctly by them-
selves, or commended as inspired by their ap|)iobation,

were, in the proper acceptation of the term, canonical

;

they were a rule of faith—ihey were the word of God.
This being the state of the case, no book was received as

of Apostolical authority, but after full and complete inves-

tigation. The evidences of its origin were thoroughly

canvassed. The question was, what books has God sent

to us ; or in the language of Chrysostom, what epistles

has God sent to us as the standard of truth? The answer
was, those which the Apostles, in the discharge oi their

Apostolick commission, either wrote themselves or sanc-

tioned as written by others. What hooks were these?

—

The primitive Church finally settled this question when
it agreed upon the canon of the New Testament. The
whole history of the matter shows that these documents
were honoured—not as memorials of Peter, James and

Vol. iii.—No. 2. 40
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John, but as the words of the Master communicated
through ihem. Mark and Luke were not Aposiles them-

selves, and yet they are included in the canon, and enti-

tled to the same authority with Paul or any other Apos-

tle. The reason was that the e^rly Church had satisfac-

tory evidence that they wrote under the same guidance

which was promised to the twelve. Mr. Morell is there-

fore grossly at fault in maintaining that the Apostles

themselves made no pretensions to verbal or plenary in-

spiration—that the Primitive Chui*ch did not accord it to

them, and that their writings were not regarded as a di-

vine and infallible canon of truth. The testimony of

history is clearly—strongly—decidedly against him ; and
any conclusions against the theory of a djvine commis-
sion, which he has drawn from the monstrous proposi-

tions which, as we have seen, have no existence but in

the fictions of his own fancy, are nothing worth.

There remain two other arguments by wliich he at-

tempts to set aside the plenary inspiration of the Scrip-

tures—the first is the defective morality of the Old Tes-
tament, and the second is the inconsistencies and discrep-

ancies of the sacred writers. As to the first it is obvious,

fiom the whole tenor of the New Testament, that it pro-

fesses to make no new revelations in morality—it is only
a'connneniary on the Law and the Piophets. The great

principle which is supposed by many to be characteristic

of the Gospel, that we should love the Lord our God with
all our lieaiis, and our neighbours as ourselves, is distinct-

ly inculcated by Moses; while patience under injuiies,

alms to the indigent, and kindness to the poor, afflicted

and oppressed, are the reigning spirit of the ancient In-

stiiute. The Israelites were indeed commissioned to

wage exterminating wars against the devoted objects of
divine wrath—but in these instances they were the

scourge of God. It was not to gratify their private re-

sentments or national ambition, but to execute the ven-

geance of I heaven, that they were commanded to destroy

the tribes of Canaan. They were as the plague, pesti-

lence and famine in the hands of the Almighty—God was
the ical destroyer—they were but the instruments of His
will—and they departed from every principle of their In-

stitute, if they sulfered themselves to be influenced by
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private malice. TFiere are oiher instances in which deeds

of treacliery and deceit are recorded^ but there is a huge
difference betwixt recording and approving ihern. The
dninkenuess of Noah— if indeed he were drunk, which we
very much donbi—the lies of Abraham, tbe cruelty of Sa-
rah, the incest of Lot, the frauds of Jacob, and the adul-

tery of David, were wrilieii nht for our example, bur our
warnijig. There are other instances in which the moral
import of the same material action was very different

then fiom what it is now. There can be no doubt, that in

the progress of society, relations may be developed and
causes iniftUded which shall make an art criminal in one
age that was perfectly blameless in another. Incest was
lawful in the family of Adam—under a certain contin-

gency a Jew might marry his brother's widow—and it

leujuins to be proved that in the early condition of east-

ern civilization, the habits and customs which now pro-

voke oiu' censure were possessed of the same moral im-
port wtiich attaches to them now. With these distinctions

and liniitaiions we have no hesitation in a.^seiting that

the morality of the Old Testament is precisely what we
might expect it to be upon the theory ol verl^al inspiration.

The great duties of piety ani religion—of tiuth, justice

and benevolence—the charities of life—the viitues of the

citizen, the master and the man. the husband, the father

and the son, are ali impressed under the ancient economy
with the sanctions peculiar to that Dispensation. There
is nothing impure, immoral, unwoithy of God.
As to inconsistencies and discrepancies in the sacred

writers, which cannot be fairly explained, we simply de-

ny them. Mr. Morell charges them with inconclusive-

ness of reasoning—defects of memory—and contradictions

to science and themselves in their statements of fact.

When he condescends to specify the instances, and to

prove that his allegations are true, it will be time to an-
swer yet again these exploded cavils of infidelity, which
have a thousatid times been refuted, and which he ought
to know to be worthless. In regard to defects of memory,
we beg him to recollect that atiy eflbrt to substantiate

this charge may involve an effort to cast a serious impu-
tation upon the moral character of Jesus Christ himself.

If there was any tiling which he distinctly and unequiv-
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orally promised to His Apostles, it was that the Holy
Ghost should teach them all things and bring all things

to their remembraneej which He himself iiad said umo
them.

There is indeed one specification which he has made;
the inconsistency of geological speculations with the Mo-
saick cosmogony. Mr. Morpli, however, is not ignorant

that the Mosaick narrative contradicts not a single fact of

desniptive geology

—

all that it reports of the shape of the

earth— its mineials and fossils

—

its maiks of convulsion

and violence

—

all these /ac^5 may bo fully admitted, and
yet not a line of Moses be impugned. It is only when
the geologist proceeds to the causes of his facts, and in-

vents hypotheses to explain them, tliat any inconsistency

takes place—and this inconsistency is evidently not be-

twixt geology and religion, but geologists and Moses. It is

a war of theories— of speculation and conjecture against

the historical fidelity of a recoid, supported by evidence

in coujparison with which they dwindle into the merest
figments of the brain.

There is one other consideration which demands our
notice—and which we have reserved to this place, be-

cause it is «;vidently not an argument against the abstract

possibility of a divine theolggy—being not at all inconsis-

tent with the patristiciiotion of organic inspiration—but
against that view of the manner in which it has been
communicated that we have felt it our duty to defend.

Mr. Morel I asserts :

" That the whole of the logical processes of the human mind
are such, that the idea of a revelation is altogether incompati-

ble with them—that they are in no sense open to its influence,

and that they can neither be improved nor assisted by it. All

dur logical processes of mind—all the operations of Xhe under-

standing take place in accordance with the most fixed and deter-

minate laws, those which are usually teimcd t/ie lutes q/ thought.

Whatever can be inferred by these laws, whatever can be deriv-

ed in any way from them, nmst be strictly within the natural

capacity of ihe human mind to attain. If, on the contrary,

there be any thing which these laws of thought are naturally

unable to reach, no extraneous influence whatever could give

them the pow« r of reaching it. The laws of thought are im-

moveable—to alter them would be to subvert the whole consti-
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tution of the human intellect. Whatever is once within their

reach is always so. Correct reasoning could never be subverted

by revelation itself; bad reasoning could never be improved by
it"—pp. 131, 2.

''''"
;
-:' :^i^,:.»^€9^^;U^ ^;fW";:';s»-*-^'€«l|?lif-'?^.

^ We are not sure that we understand this passage. If

the authoririeans that our logical processes do not originate

the materials upon which ihey are employed, what lie

says may be true, but ft is nothing to the purpose—but if

he means that to a mind, ahead y in possession of all the

simple ideas upon which it is to operate, God, in consis-

tency with its own laws, cannot secure the understand-

ing from error, what he says is contradictory to the reve-

lation of a theology, through the agency of men, upon
any other hypothesis but that of organic inspiration.

The question is not whether any divine influence can
make bad reasoning good, or good reasoning bad—but
whether God can exempt men from the bad, and infallibly

conduct th ^m to the good, without subverting their intel-

lectual constitution.

Mr. Morell will hardly deny that if all the conditions

and laws which ought to be observed in the processes of
the understantling were faithfully regarded, there would
be no danger of fallacy or mistake. Error is the result

of disobedience or inatteniion to the laws of our own na-

ture—the punishment of intellectual guilt. The naked
question then is, whether God, by any subjective influ-

ence on the soul, can preserve it from eccentricity and
disorder, and keep it in harmony with the essential con-
ditions of its healthful operation. Surely it is no suhver-

sion of the constitution of the mind, to have that consti-

tution protected from violence and encroachment. The
soul is more . truly itself when it moves in the orbit pre-

scribed <pr it, than when it deserts its proper patli, and
wanders into forbidden regions. If God cannot exert a
controlling influence upon the understanding, it must be
because there is something in the nature of its faculties

or exercises incompatible with the direct interference of
the Deity. Now the faculties which belong to it are, ac-

cording to our author's own statement,* memory, concep-

tion, imagination, abstraction and generalization, to which

p. 15.
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maybe added, the association of ideas—the processes

which belong to it are definition, division, judgment and
reasoning, whether inductive or deductive. Not to enter

al this stage of the discussion into any metaphysical an-

alysis, it is obvious that these facuhies exist, among dif-

ferent men, in very different degrees of perfection—and
these processes are conducted with very different degrees

of correctness—and yet their essential nature is the same
in all. If. then, by the act of God, there can be different

degrees of memory in dill'erent persons without any in-

fringement of the laws of njemory, why may there not

be ditferent degrees in the same person ? If God can
make one man reason belter than another, without dis-

turbing the laws of ratiocination, why cannot He make
the same man reason at one time better than he reason-

ed at another ? Can He not impait additional clearness jo

conception—vigour to imagination—nicely to analysis,

and accuracy to the perception of those resemblances and
relations upon which genernhzation and reasoning pro-

ceeds? The truth is, one of the most mysterious featmes
connected with the human mind, is its susceptibility of
growth and improvement—without receiving additions to

its substance. Perfectly simple and indiscerptible, in its

own nature, incapable of enlargement by accretion, it yet

begins, in the simplest opei%iions of sense, to exert an
activity, which waxes stronger and better in every succes-

sive period of its existence, ^and to the developement of
which there seem to be no natural limits. All the expres-

sions by which we represent this change, are borrowed
from material analogies, and are evidently liable to the

abuse which, from such applications, has made the histo-

ry of philosophy too much a history of confusion. In
relation to our minds, much more than in relation to our
bodies, we are fearfully and wonderfully made.* And if

the natural order of improvement is a mystery, profound

and impenetrable; if we are unable to comprehend, much
less to explain, how a single substance—remaining un-
changed in its essence—shall exhibit those wonderful
phenomena which we can liken to nothing but growth,
expansion and enlargement in material objects, surely it

is too much to say that, in this world of mystery, another

mystery stilLcannot be found—that of supernatural im-
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provement, in which every faculty shall faithfully obey
the laws of its structure. To us the idea, that any crea-

ture, in any of its operations, can he independent of God,
involves a gioss contradiction. Absolute dependence is

the law ot its being. As without the concursus of the

Deity, it must cease to exist, so His sustentation and sup-

port are essential to every form of action—every degree

of develofMiment—every step in improvement. It is only

in God that it can live and move, as it is only in God that

it has its subsistence. We see no more difficulty in sup-

posing that God can superintend and direct the various

processes of the understanding, than in admitting that he
created its powers in the first instance, and impressed

upon them the laws which they ought to observe. Prov-

idence is no more wonderful than creation.

Mr. JVlorell admits that the Deity can exert a subjective

influence upon the intuitional faculties—that they can be
elevated to a supernatural degree of intensity, and that this

is actually done in the phenomenon of inspiration. Why,
then, should the understanding not be accessible to God?
If He can touch the soul uione point, why not in another?

If He can imjfWove its vision, what hinders but that He
may regulate and assist its reflect ion ? That Hecan turn the

hearts of men as the rivers of water are turned—that the

spirits of all flesh, in the full int«^grity of their faculties,

are as completely in His hands as clay in the hands of the

poller—that He can bring every proud thought and lofty

iujagination into humble obedience to his will—that the

whole man is absolutely and uinesistingly in His power,

so thjit He can direct its steps without a contravention of

the laws of iis being—is the only hypothesis upon which
the great evangelical doctrine of regeneration is consistent

or possible. The work of the Spirit is represented as ex-

tending to the whole soul— it gives eyes to the blind

—

ears to the deaf—knowledge to the ignorant— wisdom to

the foolish. It enlightens the mind— jiurifies the heart

—

cleanses the imaginiiiion—purges the conscience— stimu-

lates the memory—qiiickensthe judgment and imparts an
unwonted aptitude in the perception of spiritual relations.

As there is not a faculty which has not siifiered from the

ruins of the fall—so there is not a faculty which does not

share in the restoration of grace. The testimony of scnp-

• 'f
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ture may be nothing to Mr. Morell—but as his presumptu-
ous assertion is unsupported by any thing in his own men-
tal analysis—as it is inconsistent with the analogy which
the case of intnition, confessed by him to be susceptible

of supernatural influence, obviously suggests—as there is

nothing in the nature of the understanding, in any of its

faculties or exercises, which places it beyond the reach of

divine regulation—as there is no more absurdity in God's
governing than in God's creating its powers—we may safe-

ly receive the declarations of the Bible, as well as the dic-

tates of common sense, until we have some better reason

for calling them into question, than the ipse dixit of a
transcendental philosopher. And that theory is certainly

reduced to a desperate extretnity, which allows its au-

thor no refuge but a bold and impudent denial of the essen-

tial attributes of God. Whatever does not involve a con-

tradiction and so prove itself to be nothing, lies within the

boundless range of possibilities, which Almighty power
can achieve. It is the folly and blasphemy of the wicked
to reduce their Creator to their level—to make Him alto-

gether such an one as they themselves, and to measure
His resources by their own insignificant capacities. It is

His prerogative to lift his hand and swear that as He lives

forever, so He shall accomplish all His will—and rule

alike the minds and bodies He has framed. Our God is

in the Heavens. He has done whatsoever He hath pleas-

ed—and if among the things which have pleased Him
were the purpose to communicate a divine theology

through the minds and understandings of men, there could

have been no impediment which his power could not ea-

sily surmotmt.

We shall here finish our examination of the book before

us, with reference to the soundness of its logick. The
single point to which our remarks have been directed is,

whether the conclusions are legitimately drawn from the

premises. We have admitted, for the sake of argument,

the principles of the author's philosophy. We have called

in question, neither his psychology, his analysis of reli-

gion, nor his accounts of revelation and inspiration. Our
object has been to discover whether, granting all these,

the popular faith in regard to the authority of the scrip-

tures is necessarily subverted. We have attempted to
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show that, though his philbsophy pretends to be an a
priori argument against the possibility of this n^on being
true, it demonstrates nothing to the purpose—that revela-

tion, in his sense, is not exclusive of revelation in its com-
mon and ordinary acceptation—and that his inspiration

is, by no means, inconsistent with the inspiration of the
vulgar faith. Divest his argument of the ambiguity of
language, and of the gratuitous assumption that the agency
which he admits is the sole agency of God, and it is di-

vested of all pertinency and force. We have gone still

farther and convicted of weakness and confusion all his

efforts to render useless and unnecessary the existence of

a canon, such as the Bible professes to be. Out of his

own mouth have we condemned him. As a philosophi-

cal argument, therefore, we are compelled to say, that his

book is utterly wanting. That so far from demonstrating
that a revealed theology is a psychological absurdity, he
has beaten his drums and flourished his trumpets, when the

enemy had not been even in sight. We have also followed

him in his arguments addressed to the question as a mat-
ter of fact. We have seen that he is at fault in charging
the popular faith with a total destitution of positive proof,

and that all his objections to the plenary inspiration of the

scriptures, whether founded on varieties of style, the ne-

cessity of divine illumination, the diminution of our res-

pect for the sacred writers, the history of the canon, the

immoralities, absurdities and contradictions of the Bible,

or the alleged impossibility of a divine revelation through
the understandings of men, are capable of an easy and
obvious refutation. The conclusion of the whole matter

is, that as an infidel assault, his book is a signal failure.

For any thing that he has proved to the contrary, by
either a priori or a posteriori reasoning, the Bible may
be what the Christian world has always been accustom-

ed to regard it. But a harder task remains yet to be per-

formed. His philosophy must be brought to the touch-

stone of truth—and we hope, at no distant day to be able

to convince our readers that no better success has attend-

ed his speculations, than has rewarded his efforts to apply

them.

%
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1. Loyola: and Jesuitism in its Rudiments. By Isaac Taylor,

Author of the Natural History of Enthusiasm. New York.

Robert Carter ^ Brothers^ No. 285 Broadway. 1849. j)p. 416.

It is almost useless for us to say any thing in commendation of

a book that bears the name of Isaac Taylor. The author of the

« Natural History of Enthusiasm," " Fanaticism," " Spiritual Des-

potism" and " Ancient Christianity," has already earned the repu-

tation of being one of the profoundest thinkers of his age—and

after a careful perusal of the work before us, we are satisfied that

it will detract nothing from his fame. It is divided into two parts

—

the first containing an extremely interesting sketch of the Person-

al History of Loyola—and the other an account of Jesuitism in

its Rudiments. Throughout the treatise we are constantly pre-

sented with those rich and brilliant gems of thought which adorn

all the compositions of the author—pregnant suggestions which

comprise volumes in a sentence ; which, before you are aware, drive

you from your seat and make you involuntarily close the book

that you may go oflFand ruminate. We were particularly impress-

ed with the two first chapters in the second part; and the last, on

Pascal and the Provincial Letters, places in a very clear and con-

vincing light the utter impossibility of reforming the Popish

Church. If any one expects to find mere declamation on the evils

of Jesuitism he will be disappointed in the volume—but he will

find, what is far better, a masterly analysis of the canonical scrip-

tures of the society—he will find that falsehood, fraud and dupli-

city are the natural and necessary fruits of the system ; that it

was conceived in sin and brought forth in iniquity. Mr. Taylor's

critique on the Letter on Obedience lays bare the hollowness, ab-

surdity and wickedness of the fundamental principle of the order,

and upon reflecting minds, will have the effect of an intensely ar-

gumentative invective. We sincerely hope that the book may have
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an extended circulation. It is timely^—^it is able—and, as far as

it goes, it is thorough. The edition of Messrs. Carter & Brothers

is neatly printed, on substantial paper, and may be procured at a

very low price. '

,

2. An Address on tJie occasion oftJte Authorh resigning the office

of President of Miami University^ Commencement day^ Au-

gust 9thj 1849. By E. D. MacMaster. Cincinnati : Print-

ed by J. Ch. &• U. F. James. 1849. pp. 36.

*

Though some parts of this Address possess only a local and

temporary interest, the larger portion of it is of permanent and

universal value. The author exposes with great earnestness and

vigour the prevalent misconceptions of the true and proper object

for which a College is established. His remarks on this head are

eminently reasonable—and, unfortunately, apply, with equal force,

#to other latitudes beside that of Miami. Every scholar will sym-

pathise with his keen invective against the inordinate devotion of

the great mass of the community to mere material objects—the

spirit of coarse and vulgar utilitarianism, which is as fatal to a re-

fined and elegant literature as to the pure sentiments of devotion.

The author also exposes, as one hindrance to the success of Col-

leges, the want in the community generally of a practical sense of

the necessity, as a preparation for professional studies, of exact

and sound scholarship, and of thorough intellectual discipline.

He further dwells upon the establishment of numerous Church

Colleges, and the prevalent feeling naturally fostered by their

friends, that State Colleges are unfitted to secure a proper religious

character to youthful education. He concludes with depicting

the evils which result from an officious intermeddling from with-

out with the internal affairs of a College. All these points are

well and pointedly discussed, though occasionally the style de-

soenda to a level which is not exactly suited to our taste. But

the general sentiments of the Address we cordially en<ior»o. He

>.^
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has, in our judgmentj laid bare the true causes which prevent Col-

leges, every where, in this country, from being what they ought to

be, and from doing what they ought to accomplish. The great

end of the Academickcurriculum is so inadequately apprehended

—

the rage for the useful—the immediately, practically, tangibly

useful, is so inconsistent with classical pursuits—the importance

of intellectual discipline as a preparation for professional studies,

is so imperfectly acknowledged ;
and there are so many masters

who aspire to impress their own rude and undigested notions upon

the community, that the wonder is that, amid so many discour-

agements, so much after all is really achieved. True merit, how-

ever, will eventually be rewarded. The College which devotes it-

self with a steady perseverance to its true vocation—which refuses

to enter into a pitiful scramble for numbers—which asks, not how

7nany^ but how well it shall educate, will finally command the con-

fidence of the publick, and be enabled to dispense its blessings on

a scale somewhat commensurate with its ambition. Let it not

yield to popular prejudices and idle clamours in the first instance,

and it will soon hold the reins in its hands. It will elevate the

community to its own standard. ' ',' %^

3. An Inquiry into the alleged tendency ofthe separation of Con-

victs, onefrom the other, to pi'oduce disease and derangement

;

by a Citizen of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia. E. C. Sf J.

Biddle. 1849. pp. 160.

There is no such thing as prison-discipline in South Carolina.

One good effect of circulating such productions, as the one just

named, among us, may be to remind us that a great work of phi-

lanthrophy remains yet to be undertaken in this State. It is true

that the condition of our society has been eminently healthful

—

and we have not consequently felt the importance of attempting

to reform, while we rebuke and punish criminals. Hence the con-

troversy between the solitary and social systems is almost entire-
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Ij unknown in our borders ; and we have not ourselves paid suffi-

cient attention to it to give a decided opinion. Our leaning, how-

ever, is very strongly to the views ably and pungently maintained

in this pamphlet. : - '^. - • •
; , >*>-^v?

4. A Memoir of the life of James Milnor, D. D. late Rector of

St. George^s^ New York. By Rev. John S. Stone, D. D. Rec-

tor of Christ Churchy Brookhjii. Published hy the American

Tract Society. 8w, jojo. 646. -
... , s ^.^ <*

This Memoir will be read with special interest by the evangeli-

cal portion of that communion to which Dr. Milnor was attached

:

but a man so Catholic in his spirit and labours is the property of

the Church universal, and will be cherished in memory by all those

who love the image of Christ wheresoever it is found. There is a

propriety too that this memoir should issue from the press of that

Society to whose interests the subject of it devoted so much of his

time and care; although it is apparent that this circumstance

placed no little restraint upon his biographer. Indeed, the con-

struction of this memoir is unskilful and clumsy throughout. If

it be the design ofbiography to reveal the interior life of good and

great men, to put the reader into easy companionship with them,

to open each private door, to give access to the table, to the fire-

side, to the ' undress behaviour and conversation, then has Dr.

Stone signally failed in his undertaking. He has rather placed

his friend in a show-case before admirers at a distance, than per-

mitted them to share his society and friendship. We are conduct-

ed, for example, over more than 600 8vo. pages, and scarcely learn

that Dr. Milnor had sons and daughters ; and this only by the

dry mention of the occasional sickness of one, or as he draws ma-

terials from the reminiscences of another. The correspondence

too—so important an element of all biography—has little of con-

tinuity or reciprocity ; which imparts a dry, essay-like form to Dr.

Milnor' s letters, which doubtless the originals had not, and which
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the copies would not have, if they were strung upon any thread

which should connect them together. But if to be " the prince of

biographers," one must be a Boswell, it is scarcely a disgrace not

to excel in this species of composition.

There are, however, many points ofinterest in this volume. It

is refreshing to be brought in contact with so worthy an exponent

of that portion of the Episcopal Church to which our Christian

sympathies have always been given ; it is pleasant to observe the

jpower of divine grace arresting the successful lawyer and the busy

statesman, and making him a quiet yet" an earnest preacher of

righteousness ; it is instructive to trace the operations of that

" free Spirit" who by gradual steps leads the sinner first from dark-

ness into the twilight, and thence into the noonday of Christian

truth and hope ; and lastly it is comforting to see how much can

be accomplished in life by sound judgment, and force of Christian

character, without those rare intellectual endowments which must

always be the prerogative of the few.

Pr. Milnor's visit to Europe, which occupies a large portion of

the book, affords an insight into the religious society of England,

and suggests many hints concerning the nature of Christian inter-

course, and the modes by which it may be made profitable.

In close, we cannot forbear remarking upon the sectarianism

of a Church which by system forces its best ministers upon the

platform and into the committee rooms of voluntary societies, as

the only way in which the hand of ministerial fellowship can be

extended to the pious of other persuasions, and thus the Church

Catholic be practically recognised. Nor can we withhold our as-

tonishment at the absolutism of a government which permits a

lordly prelate to rebuke, almost to interdict, a godly pastor only

for encouraging a prayer meeting among his people. These things

are for a lamentation, and will always excite sympathy in behalf

of those who aie so unnaturally and unscripturally restrained.
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5. Na/rraiive ofthe United States Exploring ^expedition to the

River Jordan and the Dead Sea ; hy W. F. Lynch, U. S. N.,

Ccynvmander of the Expedition. With Mams and ntimerous

illustrations. Fhiladelphia : 1849.:^ ;;^- ^>- "•
^f!^ ?^^

' "
.

'.'.-'.'
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This book has now heen long enough "before the public to have

a judgment passed upon it, not only by many individual readers,

but also by many of our cotemporary journals. The expedition is

honourable to Lieut. Lynch, who planned and executed it, and

honourable to our republic, which we are glad to see taking her

place, in her national capacity, among those governments of the

civilized world, which have sought to enlarge the bounds of human

knowledge. The expedition was absent from home rather more

than a twelvemonth, and accomplished its important mission with

a trifling expense and no detriment to the public service. The

appointments and arrangements for the expedition seem to have

been made by the commander with singular completeness luid en-

ergy. The store ship Supply came to anchor in the bay of Acre,

under Mount Carmel, on the 28th of March, 1847, and landed the

party, with two boats, one ofcopper andthe other ofgalvanized iron.

These were drawn on trucks by camels—the first time, perhaps, in

the history of the world, that this animal was ever harnessed,

—

across Palestine to Tiberias, where they were launched upon the sea

of Galilee. On April 10th, they commenced the des:ent of the Jor-

dan, which had before been attempted and accomplished by Lieut.

Molyneaux of the British Navy, who died, however, before he could

communicate to the world the result of his experiment On the

18th of April they entered the Dead Sea, having spent a week in

descending the river. The Jordan was found to be interrupted

by frequent and fearful rapids, down which their boats plunged

with headlong violence. There were no less than 27 threatening

ones, besides many of lesser magnitude. This descent puts at rest

the doubts of the celebrated geographer Carl Kitter, and Dr. Ro-
binson, as to the great difference between the levels of the Sea of

Galilee and the Dead Sea. Dr. Robinson had supposed that the

flow of the Jordan, if swift, was silent and vnthout cataracts. It

was argued that it could not descend the great distance of near-
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ly a thousand feet in 60 miles. The mystery is solved by the

tortuous course of the river, which in 60 miles of latitude and 4 or

6 of longitude, is found to traverse 200 miles. - .

On the Dead Sea Lieut. Lynch and his party passed 22 days

and nights, crossing it in a zigzag course, in different directions,

soundingj and ascertaining also the topography of the coast. The

monotony of this labour was varied by a visit to the castle of Ke-

rak in the land of ancient Moab, which proved to be a perilous

undertaking. Lieut. Lynch thus sums up the result of his la-

bours: • - . A _ - r

" We have carefully sounded this sea, determined its geographi-

cal position, taken the exact topography of its shores, ascertained

the temperature, width, depth, and velocity of its tributaries, col-

lected specimens of every kind, and noted the winds, currents,

changes of the weather, and all atmospheric phenomena. These,

with a faithful narrative of events, will give a correct idea of this

wondrous body of water, as it appeared to us.

" From the summit of these cliffs, in a line a little north of west,

about sixteen miles distant, is Hebron, a short distance from which
Dr. Robinson found the dividing ridge between the Mediterranean

and this sea. From Beni Na'im, the reputed tomb of Lot, upon
that ridge, it is supposed that Abraham looked " toward all the

land of the plain," and beheld the smoke, " as the smoke of a fur-

nace." The inference from the^ Bible, that this entire chasm was
a plain sunk and " overwhelmed" by the wrath of God, seems to be
sustained by the extraordinary character of our soundings. The
bottom of this sea consists of two submerged plains, an elevated

and a depressed one
;
the last averaging thirteen^ the former about

thirteen hundred feet below the surface. Through the northern,

and largest and deepest one, in a line corresponding with the bed
of the Jordan, is a ravine, which again seems to correspond with

the Wady el Jeib, or ravine within a ravine, at the south end of

the sea.

" Between the Jabok and this sea, we unexpectedly found a

sudden breakdown in the bed of the Jordan. If there be a simi-

lar break in the water-courses to the south of the sea, accompanied

with like volcanic characters, there can scarce be a doubt that

the whole Ghor has sunk from some extraordinary convulsion

;

preceded, most probably, by an eruption of fire, and a general

conflagration of the bitumen which abounded in the plain. I shall

ever regret that we were not authorized to explore the southern

Ghor to the Red Sea.
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" All our oVsetvatibiis liave impfessed me forcibly wM'^ne con-

viction that the mountains are Older than the sea. Had their rela-

tive levels been the same at first, the torrents would have worn
their beds in a gradual and correlative slope ;—whereas, in the

northern section, the part supposed to have been so deeply engul-

fed, although a soft, bituminous limestone prevails, ihe torrents

pllinge down several hundred feet, while on both sides of the

southern portion, the ravines come down without abruptness, al-

though the bead of Wady Kerak is more than a thousand feet

higher than the bead of Wady Ghuweir. Most ofthe ravines, too,

as reference to the map will show, have a southward inclination

near theii: outlets, that of Zerka Main or Callirohoe especially,

Which, next to the Jordan, must pour down the greatest volume of

water in the rainy Season. But even if they had not that deflec-

tion, the argument which has been bas^d on this supposition would
be untenable ; for tributaries,, like all other streams, seek the great-

est declivities without regard to angular inclination. The Yer-
knak flows into the Jordan at a right angle, and the Jabok with
ian acute one to its descending course. .

'

" There are many other things tending to the same conclusion,

among them the isolation of the mou;ntain of Usdum ; its differ-

ence of cpntpur and of range, and its consisting entirely of a vol-

canic product.
.:, ;-

" But it is for the learned to commerii oh the facts we have labo-

riously collected. Upon ourselves, the result is a decided one.

We entered upon this sea with conflicting opinions. One of the

party was skeptical, and . another, I think, a professed unbeliever

of the Mosaic account. After twenty-two days' close investigation,

if I am not mistaken, we are unanimous in the conviction of the

truth of the scrijptiiral account of the destruction of the cities of

the plain. I record with diffidence the conclusions we have reach-

ed, simply as a protest against the shallow deductions of toould-be

unbelievers."

The expedition visited of course Aiti Jidy (Engeddi) the ruins

of Massada, the famous castle of Herod the Glreat, the mouth of

the Arnon in the Wady Mojeb, and the mountain ofUsdum (Sor

dom) with its pillar of salt. Of all these there are very good

plates in the volume from the drawings of Lieut. Dale. We share

in the regret of Lieut. Lynch that he could not have explored th^

Wady El Grhor, levelling upwards and downwards to the Gulf of

Akaba. The castle of Machaera arid the warm springs of Callirohoe

should also have been visited. Lieiit. Lynch confirms the oft re-

VoL. III.—No. 2. 42
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peated assertions of travellers respecting the buoyancy of the wa-
ters. He speaks of the sea as covered at times by a dense mist of

a purple tinge, which, contrasted with the motionless waters be-

neath, gave the whole the appearance at a distance ofa vast caldron

of metal, from which rose the fumes of burning sulphur, the whole,

however, being the effect of evaporation. In the night time, too,

when agitated, the sea was one wide sheet of phosphorescent foam,

and the waves, as they broke, threw a sepulchral light on the dead

bushes and scattered fragments of rock upon the shore. Swallows,

snipes, gulls, partridges, wild ducks, and storks, were observed in

various places along shore. But except the fish at the mouths of

the streams pouring into the sea, where the waters are fresh,

there is no evidence that any thing lives within it. The water

indeed when subjected to a powerful microscope, after the return

of the expedition, showed no sign of animal life. What was seen

and ascertained respecting the sea, the pillar of salt at Usdum, and

the sombre and gloomy appearance of the whole surrounding coast,

is a sufl&cient foundation for all the stories which have been related

of these mysterious waters. The fate too of those who have at-

tempted to explore it, will fulfil its fearful cognomen, the Sea of

Death. Costigan, Lieut. Molyneaux, and now Lieut, Dale of this

expedition, have fallen victims, either to the malaria there engen-

dered, or to their extreme exposure to heat and fatigue in their

explorations. Having completed the exploration of the sea, the

party levelled upward,commencing on the Dead Sea in thepass Ain
Turabeh, past the Greek Convent Mar Saba and the city of Jeru-

salem, to the height of land between the Dead Sea and the Medi-

terranean, and then downward to the coast at Jaffa. The height

of land was found to be a little less than 4000 feet above the sur-

face of the Dead Sea, and the depression of that surface below

that of the Mediterranean a little over 1300 feet. After com-

pleting these surveys, the party passed along the coast to Acre,

thence to Nazareth, and to the Sea of Galillee. Here to their

great regret and ours, they found themselves without the means of

exploration, the boat they had ordered to be built not being ready.

They ascended to the sources of the Jordan, and visited Damas*

cus and Baalbeo, but without adding much to our knowledge of

l>l
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the regions they traversed. On their return, Lieut. Dale, the
'^'•J

cond in command, died with the same slow nervous fever which

carried off Oostigan and Mol3meauz, a sad termination to a most

useful expedition. In common with others we regret the haste

with which this work has been brought to the press. It were bet-

ter had the author waited till the report of his party could be pro-

perly issued in a more authentic form, and his materials could

have been better digested. The surreptitious publication of the

narrative of the expedition by Montague would not probably have

greatly interfered with the sale ofhis volume.

6. ACompendium of Ecclessiasticcd History. By Dr. John C.

L. GiESELER, Consistm'ial Counsellor and Ordinary Professor

of Theology in Gottingen, From the fourth edition, revised

and amended. Translatedfrom the Gerrhan, by Samuel Da-

vidson, L. L. D., Prof, of Bib. Idt. and Eccl. Hist, in the Lan-

cashire Independent College. Sva New York] Harper Sf

Brothers. 1849.

This History of the Church first appeared in Grermany twenty

years ago, and has been before the American public since the year

1836, in the translation of Cunninghamo, which was made from the

third Grerman edition. Its character and merits are better known

to the Theologians of this country, than in England, where this

new translation has been recently brought out. Dr. Davidson,

whose reputation as a scholar has been established by his learned

works on Biblical Criticism and Interpretation, and whose famili-

arity with the German literature and language eminently qualify

him for the work, is the translator ; and he was moved to under-

take it, because he desired a text as the substratum of his lectures

in this department, and could find none so suitable for his pur-

pose as this. The fourth edition exhibits such great improvements

upon the third, and such enlargement, that he thought it more desir-
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able to translate it anew thapi to remit his stud.ents.to thie Amer-

loan edition.

'

Tjie text of this hjistory is exceedingly condensed and curt, a

mere outline, giving the results to which the author has arrived, but

the notes in the margin are ample, furnishing not only references

to autliprs, but quoting, in the original, those sources from which

the history is drawn. It thus supplies to the student the want of

a costly and extensive library, and places before him without the

trouble of protracted research the original authorities. In thp

hands ofa teacher, who shall expand the narrative portion and com-

pel the student to make himself acquainted with the substance of

the notes beneath, it must be a valuable classic. We have often

regretted that there is so little disposition among our students

of ecclesiastical history to draw from original sources of informa-

tion. This book rightly used will beget and promote the spirit of

research. Yet it is far from an interesting book for the general

and continuous reader, who does not wish to be delayed by the

notes in the margin. It is too much of an outline and too dry.

Hence it is often spoken of in a tone of disappointment by those

who do not understand and appreciate its design. In the two

first volumes, which are the only ones of the new translation we

have yet received, the book presehts the appearance of a digest

from the fathers, having above it a slender line of text, which the

notes beneath are designed to illustrate. Though we cannot agree

with the translator that there are only two histories of the Church

that deserve to be read and studied, this and the history of Nean-

der, both exfontiMis hausti^ an opinion he quotes from Brettso-

neider, we still recommend Gieseler as an invaluable reference

book to the original authorities, as well as to the modern learning of

his nation on this subject, and as a book which ought to be in the

hands of every student. The present edition is brought out by

the Harpers, on fine paper and in their usual excellent style.

^

-wPf"
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7i' The Progress of Ethnology^ anaG(mint, of recent Afchceohgi^,

cal, Fhilologicaland Geographiad Researches invaa^imspartfi

ofthe globcy tending to elucidate the Physical History,jofMa>ni,u

^ John Russell Bartlett, Cor. Secofthe Ethrwhgical Sqt:\

cieiy^ and For. Cor. Sec. ofthe New York Hisi. Society. Sehy

cond edition. New. York: Bartlett >^^ Wdford. pp. 151..

We have been greatly interested in this admirable e^say on the
^

progress of Ethnology, which is published, separately^ and alsoq

in the transactions of the American Ethnological Society for 1848* .,

It gives a' succinct account of the researches which have been.;

making within a few years past in various pairts of the earthy.
^

tending to make us better acquainted with the family of man,

and h^s present condition and his past history, and with those

heretofore unexplored portions of the earth, of which we have

known so little. If our readers wish a pleasant ramble over the

track of these multifarious researches;, hfs;rfi is a conipetent and eiji-:

te.*imMM4^

:.' '

i^-'.r '„' •••«:;
•EEra '.iidb^

1

'* '

8. The Preadamite Ea/rth :, by South Harris, D, D., President.,

qfCheshunt tjollege. Author of the ^'^ Great Teacher^^ ^^ Greati{

CoTTvmission" ' Ma/mmon," etc. Boston. 1847- pp. 285, ISmo^^^

9. Man Primceval : or the Constitution and Primitive Condi-

tion of the Human Being. A contribution to Theological

Science. By the same author. Boston. 1849. j^p. 480. iSmo.

These two works belong together and are both entitled Contri-

butions to Theological Science. The reputation of the author as

a writer, wijU draw to them the attention of many. Hitherto he has

confined himself to subjects more within the reading of ordinary

Christians, to matters of practice, rather than of speculative phil-

osophy. He now soars into the higher regions of meditation, and

has constantly before him the aim of connecting theological specu-

lation and the facts and reasonings of modern science together.'.-
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Astronomy, Geography, Geology, Botany, Zoology, Phrenology,

and Physiology, all lend their aid. To Phrenology he gives little

quarter, but his reasonings are based on the demands of'the Geo-

logist for a long period before the creation of man. Man he re-

gards, geologically speaking, of recent origin. Through all that

indefinite period between the first creation of matter and the for-

mation of man, and since that period on, the Creator has been put-

ting forth higher and still higher manifestations of his attributes.

First power was displayed in the creation of organic matter, then

wisdom, when, after an incalculable period organic life was brought

into being, then goodness, when beings were produced capa-

ble of the enjoyment of happiness. Such were the manifestations

of the divine character in the Pre-Adamite earth. Then comes

in the order of creation the angelic world, displaying the holiness

and justice of God, then man partaking of each of the former

creations, of physical, organic, and animal existence, created after

the angels, because of superior constitution and higher destiny,

and manifesting the attribute of mercy, as well as the other attri-

butes displayed in former exertions of creative power. The writer

discusses, in passing, the subject of the Unity of the Eace, very

compendiously, but in much the same method as has been exhibit-

ed in these page* Like the other Wtings of Dr. Harris, clearness

and compactness of style is sacrificed to a musical and rotund dif-

fuseness, which in the end fatigues ihe reader. On all his specu-

lations we are not prepared to pass our judgment. The field he

has opened before him is one of vast amplitude, and can be well

and satisfactorily covered only by the most philosophic mind.

10. Two Lectures on the Connection between the Biblicaland Phy-

sical History of Man. Delivered by invitatixm^from the Chair

of Political Economy^ etc., of the Louisiana University, in De-

cember, 1848. By JosiAH C. Nott, M. D., of Mobile, Alabama.

New York: Bartlett ^ Wellford. 1849.

These Lectures of Dr. Nott have reached us since the preceding

pages of this Review were penned. It will be at once perceived

*
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that we can have had no allusion, therefore, in what we have said,

to the views of this author. We did indeed know that he had

written before on the subject, but his former writings did not hap-

pen to be at hand, nor present especially to our mind. Our object

has been in some little manner to forestall that skepticism, which

we apprehended was about to be revived amongst us, and which

was likely to take its stand on this subject, and in consequence of

present agitations, obtain a strong hold on many of our people.

We now see, sooner than was anticipated, to what point the views

advocated by the opponents of the Unity of the Bace arc continu-

ally tending, viz : to a denial of the plenary inspiration and pre-

sent integrity of the scriptures, of the genuineness of the Pente-

teuch, and indeed of the credibility of any and every portion of

the word of God which the advocates of the Unity have supposed

to bear on the question. The writer of these Lectures could have

been prompted to make an attack on the word of God, which he

knew would be most offensive to every believer in Divine Revela-

tion, only by perceiving how his doctrine of a diversity of race

clashed with it. One or the other, in his view, must lower its

flag, and he was determined that Moses and Paul should bow be-

fore the philosophy of man. So much only can we now say. So

far as we are concerned, the poison must at thi# time go forth

without its antidote. Our pages are already crowded beyond our

limits, and much as it is to be regretted, we must hold our peace.

r \

I
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hair's breadth. When was the voice of reason or argu-

ment ever heard or heeded in such clamour and strife of
ambition, pride, passion, avarice, fanaticism, and revenge ?

Nevertheless it may be our duty to speak. The martyr
at the stake should with his last breath bear witness for

God and truth, even though, by the madness of his mur-
derers, not a whisper of his voice should be heard. And if

in this contest the South is to be a victim, let her do honour
to her own convictions by a faithful testimony to the

truth which it has been given her to understand and up-

hold.

We intimated that the time for discussion has well

nigh gone by. The strife of argument has been hotly

waged for some twenty years. The south has met her

assailant on every field of debate, political, moral, and
religious. And if any thing has ever been proved and
demonstrated again and again, it is the lawfulness
OF SLAVERY, whether judged by the divine word of Holy
Scripture, or tested by the conclusions of human reason.

At least this is our conviction. So clear and triumphant
do we consider the argument on the side of the South,
that where it has failed to convince, we believe further

discussion to be useless. We would as willingly argue
with men who deny the evidence of their senses. We
have gone with our opponents to the inspired word of

God, and proved beyond the possibility of sober denial,

that though slavery existed at least from the time of Abra-
ham, there is not, from first to last, so much as an implied
condemnation or prohibition of it ; and not only so, but
that God gave laws for its regulation, recognised its exist-

ence, and expressly authorized the Israelites to procure
slaves of their heathen neighbors.—In the New Testa-
ment our defence is impregnable. It regulates the insti-

tution of slavery, and thus by fair implication authorizes

its existence ; commands slaves to be obedient to their

masters, and submissive to punishment; and rebukes
those who teach otherwise. We are well aware of the mise-
rable evasions by which our anti-slavery friends try to

break the force of these facts. But unworthy of serious

answer, they awaken only our compassion. We really

pity men who are driven to the necessity of using such
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subterfuges, and yet will not honour themselves by yield-

ing to conviction. -r^ .•;'-A^\
'-^^ ,;.:.,,;.: r-..^^^^^, iKk. ,.;:f1#?j!f.?s.f

Out of the field of scriptural evidence, and on the
ground of natural law and justice, our defence has been
equally successful. It has been repeatedly proved that every
distinct society, or community of men, has the right to

organize and arrange its own civil, social, and political

institutions, and the relations between its members
; to de-

ny civil and social equality to any class, when such
equality would be incompatible with the well being of the
state ;

and to deprive of all political rights and of liberty,

to imprison, or to put to death, those whose citizenship, lib-

erty, or life would endanger the rights, property, or lives,

of the community. The exercise of this right does not
always require conviction of crime against the persons
on whom it is exercised. This is proved by the acknowl-
edged right to deny political privileges to females and
minors ;

to restrict the right of suffrage to those who pos-

sess a prescribed amount of property or ofeducation, and
to natives ; to bind minors in servitude to their parents

;

and to arrest vagrants and compel them to earn an honest
livelihood. If the South, then, judges the civil and social

equality, and personal liberty of the blacks, incompatible

with the well being, rights, property or lives of the com-
munity, she has the right to deny them that equality and
liberty—in other words to keep them in a state of slavery.

All that is incumbent on her to justify her exercise of the

right before God and men, is to show good and sufficient

reason for judging their equality and liberty to be inconsist-

ent with her welfare. This she has done, over and often,

though it needs no proof. Ifany think that the well being,

property, rights and lives of the South would not he endan-
gered by elevating the negroes to cjvil equality, or ev-

en by releasing them from the bonds of slavery, we shall

not waste time on their madness.
Again, it has been proved that the maxim, "partus

sequitur ventrenH''—or that the offspring inherits the status

of the parent, is a law of nature, reason, religion, and pro-

vidence, and that no man has any rights but those to

which he is born, or which belong to that condition in

which God places him by the hand of his providence.
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One of these rights undoubtedly is to improve his con-

dition, or the right to acquire other rights, provided he
can do so without violating the rights of others. He that

is born a slave, therefore, has no right to liberty, and can
acquire none, so long as the right of his master to his

service stands in the way. That may be forfeited under
certain conditions—it may be resigned—or it may be

sold to the slave—when he justly and rightly becomes
free.

It has been further shown that there is nothing in the

relation of master and slave, contrary to natural law
and justice. This has been demonstrated by a correct

definition of slavery. Nothing more is necessary in or-

der to show that it may be lawful and just, than simply to

state clearly what it is. A great deal of the confusion and
fanaticism in connection with the discussion of the sub-

ject has grown out of the want of noting ^Ae thing which
constitutes the essential characteristic of slavery. In

the minds of many it is the exact correlative of tyranny.
Others consider it the same thing as regarding and trea-

ting men as things^ chattels, brutes. Some have defined

it as '''involuntary or compulsory labour ;" but besides the

vagueness of the words involuntary, or compulsory, this

definition does not distingijish slavery from the bondage of

minors and apprentices. Others describe it as ^Hahour with-
out compensation?^ This definition is not only open to the

same objection, but it is palpably, undeniably, and outra-

geously false. The labour ofour slaves is not "without com-
pensation." On the contrary we affirm they are better

paid than the labouring class in any country in the world.

And it is curious to hear the same men one-while abusing
us because, as they assert, we "keep back the hire of the

labourers who reap our fields," and then at another time

abusing the institution because slave labour is more ex-

pensive and less profitable than free labour ! How could
It be so if we did not pay more for it ? But the slave is

paid for his labour. He has secured to him an annuityfor
life—which annuity includes a sufficiency of wholesome
food and clothing, a home and shelter, medical atten-

dance, all these in sickness and in old age, a decent bu-

rial when dead, and provision for his wife and children
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if he chooses to marry. These are also secured to hitn

under all contingencies of failure of crops or markets,
revulsions of trade, or bankruptcy of his owner. The
moment the latter is unable to render this compensation,
the law takes his slave out of his hands, and commits
him to another who is able. If he is able, and refuses to

fulfil his obligation, the law, by adequate penalties, enfor-

ces his duty. To define slavery, therefore, as unpaid la-

bour, is, as we said, plainly and outrageously false. And
all the heart-breaking pictures of wretched men and wo-
men toiling out life, in sweat and blood, for the profit of
cruel oppressors, and without remuneration, drawn to

kindle the indignant sympathies of the world, are just so

many fables. And all the pious anathemas heaped on the

South for eating the bread of unrequited toil, are gratui-

tous and unmerited abuse, vented in blind, unreflecting

fury. Some have no better sense than to reply that what
is given to support the slave is only a part of the produce
of his own labour, while the owner appropriates the great-

er part to his own use. But this is equally true of free

labour. A white man hired at the North for a day, or a
month, or a year, is paid out of the proceeds of his own
labour. He receives, too, only a part of its profits, while
the employer reserves the remainder for himself. No
man expects to pay a labourer the full amount of the

produce of his work. Whenever wages equal, or exceed,

the value of the labour, employers cease at once to hire.

The advantage the slaves possess is, that whatever may be
the profits of their labour their wages are unvaried. If their

labour produce nothing, yet their pay is secured. We are

personally acquainted with a small plantation, the owner
ofwhich will be obliged to appropriate six hundred dollars

this year for the support of the slaves, over and above the

proceeds of their industry. This, too, is not an unusual
circumstance. If, then, the difference between the remu-
nerationof the slave and the profits of his labour is occa-

sionally larger than would seem just, this compensates for

it. Sometimes he receives more than he earns. Always
his pay is certain, secured against all contingencies, and
without anxiety, or painful fears and apprehensions of

his own. If it be said that the annual appropriation foy
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the slave is less than the value ofa year's labour, we reply

he performs less work than a hired white man, and is en-

titled to less. If it be said that he receives a less propor-

tion of the proceeds of his labour, we reply that is not al-

ways the case—Sometimes he receives all the proceeds,

and even more—and if he does receive a smaller share

than hired labourers, it is compensated for by his support

in sickness and old age.

The essential characteristic of slavery is the right of
the master to the labour of the slave for life, or as long as

he is physically able to labour. This constitutes it slave-

ry. This circumstance, that the right of the master ex-

tends through the life of the slave, and this only, is the

specific difference between that and hired labour, or the

bondage of minors and apprentices. This is that "pro-

perti/ in man^^ about which so much indignant elo-

quence has been evoked from the lips of unthinking zeal-

ots. The right of one man to the labour of another is con-

fessedly just and lawful in the case of hired operatives,

minors and apprentices. And it can never be shown that

the mere circumstance that this right extends over the

whole time of life, converts it into a sin and outrage. If

I may lawfully possess a claim to the service of another
for a year, there is evidently nothing in the relation

itself to make it unlawful to hold such a claim for a Ion*

ger time. The right of the master to the labour of the

slave for life is all the property he has in him. Neither
the soul nor the body of the slave is the property of the

master. It is not so in fact, or in law. 1 can maim,
burn, eat, or kill the body of my ox^ for that is my pro-

perty. But I can do neither with the body of my slave

;

if I do, the law of the land arrests and punishes me as a
tresspasser on the rights and property of another. By the

laws of the South, the slaves are regarded and protected

as persons, and not as things, the outcries of blind philan-

thropy to the contrary notwithstanding—not as persons
having all the rights of white men, but yet as persons, as

men ; whom to maim is a felony, and to kill with malice
aforethought is murder in the first degree. What our
laws hold and treat a*s a chattel, or thing, is the right to

the slave's labour. This is of course a species of property,

'
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the tenure of which must necessarily be regulated bylaw*
Man's wisdom has divided property into the two classes of

real estate and personal property, or chattels personal,

with different laws for the regulation of each. In defi-

ning, therefore, the nature of property in slaves, our laws
simply refer it to the second class,—or declare that it

shall be regulated by the laws which regulate personal

property. This is a very different thing from treating

them as brutes and things. The law of Louisianna class-

es this property with real estate, and subjects it to the

same regulations ; and it would be just as reasonable to

say that treats them as dirt, or bricks and mortar. It is

true that our laws in their phraseology speak of the

"slaves," and not of the simple right of the owner to their

labour ; but this is for the sake of conveniendfe, and the

whole tenor and spirit of our legislation prove that slaves

themselves are regarded as persons, and the right to their

labour only as personal property, or a thing.

This definition of the nature of slavery wipes of£ all

that reproach which is heaped on us for "buying" and
selling men and women, and "trading in the souls and
bodies of human beings." We do not buy and sell their

bodies or souls, but simply the right to their labour. This
right is plainly transferable ; and if it be lawful to hold
it, it is to buy or sell it. The powers of the master over
the person of the slaves is given in order to secure the ben-

efit of his right to their labour. For this purpose he has
power to control their place, and to compel them to labour

by corporeal punishment, which does not endanger life or

limb. The master is not, an irresponsible tyrant, a petty

absolute monarch, but, quoad hoc, an administrator of law,

legally authorized to enforce his own right. And this

office is committed to him, because this is by far the most
convenient, efficacious, and beneficent plan to secure it.

There is not one master in ten thousand who would not
punish his slave more leniently than a magistrate or court

of law for the same offence. His power is not irresponsible

and unlimited: nor is it in very many cases exorcised with
unnecessary severity. The interest of the master him-
self, the force of public opinion, in the vast majority of ca-

ses religious and moral principles, and in others fee-
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lings of common humanity which are not wholly wan-
ting in the worst, restrain the hand of cruelty, even
where the laws do not. And as to the current misrepre-

sentations of Southern inhumanity towards our slaves,

we only reiterate our positive, indignant denial.

We do not intend what we have said to be taken as

all we have to say in defence of slavery. We mean
simply to indicate some of the points which we consider to

have been proved, and to declare our conviction that pro-

perty in our slaves is a right which has been righteously

acquired, and is lawfully held, justly enforced, and for

the most part properly guarded, and humanely exercised*

In all these respects we consider our opponents beaten

most completely, and the South full justified before God
and men. And indeed it would appear from the signs

of the times, that the argument against slavery on reli-

gious and moral grounds is about to be given up. The
controversy is becoming a political contest— a struggle for

power on the part of the north—and the great argument
against slavery now insisted on, is its had economy^ its

injurious effects on the wealth and physical prosperity of

the country. i-i^-.v:/';!. .:,'\-'/
. ''''v:,'::^y\,..\/'>itj^:fi<.'timjitj»<.\ii:.\ti.

- The address of the southern Members of congress to

their constituents presents the political aspect of the sub-

ject. Mr. Fisher's lecture is an able defence of the econ-

omy, or profit, of slavery. Mr. Mussey's pamphlet is an
attempt to repute the argument and conclusions of Mr.
Fisher. And we propose to present from these and other

sources the leading facts in connection with both these

points.

We have long been satisfied that the opposition to sla-

very is not chiefly, or generally, the result of moral or

religious conviction. With some it may be so, but they
constitute a small fraction of its force. It is partly the

fruit of a growing political radicalism which, ever and
anon, lifts its fearful form in all the free states—a radical-

ism which flourishes in every civilized country of the

world except the Southern states of this Union—which we
believe to be an inevitable result of modern civilization

where slavery does not exist—which wages reckless war
with all the sacred rights and holy institutions of mankind,
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and aims to level down to its own degradation all that is

above it—and against which we honestly believe slavery

to be our only safeguard and defence. This party opposes
slavery, not, as it pretends, because the slaves are op*.,

pressed, but because the masters are exalted. Its zeal

is not for the slaves, but against the masters. Mr. Mus-
sey, (no friend of the south, however,) indicates the secret

of the opposition on the part of others, in these remarks.

"Th6 northern farmer or mechanic, who pays for his

daily bread and his manly pride, or has bought indepen-

dence by the swreat of his own brow,—who fares less

sumptuously every day—if he contrast his own condi-

tion with that of the luxurious planter, cannot help fee-

ling that there is some natural injustice in this state of ine-

quality." "He sees only negro slavery as the agent of

this whole distinction; and it is not long before he feels

—

he knows —that slavery is politically a curse, and slave-

holding morally a crime." One source, then, of opposi-

sition to slavery is a mean envy. This we have long
believed, but would not have ventured publicly to assert,

had it not been done for us by one of themselves, a
zealous advocate, too, of the glory and "manly pride" ofthe

North. m:

But a chief cause of the anti-slavery feeling is to be
found in our political history. One ground of this lies

in the article of the Constitution which allows the South
votes for three fifths of the slaves in our delegation to the

Congressional House of Representatives. This the North-

ern demagogues rant and rage about continually as gross-

ly unjust and unequal, until their uninformed hearers

ar;e ready to shoulder arms, march to the Capitol and by
force drive home our delegates. And yet this article of

the Constitution was solemnly agreed toby all the Northern
States, when they formally ratified and adopted it. Be-

sides, do not our Northern friends see that ifour slaves were
emancipated, instead of having a vote for only three-fifths

of them, we would have a vote for all ? So that our
power in Congress would be actually and largely increased

instead of lessened. This article was in fact a concession on
the part of the South and not on the part of the North. We
have a vote for only a portion of our inhabitants, while
they have a vote for all theirs. Another ground of com-

VoL. III.—No. 3. 44
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plaint against the South is thatof eleven Presidents of the
Union, only three (leaving out Gen. Harrison) have been
taken from the North

;
and in sixty-four years, (including

Gen. Taylor's term,) only twelve have been filled by-

northern Presidents.* This is the cause of no little bit-

terness among the people of the North against the South.

We will not say that they have no reason to be angry
with us, if we have been able to furnish greater and bet-

ter men for the office of our chief magistracy. But we
do say, it is somewhat curious, that, when Southern Pre-

sidents have been elected by Northern votes, they should
complain of it. But what has, perhaps, irritated the North
still more, is the fact that the South has in most cases

succeeded in carrying the measures and principles she
has advocated in our federal legislature. These things,

however absurd it may be, have kindled envy and ani-

mosity in the North against the South. We have never
met a Northerner who could speak of them with any

The following table shows liow some of the principal federal offices have
been divided between the north and south, from the commencement of the
government to March 4tL, 1849. The figures denote the number of years
during which these offices have been filled by citizens of each section. The
short presidential term of Gen. Harrison, and some fractions of years, have
been omitted, and Gen. Taylor's tenn is not included:

-^ Northern Southern.
Presidents, 12 48
Vice Presidents, 40 ' 20

" Chief Justices, .11 48
Secretaries of State, 20 40

do of Treasury, 46
'

14
do of War, 34 25
do of Navy, 40 19

Postmaster General, 35 25
Attorneys Gfeneral, 90 39
Speakers of House of Representatives, 28 37

In tne sixteen Presidential elections, 3456 electoral votes have been cast,

1945 by Northern States, and 1511 by Southern States; 790 votes have been
given by the North for Northern candidates, and 1190 by the South for

Southern candidates, 1155 by the North for Southern candidates, and 321
by the South for Northern candidates.

It will be observed from this table that all the most important offices

—

those demanding the highest talent, influence, and weight of character, have
been for the most part filled by Southern men. Thus the President, the

Chief Justice, the Secretary of State, the Attorney General, and the Speaker
of the House of Representatives, have been, duririg the greater part of the

existence of the government, selected from the South. And fhese are the

officers chief in dignity and importance. These having been taken from
the South, the others inferior and secondary, liave been generally Northern
men.

•
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equanimity. Though seldom alluded to in our public

controversies, yet they are used at home by Northern
demagogues, and fanatics, and political aspirants, to in-

flame the minds of the people, and unite them in opposi-

tion to the South and Southein institutions. Even Dr.
Channing demeaned himself to say that the South exerts

"a disproportionate share of influence on the confedera-

cy," and to use it as an argument against the admission
of Texas. The South is represented as having engrossed
all the public offices, honours and emoluments, passed all

their own measures, and ruled over the subject North
with despotic sway. The latter is urged to unite, assert

their supremacy, tlirow otf the hateful tyranny, and rule

as they have been ruled. And the plain, direct way in

which to carry their object is to insist on no further ex-

tension of slavery—no more slave States—so that the

South may be reduced to a feeble and helpless minority.

Here is one secret of the anti-slavery and free-soil excite-

ment. One of the abolition delegates openly declared on
the floor of Congress, in a moment of triumph, that it is

•' a stmggle for power." Arguments against slavery on
moral, religious, and economical grounds are used as pleas

and pretences, but they are nothing more. Devilish am-
bition steals the livery of heaven and adopts the language

of Canaan to cloak its designs and conceal the accent of

its diabolic tongue. But nothing could be more unjust

than the wrath of the North against us in reference to

our political ascendancy. If the South has won the hon-

ours, the North has gathered all the spoils. It is notorious

that by far the greater part of the patronage of the gene-

ral government has been bestowed on the North ; and
where the South has recei»'ed one dollar for harbors, riv-

ers, other internal improvements and public works, the

North has taken thousands. And if the South has suc-

ceeded in carrying most of her legislative measures, th/s

North has carried those which tended to her pecuniary

advantage and to the loss and ruin of the South. The
North has flung away the empty eclat of place, and the

seat of profitliess ofiice, but true to her native instinct has

grasped with both hands the gains and rewards.

We should not overlook another cause of the anti-

slavery movement, perhaps as potent as any. It is what
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Mr. Fisher calls " the fearful struggle of Northern labour

for subsistence." It is a well known fact, that in coun-

tries where slavery does not exist, and the system of so

called free labour or hired service prevails, that the inevi-

table tendency and result is to reduce the wages oi the

labourer down to a bare subsistence, "when he receives

in return for his labour only enough to support life.

When things get to this point, pauperism and starvation

come in like a flood. Times will occasionally arise, from

interruptions of business and scarcity of employment,
when the labouring class will not receive enough for their

subsistence. This is the case with the older and more
populous countries of Europe. And as the labouring class

constitute a large portion, if not the majority, in every

community, oftentimes hungry and famished for bread,

they will rise in fearful convulsions to threaten and over-

turn the laws and institutions of the Slate. Hence the

Chartism of England, the Red republicanism and socialism

of France, the radicalism of Germany, and the starvation,

crime, and rebellion of Ireland. The newness and extent

of our Northern States have heretofore caused such de-

mand for labour, and consequently high wages, that they
have so far escaped this calamity. But they are rapidly

approaching it. The natiaral increase of population, and
the vast immigration from Europe, are crowding them
with labourers. Wages are tending downwards to the

point of bare support. A "fearful struggle for subsistence"

has commenced. The onl y remedy is more room, larger ter-

ritory, more new lands. White labour cannot, or will not,

compete with black labour. At any rate experience has pro-

ved that they cannot coexist to any considerable extent.

Hence the general expulsion of free blacks from the work-
shops of the North, the jealousy and riots between the two
classes in Northern cities, and even the laws against co-

loured mechanics, slave or free, in at least one Southern
State. Out of these facts grows a great deal of the oppo-
sition to slavery among the people of the North. Hence
the cry " no more slave territory"—and " free soil." Hence
the general fixed determination of the North to confine

slavery to its present limits, and to take all our lately ac-

quired territories for their own use.

We find, therefore, the great elements of opposition to
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slavery, in a growing radicalism ; a feeling of inequality

and disadvantage, or mean envy
;
political ambition ; and

competition of labour. And herein lies its strength and
our danger. Religious fanaticism might be despised.

False philanthropy is a harmless folly. Neither of them
ever subverted a great civil institution, or much influenced

the state of society. But among the elements we have
mentioned are natural instincts and universal passions

which move nations, and overturn empires. They are

gathering to a head against the South, and combining for

a contest in which they will neither stay nor spare till

they win the prize.

But when men have determined on a great work of

wrong and injustice they are never at a loss for a holy
pretext to excuse it. Accordingly, anti-slavery has set

forth various pleas to justify the wholesale robbery it has
purposed. Our ears have been so long stunned with the

cry against " the evil of slavery," that the South had al-

most come to acknowledge it herself. But when we un-
dertake to examine the matter and ask what is meant by
" the evil of slavery," where is it, and what ? we honest-

ly declare we cannot find it. Is it meant that to hold a
slave is a sin? Conscience and our Bibles tell us it is not.

Is it meant that we trespass on any natural or just right

of the slave? Common sense, reason, and nature testify

and prove that we do not. Is it meant that a great deal

of sin is committed in connection with the institution?

We admit it, but what does that prove ? There is a great

deal of sin committed in connection with government,
and even with the Church. Is it said these evils are in-

separable from slavery ? So are they, in the present con-

dition of human nature, in the case of government and
the Church. Does slavery injure the negroes in any res-

pect, physical, intellectual or religious ? We point to what
they were whlen brought from Africa, and what they are

now. The benefit of slavery to them has been immense,
in all these particulars. They have unquestionably im-
proved far beyond any example of history. And this sin-

gle fact, the rapid, constant advance of our slaves, physi-

cally, intellectually, and morally, is unanswerable proof

against the clamour of abolition about the degrading, in-

lurious, and oppressive nature of the institution. It has
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improved and elevated the negro in every respect. It is

said that there is a great deal of ignorance, vice, and su-

perstition among them. So there is, but there is less than

at first, and it is steadily decreasing. So there is in the

labouring class of every country. Is it meant that it would
be better for the negroes to have their freedom? Look at

Hayti, Jamaica, the free blacks of the North, and hear one
loud, emphatic, no. Is it meant that it would be better

for every one to be free, rich, and happy? So it would,
but the millenium has not come yet. Is it meant that

slavery dooms the black race to perpetual ignorance and
depression, without the possibility of raising their position?

That remains to be proved. So far it has steadily im-

proved them, and where the process will stop, none can
tell. It has to be proved in the second place, and that

against all experience, that emancipation will elevate and
improve them. And it has to be proved, in the third place,

that the negro race is capable of such improvement as will

qualify it to live on terms of equality with the white—

a

question, the negative of which is entirely compatible with
the doctrine of the unity of the human race. A North-
ern Review, which has often ably defended the South, in

a late article, which grieved us to the heart, has asserted

that the South has enacted laws for the express purpose
of keeping the negroes in ignorance and degradation, in

order to keep them slaves. This we flatly deny. The
laws which are referred to were passed to protect the South
from the wild and wicked efforts of Northern incendiar-

ism—not to shut out the light of truth and religion from
the minds of the slaves, but to exclude the entrance of

falsehood and delusion—to preserve them as well as our-

selves from the attempts of madmen, which would have
plunged all into barbarism and ruin. We repel such
charges with indignation, and appeal to our past history,

and present efforts, to prove the general disposition to in-

struct, improve, and christianize the slaves. We ask again,

therefore, wherein consists " the evil of slavery?"—Ah!
we have found it, at last. Here it is—slavery is had econ-

omy. It impoverishes the country where it exists. It is

a foe to the wealth of the State. It consumes and de-

stroys the resources of the South. It has covered our land
with old fields, depopulated the old slave States, and re-
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diiced them to poverty. It would therefore be a sin and
a shame to extend this witherit)g, wasting curse to the
fair and fertile valUes of New Mexico and California. •

We had been so long accustomed to hear the prosperi-

ty of the North, and the comparative poverty and decay
of the South, asserted without contradiction, that we had
begun to take it for granted. Our hearts have often bled
within us when we passed by the forsaken red hills of

South Carolina and Georgia, and thought of the green
meadows, and smiling farms, of New-England, skirting

every stream, and gleaming on every mountain side of her
happy land. Still we have always suspected that things
are not exactly as they seem. And it has often be^en our
duty and pleasure to repel the charge of a want of ener-

gy, industry, and thrift in the South. We owe to Mr.
Fisher an able defence of our dear home and dearer in-

stitutions, as to this point, based on the facts and figures

of history. His lecture is an admirable specimen of clear,

concise, cool argumentation. We have observed in it not

a single indication of prejudice, or bias of feeling. He
reasons not like a partizan, except it be a partizan of truth

and justice. In these respects he is in pleasing contrast

with his antagonist, Mr. Mussey, whose fierce but feeble

defence of Mr. Webster, flings at " the democracy" and
at ''abstractionists," one-sided misrepresentations, sar-

casms, and abuse, betray the weakness of his cause and
the prejudice of his opinions. He has satisfactorily an-

swered Mr. Fisher on some minor points, but leaves the

main conclusions unimpeached, and makes admissions

fatal to his argument. The force of much of his reason-

ing may be judged from the fact, that in reply to Mr.

Fisher's statement of the much greater longevity of per-

sons engaged in agriculture, he triumphantly adduces the

still greater longevity of paifpers in an alms house ! A
man who can be guilty oi' this patent folly, commits sui-

cide on all his own reasoning. His essay is much longer

as well as much weaker than Mr. Fisher's, and may be

considered only the first attempt of an over zealous advo-

cate to answer him. We are sorry to see Mr. M. conde-

scend to that old shift of a weak argument, in trying to

stigmatize his opponents as "metaphysicians," and "ab-

stractionists." It is unworthy even of him.
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The first object of Mr. Fisher's Lecture is to show that
" the South is greatly the superior of the North in wealth,

in proportion to the number of their citizens respectively."

This he does by a comparison of wealth and population,

derived from the census returns taken by the General

Government, and other authentic sources. We shall sum
up the principal facts and results which he thus obtains.

When the Constitution of the United States was adopted,

the North and South were very nearly equal in popula-

tion, territory, commerce, and wealth. From that time

up to the year 1816, the South took the lead of the North
in commerce and manufactures, while in 1815 the pro-

perty of the South averaged $312 per individual, and the

property of the North only $240. Thus for twenty five

years after our present government was organized, the

South excelled the North in all these respects. Since
1816 the Federal Government abandoned the plan of

raising its income by direct taxation, and resorted to a
tariff of duties on foreign imports. From that period the

commerce and manufactures of the South have not pros-

pered, but it is an error to suppose that therefore she has
had a decline in general prosperity. Compare for exam-
ple Massachusetts, the pride of Northern wealth and
prosperity, with Maryland. In 1840 the average proper-

ty of a free person, in thelatter, was $531,—in the former
only $406—Maryland, in proportion to her population,

being about 25 per cent the richer. New York is boasted

of as the very grandest product of free institutions, while
Virginia is constantly referred to as a melancholy exam-
ple of the evil of slavery. But the average wealth of

Virginia is $758 for every free white person, while that

of New York is only $260, or a little more than one-

third as much. Virginia is perhaps the richest community
in the world. Iti Kentucky the average value of property

is $456; in Ohio it is only $276. Thus it is manifest
that the slaveholding States, which have been regarded
as the victims of poverty and ruin, are much richer than
those free States which have been considered the most
flourishing communities the world ever saw. If you de-

duct the value of the slaves from the property of these

Southern States, their average wealth will still remain
larger than that of the Northern. If you deduct the
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value of the slaves, and also count them as persons, and
give them a share of property, still we have the same
result, the average wealth of the South is greater. " So
that in no aspect of the question whatever, is there any
foundation in fact, for the popular delusion, that the South-
ern States, or any of them, are either now or heretofore,

or likeiy to be hereafter, inferior to their Northern neigh-

bours in wealth,—but the reverse." Such, at least, is the

testimony of official documents on the subject—the high-

est authority that exists.

Mr. Fisher next proves that the South is not only rich-

er, but thaft its wealth is more equally distributed, and
secures more comfort. This he does by a comparispn of

statistics between Virginia and Kentucky, and New York
and Ohio, which shows that the two former contain more
freeholders, build more houses during a year, and use

more pleasure carriages, in proportion to their population,

than the twoiatter. Again, in determining the compara-
tive comfort of two communities, the quantity and quali-

ty of food they consume is a well established criterion.

—

By this test the superiority of the South is manifest. Vir-

ginia produces and consumes much more than Ohio or

New York, in proportion to her population, of animal food,

wheat and Indian corn, the most substantial and costly

materials of food. New York is resorting to the potato,

the cheapest and least wholesome food, and in Massa-
chusetts the production of the finer sorts of bread-stuffs

is rapidly declining.

But having proved the superior wealth and comfort of

the South, we wish to know the causes and reasons of it.

The original methods of acquiring wealth were conquest
and commerce. Later, manufactures were added. Eng^
land has combined the three, and acquired wealth with-

out a parallel. But a great increase of commerce and
manufactures results in collecting large masses of people

in towns and cities, which causes great inequality, de-

pravity, increase of want, and crime—consequences fatal

to liberty, prosperity, and independence. Where this sys-

tem exists, the attractions of cities continually draw to

them wealth and population, and so aggravate the evil

which disgraces civilization, and will, in the end, destroy

it. This undue tendency to city life was first successfully

Vol. III.—No. 3. 46
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encountered and conquered by the institution of slave-

ry. This, for the first time in the history of the world,

has made agriculture so profitable and attractive as to

render rural life the favourite of wealth, and the abode of

elegant manners and refined taste. Agriculture is more
productive than commerce or manufactures, and requires

less labour and skill. The fecundity of nature can never

be equalled by art. A grain of wheat, when sown, will

produce a hundred fold. But no fabric of the loom, or

cargo of a ship, can have its value so increased without

much more labour and skill. Besides, the farmer holds

the subsistence, and consequently the property of his fel-

low men, in his power. They are dependent on him for

food and clothing, the first necessaries of life, and he will

make his own terms. This power, in the hands of agri-

culture, can rule the world. In wars, between agricultural

and commercial nations, the former have generally con-

quered. Thus Athens was overcome by Sparta, Greece
by Macedon, Carthage by Rome. Even in England,
whose commerce and manufactures are so extensive, ag-

riculture still retains pre-eminence in wealth and political

power, though it includes only one-third of the population.

The agriculture of the South controls an extraordinary

portion of the food and^ clothing which the world con-

sumes, and hence makes a corresponding increase in

wealth. Again, living in towns and cities is far more ex-

pensive, and injurious to morals, health, and life, and con-

sequently less favourable to the accumulation of wealth.

It is true there is a greater display of wealth in ihe city,

but this very feet proves the extravagance of city life,

and is a cause of real poverty. It is true also that the

average wealth of the inhabitants of cities exceeds that

of the rest of the State, But this wealth is not the pro-

duct of city employments. It is brought there by those

who seek the trade of the city, because they cannot ac-

quire large fortunes in a country where there is no
B lavery.

If it be said that the Northern States are more popu-
lous, and if the average wealth of their individual citi-

zens is less, the aggregate wealth of the State is greater,

this is of no consequence to the argument. The great

question is as to the general comfort and prosperity of the
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people, as affected by their peculiar institutions and pur-

suits. The population of Ireland, and therefore her
aggregate wealth, is much greater than of any of ©ur
States ; and yet her people die, by thousands, of starva-

tion.

It is said that the system of the South is depopulating,

and the country thinly settled. If it be meant that her
system is incompatible with a dense population, it is true,

but not to be regretted. It has been shown that the con-
centration of people in large towns and cities, is not de-
sirable. Large farms and plantations are also necessary
to the prosperity and improvement of agriculture. Ex-
perience has proved that a dense population, and the
consequent minute subdivision of land, is fatal to agricul-

tural improvement. Witness Ireland, a part of Scotland,

and France, where under the most favourable circumstan-

ces for the prosperity of agriculture, the average value of

land is only five or six dollars per acre,—less than in

Virginia. The fact that many planters in the older slave

States, find it more profitable to remove to the new lands

in the West, than to renovate the old at home, and ac-

cordingly emigrate, is a proof of their thrift and enter-

prise.

Mr. Fisher further proves that the white population has
had a larger increase at the South than at the North.

—

Since 1820 it has been about 65 per cent in the former,

and about 60 per cent in the latter. This refutes another

imputation very current at the North against the South.

It is said that slavery degrades labour, and therefore, as

the white people of ilie South refuse to work, and live in

idleness, they become dissipated and vicious. This can-

not be so, for prevailing vice is fatal to the increase of

population. There is another striking fact. The vices

of society affect chiefly males^ young men and boys. If,

therefore, the South is more immoral than the North, it

would appear in the deficit of the male population. But
the reverse is the fact. The excess of males at the South,

above the females, is much larger in proportion than at

the North. Massachusetts has several thousand more
females than males. The temptations and vices of North-

ern cities destroy their men, while the rural habits and
domestic influences of the South preserve them.
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Another important consideration in estimating the con-

dition of a country, is the number of its paupers, or per-

sons supported by charity. In the whole State of New
Yorlc, there was iti 1844 one pauper for every seventeen

inhabitants ; in 1847 about one person out of every five,

in New York city, was dependent, more or less, on char-

ity. In Massachusetts one person out of every twenty,

is a constant or occasional pauper. In these two States

pauperism is increasing ten times faster than wealth or

population. It includes large numbers of able bodied men,
who cannot, or what is worse, will not earn a subsistence.

It is a mistake to suppose that the paupers of the North
are furnished by the foreign immigrants. They do not

supply more than their due proportion. This year, 1849,

New York, according to the estimate of the Governor,

required $400,000 to support her beggars.

This fearful curse and terrible burden is not felt at the

South. We have scarcely one pauper for each county,

and beggary is unknown, except by a few strolling for-

eigners.

Again, compare the North and South as to public

crime. Official documents prove that there are four

times as many criminals in proportion to the white popu-
lation in New York, as ij^ Yirginia; and twice as many
in Massachusetts and in all the New England States to-

gether. There are twenty-five per cent more in Ohio,
according to population, than in Kentucky. One-half of

the criminals of the latter came from the single county
in which Louisville, her principal town, is located, and
one-third of the whole number were born in free States.

So much for the Northern States, old and new. as com-
pared with the Southern in crime. " The results are

uniformly and largely in favour of the South." If we look

at the large cities of the North, the amount of crime is

still greater, and truly appalling. In Boston one out of
every fourteen males, and one out of every twenty-eight
females, is arrested annually for criminal oftences. In
New York the proportion is about the same. There are

more criminals in the single city of New York, than in

all the Southern States together. In the New York pen-
itentiaries, there are 254 women. In the penitentiary of

Kentucky, there is not one. It may be supposed that a
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large proportioQ of criminals, at the North, are found
among European emigrants. But facts do not prove it

to be S0.1 *'*;''* '^'"^^: *' vinw^*^/- m, \
' .im'i^.fim- hmj*-- ^iiPif ^^mm'

'> Moreover, while the South has been more secure than
the North from individual crime, it has been still more
exempt from social disturbances, riots, and mobs.* And
it is remarkable that this country and Brazil, the only two
nations on this continent where slavery prevails, are the

only two that have succeeded in establishing firm and
prosperous, social and civil institutions. ^-r«'i^ >^n<

Such are the leading facts and conclusions of Mr.
Fisher's Lefcture. We have no doubt that further and
more careful investigation would require us to modify
some of them, and perhaps reject a few. But we believe

them to be substantially true and irrefutable. The North,

however, will probably treat them with contempt, and
the South itself receive them incredulously. They will

be summarily disposed of by the short argument of an
appeal to the senses. It will be said that it is only neces-

sary to look with the outward eye, at the face of the two
sections, to see their fallacy. The whole aspect of the

North is one of prosperity and wealth—crowded and well

cultivated farms—comfortable, handsome dwellings

—

flourishing towns and cities—multiplied and prosperous

manufactories—public works, and internal improvements,

and all those visible demonstrations which betoken gener-

al prosperity and abounding wealth. While on the other

hand the South presents a sparse population, exhausted
and forsaken lands, ill-cultivated plantations, rude and
often dilapidated dwellings, few manufactories, rail roads,

or canals, and no large cities. These, it is insisted, are

facts patent and plain to every man's observation ; and
too conclusive to be set aside by " metaphysics" and

There is scarcely a mail that arrives that does not bring the tidings of a
spirit of insubordination and contempt of order in Baltimore and Philadel-

phia, to which we may add New York and Boston. The Boston Journal
has the followmg:

" Outrages upon person and property are, we regret to say, becoming quite

frequent in this and the neighboring cities and towns, so that it is absolute-

ly unsafe to walk abroad at a late hour in the evening. Incendiarism is rife

also, and scarcely a night passes without one or more incendiary fires with-

in a short circuit around Boston." Since 1836 the riots in Philadelphia

have cost the city about a quarter of a million of dollars. .^
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" abstractions." And thus the world goes on grasping at

the lies of sense, while it discards the lessons of experi-

ence, truth, and reason. The wealth of the North makes
a greater show to the eye, because it is concentrated on a
smaller space, while that of the South is extended and
dispersed over a greater proportional area. That which,

at the North, is heaped up on one square mile, is spread

at the South, over two, or five, or ten. The labour which
is hefe extended over five acres, is there concentrated on
one. The natural result is a greater appearance of wealth

at the North, but it is appearance only. If the dwellings

of the North are generally better, it is partly because the

climate of the South, fortunately, does not require them
to be so costly and comfortable,—partly because the same
climate causes them more rapidly to lose their good looks,

and to decay,—and partly because the dense population,

and constant inspection of close neighborhood, naturally

beget more taste, rivalry, and expense in such things, at

the North.

Some of the apparent evidences of prosperity, at the

North, are proofs of its real poverty. It is the excess of

population, low remuneration of labour, and demand for

bread—that "fearful struggle for subsistence," which has
brought its barren hill% into cultivation, compelled the

expensive renovation of old lands, stimulated every branch
of manufactures, and even created a literature. It is be-

cause thousands want wealth, that they write and pub-
lish. The South, driven to no such extremity, lacks the

needful stimulus to literary exertion, and prefers the

greater luxury of reading. It is the same cause which
has extended the commerce of the North. Poverty at

home drives people abroad. And it must be extreme to

induce so many to endure the hardships and low wages
of sailor life. The spirit of enterprise and adventure, no
doubt, has its influence. But labour is a curse. All men
feel it to be so, and nothing but a hard necessity makes it

to be borne. In a few cases, avarice, ambition, lust for

the position and powei which wealth gives, perhaps habit

and education, may induce men to toil after they have
gained a competency. And in Literature, a genuine love

for it sometimes secures its cultivation. But it is neces-

sity which governs the mass, puts them into the harness,

:;

i
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and drives them to the end. It is just because a compe-
tence is so general, and so easily secufed at the South,
that her industry has not been forced to develope itself

in so nnany directions as that of the North. Go into the
plain home of a Southern farmer. His house, perhaps, is

not carpeted—the fresh air pours in through a hundred
unnoticed crevices ; and marks of carelessness and waste
meet you on every hand. But the truth is, he is not
compelled to be careful. He wastes because he has abun-
dance. He throws more meat and bread to his dogs, than
a similar family at the North would have the means to

eat themselves. He does not shut out the cold wind, be-

cause more of it never blows than is good for his health

and comfort. His income is not spent in expensive fur-

niiwre, because he has not a dozen curious neighbours to

look at it every day, to envy or be envied ; and perhaps the

Avant of society has, in some cases, prevented the forma-
tion of a tasie for such things. But his barns and larder

are filled wiih plenty. His children never cry for bread,

and even his slaves learn to waste and squander in their

abundance.* He exhausts and forsakes his land in one
place, because he can obtain new fields with less expense
than he can renovate the old. He does not save his rags,

nor sweep his hen-coop, for his family does not need such
economising, and he can bestow his time and labour more
profitably. His home iS not like that of his Northern
brother, burnished as bright and nice as a new pin ; but

he has ten times the substantial necessaries and comforts

of life. In the residences of our wealthy planters, how-
ever, constituting a very large class of the population,

there are as much comfort and splendor, and as many of

the elegant luxuries of the civilized world, as can be
found any where. Mr. Fisher says : < • . . :[

" The South exhibits the remarkable phenomenon of an agri-

cultural people, distinguished above all others of the present

day, by the elegance of their manners, and the intellectual tone

of their society."

It is true the South is far behind in railroads, canals,

turnpikes, bridges and such internal improvements. One

* The practice is said to be a very common one in New Englfund, for la-

bourers to board at tables from which meat is excluded^ as being beyond the
means of the lodgers.
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reason is that she has more navigable rivers than the

North. Less mountainous, her natural roads are more
level, and require less improvement. The country gen-

erally is nearer the sea-coast. And the sparseness of po-

pulation has also contributed to prevent these public

works. They require a thickly settled country, great

condensation of wealth, and abundance of cheap labour.

The South has neither, and we rejoice in it. If, as we
believe, she has developed her internal improvements as

rapidly as the principles which govern the economy of

such works authorize in her circumstances, she has justi-

fied her industry and enterprise. That she has not done
wisely in neglecting manufactures we cordially admit, and
deeply regret. But happily her own misfortunes and the

infatuated measures of the North are rousing her atten-

tion to her duty and interest in this particular. To invite

attention to it, we have named the Essay of Mr. James at

the head of this article. Though apparently written to

benefit a particular enterprise, it demonstrates clearly the

profits of cotton manufactures, the facilities which the

South possesses for their establishment, and the best me-
thod for their management. We do not believe the South
can ever equal the North in the variety and extent of her

manufactures. Our circumstances, institutions, policy,

and dispositions forbid it, and we are glad of it. Fortu-
nately our necessities will not probably force it upon us.

But there can be no question but that the greatest advan-
tages would result from the increase of this branch of in-

dustry at the South. It would divert capital and labour

from the overstocked branches of agriculture, lessen the

quantity and raise the price of our cotton in foreign mar-
kets, give employment to white mechanics and labourers,

keep at home thousands of dollars annually paid to foreign

and Northern manufactories, as facts and experiments prove

yield a large profit to those embarked in it, and go far to

arrest the folly of Northern fanatics. Let them hem in

slavery to its present limits. They will lay upon us the

dire hand of necessity. In fifty years we will manufac-
ture at home every pound of cotton we produce. Then
woe to them ! The immediate and rapid extension of man-
ufactures at the South will make them feel their danger,
and touch them, where they were never touched in vain

—

i
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in their gains. Every factory erected in the South will

be a wall of rock against their unjust and infatuated pur-

poses.

The South is continually reproached with a want of in-
dustry, energy, and enterprise, and this is charged on the

institution of slavery. But can any one believe her in-

dustry would be more productive if her negroes were
free ? Undoubtedly it would be more so, if they were all

enlightened, moral and Christian. But it seems to be for-

gotten that they are semi-barbarians, and at best only half
christianized. And herein lies one great fallacy of anti-

slavery reasoning. It is perpetually charging on slavery

evils social, moral, economical, and religious, which so

far as they exist are not due to slavery, but to the exis-

tence in our midst of three millions ofsemi-savage and half

civilized Africans. This is the great burden and evil of
the South, and truly it is in some respects a tremendous
calamity. But slavery is its remedy—the only one pos-

sible—the one necessary, right, just, and good. It not

only goes far to deliver the South from the evil of such a
population, but as we have said has rapidly civilized and
christianized these barbarians.

There is one fact which acquits the industrial energy
of the South of all the opprobrium which has been heap-

ed upon it. The skill and industry, which in sixty years

have raised the production ofcotton from nothing to twelve

hundred and fifty millions of pounds per annum, need no
defence. In 1834 the number of cotton bales produced in

the South, was 1,254,000; in 1848 it was 2,700,000. Thus
in fourteen years the enterprise of the South more than
doubled the amount of this immense production. The
Englishman McCuUoch, says the increase and extent of

this branch of agricultural industry is without a parallel

in the history of the world. It speaks for itself, and ought
at once to silence every assertion of our imbecility and in-

dolence. liCt it be remembered, too, that enormous pro-

duction is the result of Southern skill and enterprise ap-

plied to the management of labourers who for the most
part are half savages. The merit may be fairly claimed,

of having accomplished so much, by the agency of the

most indolent, stupid, and unproductive, of all races. For
an example of Southern enterprise and industry look at

Vol. III.—No. 3. 46
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the Cherokee county of Georgia. Ten years ago it was a

wilderness. Now it is the home of a comfortable indus-

trious people, sprinkled all over with thriving villages,

embosoming in every valley beautiful and productive

farms, with neat and commodious dwellings, and not

without its rail roads and manufactories.

In one respect the industry of the South is defective. It

is not inventive and adventurous. It confines itself too

much to one channel, and to old methods. Its energies

have been directed too exclusively to one branch of pro-

duction. It has overdone the cultivation of cotton, and
neglected other important and profitable employments of

labour. This is owing partly, no doubt, to the peculiar

genius of the Southern mind, and partly to the great pro-

fit of the cotton culture, and the ease with which it is

pursued. The labour of our slaves can be much more
easily applied to agriculture than to any thing else. Cot-

ton is its most profitable product in the greater part of the

South. Naturally, therefore, that has absorbed nearly all

our attention. Necessity, the mother of invention, has

not been laid on us. But it is beginning to be ) and the

result is seen in our multiplying various branches of man-
factures and mechanics. And if the North does not wish
to convert the South, and that speedily, from a buyer in-

to a seller—from a customer into a competitor, let her not

compel us to divert our capital and labour into new chan-
nels. What we have done in cotton we can do in other

things. We have all the minerals the North has, and
more beside. We can produce all the bread stuffs and
animals we require, and have abundance to sell. We can
produce also the Irish potato, when we need it, Mr. Mussey
to the contrary notwithstanding. And we can manufac-
ture our own cotton and wool. We can do it at less cost

than the North can, and after a while just as skilfully.*

We have a longer sea coast, harbors and seaports, and
all the materials for commerce and shipping. When ne-

cessity requires it we shall have sailors. We do not wish
to make an extensive change m our system. But if we

* At a recent exhibition of the Franklin Institute, at Philadelphia, the
" drillings, sheetings, and shirtings," from the Graniteville Factory in South
Carolina, tookthefirst p-emmrti. The "shirtings" of the Charleston Cotton
Factory were awarded a premium at the same exhibition, and pronounced
to be of a quality tliat would compare with any manufactured m New En-
gland.
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mnst, we can and will. We are beginninng already.

Let the North pursue the course she has pursued and the

course she threatens, and the result is inevitable. There
are natural laws which rule in the progress of nations and
in defiance of man work out their necessary effects.

Another ground on which some oppose the extension
and perpetuity of slavery is, what they believe to be its

injurious effects on the intellectual, moral and religious

condition of the country. The proportional number of
persons who cannot read, is greater at the South than it

is at <he North. This is easily explained by the sparse-

ness of population where these persons are found, which
renders a system of free schools impossible. And we
would be willing, at any time, to compare even these un-
fortunate citizens of the South, in point of morals and
intelligence, with the lower class in the North, or in free,

enlightened England. The North produces a multitude
of books and authors : the South, few or none. We have
given one reason for this difference. The South, howev-
er, reads and studies books, if she does not make them.
So far as our observation extends, there is a larger pro-

portion of standard works in literature and science bought
and read at the South than at the north. The activity,

ardor and enterprise of the Southern mind, impel to ac-

tion, rather than to the tedious toil of authorship. When
a great mind is given to us, the open field of politics, or

of professional life, is far more inviting than the student's

sickening and solitary cloister. But where has Southern
intellect and learning been brought into pontact with
Northern, and found wanting? Nut on the arena of

Federal politics. For there, by the complaints of the

North, we are blamed for winning all the offices, honors,

and influences How have we done it? Not by superior

numbers; we have always been in the minority—not

by greater union and cooperation ; we have been con-

stantly divided—not by arts of mean trickery and cor-

ruption ; our politicians will hardly be charged with

more of these than others—not by boldness and violence

;

for our Northern friends are not cowards. How, then, if

not by the force of superior talent, eloquence, and states-

manship? The North is overflowing with clergymen,

and the South exceedingly destitute. Yet in two or
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three years, four prominent Presbyterian churches in

Northern cities have invited Southern ministers to their

pulpits. We would not be permitted to say that they

were pleased with mere oratorical display without sense

and learning. We need only refer to the military history

of the country, for a comparison of Southern and North-

ern genius in that line. Mr. Mussey draws quite a lively

picture of Southern talent, in contrast with the cool,

thorough, logical, learned North. We thank him for the

amusement it furnished us. It is well drawn, and, no
doubt, from life. We could put our hands on examples
which illustrate it exactly. But we can select as many
which would just reverse his description. It is too long

to quote, and, like all general classifications of character,

fallacious and deceptive. Such characteristics are, usu-

ally, caricatures. The truth of Mr. Mussey's may be

judged from one portion of it. He says—" if we follow

them both, the Northern and the Southern, from the

scenes of their rudimental instruction to the colleges,

where the higher acquirements for maturer minds are

inculcated—to Harvard or Yale—the patient and laboii-

ous student, the critical linguist, the mathematician, the

natural philosopher, the essayist,—these are from the

North; the star of the Jiterary club, the declaimer, the

forensic speaker, the light of the social circle—these are

from the South." This may be true of Harvard and
Yale, where an exceedingly small proportion of the stu-

dents are from the South—where those who are sent from
the South are quite young men, from sixteen to twenty
years of age, who have to contend with students from
twenty to thirty—and, generally, sons of wealthy parents

who feel but little stimulus towards the toil of laborious

study. We were personally acquainted, for a few years,

with another eminent Northern college, where the pro-

portion of students from the South was greater than it

is at Harvard or Yale, and where Northern and Southern
talent was brought into fairer competition. Here, though
we say it who should not, the results were very different.

The Southern stu^dents were not only the declaimers and
hterary stars, but they were the mathematicians, linguists,

metaphysicians, and philosophers. Though greatly infe-

rior in numbers, they took most of the honors given for
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scholarship, as well as those given for literature and elo-

quence. In one class, the largest, at that time, ever

graduated at the institution, only a third of which were
Southerners, they filled the^ve highest grades of scholar-

ship, and took all the honors. It may be said that the

Southern mind matures sooner than the Northern, and
that, therefore, a college course is no test. But to this we
reply, that Northern students are, generally, much older.

We take no pleasure in these comparisons. They are

somewhat odious, and of little advantage. But if we
have become fools in glorying, "ye have compelled us."

As tD the comparative morality of the free and slave

States, the statistics of public crimes, furnished by Mr.
Fisher, are very largely in favour of the latter. With
respect to those vices which cannot be brought under the

cognizance of Courts of Law, we confidently believe

Southern morals to be equally superior. We know the

impression at the North is almost universal that the

South is the very hot-bed of all ungodliness, impiety, and
uncleanness. But this impression is not founded on any
sufficient information, or any intimate knowledge of the

state of Southern society. When the attempt is made to

confirm it by facts and authentic observation, it will be

time enough to meet and disprove it with equal evidence

to the contrary. We oppose to it our impressions in fa-

vour of the South—the oft repeated assertion of the equal

comparative purity, propriety, and order of our social

state—and our indignant denial of the slanderous mis-

representations of Southern morals. At any rate, from all

we can learn of the morality of Northern society, we
are well content to remain as we are—a slaveholding peo-

ple, and invite the world to compare us with our neigh-

bours. Our snis are not few or small. But if we are to

be stoned, let it be by those who are themselves without
sin.

How is it in the matter of religion? In proportion to

our population, have we not as many churches, ministers,

and members as the North ? Are they not as consistent

in their walk, as pure in doctrine, and as rigid in discip-

line ? Are not our Sabbaths as well observed, and our
Bibles as much reverenced? Where have been the

greatest and most dangerous religious apostasies ? In
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free New England is the stronghold of Unitarianism, with
its train of soul-dostroying German follies. The great

apostacy in the Presbyterian church, was in the North.

—

There, too, is the only soil in which Universalism has
flourished. We never saw a preacher of that heresy at

the South, who was not a Northern man. The few Uni-
tarians and Universalists at the South, are nearly all im-

ported from the same quarter. We have a good many
infidels, as every part of the world has, but they have
never been able to form a body and an organization with
us, as they have at the North. It is notorious, too, that

gross religious fooleries and fanaticisrn, such as Mormon-
ism and others of its class, spring up and prosper there,

but do not exist and cannot succeed in the South. The
want of a dense population, with its attendant circum-

stances, may partly account for these facts ; but then,

that is to be ascribed to the existence of slavery. Besides,

the sparseness of population renders it more difficult to

aflect them by the institutions of the Gospel. So that the

present religious condition of the South has been secured

under this great disadvantage.

We do not wish to be understood as justifying every

thing connected with Southern slavery,—as maintaining
it to be the best conceivajjle state of human society,—or

as denying that any evil results from it. Any man might
be justly reckoned mad, who would take such positions

with regard to any institution in the world. The ques-

tion is not as to what, in the general, or at the North, is

the best form of civil and social institutions ; but what is

best here, at the South, under present circumstances?
We have three millions half savage Africans, interspersed

through all the South, who have never been any thing

but slaves. What shall we do with them ? That is the

momentous question. Would freedom be to them a bless-

ing and benefit? Are they competent to enjoy it? Would
it make them better, happier, or. more useful ? Granting
it would be better for them to be emancipated, would it

be better for the six millions of whites? Granting that it

is better for the North to be free from slavery, it is still a

question whether it would be so for the South. Granting
that slavery is an injury to the wealth, morals, civiliza-

tion, and religion of a country, it does not follow but that
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in the peculiar situation of the Southern States, it has
been an advantage in all these respects. And it is still a
further question whether emancipation would prevent
that injury—or rather, we should say, it is not a question.

It is palpably plain that three millions of semi-barbarians
intimately mixed with the people of the South, would be
an intolerable curse, in any relation but that of slaves.

—

But why, we are asked, do you not adapt your system to

their gradual civilization ? We reply again, our system
is havmg that effect as rapidly and as successfully per-

haps as possible. The main hindrances have been forced

on us by the madness of abolitionists. But we reply fur-

ther that we believe the negro race is incapable of an
improvement which will qualify it to live on terms of

equality with the white. 4t any rate such a result is not

attainable within a period which it is practicable to fore-

see, or to provide for. The only alternative is an entire

separation of the two races, or slavery. The first is im-
possible. The second becomes a sacred and solemn duty

—

just, and right, and good.

With such convictions it is not surprising that the

South should be deeply grieved and alarmed by the mea-
sures of the North, as depicted in the address of the

Southern members of Congress. This address is a calm
but solemn and resolute declaration of the rights and du-
ties of the South. It sets forth the chief aggressions of

the North, perpetrated and threatened with their fearful

consequences to the Southern States, if not arrested.-—

The rights of the South, to the service of the slaves, was
guaranteed by the Constitution. It expressly provided,

for example, that if a slave escape, and take refuge in a
free State, he shall be delivered up on claim of his own-
er. Nothing could be more express than this provision.

It was unanimously adopted by the Convention which
framed the Constitution, solemnly ratified by the free States

when they adopted it, and has been confirmed by repeat-

ed decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States.

And yet it is openly resisted and violated, and in effect

nullified and abrogated, by the free States. An attempt
to recover a fugitive slave, is met with resistance in every
form ; resistance from the laws of the free States, from
Judges and Magistrates, and when these tail, from mobs,
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force, and violence. A master cannot regain possession

of his slave without the hazard of insult, heavy pecuniary-

loss, imprisonment, and even of life itself. A citizen of

Maryland was killed in an effort to enforce his claim to

a slave, under this provision. Some of the free States

have gone so far as to pass laws making it a penal of-

fence for any officer or citizen of those States to assist in

executing this article of the Constitution. The subject,

therefore, assumes the grave aspect of a flagrant violation

of the Constitution—of the fundamental terms, conditions,

and provisions, under which the Union was formed.

Citizens of the North have moreover pursued, for fifteen

years, a system of measures with the avowed design and
tendency to subvert the institutions of the South, and rob

us of the peaceful possession and benefit of our property.

By the constant agitation of the subject, petitions to Con-
gress, circulation of inflammatory and seditious publica-

tions in the South and among the slaves, combinations

and societies to promote abolition, secret organizations to

aid the escape of slaves, and secret emissaries in the

South itself, they have endangered the domestic tranquil-

ity, property, lives, and the very existence of the South.

We hold that if we have the right to own slaves, as guar-

anteed to us by the Constitution, and sanctioned by the

North itself, we have the right to hold them in peace and
quietude, free from disturbance, direct or indirect. Such
aggressions, between independent nations, would be just-

ly considered as cause for war. And if any State cannot
or will not restrain its citizens from such trespass on the

safety of another, it becomes itself responsible. When
the Union and Confederation of the States is taken ad-

vantage of, the more successfully to perpetrate it, it rises

from an injury to an outrage, and adds to injustice a vio-

lation of good faith. And when the Union and the Con-
stitution fail to secure the ends for which they were
established, one of which was " to ensure domestic tran-

quility^^' they cease to be not only desirable and useful,

but binding and obligatory. This last is the point to

which the South is in danger of being driven—reluctant-

ly, sorrowfully, and in despair. But on the head of her

cruel and infatuated adversaries will lie the shame and
the guilt.
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The wrongs we have mentioned might have been
borne. We would have contended against them, as best

we could. But the lust of power, and the spirit of ag-
gression have invaded our Federal legislation ; and
Congress, our last protector, threatens to become the en-
gine of our oppression, and the agent of our ruin. The
House of Representatives have eiitertained propositions

denying the right of property in slaves
; to prohibit slavery,

and the selling and buying of slaves in the District of

Columbia; to admit slaves to vote on the question of
their own emancipation

;
and to abolish slavery in all the

forts, magazines, arsenals, dock yards, and other public

buildings belonging to the United States, including of

course those within the slave States. Some of these pro-

positions obtained a majority in the House, and all of

them were sustained by a large number of votes. Con-
gress passed a bill prohibiting slavery in the territory of

Oregon. And as that institution did not exist there, and
certainly never would, why was such a bill enacted un-
less as a wanton, unnecessary exercise of power, to in-

sult and degrade the South? And now to crown and
consummate the whole, as the next act of injustice and
oppression, the North unanimously avows its fixed resolve

to prohibit slavery in every part of the new territory ac-

quired from Mexico, to prevent the formation of any more
slave States, and thus virtually to rob the South of all

share in that large and valuable country, to exclude our
citizens from its settlement, and appropriate all of it, to

the last inch, to their own use. We solemnly declare

this to be a wrong and an outrage unparalleled in the

history of Christian nations, and protest against it in the

name of all honor, justice, right, and good faith. It is

useless to say these territories are open to our occupancy,

if we choose to enter them without our slaves. We can-

not enter them unless we can take our property with us.

Of what value would the land be without the labour ne-

cessary to cultivate it ? To exclude our property and
labour, is in effect to exclude us. In the war with Mex-
ico, by which these territories were acquired, the South
contributed far more than her full share of men, to say
nothing of money. With little more than half the white

population of the North, she furnished about double the
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number of volunteers. Her soldiers, to say the least, bore
an equal part in the dangers of every campaign, and ren-

dered equal service on every field of battle. On all prin-

ciples of right, equality, and justice, therefore, she is en-

titled to participate fully in tlie results of the contest.

—

But now she is forbidden to place her profane feet on the

soil won by the valour, and wet with the blood, of her
gallant sons.

Our Government is a confederation of distinct, sover-

eign, and independent States. To them the Territories

belong as common property. The States are joint own-
ers and co-partners : and each is entitled to its proportion-

al share of the common property. It is a fundamental
principle in our Constitution, that the States are equal in

rights and dignity. Therefore, for one portion of the

confederacy to appropriate to itself the whole of a com-
mon property, is an act of robbery. It subverts the basis,

and destroys the very nature and character, of the Union.
It annihilates the equality of the confederates, and sinks

the excluded portion to the condition of inferiors and
subjects. The North may think slavery the wickedest
and worst institution that ever disgraced humanity. But
they formed the Union with us when we were slavehold-

ers, recognised the righ^t of slavery, and guaranteed us

equal rights in the confederacy, notwithstanding. And
now to make slavery a pretence for this wholesale plun-

der, is a flagrant and barefaced violation of honour, jus-

tice, good faith, and constitutional rights.

The South, and particularly Mr. Calhoun, who is un-
derstood to have written the Address, have been charged
with wishing Congress to extend slavery. But this doc-

ument takes the ground that Congress has the right

neither to restrict nor to extend that institution. It would
be as unjust and unconstitutional for Congress to4iscrim-

inate in favour of the South, as against it. Congress is

bound to hold an even, impartial way—dealing fairly,

justly, and equally with every portion of our great repub-

lic. What we contend for is, that Congress should let

the matter alone—should not prohibit us from entering

the territories of the United States, because we are slave-

holders—that our property should not be excluded while

that of others is admitted—that we should not be in fact
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disfranchised of a privilege in our own country which is

allowed to all others, citizens and foreigners, without
discrimination as to character, profession, or colour—any
body, every body, may freely enter and remain, we only
being excluded. The position of the South is defensive.

We have insisted on no positiv^e act to which the North
objects. The celebrated Missouri compromise was adop-
ted by the almost unanimous vote of the North. We
were willing to extend the line it established between
the free and slave States, to the Pacific Ocean, and abide

by it. The North refused, and repudiated its own com-
promise. We proposed to let the whole matter alone,

and leave it to be decided by the territories themselves,

when they came to form State Constitutions and seek
admission to the Union. The North refused that. We
offered to leave the right of slavery in the territories, to

the decision of the Supreme Court ot the United States.

The North refused that ; what more can we do 7 The
North will agree to no compromise, make no concession.

Her unbridled lust demands all, every thing. The lion's

share will not content her. The remembrance of the

past, hallowed by so many tender and glorious associa-

tions in the history of our common country,—the solemn
compacts of the Constitution,—the earnest appeals of the

South to her honour, her justice, her generosity, and her

brotherly kindness,—all seem powerless to arrest her pur-

pose. The value of the prize has awakened her remorse-

less avarice, and she resolves, eager and insatiable, to

seize the whole. We quote from Mr. Fisher ;

" When the North American colonies confederated for resist-

ance to Great Britain, the territorial area of the Southern por-

tion of them was 648,202 square miles—that of the Northern

only 164,081, or about one-fourth as large. Virginia alone had,

by Royal charter, the whole Northwestern territory in her limits,

and during the war had confirmed her title by the patriotism

and valour of her own citizens—who rescued even Illinois from

British power. But before the present Constitution was formed,

Virginia, with a magnanimity almost infatuated, had ceded to

the confederacy, for the formation of free States, the whole

Northwestern territory, now constituting the States of Ohio, In-

diana, Illinois, Michigan, and Wisconsin, containing 261,681

square miles, and making the territory of the free States rather
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more than that of the slaveholding. The" object of this cession

and the ordinance of 1787 was to equalize the area of the two

sections. The acquisition of Louisiana in 1803, added 1,138,-

103 square miles to our territory, of which, by the Missouri

compromise, the South obtained only 226,013 square miles, or

about one-fifth—the other four fifths, notwithstanding it came to

us as a slaveholding province, were allotted to the North, which

thus had acquired more than 700,000 square miles of territory

over the South. Florida and Oregon were acquired by the trfaty

of 1819, by which the South got 59,208 square miles, and the

North 341,463, making the North about 1,000,000 of square

miles the most. In 1845 Texas was annexed, which added on-

ly 325,520 square miles to the South, even if all Texas were in-

cluded. In 1 848 we obtained 526,078 square miles more in the

territories of New Mexico and California. And now the North

claims the whole ofthisalso—and not only this but half of Texas

besides, which would make the share of the North exceed that

of the South nearly 1,500,010 square miles—a territory about

equal in extent to the whole valley of the Mississippi, and leav-

ing the South only about 810,812 square miles, while the North

retains 2,097,124, or nearly three-lourths of the whole! And
this, too, when the South contributed her full share of the men
and money by which the whole territory was obtained. In the

Revolutionary war the South furnished an average of 16,. 14

men in each year, and the North 25,875, which nearly corres-

ponds with their- respective iiumber of citizens, and that, too, al-

though the war was waged chiefly against the large cities of the

North—cities being in war the most tempting and the most vul-

nerable points of attack. In the war with Mexico the South sup-

plied two-thirds of the volunteers which constituted three-fourths

of the entire force employed The revenue by which these wars
have been supported, the public debt paid, and the price for the

territory furnished, has been raised chiefly by duties which have
notoriously operated designedly and incidentally to promote the

industry' and capital of the North, and to oppress those of the

South.
" If, after all this, the South should submit to be plundered

of her share of the territory now in dispute, when, as an agri-

cultural people, she requires her full proportion, she would be

recreant to her interests, her power, her right, her honour, and
her fame—recreant to her history and her destiny."

There is another view of this subject, which js well

calculated to excite the greatest alarm in the South. By a
provision of the Constitution, a majority of three fourths
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of the States can alter and amend it at their pleasure.-^

The effect of excluding the South from all share in the

territories, will very soon be to create more than that ma-
jority of free States. We shall then be in a helpless and
hopeless minority. The Constitution will no longer fur-

nish the shadow of protection to our rights and institu-

tions. The free States will possess the power to modify
and change it at their will. They can so amend it as to

give Congress the power, at once, to abolish slavery in

the Southern States themselves, and at a single blow to

demolish every trace of its existence. This is the dread-

ful issue to which the course of the North directly tends.

We cannot doubt such is the ultimate design of many
anti-slavery leaders. And we call on the South, earnest-

ly and solemnly, to contemplate the gulf to which they

are driven. It is an abyss without a bottom, and dark as

the pit of hell; full of all calamities, and resounding with
the cries of despair. Some may think the question of

excluding slavery from the ter itories, not worth a na-

tional struggle. In itself it may be so. But in its con-

seciuences it involves all we value. If carried by the

North, it will undoubtedly lead to the extermination of

that institution where it now exists. The way to ac-

complish this is plain and easy. The North, in fixed and
unscrupulous determination, has entered on that way.

—

It may be thought that her sense of justice, o** at least

her humanity and mercy, will prevent the consumm£.tion
of so dire a purpose. We point to the past, and ask
what ground does that afford for such a hope. He little

understands the nature of fanaticism, and the love of

power, who thinks to limit their excess by the claims of

justice or mercy. It is a fact, too, that the controlling

political power of the North is falling into the hands of

its increasing mass of ignorant, debased, radical, and
corrupt populace, who are insensible to such motives, and
know no boundary to their violence but the want of

power. They are deeply infected with radicalism and
the doctrines of French communism. They are oppress-

ed with want and toil, and sore distress. They are driven

by all the passions of human nature in its worst estate.

—

They are inspired with all the energy of Anglo-Saxon
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blood. They have scented the prey, and pitiless as fam-
ished wolves, they have sprung to the chase.

There is another aggression threatened by the North,

which we should not overlook. That is, to prohibit what
they call the internal slave trade—or the transfer of slaves

from one slave State to another. This is proposed to be
done under cover of that clause of the Constitution which
authorized Congress to forbid " the migration or importa-

tion" of slaves after 1807. Northern men have the folly,

or wickedness, to contend that under the word " migra-

tion," is included all removal of slaves from one State to

another. Argument against such perversion is plainly

useless. Mr. Madison, the highest possible authority, in

a letter to Mr. Monroe in 1820, wrote :
" I have been tru-

ly astonished at some of the doctrines and declarations

to which the Missouri question has led
;
and particularly

so at the interpretation of the terms ' migration or impor-

tation.' " " Judging from my own impressions, 1 should
deem it impossible that any one who was a member of

the general Convention could favour an opinion that the

terms did not exclusively refer to migration and importa-

tion into the United States. ^^ This will strike every can-

did mind as the true meaning of that clause. And to

make it the ground of prohibiting the free transfer of

slaves within the United States, would be a wresting of it

as monstrous as it would be glaring. Yet this extremity
of anti-slavery outrage is seriously advocated, and will

probably be soon attempted. The object is by crowding
the slaves together where they are to render them value-

less, and thus to hasten emancipation.
We have now given the leading topics and suggestions

of the Address, with occasional thoughts of our own. If

any of our readers have not perused it for themselves, we
earnestly entreat them to do so as soon as possible. Calm
and dispassionate in manner, eminently Southern and
patriotic in spirit, and free from all bias of party, it con-

tains matter well worth the attention of every citizen of

the South. It is signed by forty-eight members of Con-
gress, of both political parties, and comes in the imposing
form of a solemn warning from those we have appointed

to be the guardians of our rights and interests.

The South is often blamed for its violence and ultra-
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ism on this subject. But it is easy for those whose inter-

ests are not so vitally concerned, to preach to us of calm-
ness and sobriety. Let not the madman, scattering fire-

brands, arrows, and death, exhort his neighbours to be
cool and quiet. Our domestic tranquility, our property,

our civil institutions, our lives, our very existence as
bodies politic and social, are endangered. Our rights un-
der the Constitution, our political equality, our indepen-

dence, and finally our right to govern ourselves, are at

stake. And the people who thus peril every thing we
value as men, rebuke our indignation and even our anx-
iety. Is it for the children of those who, rather than
submit to a paltry tax unjustly imposed, dissolved the

political bonds which united them with England, and
warred for independence to the death, to exhort us to be
patient and quiet under injustice and oppression 7 The
spirits of their fathers rise from a hundred battle fields to

chide into silence their degenerate sons. Suppose the

South had the majority in Congress, and were to proclaim
l^r intention to establish slavery in every portion of the

Sw territory. What would be the feeling of the North,

from Maine to Iowa? one of indignation, scorn, and
defiance. Those who talk to us of calmness and mode-
ration, now, would then be quick to repel injustice with
fierce and resolute resistance. And most righteously.

They would be unworthy of the name of American free-

men, and deserve to be oppressed and degraded, if they
could do otherwise. We are accused of most atrocious

sin and crime in holding slaves, and in our treatment of

them stigmatized as infamous, held up to the contempt
of the world, refused Christian communion, excluded
from pulpit and sacramental table, and harassed by an
agitation which threatens with dread and disturbance

every home and fireside in our land—and yet we are re-

proved for being too sensitive and excited. Our secure

and peaceful homes are transformed into magazines of

explosive combustibles, and while our brethren fling into

them firebrands, they tell us to be calm and still. Every
attempt to resist, or even remonstrate, is regarded as lit-

tle less than treason, and clamoured down as tending to

bring about disunion. The South loves the Union, and
will not dissolve it till driven to the last extremity. But
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when it fails to secure the ends for which it was estab-

lishe'i, when its finidameutal terms and principles are an-

nulled, when it is no longer upheld in justice and equality,

when it becomes the source of wrong and oppression and
danger, it cannot and ought not to be maintained. The
South has endured much, and will endure moie, to pre-

serve it. But to expect her to sacrifice to that every thing

she values, is too much. They are the enemies of the

Union, who disregard its conditions and compacts—who
make it subservient to the ioterestsof a section—who use

it to annoy and endanger a portion of the confederacy

—

who compel us either to dissolve it, or to submit to meas-
ures which we deem unjust, unconstitutional, and
utterly ruinous to our welfare. The South will glad-

ly make concessions if any are made to her. She
will consent to any fair and honourable compromise. We
know her mind and spirit, when we say this. She
does not wish the North to dishonour herself by yield-

ing to any act of injustice, or unfair demand. But
tamely to let herself bo dragged to the precipice whi

Itlies before her, we believe in our conscience she oug
not, and trust she never will. When the alternative is

presented either to be hurled from its brink, or risk the hor-

rors of disunion, we canno^long debate which of the two
to choose. Either is fearful to think of But it is better

to perish, if perish we must, contending for our rights,

than to die like cowards, basely submitting to wrong. If

they would hear us we would implore our Northern bre-

thren to pause, ere they consumate their purposes. We
could even pray them with tears, that we may be spared
the dreadful necessity about to be imposed upon us. Do
they think we have not the spirit of American freemen,
nor even the instincts of men? We know the North is ac-

customed to regard the remonstrances and warnings of the

South as empty bravado. But if we have not utterly mista-

ken the feelings of our people, there is truth and meaning
in the language they utter on this subject. In this matter
we have no party or division. We are of one mind and
one heart. The first ebullition of excitement has passed
away, and we have settled down in the firm resolve of

men who are ready to act. We are in fact calm and quiet

at last, but it is the tranquillity of those who are prepared
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and determined. We do not mean to threaten. We un-
derstand the temper of the North too well to attempt that.

But we wish them to understand the posture of the South

—

not to be deceived by appearances—not to argue from the
past—not rashly to involve us in a struggle which must
end in our common dishonour and ruin. We wish we
could disabuse their minds of another mistake. It is com-
monly supposed at the North, that there is a large party
at the South secretly opposed to slavery. This is a grand
delusion. We do not believe there is a man of us who
doubts the lawfulness and expediency of the institution,

under present circumstances. We know of none. There
are some who do not think it the best possible condition of
society—who if they could with a wave of the hand trans-

form the state of things at the South, changing the ne-
groes into intelligent, christian freemen, and translating

them to Africa, and preserving the white population from
the disastrous results of such a revolution, would do it to-

morrow. But these mere theoretical views leave them
still practically defenders of slavery. And when the
worst camns to the worst, even these will be found heart
and hand with their own brethren against the world, -ah

There are some who will find fault with the appear-

ance of such an article as the present in the pages of this

Review. We have honest and honoured brethren at the

North who will tell us we ought to pour oil on the trou-

bled waters. Our object is peace ; but we frankly declare

it is peace on terms of right and justice. We know not

how to obtain it but by making known the convictions,

feelings, and determinations of th(5 South. If these are

understood we have a faint hope they will be respected.

There are times when the duties of the citizen and the

duties of a Christian blend and combine—when even the

Minister of religion must assert his political rights and the

rights of his country. At certain junctures patriotism and
religion become one and the same. Such was the case

in the days of our revolution. Such we solemnly believe

to be the case now. Not to speak out for the South, not

to act with her and for her, not to identify ourselves

with her in this question, would in our view be as re-

creant to our duties as Christians, as it would be to our

obligations as citizens. And we can assure both North
Vol. III.—No. 3. - 48
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and South that the religious communities of these South-
ern States will in this controversy make common cause
with their fellow citizens. We have not found a dis-

senting voice or a wavering heart among them all.

They are ready.—lu fact the Christian people of the

South, are the South—they constitute the great mass and
body of the people—they embrace the greater part of the

wealth, influence, and intelligence of the country—it is

their rights, property, lives, and cherished institutions

which are endangered. They are ready, therefore, to risk

all to save all. They are ready to take the front rank in

the time of need. They are ready in the name of the

Lord, with a conscience void of oflence, and with prayers

for those who vilify and wrong them, to do all their coun-

try can expect of faithful citizens. And in connection

with this point we wish, plainly but kindly and respect-

fully, tp suggest to a portion of our Southern fellow-citi-

zens what we regard as a very important consideration.

We are sorry to know that in a few instances, well meant
efforts of Southern Christians to teach our slaves the doc-

trines and duties of the Gospel, have met with discourage-

ment and opposition. We admit the South has a right to

be jealous and watchful on this subject. But certainly

when such attempts are made by Southern men, fully

identified in conviction, sympathy, and interest with the

South, they have a right to the confidence of the commun-
ity. Nothing could be more destructive to the union, har-

mony, and strength of the South, or more dangerous to the

permanence of slavery, than to alienate the minds of

Southern Christians from that institution, or to bring their

religious convictions into conflict with the policy of the

South. But this will be the inevitable result of prevent-

ing or obstructing their efforts to christianize our slaves.

Under all their imperfections, and under all the differen-

ces of denominations, lie a deep conviction of sacred duty,

and an earnest desire, to preach the Gospel to every crea-

ture. They feel that their obligations to God. paramount
to all others, imperatively require them fully and faith-

fully to teach religion to the slaves. They believe not

only that the Bible sanctions slavery, but that the tenden-

cy of its teaching is to make the slaves more docile, obe-

dient, faithful, contented and profitable. Wherever the

experiment has been fairly made by competent persons,
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(and they can point to examples,) such has been the re-

sult. They are ready to maintain the rights of the South,
therefore, against any and every aggression, but they in-

sist, they must insist, they feel bound by the highest and
holiest principles which govern the hearts ofmen to insist

on their right to christianize the slaves. While they guide
their plans and efforts within the laws and statutes of the
country, they cannot consent to be hindered or forbidden.

Any attempt for this purpose would instantly bring con-

victions of duty as Christians into collision with their po-

sition as defenders of slavery. It would place them in a
dilemma \V^here they must sacrifice either their conscien-

tious and religious convictions, or their attachment to a
civil institution. And it needs no prophet to tell us the

result when the religion of a people is arrayed against a
political and social establishment. For the sake, therefore,

of our common country and common interests, we entreat

our fellow citizens to be tender and cautious in this mat-
ter—to respect the conscience of Southern Christians—to

confide in the fidelity of the Southern Churches to South-
ern rights and institutions. They have studied this sub-

ject in all its bearings. They are anxious to do their duty
both to God and to their country, and earnestly desire

that their obligations m these two respects should not be
made incompatible. They pledge their lives, and for-

tunes, and sacred honor to the South. And in return

they ask that no measures on the part of their fellow citi-

zens shall compel them to choose between opposition to

slavery and unfaithfulness to conscience and to God. We
have thought it best to say this much, and to say it plain-

ly. It is important for us to understand each other. We
must respect the sentiments and feelings, every party of

all the others. There must be reciprocal concessions, and
indulgence, and moderation, and tenderness. Discord

and divisions among ourselves will be suicidal. The day
of our doom will have come, when we meet each other in

a strife of conscience or of interest.

We are sorry to confess that a very few persons seem
to believe that to give the institutions and blessings of the

Gospel to the slaves, will destroy slavery,—that it will

so enlighten and improve them as to lead to speedy and
successful insurrection. We can regard this as nothing
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less than infidelity, and it lands us at once in the conclu-

sion that Christianity and slavery are incompatible. If

the Gospel be true, then it is best for all men,—will make
any and every class better and happier,—and all men
ought to have it. If it be inconsistent with our institu-

tions, then either it is false, or they are wrong ; and we
must give up the Bible, or condemn slavery. Hence re-

solved to maintain slavery at all hazards, these men de-

nounce every effort to teach the negroes the duties and
doctrines of the Gospel. They are at one extreme and the

abolitionists at another. Make the masters Christians,

say the abolitionists, and they will not hold slaves. Make
the slaves Christians, say the infidels, and they cannot be

kept in slavery. Between these two the Churches of

Christ in the South take their stand. With the Bible, the

word of invincible and eternal truth, will they overcome
both the one and the other. From the fury and madness
of abolition, they calmly appeal to the word and to the

judgment seat of the divine master. Against the unbelief

of infidelity they oppose the faith and fruits of the Gos-

pel. If the arguments of reason, the dictates of common
isense, the facts of experience, and the truths of Scripture,

prevail nothing with the blindness of the first or the doubts
of the second, they can onl^y take their place by the cross

of our great God and Saviour, and proclaim their un-
changeable witness, their immovable purpose—saying to

abolition, "if the Gospel will abolish slavery, be content

!

we are doing all we can to abolish it, for we are doing all

we can to make master and slave Christians,"—and to in-

fidelity, Mreligion will destroy slavery, so be it !
" Wheth-

er it be right in the sight of God, to hearken unto you more
than unto God, judge ye. For we cannot but speak the

things which we have seen and heard."

Here we lay down our pen, wearied, and withal sad, even
as when we began. We have written in sober earnest, of-

times with a trembling and anxious heart, always in sin-

cerity and in the fear of God—whether with wisdom and
understanding, we cannot tell. We have handled topics

and principles which involve the destiny of nations, the

jaws of nature and Providence, and the high interests of

Christ's kingdom in the world. We have touched upon sub-

jects which move the deepest and strongest feelings of our
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heart. We shall not be surprised, therefore, if we have
spoken unadvisedly with our lips. We have desired to

do good—to our whole country, North and South,—our
common, our great, our happy country. But what our
writing shall avail we know not. We commit it to the

charity of our readers, and to the favour of God.

\

ARTICLE II.

Narrative of the United States Exfedition to the River
Jordan and the Dead Sea, hy W. F. Lynch, U. S. N.
Commander of the Expedition. With Maps and mi-
merous Illustrations. Philadelphia, Lea ^ Blanch-
ard, 1849, 8ro.

, It is a favourable indication in the present fluctuating

condition of the world, that so many persons, not invest-

ed with Ecclesiastical dignity, are lound directing their

attention to subjects vitally connected with the interests

of Christianity. In the wide field of research necessary

to be explored, in order to the establishment and illustra-

tion of the truths of the Bible, the Clergy are not left to

labour alone. The Almighty has wisely raised up those

who are more competent to the tasks which they have
assigned themselves, and who must be free from the

charge of priestcraft and design. To the stores of Orien-

tal and Biblical Literature, to the discussions of the

questiones vexatce in theological controversy, and to the

treatises on experimental and practical piety, the laity of

both sexes have added, and we trust will continue to add,

invaluable contributions. And if we are to credit the

statements of a contemporary,* high attainments in the

department of Biblical Literature, are, in England at least,

"an actual bar to advancement in the Church." And
thus a most potent obstacle is thrown in the way of de-

voting the talents of the Clergy to this important branch

North British Review, May No. 1849, p. 99.
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of learning, leaving the field open to the exertions of lay-

men, who have more leisure and more abundant means at

their disposal. "Episcopates, deaneries, and rich incum-
bencies," are studiously withheld from such men by the

Government, and conferred in preference on those who
have distinguished themselves in classical learning.

Whether it is in any degree from this cause, that so

many who have never been invested with the holy office,

are found turning their attention to sacred subjects, we
pretend not to say. Certain it is, that on this side of the

Atlantic, great proficiency in Biblical Literature must
ever go unrewarded, except here and there in a professor-

ship endowed for that purpose. The indefatigable stu-

dent must plod his weary way through toils and discour-

agements, with few to sympathize with him or appreciate

his acquirements; and with little to compensate him ulti-

mately, except the pleasures flowing from the knowledge
of the rich truths with which he has stored his mind.

It is not so in regard to works on practical and contro-

verted subjects. These catch the breeze of popular feel-

ing, find their way into every hamlet, and, to a much
greater extent, demonstrate the truth of the saying that
" the labourer is worthy of his hire."

Of the laymen who hg^ve lately appeared before the

world, on subjects intimately connected with the Holy
Scriptures, we might mention the Duke of Argyle on
Presbytery ; Layard, on Ancient Nineveh ; Smith, on the

Voyage and Shipwreck of Paul ; Buusen and Cureton,

on the Epistles of Ignatius ; and last, though not least,

the Expedition to the Jordan and the Dead Sea, by our
own indefatigable countryman, W. F. Lynch, of the

American Navy.
According to Lieutenant Lynch's own statement, he

had long entertained and cherished a desire to visit the

lands of the Bible. When a young Midshipman, and
one of that band who had the honour of escorting the

great Lafayette back to his own country, he formed the

desire, which was almost a quarter of a century in reach-

ing its fulfilment. In that voyage, says he

:

" My previous desire to visit the land of the Iliad, of Alex-

ander, and of Caesar, became merged in an insatiate yearning

to look on the country which was the cradle of the human race,
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and the theatre of that race's mysteiious destiny : the soil hal-

lowed by the footsteps—and consecrated by the tomb, of the

Savior." p. 18.v,^. ...; •„ . .
~^/ •>.., :, ,:r:, 'yr-u ^--Vn,;";. j'n^-

Twice, at different intervals since that time, he was
disappointed in his expectations of making the intended

voyage. But at length, on the 8th day of May, 1848,

the town of Vera Cruz having fallen before the superior

power of the American arms, and there being nothing

left on the field of war for the Navy to perform, he pre-

ferred an application to the Hon. John Y. Mason, then

Secretary of the Navy, for a commission to visit and ex-

plore the region and waters of the Dead Sea.

This expedition was the more important, as such an
exploration had never been made by any travellers to this

region ; and many of the reports concerning it were mani-
festly, in a great degree, fabulous. A few individuals

only, of those who had visited the shores of the Dead
Sea, ever attempted to navigate it. And of these, two
enterprizing gentlemen, Costigan, an Irishman, and Lieut.

Molyneux, of the British Navy, died without being per-

mitted to give the results of their labours to the world,

—

the one, on the shores of the sea, and the other, soon after

leaving them. The extent of this mysterious water had
never been ascertained by any accurate measurement

;

and as the reports of different travellers show, their esti-

mates were all conjectural, and, as might be expected,

contradictory. To ascertain this, then, and the various

depths, and the nature of its bottom, by accurate sound-
ings ; and to prove, from geological research, that the

shores, bottom, and adjacent region, corroborate the truth

of the Scripture account of the overthrow of the Cities of

the Plain, was undoubtedly an important desideratum to

the Christian world.

On the 31st. of July following, Lieut. Lynch received

from the Navy Department a notice of a decision favor-

able to his application, accompanied by an order to com-
mence the necessary preparation for the expedition.

On the 2d. of October, he was ordered to the command
of the United States Store Ship, " Supply," which was
designed to carry stores to our naval squadron in the

Mediterranean. While the vessel was being prepared and
furnished for this duty, Lieut. Lynch procured the con-
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struction of two metallic boats, the one of copper, and the
other of galvanized iron, capable of being taken to pieces

and carried on the backs of camels across the country,

from the Mediterranean to the Sea of Gallilee. The ob-

ject of these strong vessels was to descend the fearful

rapids of the Jordan^ and to navigate the heavy waters

of the Dead Sea. But lest the reconstruction of the

boats, after being taken to pieces, might prove a failure,

he procured two low carriages of suitable proportions, to

transport, them as far as the Sea of Gallilee. In the

meantime, he shipped ten seamen for the crews of these

boats ; and it is a fact worthy of note, that these men, all

native born Americans, were men of strictly sober habits,

and pledged to abstain from all intoxicating drinks ; and
" To this stipulation under Providence," says our author,

" is principally to be ascribed their final recovery from the

extreme prostration consequent on the severe privations and
great exposure to which they were unavoidably subjected."

p. 14.

Associated with the commander, were Lieut. J. B.

Dale, and Passed Midshipman R. Aulich, both excellent

draughtsmen, and, in other respects, highly qualified to

assist in the expedition. And as the region designed to

be explored was in the Turkish dominions, Lieut. Lynch
was directed to apply, through Mr. Carr, our Minister at

Constantinople, to that government, for the necessary

permission- The wisdom of this course is manifest, as

this was a national and not a private expedition
; and by

an official permission from the Sultan, not only might
conflicts be avoided with the officers of his government
in the East, but aid and protection against the Arabs
obtained if necessary.

Having made the intended preparations, and being fur-

nished with an adequate supply of gum-elastic water-

bags for life preservers, arms, ammunition, instruments,

oars, tents, provisions, &c. the expedition set sail from
New York on the 26th of November, 1847. On the 19th
of December, they passed Cape Trafalgar, where the

English fleet met the united naval forces of France and
Spain, and the gallant Nelson fell ; and the same after-

noon brought them to anchor immediately abreast the

town of Gibraltar. Here, being alarmed by the appear-
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ance of the small pox among the crew, orders were forth-

with given to sail for Port Mahon, the principal rendez-

vous of our naval squadron in the Mediterranean. Port

Mahon, where they arrived after a boisterous sail of eight

days, is the chief town of the Island of Minorca, and is

believed to be the place where Hanibal took the oath of
perpetual enmity against the Romans. This place our
author finds serious fault with, as the winter rendezvous
of our vessels in that sea, both on account of its demoral-
izing influence on our crews, and the dangers to which
the squadron would be exposed, in the event of a war
with either France or England. Leaving Port Mahon,
after a tedious delay, on the 4th of February, 1848, and
touching at Malta, the scene of the shipwreck of the

Apostle Paul, with-it any occurrence of interest, the ves-

sel was anchoredf^ff the city of Smyrna, on the 16th of
the same month. . m;, t-^; ^ ^ /^ • i^?v

Here, after a delay of two days, our author, with his

companions, left the " Supply," and embarked in an Aus-
trian steamer for Constantinople, in the beautiful and far

famed harbour of which, called the " Golden Horn," they
awoke oi) the second morning after their embarkation.

This visit to the renowned city of Constanline, the first

Christian that ever wielded the empire of Rome, was,
principally, for the purpose of obtaining from the Turk-
ish government the firman, or permission, to pass through
the dominions of the Sublime Porte ; but many other ob-

jects of high interest presented themselves, of which our
limits will not permit us even a passing notice. Here the

party met with Dr. Davis, of South Carolina, at the head
of a model farm of two thousand acres, and an agricul-

tural school, the main object of which is the introduction

of the culture of the cotton plant into the Ottoman terri-

tories. This gentleman, who is no less favourably

known in his native State, sustains in the dominions of
the Sultan a very high character ; and, in the opinion of
Americans, Turks and Franks, is admirably qualified for

the position he holds. By Dr. Davis they were kindly-

entertained, and also by Dr. Smith, who fills the impor-

tant office of Geologist to the Ottoman government, to

whom they were indebted for many scientific suggestions.

The same kind attention was bestowed by Bishop South-

VoL. III.—No. 3. 49
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gate, and by the members of the " Evangelical Mission."

During his stay in Constantinople, Lieut. Lynch ob-

tained, through Mr. Carr, the honour of a presentation to

the Sultan. After the usual preliminaries of pipes and
coffee, the invariable Turkish welcome to a visitor, given

by ShefEe Bey, the chief secretary of the Sultan, he was
led across the court yard into a spacious hall, from which
two flights of stairs led to an elevated platform, adjoining

the audience chamber. Here an unexpected difficulty

occurred, which had well nigh prevented the gratification

of the expected audience. The chamberlain in attendance

objected to his sword, and demanded that he should lay it

aside, before being admitted into the royal presence. Lieut.

Lynch, however, with true republican independence, main-
tained that his sword was a part of the uniform of his

country ; and that as the audience was given him as an
officer of the United States, he could not dispense with it.

He inquired whether the custom had been complied with
by Mr. Carr and other officials, but in the mean time had
formed the resolution, without regard to precedent, not to

be admitted without it. The discussion was at last ended
by the secretary, who having probably referred the matter
to the Sultan himself, came forward and decided that he
should retain his sword. What followed we prefer to

give in the author's own words

:

" The discussion at an end, we ascended the stairway, which
was covered with a good and comfortable but not costly carpet,

and passed into a room more handsomely furnished, and more
lofty, but in every other respect of the same dimensions as the

one immediately below it. A rich carpet was upon the floorj a

magnificent chandelier, all crystal and gold, was suspended from
the ceiling, and costly divans and tables, with other articles of

furniture, were interspersed about the room ; but I had not time

to note them, for on the left hung a gorgeous crimson velvet cur-

tain, embroidered and fringed with gold, and towards it the se-

cretary led the way. His countenance and his manner exhibited

more awe than I had ever seen depicted in the human counte-

nance. He seemed to hold his breath, and his step was so soft

and stealthy that once or twice I stopped, under the impression

that I had left him behind, but found him ever beside me. There
were three of us in close proximity, and the stairway was lined

with ofl&cers and attendants, but such was the death-like stillness,

that I could distinctly hear my otu footfall, which, unaccustom-
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ed to palace regulations, fell with untutored firmness upon tlie

royal floor. If it had been a wild beast slumbering in his lair

that we were about to visit, there could not have been a silence

more deeply hushed.

Fretted at such abject servility, I quickened my pace towards
the curtain, when Sheffie Bey, rather gliding than stepping be-

fore me, cautiously and slowly raised a corner for me to pass.

Wondering at his subdued and terror-stricken attitude. I stepped

across the threshold, and felt, yet without perceiving it, that I

was in the presence of the Sultan.
'#* * * # # # 5|< * a^B

' " The room, less spacious, but as lofty as the adjoining one,

was furnished in the modern European style, and like a familiar

thing, a stove stood nearly in the centre. On a sofa, by a win-

dow, through which he might have looked upon us as we crossed

the court, with a crimson tarbouch, its gold button and blue silk

tassel on his head, a black kerchief around his neck, attired in a
blue military frock and pantaloons, and polished JFrench boots

upon his feet, sat the monarch, without any of the attributes of

sovereignly about him. - t; /. :.«..-. i^^ i >;

"A man, young in years, but evidently of impaired and delicate

constitution, his wearied and spiritless air was unrelieved by any
indication of intellectual energy. He eyed me fixedly as I ad-

vanced, and on him my attention was no less intently rivetted.

As he smiled I stopped, expecting that he was about to speak,

but he motioned gently with his hand for me to approach yet

nearer. Through the interpreter, he then made me welcome,

for which I expressed my acknowledgements."—^. 74

—

7Q.

During the interview, which was brief, Lieut. Lynch,
in the "name of the President of the United States," pre-

sented the Sultan with some biographies and prints, illus-

trative of the character and habits of our North American
Indians, the productions of American artists. These his

Sublime Highness received with manifest tokens of regard,

and with the assurance that he would treasure them as

mementoes of the good feeling of our government towards
him. His countenance, voice, and whole demeanour were
indicative of the extreme of mildness and gentleness of

disposition
; and as a token of his kindness, he expressed

to the Grand Vizier a desire to present his visitor with
some suitable gift. Lieut. Lynch replied that he would not

be willing to accept any present in return for that which he
esteemed so signal an honour, even if the constitution of
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his country permitted; and remarked in addition, that

more than any present he would prize the granting of the
firman. s, ..,* ^a^.

Thus ended the interesting interview between oiir tra-

veller, a subordinate officer in the American Navy, and
the ruler of the Ottoman empire

;
an honour never before

granted to any but officers of the highest rank. There
was one circumstance that was deemed worthy of re-

mark : neither in the court nor in the palace was there

seen a soldier ; and but for the obsequiousness of the nu-
merous attendants, the whole scene might have been taken
for a visit to a wealthy private gentleman.
Through the kind efforts of our Minister, Mr. Carr, the

firman was at length obtained, of which the following is

a literal translation

;

" Governors of Saida and Jerusalem ! Captain Lynch, of the

American Navy, being desirous of examining the Dead Sea
(Babr Lut,) his legation has asked for him, from our authorities,

all due aid and assistance.

" You will, therefore, on the receipt of this present order, give

him all due aid and co-operation in his explorations. Protect,

therefore, and treat him with a regard due to the friendship ex-

isting between the American government and that of the Sub-
lime Porte. '' ' ;:''. •-tr'*."' ..^.-, ' f'.";'.'W,!-i ^" 'y. h'.V^'r,S.\..

(Signed) Mustaphe Reschid Pascha, r.;

^ Grand Vizier.

" MusTAPHA Pasha, Governw of Saida.
^' Zarif Pasha, Governor of Jerusalem.

"Stambohl, March 7th, 1848."

The desired instrument having been obtained, Lieut.

Lynch and his companions lost no time in rejoining the
" Supply," and set sail for Beirut, on the coast of Syria, at

which place they arrived on the 25th of March.
At Beirut they were joined by Dr. Henry J. Anderson, of

New York, whose valuable services, both as a Physician
and a Geologist, were secured for the whole lour. He
was directed to proceed across the country, from this

place, for the purpose ofmaking a geological reconnoisance,

and if practicable, to join the caravan on the route from
Acre to Tiberias. Through the kindness of the Rev. Eli

Smith, of the American Board of Foreign Missions, they
secured the services of an intelligent young Syrian named
Ameuny, as dragoman or interpreter. An Arab by the
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name of Mustapha was also engaged to accompany them
in the capacity of cook. From Beirut the party sailed
along the coast southward, and passing Acre, landed near
the village of Haifa, at the base of Mount Carmel, on
which the prophet Elijah contended with the prophets of
Baal ; and to whose summit, on account of its graceful
form and verdant beauty, the head of the bride is compar-
ed in the Song of Solomon. ^

> Here, from the difficulties of preparation for a land jour-
ney to the Jordan, the men began to regard the expedi-
tion as any thing else than a " party of pleasure," as it

had been ilHberally termed by some of their countrymen
at home. The horses which were procured to draw the
boats were found to be miserable galled creatures, and for

the most part unaccustomed to the harness. Finding it

impossible to proceed in this manner, the boats and other
articles were sent by water across the bay to Acre, while
the empty trucks were, with difficulty, taken by land to
the same place. Near this place empty into the sea the
Nahr Muhutta, the river Kishon of the Old Testament,
and the Namaan, or Belus, near which Pliny says the
Phenician sailors discovered the mode of making glass,

by observing the alkali of the sea weed which they burn-
ed, uniting with the melted silex of the shore. At Acre
our voyagers beheld the " Supply" stand out to sea, with
feelings of deep solemnity, not knowing whether they
should ever be permitted to tread her decks again. And
in the mean time their difficulties were multiplied by
frightful reports of the hostilities of the Arab tribes on the

Jordan, and the exorbitant demand of the governor of

Acre, for furnishing them with necessary supplies and
protection. At this crisis, however, Lieut. Lynch was
fortunate in obtaining the friendship and assistance of a
celebrated Sheik of the Bedowin Arabs, named Akil Ayd,
and a deposed Sherif of Mecca, a lineal descendant of

Mohammed the prophet. To the influence of these two
men, the first of whom was termed the A.chilles, and the

other the Nestor of the expedition, Lieut. Lynch thought
it was owing, in some degree, that they were never attack-

ed by the Ar^s, during the time they were among them.

With these two distinguished Oriental chiefs, and fif-

teen followers of the Bedowin tribe, all well mounted, the
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party set out from Acre, on the 4th of April, on their jour-

ney toward the Sea of Galilee. Finding it impossible to

obtain the requisite supply of horses, for the transporta-

tion of the boats and baggage, the novel experiment was
made of harnessing camels, which, to the great joy of the

travellers, proved triumphantly successful. •
'' '

- ^

" The metal boats, with flags flying, mounted on carriages

drawn by huge camels, ourselves, the mounted sailors in single

file, the loaded camels, the Sherifand the Sheik, with their tuft-

ed spears and followers, presented a glorious sight. It looked

like a triumphant march."—^. 146.

During this part of their journey they passed at a short

distance on their right the city of Nazareth, where the Sa-

viour spent the early years of his stay upon the earth, and
on their left, Cana of Galilee, the scene of the first mira-

cle. On the same day they encamped near the walled

village ofTuran, not far from which, at the foot of Mount
Tabor, three thousand French under command of Kleber
so gallently defeated nine times their own number of

Turks. In this village Lieut. Lynch, accompanied by
Akil and Sherif, was entertained by the Sheik with pipes

and coffee, the usual rites of hospitality among these peo-

ple, and here Dr. Anderson again joined the party.

Having now made an ascent of more than 1600 feet

above the plain of Acre, j^he Sea of Galilee, and the Ba-
shan mountains beyond, appeared in the distance. In
this region the dreary waste-like appearance of the tree-

less and houseless country, was relieved by the slopes and
valleys of unenclosed fields of grain, in which ragged
fellahin or Arab peasants were industriously engaged in

ploughing. A steep, rugged, and difficult descent brought
them at length to the sea, so frequently presented to view
in the history of the Son of God upon earth, and conse-

crated by so many of his wonderful works of benevolence
to man.
The indigenous wild flowers, mentioned by our author

thus far, are the scarlet anemone, the thorny shrub merar,
and the blue convolvulus, of which the latter is the most
abundant. Without the wallsof Haifa, he saw the carob
tree, which bears a hod or bean, resemblin^that of the ca-

talpa, supposed to be the "husk" spoken of in the parable
of the prodigal son. The prevailing rock along the route,
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is limestone ; but after passing the Lubieh, several speci-

mens of quartz and trap were found ; and on the elevated

plain which overlooks the sea, the trap appeared in nu-
merous scattered fragments, succeeded by huge boulders
down the descent, of which large masses crop out along
the shore.

Tiberias, (in Arabic Tubariyeh,) at which the party
arrived on the 6th of April, is a walled town of some
magnitude, on the borders of the sea of Galilee, remark-
able for having been laid in ruins by an earthquake in

1837, which destroyed 700 out of 2500 of its inhabitants.

Tiberias and Safed are the two holy cities of the Jews, in

the territories of ancient Galilee, as Hebron and Jerusalem
are in Judea. On a strip of land, where the heights re-

cede some distance from the waters of the lake, stands

the town of Tiberias, about half a mile in length. Its

wall, which was once near twenty feet high, is now stand-

ing only with breaches, just as it was left by the throes of

the earthquake twelve years ago.

Here the party rendezvoused, after a tedious and diffi-

cult journey over a broken and almost impassible region.

They had now reached the long wished for valley of the

Ghor, which was to be the principal scene of their opera-

tions. All the labours and difficulties, and tiresome de-

lays, which they had heretofore endured, were but pre-

paratory to the great object of the expedition. Now they
must encounter the fearful rapids of the Jordan, the dan-
gers of attack from the hostile tribes along the shores,

and the unknown perils of that mysterious sea, whose
history presents so conspicuous a view of the retributions

of God upon guilty men. They secured here a portion

of a building, not only for their accommodation during
their brief stay, but for the purpose of preparing their in-

struments, which they found uninjured by the roughness
of the road, for the expedition. On the shores of this

lake, where they remained four days, they ate delicious

fish, taken from the same water on which the fishermen

of Galilee so often toiled, the same species of the finny

tribe, perhaps, of which they caught at one draught, by
the command of the risen Saviour, "an hundred and fif-

ty and three." Having, with great difficulty, succeeded

in bringing the two metallic boats down the precipice from
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the mountain, they launched them on the same blue
wave on which the intrepid Peter, " beginning to sink,

cried, Lord save me," and where the God-man, in the ex-

ercise of his omnipotence, said to the winds and the

waves, " peace, be still." ^ . ^ d;, 'ir^-».;

A brief survey of the lake was all that the time would
permit to be made. The waters of the Jordan, now at

the Spring flow, were fast subsiding, and it was necessary

to make the descent before they sunk to the low water
mark, and while the vessels might pass over the numer-
ous obstructions that lay imbedded in the stream. The
bottom of this sea they ascertained to be a concave basin,

and at its greatest depth, twenty-seven and a half fath-

oms, (165 feet ;) but from abundant rains and rapid evap-

oration, the depth is always fluctuating. The water is

cool and sweet, and produces five species offish, all which,
as far as our travellers could ascertain, were very deli-

cious.

In order to assist them in the transportation of their

baggage down the Jordan, and on the Dead Sea, the

Commander purchased an old frame boat, and the only
one on the lake, which he fitted up and named the " Un-
cle Sam." The owners of the camels which were brought
from Acre, being unwilling to trust them further, it be-

came necessary to obtain another supply of these " ships

of the desert," in order to (farry the tents, provisions, and
other articles by land down the valley of the Jordan.

Here the party were visited by the Prince of the upper
tribes of the Jordan, who called himself "Emir Nasser
Arar el Guzzaway," who, from his prodigious alimentive

capacity, Lieut. Lynch thought better deserved the sobri-

quet of guzzle-away. He kindly proffered his friendship

and aid, and the hospitahties of his tribes, which were
gratefully accepted, and he accompanied the caravan
through his own territories.

Lieut. Lynch now assigned to each individual his own
special duties, rightly deeming that a proper division of

the labour would render its performance more expeditious

and more perfect. Mr. Dale, to whom was assigned the

command of the land party, was directed to take topo-

graphical sketches of the country through which he
should pass, and such other notes as he might be able.
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Dr. Anderson undertook his already allotted duties of

making geological observations, and collecting specimens.

Mr. Bedlow, who had joined the expedition at Constanti-

nople, was directed to note the aspect of the country, and
the incidents of the journey ; and to Mr. Francis Lynch
was assigned the herbaritim, and the duty of collecting

botanical specimens. Lieut. Lynch himself, taking com-
mand of the " Fanny Mason," one of the metallic boats,

took upon himself the task of noting '' the course, rapid-

ity, colour, and depth of the river, and its tributaries,

—

the nature of its banks, and of the country through which
it flowed—the vegetable productions, and the birds and
animals, with a journal of events." Mr. Aulick, who
commanded the " Fanny Skinner," the other metallic

boat, assumed the duty of sketching the topography of

the river, and its shores.

For the land party, under command of Mr. Dale, were
detailed Dr. Anderson, Mr. Bedlow, Mr. Lynch, Sharif,

Akil, Mustafa, and ten Bedawin Arabs, to act as videttes.

These were directed, for the safety of the expedition, to

keep as near to the river and the party in the boats, as the

nature of the country would permit. The report of two
guns, fired in quick succession, was to be considered an
indication of attack upon the boats, and a signal for them
to leave the baggage, and hasten with all speed to their

assistance.

All things being at length in readiness, both parties

took their departure from Tiberias, the one filing away
through its narrow and filthy streets, and the other bear-

ing down with flying colours over the smooth waters of

the lake, for the entrance into the Jordan. The river

party consisted of the two " Fannies," and the " Uncle
Sam," manned by Arab boatmen

;
the land party in all

of about thirty horsemen. In one hour and forty min-
utes from the time of embarkation, the boats had reached
the outlet of the sea, and entered the current of the river,

passing on their right the ruins of ancient Tarrichae, re-

marked by Strabo as being famous for salt fish. Here
the valley of the Ghor is about three-fourths of a mile in

width. The average breadth of the river is seventy-five

feet, the banks are rounded, and about thirty feet high,

decked with the scarlet anemone, the yellow marigold,

Vol. III.—No. 3. 60
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the water lily, and the asphodel, but destitute of tree or

shrub. In a few hours the boats came in sight of the

ruined bridge of Semakh, which is described as being

extremely picturesque. Here, from the fallen fragments

having obstructed the course of the river, it was with
extreme difficulty and danger that the boats were passed

over the rapids. The " Fanny Mason," which led the

way, dashed and hung upon a rock in the middle of the

stream, bonding and quivering from the violence of the

waves that dashed furiously against her, when the " Un-
cle Sam," unskilfully guided by her Arab crew, came
in collision with her ; but striking her accidentally

at a favourable angle, dislodged her, and both shot down
the rapids together. The " Fanny Skinner," drawing
less water, and having the advantage of an explored

channel, passed over without difficulty.

Having moored the boats safely on the right bank of

the stream, the crews proceeded to join their companions
again, who had already pitched their tents for the night

on an adjacent knoll, which overlooked the scene of their

recent perilous adventure. This was the first night spent

on the banks of the Jordan, which, after the fatigues of

the day, might have been appropriately given to repose,

but for the breaking loose of Dr. Anderson's horse, and
the plunging of the Bedawin horsemen in the river, on
their return from the residence of the Sheik of Semakh,
whither they had gone to enjoy a supper of mutton and
rice, which the Sheik, by a singular condition in his land
tenure, is bound to afford to all travellers.

Here the soil is a dark loam, covered with the purple

flowers of the thistle. There was found also the pink
oleander, the Adonis or Pheasant's eye, the Briony, the

Scabiosa Stellata, and two kinds of clover,—one of an
unusual variety, with a thorny head, and the other with
purple flowers,—and two specimens, which being entire-

ly new, were permitted, for the time, to pass unnamed.
On the next day, the 11th of April, the little vessels

were compelled to encounter a rapid, or succession of

rapids, no less dangerous than the " Jisr Semakh" of the

preceding day. Surrounded by strange Arabs, who might
have caused them serious trouble, the men were compell-

ed to unload the boats, and themselves in water up to
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their waists, to shoot them down the perilous descent,—

^

During this day they passed several other rapids, and late

in the evening reached the falls of Buk'ah, where they
encamped for the night. For the first time since entering

the Jordan, they found canes growing on its banks, and
also small trees, chiefly the Turfa, (tamarisk,) the Sifsaf,

(willow,) and tangled vines beneath. During this part of

their truly rough voyage, they killed an animal called by
the 4rabs, the water dog, having the form of a lobster,

the head of a mouse, and the tail of a dog. They saw
also the partridge, the owl, the heron, the snipe, the hawk,
the duck, and many other birds, some of them in great

abundance ; and besides, trout and other denizens of the

watery world.

The following days were passed much in the same
manner as the preceding, plunging down dangerous rap-

ids, at the imminent risk of both boats and crew, and
taking notes of the journey. The " Uncle Sam" found-

ered, leaving the two " Fannies" to complete the voyage,

evincing clearly that no wooden structure can be relied

on to navigate these tumultuous waters. Dr. Anderson
was despatched with an escort, to Um Keis, the Gadara
of the New Testament, for the purpose of making a geo-

logical reconnoisance, with directions to return to the camp
the same evening. On entering the territories of the hos-

tile tribes, by the advice of Akil, the land party crossed

the river, and proceeded down on the east side, while

their Arab friends remained on the west, keeping the boats

immediately between them. Eight days were employed
in descending this stream, any thing but pleasing to the

navigator, consisting of an almost uninterrupted succes-

sion of falls and rapids, and even more tortuous in its

course than the mighty father of waters of our own
country.

Nothing of importance occurred during the remainder
of the rough and perilous voyage, beyond what has al-

ready been noted. Toiling all day in the watery element,

and dashing over foaming cataracts at an angle of 60*^, and
spending sleepless nights of watching against surround-

ing foes, made the undertaking any thing but a pleasure

excursion, and required something more than the mere
spirit of romance, to induce the members of the expedi-
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tion to persevere. Twenty-seven dangerous rapids were
passed, and a number more of less note. In a distance of

little more than sixty miles in a direct line, between the

Lake of Genesereth and the Dead Sea, from its extreme
crookedness, the Jordan traverses a distance of 200 miles.

It flows between high banks, which form the terraces of

another and wider valley, terminating with the broken

and precipitous heights on both sides of the Gh6r.

The geological formation of this valley, from the Sea
of Tiberias to the Dead Sea, is distinctly ascertained to

be masses of silicious conglomerate, with occasional lime-

stone, which preponderates on approaching the Dead Sea.

Basalt is found ; also, duartz and Conglomerate, in the

bed of the river, covered with deposites of oxide ot iron

and manganese. The upper terrace on which the cara-

van travelled, averaged an elevation of about 500 feet

above the lower one, and at first was found covered with
fields of grain, but became more barren on descending
farther south.

Besides the botanical specimens already mentioned,

there were noted the dilbeh or plane tree, Zukkum or

wild olive, Acacia, oak, cedar, ghurrah, fragrant oleander,

crimson poppy, golden daisy, fennel, laurestinus, castor

bean. Bishas, a yellow, and Bughuk, a crimson flower,

the Kelakh resembling the,castor bean, and Several other

unknown varieties. Nearer the mou'h of the Jordan,
were found the Osher plant, bearing the apples of Sodom,
of which we shall speak further on, and the Nubkor Spi-

na Christi, of which the Redeemer's crown of thorns is

said to have been made. ,
- _ . .

Of the animal tribes, there are mentioned in addition,

bulbuls, swallows, pigeons, storks, gazelles
; and from the

tracks seen, the tiger is known to exist in the valley.

From the plains of Jericho, the caravan caught the

first glimpse of the Dead Sea and the mountains of Moab
beyond. And on the 18th of April the parties both start-

ed from the Pilgrim's Ford on the river where they ren-

dezvoused, by their appropriate routes, for Ain el Feshka
on the western shore of the Dead Sea. In descending
the river towards the entrance of this wonderful lake, fetid

odors were detected, supposed to arise from small streams
flowing in on the right and left banks. In less than three
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hours the boats passed out of the stream, and entered

upon the waters of the sea. At the mouth, the Jordan is

180 yards wide, and three feet deep, inclining towards the

eastern shore of the sea. A fresh wind blowing from
the northwest, welcomed the first entrance of the expedi-

tion, which soon increased to a gale ; and the sea rising

with the wind, the heavy laden vessels experienced as

much difficulty as they had done in descending the cas-

cades of the Jordan. " From the extreme density of the

water, it seemed as if their bows were encountering the

sledge hammers of the Titans, instead of the waters of

an angry sea." The spray arising from the foaming of

the briny waters, produced a prickly sensation wherever
it touched the skin, and was exceedingly painful to the

eyes, leaving incrustations of salt after its evaporation.—

•

Finding the dangers of the storm increasing, the party

made for the northern shore, with their " arms, coats, and
skins, coated with greasy salt; and their eyes, lips, and
nostrils smarting excessively." :, *^'v

" At times it seemed as if the Dread Almighty frowned upon
our eflForts to navigate a sea, the creation of his wrath. There
is a tradition among the Arabs, that no one can venture upon
this sea and live. Repeatedly the fates of Costigan and Moly-
neux had been cited to deter us. The first one spent a few
days, the last about twenty hours, and returned to the place from
which he had embarked, without landing upon its shores. One
was found dying upon the shore, the other expired in November
last, immediately after his return, of fever contracted upon its

waters." p. 269. . . _ .. • / .

,

But Heaven smiled more auspiciously upon our adven-
turers. The storm suddenly abated

;
and from the ex-

k|me density of the water, the sea as rapidly subsided.

AS if for the first time, permission was granted from on
High, to explore the mysteries of this scene of Divine re-

tribution, and reveal them to the world. And the same
Almighty Being who commanded peace on the Lake of
Genesereth, wielding the same unlimited control over the

elements, now as then, made them yield obedience to his

will. Pulling now swiftly over a calm sea, which only a
few minutes before was rolling in frightful billows, the
party hastened to join their companions of the caravan,

at the appointed place of rendezvous. They reached Ain
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el Feshka after some difficulty, and having partaken of
their evening repast, they retired, amid dust and fetid

marshes, to enjoy their first night of sleep on the shore of
the Dead Sea. How different this spot now, from what
it was before the crimes of its inhabitants called down
the avenging fires of Heaven upon it ! The valley, which
was " even as the garden of the Lord," is now only a
cheerless, barren waste, bearing evident marks of the

awful dealings of the Almighty with it. Nothing " lives,

moves, and has its being" in this divinely accursed water.

The only evidence of animal life, which had as yet ap-

peared, were a flock of gulls flying over, and some frogs,

croaking their nightly serenade to our weary travellers

on the shore.

In passing from the mouth of the river to their encamp-
ment at Ain el Feshka, a peninsula was discovered on
the north-western shore, which, on account of the low
narrow isthmus that connects it to the main land being
covered with water, has been taken by some for an island.

Thd northern shore is described as an extensive mudflat

;

the north-western a pure gravel bed, sloping gradually

from the mountains to the sea ; and the whole eastern

coast is a line of barren and rugged mountains, a part of

the Hauran range, which, beginning at a point south of

Damascus, runs southward beyond Bozrah in the land of

Edom. ^

From Ain el Feshka, the first encampment, two lines

of soimdings were taken, under the direction of Mr. Dale
and Mr. Aulick, the one directly across, and the other di-

agonally to a black chasm in the mountains, which prov-

ed to be the " Zerka Main," or outlet of the hot springs of

Callirhoe. In the direct line the greatest depth ascertainj^d)

was 690 feet. In the other line, running diagonally S. ff
a level plain was discovered at the bottom, extending al-

most the entire width of the sea, with an average depth of

1020 feet. The lead brought up from the bottom, at dif-

ferent soundings, blue mud and sand, and crystals of salt,

some of them perfect cubes.

From this place, where they remained two days, the ex-

plorers coasted southward to Ain Jidy, the Engedi of the

Old Testament, where David sought refuge from the fury

of Saul. Passing in their course eleven wadys or ravines,
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which break down through the precipitous heights of the

western shore, and several peaks which are carefully not-

ed, they hauled up the boats where the stream from the

fountain Ain Jidy descends from the mountain, and loses

itself m the plain below. This place, which was selected

as the home of the party during their future operations on
the sea, was called, in honour of the father of our coun-
try, " camp Washington."

"Instead of the fine grassy plain, which, from Dr. Robinson's

description, we had anticipated, we found here a broad sloping

delta at the mouth of dry gorges in the mountains. The surface

of this plain is dust covered with coarse pebbles and minute frag-

ments of stone, mostly flint, with here and there a nubk and some
ozier trees." "The whole aspect of the country, these few trees

and patches of vegetation excepted, was one incinerated brown.

The mountain, with caverns in its face, towered fifteen hundred
feet above us ; and one-third up was the fountain, in a grove of

Spina Christi. It was a spot familiar to the imaginations of all,—

-

the 'Diamond of the Desert,' in the tales of the crusaders." p.p.

290,291. . .
-

,

A little before reaching this place, an extensive ruin

was discoveied in the face of the mountain, consisting of

several caverns, defended by walls on the front and two
sides, evidently designed as a protection of the inhabi-

tants, against the intrusion of enemies without. And
here again were found apertures leading to the same kind

of subterranean recesses ; but from their situation now in-

accessible to man. And as this was in the wilderness of

Engedi, this excavation may be the very cave of Adul-
1am, where David, in deep despondency, cried, " I looked

on my right hand, and beheld, but there was no man
that would know me ; refuge failed me ; no man cared

for my soul." Similar excavations had been discovered

by the caravan the evening of their first approach to the

Dead Sea, all perhaps at some period, places of refuge for

the people of Israel from the violence of their enemies.

Here the same sulphureous odors greeted the olfacto-

ries of the voyagers as previously mentioned, arising not

from the heavy and bitter waters of the sea. but from the

fresh water streams that poured down the sides of the

mountains, and the mineral and vegetable matter on
which they fell.
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Being reinvigorated by supplies of fresh provisions,

brought by Dr. Anderson from Jerusalem, preparations

were made for an extensive and thorough survey of the

sea and its shores. ...iyv,

The first object to which their efforts were directed,

was the peninsula, connected with the Arabian shore, and
extending at its southern extremity, west, more than
three-fourths across the whole width of the sea. To the

northern point Lieut. Lynch steered in company with Dr.

Anderson. Of the peninsula there never had been a sur-

vey, nor indeed any description worthy of reliance. Seet-

zen, who travelled around the southern part of the sea in

1806, has it laid down on his map, but far from being correct.

Irby and Mangles traversed the whole of it in 1818, but

as their plan was drawn from memory, some months af-

ter leaving the place, a true picture of neither land nor
sea is given. Dr. Robinson, twenty years later, viewed
it from two points on the western shore, Ain Jidy, and a
high cliff near ez Tuweirah, and differs from our author
principally in supposing the southern point to be much
longer than it really is, with a considerable extent of wa-
ter between it and the eastern shore. This mistake of

Dr. Robinson is the more remarkable as it was within
about twenty days of the same season of the year, when
both observations were made, when the sea might well
be supposed to be about th^ same height ;—probably the

result of illusion. The breadth of the strait between the

peninsula and the western shore, which Irby and Man-
gles supposed to be only one mile. Dr. Robinson more
correctly estimated. By accurate measurement Lieuten-
ant Lynch ascertained the width to be about two miles.

The peninsula " is a bold, broad promontory, from forty

to sixty feet high, with a sharp angular central ridge

some twenty feet above it, and a broad margin of sand at

its foot, encrusted with salt and bitumen
;
the perpendic-

ular face extending all round, and presenting the coarse

and chalky appearance of recent carbonate of lime.

—

There were myriads of dead locusts strewed upon the

beach near the margin of the sea. The summit of the

peninsula is irregular and rugged
;
in some places show-

ing the tent-shape formation ; in others, a series of dis-

jointed crags. On the western side, the high peninsula,
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with its broad margin, extends to the southward until it

is lost in the misty sea. sji^^rv^m : ?^v? i*^ s^sf # - >ii«f>a

Dr. Anderson describes the peninsula as a loose calca-

reous marl, with incrustations of salt, and indications of
sulphur, nitre, gypsum, marly clays, &c. ; and the north-

ern extremity, which he estimates one-third higher than

I do, as chalky, with flints
; the texture soft and crumb-

ling.

There were a few bushes, their stems partly buried in

the water, and their leafless branches encrusted with salt,

which sparkled as trees do at home, when the sun shines

upon them after a heavy sleet. Such an image presented

to the mind^ while the frame was weltering with heat,

was indeed like

" Holding fire in the hand and thinking of the frosty Cauca-

sus." " Save the standing and prostrate dead trees, there was
not a vestige of vegetation." p.p. 297, 298.

Before leaving this part of the sea, Lieut. Lynch paid
a well deserved tribute of respect to the memories of his

two predecessors, by giving to the northern point of the

peninsula the name of "Point Costigan," and to the

southern, that of " Point Molyneux."
In the exploration of the southern part of the sea,

Lieut. Lynch was not able to find any ford, either by
soundings, or from the reports of the Arabs, as laid down
on Dr. Robinson's map, on the authority of Seetzen, Irby
and Mangles, and an Arab Sheik. This latter person af-

firmed to Messrs. Robinson and Smith, that he had him-
self forded the sea, some years before, from a point near
the pass Zuweirah to the south side of the peninsula.

—

Irby and Mangles state that they saw a caravan ford the

straits from the peninsula to the western shore ; and as

some of the beasts were asses, the water could not have
been very deep. But by accurate soundings, both these

places were ascertained to be beyond fordable depth.

On the southwestern shore of the sea, the celebrated

salt mountain of Usdum was discovered, which has, in

past ages, been the fruitful theme of exaggeration and
fable. This mountain, called by the Arabs, Hajr Usdum,
the " Stone of Sodom," was seen by Seetzen, and also by
Or. Robinson, whom the Arabs informed that it was com-

VoL. III.—No. 3. 51
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posed of rock salt, too bitter for culinary purposes, but

sometimes used as a medicine for sheep. > ^
" Soon after, to our astonishment, we saw on the eastern side

of Usdurn, one-third the distance from its north extreme, a lofty

round pillar, standing apparently detached from the general mass,

at the head of a deep, narrow, and abrupt chasm. We immedi-

ately pulled in for the shore, and Dr. Anderson and I went up

and examined it. The beach was a soft, slimy mud, encrusted

with salt, and a short distance from the water, covered with saline

fragments and flakes of bitumen. We found the pillar to be of

solid salt, capped with carbonate of lime, cylindrical in front,

and pyramidal behind. The upper or rounded part is about for-

ty feet high, resting on a kind of oval pedestal, from forty to sixty

feet above the level of the sea. It slightly decreases in size up-

wards, crumbles at the top, and is one entire mass of crystaliza-

tion. A prop or buttress, connects it with the mountain behind,

and the whole is covered with debris of a light stone colour. Its

peculiar shape is doubtless attributable to the action of the win-
ter rains. The Arabs had told us, in vague terms, that there

was to be found a pillar somewhere upon the shores of the sea
;

but their statements, in all other respects, were so unsatisfactory

that we could place no reliance upon them." p. 307.

It is much to the credit of our author, that he refrains

from all speculation upon this wonderful object, and is

content to remark that it " reminded us at least of the
catastrophe of the plainjP' Whether it is the identical

pillar into which Lot's wife was changed, on that dread-
ful morning when she turned to look back with a yearn-
ing heart upon the sinful pleasures of Sodom, or even
near the same spot, must ever be a matter of mere con-
jecture. The most probable supposition is, that it does
not stand in the way that leads to Zoar, whither the un-
fortunate woman was flying when she was firmly fixed
to the spot as a monument of God's wrath. This " little

one," to which Lot fled, and the mountains of Moab where
he afterwards dwelt with his two daughters, most proba-
bly lay in an eastern, and not western direction from the
scene of destruction.*

Vide Robinson's Researches in Palestine, &c. vol. ii. p. p. 480—481.
648—651.
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JThe whole of the southern sea is described as an un-
broken scene of desolation, commemorative of the re*

tributions of the Almighty visited upon its once guilty

inhabitants. It continues to shoal out,- as it approaches
the hills that bound it on the South, until it terminates

in a marsh of light coloured mud, wixh a smooth shjuipg
surface, - -^ \: ; >
While in this region, Lieut. Lynch and his companions

visited Kerak, the Capitol of Moab, where they found
about one thousand Christian Arabs, who are kept in a
state of most grievous oppression by their Mohammedan
neighbours. With them, they enjoyed a pleasing inter-

view, and parted from them with many demonstrations
of regret. Having been greatly reduced in worldly sub-

stance within the last seven years, by the sirocco and
locust, they made a pathetic appeal to their Christian

brethren in this more highly favoured land, for assistance

to complete a church, which has been for some time in

course of erection.

Returning from this visit, during which they narrowly
escaped an attack by the Arabs, the party severally visit-

ed the " Zerka Main," and Wady Mojeb, the Arnon of the

Bible, of which, as our limits allow us only a passing

notice, we must refer our readers to the volume itself.

Mr. Aulich was deputed to complete the topography of

the Arabian shore, and take bearings at the mouth of the

Jordan, while the commander himself returned to visit

Ain Turabeh, on the west. The survey being at length

completed, which occupied, in all, twenty-two days, pre-

parations were made for leaving this scene of laborious

and dangerous operation. During the time, the party

encountered three siroccos or burning winds, so hot as to

blister the skin wherever it was exposed to the blast. But
amid all the dangers and severe privations which they

suffered, the members of the expedition never allowed

their fortitude to fail, but persevered nobly to the comple-

tio;i of the arduous undertaking. And it is truly a mat-

ter of devout thankfulness to God, that no one of the

whole party was permitted to fall, after the manner of all

who had attempted the work before them. No case of

malignant disease occurred, and but one which kept its

subject from the performance of his ordinary duties.
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To attempt a minutely detailed account of the survey,

would extend this article beyond our limits. For the de*

sired information, we refer our readers to the volume itself,

aqd also to the niore elaborate and systematic work of

Dr. Robinson, with which our author, in the main, agrees.

With all the high commendation which is due to Lieut.

Lynch himself, for his truly noble zeal and self sacrifice,

we are constrained to say, that his work would have been

more acceptable to general readers, if it had partaken

more of the book, and less of the journal, form. But as

the writer modestly disclaims all pretensions to author*

ship, let us render him the meed of praise which he just-

ly merits. The woiic is just what it purports to be, a
journal of travel ; and furnishes data accurate, and to be

relied upon, for the future geographer, which had never
before been given.

The Dead Sea is now fully ascertained to be, by accu-

rate survey, a vast pool or lake, covering the whole val-

ley of the Ghor, to the heights on each side. The length

is about forty miles from the mouth of the Jordan to the

southern extremity. The width, which varies but little

at any place, is about nine miles. The body of the sea

lies almost due-north and south, the northern end being

a little east, and the southern, west of the same meridian.

Through the whole length, a current is perceptible in the

centre, doubtless from the impetus of the waters of the

Jordan, and backward currents near the shores, the wa-
ters deflected by the southern shore. The whole bottom
of the sea was ascertained to consist of two sunken
plains, the one, extending from the mouth of the Jordan
to the northern point of the peninsula, averaging a depth
of about thirteen hundred feet ; the other, which forms
the whole southern portion, js only, on an average, about
thirteen feet deep. At the distance of three-|ifths of the

whole length of the sea, froni the norther^ end, is Point
Costigan, the northern extremity of the peninsula, the
western side of which is about seven niiles in length,

approaching, at Point Molyneux, to within about two
miles of the Judean shore. The soundings indicated a
bottom of soft mud, blue, brown, gray and yellow, and
sand, with crystals of salt. The water of the sea is

perfectly inodorous
; and the reports of birds being unable
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to fly over it, on account of its noxious exhalations, clear-

ly proved to be fabulous. The fetid odors so often met
with, arise entirely from the marshes produced by the

streams that are precipitated down the sides of the moun-
tains, combining with the mineral and vegetable matter
existing there. That no living thing can exist in the

water is now conceded, and was tested by some of the

party, who made the experiment with fish caught in the

Jordan. And Lieut. Lynch, in a note, states that, " since

our return, some of the water of the Dead Sea has been
subjected to the action of a powerful Microscope, and no
animalculae, or vestige of animal matter could be detect-

ed." p. 377. The great buoyancy of the water, mentioned
by other travellers, is confirmed by our author, and would
naturally suggest itself to our minds, when we consider its

uncommon specific gravity. The four analyses laid down
in Dr. Robinson's work are, that of Dr. Marcet, of Lon-
don, 1807 ; Gay Lussac, of Paris, 1818 ; Prof. C. G.
Gmehn, of Tubingen, 1826 ; Dr. Apjohn, of Dublin, 1839

;

and are as follow, viz:—Dr. Marcet, 1211; Gay Lussac,

1228; Prof. Gmelin, 1212; Dr. Apjohn, 1153, distilled

water being 1000. The relative density ascertained by
Lieut. Lynch, was 1.13, distilled water being 1, con-

siderably less than the estimate of either of his predeces-

sors. The boats used, with exactly the same burthen,

drew one inch less water here than in the Jordan ; and
an egg, which would have sunk in the Mediterranean,

floated two-thirds above the surface. The same results

were obtained by bathing, as had been by previous ex-

periments. The opinion that it would not dissolve com-
mon salt was most conclusively exploded. While distill-

ed water dissolved 5-17 of its own weight of salt, that

of the Atlantic 1-6 ; the water of the Dead Sea held in

solution 1-11 of its own weight.

The body of the mountains, on both sides, is -limestone,

except Usdum, which is rock-salt. Specimens were
found of trap, tufa, red sandstone, flesh colored flints, car-

bonate of lime, and some others ; and Lieut. Lynch sus-

pects the existence of an abundance of the precious

metals.

The living creatures seen, both birds and beasts, were,
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generally, of a stone color, resembling the rocks on the
shores.

Of the varieties of plants, which appear only where a
fresh water stream falls into the bason of the sea, we
deem it necessary to mention only a few—the cane,

ghnrah, tamarisk, pistacha, the terebinth of Scripture,

date palm tree, acacia seyal which produces gum arable,

nubk the spina Christi of Hasselquist, and the osher or

apple of Sodom. This last, of which four jars were
gathered and deposited in the Patent Office at Washing-
ton, was then in bloom. The stalk grows from ten to

fifteen feet high, and from six to eight inches in diameter,

with a grayish bark, in longitudinal ridges, resembling

the sassafras. Its bloom is small, of a delicate purple

colour, and grows in clusters, its leaf dark green, resem-
bling the caoutchouc; when broken, the leaves and
branches discharge a white viscous fluid, like that of the

milk weed, which the Arabs call leben-osher, (osher milk)

and regard as a cure for barrenness. The fruit, when
ripe, is yellow, and resembles a large orange, hanging in

clusters of three or four together. On being pressed, it

explodes with a puff, leaving in the hands only the shreds

of the rind, and the inner fibres. Within, is contained

the seed, and a fine silk, which the Arabs use for gun
matches, because of its ready combustibility.

The Spina Christi, called also the nubk or lotus tree,

has small dark green, oval shaped leaves, resembling the

ivy, of which the crown of thorns is said to have been
made. Its tliorns are half an inch long, and its fruit, the

dhom apple of the Arabs, is slightly acid and pleasant

to eat.

Around the margin of the sea, are found small trees or

shrubs, perfectly dead, killed, perhaps, by some extensive

flow of the sea. These fragments of vegetation, and the

sands of the beach, are covered with saline incrustations

resembling sleet, from the overflowing of the sea, and
the evaporation of the spray that rises from the water.

Sulphur was frequently picked up in lumps, and also,

asphaltum or bitumen, which gives the name Asphaltites

to the lake. It is a remarkable fact, well ascertained in

reference to this substance, that it is found in large bodies

after an earthquake, floating on the surface of the water,
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and carried away by the natives as an article of merchan-
dize. A large mass, like a house, was found by the

Arabs, after the earthquake of 1837, which was sold for

two or three thousand dollars. •

The depression of the surface of this sea, below that

of the Mediterranean, remains now no more a matter of

uncertainty. The trigonometrical measurement so ar-

dently desired by Dr. Robinson, was accomplished by our
party, under the direction of Lieut. Dale, subsequent to

leaving this place. The whole distance from the Dead
Sea to the shore of the Mediterranean, near to Jaffa, by
way of Jerusalem, was levelled with as much accuracy,

perhaps, as the most skilful engineers, with the best in-

struments, could perform the task. The result was, that

the surface of the Dead Sea is a little more than thirteen

hundred feet below that of the Mediterranean, and nearly

three times as much lower than the city of Jerusalem.

Here we feel under the necessity of closing our remarks
on the phenomena of this most wonderful of all the wa-
ters of the earth. But we must crave the indulgence of

inserting a few paragraphs from Lieut Lynch himself, as

the result of his own observations. He says

"We have carefully sounded this sea, determined its geo-

graphical position, taken the exact topography of its shores, as-

certained the temperature, width, depth, and velocity of its

tributaries, collected specimens of every kind, and noted the

winds, currents, and changes of the weather, and all atmospheric

phenomena. These, with a faithful narrative of events, will

give a correct idea of this wonderous body of water, as it ap-

peared to us.

"From the summit of these cliflfs, in a line a little north of

west, about sixteen miles distant, is Hebron, a short distance

from which, Dr. Robinson found the dividing ridge between the

Mediterranean and this sea. From Beni Nairn, the reputed

tomb of Lot, upon that ridge, it is supposed that Abraham
looked "toward all the land of the plain," and beheld the

smoke " as the smoke of a furnace." The inference, from the

Bible, that this entire chasm was a plain sunk and " overwhelm-

ed^^ by the wrath of God, seems to be sustained by the extraor-

dinary character of our soundings. The bottom of this sea

consists of two submerged plains, an elevated and a depressed

one; the former averaging thirteen^ and the last thirteen

hundred feet below the surface. Through the northern, and
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largest and deepest one, in a line corresponding with the bed of

the Jordan, is a ravine, which again seems to correspond with

the Wady el Jeib, or ravine within a ravine, at the south end of

the sea. * \ ...
*' Between the Jabbok and this sea, we unexpectedly found a

sudden break down in the bed of the Jordan. If there be a

similar break in the watercourses to the south of the sea, ac-

companied with like volcanic characters, there can scarce be a

doubt that the whole Ghor has sunk from some extraordinary

convulsion
;
preceded, most probably, by an eruption of fire, and

general conflagration of the bitumen which abounded in the

plain. I shall ever regret that we were not authorized to ex-

plore the southern Ghor to the Red Sea.

"All our observations have impressed me forcibly with the con-

viction that the mountains are older than the sea. Had their rela-

tive levels been the same at first, the torrents would have worn
their beds in a gradual and correlative slope ;—whereas, in the

northern section, the part supposed to have been so deeply en-

gulphed, although a soft bituminous limestone prevails, the tor-

rents plunge down several hundred feet, while on both sides of the

southern portion, the ravines come down without abruptness,

although the head of Wady Kerak is more than a thousand
feet higher than the head of Wady Ghuweir. Most of the ra-

vines, too, as reference to the map will show, have a southern in-

clination near their outlets, that of Zerka Main or Callirohoe es-

pecially, which, next to the Jordan, must pour down the greatest

volume of water in the rainy season. But even if they had not
that deflection, the argument which has been based on this sup-

position would be untenable; for tributaries, like all other streams,

seek the greatest declivities without regard to angular inclina-

tion. The Yermak flows into the Jordan at a right angle, and
the Jabbok with an acute one to its descending coui se.

" There are many other things tending to the same conclusion,

among them the isolation of the mountain of Usdum ; its differ-

ence of contour and of range, and its consisting entirely of a vol-

canic product.

" But it is for the learned to comment on the facts we have
laboriously collected. Upon ourselves, the result is a decided
one. We entered upon this sea with conflicting opinions. One
of the party was skeptical, and another I think, a professed un-
believer of the Mosaic account. After twenty-two days close in-

vestigation, if I am not mistaken, we are unanimous in the con-
viction of the truth of the Scriptural account of the destruction of
the cities of the plain. I record with dijQ&dence the conclusions
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we have reached, simply as a protest against the shallow deduc-
tions of w?ow/(J^ 6e unbelievers."—pp. 378 —380. U' ,» f-v
Taking tlie metal boats to pieces they carried them up

the mouniains, and made preparations for their departure.

Taking Mar Saba and Jerusalem in their route, ihey pro-

ceeded to Jaffa on the Mediterranean, during which time
the process of levelling, before alluded to, was carried on.

At Acre the party divided. Charles Homer having been
accidentally woimded in the arm by the discharge of a
gun, was sent with Messrs. Aulick and Bedlow, and three

men, to Beirut, while the rest turned back to explore the

regions of the upper Jordan. At Baalbec sickness began
to appear among them, of whom Lieut. Dale was the most
dangerously affected. Without completing the examina-
tion of these ruins, it was determined upon to return with
all possible speed to Beirut, where medical aid could be
obtained. The " Supply" not having yet arrived, Mr.
Dale rode to Bhamdhun, twelve miles distant, in order to

enjoy the benefit of the mountain air. Here, in the house
of the Rev. Eli Smith, he received all the sympathy and
kind attention which this devoted Christian Missionary
and his pious family could bestow. But declining gradu-
ally under the same low nervous fever which had carried

off Cosligan and Molyneux before, on the 24th of July
he sunk to rest in so gentle a manner, that it was difficult

to perceive the moment of dissolution.

Thus death demanded his tribute at last; and one of

the most useful and beloved of the whole party was ta-

ken. It was the earnest wish of the commander to carry

the mortal remains of his companion and friend home,
and they were brought, by night, to Beirut for that pur-

pose, and enclosed in three coffins. But on account of an
accident which occurred, in bearing them from the shore

to the vessel, and the superstitious fears of the French
captain and his crew, they were landed again, and inter-

red beneath a Pride of India tree in the Frank Cemetery.

The funeral services were performed by the Rev. Mr.

Thompson ;
" after which the sailors advanced and fired

three volleys over the grave ; and thus amid unbidden tears

and stifled sobs, closed the obsequies ofour lamented com-
panion and friend."

Taking passage on board a French brig, Lieut. Lynch
Vol. hi;:—No. 3. 52
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and his remaining companions reached Malta, after a sick

and tedious passage of thirty-eight days. Being joined

by the "Supply" on the 12th Sept. they sailed for New-
York, where they arrived early in December, having been
absent a little more than a year.

After the principal part of this article was written, the

North British Review came to hand, containing a review

of Lieut. Ijynch's work, in connection with another com-
piled from the notes of a member of the expedition. The
critique, it catmot be denied, is decidedly John Bull-ian,

strongly impregnated with the bitter waters of iealousy,

little less pungent perhaps to the writer's own palate than

the acrid brine of Asphaltites itself, acidulated with the ci-

der of the dhom apple. But whatever may be the views

and feelings of our transatlantic brethren towards us, by
their own constrained admission, the ablest work on Pa-
lestine ever written, and indeed the only one that even ap-

proximates perfection, is the product of American genius.

And it is a no less notorious and gratifying truth, that the

same infant Navy of the far distant American Republic,

which first dared to dash defiance at the unjust extortions

and cruelties of Tripolita^ piracy, while that splendid

power that claimed to sit as ocean queen, and see no sor-

row, recoiled from the undertaking, has been now permit-

ted to glory in the honour of making the first successful

exploration of the Jordan and the Dead Sea.

ARTICLE in.

Critical Remarks on the Institution of the LorcPs tap-
per. By the Rev. W. M. Smyth e, A. M. Dallas Co.

Alabama.

Jesus took bread and blessed it («vXoy>j<ray) and brake it. And he took
the cup and gave thanks {evxapiarriai) and gave it to them.

Matt. xxvi. 26, 27,
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And as they did eat, Jesus took bread and blessed {sv\oYn<rai) and brake
it. And he look the cup, and when he had given thanks {evxapiorriaas) he
gave it to them.—MarA xiv. 23, 23.

And he took bread and gave thanks {cvxapitrrnaai) and brake, and gave
unto them,

—

L/u,k% xjcii, 19.

And when he had given thanks (cvx<*pKrTfi(ras) he brake it and said,take, eaU
'';•"•' ^':"''-''

I. Cor. xi.2i,"''

The Bible is its own best interpreter. Man may err,

and often does, but the word of inspiration is infallible and
abideth forever. It is like its great author, the same yes-

terday, to-day, and forever. It gives no uncertain response

;

it teaches no false doctrine. ^

In ascertaining the meaning of Scripture, questions often

arise that ba^e the skill and the judgment of the most
learned and intellectual. . ;.,,^v .„/;/. ,^,„.3<^.;...

The great desideratum, then, in the interpretation of
the Holy Writings, is to find out, if possible, the sense

which the Spirit of Truth intended, and the writers them-
selves attached to their own language. Having obtained
this, and comparing spiritual things with spiritual, we
may rest assured that we will be guided into the know-
ledge of the truth as it is in Christ Jesus our Lord. Our
foundation will be laid deep and broad in the everlasting

rock, in place of the shifting sands ;
and the winds of pub-

lic opinion may expend their feeble force upon the inde-

structible fortress of divine faith.

We have often been pained at the ignorance of some
who minister in holy things, who, attempting to be wise

and learned, handle the word ofGod deceitfully, and lead

his people into damnable error. Such men are a curse to

the Church. They are blind leaders of the blind.

But it is not our object in this paper to sit in judgment
upon others ; we aim at a higher and holier undertaking.

We wish to investigate, as far as we are able, and have
opportunity, the verses placed at the head of this article,

and to discover, if possible, the exact import of some ex-

pressions contained in them.
Before and since we came into the ministry, we have

often heard, with sorrow we confess, great and good men,
at the celebration" of the Lord's Supper, use such lauguage

as the following in their introductory prayer, "Grant O
Lord, that .so much of this bread and wine, as shall be

used on the present occasion, may be set apart from a com-
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mon to a holy use." This they call consecrating x\iQ ele-

ments, and when asked for their authority, they refer us
to the Saviour's example, when he instituted the ordi-

nance. We are well aware that the consecration of the

bread and wine in the Lord's Supper, was at a very early

period introduced into the Church and performed with

great formaUty, and with a set of words and prayer, which
were a source of frequent and bitter discussion in differ-

ent Churches.

It would not add much to our knowledge to enumerate
all the various controversies that have prevailed on this

subject. They were more curious than profitable. In
general, the Church has agreed that the elements should

be set apart to a sacramental use by prayer. The words
in the original institution, were uniformly included in the

consecrating prayer. Some even went so far as to main-
tain that a personal invocation of the Holy Ghost was
essential to a due consecration of the elements.

The Scripture is exceedingly plain on the subject ; it

gives not the least intimation of any mystery or difficulty

connected with the institution. Every thing about it is sim-

ple, and easily understood, even by the most unlettered,

.d The question now comes up. Did our Saviour bless

the bread and wine 7 We hold to the opposite opinion,

for reasons which we will state. The word " i^," which
has been improperly supplied in the English version,—it

is neither in the Greek nor Latin—has led many into the

opinion we are opposing. In the passages where the in-

stitution is recorded, whether the word blessed or gave
thanks is used, we believe it refers not to the bread and
wine, but to God^ the giver of every good and perfect

gift.

No blessing, therefore, of the elements was intended

;

they were already blessed, in being sent as a gift of kind-

ness from the Lord of Creation. Blessing and touching
the bread are Popish ceremonies, not sanctioned either

by the word of God, or the practice of the Church in the

days of her purity, and should have no countenance from
Protestants. He who will say, that this is a matter of

small importance, ought to reflect, that from this very
practice arose the elevatio hostiae, elevation of the host,

in the Church of Rome. We solemnly believe that it is
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fraught with dangerous error to the whole ordinance of

Heaven. :- \^^y^*.:?^M%,j^miim\ ^.iM^m^ntMf • v^\

The Greek gives no countenance to the view we are

combating. Both the Evangelists, Matthew and Mark,
use the word cvXoyjjaas, blessed in reference to the bread,

while they use evxapicri)<rai, gave thanks in reference to the

wine. Luke and Paul use evxapiarriaas, in reference to both

elements. But instead of (v\oyr,<Tas, in Matthew, eTxapiarrjcras,

is the reading of ten MSS. in uncial characters, of the

Dublin codex rescriptus, published by Dr. Barrett, and of

more than one hundred others of the greatest respectabil-

ity. This also is the reading of the Syriac and ArahiCj

and is confirmed by several of the primitive fathers. Ori-

ental use would incline us to believe that the meaning is,

gave thanks to God. The Jews have in their rituals a
prayer used at their meals, which they call Bracha, that

is, the " blessing" or "benediction." On taking the bread
they say :

" Blessed be thou our God, King of the uni-

verse, who bringest forth bread out of the earth." Like-
wise on taking the cup, they say :

" Blessed be our God,
King of the universe, the Creator of the fruit of the vine."

The Mahomedans follow the example of the Jews, con-

stantly saying, before and after meat, " In the name of

God, the most merciful, the most compassionate." From
this we see that no more is meant than the giving of
thanks, and from this custom we have derived the prac-

tice of saying grace (thanks) before and after our meals.
- ^vXoyriaas, is compoundcd of*" and ^oys, to speak well of

any one, hence to praise, to celebrate. In this sense it is

used in Luke I, 64 : He spake, and praised {^v^^oyuv) God
;

II. 53 : Praising and blessing lev'>^oyovvTti) God ; James III,

9 : Therefore bless (evUyovnev) we God. We might quote

numberless other passages which go to prove our position,

that the Saviour did not bless the bread, but that he gave
thanks to his Heavenly Father.

The change of the word, when he took the cup,

strengthens our view. If he blessed the bread, we are

assured that he did not bless the wine ;
for he does not

use evXoyriaas, but evxapicTwas, in reference to the cup ; which,

as far as we know, never means to bless, but to give

thanks. The advocates, therefore, of consecrating the

elements, cannot, by the utmost ingenuity, and distortion
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of Scripture, which they may employ, obtain more than
one consecrated element, namely, the bread.

But Luke and Paul cut off every hope of our oppo-

nents. They use €vxapiarr,aas, gave thanks
J
in reference to

the bread. This destroys every vestige of an argument
in favour of those who differ from us, and we think com-
pletely establishes our position, that our Lord Jesus Christ,

in the institution of the Supper, did not bless the bread
and wine.

There is one passage which seems strongly to militate

against our view; it is found in I Cor. 10, 16, "The cup
of blessing, which we bless, is it not the communion of

the blood of Christ. The bread which we break, is it

not the communion of the body of Christ?" Formidable
as this appears, we believe it favours our opinion, rather

than our opponents. Literally translated it means, ^^for

which we speak good words of praise and thanks."*^—
Macknight renders it " The cup of blessing/or which we
bless." Ambrose says, "The Apostle. calls it the cup of
blessing, because when we have it in our hand we praise

and bless with admiration of his ineffable gift, Him who
shed his blood for us. The Paschal cup was called by
the Jews, " the cup of blessing," because they gave thanks
for it. Calvin translates it " calix benedictionis, cui bene-

dicimus." The cup of blessing for which we bless.

—

Whitby uses the same language, " The cup of blessing

which we bless—or receive with thanksgiving to God for

it." Neander, in his " Life of Christ," says : The giving
of thanks, before the distribution of the bread and wine,

corresponds to a similar act on the part of the head of the

family, in the Jewish Passover feast, in which thanks-
giving was offered for the gifts of nature. We may in-

fer, therefore, that Christ's thanksgiving had reference

partly to the creation of all material things for man, (bread
and wine symbolizing all God's gifts in nature.)" In his

Church History, vol. i. p. 324, he uses similar language

:

" The Jewish passover was a festival of thanks for the

favour which the Almighty Creator of nature showed the

people whom he honoured with his especial guidance.
The father of the family, who kept the passover with his

household, and distributed bread and wine among the

guests, praised God who had bestowed these fruits of the
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earth on man. Hence the cup of wine over which this

giving of thanks was pronounced, was called the cup of
praise or thanksgiving ^oTnpiov «vXoyia$ that is evxaptcnas." . Jus-
tin Martyr says. "The bread and a cup of wine is brought
to the president of the brethren, and he taking them, of-

fers praise and glory to the Father of all, through the
name of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and maketh a
very long thankgsivingj because he hath thought us wor-
thy of these gifts ; and when he has concluded the pray-
ers and thanksgiving, all the people present approve it

with acclamation, saying Amen.'' r^ .m fm? .m .^nn'-m^

From these opinions of good and learned men in every
age of the Church, we are forced to the conclusion, that

this passage does not support the doctrine that the sacra-

mental elements were blessed by the Saviour, or subse-

quently by the Apostle Paul.

Therefore we have no warrant from Scripture for the

practice which many adopt of consecrating the bread and
wine. .';'•.., /; » . .

•: .-•-: .':.;:^' •'s-t^ •

We might continue this discussion to an indefinite

length, but we have said enough to convince any impar-

tial inquirer after truth, what is the Bible view of the sub-

ject.

I hope that for the future, our dear brethren in the

bonds of the Gospel will avoid every expression at the

Lord's table, that might be tortured into the idea that the

elements are any thing more than simply common bread
and wine.

ARTICLE IV.

THE MARK OF CAIN AND CURSE OP HAM, ;

It has been our object in former pages of this Review,
to defend the teachings of the Scriptures, as to the unity

of the human race, and to point out those causes which
may have operated, in the special Providence of God, to

produce the varieties found existing in the family of man.
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We see nothing in the views then expressed, that v/e

would wish to retract, nor any other hypothesis, better

sustained by facts and probabilities, to account for the
diversities which have arisen among men. In the posi-

tions we assumed, nothing is advanced which the most
judicious and learned divines of the Protestant and Ro-
mish faith have not in all ages maintained, and nothing
which has not approved itself to the great body of the

intelligent and sober minded men of other learned profes-

sions. We are not ashamed, therefore, of the company
we are in, nor in the least moved by the learning and
science of the men who oppose us. On the one side is

the word of God, and the common belief of those who
receive it. On the other is philosophy, carping at the

declarations of the divine word, and convulsively striving

to prove them false. It is the same contest, though on
different ground, with that waged between the early

Christians, and Celsus, Porphyry, and Julian, the Apos-
tate; the contest between Reason and Revelation, the

philosophy of men, and that Heaven-descended philoso-

phy which is found embalmed in the language of inspi-

ration. The old leaven of infidelity, once active in our
own community and elsewhere, has never been wholly
expelled. It is working yet, showing itself now here,

and now there. We have believed that it would manifest
itself in unexpected developements whenever a favoura-

ble opportunity should arrive. Did not the Scriptures

reveal to us the existence of a watchful and wary Spirit,

the fomenter and presiding genius in all evil, who, out-

living the various generations of men, recruits from
among them his often baffled hosts, and at every fitting

juncture, leads on his new levies, themselves unconscious
of defeat, in a new onset against the truth, we would be
forced by the course of events, to believe it. Here, be-

hind this question, the most exciting of all others amongst
us at present, we have feared that we should find him
planting his old batteries, which have been dismantled in

many a former war, but which have been now again re-

fitted, and that they would be served by new, zealous,

and confident assailants, vainly waiting for their hour of

anticipated triumph. By assuming false grounds in de-

fence of that which is just and true, we may give our

i
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enemies an advantage over lis. And we have regarded

it peculiarly incumbent on right minded men, to avoid
being led away by the glare of seeming learning and
science on the one hand, and on the other, to see to it that

they take no positions which will weaken a good cause
by their being compelled afterwards to abandon them. -^

Some who admit substantially the unity of the human
race, deny that there have been any natural causes in

operation at any time, adequate to produce the diversities

existing among men, and maintain that there has been a
miraculous interventiori of Deity, by which he has direct-

ly, and in violation of existing laws, produced changes
of complexion, conformation, and constitution, stamped
inferiority upon one particular race, and doomed it, by
this very circumstance, to perpetual servitude. It is in

these assertions usually forgotten that the red, yellow,

tawny, and melanous complexions are all to be accounted
for, as well as the deep black of the Ethiop, and that the

conformation of the Chinese and Peruvian heads is just

as wide an aberration from the Grecian or Caucasian
type as that of the negro. The mind dwells alone upon
the latter, and men of high distinction are found to sat-

isfy themselves with saying that God has put the mark
of Cain and the curse of Ham upon the Ethiopian race,

and therefore doomed them to perpetual degradation. We
could wish that these things were more considerately said.

Surely if the Ethiopian hue and features came from the

curse of Ham, they do not come from the curse of Cain,

and if from the malediction of Cain, then not from that

pronounced upon the descendants of Ham. If the pecu-

liarities of the negro constitute that mark which was set

upon Cain, how, we ask, have they been transmitted ?

—

If the deluge was universal, the Cainites were all de-

stroyed in the flood. One family alone was preserved in

the Ark, and that descended from Seth and not from
Cain. If, as has been suggested. Ham, the second son
of Noah, might have married a daughter of Cain,

and she have been preserved in consequence of her

connexion with the family of Noah, even then, by the

supposition, the posterity of Ham would have been but

mulattoes, and not negroes of full blood, and their peculi-

arities by intermarriage would soon have disappeared.

Vol. III.—No. 3. 53
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But why reason on such absurdiiies? There is not the

least evidence that if a mark was set upon Cain, it was
transmitted to his descendants. His daughters at least

were fair.* Nor is there ihe least proof that any note or

mark was really set upon the person of Cain, by which
he was distinguished from other men. It is only by what
is, in our view, an evident mistranslation, that this idea

was ever originated. It was not God's design that Cain
should be cut prematurely ofl'. It was His inteniioirthat

he should be the parent of a numerous progeny, and the

founder of Slates and cities in the Antediluvian world.

—

And when his mind was occupied with that dread of an
untimely end, which he was conscious he deserved, and
which almost subverted his powers, God, to reassure him,

appointed him asign,t or gave him a token, by which he

might be convinced that his life would be spared ; and
at the same time, he denounced sevenfold punishments
upon whomsoever he might be, who should take his life.

A notion which has nothing lo sustain it but a misinter-

pretation of Scripture, might as well be buried in obli-

vion for the future.

We have long thought it equally futile to trace the

physical peculiarities of the Kthiopian to "Me airse of
HamP Indeed, if we attend to the language of the

Scriptures themselves, we do not read in them of
any curse pronounced upon Ham. Ham had offended

in exposing the nakediiess of his father, Noah. But the

curse is pronounced, not upon Ham, but upon Canaan,
his son. " And he said cursed be Canaan

; a servant

of servants shall he be unto his brethren." "Blessed
be the Lord God of Shem, and Canaan shall be his ser-

vant. God shall enlarge Japheth, and he shall dwell in

the tents of Shem, and Canaan shall be his servant." It

has been believed by many, that though this curse seems
to be connected with the preceding incidents in the narra-

tive, this apparent connection arises from the extreme
brevity of the story, in which the events of years, and
even of centuries, are, of necessity, placed in immediate
juxtaposition. It is argued that the name of Canaan

Gen. vi.2.

tSee Ijix, Gen, iv. 15, and Stackhouse Hist. 46, note.
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beibg introduced, who was the youngest son of Ham,
implies that this curse was pronounced long after the

flood, and shortly before Noah's death, while the incident

of Noiih's supposed diunkenness occurred long before.

But if the two were connected, the conduct of Ham^ in

which, probably, Canaan participated, so that he was
even the chief ofFende4', was the occasion and not the

ground of the curse^ which had been all along present,

as a pre-determined event, in the mind of God^ Now, be-

fore it can be shown that the physical peculiarities of the

African negro, and his alleged intoltectuai inferiority, have
resulted from this curse, it must be shown that he is de^

sceiided froni Canaan. This is a task to which we com-
mend the advocates of this opinion. When they have
proved it, there will be some more ground for their hy-

pothesis than they have now to stand upon. From
Canaan were descended the Sidonians, or PhoBuicians,

the Arkites, Sinites, Arvadites, Zemaritesand Hamathites;
the Hittiies, Jebusit^s. Amorites. Girgasites and Hivitesj

the Amalekites, the Rephaim and the sons of Anak, the

Kenues, Kenezites and Kadmonites. Most of these last

tribes occupied Palestine in the times of Abraham, and
were either dispossessed or subjugated by Joshua.
' The spiendoiar, weaJt h acid commerce ofTyre and Sidon,

and their numerous colonies^ are known to all. Tyre was
the Liverpool of these ancient times, and Carthage, her

most flourishing colony, the rival of Rome. Her colo-

nies were scattered over Cyprus, Cilicia, Pisidia, Chios,

Lesbos, Tenedos, Bithynia, Paphlagonia, Thrace, the

Euboea, Crete, Beotia, Illyria, Malta, Sicily, Sardinia,

Corsica, Tuscany and Spain. Their vessels are said to

have passed out of the Mediterranean, to Ireland, Eng-
land, and the islands north of Great Britain. Hanno, the

Carthaginian, sailed along the western coast of Africa,

perhaps as tar as the bight of Benin. They traded with
India, on the east, and the Island of Ceylon, and under
Pharaoh Necho, circunnavigated Africa. The race of
Phoenician shepherd kings reigned, according to Maneiho,
for many years over Egypt, and Cadmus, the Phceni-

cian, gave letters to Greece. The language spoken by
all these tribes of men, varied scarcely at all from that

spoken by the Jews, as the fragments and inscriptions
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on monuments and coins collected by Bochart, and still

more perfectly by Gesenius abundantly show. Does any
one believe that Hiram, King of Tyre, or Pygmalion, that

Hannibal, Hanno, and Hasdrubal were negroes? Were
they black, woolly haired men, with thick lips, projecting

jaws, and retreating forehead? If any one doubts, let

him examine the coins of Tyre, ^idon, Acco, Laodicea,

Marathus, Berytus, Cilicia, Panormus, Heraclea, Syracuse,

Cossura, Gades, Sexti, Belo, Mallaga and Siga; each

bearing the effigies of some distinguished ruler, and a

legend in the Phoenician or Punic tongue; and see if he

can trace the least approximation to the Ethiopian type.*

There could not be found, we are persuaded, a collection

of coins of any Northern European people, exhibiting a

wider departure from the features and conformation of the

negro. Whatever connection the tribes of northern Alrica

may have with this ancient stock, it is impossible to show,

historically, any such connection between Canaan and
those tribes of middle and south Africa who are represent-

ed in the slave population of America.t As to the com-
plexion of the ancient descendants of Canaan, there is

no reason to believe that it was in any respect darker

than that of the descendants of Abraham. The Europe-

an portion of these people have long since mingled with
the inhabitants of southern Europe, and are lost among
them. The Arkites, Sinit^s, Arvadites, Zemarites, and
Hamathiles are commingled with the inhabitants of Asia
Minor and Syria. The ancient Carthaginians, and those

See Gesenius Monumenta Phoenicia. Tab. 34 44.

t The testimony of Procopius (de Bello Vandalico, 2.10) Is suspected by-

some, perhaps unjustly. He relates that the Canaanites, after they perceiv-

ed that they could not maintain their ground against Joshua, fled first into

Egypt, and there not finding space to settle in so crowded a population

passed over into (North) Africa. He then adds that, occupying many
cities, they held the whole of Libya to the piljars of Hercules. They then

came and dwelt near me, and built a citadel in Numidia, where now is

the city called Tigisis. There are two pillars made of white stone, near
a large fountain, having Phoenician letters inlayed, saying, in the Phoenician
tongue, " we are those who fled from Joshua, the robber, the son of Naue."
The use of this language prevailed in North Africa till the sixth century.

St, Augustine, Bishop of Hippo, often mentions it as spoken by the country
people m his day, complains of it as one of the obstacles which prevented

the inculcation of Christiapity, and rejoiced when he found a presbyter

skilled in the Punic, who could take charge of the new bishopric of Fus»
sela, a short distance from Hippo,
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who had taken refuge in those, lands when fleeing from
the face of Joshua, the son of Nun, are, doubtless, still

found among ihe native tribes of Mauritania, of Mt.
Atlas, and other regions of north Africa. The name
Canaan, may signify the ^^knee-benderJ^ And he has bent

the knee to Shem and Japheth in former times and on other

shores, but he has never bent the knee, nor Deen a ser-

vant of servants to Shem and Japheth, unless, perhaps,

in a few stray individuals on the shores of America.

He was humbled by Joshua, conquered by Alexander,
subjugated by the Romans, and has been oppressed by
the Tartars and Saracens, but if he has contributed to

swell the ranks of the enslaved Africans, it is probably

the ranks of the more northern tribes, and if he has, in

any of his branches acquired the hue of the Eihiop, which
we are not inclined to doubt, it has been within the peri-

od of authentic history, and, probably, since those sculp-

tures were made on the Egyptian monuments, which ex-

hibit the Ethiopian contour and complexion as they now
are. At the time of the voyage of Hanno, the Carthagi-

nian, the Ethiopians are spoken of as distinguished from
his own people, who were of the Canaanitish stock.

This dilemma then presents itself to those who so stren-

uously identify the Ethiop with Canaan. Either they

must admit that the negroes have shown themselves
to have been among the most intelligent and enter-

prising nations of antiquity, who thundered under the

lead of Hannibal at the gates of Rome, and vexed with
their prows the waters of every sea navigated by the an-

cients, or if they were at that time white men and are now
black, they must admit that they have become so within

the moderate period of 2200 years, and 2400 years at

least since the prophecy of Noah was pronounced.

We care not which horn of the dilemma they may take.

So far as the natives of maritime Nigritia are concerned,

from whom our slaves are derived, the argument is histo-

rically a failure. '." -

It is extremely doubtful if the curse has respect to any
of Ham's descendants excepting (ianaan. The Canaan-
ites stood in afiertimes in the way of the chosen people of

God. They were a race even now doomed in the sove-

reignty of God to be defeated, conquered and subjugated.
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Nothing is said in the narrative of atiy other descendants
of Ham. We do not doubt that the African negro descen-

ded from this son of Noah. But if the posterity of Ham
were accursed ivithout exception^ the same degradation,

and the same physical marks of it should be manifested

by all. ' '.'.''

Who then are the descendants of Ham ? In the first

place, Cush was his son. Nothing is more clear from his-

tory, than that his descendants settled in Asia, along the

Euphrates and the Persian Gulf, in South Arabia, along
the Red Sea, especially towards its southern part, where
they crossed over into Africa, and extended themselves at

length westward on that continent. The word Cush is

usually translated in the Septuagiut by the word Ethio-

pia, and this word as used by the Greeks denoted both an
Asiatic and African people. Homer speaks of them as a
divided race of men, living at the extreme east and the ex-

treme west.* Strabo, as a two-fold people, lying extended
in a long track from the rising to the setting sun ; and He-
rodotust distinguishes the Eastern Ethiopians in Asia from
the Western Ethiopians in Africa by the straight hair of the

former and the curly hair of the latter. There was proba-

bly no regard had to the Ethnological derivation ol men
in the application of this term by the Greeks. But there

is the most abundant evidence from the Scriptures, that

the Cush or Ethiopia of the Bible referred sometimes to

Asiatic and sometimes to African tribes. The descendants
of Cush were Nimrod, the first king of Shinar, i. e. Baby-
Ion and Mesopotamia, where he foiuided Babel, his metro-

polis on the Euphrates, Erech and Accad on the Tigris,

and Calneh, afterwards called Cesiphon by the Greeks.

According to one interpretation, he was the founder also

of Nineveh, Rehoboth, Calah and Resen, thus laying the

foundation of what subsequently were two great empires,

the Babylonish and Assyrian. Another son of Cush was
Havilah, who settled in Arabia, probably in the vicinity

of Mecca ; another, Sabtah, settled in southern Arabia

;

another, Ragma, settled in eastern Arabia on the Persian
Gulf, and his sons Sheba and Dedan in the same vicini-

ty or in South Arabia. Two sons only of the numerous

Odyss. 1, 23, t vii. 69, 70.
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family of Cush appear to have settled originally in Africa,

Seba, who probably settled in Meroe within the Asta-

boras, its eastern branch, and the main stream of the

Nile, between Egypt and Abyssmia ; and Sabtecha, who
seems to have occupied the eastern coast of Africa.

The second son of Ham was Mizraim, the father of the
Egyptians, from whom came the Lndim, probably of cen-

tral Africa, the Annamim, who inhabited the deserts around
the temple of Jupiter Ammon, the Lubim or Libyans,
the Pathrusi of upper Egypt, the Casluhim or Col-

chians, from whom came the Philistines, and the Caphto-
rim or inhabitants of Crete. The third son of Ham was
Phut, believi^d to have inhabited Mauritania, and some re-

gions also of central Africa. The celebrated Archaeolo-
gist and Geographer Ritter says, that hordes of people

have been poured out of Futa in central Africa, and both

Josephus and Pliny mention Phutes as a river of Africa.

Let us enquire now what are and have been the physi-

cal characteristics of these various sons of Ham. Have
these various nations, as long as they have been known
in history, possessed the same physical type and complex-
ion ? Have not their typical forms varied from that of the

Caucasian through every degree of change to the Ethio-

pian? Do we not find among them, at this day, the yel-

low, brown, or black Arab, the red or copper coloured

Copt or Egyptian, the swarthy Moor, the comparatively
light coloured Galla and Abyssinians, and the black na-

tives of JNigritia? We are not informed that the Philistine

or Tyrian was distinguished at all from the Jew by com-
plexion, in the days of David and Solomon, two thousand
years after the prophecy of Noah was pronounced. ,

What we now ask is, that those who extend the curse

pronoutjced upon Canaan, over the whole race of Ham,
and ascribe to this curse the variations of these men from
the prevalent type, should inform us how it is that the

curse has affected them so variously
;
giving to the full

Ethiop the prominent lips, the flat nose, the retreating for-

head, the long heel, the wooly hair; giving to others,

frizzled hair, Grecian features, and a black skin ; to others

straight hair, and a yellow complexion ;
to others a brown,

to others a red or copper coloured tint ; and leaving others

probably no darker than the dark complexioned white
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man. Truly the curse entering into the bones of differ-

ent members of the family of Ham has affected them dif-

ferently. If we judge by colour, some of them arc; no
more accursed than the Chinese, or the American Indian,

or the Hindoo. If you judge by features without reference

to colour, some of them are no more cursed than many
a European. The facts in the case, we beg leave to say,

render our minds entirely skeptical as to any connection

between the physical characteristics of the race of Ham
and the curse pronounced by Noah upon Canaan. The
only thing indicative of any connection between the phy-
sical peculiarities of Ham's descendants and the prophetic

declaration of Scripture, is in the name of Ham himself.

As Japheth signifies enlargement and Shem renown, so

Ham signifies, warm,, hot, and possibly by association

black. Egypt is Called in Scripture the land of Ham, and
on the monuments, even on the Rosetta stone itself, Che-
ME, which Plutarch took to signify blackness, and refer-

red to the dark colour of the soil. De Iside et Osir. vii.

The name Ham may refer to the fact that Ham's descen-

dants would occupy southern and warm countries, and
may possibly refer to the physical effect the glowing heat,

which should beat upon them, would at length produce.

We are as little disposed to rest the Scripture defence

of slavery on this prophecy^f Noah. First, because, as

we have already said the argument is, historically speak-

ing, an entire failure. The slaves amongst us are notCa-
naanites, or if there should be now and then a descendant
of Canaan among them, there is probably scarcely one in

a thousand. And secondly, because prophecy forms no
rule of duty to man, but is a revelation of that secret will

of God according to which things are ordered, and not of

that revealed will which is our law and guide. If pro-

phecy were a rule of duty, Judas ought to have betrayed

Christ, and both Herod and Pontius Pilate, with the Gen-
tiles, and the people of Israel, did right in gathering to-

gether against the holy child Jesus, to do whatsoever
the hand and counsel of God determined before to be
done. If prophecy be a rule of duty, the most unseemly
and atrocious acts may be freely performed. The insti-

tution of domestic slavery has its surest defence in the sa-

cred Scriptures. And it is a pity that its defence should
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be marred by forced interpretations and insecure argu-
ments, which the opponents of the institution may trium-
phantly overthrow. . ., . .

It has been indeed alleged that the race of Ham has
ever been in subserviency to the descendants of Japheth
and Shem ;

and Mede says that " there never hath been
a son of Ham who hath shaken a sceptre over the head
of Japheth ; Shem hath subdued Japheth, and Japheth
hath subdued Shem, but Ham never subdued either."

—

But this assertion of Mede is not strictly true, for Ham
founded the splendid monarchies of Assyiia and Babylo-
nia. The Egyptians long held the Hebrews in bondage,
and Shishakjthe Sheshonk of the monuments, subsequent-
ly subdued ihem. Sesostris conquered a great part of
Europe and Asia, and the Carthaginians often defeated

the Romans in battle. If Heeren's opinion be true,

(which we doubt.) Ethiopia gave civilization to Egypt.
According to all Antiquity, Egypt or Phoenicia gave lit-

erature to Greece. These are some of the instances in

which Ham, in past ages, has shown his superiority over
Japheth and Shem. These things must not be forgotten

amid the degradation into which the race of Ham has
now sunk.

It is a fact, too, which we desire those who oppose us to

account for, that nations, historically and genealogically

of the most different descent, should be reckoned by Phy-
siologists among one and the same variety of men. We
are told that the Jews, Arabs, Hindoos, Egyptians, and
European nations are all of the Caucasian type. Yet
these men descended, some from Ham, some from Ja-

peth, and some from Shem. Daes not this fact go to

show that the several types are not derived from the three

sons of Noah respectively, but are varieties which have
arisen in each pf these lines of descent, and having once
arisen, been perpetuated in the lines in which they are

now found ? Another striking fact is, that the Jews, Ba-
bylonians, Assyrians, Arabians, Egyptians, Phoenicians,

and Carthaginians, spoke the same tongue, and needed no
interpreter between them, for a thousand years after the

confusion of tongues at Babel ; and the Phoenicians, Car-
thaginians, and Hebrews, while their distinctive language
lasted, always spoke the same tongue, with almost no di-

VoL. III.—No. 3. 54
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alectic variations.* Yet a part of these nations were
descended fromShem, and another part from Ham. In-

deed the argument which proves our race to have a com-
mon origin and parentage, is one of vast variety and
strength. Like those fibres in some objects of nature,

which, crossing each other hke a net work in every direc-

tion, hold together in one body the mass they in-

terpenetrate and bticlose, so this many sided argument,
these physiological, hnguistic, antiquarian, and historic

proofs, show the family of man to be one, and though
separate in themselves, mutually confirm and sustain

each other.

The opinions in reference to which we have thus brief-

ly expressed our dissent, are no otherwise injurious than
as they present an unsound basis on which to rest the

(Scripture defence of slavery. They imply no disrespect

to the sacred volume, but the reverse. Some of the re-

marks, therefore, with which this brief article is prefaced,

are unsuitable if applied to them. They were designed

to refer rather to a third hypothesis, which will be con-

sidered in the following article, to which this may be re-

garded, if the reader will, as introductory, an hypothesis

which we are obliged to reject, if we continue to receive

the Scriptures as the oracles of God.

ARTICLE V.

7*2^0 Lectures on the Connection between the Biblical

and Physical History of Man. Delivered by invita-

tion^ from the Chair of Political Economy^ etc. ofthe
Louisiana University, in December, 18AS. By Josiau
C. NoTT, M. D. of Mobile, Alabama. New York, 1849.

The closing words of the preceding article, have spoken
of it as originally designed to be introductory to the

one upon which we now enter. We, therefore, ad-

See Gesen. Monumenta Phoenicia.
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vance without further preface, to consider another theory

concerning the race of man, which the Lectures, the

title of which is given at the head of our article,

bring before us. This is the theory which we sup-

pose, from various expressions, is adopted by Dr. Nott

:

that the Bible gives us an account of the Caucasian race

onlyy which he says "is probably the true Adamic race,

whose history is so dimly shadowed forth in the Penta-

teuch." He quotes Lanci, "the first philologist of our

day," to prove that Adam must be literally translated

THE RED, from the Arabian De?n{l) "to be red," whence
Adama, rerf-earth. Dem, also means bloody and the sense of

the word Adam is the " red man," or " il rossicante," the

blusher. Now, since it is only the Caucasian race that can
blush, it is probably only the Caucasian race that the He-
brews meant by Adam."* Dr. Nott further says, that " it

is to the pure Caucasian we must turn, as, probably, the

last and most perfect work of the Almighty. The latter

is probably the true Adamic race, whose history is so

dimly shadowed forth in the Pentateuch." " No one, in-

formed on the subject, can affirm that man did not exist

ages prior to the six days of our creation."

We need not inform our readers how contrary this hy-
pothesis is to every declaration of the Scriptures^ and
how impossible it is, they being true, that the other varie-

ties of men should have been created before Adam, al-

ways represented as the first man, and the first human
occupant of the new formed earth ; and how impossible

it is, in accordance with the whole tenor of their teach-

mgs, that other races should have been created since,

* It is no proof of the scholarship of Lanci, which, however, we do not
mean to question, that he could trace the resemblance between the name of
Adam and words of the same ultimate root which signify to be red. The
same could easily be done by the merest smatterer in Hebrew. We know
not why an argument might not be made out of the same philological mate-
rial, to prove that Adam was an Indian, and that Moses gives an account
of the Jiomo Americamcs. A more probable reason for the name is found in

the fact that Adam was formed of dust taken Min-Adama, ^from the

grovml,' and that the name was designed to remind him of his origin, in

contiast with that of the second Adam, the Saviour of men. The first man
is of the earth, earthy ; the second man is the Lord from Heaven. As is

the earthy, such are they also that are earthy. Comp. Joseph Ant. i, I, 3;
and Rosenmueler on Gen. i. 26. If there is any allusion to the complexion
of the first man in the name, there is abundant evidence that men of other
complexions have, nevertheless, descended from hjn).
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either before the flood or after, having no connection of

consanguinity with him. He is represented as existing

at first alone, and exercising lordship over the inferior

creation, as the representative of his entire race
;
as receiv-

ing a help-meet for him, at the hand of the Creator,

whom he calls prophetically Eve, the mother of all living.

To them, and only to them, was the command given, " Be
fruitful, and multiply and replenish the earth, and subdue

it." On him, as the representative of mankind, were
privileges conferred. With him was a covenant made,
the provisions of which affected the entire race. The
early chapters of Genesis represent the whole Antedilu-

vian world as descended from him. At length, for their

sin, this world was destroyed, "and only Noah remained
alive, and they that were with him in the Ark." From
these " were the nations divided," or dispersed abroad^

"after the flood."* Of Shorn, Ham, andjapheth "was
the whole earth overspread."!

It is vain to conjure into existence difficulties respecting

the Book of Genesis, to set aside its patent testimony as

to the derivation of the nations, and the unity of the race.

The Bible stands or falls as a whole. Every succeeding
part implies the existence of this, and of the facts it re-

cords. Our Saviour alludes to the Mosaic record of the

creation of man. "Have ye not read that He which
made them at the beginning, made them a male and a
female ?"t "The first rnan," says Paul, '*is of the earth,

earthy ; the second man is the Lord from Heaven." " The
first man, Adam, was made a living soul ; the last Adam
was made a quickening Spirit" "As by one man, sin en-

tered into the world, and death by sin, and so death hath
passed upon all"—"as by one man's disobedience many
were made sinners, so by the obedience of one shall many
be made righteous."§ The history of the creation of Ad-
am is represented by Christ and the Apostle Paul, as being
precisely that which is found in the first chapters of Gen-
esis, and the liability to death of the whole race, and their

unholy nature, is directly traced to the sin of Adam, their

progenitor, as its cause. In like manner is the history of
Noah and of the flood, and of the times preceding it, refer-

Gen. X. 33. t ix. 19. X Matth. xix. 4.

S 1 Cor. XV. 45, 47 ; Rom. v. 13, 19.
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red to by Christ, by Paul, and by Peter who speaks ofNoah
and the eight souls that were with him in the Ark, as be-

ing saved by water, when God brought (he flood upon the

world of the ungodly.* It is plain that Christ, Paul, and
Peter received the Book of Genesis, and the early part of

it just as it is, though Dr. Nott, in his wisdom, finds in it

nothing but "positive contradictions," "ignorance of facts,"

"palpable inconsistencies," "unhistoric" statements, "in-

consistent facts," "irreconcilable" assertions, and "confu-

sions \vorse confounded."

We freely accord to Dr. Nott all those private virtues,

and that eminence in his honourable profession, which we
doubt not he possesses, and we would earnestly desire to

separate between the character which belongs to him as

a citizen and a man, and that which he assumes as an
assailant of the religion we are bound to defend. If we
speak of him in this light, it is because he has placed

himself, of his own accord, in antagonism to the truth of

God, to whom we hold a higher allegiance than any we
acknowledge on earth. If we speak freely of the book
he has sent into the world, it is not in any spirit of enmi-
ty to him. For this freedom of speech he is doubtless

prepared. "We have determined," says he, " to start the

ball," "and we stand prepared to meet any issue."

We must say, then, that we have read this book with
painful astonishment. And we know not which most
excites it, the respect he seems in some sentences to man-
ifest for revealed religion, or the air of boldness with
which he attacks the Scriptures in every thing which
makes ihem of the least value to man. Our amazement
is not diminished when we consider the trifling cause of

all this outcry against the Scriptures. He imagines the

Ethiopian to be of a different race from ourselves. He
cannot account for his colour and conformation from nat-

ural causes. He wishes that he may not be of the same
race. He does not want to view him as even a remote
descendant from the same stock with himself. There are

certain political and certain physiological reasons why he
should not. The Scriptures, however, affirm that God
hath made of one blood all nations of the earth. The

Matth. xxiv. 38; Heb. xi. 7; 1 Pet. iii. 30 ; 2 Pet. ii. 5.
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Scriptures, then, as an infallible rule of faith, shall bow
their head. Their doom is sealed. Their reign is over.

They are weighed in the balances, and found wanting.

The language of respect for the Scriptures, to which
we have alluded, is as follows

:

" If there be a future existence in store for us, certainly

the subject of all others, which should engage our serious

attention, is religion." '• The unity of the race can only be de-

duced from forced constructions of the Old and New Testa-

ments (!) and a persistence in this error is calculated to subvert

and not uphold our religion." " We beg leave, at the outset, to

disclaim any intention to call in question the well authenticated

and important portions of the Scriptures, or to deny their ines-

timable value to man." " Our object is not to war against gen-

uine revelation." "Jerusalem was the centre of a bright light

to a dark world, and in this faith the younger (?) Isaiah closed

his magnificent strains." The inspired writers placed them-

selves above all philosophers of antiquity, and looked to God
alone for the physical as well as the moral laws of the universe."

Notwithstanding the intimation respecting " the young-
er Isaiah," which is a sufficient hint, as to the type of theo-

logy embraced by the writer,* it might be supposed, from
these expressions, that he was a believer in revealed religion

and had its interest at heart. But it is not long before he un-
deceives us. It is very plain that the only religion he ad-

mits is the religion of nature,^and that the inspiration of the

sacred writers he alludes to, is an inspiration which
does not secure them from error; that it is an inspiration

which leaves them to commit the most egregious blunders

of statement, and to produce writings the most confused
and contradictory. Though he disclaims any intention of

calling into question the well authenticated portions of the

Scriptures, the very disclaimer implies that there are por-

tions which are not well authenticated and important.

But these very portions were received by Christ and the

Apostles as parts of that Scripture written by men moved
by the Holy Ghost, and the most important conclusions

both as to doctrine and duty were based upon them.
The objections of Dr. Nott are so miscellaneous, em-

brace so many minute particulars, and are so devoid of a

* Fenum habet in cornu.
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just arrangement ; as to leave us at a loss where to com-
mence our reply, or how to confine it within proper limits.

One remark, however, we premise, as to the authori-

ties on which he relies. " So far from appealing to in-

fidel writers," says he, "we shall advance no opinion in

relation to the texts or interpretation of the Old and New
Testaments, which is not based upon the most learned
and authoritative^ theologians of the present century."

But who are the most learned divines ? Certain divines of

Germany.- ; : -: .''> ..••--; -•. '- :_- -'\^:'^-.i\'.^ .:rn\ -•

"The father land of Luther, Gesenius, Ewald, Eichorn, Hart-

man, Gabler, the Rosenmuelers, De Wette, Strauss, and other

commentators, who have no equals in England or America." The
divines of "New England, the land of such Theologians as Cban-
ning, Norton, Palfrey, etc:" "It is men," he adds, "of this stamp
—men who alone possess the knowledge requisite for deciding

such questions—that dare teach that the Bible manuscripts have
not come down to us untarnished by human hands ; and that the

Pentateuch is an anonymous production of unknown origin, com-
piled many centuries after the time of Moses, and consequently of

no authority in settling questions of science."

These, with Munk, Pauthier, Burke of the Ethnolo-
gical Journal, and Mr. Gliddon, are the Dii Majoresof Dr.
Nott's Mythology. ^ - '

' As to one of them, the noble reformer Martin Luther,
we know not by what right he is canonized in this cata-

logue of saints. We cannot say how he would handle these

lectures. Whether he would say as did of Tetzel, "I
will soon make a hole in his drum," we know not, but of
this we are certain, the Dr. would find him a rough as-

sailant, and might wish he had kept his lucubrations by
his side nine years longer, doubling the Horatian max-
im. As to the others, we are wiUing to admit the genius

and eloquence ofEichorn, the Hebrew learning of Gesenius,

the linguistic ability ofEwald, the poetic taste ofDe Wette,
and the useful industry especially of the younger Rosen-
mueler ; but as authorities in matters of doctrine, and espe-

cially, as to the inspiration of the Scriptures, any one who
knows them, at once perceives that they cannot be relied

on for a moment. As to Strauss, who left his country per

force for his country's good, his system utterly subverts all

revealed religion ; it varies not essentially from that af

4
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Woolston and Collins. So loose have been the German
notions for many years, the most decent of the English
Deists, had they resided in that country, might have been
installed as professors of Theology, without producing any
great commotion. Rosseau, Hobbes, Gibbon, and even
Paine and Voltaire, had they been only a little more de-

cent, and wrapt their opinions in transcendental mist,

might bring forth from the professor's chair, their objec-

tions to the historic truth and genuineness of the Scrip-

tures, without danger of being called to account. It is

surprising how those hypotheses which were deemed rank
infidelity in them, how the same arguments they sugges-

ted, are received by a large portion of the German neolo-

gists, as ingenious and solid. But it is remarkable that

only those scholars of Germany should be mentioned who
in one form or the other are of the latitudinarian stamp;
that the Dr's. ear refused to hear or his eye to see the

names of Hengstenberg, Olshausen, Luecke, Havernick,
and Tholuck ; and that on the long roll of New England
theologians, only Channing, Norton, Parker and Palfrey

could attract his notice. These are men to whose au-
thority either as unbiassed scholars or divines wre do not

defer. We believe their influence to be subversive, not

only of the true teachings of the Bible, but of the Bible

itself as the inspired and authoritative revelation of God
to man. It is marvellous tfiat he should say that " it is

men of this stamp alone who possess the knowledge
requisite for deciding such questions," when there are men
equally learned in Germany with those he has mentioned,
who adhere to the faith of Luther; and when in New En-
gland and out of it, there are theologians in abundance, in

comparison with whom Channing, Parker and Palfrey,

are mere sciolists in 'philology and archaeology.' These
"men alone dare to teach that the Bible manuscripts have
not come down to us untarnished by human hands !" In
what dark corner of the earth has Dr. Nott been hid-

den ? Where are the men, orthodox or heterodox, who,
since the days of Owen, have contended for the immacu-
late purity of the Greek and Hebrew Manuscripts? It re-

quires no great daring to affirm that they exhibit errors of

transcription, as without perpetual miracle they must. But
that "the Pentateuch is an anonymous writing ofunknown
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origin, compiled many centuries after the time of Moses,"

by no means all these men would dare affirm. When did

Luther attack the Pentateuch ? And how can Eichorn and
Rosen mueler, both of whom wrote expressly in defence
of its genuineness as a writing of Moses, be brought forth

as impugning ihat genuineness, and assigning it to a later

age? It would astonish Jahn, whom Dr. Nott ranks
on another page* with the ''great philologists and theolo-

gians of the continent," if he could now rise from the

dead, to learn that he had been quoted in connection with
those who have " made the composition of the Pentateuch
gradually descend to a thousand years after Moses.^'t

Would that there were a tythe of the candour and fair-

ness of mind in the writers on whom Dr. Nott relies,

which there was in this judicious and able divine of the

Romish Church.
Dr. Nott's objections to the Scriptures are very numerous.

Some are more formally stated, others are ' flings' against
the sacred text, with a view apparently of discrediting it.

Speaking of " the pages of the physical world," he says,

quoting from another, " no transcribers or ignorant trans-

lators have been able to erase or interpolate its texts
; they

stand before us in the same genuineness as when first writ-

ten." This disparaging of the sacred volume, and giving
the precedence to science and human reason, besides the
spirit it indicates, betrays a want of acquaintance with the

true facts in the case. "Of the 100,000 various readings

in the text of the New Testament," says Taylor, " it would
be hard to select 100 which an English reader, would
deem important to the text where they occur. And of

that hundred there would not be more then one or two
which could in any way affect questions of fact, of doc-

trine or practice."!: And professor Stuart, an authority

which Dr. Nott seems to respect, says that "not the

hundredth part of the mass of various readings amounts
to any thing more than the question whether the word
honour shall be spelled without the u or with it." The
same is the testimony of Andrews Norton, whom Dr.

* P- Ai4.

t See his laboured and successful answer to this theory in his Introduc-

tion to the Old Testament.

t On the Transmission of Ancient Books.

Vol. III.—No. 3. 65
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Nott, for other purposes, freely quotes. "Of the various

readings of the New Testament," says he, " nineteen out

of twenty, at least, are to be dismissed at once from consi^

deration." " Of those which remain a very great majori-

ty are entirely unimportant. They consist in different

modes of spelling ;" " in the insertion or omission of parti-

cles, such as fl" and «5e, not aftecting the sense.*

To remove all doubt, however, we give from De Rossi,t

all the various readings in the more than 800 MSS. and
editions collated by himself, so far as the ten first chap-

ters of Genesis are concerned, which the Or. finds so con-

fused and contradictory.
CHAP. I.

and tree,

after his kind upon the earth,

ill the firmament of heaven to give

Hght upon the earth.

in our likeness,

over all the earth,

and every herb.

CHAP. II.

vs. 12. good very good
19. called every living creature, called the name of every living crea-

ture,

24. and they shall be one flesh and they two shall be one flesh.

CHAP. III.

vs. 7. fig leaf

10. and said

16. Unto the woman
thy sorrow

19. shalt thou eat bread

20. the Man [or the Adam.]

vs. U, tree

12. after his kind
14. in the firmament of heaven

26. after our likeness

ibid, and over all the earth,

30. every herb,

fig leaves,

and said to him
But unto the woman
thy sorrows
shalt thou eat thy bread
Adam.

CHAP. IV
vs. 8, and Cain talked with Abel and Cain said to Abel his brother,

his brother, Let us go into the field.

[This reading exhibited only in the

ancient versions.]

from thy hands
by the name &c.
and he called

CHAP. V.
and God blessed them,

after his own likeness, in his image

11. from thy hand
17. after the name of his son,

25. and called

vs. 2.

3.

and blessed them
in his own liKeness,

after his own image
18. And Jared lived a hundred

and sixty-two years

23. was
25. a hundred eighty and seven

years

and Jared lived sixty-two years

were
eighty and seven years

Genuineness of the Gospels, Vol. I. Additional notes, p. 38.

t Kennicott's would also be given, if at hand, but would not materially

change the sense.
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our works and toil of our hand29. concerning our work and toil

of our hands
31. was
32. and Noah was the son of500

years
and Noah begat Shem, Ham, and begat Shem and Ham.

CHAP. VI.

were
and Noah lived 500 years

,.'4f;

VS. 7. from man, unto beast,

unto the fowl

10, Shem, Ham,
11. and the earth was filled

19. of uU flesh

20. of every creeping thing

from men, and unto boasL
and unto the fowl

vs.

vs,

vs.

1. And Jehovah said •

2. of every beast

9. As God had commanded
11. the same "day

19. under the whole heaven
OHAP

8. from offthe face of the earth

11. an olive leaf

15. God
16. and thy wife and thy sons
19. every beast,

every creeping thing,

whatsoever creepeth

CHAP
2. upon all that moveth
5, at the hand of every man's

brother
^

7. bring forth abundantly * ;'

10. of the cattle .:.'/

9Q. was

Shem and Ham.
and was filled

and of all flesh

and ofevery creeping thing.

CHAP. VII.
And God said '

'

of the beast

as Jehovah commanded
wanting
under heaven.
VIII.

from the earth, , -

olive leaves

Jehovah
and thy sons and thy wife

and every beast,

and every creeping thing,

or whatsoever creepeth.

IX,
and upon all that moveth
and at the hands &c.

vs, 1. Ham
3. and Riphath
4. and Dodanim
5. in their nations

19. and Admah
20. in their nations

' ;' and bring forth abundantly
. '. 'h and of the cattle ^i J/f t {

i-

were > - ;

CHAP. X. '

and Ham
and Diphath
and Rodanim
after their nations
Admah
after their nations.

These are absolutely the whole results of the laborious

collation by De Rossi of the Hebrew MSS, for these first ten

chapters. Not more than two or three of them are of the

least importance, except for the confirmation they afford to

the text ; the proof they give, that in the innumerable trans-

criptions through which this text has passed for 3000 years,

it has suffered so little. What right then has Dr. Nott to

say that the " original Hebrew text has come down to us
in so many mutilated forms, differing widely from the

long lost original." It is an assertion which no true scho-

lar, who is not swayed by some amazing prejudice, and
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does not rush impetuously on to some foregone conclu-

sion, would dare to hazard. Every one who has exam-
ined the subject knows that if all the various readings

most divergent from the truth were incorporated into the

Jext, and the true readings thrown away, neither the sys-

tem ofdoctrines which the Scriptures should then deliver,

nor the moral precepts they should exhibit, nor the series

of historic facts which they should present, would be for

substance different from those now found in the sacred

pages. The various readings in the manuscripts of pro-

fane writings, which are equally numerous with those

of the sacred Scriptures, have not impaired them.* They
have not quenched the poetic fire of Homer, nor the elo-

quence of Demosthenes, nor the historic truth of Herodo-
tus and Tluicydides. And none but a pretender to scho-

larship would say that they have materially affected the

verity of the Scriptures,

Dr. Nott again speaks, disrespectfully, of the English
Version of the Scriptures. He makes the astonish-

ing assertion that " the Hebrew language may be said

only to have been recovered within the last century by
modern orientalists." Most surprising is it that any one
could believe that the Jews should have wholly lost a
knowledge of their ancient and sacred tongue. A nation

of men that, in their better days, have had among them
a numerous class of scholars belonging to every tribe, be-

sides the sacerdotal order, while this was maintained,—

-

pursuing with indefatigable zeal the study of their sacred

books, under advantages such as Christian scholars in

these days can scarcely ever hope to obtain ; that these

men should have known nothing of their ancient tongue;

that the schools of Alexandria in Egypt, of Tiberias

jand Jabneh in Palestine, of iXaardea, Pompeditha, and
Sora in Babylonia, and of Cordova and Seville in Spain,

at a later period, with all the cognate dialects, the Ara-
bic, Chaldee, and Syriac, sounding daily in their ears,

should have known nothing of the Hebrew, and that a

* See Bentley's " Remarks on Free Thinking." He says " Wakefield
Jias collected about 12,000 various readings of Lucretius (exclusive of mere
differences of orthography) from five ^rmtes? copies only, and Bekker has
published more than 60,000 variations from his text of Plato, theMSS. used
op each of the different writings being on an average about thirteen,"
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knowledge of it should only have been recovered by
modern orientalists, displays an amazing want of reading,

of scholarlike accuracy, and a credulity exceedingly rare

except in an unbeliever. There never has been an age
of the world, when it was impossible to obtain a know-
ledge of the Hebrew tongue ; and many were the Jews
in Egypt before Christ, of literary habits and acute minds,
who could decypher her hieroglphics, if the^ could shed
any light on the Scriptures, tenfold better than Mr.
Gliddon, " who has bestowed immense labour on Bibli-

cal criticism," and " has collected no less than 500 false

renderings," <fcc.

Let us now look at Dr. Nott's proof of '• the ignorance

of the authorized translators of the pious King James
and the British Parliament." We do not see that our
translators were unacquainted with the fact that the root

a-dam means to he red, or that they were guilty of any
error in translating the word, when a noun, as the proper

name of the first man in one case, as equivalent to "a
man" in another, as signifying "mankind," being "re-

markably applied in Numbers xxxi. 35, to female per-

sons." Why does not Dr. Nott administer the calomel

of criticism to speakers of the English tongue around
him, and retrieve the King's English from confusion.

—

They speak continually of Mr. Mann and Mrs. Mann^
of a man, of man, meaning mankind, " remarkably in-

cluding female persons ;" of Mr. Good, of a good, of good,
and goods. If the English translators had not transla-

ted the word Adam as they have done, they would in-

deed have been guilty of egregious blundering.

Another proof of ignorance and incompetency is found
in Leviticus xi. 20: "All fowls that creep, going on all

fours, shall be an abomination unto you." "Were this

version correct," says he, " it would prove the existence,

in the days of Moses, offour legged birds .'" Is Dr. Nott

sure in what sense the word fowl was used in 1611?

—

Dr. Johnson defines it to be " a winged animal." Are there

not winged creatures that also have four feet? Is there

not the vespertilio, of which the common bat is but a sin-

gle specimen ? and if this be not intended, and the more
probable opinion is adopted, that the reference is to insects

which have both wings and feet, are thei/ not flying crea-
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tures? Were the six learned men who translated this

portiori of the Scriptures, and the learned critics from both

universities appointed to review their work, and Bishop
Bilson and Dr. Smith appointed" to publish it, unacquaint-

ed with the English language? Mistranslation of the

Hebrew there is not. It matters not whether the passage

be translated creeping things that fly, or -flying things

that creep.

His example from Job xix. 23 : "Oh that my words
were now written ! Oh, that they were printed in a

book,^\ which he regards as an " anachronism," is alike

discreditable to him. Were these translators, does Dr.

Nott, suppose, fools? Did they not know as well as he,

that printing was not invented, at least in Europe, till

150 years before their own day ? The translation was
the nearest to the original, in their judgment, which would
be intelligible to the common reader. The Hebrew word
translated "book," usually signifies a book. The word
translated "printed" means engraved] and " inscribed in

a register," may be but little nearer the original than

printed in a book. Neither ignorance nor blundering can
be argued from this example merely. All that can be

said is, that the words in one language do not exactly an-

swer to words in another. The other example, with
which Dr. Nott and H. Smith make merry, is at least as

much misunderstood by thei^iselves as it ever could have
been by the translators. " Oh that one would hear me

!

behold, my desire is that the Almighty should answer me,
and that mine adversary had written a book." Job xxxi.

35. " This," says Dr. Nott, is " authorized version"—
" with a vengeance !" Mr. Glidd.on's Tau, the symbol of

Osiris, is as much out of place here as ' a pig in a parlour.'

The Tav is the sign manual of the party accused, put in

this case, by Synecdoche, for his bill in plea.

Oh that there were one [as a judge] to hearme !

—

Behold my authenticated plea-r-

That the Almighty would reply as accuser

!

That my opponent would write down the charge !

—

Would I not wear it on my shoulder 1

I would bind it on me as my crown.

The opponent or adversary is probably no other than
God himself. And if there is a degree of boldness and
audacity in Job, in this poetic language, what shall be
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said of the ridicule which Dr. Nott appears to quote from
some of those on whom he leans, when he represents Job
as longing "with a refinement of vindictiveness, as the

most terrible retribution he could inflict on an adversary,

that the latter should actually write a hook, in order that

he might review him, as H. Smith has conjectured, in the
Jerusalem (Quarterly. " Review the Almighty !" Here
is criticism " with a vengeance."

We do not deny that there are passages in our version

which have been elucidated by later scholars, and are

better understood than in a former age, and perhaps this,

among others, is one. But it is not true that " this old

translation isvacknowledged by all who know any thing

about it to be very had.^^ How different has been the

judgment of other and the most learned men concerning

it. John Selden speaks of it as " the best translation in

the world." Bishop Horsely praises it as having " en-

riched and adorned our language." Dr. While, Professor

of Arabic at Oxford, commends its " general fidelity," and
says " the English language has acquired new dignity

by it." Dr. Geddes affirms that "this of all versions

must, in general, be accounted the most excellent." Pro-

fessor Stuart represents it as the best effort at translation

among the English divines, with the exception ofLowth's
classic work on Isaiah, and J. W. Whitaker, speaking of

it in the highest terms, says " it has occasionally happen-
ed that an individual, as inferior to them (the translators)

in condition as in talents and integrity, is found question-

ing their motives, or denying their qualifications for the

task which they so well performed."

But read the Scriptures in any translation, evert the
most imperfect, and you will find the same facts, the same
doctrines, the same revealed truths. In spite of the reli-

gious bias of translators, the same doctrines, on the whole,

gleam through the imperfect version, and the same his-

toric facts. And may we not, without offence, ask the

doctor, if he has himself mastered the Hebrew of the

original text? And before he ventured his assertion,

did he compare the Greek, the Chaldoe, the Syriac, the

Arabic, the Latin, the German, French, and English
translations with it, and with each other? or has he taken
his opinions at second hand ? If he possesses the varied
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learning of John Mason Goode, and some others, who
have adorned his own profession, we will gladly listen to

him. ..V.,-'. .;',;{ V / ".\-,\''^ -;.'-' -,: -^^ /.^i^H::^^.'<

Dr. Nott, however, is not satisfied with attacking the

integrity of the sacred text, and the competency and fidel-

ity of the English Bible. He attacks the insfiration of
the book itself. In the writing of the Scriptures there

were two agents employed, the Spirit of God, the true

Author of the whole
; and man acted upon by the Spirit,

and speaking as he was moved by the Holy Ghost. All

Scripture, therefore, is given by inspiration of God. The
men acted on by the Spirit, were acted upon as free and in-

telhgent agents, and not as unconscious and senseless tools,

and the peculiarities of their genius and previous culture

were not lost from the writings which, under this celestial

impulse, they produced. Yet might they not, at all times,

at once perceive the full extent of meaning in that which
the Spirit prompted them to write. Their knowledge
might therefore be defective, as men, in reference to many
points of science and learning. But the Spirit who in-

spired them, knows " all things, even the deep things of

God." He brooded on the chaotic deep at the first creation,

informed with vital energy the primaeval matter, was the

Maker of all things, and all men and nations, and must
understand all. His knowledge is not bounded by the

confines of Palestine, nor the red shading of Dr. Nott's

map, which so ostentatiously, as you open the book,

flaunts forth its impious reproaches, if not expressly, yet

by obvious inference, against the perfection of the Scrip-

tures The sacred writers " were ignorant, says Dr. Nott,

of Astronomy, Geology, Natural History, Geography," &c.
knew "nothing of the Americans, Chinese, Hindoos,
Australians, Polynesians, and other races." " Who will

question the fact that Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John
were as^ignorant of the north of Europe, the north and
east of Asia,southern Africa, Australia, America, and Oce-
anica, as we are of the geography of the Moon?" But
was the great and Heavenly Author of these writings

ignorant of them? the Maker of all ignorant of what he
had made ? the Ruler of all of the extent of his earthly

domain ? Whatever is written in the Scripture, must be

consistent with truth, and consistent with science itself.
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And snch it manifestly is. There has never yet been
discovered, in the whole compass of the Bible, a single

statement irreconcileable with true science. In its entire

compass, then, is not a scientific, geographic, noi historic

error. Dr. Nott's exclamations respecting " the extraor-

dinary account of the Garden of Eden," and the Mosaic
cosmogony, do but betray his own want of research, or a
determination to do what he may to discredit the Scrip-

tures. . ' , •-.!.. ...;.......• :, .. ,
.: .^,

" We freely admit," says Gaussen, " that if there are any physi-

cal errors, fully proved, in the Scriptures, the Scriptures could not
be from God. But we mean to show that there are none

; and
we shall dare to challenge the adversaries to produce one from
the entire Bible. We are going still farther ; and we shall show,
on the contrary, how much latent science is concealed under the
simplicity of its language.

'

. , -. ,

.
" These two facts are analogous to that which you may observe

in the words of a learned astronomer, conversing with his young
children, and showing them with his finger, the earth and the

heavens. If you followed him in these interviews, when his ten-

derness, stooping to their level, presents to their new-born intel-

ligence, images and words which it can comprehend, you would
then quickly remark his respect for truth, by a twofold sign.

First, he would never tell them any thing that was not true
; and

secondly, there would be in his words iTiany indications that he
knows more than he sees fit to communicate to them. He doubt-

less would not pretend to teach them science; but on the one
hai d, nothing in his discourse would contradict its principles;

and on the other, many of his words would already indicate, that

although silent upon them, he comprehended them. Afterward,

when his children, having become men, shall review his words;

not only will they find them exempt from all error, but they will

also recognize that, skilfully chosen, they were already in pre-

established harmony with science, and presented it to them in

its germ, although they could not comprehend it. In proportion

as their own knowledge shall increase they will see with admi-

ration, under the reserve and the simplicity of his language, con-

cealed wisdom, learned exactness, turns of phraseology, and forms

of expression, which were in harmony with facts, then unknown
to them, but long known by him.^^-^Theopneusiy, pp. 131, 136.

We are not informed in the Scriptures what the intel-

ligent men of the Jewish nation knew and what they did

not know, by those merely human means of knowledge
Vol. III.—No. 3. '56
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which were common to men. This, however, is true. Dr,

Nott takes pleasure in understating the Itnowledge they
actually had. The Scriptures are fuller m their state-

ments evenm Geography^ than any other ancient writings

which precede the days of the Greek Geographers, who, in

comparison with the Old Testament, are but modern.
They are so accurate as to constitute the best guide books
to travellers in the countries in which the occurrences of

the Scriptures look place. In their allusions to the more
distant lands to which reference is made they exhibit no
error. Where they speak of the distant West, they use

the phrase which is translated in our version "the isles of

the sea," or " of the Gentiles." The habitable places of
the sea would be more in accordance with the original,

and will include all countries which must be reached

by navigating the sea. India is expressly mentioned in

Esther i. i. and viii. 7, and 1. Mac. viii. 8, and if it did

not embrace in their geography the whole of Hindostan,

it extended far north of it, over a considerable portion of

Tartary into the desert of Gobi. China is evidently intend-

ed by the land of Sinim, Is. xlix. 14, and has been called,

from an' unknown antiquity, throughout southern and
western Asia, by the name Sin, Chin, or Jin. Porcelain

vessels with Chinese inscriptions have been found in the

monuments of Thebes. Thp Magog of Ezekiel is the
country of the Mongolians. ^The PhcEuicians were a bor-

dering and friendly people, and Tyre was not further

from Jerusalem, than Augusta in Georgia, from Charles-

ton, or Montgomery from Mobile. . The nearest inhabi-

tants of Galilee might have gone down of a pleasant

morning to market. All the knowledge of the Tyrian
and Phoenician navigators, pouring in from Carthage, and
their numerous colonies, scattered over the islands of the
Mediterranean, on either side of it, and beyond the pillars

of Hercules on the African and European coast, was easi-

ly accessible to the Jews.
They had resided in Babylon, the great centre of orien-

tal commerce, had lived in Media under Darius the Mede,
and in Persia under Cyrus the Great ; many had served in

the army of Alexander the Macedonian, and were proba-

by among the invaders of India. They had occupied the

central ground passed over by the caravan trade between
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Persia and India on the one side, and Phoenicia and Egypt
on the other. Before Paul and the New Testament wri-

ters lived, Africa had been circumnavigated by Tyrian
sailors under Pharaoh Necho.* Hanno the Carthaginian
had explored the coast of Western Africa, Arrian made
the Periplus of the Erythrean sea, sailing around the coast

of India on the east of the Indian Ocean, and down Afri-

ca on the west, a voyage which had probably also been
often made before by the allied fleets ofSolomon and Hiram
king of Tyre. The voyage of Pytheas to the North Sea
had taken place, and of Nearchus down the Indus and up
the Persian Gulf to the mouth of the Tigris. The Jews
had long been familiar with Egypt. It was no wonderful
feat to go there. They had never from Abraham to Paul
lost their connection with it. From 301 to 180 B. C. the

period of the Ptolemies, it was a place of shelter to them.
In 153 B. C. Onias built a temple at Leontopolis which
was long the rival of that at Jerusalem. At Alexandria
they had the most splendid synagogue, with its accompa-
niment of schools, which existed in the whole world.

The geographers Eratosthenes,Hipparchus and Strabo had
already gathered from diflferent sources a very considera-

ble knowledge of the earth and its principal nations. Me-
la and Pliny were the cotemporaries of the writers of the

New Testament. It is impossible that men, living as

these writers did, in the very central parts of the civilised

world, should be so extremely ignorant of the inhabiiants

of different countries as Dr. Nott alleges. Especially may
we suppose the Apostle Paul, a man of no mean condi-

tion, born in a city which according to Strabo excelled

even Corinth and Athens and all other cities as a place of

education, to have been acquainted with this knowledge
then common to men of ordinary intelligence. Now these

countries which they actually did know, are inhabited by
the principal varieties of the human race. The Cauca-

sian, Mongolian, and negro could not be unknown to

theiTL The Mongolian they had seen in their wander-

ings towards central Asia, and the negro must have at-

tracted their attention in Egypt. The Scythians, the pro-

* 616 B. C. This voyage was 2100 years before the Portugeese under the

lead of Vaquez de Gama doubled the cape of Good Hope.
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totypes of the modern Tartars, seven centuries before

Christ, had invaded south western Asia, pushed their in-

roads as far as Egypt, and left their name in Scythopo-

lis, in the valley of the Jordan. Dr. Nott does indeed

struggle hard to show that the word Cush is wrongly
translated in pur English Bible by the word Ethiopia. And
we are willing to admit that the one word is not the etymo-

logical equivalent of the other, and that in these modern
times the word Ethiopian is not by usage applied to all

the descendants of Gush, or Ethiopia to all the countries

they inhabit. But it is true that by the ancients, Ethio-

pia was applied to both Asiatic and African nations.

They used the term according to its sense, of nations
" burnt black in the face," atOoj mv ox^w.

In like manner the name Cush, for which in the trans-

lation Ethiopia is substituted, is used in the Scriptures

for Asiatic and for African countries. The Cush, in the

description of the Garden of Eden, is probably the coun-

try east of the Tigris, and north of the Persian Gulf Chu-
sistan, a portion of Persia, bears the name, and Jona-

than, the Targumist, on Gen. x. 6, evidently understands
by Cush, ap Asiatic people. But it is equally plain that

the name Cush is also applied to an African country and
people. Indeed so clear is this that Gesenius and Shul-
thess have wrongly contended that, in the Scriptures, it

is applied to no other. It w^s a country which lay south
of Egypt above Syene, the Meroe of the ancients, and
the Abyssinia of the moderns. The Chub of Ezek. 29,*

is either the Nubia of modern Geography, or a district

called Chuba, still further south. The land of rustling,

or clanging wings of Is. xviii, 1, beyond the rivers of

Cush, is evidently the African Ethiopia, including Nubia,
Kordofan, and Abyssinia.t Over this country, in the
days of Hezekiah, reigned Tirhaka, a King of great re-

nown, who also had obtained the dominion of upper
Egypt. When Heaekiah was threatened by l^enacherib,

knowing that the Assyrian army was on the way to

Egypt,t he marched to the relief of the Jewish monarch.
He is the TapaAcoj of Manetho, and the Tcapica)./ of Strabo,

find his figure, name, and the expedition he undertook,

*Ezek. xxix. 10; xxx. 6, 9 t Strabo, 15, 6. x Herodotus.
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and the prisoners he captured, are recorded on the walls

of a Theban temple at Medinath Abu, and on the moun-
tain Barkal in Abyssinia.* And in spite of Dr. Nott's con-
temptuous questioning of the truth of 2 Chron. xiv. 9, it

is very evident that Zerah, the Ethiopian, did come down
with a "thousand thousand," i. e. many thousands, on "so

insignificant a King as Asa." He came from Africa, not

Arabia ; among his soldiers were Lubim, an African peo-

ple,! and he had 300 chariots, which were not used by the

Arabs in their warfare.! The name Cush, too, has been
found on the monuments as referring to an African peo-

ple, as Dr. Nott, with a facility fatal to his argument, p.

140, allows. V Indeed we find it used of the Prince of

Ethiopia on a Temple at Beit-e-wellee in Nubia, where
the conquests of Rameses the Second are found portray-

ed, under circumstances in which there can be no mis-

take, for the Ethiopian army, composed of negroes, is re-

presented as routed before the chariot of the victor, and
negro captives are led bound beside the conqueror. He
is then exhibited, in another compartment, as receiving the

tribute of the conquered nations, consisting of gold, pan-
ther's skins, tusks of ivory, logs of ebony, long horned
oxen, bears, lions, giraffes, elephants, brought by a nu-
merous procession of negroes ; Egyptian Scribes are tak-

ing an account of the tribute : then he is pictured as in-

vesting " the royal son of Kush" with the vice-regai

power over this subjugated country, his name and title

being written in hieroglyphics over his head.§ On the
Lftii-'

* Wilkinson's Ancient Egyptians, i. pp. 140, 387 ; Roscellini Mon. ii.

t&b. a
1 2 Chron. xvi. 8 ; Comp. 12: 4.

t In the invasion of Judah in the days of Rehoboam, by Shishak, [She-
shonk,] King of Egypt, in which he took Jerusalem and the " fenced cities

of Judah," avast army of Lubim, Sukkiims, and Cushites followed him.
These Sukkiim arc in the Ixx. the Troglydytes, whom Strabo, L. xvii.

1, and Pliny Hist. Nat. vi. 29, 34, place in Meroe, and Rosenmueler,*
identifies with the Shangalla, a negro race in Abyssinia. The victories

of Shiskah, over Judah-melek-kah, " King of the courUry of Judah" are
sculptured on the monuments at Karnak.
§" The royal son of Kush, or Ethiopia, Amounemape-t, son of Poeri,

the truth speaking." Gallery of Antiqq. from the British Museum, by S.

Birch, part ii. p. 96. "Kush, barbarian country, perverse lace, bemg,*
says Mr. Gliddon, ' the Egyptian designatory name and title of Negroes
prior to B. C. 1600' " Anc. Egypt, p. 24, 26, 27, 59 ; Comp. Roscellini iii.

1, 277; Champollion Eg. et Nub. i. Planch, xi. xv. xvi.

* Alterthumskunie, iii. 353.
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same is an address to the conqueror, " Beneath thy san-
dals IS jKoZ, the barbarian land, Rush (Nigritia) is in thy
grasp." Mr. Gliddon informs us that by the name Kush
" the Egyptians exclusively designated the negro and Ber-
ber race in hieroglypics," and though he denies that this

name can be identified with the Cush of Scripture we beg
leave to differ from him. We have traced the Scripture

use of the word to the country south of Egypt, inhabited

in part by the Berber and ilegro varieties of men. We
have now monumental evidence, by his own admission,

that the same word is applied to the full negro of Nigri-

tia, thus connecting him with other Cushites, with Ham
and with Noah. If the KHeM of the monuments is the

Ham of the Scriptures, and the Kanana of the monuments
is the Canaan of the Scriptures, why is not the monumen-
tal Cush, also the Cush of the Bible, extending westward
over central Africa and including the negro race !

Thus signally does the efibrt to prove the Cush
of Scripture, always to refer to a Caucasian race, fail of

any solid foundation. Thus impossible is it to prove, in

the face of facts, that the sacred writers were unacquain-
ted with the negro variety of man. Josephus knew some-
thing of this country of Ethiopia, for he represents Moses,
while yet in Egypt, making war, as a general serving

under the Egyptian rule, u^pon Ethiopia, and subduing
the people. The negro, too, had been fully described by
Herodotus nearly five centuries before Christ, who be-

came acquainted with him in Egypt, and afterwards

found a colony of the same black skinned and woolly
haired people in Colchis, on the shores of the Euxine.

—

When Jeremiah then asks, "Can the Ethiopian change
his skin, or the leopard his spots?" he as truly referred

to the negro as a well known variety of men, as he did

to the leopard as a well known variety of the feline race.

That he should be ignorant of them, when they consti-

tuted to some extent the armies of Egypt, which were
often contending with their natural enemies, the Babylo-
nians, on the territories of the Hebrews, is beyond belief.

So numerous were the negroes in the armies of Sesostris,

that Herodotus seems to infer that the Egyptians them-
selves were /'eXaxpwf, " a black skinned," and ovXorpc:^^, a
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woolly haired people.* It will be remembered too that

Jeremiah spent the last days of his life in Egypt, whither
he fled after the fall of Jerusalem, with the miserable
remnant of his people. -'^ • • b /^ i^ ^^ k * ;v W
In the original migration of nations, intercourse must

have been kept up for a length of time between the migra-
ting hordes and the parent stock, even as it is now. Com-
merce was rife over nearly the whole of the ancient world,

as it is at this day. Many a Jew had seen the negro in

Egypt. His ancestors had seen the temple at Karnac, per-

haps, when it was building, and he had stood wondering
in the Ramesium ages before Champollion was born. In
countless things in which the moderns are ignorant, the
ancients were 'wise. The sacred writers, then, did know the

principal varieties of the human race, were acquainted
with the Mongul, the Caucasian, and the negro, the va-
rieties of men most unlike each other, and did notwith-
standing affirm all nations of the earth to be of one blood,

and to have descended from Noah, the second founder of
the family of men, and from Adam, the first progenitor.

Dr. Nott knows that this is the representation of the

Scriptures, hence his inconsistent zeal, on the one hand,
to destroy the belief of men in the integrity and inspira-

tion of the word of God ; and on the other hand, to fjrce

upon the divine word an interpretation, on the supposi-

tion that its declarations are true, which will suit his pre-

conceived theories. A sad addition to the numerous.proofs
literature contains of the unhistoric spirit and easy faith

which skepticism inspires.

The difficulties found by Dr. Nott with the Ethnogra-
phy of the Bible fill us with increased amazement. The
book of Genesis gives us a

" Fragmentary and confused sketch of a race descended from

* Herod. Euterpe S. 104. The passage of Herodotus is curious, and has
been the crux of ethnological speculators: " The Egyptians were of opin-

ion that the Colchians were descended from part of the troops of Sesostris.

To this I, myself, was also inclined, because they are black, and have short

hair and curling, which latter circumstances may not, however, be insisted

on as evidence, because it is common to many other nations." From thia

many, as Volney and others, have concluded that the ancient Egyptians

were real negroes ; and that their complexion was afterwards changed by
intermixture with the Asiatics, Greeks, and Romans. But monumental
evidence is against this. On these the negroes do not usually appear, ex-

cept in the pomp of a conquering monarch, as defeated enemies or prisoners

of war.
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Adam and Ere." " To show in what confusion and contradic-

tion the Mosaic account of the Adamic race is involved we quote
a few examples." "The opinion of the learned and joiows Der
Wette, that the book of Genesis simply recorded the uncertain and
mythical history of the Hebrew race.''^ "The only rational explan-

ation which can be offered for these discrepancies," (between Gen*
i. and ii. as to the creation of man,) is that assigned by the most
competent theologians of the present day, viz : that the book of

Genesis is nothing more than an assemblage ofvery ancient frag-

ments, (or traditions,) of unknown origin, put together without

order, and consequently of no historic value." Again the Dr.

says, " ther(5 were no human beings on the face of the earth, but
Adam and Eve, and Cain ; and who, we ask, was there to slay

him ?" [Cain.] " How did Cain get out of the presence of the

Lord by going to the land of Nod? Where did he find his wife

before there were any women of the Adamic stock? How did he
build a city for himself and for what purpose ?" " Is it possible

any one can regard this as a part of genuine revelation?" "I
should be glad if those who regard the book of Genesis as an es-

sential part of Holy Writ would explain these palpable incon-

sistencies."

We pity Dr. Nott in his deep bewilderment. On the

dark mountains where he is wandering we would fain

reach him a helping hand. Our want of space to answer
this avalanche of questions, in part prevents us, and in

part the recollection that they have been answered many
thousand times, and that if he had but sought in the right

direction with a mind open to conviction his difficulties

would have been removed. To our minds, there is a
perfect unity of design pervading the book of Genesis,

no undue repetition and no confusion. Viewed in a
merely literary aspect, it is the most venerable monument
of antiquity ; in a historic or ethnographic light, the most
valuable and satisfactory document in existence ; and as a
portion of the infallible rule of faith and practice for man,
the foundation stone on which the whole edifice of reve-

lation is built. Truly a writer may retrace his steps and
enlarge his description, for important reasons, without
being charged with discrepancy. He is little versed in

classic literature, whose mind does not recur to similar

instances in the most trustworthy and polished writers of

antiquity. And the oriental style resumes and repeats
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more than that of the west. If it could be proved that

Genesis has in part been compiled from pre-existing docu-
ments, its inspiration would not fall away. These may
have been written by patriarchs before Moses to whom
God revealed his will ; or if the inspired Moses incorporat-

ed them into his writings, they have received, in each
word and letter, the sanction of the Spirit of God speak-

ing in him.

^s to the other points, we can but say that we felt our-

selves, as we read them, in the society of Thomas Paine,

Rosseau, and Voltaire. In the genealogy of Adam but
three of his children, Cain, Abel, and Seth are mentioned
by name, andfew only of his remoter descendants appear
in the record. In the 930 years he walked upon the

earth, his family must have been far more numerous
than this, and his other children are expressly alluded to

in the words " and he begat sons and daughters.^^ '-The
mother of all living" was doubtless " a fruitful vine," and
both she and Adam were in the vigour of their lives for a
length of years which the post-diluvians knew nothing of
Cain was a married man when he slew Abel, and was
then not less, probably, than 129 years of age. Seth, who
was appointed by God to occupy the place of Abel whom
Cain slew, was born to Adam when he was 130 years

old.* The natural increase of the race of man is extreme-
ly rapid when no hindrance is interposed. " An island

first occupied by a iew ship-wrecked English in 1689,

and discovered by a Dutch vessel in 1667, is said to have
been found peopled after 80 years by 12,000 souls, all the

descendants of four mothers."t When the Creator under-

took to people a world, we may suppose that his provi-

dence arranged for this end, and no hindrance was allow-

ed to interpose. It is believed that the death of Abel was
the first which occurred in the family of man. It is not

an unreasonable supposition, therefore, as figures will de-

monstrate, that the family of Adam embraced from 191,-

000 to 200,000 people at the banishment of Cain. How
many of these adhered to the fortunes of Cain, from whom
a large share descended, or whether any, we are not in-

formed, nor are we told when he built his city. If he liv-

* Comp. iv. 17, 95. v, 3.

Vol. III.—No. 3.

t Wiseman's Lects. p. 145.

57
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ed as long as his father Adam, and built it in the closing

period of his life, his own descendants born in the land of

Nod) i. e. in the land of hisflighty which the name denotes,

Were facr more numerous than the numbers above men-
tioned would indicate. The same remarks will also ap-

ply to Nimrod. Though he may be, as is said in these

Lectures, but of "the second generation from Ham," there

was abundant time for a population to have arisen on the

earth, after the flood, sufficiently numerous to build cities

and found kingdoms.* The city Cain built was not pro-

bably extraordinary for size, but at first, at least, a mere
stockade^ " earth-work^'' ox fortressA Rome was not built

in a day. It was once a hamlet or blockhouse on the Ca-
pitoline Mount. It was only the " beginning" of the king-

dom founded by Nimrod, and the first foundations of Nin-
eveh, Rehoboth, Calah, and Resen, of which the historian

speaks. With Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Louisville, Lowell,
Buffalo and San Francisco before him, the growth of the

present generation, it is surprising that Dr. Nott cannot
see that it requires but a brief time for places to which
emigration tends, to rise to sudden wealth and eminence.
Kingdoms, too, are often small in their beginning, which
afterwards fill half the world with their arts and arms.
Nor was it any more difficult for Cain to '-get out of the

presenceof the Lord" thanit^isfor unbelieving men to do so

now. They now absent themselves voluntarily from the

house and worship of God and the society of his people,

or, having once been numbered among them, may be for-

cibly expelled. Had Dr. Nott been better acquainted with
the phraseology of Scripture, he could have had no trou-

ble in understanding what is said concerning the sons of
God and the daughters of men in Gen. vi., nor have found
any resemblance in this to the "ancient mythologies of In-

dia and Egypt."
These objections, and others which time does no allow

us to touch, are brought forward to show that the book of

See Bedford's Scripture Chronology, and his calculation of the popula-
tion of the earth in each year from Noah to Abraham.

t " JEfir, translated city," says Gesenius, is properly ^^ a place of watch or

guard" built with a wall or tower as a refuge of the keepers of flocks, an
enclosure surrounded by a mound or wall, a nomadic hamlet, a town, a city,

often not large, as there were 31 rojred cities in Canaan, and 124 in the sin-

gle tribe of Judah.
^"
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Genesis is unworthy of credit, and that therefore lis Eth-
nology is to be rejected. " Its ethnological details" he
says, "are devoid of all harmony, are inconsistent with each
other, and contradicted by the early history of Egypt,
ChinL, India and America." To this we can only say,
" If the light that is in thee be darkness, how great is that

darkness !" The xth and xith chapters of Genesis are un-
questionably the most satisfactory ethnographical docu-
ment on the face of the earth. It more clearly explains

the origin of the various miportant nations of the old

continent, than all the writings of antiquity besides. From
Josephus down, there has been great uniformity in its ex-

planation, ajid all soberly conducted antiquarian research,

and almost every spade full of earth thrown out of the bu-

ried catacombs and palaces oi Egypt and Nineveh, do but

tend to confirm it.

Dr. Nott next proceeds to attack the Chronology of
THE Bible. " We shall first take up the chronology of

Genesis alone, and show that it is destroyed by its own in-

consistencies ; and we shall then, by a comparison of the

monuments of Egypt, China, India, America, <fcc. show that

it has no historical ground work whatever." This is assur-

edly a large and boastful promise. We see him, a very
Goliab, flourishing his spear like a weaver's beam, and
defying the armies of Israel. Where are these monu-
ments of India ? Are they of paper, earth, or stone ? Does
the Dr. refer to the Puranas and their Yugs, covering a
period of 4,320,000 years? And where are his monuments
of China. Does he then believe that one emperor reign-

ed 18,000 years, another 18,000, and another 45,600 years ?

Does he not know that the Chinese themselves regard

their high chronology as fabulous, that their respectable

historians do not venture to allude to it, except to call it

in question ? Says the Chinese historian Fung-chow,
" How is it credible that more than 10,000 years elapsed be-

fore the yang, or ' superior principle' was produced, and the hea-

vens spread ; and that 1 0,000 more elapsed before the yin, or

' secondary principle' was produced, and the earth formed ; that

10,000 more passed away, before the yin and yang united to pro-

duce the various material existences
;
and, further, that 40 or

50,000 years more passed away, before the process of the two

principles was finished, and the sages appeared ! Such a tale is
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contrary to all sense and reason. From the time of the sages

Yaou and Shun, to the present age, is not more than 3000 and
odd years. How can it be believed that 40 or 50,000 years elaps-

ed after the formation of the heavens and the earth, before man
appeared, or the earth and water were adjusted, and food sup-

plied to human beings ? or that, if the world had existed so long,

these things should not have been arranged before Fuh-he and
his succssors? It is evident that Pawn-koo, the first man, ac-

cording to the fabulous records of the Chinese, who acted at

the separation of heaven and earth, could not have been long

before Fuh-he, perhaps a thousand years, certainly not ten thou-

sand
;
and the time of Fuh-he must have been very near Yaou

and Shun, perhaps a hundred years, certainly not a thousand.

No scholar should decline a thorough inquiry."*

Choo-foo-tze and Sze-ma-lzeen, two very celebrated histo-

rians of China, says Medhnrst, pass these fabulous periods

by as unworthy of notice. The traditionary period has
much in it which coincides with antediluvian history. Yet
Choq-foo-tze himself says, that " several things affirmed of

this epoch were all pushed up by the people who lived in

subsequent ages." Even Dr. Nott's authority, Pauthier,

whom he pronounces "the greatest Chinese scholar of the

age," who represents the Chinese records as giving evi-

dence of a succession of emperors from 2637 B. C. down
to the present day, does not in this statement ascend near-

er than 609 years to the Deluge, according to the chrono-

logy of the Septuagint, or than 518 years, according to the

chronologygy of Hales. " The great Fou-hi" of Pauthier,

was, according to Medhurst, the patriarch Adam. He is

represented as the founder of marriage, and was assisted

by a woman named Wa, answering to the Hebrew Cha-
wah or Eve. In the days of Yaou, their first king, an-

swering perhaps to Noah, a great inundation occurred, the

sky falling on the earth and destroying the race of men.
The date of this inundation is fixed by Medhurst, from
native documents, at 2296 B. C. and the beginning of
Yaou's reign at B. C. 2356. These dates accord with
those of the Hebrew text. If we assume the Septuagint
chronology and Pauthier's statement, 5 or 600 years is no
brief period. What might not the early population of a

country have accomplished immediately after the flood,

* Medhurst's China, p. 15.
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proceeding as they did from an intelligent ancestry, pos-

sessed of the arts of civilization, and taking possession of

an unoccupied country under favourable auspices '/ The
state of China can only be erected into an argument
against revelation by a prejudiced or unreflecting mind.*
Most surprising of all is Dr. Nott's declaration that pro-

bably America contained an immense population, with
an organized government, and an advanced civilization

" as far back as the spurious Septuagint date for the de-

luge." The proof, which the researches of Squier and
Davis in the Mississippi valley afford that America was
peopled " several thousand years before the conquest," is

to us exceedingly meagre, and " the extreme antiquity of

the mound-builders of America," which looms so largely

in the intellectual horizon of Dr. Nott, bears no proportion,

as set forth in their interesting work, to the antiquity of

the chosen people of God. We can discover no trace of

an opinion in the book in question, that the authors had
any idea of so high an antiquity in reference to the mound
builders as the one asserted. They speak indeed of a
chestnut and an oak growing upon certain of these ancient

works, the one 21 and the other 23 feet in diameter, the

last having 400 concentric circles to a foot, which would
make the tree nearly 600 years old. To this they add,

from the time the work was abandoned to the time when
it was erected, a probable period of 400 years, which we
think a very liberal addition, and the whole will barely

make a period of 1000 years.t Towards the close of the

ninth century then these works were constructed. It is very
probable, we think, that they were not constructed so ear-

ly by 300 years. But even if the forests covering them
are of the second growth, as Gen. Harrison suggested,

these earth works will fall short of the vulgar era, or cer-

tainly will not much transcend it. Nor do we see any
thing so very wonderful in the works in the way of art.

They certainly do not equal those found in Mexico and

* "Leaving out of the question the intelligent class ofunbelievers in Chris-

tendom," says Dr. Nott, " imagine what a figure a Missionary must make
in China, preaching the chronology and ethnology of Genesis, when the

records of their own nation positively disprove every word he utters !
!" We

hope the extracts we have given from Cninese writers will aid the Dr. in

imagining.

tAncient Monuments of the Mississippi valley, pp. 14—16. 304 et seq.
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South America, to which Stephens ascribes no very high
antiquity, since he does not regard them as the works of a
people who have passed away, and whose history has be-

come unknown, but of the races found in the country by
the Spaniards when they invaded it, or of some of their

not very distant progenitors.* With these concur the

dates given by Clavigero, which he professes to have
drawn from native authorities.

The Toltecs arrived in Anahuac, or the country now called

Mexico, migrating from the North. A. D. 648
They abandoned the country,

The Chichemecs arrived,

The Acholhuans arrived about " "

The Mexicans reached Tula, .

-

They founded Mexico,

These dates, Prescott, in his classical volumes on the

conquest of Mexico, follows as the most likely to be true.f

The Septuagint date of the deluae, " as far back as which
the civilization of America probably extends," is 3246 B.

C, The American monuments can hardly have been
constructed till 648 years after Christ. They do not reach,

therefore, the date in question, by nearly 3900 years.

—

Thus does the strange fancy of Dr. Nott, as to .the age
of the mound builders, and other antiquities of America,
melt like frost work before the probabilities of history.

The last and most considefable objection for the defenders

of Divine Revelation to meet, is that arising from the Egyp-
tian Chronology. The objection is thus presented by
Dr. Nott

:

" And first, of Egypt, the land of mystery and wonders
;
not

only the tattered fragments of her history, which have been

handed down to us by the Hebrews, Herodotus, Manetho, Era-

tosthenes, Eusehius, Diodorus, Josephus, etc. ; but her Pyramids
of five thousand years, her massy and gorgeous temples, her

obelisks, her stone tablets, her sepulchres of the dead, her nu-

merous papyri, all with their countless inscriptions, and even the

mummied skulls of primeval races found in her catacombs, bear

witness that Egypt was old, populous and civilized, one thousand

Incidents of Travel in Central America, Chiapas, and Yucatan, by
John L. Stephens, II. pp. 442, 443.

t Prescott s Conquest of Mexico, i.

p. 414.
p. 17, and iii. p. 411 and note, and
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years before God made his covenant with Abraham. Fifteen

hundred years before the birth of Christ, when Pharaoh's daugh-

ter rescued the infant Moses in his little ark of bulrushes on the

banks of the Nile
;
nay, even five hundred years earlier, when

Abraham and Sarah, driven from the land of Canaan by famine,

went, as supplicants, to the mighty Pharaoh's court, Egypt al-

ready must have contained some seven or eight millions of in-

habitants ; for the Pyramids were built, and great cities, temples,

and monuments of art met Abraham's view in every direction.

Egypt, too, must once have been an uninhabited wilderness, like

other countries
; and who can approximate the time required for

populating, civilizing, and uniting into one great kingdom all the

parts of this vast country, and thus laying the groundwork of

that advance which we see so early recorded in her monumental
history 1 The chronology of Egypt, even for some centuries be-

yond Abraham, is no longer a matter of speculation, while that

of Genesis vanishes before it." p. 79.

In relation to the Egyptian Chronology every one re-

marks, who has attempted its resolution, the extreme
difficulty of reconciling the inconsistencies of the old

Egyptian Chronicle, of Manetho, of Eratosthenes, Euse-
bius, Josephus, Syncellus, Diodorus, and others, who have
attempted to give the succession of Egyptian Kings.

—

Most explorers, as e. g. Ideler and Fabricius, have relin-

quished the attempt in despair, or have broken out in the
most unmeasured condemnation of these " lying" chroni-

clers. Of late, however, these researches have been re-

sumed with some more prospect of success, by the aid of

the royal shields or cartouches which are found in Egypt.
The first series of these, is the tablet of Karnac, found on
the walls of a Theban temple, near the village of that

name, and containing 61 names. The second is the tab-

let of Abydos, containing, when whole, 52 royal cartou-

ches with names inscribed. The third is the Papyrus
roll, in the museum at Turin, containing 20Q names, and
perhaps embracing 250 when the roll was perfect.* The
discovery of these monuments of antiquity has renewed
the zeal of the Egyptologists, the lists of Manetho, and
others have been anew collated, and a considerable num-
ber of the names, in these numerous cartouches, have
been, with more or less certainty, decyphered. Besides

* Another source is mentioned by Mr. Gliddon.
The tomb of Gurnah.

Ancient Egypt, p. 64,
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the numerous confirmations of Scripture, which the man-
ners and customs of Egypt, as depicted on the monu-
ments, afford, several of the Kings, named in the sacred

records, are found, e. g. Sheshonk, the Shishak of Scrip-

ture, with his Asiatic captives, among whom is one bear-

ing a turreted oval, with the inscription Jt^dah-melek-kah,
" King of the country of Judah ;" Sevechus, Shabatok,
or So, Tirhaka, Pharaoh Necho, Pharaoh Hophra, and
Artaxerxes. The portraits of the three first of these are

also found depicted. " No less than 84 Canaanitish
names, mentioned in Sacred Scripture, are found at Aboo-
simbal, Thebes, (fee. written in the hieroglyphics."* And,
as to chronological agreement, Champollion Figeac, Ro-
sellini, Leemans, and Mr. Gliddon bring the Era of Menes
within the Umits of the Septuagint chronology. Mr. Glid-

don makes the Era of Menes, the first historic King in

the Egyptian records, to be 2750 B. C. 496 years after

the Septuagint date of the deluge, and 576 years before

Abraham. Sir J. G. Wilkinson, on the contrary, fixes it

at 2201 years B. C. or 147 years after the deluge, accord-

ing to the chronology of Usher.

It is well known to all who have turned their attention

to this subject, that there is a great difference between
the chronology of the Hebrew Bible, of the Septuagint,

and the Samaritan Penta^iich. The deluge happened
according to the Septuagint, B. C. 3246 ; according to the

Samaritan Pentateuch, 2998 ; according to the Hebrew,
2288 ;

according to the English Bible, 2348. The difier-

ence between the two extremes is 958 years. The crea-

tion of the world took place according to the Lxx. B. C.

5886 ;
according to the Samaritan Pentateuch, 4304 ; ac-

cording to the Hebrew Text, 4101 ; according to Arch-
bishop Usher and the English Bible, 4004 ; making a dif-

ference, between extremes, of 1882 years.

This difference appears to be the result, not of accident,

but of design, to have arisen not from the casual errors

of transcribers, but from studied alteration or adaptation

in the Samaritan and Hebrew computation, or in that of

the Lxx. an adaptation which has occurred long subsequent
to the time when the original Scriptures were written.

* Dr. Hawks's Egypt and its Monuments, p. 249.
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Between Josephus and the Lxx. there is a substantial agree-

ment. Demetrius and Eupolemus, as preserved by Eu-
sebius, Theophilus of Antioch, Julius Africanus, Eusebius,
Philo-Judaeus, and Epiphanius, also adopted the long
chronology. The same was the case with Justin Martyr,
Tertullian, and Cyprian ; with Hesychius, Timotheus,
TheophiluSj Clemens Alexandrinus, Origen, Ambrose, and
Lactantius. The sarne computation was adopted by the

Synodus in Trullo, at the close of the 7th century. Eu-
sebius did indeed reduce it by the sum of 300 years, and
was followed by Jerome. Augustin added 130 years,

and was followed by Paul Orosius, and Prosper Aquita-

nus. But the long chronology continues in use among
the Greeks, Copts, Abyssinians, Armenians, Ethiopians,

and Georgians, till the present day. The Russian church
has, at least till a recent period, also retained it. The
venerable Bede, in the 8lh century, vainly endeavoured
to conform the chronology to the Masoretic text. The
Septuagint chronology reigned in the Latin church till the

Reformation, after which time the Protestants exerted all

their powers to overthrow this system, and to introduce

that of the Hebrew Bible. Among them, however, Vos-
sius, Pezrori, Hayes, Jackson, Hales^ and Russell, have
contended, with great force of argument, for the longer

computation of the Lxx. or one approximating to it. And
we have long perceived a disposition in modern writers,

to return to this chronology, independent of any reference

to Egyptian matters. Russell has maintained that this

was the chronology also of the Hebrew Scriptures, at the

time of the Greek translation, and continued to be the

universal chronology of the Jews for near 400 years after

the Septuagint version was completed, until they were
induced to alter the dates of their ancient chronicles, in

order to weaken the arguments of their Christian oppo-

nents.*

Now within this larger chronology, as we have before

said, the earlier Egyptologists, for the most part, includ-

ing Mr. Gliddon, have brought the entire series of the

Pharaonic Kings. The Chevalier Bunsen, however, now
comes out with a chronology which transcends that of

* See Russell, Connection of Sacred and Profane Hist. vol. 1, Prel. Diss.

Vol. III.—No. 3. 68
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the Lxx. The Era of Menes, the first historic King of

Egypt, he places at 3643 years before Christ, which car-

ries it up 397 years beyond the Septuagint date of the

deluge. " There exist," says he, " Egyptian monuments,
the date of which can be accurately fixed, above 5000

years old." Again he says, that " Egypt is not the most
ancient nation of the earth. They belong to thn great

middle ages of mankind."* Dr. Nott informs us that

Lepsius has accumulated data by which the date of Menes
is thrown back to 3900 B. C. We shall know better re-

specting these researches when they are fully published

to the world. We see, however, no reason to doubt that

such maybe the conclusion to which this learned scholar

has arrived. -/'' ^':~i-i.,. ./i'ir..i,. ,, •;'>•• >''"'':^"' "'''.

' Our enquiry is, have these gentlemen reached these

conclusions by certain stepSy and are they such as may
not be set aside by future and more thorough search?

—

Alter considerable attention to this subject, we are by no
means satisfied of their soundness. How can they be

solid when they are built on a doubtful and sinking foun-

dation? With the dynasties of Manetho, they all have
infinite trouble. Of the interpretation of the Tablets of

Abydos and Karnac, and of the Papyrus roll of Turin,

they are by no means certain. Dr. Nott's own admis-
sions vitiate the whole conclusion. " The last sixteen of

these dynasties (Manetho's^ have been fully confirmed by
the researches of modern hierologists

; and the first of

them is established in the year 2272 B. C."

" The chronology of Egypt, up to this point, is well ascertain-

ed, but beyond this there is much uncertainty and confusion,

arising from the unfortunate mutilation of her monuments by her

selfish and barbarous conquerors.
" The principal difficulty in fixing the epoch of Menes, the

first king or Pharoah of the first dynasty, arises from the diffi-

culty in deciding whether Egypt, previous to the sixteenth dy-

nasty, was united during the whole time in one kingdom, and
governed by one series of kings, or whether upper and lower
Egypt, during a part of the time, may noi have existed as separ-

ate kingdoms, governed by cotemporaneous monarchs. The
monuments of many of these early kings have been verified but

* Egypten's Stelle, T. I, Einleit. s. 11. ii. p. 123.
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the chronology is confused by the difficuUy of determining which
were and which were not cotemporary."—pp. 79, 80.

Mr. Gliddou also holds the same language concerning
Manetho:* ^ •- -.jfe'. * J,-' .ij*^ftit({;j^-i'

" We have now," says he " reached a point of darkness, so

dense, that a few observations will suffice to explain the difficul-

ties of our position ; on the one hand stands Scriptural chronol-

ogy limiting us to a given period, between the Flood and Abra-
ham ; on the other we have the very dovhtful number of Mane-
th/Ss kings and reigns. A few years ago no one pretended to

consider Manetho's first fifteen dynasties as worthy of notice,

and even at the present day, there is no reason for accepting

the number of his kings
,
or the length of their reigns, such as

have been transmitted by his copyists. Therefore Manetho's pe-

riod from the 4th to the end of the l5th dynasty is considered as

improbable by me." "Making due allowance for the possible re-

petition of the same king's names in variations of cantouches or

otherwise." " The number of 350 kings is far from being a mere

fable, taithout somefoundation infact ; and it is positively not

an exaggeration in totoy\_ ,•

"

. •;-
, w

We see in these words important admissions Of the un-
certainly of these testimonies, on which the conclusions of

the decypherers ofthe hieroglyphics are built. The partisan

aspect of Mr. Gliddon's work has called forth the com-
ments of others. His residence in Egypt has made him
an enthusiast, as was natural, in these studies, and given

him an exalted idea of the antiquity of her people. The
admissions which proceed from him are thus the more
worthy of notice. In reference to the Tablet of Abydos
he says

:

" The mutilated condition of the Tablet itself adds to our dif-

ficulties." Of the Pyramids of Meroe he says, " They were all

built, and were ancient in the days of Tirhaka, B. C. 700. 139

pyramids, at 22^ years foi a kingly generation, would be 3027^
years ; which is incompatible with all Scripture chronology. I

am therefore inclined to consider the pyramids of Meroe to be
the tombs of kings, queens and princes.''^

\i these, then we ask, why not others?

The same admissions are made by Bunsen.

"The Egyptians" says he, "in early times, exaggerated the dates

of their history." Of the tablet of Abydos he enquires, "were these,

* Ancient Eervpt, p. 70.

t Egypten's Stelle, T;TO.?.. 78, 133, 135.
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and those which are wanting all kings 1 and if so, of what dynas-

ties? does it represent a pedigree or a series of reigning kings?

and is it continuous, or does it merely comprise a selection of kings

or princes chronologically arranged?" These questions he answers

in a subsequent page. "The royal lines are in part lines of reign-

ing Pharoahs, in part royal pedigrees, which are carried through

with sons of kings not reigning." The reigns follow not all in

immediate succession, but some of them must have been cotem-

porary." " Besides it is very doubtful if the sum of the reigns

of one dynasty, represent the duration of the same, and do not

rather merely express the total of the reigns contained in this

dynasty, whether the kings were cotemporary or successive."

" In this case Manetho must have found and given a key or chro-

nological canon," (viz. in his three books of history to which his

lists were originally appended,) " which is lost to us." •
.

>

In his preliminary discourse to the second volume, Bun-
sen says:

"We found traces which rendered it probable that the lists

of the old kingdom were not chronological but historical. It

was probable to us, that the Egyptians, v\ho generally appear to

have been proud of the large number of royal names introduced

into such lists the names of those prince who only as coregents,

and for a short lime, bore in the family the title Pharoah. Eve-

ry such king retains in the lists necessarily the full number of

years which he reigned. When several reigned together, as for

example brothers, or father and son, forming a common govern-

ment, then a section e. g. of three reigns and 60 years, would
embrace easily twice the number ofroyal names, and of years of

reigning monarchs, if they reckoned jail the numbers together.

The chronological object in this case is kept in the background."
" That this did happen is shewn byJManetho's own reckoning of

the duration of the old and middle kingdom.*

We say nothing here of the question as to whether this

Manetho were a real or a fictitious character, or whether
his statements are in any one respect worthy of credence.

Hengstenberg maintains the whole work to he spurious^

and the writing of a later ageA
These very admissions show how much uncertainty

attends the whole subject of Egyptian chronology, and
how much is left to be supplied by the imagination of the
enquirer himself. The different opinions arrived at by the

* Egypten's Stelle, in der Weltgeschichte, I, s. 78, 133, 135, II. s. 3.

t Egypt and the Books of Moses. Appendix.
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different hierologists are themselves proof of the uncer-
tainty attendant upon these investigations in their present

state of progress. Further researches may lead to the dis-

covery of further names, and also to a decision as to which
of them reigned as sole sovereigns, and for how long a pe-
riod. We have no fear that when the truth is ascertain-

ed it will be found to militate against the Scriptures. It

is possible Ihat when all things are adjusted, if they ever
can be by this kind of research, the Hebrew chronology
will be found to be substantiated, rather than the longer
chronology ofthe LXX. Ifotherwise, the chronology of the

LXX. will receive a confirmation which it now seems to

require. Ceitainly there is no book which, like the Bible,

has stood the test of every kind of research ; and Wilkin-
son and ChampoUion Figeac have both borne their testi-

mony that, as far as their investigations go, there is no-
thing on the Egyptian monuments which so much as tends

to contradict it. And here we take occasion to say, in

the words of another, that we are no more bound to re-

concile the chronology of the Scriptures with that of the
Egyptians, than these gentlemen are to reconcile the chro-

nology of the Egyptians with that of the Scriptures.

When they have completed their learned researches, and
have come to some definite conclusion among themselves,

and have fixed the chronology of the Egyptians upon
indisputable evidence, then, if their chronology conflicts

with that of the Scriptures we shall feel bound to enter

the lists fairly against them, and not until then. Mean-
while we shall hold "Moses and the Prophets" to be as

veritable historians as Manetho and all the Hierophants
of Egypt, and the records of the Holy Scriptures as relia-

ble documents as all the lists of royal lines, and as all the

cartouches to be found on all the stones from the mouths
to the cataracts of the Nile.*

A knowledge of the Egyptian hieroglyphics, it must also

Dr. Nolan, who has bestowed much study on these subjects, concludes
that the tablet of Abydos is wholly genealogical, and that the lists of Mane-
tho and the Turin Papyrus contain not a single monarchical succession,

but the names, in numerous instances, of local and cotemporary sovereigns.

He fixes the era of Menes at B. C 2673, which while it is 385 years beyond
the Hebrew computation of the Deluge, is 573 years later than that of the

LXX.*
Egyptian Cronology analysed, Oxford, 1848.
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be remembered, has not so long ceased from the worlds
They were not disused till the reign of Caracal la, 215
years after the Christian era. They were known alike

to the Greeks and Romans. The very first names read

in the hieroglyphics by Dr. Young and Ohampollion,

were the Greek names of Berenice, Ptolemy, and Cleopa-

tra. At Dendera and Esneh are the names, surnames, and
cartouches of Tiberius, Claudius, Nero, Domitian, Trajan
and Antoninus Pius. The Pamphylian obelisk standing

in Rome, was cut in Egypt in honour of Domitian, about
80 years after Christ, and bears the inscription in hierogly-

phics, " Son of the sun, Lord of the diadems^ Autocrator
Ccesar Domitian AugustusJ^

\ > < ;'

Now what we affirm in relation to these things is that

it was impossible that what was known to the Greeks and
the Romans, should not also be known to the Jews. If

the temple of Karnac was built as Bunsen affirms, 1000
years before Moses, (in which chronology we can by no
means concur,) if, as he says, there were wealthy Jews
in Alexandria in the times of the Ptolemies, who were
men of learning, influence and power, they must have
been fully aware of the chronology of Egyptian history.

They were infinitely more capable of knowing these

things than all the Champollions and Bunsens of the pre-

sent day, and this knowle.d^e was probably imparted to

their countrymen elsewhere. If Moses was learned in

all the wisdom of Egypt, and if Josephus was aware of
the testimony of these monuments, they never would
have willingly used a chronology which there was every
thing around them to contradict. And as to God's in-

spiring Moses to give wrong dates, this is what no
one, even of our opposers, would say. The difficulty

which is made about the early Egyptian civilization, dis-

appears when we dismiss the absurd theory that the first

man was an infant m mind and a savage in refinement,

and when we remember that the first progenitors of man-
kind, after the flood, were men acquainted with the arts of
civilized life ; that the deluge, though it swept away the

works of man, swept not away the culture of man, but
that this culture passed through the Ark and the family
of Noah to the post-diluvian ages. It still further disap-

pears when we recognize the special intervention of Deity
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in ,<he flood itself, the miraculous nature, or if this be fool-

ishly denied, then the special providence of this event

;

when we consider how fast, under favourable circumstan-

ces, population multiplies, the mind is developed, and
civilization shoots forward ; and when we further consider

that the plans of God, since unfolded, reveal in him a
purpose, all along entertained, which pledged him to in-

terfere for man's preservation, for the rapid re-peopling of

the globe, and the formation of those communities which
were to bear so important a part in the history of the

world. With a genial clime, a soil rendered surpassing-

ly fertile by the rich water of the Nile, and occupying

a, central point between three continents, and before com-
merce unfurled her sail so widely as now, a point which
was the highway of nations, Egypt was bound to shoot

upward in a luxuriant growth. To so young a people as

we are, the early civilization and power of Kgypt should
be no miracle. Look at the almost miracle of less than
three centuries, the wide diffusion of new races of men
over the two Americas. Count their population, their

ships, their inventions, and their cities. Were our own
country denuded of forest to the degree Egypt was, and
filled every where with granite, porphyry, and marble, as

portions of it are, would we not now be building our hab-
itation of the everlasting rock? and were our religion one
of outward and symbolic forms, would we not be rearing

our temples of granite and marble, in those massive pro-

portions which the material itself suggests, and in a gran-

deur which would throw into the shade the temples of
Thebes, Karnac, Dendera, and Esneh ?

^We say to Dr. Nott and all others who may homolo-
gize with him, that these attacks on the Scriptures, on
the side of its chronology, do not alarm us. Thanks to

the ingenuity and vigilance of the skeptical world, we
are now used to them. The Bible, like most historical

writings of an early age, is a historical treatise in part, as

it describes events, gives the biographies or public acts of
distinguished men, but is no otherwise a chronological

treatise than as it gives occasionally the length of a pa-

triarch's life, or of the reign of a king
;
justly regarding

the events themselves, as connected in some way with
the great scheme of redemption, and the circumstances
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in the lives of these men as illustrating religious and
moral truth, to be infinitely more important than chrono-
logical epochs. Yet where the Bible has casually given
fixed dates, it has not been in the power of man to im-

pugn them. The Indian chronology, the Chinese, and the

Egyptian, have alike been sprung upon the theologian, but

have vanished away when the torch of truth has been
advanced into their caverns of darkness. The earlier

Egyptian chronology, even Dr. Nott himself will not re-

gard a whit more worthy of reliance than that of Chaldea,

China, and India. The 30,000 years of Helius, son of Vul-

can, the 3984 years of Saturn and the rest of the gods,

and the 217 of the demigods, he will regard as fabulous

as the Cali Yuga of the Hindoos and its period of 4,320-

000 years, or the indefinite periods of the Chinese, exceed-

ing 83,000 years. We are not ignorant of the Astronom-
ical tables of the Hindoos, calculated backwards, as La
Place has shown, nor of the Sinya-Sidhanta, their most
ancient astronomical treatise, which they say was given

by revelation to their nation more than two millions of

years ago, but which must have been composed within

the last 800 years. We well remember the story of Bry-

done as to the Sicilian pit, piercing through seven distinct

lava beds, between which were layers of vegetable mould;
and the reasoning he puts into the mouth of the canon
Recupero, who concluded that the lowest of these beds,

allowing 2000 years each for the strata of vegetable

mould to form, must have flowed from Etna at least 14,-

000 years ago,—and we well remember that it was found
on examination, that the intervening strata were not

of vegetable mould, that the canon Recupero did not put
forth any such conclusions, and that it does not require

200 years to form a stratum of good earth, under favour-

able circumstances, over lava. It was in reference, pro-

bably, to this effort of skeptical men, that Cowper wrote
" Some drill and bore

The solid earth, and from its strata there.

Extract a register, by which we learn,

That He who made it, and revealed its date

To Moses, was mistaken in its age."

We well remember the excitement which the discovery

of the Zodiac of Dendera produced when it was conveyed
in triumph to Paris in the years 1820 and 21. The whole
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tribe of Deists and Atheists were filled with exultation.

M. Dupuis had already commented on it and given his

opinion as to its great antiquity. Burkhardt had attributed

to it an antiquity of4000, and to that of Esneh 7000 years,

and it had been contended that the Zodiacal system to

which these Zodiacs belong, dated back 15,000 years. If
the comparatively modern temples of Dendera and Esneh
were so ol^, how great was the antiquity of those of
Thebes and Karnac ! how ancient the civilization ofEgypt

!

how utterly irreconcileable with the chronology of the
Scriptures ! Infidel exultation had now reached its acme.
Ecce nodus dignus deo vindice ! ChampoUion the young-
er comes forward armed With his discovery, reads on the
planisphere of Dendera AOTKPTP, KvTOKparoip, emperor, and
on the ceiling whence the planisphere had been detached,

the names, titles and surnames of Tiberius, Claudius, Nero,
and Domitian. M. Letronne, applying his vast erudition

in the same direction, demonstrated that all so called

Egyptian Zodiacs date from the Roman domination, that

they in no respect relate to Astronomy, but belong to the

phantasies of judicial astrology, and are mere themes of

nativity* ^
-

Sic transit gloria mundi ! So bursts the more than South
Sea bubble of modern infidelity ! So melted the wings of

many an Icarus, who thought himself soaring to the sun
on this discovery ! A pregnant warning to the author be-

fore us, who turns aside from a noble and honourable pro-

fession to do battle in a cause which must always be cov-

ered with defeat. On all such attempts He that sitteth in

the heavens shall laugh, the Lord will hold them in deri-

sion. - .

We have been drawn into such extended remarks al-

ready that we know not if the patience of our readers will

allow us to trespass yet further upon them. It is not the

intrinsic merit of Dr. Nott's performance, nor the difficul-

ty of meeting his declarations, which justify it. On the

contrary, we are obliged to say, there is any thing but scho-

lar-like accuracy in them, and of independent investiga-

tion, scarcely the trace. He leans^upon others, and appears

in a bravery of learning which costs him but the double

* Greppo.

Vol. III.
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process of copying into his note book, and copying from it.

That note book must be a curious congeries of all the

skepticism which he has been able to bring together for

the last twenty years. Much of it is extremely familiar to

us. We well remember the time when the High Priest of

modern skeptics, some 18 or 20 years ago, was accustom-

ed to shed his portentous light around us, to disturb the

minds and unsettle the faith ofmen. He, too, though learn-

ed and ingenious elsewhere, like all infidels was shallow

and credulous on these subjects, an unbeliever and yet a
powerfully strong believer, having a faith extremely fee-

ble in reference to revelation, ^training at the gnat here,

and swallowing the camel of infidelity there. The same
doctrines appear to flourish luxuriantly now, when trans-

planted to Mobile. : '

The Dr. thinks himself very safe so long as he can lean

upon Mr. George R. Gliddon.

" Owing to his great intimacy and extensive correspondence

with the leading authorities of Europe, and his unrivalled oppor-

tunities for studying Eastern languages, he has been enabled to

collect a most curious and interesting mass of material. To him
are we greatly indebted for facilitating our labors, for he has not
only directed our attention to the best printed authorities, but

has, with his characteristic kindness, put at our oisposalhis man-
uscript notes. We claim the authority of Mr. Grliddon for almost
every fact stated."—pp. 107, lt)8.

Mr. Gliddon is entitled to deserved praise for his efforts

to popularize and make accessible Egyptian studies. We
would not say a word to diminish his well earned re-

putation. But, if we mistake not, he makes no claim to

original research, and though he may have heard the
Arabic spoken no small part of his life, we much question
the extent and accuracy of his oriental studies, or the
soundness of his judgment, in applying the knowledge he
really has, to the interpretation of Scripture. We suppose
he would not claim to be a practised critic here, and judg-
ing from his published lectures he would shrink from at-

tacking revealed religion in any way. And as to others
whose names sound well, we would say : If Dr. Nott
chooses to walk on trembling and quaking bogs, rather

than on firm soil, and requires support, let him take some-
thing to lean on of broad base, and not the slender reed.
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Most men are fond of the support of great names. It is

pleasant when on an uncertain expedition to feel that we
are in a strong company. If we are attacked, we can
make the better resistance. If we are defeated there are

others to share the shame of defeat. A long list of names,
too, has, in certain connections, an imposing array. " Lu-
ther, Gesenius, Ewald, Eichorn, Hartmann, Gabler, the

Rosenmuellers, DeWette, Strauss ; such Theologians as
ChanningjNorton, Parker, Palfrey ; such savans as Charles
Hamilton Smith, Burke of the Ethnological Journal, and
Dr. Morton, Pickering, Bartlett, Caldwell, Gliddon, Squire
and Davis, Pauthier, De Lanci, Bunsen, Lepsius, De Saul-
cy, Letronnre, Vies, Birch, Jahn, Professor Stuart, and
above all, Munk. It matters not if some of these gentle-

men may think that they have fallen in "with strange

bed fellows." No matter if some of them may refuse to

be yoked to this chariot. Praise for this one, exceeding
praise for this, the height of eulogium for this, just in pro-

portion as he runs counter to Moses and the Apostles,

and studied depreciation of those who believe the Scrip-

tures, and adhere to their testimony ; exhibit the well

known tactics of Rosseau and Voltaire, Thomas Paine
and the whole troop of infidelity, and fully marks Dr.
Nott as the present Hierophant of its mysteries.

We are prepared to join issue with Dr. Nott as to the

antiquity of alphabetic writing and the genuineness of the

Pentateuch. On the former point we can only say that

there is evidence of its existence before Moses, our limits

not allowing us to enter upon the proof. On the latter, a
brief remark or two is all which the patience of our
readers will now permit. Quoting from Munk, who
says criticism has gradually made the composition of the

Pentateuch descend to ^thousand years after Moses, and
ended by transforming into mysteries most of the histori-

cal events therein recounted,—"Such," says Dr. Nott,
" is the language of Munk—such is the language of wis-

dom and truth, and such are the wide spread opinions of

the theologians of the continent of Europe." He then

breaks forth into a wail over the poverty of our language
in names which can rank with such great philologists

and theologians as Gesenius, Eichorn, Ewald, De Wette,

Hartman, Jahn, Bohlen, Munk, Gabler, Strauss, &c. (fcc.
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Most of these men are doubtless men of true learning!

But a wrong principle in the outset may vitiate the whole
of the most learned effort, and make it irrelevant trifling.

The man who can take Strauss for a leader, or pin his

faith on De Wette's sleeve, is enamoured of whatever is

wide from sobriety and truth in religion. We beg leave,

however, to remove from their proximity to these views
respecting the Pentateuch, two of these names, which Dr.

Nott may seem to have marshalled, though perhaps he
has not really done so, with those who have opposed the

genuineness of the Pentateuch, as a writing oi Moses.

—

Eichorn, with all his faults on other points, has laboured

strenuously and successfully in its defence, and Jahn is

also one of the ablest maintainors of its Mosaic origin.

We recognize the argument of Dr. Nott against Mo-
ses, resting, though it does, like a tripod, on three feet,

Munk, Norton, and himself, as an old acquaintance. It

used to greet us some twenty years ago from the walls of

our 8tate College. The doctor seems to have thought it

expedient to give the same argument an inauguration in-

to the State College of Louisiana. The star of empire
westward wends its way, and while these lands are in

some measure escaping from its malign influence, this

baleful meteor would seem to be in the ascendant there.

We do not see, however, Iq all the efforts which have
been made to keep up with the age, that the argument
has been one whit improved in the twenty years service

it has seen on the field of contest. It seems not to have
gained many accessions from the labours of its learned

fautors. It is the same round of oft refuted objections.

We have seriously thought of constructing an argument
on the same plan, to prove that Dr. Cooper did not write

the treatise on political economy, once issued in his name,
and it has even occurred to us to attempt one on these

two lectures ascribed to Dr. Nott. Archbishop Whately's
historic doubts, relative to Napoleon Buonaparte; Dr.

Casuar's, as to Martin Luther ; Schmucker's, as to Wil-
liam Shakespear; the Wolfian argument against the

writings of the blind old Homer; and Father Harduin's
argument to show that nearly all the books ascribed to

the classic authors of Greece and Rome, those of Cicero,

and the elder Pliny, the iSatires of Horace and the Geor-
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gics, alone excepted, were forged in the 13th century, en-

courage us to believe that the attempt would not be re-

garded as wholly a failure. With a reasonable degree of
ingenuity, and a small share of effrontery, we do not deenj

it very difficult to construct an argument against the ex-

istence of almost any personage, or, judging by the stuff

such reasonings are usually made of, against the genu-
ineness of almost any writing. The argument of Berke-

ly against the reality of the material world, is well nigh
irresistible; and Dr. Lardner has demonstrated^ some
years ago, that the Atlantic cannot be crossed by steam.

It is indeed the case that the book before us is not so
well suited' to such a purpose as some other document
would be. A constitution professedly emanating from
some high authority, and appealed to through a series of

ages, for the regulation of civil and ecclesiastical affairs,

would afford a greater number of real parallels with the

Pentateuch. But if Dr. Nott were an ancient instead of
a living author, if his lectures were an ancient instead of
a modern book, if they came down to us the sole literary

relick of a remote antiquity, if they were followed imme-
diately, as the Pentateuch is, by but a single writing, and
this of no great volume; if the next literary composition,

now extant, were not written till 500 years after their

production, and the next not till nearly 600 years
; if these

lectures were found written compactly, when first brought
to the knowledge of the moderns, with no spaces between
words, no punctuation, no sections, no paragraphs : and
if now, under these circumstances, they should have been
re-edited, divided into sections, the words separated from
each other, and in this form published to the world, how
many objections might an over critical man raise to their

genuineness as the production of Dr. Nott ? In the first

place it might be doubted if the author were indeed a
historical personage. Then, if this were admitted, and
also that he wrote something, and that something were
perhaps embodied in this book, it might be questioned

whether the lectures, as we now have them^ proceeded

from his pen. 1. " They are evidently of a fragmentary
character; the different fragments of which, some form
separate little works apart, and are put together and uni-

ted in a disconnected manner, <fcc. as any attentive rea.
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der may judge." 2. " They show too many repetitions."

3. " The contradictions contained in these lectures, too,

show that they cannot have proceeded from one author."

Our space alone prevents the insertion of these repeti-

tions and seeming contradictions, which we have drawn
out at full length. But the conclusions to which this

argument would lead is, that these contradictions are such
as no one man, in his sober senses, can be believed to be
guilty of, especially one claiming to belong to a profession,

for countless ages, honoured for acuteness and close obser-

vation.

We mention these things as a specimen of what might
be done with Dr. Nott's lectures, if they should be in ex-

istence 3000 years hence. If the world shall stand as

long, cotemporary literature may be no more. Some of

the least valuable writings of the old Romans are found
preserved among the charred MSS. of Herculaneum. It

is a bare *chance, though not at all probable, that this

book may be in existence. Other men may occupy this

soil. The cities we now inhabit may be in ruins, or

wholly obliterated from the earth. Convulsions, or the

wear of elemental nature, may change the form of our

coasts and continents, and the direction of our streams.

—

The Isthmus may be worn through, North be entirely

dissevered from South Amerjca, and the Delta of the Mis-
sissippi be wholly changed, as it doubtless has been be-

fore, since the world was created. Some gloss may first

be inscribed on the margin of these pages, and afterwards

creep into the text. How easy, under these circumstan-
ces, to argue against the genuineness of this book, to im-
agine differences in style, the traces of a later hand ; that

the title page and other notes of identification, satisfactory

now, did not proceed from the original writer, but are

the conjectures of some subsequent age ; that the book,

which bears every appearance of being fragmentary, is a
compilation thrown together from many ancient docu-
ments, by a later hand ; the existence of civilization and
of alphabetic characters, at so remote an age as the year
1849, might be questioned, and, as we have before said,

even the enquiry raised whether Josiah C. Nott were a
historic personage at all.

The positive argument, for the genuineness of the Pen-
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tateuch, is a subject on which we cannot now eiiter. We
indicate only the absurdity of this whole method of the

higher criticism. It has been tested oftentimes, and found
wanting. Books haveNbeen rejected which ought to have
been received, and manifest forgeries have obtained the

sanction of men, the most skilled in critical tact.

One thing, however, we cannot withhold, and this is

our abhorrence of the levity and irreverence of this whole
performance. " Does it not shock our ears and imder-

standings," says this writer, " when we read in the 4th

chap, of Exodus, after Moses had been solemnly commis-
sioned, and sent by Jehovah to the Israelites, that while
he was on his way, at a lodging place, Jehovah met hira

and sought to slay him ? and many other passages quite

as much out of character." What these many other pas-

sages are. Dr. Nott does not inform us. But he evidently

is too superficial a reader of the Holy Scriptures to under-

stand the solemnity and^irituality of their import. To
him, doubtless, the covenant made with Abraham, in

which the true believer discovers that plan of salvation

which is the central truth of Divine revelation, and the

only sufficient reason why there is a revelation at all, is

a mere historic or moral myth, and those theophanies, so

often spoken of in the Old Testament, and not unknown
hi the New, of no higher nature than the machine* of a
heathen mythologist. And he can see in the arrest, on
the part of God, of Moses, his servant, by the way, as he
was hieing to Egypt to lead, in God's name, the chosen
people, and his sudden prostration by fearful disease, for

living in neglect of the rite of circumcision, nought but
some childish, fabulous, or vindictive proceeding on the
part of Jehovah. We are sorry that Dr. Nott is able to

appeal, as he does, as encouragement to himself in these
views, to any who have borne the name of theologians.

But it is too true that those whom, if they are in France,
we call infidels; if in England, deists ; are in Germany
sometimes dignified with the name of Theologians. De
Wette has asserted that the Pentateuch has no historic

character at all—contains no one fixed historic point—is

altogether mythical—and needs but metrical arrangement

" Deus in machina.'
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to give it that character of poetry to which it is really en-
titled. Even Spencer, living in common sense old Eng-
land, speaks of the rites imposed, or, as he says, adopted
l)y God, as tolerable follies. Clericus understands the

shame which invaded the breasts of our first parents, and
which is expressed by the words " and the eyes of them
both were opened," of their perceiving too late the nox-
ious nature of the fruit they had eaten, from the pain in

their intestines. Michaelis says if Moses speaks as if the

seething a kid in its mother's milk was a crime against

religion, he only designs to induce the people to cook kids

in olive oil instead of butter, because they would taste

better. The shining of Moses's face, when he came
down irom Sinai, was but an electric phenomenon, ac-

cording to Eichorn ;
and after Hobbes, the same writer

represents the pillar of cloud and fire as merely the usual

signal for marching, which was made by the smoke of

the caravan fire. Goethe comj^ins " of the disagreea-

ble matter" of the Pentateuch, and represents Moses as

the Robespierre of the old world. *' The thought shocks
him," too, that God sent out his destroying angel over

Egypt. It was the Israelites, according to him, who, at

the instigation of Moses, undertook the anticipation of the

Sicilian vespers. Even the pretended 'judgments of God,'

were executed by a band of Sicarii led on by Moses.

—

Aaron and Moses were not Excluded from the promised
land by the justice of God, but Aaron was secretly put
out of the way by Moses, and Moses by Joshua and Ca-
leb, who thought it well to bring to an end the regency
of a narrow-gifted man, which they had borne for some
years, and to send him after many unfortunates he had
slaughtered."*

So have written so called theologians, critics, and men
of taste respecting the Scriptures, in their utter blindness

and ignorance of the God of Heaven, and in the same
spirit writes the author of these lectures, following bold-

ly in their footsteps.

As to the PHYSICAL HISTORY OF MAN, SO far as touched
upon by Dr. Nott, we must leave it chiefly in abler hands.

See Hengstenberg Authentic der Pentateuch, Prolegomena Bd. 1, and
Prof. Ballentine's Translation of the same, Bib, Repos. vols. xi. and xii.

for several of the foregoing facts.
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The biblical part ofhis lectures is that on which he has laid

out his strength, and it falls more fully in the line of our
own pursuits. He has added nothing new to the argu-
ment against the Unity of our race, nor diminished aught
from the force of the argument in its favour. The sim-

ple truth of the case, according to the plain, unperverted
sense of the Bible, is, that all men, whatever be their type
and complexion, proceeded from one stock, from one and
the same progenitors. It is not the declaration of Gene-
sis alone, but of the whole Scriptures, and is interwoven
with the whole moral government of God and the scheme
of redemption. Dr. Nott knows this is the teaching of

Scripture, and because this teaching stands in the way of

his theory, he seeks to destroy the credit of the Scrip-

tures themselves as the book of God. If the Bible is of

divine authority, all the varieiies of mankind did proceed
from one and the same stock, and have been produced by
natural causes under the special providence of God, or by
direct miraculous intervention. That it was the latter is

the short hypothesis which is adopted by many of our
most esteemttji divines, but which Dr. Nott rejects, and in

relation to which we have expressed our doubts, princi-

pally for the reason that we find historic evidence that,

of the race of Ham, upon whom this change is supposed
to be produced, whole nations were of the Caucasian type,

and devoid alike of the features and hue of the negro.

The Hamites of southern latitudes alone appear to have
attained his physical peculiarities. Even that portion of

Ham's descendants peculiarly smitten with the curse, re-

mained, as far as we can trace them, Caucasian in their

conformation and physiognomy, though some ofthem may
have acquired, at length, the African hue. The ancient

kingdom of Nimrod, too, whose ruins Layard has lately re-

opened to the light of the sun, though of the stock of Ham,
commingled perhaps with Assyrians of the raceof Shem,
was made up of nations of the so called Caucasian type,

and of light complexion. The same general fact holds

true of the Japeiic race. A large portion are Caucasian,
another portion, perhaps equally large, are of the Mongo-
lian type. The complexion of these men is of various

tinge, from the xanthous complexion of the ancient Ger-

man, to the beautiful but dark haired Osmanli, and the

Vol. III.—-No. 3. 60
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tawny inhabitant of China and Japan. The same is true

of the Shemites. Of these are the noble Persians, who
for finely formed heads and beautifully chisseled features,

and fair comple.\ion, dispute the palm with the Greeks.

Next are the Jews with more retreating foreheads but still

of the Caucasian type, then the Arab, finely featured, but
darker, and even sometimes quite black, yet with a per-

sonal beauty which might vie with that of the Greek.

Then come the red tribes of America, partly perhaps of

Japetic and partly of Shemitish origin. Thus the three

types of humanity, the three most strongly marked com-
plexions of men, and the three families of man as descen-

dants from the three sons of Noah, do not at all coincide.

What conclusion can we arrive at, then, than that the same
causes operating, have produced analogous changes in the

different families ofmen? And, if these causes be natural

and not supernatural, what are they, so far as traceable

by man, but climate, food, mode of life, education, and
congenital and accidental variations, springing up, as they

do, even now, among men, to some little extent, and, by
the isolation of those among whom they occurred from
the rest of mankind, in the providence of God, becoming
permanent in successive generations?-- s t^: /;^ii :«fi*i i«^4^#if

It is replied to all this, that none of these causes are

seen to produce these effects now. The negro does not

become a white man nor thfe black man white. But it

must be admitted, there are changes somewhat analogous.

Climate does produce an effect, even Dr. Nott allows, to

some extent. The effect, when temporary, is on the same
tissue of the human body in which the pigment of the

Ethiop is found. Some white men are born with features

approaching the African, and some with features approach-

ing the Mongolian, without their hue. The only thing

which this theory supposes is, that, in the early ages after

the flood, and before the first monumental evidence of the

existence of various types and complexions of men, causes

operated, under a special providence, with a rapidity and
power far beyond that which is ordinary now. We deceive

ourselves by supposing that all things were, from the be-

ginning, as they are observed to be in the limited expe-

rience of the present generations of men. in the limited

circle of our personal observation, or of express historic re-
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cord. There are facts which baffle all human calcula-

tions. It is the ordinary rule that a generation of men
passes away in about 30 years. But epidemics rage and
death does a speedy work. It is the law of population

that under favourable circumstances it should constantly

increase, liut, in the Sandwich islands, there has long

been observed a gradual dimiuution of the inhabitants,

without any assignable cause, and there is reason to tear

that in a few years more, that race of men will become
wholly extinct. In the lapse of a few years, changes are

produced in the earth itself in particular localities, and
sometimes even in a few days, oi even moments of time,

which the geologist, after the facts are faded away from
the memory of man, will insist it required myriads of

years to accomplish. And why should it not have been
so in the family of man? " ' '

' "
' " "

" Besides the partial laws with which we are acquaiDted, that

there have been others once most active, whose agency is now
either suspended or concealed, the study of the world must ea-

sily convince us. There were times, within the verge of mytho-
logical history, when vulcanoes raged in almost every chain of

mountains, when lakes dried up, or suddenly appeared, in

many valleys, when seas burst over their boundaries and created

new islands, or retired from their beds and increased old conti-

nents; when, in fine, there was a power of production and ar-

rangement on a great magnificent scale, when nature seemed
employed not merely in the yearly renovation of plants and in-

sects, but in the procreation from age to age of the vaster and
more massive elements of her sphere ; when her task was not con-

fined to the embroidering meadows in the spring, or to the par-

ing away of shores by the slow eating action of tides and cur-

rents, but when she toiled in the great laboratories of the earth,

upheaving mountains, and displacing seas, and thus giving to

the world its great indelible features. And how are we to

acQount for this, but by supposing in nature a two-fold action,

one regular from the beginning, and uniform to the end, the

other a mysterious slow-moving power, which though revolving

on tbe same plane, travels over it with an imperceptible motion,

proportioned to the wants of the entire system.

" We must allow that in the world's infancy, besides the YQg

ular ordinances of constant and daily course, causes neces«ary to

produce great and permanent effects may have bad a power, now
no longer w?inted., and ,cdnse(][uentlj no longer exercised ; that
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there was a tendency to stamp more marked features upon the

earth and its inhabitants, to produce countries as well as their

vegetation, races as much as individuals.

" Such examples, to which I migbt add many others, seem to

show the existence of hidden resources in nature, never called

forth, save in her infant state. And it surely cannot be unphi-

losophical to suppose that impressions, meant to be characteris-

tic and permanent, were then more easily communicated, and
more indelibly stamped."

—

Wiseman^s Lectt. pp. 144, 145, 147.

These considerations diminish much the certainty

of those conckisions in geology and natural history, which
affirm the necessity of almost infinite cycles of time to

produce those effects seen in the natural world. The
God of nature can stir into quicker action, or give a

new direction to the powers of nature, for man himself

within his limited circle can do so, and make them accom-
phsh his purposes. Electricity, Chemistry and Steam,
are, in our day, accomplishing wonders,—incredible, ages

ago, ifmade known to our fathers,—under the directing

mind of man. What may not natural causes in like man-
ner do, what have they not in past ages done, under the

directing mind of God ? If the fact then be " certain^ that

the white, mongol, and negro races existed at least

5000 years ago," an assertion which we will receive with
some reasonable deductiQri* from an antiquity quite so

high, there is in this fact nothing incredible, if we suppose
but an action of natural causes more speedy than what
now meets our eyes.f

Dr. Nott allows that " the Unity of the race once aban-
doned, no limit can be set to the number of species." He
consoles us for the apparent opposition of this hypothesis
to the divine word, by the suggestion that the Almighty
who created them "can take care of them without regard

to the opinions of men." The fertility of hybrids, he main-
tains, building upon the doctrine of Dr. Morton upon this

point, and affirms " that not only many distinct species of

animals, but even genera, produce together prolific off-

spring." The fertility of mules is a necessary part of his

doctrine. "The mulatto and half Indian" he says, '• are

no more negroes or Indians than a mule is a horse." "The

Say 1500 years.

t See also, Guyot, Earth and Man, pp. 242, 245.
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mulattoes descended from the pwre white and black races

are true hybrids.''^ Indeed, it must be that he believes, that

nearly all mankind are mules, for he says, "probably a
perfectly pure race does not now exist on the face of the

globe." Yet as mulattoes are prolific, and the half Indians
are prolific, and all the mixed races are prolific, the doc-

trine of the fertility of hybrids is to him extremely conve-

nient for the moment. We wonder that the advocates of

this doctrine do not reduce it more to practice than is com-
mon. By universal consent, the mule between the horse

and the ass is more useful for plantation purposes, more
hardy, and more easily kept, than either of the parent

stocks. Why not dismiss these stocks altogether, and let

the hybrids perpetuate themselves? Beat and bang a/mule

as you will, the proverb says, "a mule never dies." We
commend the doctrine of Charles Hamilton Smith, and
Drs. Morton and Nott, to our Kentucky drovers, and all

other breeders of stock. It will open to them mines of

wealth more exhaustless than Potosi and California !

It suits the doctor's purpose, however, only partly to

hold to ihe fertility of mules.

" It is, we think, capable of demonstration, that in all our At-

lantic and Northwestern States, the mulattoes are less prolific,

less hardy, shorter lived, more liable to piemature births and
are, in every respect, physically inferior to either the pure whites

or blacks ;
and further, that the mulattoes descended from the

pure white and black races are true hybrids^ which would be-

come extinct if left alone to propagate amongst themselves."

—

p. 46.

Yet, this sterility does not appertain to all mulatto hy-

brids !

" When we come further south, as at Pensacola, Mobile, and

New Orleans, &c. this law becomes much modified, and we find

a class of mmattoes who are long lived, more hardy, more pro-

lific, and in every respect, much superior to those of the north.

The explanation of this apparent contradiction, is perhaps not

very easy, and we suggested that it might be accounted for on

the supposition that a stronger afl&nity or aptitude for amalga-

mation existed between the Negro and Celtic blood. A large

portion of the population of these towns is composed of dark-

skinned Spanish and French settlers, who have extensively

amalgamated with the negroes, and a mixed race has thus sprung
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up of very different appearance from the mulattoes of the north-

ern States."

—

p. 47.

The doctor does not explain whether these Celts have
within them already, some mixture of the negro blood,

and are 49th cousins of the Ethiop, or whether they are

the descendants of an original stock, one of the hundred
or more God originally created, and intermediate in their

primitive constitution between the negro and the white
man.
On this whole subject, and on the " fossilised human

bones," which, according to Dr. Nott, show that ' men
may have existed upon the earth, prior to the six days of

our creation,' we are very kindly permitted to quote from
the forthcoming work of Dr. Bach man, of Charleston,

who holds a reputation as a naturalist, in some depart-

ments, second to none in the United States, and whose
name is not unknown to fame among the scientific circles

of the old continent.* Dr. Bachman proposes to exam-
ine the questions of the unity of the human race, solely

on the principles of science, and draws from the ample
resources of his own observation. Dr. 13achman finds no
more reason to suppose different races of men, from dif-

ferences of the skull, than of sheep, horses, and swine,

from the different formation of the skull in them ;
and no

more reason, from differehces of colour, to suppose differ-

ence of origin, than to make the same violent suppopition

to account for difference of colour in the horse, hog, squir-

rel, rabbit, and mouse.

"The greatest naturalists in all ages," says Dr. Baehman,
"however diversified may have been their views in regard to

Christianity, regarded all the races of men as composed of one

species. Among these were Linnaeus, Leibnitz, Buffon, Schre-

ber, Erxleben, Humboldt, Blumenbach, Cuvier, Owen, &c. the

lights of the world, who studied all the departments of nature

—

formed our genera and species, and designated their characters.

Our friend. Dr. Morton, Those superior qualifications are fully

admitted, has not yet entered on the field of argument, and al-

though he has intimated that his mind at present leans to the op-

posite side, yet, as he is still pursuing his researches, we still hope

The Doctrine op the Unmtt of the Human Race, examined om
THE PRINCIPLES OF SCIENCE. By JoHN Bachman. D. D. Charleston, S.

C Printed by C. Canning, 29 PincKney-street. 1850.
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to rank him as one of the advocates of the doctrine of the unity

of the human race. In the last American work on Zoology, by
Professor Agassiz, this eminent naturalist, after expressing an
opinion that many animals must have been created at several

points of the same zone,-—proceeds to say :—" Even man, al-

though a cosmopolite, is subject, in a certain sense, to this law of

limitation. While he is everywhere the one identical species,

yet several races, marked by certain peculiarities of features,

are recognized, such as the Caucasian, Mongolian, and African

races. And it is not a little remarkable that the abiding-places

of these several races correspond very nearly with some of the

great zoological regions."*

" And who are on the opposite side 1 Yirey, who pronounces

the negro "undoubtedly a distinct species from the beginning

of the world,"t and divides mankind into two species, the white

and the black, and suspects a certain fraternity between the Hoi*

tentot and the Baboon. Desmoulin divided men into 11 species;

Borey into 15, and Brocinto several sub-genera, and an infinite

number of species,—and finally an American,^ who can see no
reason why we should not make an hundred species of men.
There are, no doubt, others who have more recently entered into

the field, whose works we have not seen. The Frenchmen be-

longed to a school of skeptics, of which Voltaire was at the

head, and we may be allowed to suspect, that their minds might
have been biased by the cheerless doctrine which they had im-

bibed,
" The American,}: who seems recently to have laboured

rather to deny the historical veracity of the Scriptures, than to

prove the diversity of the races, may perhaps claim the attention

of the theologians ;
but having produced no new fact or argument

to bear on the subject to which we are restricted in this purely

scientific discussion, he requires no further notice. Be this as it

may, the world of science has never admitted these gentlemen

into their ranks as naturalists. Their names are utterly un-

known among them—not one of them, that we are aware of,

has ever described a single animal, and it is evident that they

were unacquainted with those characteristics on which genera and
species are formed ; hence they all disagree among themselves."

pp. 35, 36

Dr. Bachman ascribes the varieties of men, neither to

new creations nor to miracle.

" It must be observed," says he, " God might have created

* Principles of Zoology. Agassiz & Gould. 1848.

t Extracted from the French of Virey, by G. H. GuenebauU, p. 35.

J Dr. Nott.
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the first progenitors of our race, millions of ages earlier than

at the time when they actually appeared, and if he so construct-

ed the human constitution that it would, by its own organization,

be capable of producing varieties that were to become permanent

in their characters, the effect would be produced by a natural

process—varieties of men would be formed without a miracl(3.

—

We all admit that the first pair of cow, of horse, of sheep, or

of swine, was a miraculous creation, but if it was a part of their

nature to produce the endless varieties which we daily meet with,

then surely the production of these varieties is not miraculous,

but a natural operation.

" The authorities mostly relied on for facts to prove the theo-

ry advocated by Dr. Morton, is ' Griffith's Animal Kingdom,
by Cuvier." as the work is called, and the names of Grifl&th,

Cuvier, and Col. J. Hamilton Smith, are so constantly quoted

as authorities, that without careful examination the reader might
be led to conclude that the facts were certified by several authors.

Cuvier was not answerable for all the matter introduced into

that production. Col. Smith prepared the synopsis on the spe-

cies of mammalia, and affixed his name to many of the articles.

He was also the author of the Natural History of the Equidae,

so fre|uently quoted by Dr. Morton :
" The Natural History of

the Dog ;" as also of an article in the Ethnological Journal, re-

cently quoted by Dr. Nott, in which an attempt is made to show
that ' fossilized human bones are found in company with those

of extinct species of animals under circumstances that render it

extremely probable that thejr were cotemporary," and the writer

remarks that he (Smith) "controverts the hasty opinions of Cu-
vier, and unsettles all previous conclusions on this point." and
then adds that 'the most important human fossil is that found by
Mr. Dickeson,near Vicksburg." If this could be proved, then
it would be seen that races of men had existed before the days
of Adam, and hence the Mosaic chronology would evidently be
false. We would, in this latter connection, digress for a mo-
ment, and briefly state the results to which all geologists of any
reputation hive arrived in regard to these pretended fossils.

1. " That there is not in any museum or any private collection

in the world, a single human ibssil that can be traced to any of

the older formations "

3. " That the specimen submitted to the American Association,

and characterized as " what is perhaps the most important hu-

man fossil yet discovered," is of modern origin. We were pre-

sent at one of the meetings where this pelvis was submitted to

the society ior examination. Dr. Dickeson, an intelligent young
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geologist, simply presented the specimen, which had been disco-

Tered by another individual who had picked it up in a ravine

about 6 miles from Natchez. In Lyell's Second Visit to the

United States, p. 151, we have an account of this bone. He
decided that " it was a portion of the skeleton of a modern In-

dian that had been dislodged from some old Indian grave from
the cliffs above, and fallen into the ravine beneath. It was stain-

ed black, as jf imbedded in a peat or vegetable soil." We can-

not but conclude from hence that men must be strongly wedded
to a theory, who, whilst they are in possession, as far as we are

informed, of the unanimous opinion of the most learned geolo-

gists, deliberately again venture to reproduce these exploded

errors."—^. 37, 42, 43, 44.

We trust these views of one who can speak with au-
thority, will produce a proper impression on all who have
been disturbed on these interesting questions by the crude-

ly formed opinions of certain popular writers of the day.
Much has been made in the argument against the unity

of the race, from the alleged inferior capacity of the ne-

gro brainji^ Tiedeman was quoted in a former number of
this Review, to show that the cranial capacity of the ne-

gro is not inferior to that of the other races of men. Dr.

Nott affirms that " Dr. Morton has established the fdct

that the cranial capacity of the Mogul, Indian, and Ne^
gro, and all dark skinned men, is smaller than that of the

pure white man."* • •

This statement is mide in such form that it cannot be gainsaid. Yet,

if Dr. Nott had used the term Caucasian instead of " the pure white man,"
it would not have been impregnable, Tiedeman's testimony is entitled to as

much weight as Dr. Morton's, and his measurements have every appearance
of being perfectly accurate.! He adds to his own the testimony of Dr. Ham-
ilton, who also instituted measurements to the same end. If Dr. Morton's
collection is the largest of any individual in the world, Tiedeman had the

Sublic and private collections of Germany, England, Scotland, and Ireland

efore him. Only in the crania of the Aboriginal tribe of America, had Dr.
Morton the advantage. Of the other varieties, Tiedeman's measurements
were more than twice as numerous. The respective number of skulls

measured, is as follows

:

Tiedeman. Morton.
117 53
20 10

43 .18
27 147
41 29

Caucasian skulls,

Mongolian "

Malay "

American "

Ethiopian "

248 256

The following digest of Tiedeman's tables may be acceptable to those

§ Prof. Tiedeman of Heidelberg, on the brain of the negro, compared with

the European and Orang-Outang, Phil. Trans. 1836, pp. 519, 520.

Vol. III.—No. 3. 61
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But it seems that this argument from the inferior size of

the negro brain, is no longer insisted on by the advocates

ot diversity of race. Dr. Nott himself affirms that
" absolute size of brain cannot be taken as an inevitable

measure of intellect either in individuals or races ;" that

the " Hindoos and the Toltecs in America, are examples
of small and active brains, while on both continents are

found savage tribes with large ill-formed heads, utterly in-

capable (?) j)f civilization." Dr. Morton, too, while he re-

curious in such matters, and will be understood, if it is borne in mind that

the weight is not of the actual^ brain itsell, but of millet seed, with which
various crania were filled to ascertain their relative capacity. Dr. Morton
adopted the same method of filling the crania, but gives the measurement
of the internal cavity in inches:

No. of
SkuUs.

n
38
4
24
18
38
24

These

Caucasian of Europe, Asia
and Africa.

European skulls,

)

Average weight, \

Egyptian, "

Asiatic

Ib.oz.dr. gr.

3 5 2 30

3 4 4 56

Malay, American, Mongolian, and
Ethiopian.

Malay skulls,

American, (Indian,)

Mongolian,
Ethiopian, .

lb. oz. dr. gr.

'3 4 6 21

3
3
3

3

2
1

12
55
24

measurements of female

" 3 36
were all skulls of males

j
the

skulls are not added. Omitting the Egyptian, which were
but 4 in number, the average 6f the Caucasian is 3 2 5 33
Among the Ethiopian crania are those of natives of Congo, Madagascar,

Loango, Guinea, Angola, Mozambique ; Bushmen, Caffres, Hottentots,
and Ashantees. His Asiatic embrace the crania of the following nations;
one Russian from Orenburg, one Werschandier beyond Mount I'aurus, one
Armenian, one Arab, four Cingalese, eight Hindoos, one Birman, two Cir-
casians, three Georgians, two Parsees. It thus appears that though the

European Caucasians stand highest, the Asiatic Caucasians stand lowest for

cranial capacity, and that if the average be taken of the whole Caucasian
race, they will be inferior to all the rest, the Ethiopian excepted.

Dr. Morton tells us that he admitted but three Hindoo skulls into the
number " because the skulls of these people are probably smaller than those
of uny other existing nation." But it obviously is improper to obtain the
average of the Caucasian race from the skulls of the large headed nations.

The 140,000,000 Hindoos are a full third, and the Asiatic Caucasians much
more than half of the whole Caucasian variety of men the earth contains.

Had the Caucasians of Asia been as fully represented in Dr. Morton's ta-

bles, as those of Europe and America, the relative proportions of the several
varieties would, probably, have been changed. Dr. Bachman well says that
tbe mensuration of Dr. Morton is but "the commencement ofa long series of
Studies in reference to the Mammalians in general." It has not gone through,
as it should do, the various races of men, nor is it, perhaps, possible that it

should be completed by any one man.
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presents the Hindoos as having the smallest brains, finds

those of the Old Peruvians bat a little larger ; and shows
that, of the Aboriginal Americans, the Peruvians had the
smallest brains, the Mexicans brains a little more capa-
cious, and the barbarian tribes the largest of all. ^ f^-

Tiedeman, as well as Dr. Moiton, alludes to the small-
ness of the Hindoo brain. The male skull giving the
smallest internal dimensions in Tiedeman's tables (except-

ing two of North American Indians) is the skull of a Hin-
doo Brahmin. The largest skull in Tiedeman's tables is

that of a Botecudo Indian, the next largest is of a Don
Cossack, and the next of a Congo negro. The average of
seventeen Hindoo heads, measured by Dr. Morton, gives

to them an internal capacity three cubics inches smaller
than the average of his twenty nine African heads. But
the Hindoos are reckoned by him, as well as by Tiedeman,
under the Caucasian variety. It should follow, if dimen-
sion of brain is certain evidence of talent, that there are

Caucasian nations beneath the African in the scale of na-
tive intellect.

But Dr.JNott thinks that "size and form of the anterior,

lobes (all things being equal,) may be taken as a measure
of intellect, and as the negro is deficient here, his place in

the scale of being must be very low. As the dimensions
of the brain are unalterable by education, however con-
tinued through generations, the negro never can rise be-

yond the capacity he attains to in this country in the se-

cond generation." And yet again he holds that the head
and brain are not unalterable, and that " it is an indisput-

able fact that all the negro tribes in the United States, are

more perfect in their physical developements and have
better formed heads (as well as bodies and limbs) and are

more intellectual than their African ancestors." For the

inconsistency of these views we are not responsible. With
inconsistency of various kinds his pages abound in a most
remarkable manner.
On the subject of phrenology it is not our province au-

thoritatively to pronounce. We leave it to men of science

to do this, a great share of whom are wholly unsatisfied

with its doctrines and decisions. Anatomy has not been
able to find its organs, so as to see why intelligence should

be seated in one part of the brain more than another. Th^
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posterior part of the brain, the supposed place of the ani-

mal propensities, is found to diminish as you descend to the

lower animals, and in the salacious ape is extremely small.

Pricha'-d, Esquirol, Foville, and Carpenter, and profes-

sors Dunglison, Harrison and Sewall, in our own coun-

try, and innumerable others, have determmed against the

decisions of this, as it appears to us, fallacious science.*

We see, then, no physical reason, we see no conclusive

one in history, and we find none in the word of God, why
the barbarous nations may not be civ.lizedand take their

stand among enlightened nations and the worshippers of

the true God. It may be true that some races of men dis-

appear from the earth, in the mysterious providence of

God, as the American Indians and some of the South Sea
Islanders are now doing. But we believe not the testimo-

ny of men, however deserving of our confidence in other

things, who tell us that the barbarous tribes are incapa-

ble, under any possible circumstances, of civilization.

Facts disprove it, facts of the present century and of the

past. The results of Missionary labour disprove it, un-

less the whole tribe of Missionaries, some of whom are

distinguished for intelligence and education, are liars and
deceivers. We ourselves dispiove it. In the days of

Jewish, Assyrian, Egyptian, and even of Grecian and Ro-
man civilization, our auQCStors were wild, cruel, painted
savages. It is true, as Dr. Nott suggests, that the progna-
thous skull may not have been common among them. It

is not common among the barbarians of America. It is

exhibited by only a portion of the natives of Africa ; some,
even of the black nations have an erect face, prominent
forehead and fine features. There was a time, long since

the era of Menes and the pyramids, when the Britons
" were as degraded as the most savage nations now exist-

ing ;" when the ancient Sarmatians were as wild and un-
tameable as the Indians of America ; when the Sclavo-
nians were covered with squalid filth ; and generally, the

Northern nations of Europe were, in many things, not

above the tribes of Dahomey and Ashanti, and in many,
even below them.

See this subject treated by Morell, History of Philosophy, I. 497, et

seq. Carpenter's Human Physiology. Dr. Rice's Phrenology and Mes-
merism.
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While these arguments, then, all fail to prove a diver-

sity of race, religion and humanity passionately exclaim
against them as a wrong done to our brethren j to men
who wear the form, and bear about within them the heart

of our common nature ; who fell in the first Adam, from
whom, they, like ourselves, have descended, and are to

be saved, if at all, through the second Adam, who, for this,

took on himself our common flesh, and has left us his

commission to go out into all the world and preach the

gospel to every cieature.*

We have thus followed Dr. Nott through these lectures

of his, and have met, if not all, yet his principal objections

against revealed religion. We do not profess to have treat-

ed thera in full. This within such limits were imprac-

ticable. If we have been rambling in our review, it is

because we were in chase of a rambler, and it is pos-

sible that what we have said is, in this respect, like what
we have attempted to answer. We should not have
thought these Lectures worthy of a reply, had they
been likely to be read only by persons informed on the or-

dinary subjects of theological learning. Among such per-

sons, we have heard but one expression of surprise, that

such common and often answered objections against the

Scriptures, should be brought forward in these times, as

profound discoveries. A few only of these objections as-

sume a new importance from the new researches in anti-

quities and science. We are convinced that neither geolo-

gy, ethnology, chronology, phrenology, physiology nor
Egyptology, have any well authenticated facts which mi-

litate in the least degree agamst the scripture doctrine of

the Unity of the Human Race. Our faith is too weak to

receive the doctrine of Pre-Adamic races of men, or to

adopt the idea of Mr. Burke of the Ethnological Journal,

with which Dr. Nott seems^namoured, "that all the civi-

lization of antiquity sprung from a mighty race that once
inhabited the island of Atlantis, which disappeared be-

neath the waters of the Atlantic, long before the names
Hebrew or Chaldean were known."t Dr. Nott may in-

* In confirmation of the views we have expressed, see Alex. Von Hum-
boldt. Cosmos. I. p. 361, et seq,

* The island of Atlantis, if it ever existed, may have formed a part of the

highway by which America received a portion of its population, from the
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deed deplore the fact that we are so far behind the age.

But when we see new and frisky sciences, now just extri-

cating themselves from the chaotic sUme, leaping about
hither and thither, and butting eastward, westward, north-

ward, and southward against the old foundations, we
have been disposed to wait till they have found out their

real strength, and their proper province.

It may not please Dr. Nott that we have ranked him
with those infidel writers of a former age who have sought
to sap the foundations of revealed religion. But we really

do no not see how he could have expected otherwise. Do
his speculations tend to build up the word of God or to

overthrow? Ddes he really himself believe that these

Scriptures have any other inspiration than appertained to

Thucidides, Homer, and Cicero? If he answers in the af-

firmative, what can that inspiration be worth, whose pro-

duct is so confused, defective, and erroneous a book as

he represents the Scriptures to be. The only theory of
inspiration a true and consistent believer in Christiani-

ty can adopt, is that which makes God himself the real

author of this book, and its words the words of God.
There can be, in such a book, no mistakes, no lapses of

memory, no ignorant statements. We cannot consent that

the Bible should be put on the same footing with the Ko-
ran, the Institutes of Menu, or the Maxims of Confucius.

It is a mad attempt to falsify the Scriptures ; and we
would say to Dr. Nott, almost in the memorable words of

an eminent servant of God to his rash and persecuting

sovereign, " Sir, the word of God is an anvil that hath
broken many a hammer." His occasional expressions of

respect for Christianity stand in strange contrast with the

difficulties which he seems to take pleasure in accumu-
lating around the documents of our faith. If, as we fear,

he has decided to make a common cause with the skeptic,

to beat his head against the eternal ramparts, nnd roll the

stone of Sysiphus, to him be the toil, the fruitless contest,

and shameful defeat.

We regret to find that these Lectures were delivered

original seat of the human race ; nothing more. Schlegel thinks it much
more probable that the legend of Atlantis, is a vague tradition from prime-

val times, of the American continents, once known, hut afterwards lost from
isxt memory of the old world.

—

PhU. of Life, p, 81.
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from the chair of political econofny in the University of
Louisiana ; that they were addressed thus to the youth
of the land, far too ready to throw off the restraints of reli-

gion, and glad to find countenance in disesteeming the

word of God. Sad it is, inexpressibly sad, when the
fountains of learning become corrupted, and the advan-
tage the position of an instructor gives, is used to dissem-
inate error, and to implant its seeds in the youthful mind
to spring up in an abundant but noxious harvest.

But our greatest anxiety at present is, as to the effect

these denials of the Unity of the Race, in the very face of

the word of God, will have upon the institution of slave-

ry, in which the entire prosperity of the Southern States

is at present bound up. In a former number of the Re-
view* we have endeavored to redeem the Scriptures from
the perversions of Abolitionists, and to show that they recog-

nise the relations of master and slave, and extend over it

their protection. This we conceived, and dostill conceive,

to be the true and impregnable ground on which a Christian

slaveholder may defend himself against the abolitionism

of the whole world. The Bible is eminently a conserva-

tive book, and stands now, as in past ages it has often

done, between us and wrong, holding its ^gis over our per-

sons, property, and rights. Under it, the slave-holding

patriarch, the slave-holding disciple of Moses, and the

slaveholding Christian lived, protected and unrebuked. Dis-

astrous will be the day, when we fling from us the shield

which God has given us. It has been objected, though not

by the author of these lectures, that the Scripture argu-

ment for slavery proves too much, for as the Hebrew slaves

might be of any and every nation, their own excepted, it

would authorize us toenslave men of other than African na-

tions. But the argument from inferiority of race is open
to an equal objection. The Caucasian proudly says, all

others are beneath him ; all others, then, may be made his

slaves. And if it comes to measuring of heads, and ex-

amining the texture of hair, there are white men that

should be slaves, and black men that should be freemen.

The objection that the argument from Scripture proves too

much, which we have elsewhere met with, is but the ar-

* Vol. I. p. 63.
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gument of abolition itself. So Mr. Garrison and his co-

adjutors plead, and so plead, with suicidal zeal, some who
would be most unwilling to be classed with these hated

enemies.*

It is natural for those who occupy lofty stations in so-

ciety to depreciate the native endowments of those be-

neath them. Kings and Princes believe that nobler blood

flows in theirs than in plebeian veins, and that by neces-

sity of nature, those whose station is below them, are of

an inferior clod. We do not affirm that the endowments
of all men are equal ; and perhaps what is true of indi-

viduals is true of whole families, and may be presumed
therefore true, to an extent, of whole varieties of man-
kind. Yet the outward circumstances are more influen-

tial, when you look at men in the mass, than inward or-

ganization. And we should guard against depreciating

those whose social position is less exalted than ours.

—

Aristotle, 2200 years ago, was not free from this. " The
slave." says he, "is a living instrument, just as the instru-

ment is an inanimate slave." " To the Greeks," says he,
'• belong dominion over the Barbarians

;
because the for-

mer have the understanding requisite to rule
; the latter,

the body only, to obey." The same views prevailed

• The latest exhibition of Garrispriism we have seen is the following res-
olution of the Abolitionists of Berlin Ohio.

^'Resolved, That this Convention is full of joy at the declining state of
American i-eligion: as seen in the absence of revivals, the drooping condi-

tion of all the popular churches, and the utter extinction of many of them

:

the small number of candidates for the Ministry at the Theological Semina-
ries ; and the frequency with which the Ministers escape from the sectarian

pulpit into less mischievous and far more honest and laudable occupations.

And we cannot but hope and pray that as it is terrible searments (?) on the
hearts, the hopes and happiness of millions of slaves, whose enslavement it

has so long sanctified by its fellowship, its sermons and prayers, shall end,
and it shall sink to a speedy and ignominous grave, that tnen it shall be fol-

lowed by the coming of the kingdom of righteousness and peace, when man
shall no more lift up the sword or the shackle against his fellow man, when
a slave or a slave holder shall no more be known ; and when emphatically,
every man in every face shall meet a brother and a friend,"

How remarkable the coincidence between the infidel opposers of Slave-

ry, and its infidel defenders. Truly, we may stand awe-struck at the daring
impiety, and exclaim with the dying Jacob

:

Simeon and Levi are brethren.

Instruments of cruelty are in their habitations;

O my soul, come not thou into their secret.

Unto their assembly, mine honor, be not thou united."
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among the Romans. But who were these Barbarians
who were slaves to the Greeks, especially who were they
that were slaves to the Romans? A large portion doubt-
less came from Africa, though not of the negro variety,

but they came also from Asia, from Thrace, and, to the

Romans, from Greece, and from the conquered countries

of the west. English slaves were carried to Rome, and
the Anglo Saxons, whom Gregory saw in the slave mar-
kets of Rome, had been conveyed there by slave dealers.

The very Barbarians whom the Romans placed so low,

were, to a great extent, the races which now have the

sway in Europe and America. Let us not be guilty of

the false reasoning of Aristotle. It is not because of in-

ferior intellect and moral nature, that our law disfranchi-

ses the African. It disfranchises also the Indian ; and
both, because of the providential state in which, under
the government of God, they are found in their connex-
ion with us. They are in an actual state of servitude or

inferiority, and our present law does but recognize and
regulate this state in which it finds them.
We may do Dr. Nott a great injustice in supposing that

he has been led into his argunnmt against the unity of

the race from a desire to find a new basis for slavery. He
may have been influenced by philosophical reasons alone,

which he has determined at all hazards to carry through,

his mind not being rightly affected meanwhile towards
the Sacred Scriptures But, in doing so,>.he has attacked

that citadel of our faith, in whose defence we are bound
to imperil our lives. It is for this reason we have felt

ourselves compelled to speak in language of plainness,

and perhaps of unbecoming severity, while really desir-

ous of according to him all the respect which is due to

his private and professional character.

Our conviction strongly is, that the theory which seeks

to defend this maligned institution on the supposition that

our servants are ofanother than the Adamic race, and of an
inferior and brutish rather than human nature, which va-

lues not the countenance the Scriptures really ^ive to do-

mestic slavery, but seeks to destroy their authority that it

may weaken their testimony to the unity of the family of

man, and which holds the declarations of the sacred writers

as nothing worth,—is fraught with incalculable mischief to

Vol. III.—No. 3. 62
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the institution itself. If this is the only foot on which
the argument in its favour can be made to walk, we hes-

itate not to say it is doomed shortly to end. It is cut off

from the sympathies of the human heart, cut off from a
hold on the common sense of men, cut off from the con-

fidence of every Christian, as what he must abominate,

renounce, and separate himself from, if he believes the

Holy word of God, and the plan of redemption. It alien-

ates from us the temperate and worthy citizens of

other portions of our land, who, in some measure,
appreciate our position, and have resisted, on their own
ground, the raging tempest of abolition. It makes us
despised and contemned abroad as savage barbarians,

in whom humanity, morality, and religion have become
utterly extinguished. It is now the policy of our ene-

mies to "divide and conquer," to set the non-slave-

holding white man against his slaveholding neigh-

bour. It will be a policy equally suicidal to alienate the

Christian. If the institution can only be maintained at

the sacrifice of the historic verity and full inspiration of

the Sacred Scriptures, the Christian who, in past ages,

has joyfully met the spoiling of his goods, and death itself

for his religion, will again do so, and divorce himself for-

ever from a cause which fears not God nor regards man.
Where will this instituti9ti be when all Christian men
shall be forced to turn against it? We denounce such
views, therefore, as dangerous to religion, morality, and
law ; and as subversive of our whole legislation touching
this subject, beyond any, within our knowledge, ever pre-

sented to the people of the South. We utter, in conclu-

sion, these words of warning, and hope they may not be

disregarded.
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Having, in our former article, considered the work of
Mr. Mor,eli as an argument against an authoritative theo-

logy, we proceed, according to our promise, to examine the

philosophy on which the argument is founded. This task

we undertake with unfeigned reluctance. The questions

which it inv^olves demand a power of analysis, a patience

of reflection, an intensity of thought, a depth of investiga^

tion^ and an amphtude of learning, to which, we are con-

scious, we can make no pretensions. We always return

from the study of the great problems of human knowledge
with a conviction of littleness, incapacity and ignorance
which, though the process by which it has been produced
has disclosed enough to prevent us from despairing of the

ultimate possibility of philosophy, teaches us to commis-
serate rather than denounce the errors of others, and makes
us feel that our position must always be that of humble
and teachable inquirers. Far from dreaming of the ati*

tempt to originate an independent system of our own, or

even to combine into a consistent and harmonious whole
the various elements of truth, which may be elicited from
existing systems, we are content, in regard to these high
problems, to discharge the negative o^ce of refuting error

without presuming to establish its contrary, of saying
what is not^ without undertaking to declare what t^'truth.

The work of simple destruction, though often invidious, is

sometimes necessary. In the case before us, we shall feel

ourselves to be the authors of an incalculable good, if we
can convict Mr. Morell's philosophy of inconsistency and
falsehood, though we should fail, in the progress of the ar-

gument, to make a single direct contribution to a sounder

system.

This philosophy may be embraced under the three

heads of Psychology, Religion and Revelation, together

with the connection subsisting between them, The first

inquiry of the author is in regard to the subject in which
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religion inheres,^what is it that is religious ? then in re-

gard to the essence ot religion itself—^what is it to be reli-

gious ? and finally in relation to the mode in which reli-

gion is produced—how is the given subject put in posses-

sion of the given essence? The answef to the first inqui-

ry constitutes his Psychology—to the second, his analysis

of religion in general and of Christianity in particular—to

the last, his theories of Revelation and Inspiration. As to

the connection subsisting between them—the nature of the

subject determines, to some extent, the nature of religion

—

and the nature of religion, in its relations to the subject,

determines the mode and laws of its production. Mind
being given, the essential element of religion is given

—

mind and religion being both given, the characteristics of

Revelation are settled. This is a general outline of the

discussions of the book. We begin with the psychology

—

and that our readers may fully understand the strictures

which we shall make upon some of the doctrines of our

author, it may be well to give a preliminary statement of

the essential differences which distinguish existing schools

of philosophy.

I. Sir William Hamilton has very justly observed that*

"philosophy proper is principally and primarily \[\q science

of knowledge ; its first and most important problem being

to determine

—

what A^an we know 7 that is, what are the

conditions of our knowing, whether these lie in thennture
of the object, or in the nature of the subject, of knowledge."
The origin, nature and extent of human knowledge, are,

accordingly, the questions which have divided the schools,

and the answers which have been returned to them, have
determined the place which their authors have taken in

the history of speculation.

It is now universally conceded that all knowledge be-

gins in experience—but there is not the same agreement as

to the conditions which are essential to experience, and un-
der which alone it becomes available. In one class of
opinions, the mind, at its first existence, is represented as

a tabula rasa or a sheet ofblankpaper ^
upon which, fr.>m

without, are written the characters which, contemplated
by itself, constitute the sole materials of cognition. It

Hamilton's Reid. p. 808. Note.
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comes into the world unfurnished—an empty room—and
the world furnishes it. There is, on the one hand, a capa-
city to receive, and on the other, a power to communicate

—

and the relation of the two constitutes experience. Upon
the materials i^ius given, the mind can operate—it can
combine, compare, decompose, and arrange, but it can add
absolutely nothing to the stock, which has been imparted
to it as a passive recipient. Experience is restricted ex-
clusively to sensation—the mind is a machine and its va-
rious faculties the tools with which it works up the ma-
terials afforded in sensible phenomena. This low and
contracted hypothesis, which sprang from a corruption of
Locker's principles, at best partial and incomplete, was
pushed to its legitimate consequences of atheistic material-

ism and the bUndest chance, by the celebrated authors of
the French Encyclopedia. And it is to this scheme that

we would confine the distinctive title of sensationalism.

We need not say that the sensationalist stumbles at the

threshold. He gives no account of knowledge—to receive

ideas, as the canvass receives the impressions of the brush,

is not to know. Intelligence involves judgment, belief,

conviction of certainty—not merely that the thing is there,

but to use a sensible analogy, seen to be there. No me-
chanical activity, however delicate and refined, is compe-
tent to explain the peculiar phenomenon involved in the

feeling I know. Experience, therefore, must include con-

ditions in the subject which make \i capable oi intelligence.

There must be a constitution of mind, adapted to that spe-

cific activity by which it 6e/iere5 and judges; as it is only
by value of such a constitution that knowledge can be ex-

tracted from experience. This preparation of the mind to

know, or its adaptation to intelligence, consists in subject-

ing it to laws of belief under which it must necessarily act.

Its energies can be exercised only under the condition that it

shall know or believe. As it is the necessity of belief which
distinguishes intelligent action from every other species

of operation, and as there can be no belief without the

hoiieioi somethings there must be certain primary truths

involved in the very structure of the mind, which are ad-

mitted from the simple necessity of admitting them. As
undeveloped in experience, they exist not in the form of

propositions or general conceptions, but of irresistible ten-

^

:|
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dencies to certain manners of belief when the proper occa-

sions shall be afforded. They are certain '' necessities of

thinking." But developed in experience and generalized

into abstract statements—they are original and elementa-

ry cognitions—the foundation and criterion of all know-
ledge. They are the standard of evidence—the light of

the mind, and without them the mmd could no more be

conceived to know than a blind man to see. Being in the

mind—a part of its very structure—they are not the pro-

ducts of experience. Essential conditions of mental acti-

vity, they are not the results of it. As experience fur-

nishes the occasions on which they £vre developed or be-

come manifest in consciousness— it is obviously from ex-

perience that we know them as mere mental phenomena,
in the same way that we know every other faculty of mind
—but as primitive beliefs, as vouchers and guarantees for

the t uth of facts beyond "their own phenomenal reality,"*

they are involved in the very conception of experience.

"Catholic principles of all philosophy," they have been
more or less distinctly recognized, in every school and by
every sect, from the dawn of speculation until the present

day. According to the different aspects in which they
have been contemplated, they have received different ti-

tlest—innate truths—first principles—maxims—principles

of common sense—general rations—categories of the un-
derstanding and ideas of pure reason—fundamental laws
of belief and constituent elements ofreason—but whatever
names they have borne, their character remains unchang-
ed, of original, authoritative, incomprehensible faiths.

Though the distinct recognition and articulate enun-
ciation of these principles have played a conspicuous part

in the speculations of modern philosophers, yet the ad-

mission of them can hardly be rogarded as characteris-

tic of a school. It forms a class^ in contradistinction to

the ultra sensationalists, in which two schools! are em-

* For a masterly dissertation on the Philosophy of Common Sense, the

reader is referred to Hamilton's Reid—Appendix, Note A. We deem it

just to ourselves (and we hope we shall not be suspected of vanity,) to say
that the distinction indicated in the text and the corresponding distinction

in regard to the possibility of doubt, illustrated by Hamilton, p. 744, had oc-

curred to us, in our own speculations, before we had ever seen his book.
t See §5, Note A, Hamilton's Reid.

t " WliRt is a schooH It is a certain number of systems, more or less,
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braced, discriminated from each other by the application

which they make of what both equally admit. They
are divided on the question of the relation which our pri-

mary cognitions sustain to the whole fabric of human
knowledge.
One party represents them as wholly barren and un-

productive in themselves—the forms of knowledge and
indispensable to its acquisition, but not the sources from
which it is derived. It is only when acting in obedience

to them it comes in contact with objective realties that it

truly knows. All knowledge implies the relation of sub-

ject and object—the laws of belief qualify the subject to

know, but cannot give the thing to be known. Hence
we are dependent on experience for all the objects of

knowledge. The mind, however richly furnished with
all the capacities of cognition and belief, however intelli-

gent in its own nature, cannot create, by the laws of its

constitution, a single material of thought. The descrip-

tion of our intelligent constitution is an answer to the

question how we know, but not to the equally important
question what we know. There must be something dis-

tinct from a faculty—something to which it is applied, or

applies itself, in conformity with its nature, before the re-

lation of knowledge can obtain. Or in one word, the

laws of belief are the conditions of knowing, but in them-
selves considered, are not knowledge. They are not the

matter of an argument, but the criterion of the truth of

any and of every premise. According to this class of

philosophers, experience not only furnishes the occasions

on which our primitive cognitions are developed, but fur-

ni.ihes the objects about which our faculties are conver-

sant. It gives us the what we are to know. From the

importance which this school attaches to induction, it

may be preeminently styled the school of experience.*

Others represent our original beliefs, not merely as the

criterion of truth, and the indispensable conditions of

connected by time, but especially connected by intimate relations, and still

more so by a certain similarity of principles and of views." Cousin. In-

troduct. to the Hist. Phil. Lect. iv. Linberg's Trans, p. 97.

For a very full and satisfactory account of the relations of our primary

beliefs to human knowledge, the reader is referred to Stewart's Elements,

vol. ii. chap. i.
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dencies to certain manners of belief when the proper occa-

sions shall be afforded. They are certain '' necessities of

thinking." But developed in experience and generalized

into abstract statements—they are original and elementa-

ry cognitions—the foundation and criterion of all know-
ledge. They are the standard of evidence—the light of

the mind, and without them the mmd could no more be

conceived to know than a blind man to see. Being in the

mind—a part of its very structure—they are not the pro-

ducts of experience. Essential conditions of mental acti-

vity, they are not the results of it. As experience fur-

nishes the occasions on which they Lre developed or be-

come manifest in consciousness— it is obviously from ex-

perience that we know them as mere mental phenomena,
in the same way that we know every other faculty of mind
—but as primitive beliefs, as vouchers and guarantees for

the t uth of facts beyond "their own phenomenal reality,"*

they are involved in the very conception of experience.

"Catholic principles of all philosophy." they have been
more or less distinctly recognized, in every school and by
every sect, from the dawn of speculation until the present

day. According to the different aspects in which they
have been contemplated, they have received different ti-

tlest—innate truths—first principles—maxims—principles

of common sense—general nations—categories of the un-
derstanding and ideas of pure reason—fundamental laws
of belief and constituent elements ofreason—but whatever
names they have borne, their character remains unchang-
ed, of original, authoritative, incomprehensible faiths.

Though the distinct recognition and articulate enun-
ciation of these principles have played a conspicuous part

in the speculations of modern philosophers, yet the ad-

mission of them can hardly be rogarded as characteris-

tic of a school. It forms a class, in contradistinction to

the ultra sensationalists, in which two schoolsl are em-

* For a masterly dissertation on the Philosophy of Common Sense, the

reader is referred to Hamilton's Reid—Appendix, Note A. We deem it

just to ourselves (and we hope we shall not be suspected of vanity,) to say
that the distinction indicated in the text and the corresponding distinction

in regard to the possibility of doubt, illustrated by Hamilton, p. 744, had oc-

curred to us, in our own speculations, before we had ever seen his book.
t See §5, Note A, Hamilton's Reid.
i " WIiRt is a schooH It is a certain number of systems, more or less,
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.

braced, discriminated from each other by the application

which they make of what both equally admit. They
are divided on the question of the relation which our pri-

mary cognitions sustain to the whole fabric of human
knowledge.
One party represents them as wholly barren and un-

productive in themselves—the forms of knowledge and
indispensable to its acquisition, but not the sources from
which it is derived. It is only when acting in obedience

to them it comes in contact with objective realties that it

truly knows. All knowledge impUes the relation of sub-

ject and object—the laws of belief qualify the subject to

know, but cannot give the thing to be known. Hence
we are dependent on experience for all the objects of

knowledge. The mind, however richly furnished with
all the capacities of cognition and belief, however intelli-

gent in its own nature, cannot create, by the laws of its

constitution, a single material of thought. The descrip-

tion of our intelligent constitution is an answer to the

question how we know, but not to the equally important
question what we know. There must be something dis-

tinct from a faculty—something to which it is applied, or

applies itself, in conformity with its nature, before the re-

lation of knowledge can obtain. Or in one word, the

laws of belief are the conditions of knowing, but in them-
selves considered, are not knowledge. They are not the

matter of an argument, but the criterion of the truth of

any and of every premise. According to this class of

philosophers, experience not only furnishes the occasions

on which our primitive cognitions are developed, but fur-

nishes the objects about which our faculties are conver-

sant. It gives us the what we are to know. From the

importance which this school attaches to induction, it

may be preeminently styled the school of experience.*

Others represent our original beliefs, not merely as the

criterion of truth, and the indispensable conditions of

connected by time, but especially connected by intimate relations, and still

more so by a certain similarity of principles and of views." Cousin. In-

troduct, to the Hist. Phil. Lect. iv. Linberg's Trans, p. 97.

* For a very full and satisfactory account of the relations of our primary

beliefs to human knowledge, the reader is referred to Stewart's Elements,

vol. ii. chap. i.
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knowledge, but as the data, the «px«', in which are impli-

citly contained all that is worthy of the name of science.

We' are dependent upon experience only to awaken them

;

but when once awakened and roused into action, they

can conduct us to the fountain of existence, and solve all

the mysteries of the universe. As reason is held to be

the complement of these universal and all comprehensive

principles, this class of philosophers is commonly denom-
inated rationalists.

Differing as widely as they do, in regard to the matter

of our knowledge, it is not to be wondered at that these

two great schools of Rationalism and Experience, should

differ as widely in relation to its nature and extent, or

the precise province of a sound philosophy. Rationalism,

in all its forms, aims at a complete science of Ontology

—

it pretends to be, in the language of Cousin, " the abso-

lute intelligence, the absolute explanation ofevery thing,"*

or in the language of Sir William Hamilton, " it boldly

places itself at the very centre of absolute being, with
which it is, in fact, identified ;

and thence surveying ex-

istence in itself, and in its relations, unveils to us the na-

ture of the Deity, and explains, from first to last, the

derivation of all created things."! -

The philosophy of experience is guilty of no such ex-

travagances. Professing tc^ build on observation, its first

and fundamental principle is, that all knowledge must be

relative in its nature, and phenomenal in its objects. As
speculations about abstract being transcend the pro-

vince of legitimate induction, it dismisses them at once,

as frivolous and absurd, and aspires to know only those

qualities and attributes of things, through which they
become related to our minds. What they are in them-
selves, or what they are to the omniscience of God, it

would regard as a no less preposterous inquiry than to

undertake to determine the size, number, and employ-
ments of the inhabitants of the moon. Still, phenomena,
in its vocabulary, are not synonymous, as rationalists con-

stantly assume, with phantoms or delusions. They are

* Introduct. Histor. Philos. Sect. i. p. 34, Linberg's Trans,
t Edinburgh Review, Cross's Selections, vol. 3d, p. 176. A masterly

article on Cousin's Philosophy,
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realities—the conditions of the objects corresponding to

the conditions of the subjects of human knowledge, and
consequently as truly real as those necessary principles

of reason for the sake of which they are despised. " What
ap/?ear5 to all," says Aristotle, "that we affirm to he;
and he who would subvert this belief will himself as-

suredly advance nothing more deserving of credit."*

Claiming, therefore, only a relative knowledge of exist-

ence, the philosophy of experience, instead of futile and
abortive attempts to construct the universe, takes its stand,

in conformity with the sublime maxim of Bacon,t as the

minister, r^ot the master ; the interpreter, not the legisla-

tor of nature. Professing its incompetence to pronounce
beforehand what kinds of creatures the Almighty should
have made, and what kinds of laws the Almighty should

have established, it is content to look out upon the world,

and to look in upon itself, in order to discover what God
has wrought. Without presuming to determine what
must be, it humbly and patiently inquires what is. From
the very nature of the case, it pretends to no science of

the Deity. To bring Him within the circle of science,

would be to degrade Him—to make Him a general law,

or a constituent element of other existences instead, of

the eternal and self-existent God.
The two schools of Rationalism and Experience are,

accordingly, at war in regard to the scope and province

of philosophy. Agreeing in their general views as to the

indispensable conditions of intelligence, they differ funda-

mentally in the answers which they return to the ques-

tion

—

what can man know ? This single consideration

is enough to show the futility, or, at least, the delusive-

ness, of a classification like that adopted by Mr. Morell,

in his former work, which brings Stewart, Reid, and
Brown under the same general category with Fichte,

Schelling, and Hegel. The problems which the former

undertook to solve, were the poles apart from those dis-

Eth. Nic. Lib. x. Cap. 2 ; a passage repeatedly quoted by Sir William
Hamilton.
t Nov. Organ. Aphor. i. In this age of transcendental speculation, the

words deserve to be repeated : Homo naturae minister et interpres, tantum
facit et intelligit quantum de naturae ordine re, vel mente observaverit, nee
amplius scit aut potest.

Vol. III.—No. 3. 63
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cussed by the latter. The former were inductive psychol-

ogists, applying the same method to the phenomena of
mind, which Newton had applied with such splendid re-

sults to the phenomena of matter—the- latter were bold

and rampant ontologists, unfolding the grounds of univer-

sal Being from the principles of pure reason. The former
restricted their inquiries to the phenomenal and relative

;

the latter pushed into the region of the absolute and in-

finite ; the former stopped at properties and attributes

;

the latter plunged into the essence of all things. From
Locke to Hamilton, English and Scotch philosophy has
been, for the most part, a confession of human ignorance

;

from Leibnitz to Hegel, German philosophy has been, for

the most part, an aspiration to omniscience.*

After these preliminary remarks, we can have no diffi-

culty as to the general position to which we must assign

Mr. Morell. He is a rationalist, coming nearer, so far as

we can collect his opinions, to the Eclecticism of France
than to any other school. His method, the psychologi-

cal,t is evidently that of Cousin ; and there is the same
unsuccessful attempt to combine the philosophy of expe-
rience with that of rationalism.

1. The treatise before us opens with an inquiry into

that which constitutes the essence of the mind.
" Now, first," says our autLfor,! " whenever we speak of the

mind, or use the expression, ' myself^ what is it, we would ask,

that we really intend to designate ? What is it in which the

mind of man essentially consists ?"

The terms in which the question is propounded would
seem to indicate that Mr. Morell regarded 'personality and
TTiind as synonymous expressions—that the Ego embraced
the whole subject of all the phenomena of consciousness.

And yet, in another passage, he obviously divorces intel-

ligence from '• ^e//;" and restricts the person to individual

peculiarities.

* Kant deserves to be specially excepted from this censure. The ontolo-

fy
of pure reason he has remorselessly demolished in his celebrated critique,

ee also Morell's History of Philosophy, vol. 2, pp. 81-2.

+ Fragmens Philosophique, Pref A translation of this Preface may be
found in the first volume of Ripley's Specimens of Foreign Standard Liter-

ature. Boston, 1838. See also Morell's Hist. Mod. Philos. vol. ii. p. 484,
2d London Edit.

t p. 2.
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'* Neither, lastly," says he,* " can the real man be the complex

of our thoughts, ideas, or conceptions. These indicate simply
the existence of logical forms, intellectual laws, or perceptive

faculties, which are essentially the same in all minds ; they do
not express the real, concrete individual man ; they do not in-

volve the element which makes each human being entirely dis-

tinct from the whole mass of humanity around him ; in a word,

they do not constitute our personality.''^

To us, we frankly confess, it is amazing that the es-

sence of mind cls mind should consist in something that

is not common to all minds. But the difficulty does not

stop here, v The will, in which Mr. Morell fixes the es-

sence of the man, as a mere poiver of spontaneous action,

is just as universal and just as uniform as the operations

of intelligence, i?, therefore, " as the capacity of acting

independently, and for ourselves," cannot be the essential

principle of mind, and we are absolutely shut up by this

species of logic to the idiosyncracies and oddities of indi-

viduals. It is strange that Mr. Morell, in adopting the an-

alysis of Maine de Biran, has not admitted the hmitations,

of Cousin, who, it seems to us, has unanswerably proved
that, upon this hypothesis, we must deny the personality

of reason, at least in its spontaneous manifestations, and
make "se//"" and mind expressions of different but rela-

ted realties. If the Ego is the will, then intelligence is

no more of it than the organs of sense. " Reason," says

Cousin,t adhering rigidly to his conception of personality

as involving only the individual, and voluntary, to the en-

tire exclusion of the universal and absolute—" reason is

not a property of individuals ; therefore it is not our own

—

it does not belong to us—it is not human—for, once more,

that which constitutes man, his intrinsic personality, is

his voluntary and free activity ; all which is not volunta-

ry and free, is added to man, but is not an integrant part

of man." This is consistent. But what shall we say,

upon this hypothesis, of the veracity of consciousness,

the fundamental postulate of all philosophy, which just

as clearly testifies that the operations of reason are sub-

jective—that they are, in other words, affections of what

*p. 2.

t Introduct. Hist. Phil, Lect. v. Linberg's Trans, p. 127. Lecture vi.

passim.

/
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we call ourselves—as that the decisions of the will are our
owQ ? The distinction betwixt reason, in its spontaneous
and reflective manifestations, does not touch the point.

—

The "spontaneous apperception of truth,"* which Cou-
sin boasts to have discovered " within the penetralia of
consciousness, at a depth to which Kant never penetra-

ted," is either a subjective act—and then it is personal

;

or it is only another name for the intellectual intuition of
Schelling, in which the distinction of subject and object

disappears, and we have the miracle of knowledge with-

out any thing known, or any one to know. If M. Cousin
admits that his spontaneous apperception of truth involves

a percipient, relativeness and subjectivity are not only
apparent, but as real as they are in reflection—if it does
not involve a percipient, then we humbly submit that it

is self-contradictory, and therefore, equivalent to zero. A
theory which defends the impersonality of reason, by an
assumption which denies the very possibility of thought,

may be safely remanded to the depths from which its au-

thor extracted it, and into which it is not at all astonish-

ing that such a thinker as Kant never penetrated. We
cannot but add that as Cousin's ontology is founded on
the authority of reason, and the authority of reason foun-

ded on its impersonality, and its impersonality founded
on the annihilation of thought, his speculations upon this

subject end exactly where those of Hegel begin

—

at no-
thing.

Mr. Morell, however, rigidly cleaves to M. de Biran,

and saves the personal character of reason by the extra-

ordinary hypothesis, the most extraordinary which, we
venture to say, has ever been proposed in the history of

philosophy—that will, spontaneity or personality—for

they are all, in his vocabulary, synonymous expressions

—

is the SUBSTANCE of mind,—that our various faculties of
intelligence sustain the same relations to the will, which,
according to popular apprehension, an attribute sustains

to that of which it is a property. That unknown substra-

tum, which, under the appellations of mind, soul or spirit,

* Fragmens Philosophiques, Pref. Morell His. Philos, vol. ii. p. 495.

—

We take occasion to say that this account of Cousin's Psychology is one
of the clearest statements of his system that we have ever seen'—apart from
his own writings.
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othei* philosophers had been accustomed to repre^^nt as

the subject in which all our mental capacities and ener-

gies inhere—Mr. Morell professes to have drawn from its

concealment, and to have identified with spontaneous
activity, or the power of acting independently, and for

ourselves. Reason or intelligence, accordingly, is a pro-

perty of the will, in the same sense in which extension is

a property of matter. All the operations of the mind are

only so many modifications of the will—so many mani-
festations of activity, not as an element which they in-

clude, but as the support upon which they depend. " If,

therefore," feays he,* in a passage which shows that we
have not misrepresented him—" if, therefore, in our sub-

sequent classification of the faculties of the mind, little

appears to be said about the will, it must be remembered
that we assume the activity it denotes, as the essential

basis of our whole mental being, and suppose it conse-

quently to underlie (the italicks are his own, and show
that he means

—

it is the substance of) all our mental op-

erations." And again :t
" Remembering then that the

power of the will runs through the whole, we may regard

these two classes (the intellectual and emotional) as ex-

hausting the entire sum of our mental phenomena." And
again: ^ -

.'•.

" We would also again remind them, that the activity of the

ivill must be 1 egarded as running through all these different phe-

nomena ; and that^s there is involved in the spontaneous oper-

ations of the human mind, all the elements which the conscious-

ness at all contains, it must not be imagined that these elements

have to be reflectively realized before they can contribute their

aid to our mental developement. It is, in fact, one of the most
delicate and yet important of all psychological analyses, to show
how the power of the will operates through all the region of man's
spontaneous life, and to prove that our activity is equally volun-

tary and equally moral, in its whole aspect, although the under-

standing may not have brought the principles on which we act

into the clear light of reflective truth."

—

p. 25-6.

" To talk of knowing mind" he affirms in his former
workjt " beyond the direct consciousness of its spontane-
ous being, and all the affections it can undergo, is absurd

;

there is nothing more to know." By spontaneous being,

pp.3, 4. tp.4.

t Vol. ii. p. 53, 2d London Edition.
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he evidently means the existence of mind as a spontan-
eity. Beyond this and the various properties it exhibits

there is nothing to be known—in spontaneity we have the

substance—in the " affections it can undergo" the attri-

butes ; and these, in their connection, exhaust the subject.

If, now, spotitaneous activity is the substance of the

soul, and intelhgence and reason, with all our various ca-

pacities and powers, are only properties or modifications

of this spontaneous activity, it necessarily follows that all

thought and belief—all knowledge and emotion, are pure-

ly voluntary. When we cognize an external object, im-

mediately present in consciousness, or assent to any uni-

versal or necessary truth, such as that the whole is

greater than a part, we do it by an act of the will. The
cognition is spontaneous—which means, if it mean any
thing, that the mind is not irresistibly determined to it

:

and that, consequently, it might refuse to know, when the

object is actually present before it, and refuse to believe,

when the terms of the proposition were distinctly and
adequately apprehended ; which being interpreted, is that

a man may refuse to see when he sees, and refuse to be-

lieve when he knows. This very circumstance of the

independence of truth, especially of necessary and abso-

lute truth, of the human will, is one of the principal ar-

guments of Cousin to estaMish the impersonality of rea-

son. We cannot help believing when the evidence of

truth is clearly before us, says Cousin ; we believe in every
case, only because we will to believe, says Morell. Doc-
tors differ.

But passing over this difficulty, and admitting the doc-

trine, hard as it is to reconcile with the obvious testimony
of consciousness, that all knowledge and belief are the

creatures of the will, the products of spontaneous activi-

ty, we find ourselves unable to detect in this activity the

only criterion by which our faculties are capable of distin-

guishing substance from attributes. " That which is in it-

self, and conceived by itself," is the compendious definition

of substance given by Spinoza*—and though it expres-

ses what every human intellect must pronounce to be im-

possible, and contains the elements of proof, that our only

Spinoza, in Howe's Living Temple, Pt. ii. Chap. i.
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notion of substance is a certain relation to attributes—in

other words, a postulation of the mind "Which we are
forced to make, by the very constitution of our nature, in

order to explain the existence of what is felt to be de-
pendent

;
yet, as Mr. Morell admits it,* we will apply its

canon to the case before us. Every thing, then, is an at-

tribute which cannot be recognized as self-subsistent and
independent, and every thing is a substance which can
be construed to the mind as self-subsistent—self-subsistent

in the sense that it inheres in nothing as an attribute in it.

Hence, whatever is conceived by the mind as having on-

ly a dependent and relative existence, or is not conceiva-

ble as having a separate and independent existence, must
be an attribute—it cannot be a substance. Apply this

principle to the case before us. Is activity dependent or

independent ? In other words, can we conceive of it ab-

stracted from every agent, and every form of operation ?

Does it not just as much require a subject as intelligence

or thought, and some definite mode of manifestation?

—

Can it not just as properly be asked what acts as what
thinks or believes 'I We confess that we are no more ca-

pable of representing to the mind absolute activity, than
of representing absolute intelligence or absolute motion ?

We can understand the proposition that the miud is ac-

tive—that it performs such and such operations, but we
can attach no glimmer of meaning to that other proposi-

tion that it is activity itself Action without something
to act, and some manner of action, is to us as preposter-

ously absurd as knowledge without some one to know

;

and we are unable to enter into that peculiar mode of

cogitation which can be content to settle down on activi-

ty as the substratum, the self-subsisting subject of all in-

tellectual phenomena. That the mind is active in

thought, and that activity thinks, are propositions the poles

apart—that activity is a characteristic and all pervading
quality of every species of mental affection, and accord-

ingly the highest generalization of mental phenomena, is

a very different statement from that which makes it the

mind itself. Hence, according to the canon, activity is

This is evident from what he says of substance, p. 37, also

Hamilton's Reid, p. 895, note, 1st. col.
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only an attribute. Mr. Morell, in fact, admits as much :

.. " We do not saiy, indeed," says he, " that we can comprehend
the very essence of the soul itself apart from all its determina-

tions
;
but that by deep reflection upon our inmost consciousness,

we can comprehend the essence of the soul in connection with

its operations—that we can trace it through all its changes as a

poioer or pure activity ; and that in this spontaneous activity

alone, our real personality consists,"

—

-p. 3. r\

V But it is essential to any positiveideaof substance, that

it should be conceived apart from attributes. It is that
" which exists in itself, and is conceived by itself—or

whose conception needs the conception of nothing else,

whereby it ought to be formed." In saying, therefore,

that activity cannot in thought be abstracted from its

manifestations, Mr. Morell has conceded the impossibility

of his thesis, and instead of making it the substance, he
has only made it the universal characteristic of mental
operations.

But be it substance, or accident, we venture to suggest

a doubt, whether such a thing as spontaneous activity, in

the sense of Mr. Morell, does not involve a contradiction.

According to this hypothesis, man is an undetermmed
cause, or a cause determined by nothing but his own pro-

per energy. How shall we account for the first act ? It

either produced itself, or it came into being by chance

—

for all foreign influences are, ex hypothesi, excluded—to
have produced itself it must have existed as a cause be-

fore it existed as an effect— i. e.—it must have existed

before it existed, which is self-contradictory. To say that

it was produced by chance, is to say that the negation of

all cause is the affirmation of some cause—or that a thing

can be and not be a cause in the same relation and at the

same time—which is also self-contradictory. We crave

from Mr. Morell and his admirers a solution of these diffi-

culties. We are utterly unable to absolve the doctrine of

spontaneous activity from the charge of implying the doc-

trine of an absolute commencement, and an absolute com-
mencement we are as incapable of conceiving as a trian-

gle of four sides. If Mr. Morell takes man " out of the

mighty chain of cause and effect, by which all the opera-

tions of nature are carried on from the commencement to

the end of time," and makes him a separate and indepen-
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dent cause, receiving no causal influence from without,

we should like to know how he makes a beginning? For to

us it is as plain that all commencement must be relative,

as that there is any such thing as a commencement at all.

If an absolute commencement were possible—Atheism
could not be convicted of absurdity—and we see not how
they can consistently apply the principle of causation to

the proof theism—how they can deny that all things

might have spontaneously sprung from nothing—when
they distinctly affirm that our mental acts generate them-
selves. Upon this subject there are obviously only three

suppositions that can be made—that of the casualist who
asserts ari absolute commencement—that of the fatalist

who asserts an infinite series of relative commencements

—

that of the theist who asserts a finite series of relative

commencements, carried up in the ascending scale, to a
necessary Being—at once Creator and Preserver—the seat

of all causation, who is without beginning of days or end
of life. The extremes of fatalism and casualism are not
only inconceivable—for we readily grant that the power
of thought is not the measure of existence—but they are

palpably and grossly self-contradictory—and therefore

must be false. The hypothesis ofthe theist is also incon-

ceivable. We cannot represent in thought a necessary
and eternal being—but, then, it is not self-contradictory,

and upon the doctrine of excluded middle it must be true;

a man must take his place in the " mighty chain of cause
and eflfect, by which all the operations of nature are car-

ried on from the commencement to the end of time." In
the calumniated doctrine of an universal providence, ex-

tending to all events and to all things—the only deposito-

ry of real efficiency and power—we find the true explan-

ation of an activity which is neither casual in its origin,

nor a dependent link in an endless chain.* In God we live

and move and have our being. Nature and ourown minds
present us with multifarious phenomena—linked together

as antecedent and consequent—but all are equally eflects.

Neither nature nor ourselves present us with an instance

of a real cause. To Him that sitteth on the throne, and

* Hence we dissent totally from the doctrine laid down by Sir Wm.
Hamilton, that there is no medium between fatalism and chance. Hamil-
ton's Reid, p. 602, Note.

Vol. III.—No. 3, 64
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to Him alone, in its just and proper sense, belongs the pre-

rogative of POWER. He speaks and it is done. He com-
mands and it stands fast. ^ -^ ^ ;;>

The proof by which Mr. Moreil establishes his proposi-

tion that spontaneous activity is the substance of the soul,

is as remarkable as the proposition itself. His argument
is what logicians call a destructive conditional, to the va-

lidity of which it is as requisite, that all the suppositions

which can possibly be made in the case, should be given
in the major, as that all but the one contained in the con^

elusion, should be destroyed in the minor—the very spe-

cies of argument which we ourselves have employed in

regard to the existence of a necessary being. Now, says

Mr. Moreil, the essence of mind 7/iw5^ consist either in sen-

sation, intelligence or will. It does not consist in sensa-

tion, or intelligence—therefore it must consist in the will.

Very plausible, no doubt. But how, we ask, does it ap-

pear, that it must consist in one of the enumerated ele-

ments? Why may it not consist in something else—in

that unknown substance denominated spirit—unknown,
but yet believed by virtue of the very constitution of our
nature ? This supposition is, at least, one which may be
made in the case—which has been made by philosophers

of the highest repute—and which, we venture to predict,

will continue to be made by the great mass of mankind as
long as the world shall stand. Then, again, in his pro-

cess of destruction, he removes a great deal more than he
intends. He removes whatever "is essentially the same
in all minds," and of course the will considered as a mere
"spontaneity or capacity of acting independently and for

ourselves," for in this sense it is unquestionably common
to all mankind. Its modes of manifestation are various in

different individuals, and in the same individual at differ-

ent times—but as a faculty or power abstracted from its

effects, " it is essentially the same in all minds."
We have insisted, at what may seem a disproportionate

length, upon this preliminary feature of Mr. Morel I's psy-
chology, because we believe that it contains the seeds of
incalculable mischief. The serious proposal of the ques-
tion, concerning the substance of the soul, as one that our
faculties can answer, involves a complete apostacy from
the fundamental principle of the experimental school.
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The great masters of that philosophy would as soon
have thought of gravely discussing the relations of angels

to space, how they can be here and not there—or there

and not here—and yet be incorporeal and unextended be-

ings. Des Cartes, indeed, speaks of the essence of the

soul—and places it in thought—as he had placed the es-

sence of matter in extension. But he uses essence—not
as synonymous with substance—for he expressly distin-

guishes theni—but for the characteristic and discrimina-

ting quality.

If there be any principle which we regard as settled,

it is that 'all human knowledge must be phenomenal
and relative—atid that science transcends its sphere

when it seeks to penetrate into the region of substances,

or into that of efficient causes—two things which we shall

afterwards have occasion to observe, rationalists are per-

petually confounding. We will not quote in confirmation

of our own, the opinions of philosophers, imperfectly, or

not at all acquainted with the modern speculations of
continental Europe. We choose rather to refer to one who
is master of them all—who in depth and acuteness is a
rival to Aristotle—in immensity of learning, a match for

Leibnitz, and in comprehensiveness of thought an equal to

Bacon. We allude to Sir William Hamilton. His work on
Reid has filled us with amazement at the prodigious ex-

tent and critical accuracy of his reading. The whole cir-

cle of the ancient classics—poets, philosophers and ora-

tors—the entire compass of Christian literature—Eastern
and western, from Justin to Luther, including the angry
controversies and the endless disputes of the Fathers and
Schoolmen—the great works of the Reformation—and the
prolific productions of England, Scotland, Germany and
France, from the period of the Reformers until now—all

seem to be as familiar to his mmd as the alphabet to other
men—and what is more remarkable, this ponderous mass
of learning is no incumbrance—he has not only swallow-
ed down but digested libraries, and while he carries—it

is hardly extravagant to say, all the thoughts of all

other men in his head, he has an immense multitude be-

sides—precious as any he has collected—which none have
ever had before him, and for which the world will always
hold him in grateful remembrance. • He is an honour to

Scotland and an ornament to letters. Upon this subject
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of the nature and extent of human knowledge and the le-

gitimate province of philosophy, we are rejoiced to find

that he treads in the footsteps of his illustrious predeces-

sors of the same school. He fully recognizes the distinc-

tion betwixt faith and science.

"All we know," says he* " either of mind or matter is only a

knowledge in each, of the particular, of the different, of the mo-

dified, of the phenomenal. We admit that the consequence of

this doctrine is, that philosophy, if viewed as more than a science

of the conditioned, is impossible. Departing from the particular,

we can never in our highest generalizations, rise above the finite

;

that our knowledge, whether of mind or matter, can be nothing

more than a knowledge of the relative manifestations of an exis-

tence, which, in itself, it is our highest wisdom to recognize as

beyond the reach of philosophy."

"We know—we can know," he observes again,! "only what is

relative. Our knowledge of qualities or phenomena is necessa-

rily relative ; for these exist only as they exist in relation to our

faculties. The knowledge, or even the conception of a substance,

in itself and apart from any qualities in relation to, and there-

fore cognizable, or conceivable by our minds, involves a contra-

diction. Of such we can form only a negative notion—that is

—

we can merely conceive it as inconceivable^ And again.J "We
know nothing whatever of mind and matter, considered as sub-

stances ; they are only known to us as a two-fold series of phe-

nomena, and we can only justify against the law of parcimony,

the postulation of two substances, on the ground that the two
series of phenomena are reciprocally so contrary and incompati-

ble, that the one cannot be reduced to the other, nor both be
supposed to combine in the same common substance." And
finally,^ " We are aware of a phenomenon. That it exists only

as known—only as a phenomenon—only as an absolute relative

—

we are unable to realize in thought ; and there is necessarily sug-

gested the notion of an unimaginable something, in which the phe-
nomenon inheres—a subject or substance."*

These principles are so intuitively obvious to us, that

we find it difficult to sympathize with men who can per-

suade themselves that, with our faculties, they can ever

Edinburgh Review. Cross's Selections, p. 181. A splendid.article on
Cousin's Philosophy,

t Hamilton's Reid, p. 322.

t Hamilton's Reid. Appendix. Note A. §11. p. 751.

S Hamilton's Reid. Appendix, Note D.**
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arrive at any other conception of substance, but as the

unknown and unknowable support of properties. It is not

a matter of knowledge^ but of belief—\l is not an object

which, in itself, is ever present in consciousness— it is veil-

ed from human penetration by the multitude of attributes

and qualities which intervene betwixt it and the mind. It

belongs to the dominion of faith and not of science. We
admit its existence, not because we know it, but because

we are unable not to believe it. The unfounded convic-

tion, that by some means, we can ascend from the pheno-
menal to the substantial—that we can apprehend existence

in itself—that we can know it simply as being, without
qualities, without properties, without any relative man-
ifestations of its reality—that we can comprehend it in

its naked essence, and track the progress of all its de-

veloj ements from its abstract esse to its countless forms
throughout the universe, has given rise to all the abor-

tive attempts of German and French speculation to fix

the absolute as a positive element in knowledge. These
speculations are not the visions of crack-brained enthu-
siasts. The reader who has judged of the German phil-

osophers from the extravagant conclusions they have
reached will find, upon opening their works, and master-
ing their uncouth and barbarous dialects, and what is

often more difiicult, their abstract and rugged formulas

—

that he is brought in contact with men of the highest or-

der of mind—the severest powers of logic, and the utmost
coolnessofjudgment. They do not rave but reason. They
do not dream, but think^ and that, too, with a rigour of
abstraction—an intensity of attention, and a nicety of dis-

crimination which he is obliged to respect, while he la-

ments the perverseness of their application. The difficul-

ty with them is that they begin wrong. Refusing to recog-

nize the limits which the constitution of our nature and
our obvious relations to existence have imposed upon the

excursions of our faculties—and inattentive to the great

law ofour bemg, that in this sublunary state, we are doom-
ed to walk by faith, much more than by sight—they un-
dertake to bring within the circle of science, the nature
and foundation of all reality. Reluctant to accept any
constitutional beliefs, they seek to verify the deposition of
our faculties, by gazing upon the things themselves with
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the intuition of God—and grasping them in their true and
essential existence. Hence their endless quest of the ab-

solute as the unconditioned ground of being. They sup-

pose that, if they can once comprehend in its inmost es-

sence what it is to be, they have the data for " the abso-

lute intelligence and absolute explanation of all things."

The consequences, too well known, which inattention, in

their hands, to the necessary limits of human knowledge,
has legitimately produced, show the supreme importance
of accurately fixing in our minds—to use the homely lan-

guage ofLocke*—" how far the understanding can extend
its view—how far it has faculties to attain certainty—and
in what cases it can only judge and guess." The saluta-

ry lesson of human ignorance is the last to which human
pride submits—but a sound philosophy concurs with the

sure word of inspiration, in pronouncing man to be a crea-

ture of yesterday, who knows comparatively nothing. It

is precisely because we discover in the preliminary specu-

lations ofour author, this tendency to transcend the sphere

of our faculties, which, in its last manifestation—when it

has grasped the absolute—identifies man with God, that

we have adverted with so much earnestness to the indis-

pensable conditions of knowledge. In the case before us
Mr. Morell has evidently made nothing of substance. Af-

ter all that he has said of spontaneity, will, power, capa-
city of acting independently and for ourselves, the real

nature of the mind is as inscrutable as it was before: and
although he has confidently said that beyond what he has
disclosed, there is nothing more to know, the instinctive

belief ofevery understanding will instantaneously suggest

that there is something more to know.
2. His classification of the powers of the mind comes

next in order. He divides them into two classes or or-

ders—" those relating to the acquisition of knowledge, on
the one side, and those subserving impulse and activity, on
the other." The former he terms intellectual^ the latter

emotional. " Between the mtellectual and emotional ac-

tivity," he observes,! *' there always subsists a direct cor-

respondency." The successive stages of human conscious-

ness in the order of its developement and in the corres-

* Essay on Hum. Understand. Introduct. §4.

tp.4.
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pondence of the intellectual and emotional activity—he
presents in the following tabular view : ^.4 ]j i^iN^p^

.;;,.;;:.-,.- •5r-:> ' MIND A.i.u.'Ap:-/.:^'':,

COMMENCING IN

MERE FEELING (undeveloped Unity,)
EVINC£B A

TWO-FOLD ACTIVITY.
-^1

•".. I. • iL. • ^ "": •

Intellectual. " EniotwnaL
'*

1 St. Stage. The Sensational, ,,-.-!*

Consciousness, (to which correspond) The Instincts,

2d. Stage. The Perceptive,

Consciousness, *• . Animal Passions, -*

3d. Stage. Ttje Logical, .

^
v^i;

Consciousness, ** Relational Emotions.
4th. Stage. The Intuitional,

,

-
,

Aesthetic; Moral and
Consciousness, :

-.^il
'

> Religious emotions.
MEETING IN » ., J w , i^ .:

k'i^V
FAITH, (highest or developed Unity,) p.'5.

If it is the design of this table, as it seems to be, to indi-

cate all our means of knowledge, it is certainly chargea-

ble with an unaccountable defect. There is no faculty

which answers to the reflection of Locke, or to the con-

sciousness of Reid, Stewart and Royer-Collard. Mind
can unquestionably be made an object of thought to itself,

^

and its own powers and operations, its emotions, passions

and desires are materials of knowledge as real and impor-

tant as the phenomena of sense. Mr. Morell has told us how
we become acquainted with our material organism—with
external objects—with beauty, goodness and God—but he
has omitted to tell us how we can know ourselves. He
has made no allusion to that "internal perception, or self-

consciousness," which, according to Sir William Hamil-
ton,* whose analysis, in another respect, he has followed,
" is the faculty presentative or intuitive of the phenomena
of the Ego or Mind."

In our author's substitution of the circumlocutory phra-

ses. Sensational Consciousness, Perceptive Consciousness,

Logical Consciousness, Intuitional Consciousness, for the

more common and familiar terras. Sensation, Perception,

Understanding and Reason, we have an intimation of what
he distinctly avows, in his former work,t that he agrees with

* Hamilton's Reid. "Appendix. B. §1. p. 809.

t Hist. Mod. Phil. Vol. II. p. 13, esq.
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Sir William Hamilton,* that Consciousness is not to be
considered as a distinct and co-ordinate faculty of the

mind, taking cognizance of its other powers and operations

to the exclusion of their objects—the opinion of Reid,

Stewart, and Royer-CoUard—but that it is the necessary

condition of intelligence—the generic and fundamental
form of all intellectual activity. We cannot, in other

words, know, without knowing that we know. We can-

not think, will, feel or remember—without knowing, in

the exercise and by the exercise of these faculties or powers,

that we are the subjects of such operations. Hence, al-

though it is strictly true, that every form of mental activi-

ty is a form of consciousness—yet there is certainly, as

Sir William Hamilton himself admits—a logical distinc-

tion betwixt a faculty as known and a faculty as exerted^

and this logical distinction ought to be preserved in lan-

guage. It has, indeed, been preserved in the common
terminology, which assigns to the separate faculties con-

sidered in themselves, appropriate appellations, while the

relation of each and all to our knowledge ofthem is denot-

ed by consciousness. It is a word which precisely ex-

presses the formula, we know that we know^ and when em-
ployed without an epithet restricting it to some specific

mode of cognition, indicates the complement of all our in-

tellectual faculties. It is,^ therefore, indispensable to any
adequate enumeration of the sources of human knowledge.
Those who regard it as a single and distinct power, of

course cannot omit it, and those who regard it as the

universal condition of intelligence, should include it, be-

cause it is a compendious statement of all the faculties in

detail, and in that precise relation which the classification

contemplates. In the table before us Mr. Morell gives us
Perception as known. Sensation as known, Understand-
ing 05 known, Reason as known, and various departments
of emotion as known, but he does not give us ourselves,
the mind in its integrity as known. This omission is the

more remarkable, as in his history of Modern Philosophy,
he has himself suggested! the convenience of the term,

self-consciousness, '' to express the mind's cognizance of

Cross's Selections. Edin. Review. Vol. III. p. 197.

t Vol. II. p. 15. Note.
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its own operatiotis." We need not say that the faculties"^

which he has enumerated, he has illustrated, according
to his own views of their connection and dependence, in

a very graphic and interesting sketch of the natural hisr^

tory of the human mind. iMVMvrrob « i^td^ 'm^ ^^ nmm'A
3. Without detaining the reader with his accounts of

Sensation and External Perception, in which he has proti

fessedly followed Sir William Hamilton, and upon this

subject he could not have followed a better or a safer guide,

we come to that part of his psychology which bears more
immediately upon the majji questions of his treatise, and
in which error or mistake is likely to be productive of se-

rious consequences—we allude to his doctrine of the Un4
derstanding and Reason, 'fmh'^w m^: ct

Understanding, as a synonyme for logical conscious-

ness, is, so far as we know, utterly without authority in our
philosophical literature—for we do not regard Coleridge

as authority for any thing but literary theft. It is a term
employed in a wider or narrower sense—in its wider
sense, it embraces all the powers which relate to the

acquisition of knowledge, in contradistinction from those

which are subservient to impulse and activity—it an-

swers, in other words, precisely to the division which Mrf*

Morell has styled intellectual. Hence the common dis-

tribution of our faculties into those of the understanding
and those of the will. In its narrower, and, as we think,

its proper sense, it denotes those higher intellectual fac-

ulties which pre-eminently distinguish man from the

brute—to the exclusion of sense, imagination, memory
and fancy. But we cannot recollect a single instance in

which it has ever been restricted to our lower cognitive

faculties, or to the processes of ratiocination. The change
which Mr. Morell has introduced, or rather followed

Coleridge in introducing—is a radical departure from
established usage. There is much more authority for

identifying reason with the logical consciousness, than
understanding. For although that word, in its prevailing

usage, IS exactly synonymous with understanding, both in

its narrower and wider sense, yet it has not unfrequently
been employed by writers of the highest repute, to denote
precisely the Discursive Faculty. This is the first

meaning which Johnson assigns to it—and the meaning
Vol. III.—No. 3. ' / :
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in which Reid systematically employs it in his Inquiry
into the Human Mind—the meaning to which Beaitie

restricts it in his Essay on Truth, and which Dr. Camp-
bell evidently attached to it, when he denied it to be the

source of our moral convictions. We would not be un-
derstood as objecting, however, to Mr. Morell's employ-
ment of reason as synonymous with common sense—or,

as he prefers to style it, the Intuitional Consciousness

—

this is justified by the highest authority. Dugald Stewart

long ago suggested " whether it would not, on some oc-

casions, be the best substitute w^ich our language affords,

for intuition in the enlarged acceptation in which it had
been made equivalent to the ancient vovs or locus princi-

piorumJ^ But what we deny is, that understanding is

ever equivalent to logical consciousness as contradistin-

guished from Reason in its restricted application, or is

ever opposed to it in any other sense than a genus is

opposed to a species.* Intelligence is one, and all our
faculties, when legitimately exercised, are harmonious
and consistent with each other. They all conspire in

the unity of knowledge. It is not one reason which
knows intuitively, and another reason which knows
deductively—but it is the same reason which knows in

each case, though the relations of the object to it are dif-

ferent, but not repugnant oi^ contradictory. To suppose
that the logical consciousness, operating in conformity
with the laws of thought, shall ever be exclusive of intui-

tive results, is to suppose that philosophy is impossible,

and that skepticism is the highest wisdom of man.
The unity of reason, and the harmony of intelligence

being kept steadily in view, we have no objections to ant/

form of phraseology which shall exactly designate the

relations in which the objects of knowledge are contem-
plated by the mind. There is certainly a distinction be-

tween those faculties which are simply receptive and those

which operate upon the materials received—those which
furnish us with our simple and elementary ideas, and
those which combine them into structures of science-

and if this is the distinction which Mr. Morell designed
to signalize—if he means by intuition, the comple-
ment of all our faculties of presentative, and by logical

va
See Stewart's Elements, vol. ii. Prelim. Cons, and Hamilton's Reid.

Appendix. Note A, § v. p 768 seq. Also p. 511, Note.
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consciousness, the complement of all our faculties of repre-
sentative knowledge—he has aimed at th^ expression of
an obvious truth, but we must take the liberty to say, has
been extremely unfortunate in the mode of its develope-

He has, in the first place, confounded pfesentative and in-

tuitive knowledge. These knowledges have not the same
logical extension—one is a genus of which the other is a
species. All presentative is intuitive, but all intuitive is

not presentative knowledge. Intuition may be, and is, con-
stantly applied, not only to the immediate view which the
mind has of an object, m an act of presentative cognition,

but to the irresistible conviction of the vicarious character
of the representative, in an act of representative cognition,

as well as to the instantaneous perception of the agree-
ment of subject and predicate in self-evident propositions.

To make these distinctions more obvious—knowledge, in

its strict acceptation, as contradistinguished from faith, is

conversant only about reaHties, which have been given in

experience
;
and is either mediate or immediate—it is im-

mediate, when an object is apprehended in itself without
relation to others—mediate when it is known or apprehen-
ded in and through its relations. Immediate knowledge
is, again, subdivided into presentaiive and representative

—

presentative when the object itself, and not an image, con-

ception, or notion of it, is that which is present in con-

sciousness™representative~when it is not the object, but
an image, notion, or conception of it, which is present in

consciousness. Hence, although all presentative know-
ledge is immediate, all immediate is not presentative

knowledge; and although all mediate knowledge is repre-

sentative, all representative is not mediate knowledge-and
both presentative and representative knowledge may be
intuitive. External perception is an instance of presenta-

tive and intuitive—memory, of representative and intuitive,

knowledge. In the one case, the external object is known
in itself, being actually present in consciousness—in the

other, the past, which ex hypothesi, cannot be present, is

apprehended through a modification of the mind repre-

senting it. But the knowledge of memory is as strictly

self-evident—as strictly independent of proofs—though it

may not be as perfect in degree, as the knowledge in ex-

«**
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ternal perception. If, now, the logical consciousness em-
braces all our faculties of presentative, and the intuition-

al, all our faculties of representative knowledge—intuition
certainly may be common to both. It does not follow that

because an object is intuitively known, it is therefore di-

rectly and immediately given in consciousness. .? .:?<

His confusion of Intuition and Presentation has led him,

in the next place, into a still more remarkable error—the
confusion of mediate and indirect knowledge with that

w;hich is direct and immediate. When he comes, for ex-

ample, to account for our conceptions of God, though,

with singular inconsistency, he uses terms expressive of

presentative cognition, yet in describing the process of de^

velopement by which we ascend to the lofty stage of su-

persensible consciousness—he gives us nothing but evo-

lutions of reasoning—necessary deductions from our prim-

itive and instinctive beliefs. God is not actually pre-

sent as the object of consciousness—He does not stand

before us as the outward object in an act of perception

—

it is the finite, limited, temporary and dependent, which
we immediately apprehend—and in consequence of the

necessary laws of mind—these suggest the infinite, eter-

nal, independent and absolute. God, in other words, is

not known in Himself—in His separate and distinct exis-

tence, as a datum of conscioi]jShess ; He is appretiended in

and through his works—through relations intuitively

recognized and spontaneously suggesting the reality of

His being. Or we know God, as we know substance, in

and through its attributes. This species of knowledge is

evidently indirect and mediate. Take away the limited,

finite, contingent—take away the necessary belief— that

these require a cause—and you take away all Mr. Morell's

consciousness of God—and hence we believe in God, not

because He is seen or stands face to face with any of our
faculties ofcognition—but because other things are known
which are utterly inexplicable except upon the supposi-

tion of the divine existence. The heavens declare His
glory and the firmament showeth His handiwork—the in-

visible things ol Him are clearly seen, being understood by
the things that are made.
We agree most fully that there is a process by which

the understanding can, to a limited extent, ascend from

m
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the kiiQwn to the unknown—that we are so framed as

that ourselves—our bodies, our souls and nature around
us become witnesses for God—but the knowledge we de-

rive in this way, we should never dream'of describing as
immediate, presentative or direct. Mr. Morel I has been
betrayed into this inconsistency by making presentation

co-extensive with intuition. There is no doubt that this

knowledge ofGod is intuitive—as it results from the inde-

structible categories of thought—which developed into

formal statements are self-evident propositions—in the ap^

plication to the objects furnished in experience. Consti#

tuted as we, are, we can neither cognize ourselves nor the

world without a beliefofGod—the belief is inseparably con-

nected with the cognition—we can give no reason for it

but that such is the constitution of our nature, that when
an effect is given a cause must be admitted—and hence,

while we may be said to know, intuitively, we evidently

do not know the cause in itself—it is mediated by the effect.

The knowledge, in other words, is intuitive, but not pre-

sentative. i ]i ill :iuii3?ii5iJ)..iuV;..'iri&4r iS^-io* ^aV^iS^lBl

It is useless to adduce passages to prove what no one,

perhaps, will think of disputing, that presentation and ia-^

tuition are treated as synonymous—but as it may not be
so readily conceded that mediate and indirect knowledge
is also treated as presentative and immediate, we appeal
to the following: statements in justification of our asser-

'

lion.
f.,.* = .,.'ny.uij;^i

^' Let us take a third instance. The mind, after it has gazed
for awhile upon the phenomena of the world around, hegins to

ponder within itself, such thoughts as these. What is this

changing scene, which men call nature? What then is nature?

Of what primary elements do all things consist? What is the

power and the wisdom through which their infinite forms of beau-

ty, spring forth, live, decay, and then become instinct with a
new vitality? In these questions we again discern the activity of

a higher state of consciousness than the understanding alone

presents. The understanding, looking at the objects presented

to us, though the agency of perception, abstracts their properties

and classifies them—in a word—it separates things into their gen-

era and species, and there leaves them. But the pure reason, in-

stead of separating the objects of nature, and classifying them
into various species, seeks rather to unite them, to view them all

together—to find the one fundamental essence by which they are
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Uphield ;' to* discover the great presiding principle by which they
are maintained in unbroken harmony. The Understanding has
simply to do with separate objects, viewed in their specific or
generic character—the higher reason has to do with them as

forming parts of one vast totality, of which it seeks the basis, the

origin and the end—with the phenomena of the human mind it

is the same. The understanding merely clasifies them, the pure
reason inquires into the nature of the principle from which they

spring, and views the human mind as a totality, expressing the

will and purpose of its great Archetype.
^, " These two efforts of the reason to seek the nature and origin,

both of the universe and the soul, lead naturally and inevitably

to the conception of some common ground, from which they are

both derived. The soul is not self-created, but is consciously

dependent upon some higher power. There must be a type after

which it was formed—a self-existent essence from which it pro-

ceeded—a supreme mind which planned and created my mind.

So also with regard to nature. If the universe, as a whole, shows
the most perfect harmony, all the parts thereof symmetrically

adapted to each other, all proceeding onwards like a machine in-

finitely complicate, yet never clashing in its minutest wheels and
movements; there must be some mind vaster than the universe,

one which can take it all in at a single glance, one which has

planned its harmony and keeps the whole system from perturba-

tion. In short, if there be dependent existence, there must be ab-

solute existence—if there be temporal and finite beings, there

must be an Eternal and an Infiiiite One. Thus the power of in-

tuition, that highest elevation of the human consciousness, leads

us at length into the world of eternal realities. The period of the

mind's converse with mere phenomena being past, it rises at

length to grasp the mystery of existence and the problem of

destiny."—pp. 20—22.

•We beg the reader to examine carefully this passage,

and to lay his hand, if he can, upon any thing, but a very
awkward and mystical statement—certainly a very feeble

and inadequate one, of the common a posteriori argument
from effect to cause. Instead of gazing directly upon the

Supreme Being and standing face to face with the abso-

lute—we gaze outwardly upon the world, and inwardly
upon ourselves, and are conducted by processes of natur-

al and spontaneous inquiry to the admission of an ade-

quate and all-suflBcient cause of the wondrous phenome-
na we behold. Whether our steps be from the finite to

the infinite, from the dependent to the absolute—from the
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fleeting to the eternal--4hey are the steps of intelligence

mediating a knowledge of God through relations which
we intuitively recognize. We see Him only in the opera#«

tion of His hands. He is mirrored in His works. The
knowledge in this case is precisely analogous to that of
the external world which the hypothetical realists ascribe

to us. We are not directly conscious of its existence, but
are conscious of effects produced in ourselves which the
constitution of our nature determines us to refer to out?

ward and independent realities;** %*#*^>^''# -h

If Mr. Morell seriously believes that our knowledge of
God is presentative, he is bound, of course, that he may,
be consistent with himself, to postulate a faculty through
which the Divine Being may be given as the immediate ob-

ject of involuntary consciousness. We have the senses

through which the various properties of matter are directly

and spontaneously cognized ; we have taste and conscience

which bring us into contact with the beautiful and de-

formed—the right and the wrong
; and to preserve the

analogy, we must have some power or sense which
shall be directly conversant about God—afaculty of the

Divine or the absolute ; sustaining the same relations to

the Deity which the senses sustain to the outward world

—

taste to the fair, and conscience to the right. This is the

only way in which the theory of presentative knowledge
can b6 consistently carried out in its application to God.
But if this be admitted, it is as absurd to talk of

hunting up the Deity through the realms of matter

and of mind—to be feeling, inquiring, and searching after

Him in the regions of the finite, limited and dependent—
as it is to represent men as seeking the primary qual-

ities of matter, or the elementary distinctions betwixt

beauty and deformity—a virtue and a crime. All presen-

tative knowledge comes, in the first instance, unbidden.

There is no appetite or instinct for it which leads us in

quest of it. We had no conception of matter until we
were made conscious of its existence—beauty was an un-
meaning word ; and we should never have known how
to set about comprehending its meaning, until the expe-

rience of it was first felt ; and if there be a separate and
distinct faculty of God, He must be absolutely incogniza-i

ble and inconceivable by us, until He reaches us through
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the medium or instrumentality of this faculty. He must
come into the mind like extension, figure, solidity—like
beauty, virtue, and all our simple and elementary cogni-
tions. He is not to be a craving of our nature—some-
thing longed for and yearned after ; but an immediate
datum of consciousness—something which we know to

be, because he is now and here present to intelligence. But
the passage which we have just quoted from our author,

is directly in the teeth of any such doctrine. There is

no presentation there of any objective realities in them-
selves but the finite, dependent, and phenomenal—these
are alone present in consciousness ; but being cognized as

effects, they give us, as vouchers and witnesses—other
existences beyond themselves. They testify oi God, but

do not 'present God. They develope a belief which is

natural, spontaneous, and irresistible—whose object is

unknown except in so far as it may be collected from their

qualities and attributes in their relations to it. ^^ n I rl^^rr^vr

Mr. Morell is equally at fault in the account which he
has given of the logical consciousness. This, we have
seen—he employs as a compendious expression for all our
faculties of representative knowledge. It embraces those

processes of the mind which relate to the combination,

arrangement, and structure of the sciences—which con-

duct us from particular phenomena to general laws—
which group individual existences into classes, and per-

form the functions which are commonly denominated
discursive. Its first office is to turn our intuitions into

notions or conceptions—to give us representatives through
the acts of the intellect, of the real and independent ex-

istences which are grasped by the faculty of inward or

outward perception. It idealizes, in other words, the

matter of our direct and presentative knowledge. It then
decomposes its conceptions, fixes upon one or more ele-

ments contained in them—abstracts these from the rest,

and makes these abstractions the grounds of classification.

To it belongs memory, the mediate knowledge of the past

;

imagination, the mediate knowledge of the conceivable

and possible, and, if Mr. Morell admits such a thing as pos-

sible, prescience or the mediate knowledge of the future.

He calls this complement of faculties, logical ; and we
think the epithet well chosen to designate representative
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in contradistinction from presentative knowledge, because
it is in them that the mind is specially coffitative—it is in

them that the laws and necessary forms ofthought, which
it is the office of logic to investigate, are conspicuously
developed. In presentation the mind knows-An represen-

tation the mind thinks. In presentation there is an imme-
diate object apart from the mind- -in representation no-

thing is directly given but the acts of the mind itself. In
presentation the mind may be regarded as comparatively

passive—in representation it is wholly and essentially

active. In presentation, accordingly, the prominent mat-
ter is the object of cognition—in representation, the cate-

gories of thought. There are two points, however, in

Mr. Morell's doctrine of the logical consciousness, against

which we must enter a solemn and decided protest. The
first is that our conceptions cannot exactly represent our
intuitions—that the remote and ultimate object, as given
in an act of mediate and representative cognition, is not
precisely the same as the immediate object in an act of
direct and presentative cognition. The other is that the

understanding cannot enlarge our knowledge of numeri-
cal existences—that we can only think the precise, iden-

tical realities which have been given in experience, and
can infer and prove the substantive existence of nought
beyond them.

In relation to the first point we can only speak of what
strikes us as the prevailing doctrine of the book—for the

author is so vague, vacillating, and inconsistent in his

account of conception, that we freely admit that he ap-

pears in two passages to teach the doctrine for which we
contend. But as a general thing, he maintains that the

understanding is exclusively conversant about attributes

or properties. " It has to do," he informs us, " entirely

with the attributes of things—separating, scrutinizing,

classifying them, and adapting them, by the aid of judg-

ment and reasoning, to all the purposes of human exist-

ence." " Thus every notion," (conception,) he tells us in

another place, " we have of an external object—as a house,

or a tree, or a flower—is compounded of two elements, a
material and a formal. The matter is furnished by the

direct sensational intuition of a concrete reality, and this

is perception ; the form is furnished by the logical faculty

Vol. III.— No. 3. 66
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virhich, separating the attributes of the object, as given in

J)erceptiou, from the essence, constructs a notion or idea

(conception) which can be clearly defined and employed
as a fixed term in the region of our reflective knowledge."

And again: -^
'

" Of mere phenomena we can gain a very good knowledge by
an intermediate or logical process. We can have the different

attributes presented to us as abstract ideas ; we can put these

attributes together one by one, and thus form a conception of

the whole thing as a phenomenon ; but this cannot be done in

regard to any elementary and essential existence. Of substance^

for example, we can gain no conception by a logical definition
;

the attempt to do so has, in fact, always ended in the denial of

substance altogether, considered as an objective reality ; it be-

comes in this way simply the projected shadow of our own facul-

ties. The only refuge against this logical skepticism, which has

uniformly attached itself to a sensational philosophy, is in the

immediacy of our higher knowledge—in the fact that we seo and
feel the existence of a substantial reality around us, without the

. aid of any logical idea or definition, by which it can be repre-

sented or conveyed."—^ 37.

'? Mr. Morell surely cannot mean that through any repre-

sentative faculty, original ideas can be imparted of attri-

butes and qualities which had never been presentatively

given—that a blind man cap be instructed in colours by
a logical definition, or a deaf man in sounds. Every
simple idea, whether of qualities or not, must, in the first

instance, have been conveyed in an act of immediate
cognition. What we understand Mr. Morell as teaching
is, that the conceptions of the understanding do not ade-
quately represent the cognitions of intuition—that the
phenomenon does not mirror the whole reality—that there

is something given in perception which cannot be media-
ted by an act of mind. It is true that this mysterious
something is described as the essence or substance of the
thing perceived ;

and it is equally true that essences or

substances are only matters of belief—we neither see

them nor feel them—they lie beyond the boundaries of

knowledge, whether presentative or otherwise. But we
maintain that whatever can be perceived or immediately
known, can be also imagined or conceived. We can
frame an image or notion which shall exactly correspond
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to the whole object of an inward or outward perception.

We can represent all the essence that we ever knew.
There is no difference between the remote and uhimate
object in an act of representative, and the immediate and
present object in an act of immediate and presentative
cognition. Unless Mr. Morell admits what we under-
stand him to deny, that the vicarious knowledge involved
in conception answers exactly to the original knowledge
given in intuition, he must maintain that the knowledge
of any existence, but that which is now and here present

in consciousness, is impossible. All else becomes purely
ideal—our conceptions cease to be representative ; for the

very notion >of representation implies a reality apart from
itself which, as represented, is known. To affirm that

the representative does not truly mirror the original, is

to invalidate the only conceivable process by which we
can pass from the ideal to the actual. It is to deny the

fidelity of our faculties, in the irresistible conviction which
we have of the reality of the original, though mediated
idea, and thus to lay the foundation of universal skepti-

cism. To illustrate by an example, memory is the medi-
ate knowledge of the past. The house, or man, or flow-

er, which we saw yesterday, and remember to have seen

to-day, has no longer a present existence in conscious-

ness—what we now contemplate, and immediately cog-

nize, is not the thing itself, but a conception which we
feel to be its representative. According to our author,

however, this conception is partial and inadequate—it

does not embrace all that we saw—the most important

part—the only part, indeed, which was real, has been

omitted. But consciousness assures us that we distinctly

and adequately recollect our perceptioii of yesterday—the

whole perception precisely as it was experienced—that,

to accommodate the language of Mr. Hume, the present

idea is an exact transcript of the former impression. If,

now, consciousness deceives us in this case— if it lies in

pronouncing that to be an adequate representative which
is partial, maimed, and defective—what guarantee have
we for its veracity in any case ? and how, especially,

shall we prove that memory and all our powers of medir

ate knowledge are not faculties of mere delusion ? Mr.

Morell, it seems to us, must deny all objective existences
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apart from the mind, or he must admit that the under-

standing can frame conceptions exactly commensurate
with original intuitions. This we conceive to be the fun-

damental condition of the certainty of all representative

knowledge. We see no alternative between pure idealism

and this theory of the understanding. When it abstracts

and fixes its attention upon one or more attributes-^-per-

forming what Mr. Morell regards as its characteristic

functions—these attributes are not absolutely conceived,

but relatively, as the attributes of real things.
^.,' The other point, that the understanding cannot enlarge

the boundaries of knowledge, Mr. Morell seems uniform-

ly to treat as well nigh self-evident. - v^ko^^ v- • vi ausVi

*^ And yet this logical consoiousness, although it is the great

instrument of practical life, is entirely subjective and formal—
The material with which it has to do is wholly given in sensation

and perception ; all that it furnishes in addition to this are forms

of thought, general notions, categories, and internal processes,

which have an abstract or logical value, but which, when viewed
alone, are absolutely void of all "content."

—

-p. 16. ;

If Mr. Morell means nothing more than that the under-

standing can furnish no original ideas beyond the con-

tents of intuition, the proposition, though unquestionably
true, is far from being new. It is universally conceded
that no powers of conception, imagination, memory, or

reasoning—no processes of definition, analysis, or judg-

ment, can supply the elementary notions of the senses to

one who was destitute of the material organism. But if

he means, what the tenor of his argument demands, and
what we, accordingly, understand him to assert, that all

our simple ideas being given, the understanding or the
laws of thought cannot conduct us to the full conviction

of existences, lying beyond the range of present intuition,

the proposition is just as unquestionably false. What
transcends the limits of momentary experience can either

not be known at all, or it must be known through the
medium of the logical consciousness. If it cannot be
known at all, then human knowledge, in regard to exter-

nal things, is Umited to what is in immediate contact with
the organs of sense—in regard to internal things, to the

fleeting consciousness of the moment. We can know no-

thing of the past—we can know nothing of4he distant—
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we can predict nothing of the future. In other words,
all science is a rank delusion. Even our knowledge of
the material world, as embracing a wide range of exist-

ence, is an inference of the understanding, and not the
result of a direct perception of its amplitude and variety.

Upon the theory of external perception, which Mr. Morell
has adopted, it is intuitively obvious that we can perceive
nothing, or have a presentative cognition of nothing, but
that which is in contact with our material organism. The
sun, moon, and stars are not objects of perception, but of in-

ference—they are not directly, but representatively known.
We can immediately know only what is now and here
present in censciousness. .sp*tjrf*^^^;%ia j#»'|y y

"In the third place," says Sir William Hamilton, "to this

head we may refer Reid's inaccuracy in regard to the precise ob-

ject of perception. This object is not, as he seems frequently to

assert, any distant reality ; for we are percipient of nothing but
what is in proximate contact, in immediate relation, with our or-

gans of sense. Distant realities we reach, not by perception,

but by a subsequent process of inference, founded thereon ; and
so far, as he somewhere says, from all men who look upon the

sun perceiving the same object, in reality, every individual, in

this instance, perceives a different object, nay, a diflferent object

in each several eye. The doctrine of Natural Realism requires

no such untenable assumption for its basis. It is sufficient to

establish the simple fact, that we are competent, as consciousness

assures us, immediately to apprehend through sense the non-ego

in certain limited relations
;
and it is of no consequence what-

ever, either to our certainty of the reality of a material world,

or to our ultimate knowledge of its properties, whether, by this

primary apprehension, we lay hold, in the first instance, on a

larger or a lesser portion of its contents." And in another

place: " A thing to be known in itself̂ must be known as actu-

ally existing^ and it cannot be known as actually existing unless

it be known as existing in its when and its where. But the

when and where of an object are immediately cognizable by the

subject, only if the when be now, {i. e. at the same moment with

the cognitive act,) and the where be here^ (^. e. within the sphere

of the cognitive faculty ;) therefore a presentative or intuitive

knowledge is only competent of an object present to the mind
both in time and spa^e. E converse, whatever is known, but not

as actually existing now and here^ is known not in itself, as the

presentative object of an intuitive, but only as the remote object

of a representative cognition." . '
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Upon the hypothesis of Mr. Morell, accordingly, which
restricts the operations of the understanding to the spe-

cific contents which have been given in actual intuitions,

the worlds which astronomy discloses to our faith are

merely subjective forms and logical processes, and not

realities at all. AH the deductions of pure mathematics
are sheer delusions, inasmuch as they are the products of

the understanding operating upon the primary qualities

of matter, which alone are furnished in perception.

That the results which the Chemist has obtained to-day,

shall, under the same circumstances, be verified to-mor-

row—that like antecedents shall be attended with like

consequents in all the departments of philosophy, cannot,

with confidence be predicted, since that would be a pres-

ent knowledge of a future event, and involve a fact nu-
merically different from any which had ever been given
in experience. To say that the understanding cannot
compass other realities, beside the precise identical ones
which have been or are present in consciousness, is to

pull down the entire fabrick of human science—to leave

us nothing of nature, but the small fragment of its ob-

jects within the immediate sphere of our faculties—to

make us, without a figure, the creatures of the passing
motnent. All that can be maintained is, that the under-

standing cannot conduct us to the knowledge of existen-

ces involving elements wl^ich have not been derived

from some objects of actual intuition. But it may infer

and prove the existence of realities involving these ele-

ments in different degrees, and different modes of combi-
nation, from any that have actually fallen within the

sphere of consciousness. We can prove the existence of

the Sun, and yet we have never seen him. But without
a specific presentation of his substantive reality, we can
frame the conception of him by a combination of attri-

butes which have been repeatedly given in other instances

of intuition. We ascribe to him nothing but what we
know from experience to be properties of matter—and
what we know he must possess in order to produce the

effects which he does. We believe in the existence of

animals that we never saw—of lands that we are never

likely to visit—of changes and convulsions that shook
our globe centuries before its present inhabitants were
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born ;
and though we have no experience of the future,

we can frame images of coming events, all of which
may and some of which, as the decay and dissolution of

our bodies, most assuredly will take place. Were there

not a law of our nature by which we are deteimined to

judge of the future by the past, and a uniformity of
events which exactly answers to it, the physical sciences

would be impossible, and prudential rules for the regula-

tion of conduct utterly absurd. ;i

So far, indeed, is it from being true, that the under-

standing does not enlarge our knowledge of real existen-

ces, that it is precisely the faculty, or complement of fac-

ulties, which gives us the principal part of that knowledge.
Intuition supplies us with very few objects—it is limited

to a very narrow sphere—but in the materials which it

does embrace, it gives us the constituents of all beings

that we are capable of conceiving. The understanding,
impelled to action in the first instance by the presenta-

tion of realities, goes forward in obedience to the laws of
thought, and infers a multitude of beings lying beyond
the range of our presentation, some like those that have
been given—others possessed of the same elementary
qualities in different degrees and proportions. It is im-
possible to say how much our knowledge is extended

—

our knowledge, we mean, of veritable, objective realities,

by the processes involved in general reasoning. We can
form some conception of the immense importance of ab-

straction and generalization as subservient to intellectual

improvement, by imagining what our condition would be,

if we were deprived of the benefits of language. How
much better, apart from speech, would be our knowledge
than the crude apprehension of the brute'/ He has, no
doubt, all the intuitions of the primary qualities of matter

which we possess, but he knows them only as in this or

that object—he has never been able to abstract, general-

ize, classify and name—and, therefore, his knowledge
must always be limited to the particular things now and
here present in consciousness. He can have no science.

To us, it is almost intuitively obvious that the under-

standing, as the organ of science, is pre-eminently the fac-

ulty of knowledge. Intuition gives us the alphabet—the
understanding combines and arranges the letters, in con-
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formity with the necessary forms of thought, into the
words which utter the great realities of nature, whether
material, moral or intellectual. Intuition is the germ—the
bud. Understanding, the tree, in full and majestic pro-

portions, spreading its branches and scattering its fruits

on all sides. Intuition is the insect's eye—contracted to

a small portion of space and a smaller fragment of things.

Understanding, the telescope, which embraces within its

S(iope the limitless expanse of worlds—"of planets, suns
and adamantine spheres, wheeling unshaken through the

void immense." ^^ ^ u' , ^ . , .^..,.r\. t

Mr. Morell has been betrayed into his inadequate rep-

resentations of the understanding as an instrument of

knowledge, by adhering too closely to the Kantian theory
of its nature as subjective and formal, without a reference

to the circumstances by which the theory, though essen-

tially just, must be limited and modified. We believe

most fully that there are and must be laws or categories

of thought—that there must be conditions In the subject

adapting it to know, as well as conditions in the object

adapting it to be known. Thinking is not an arbitrary

process—our faculties of representation do not operate at

random—there are forms of cogitation which cannot be
separated from intelligence without destroying its nature.

We care not by what nam^s they are called—they cer-

tainly exist—and it is the special function of logic to

investigate and analyze them. But one thing is set over

against another. These laws of the understanding are

designed to qualify it to be an instrument of knowledge.
They are the conditions by which a limited and finite

creature can stretch its intelligence beyond the points of

space and time in which its existence is fixed. The
laws of thought are so adjusted to the laws of existence,

that whatever is true of our conceptions, will always be

true of the things which our conceptions represent. The
operations of the understanding, though primarily and
immediately about its own acts, are remotely and medi-
ately about other objects. Its acts are representative—
and hence it deals with realities through their symbols.

If Mr. Morell had kept steadily in view the representative

character of our logical conceptions—he would have seen
that they must have respect to something beyond them-
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selves, which is not subjective and formal. He would
have seen that every operation of mind must be cogni-

tive—must involve a judgment. Every conception implies

the belief that it is the image of something real, that has
been given in experience—every fancy implies a judg-
ment that it is the image of something possible, that
might be given in experience. Attention to this circum-
stance of the cognitive character of all the operations of
mind, would have saved him from the error of suppos-

ing that the acts of the understanding were exclusive-

ly formal. Kant knew nothing of the distinction be-

twixt presentative and representative knowledge. His
conceptions,' therefore, involved no judgment—they were
not the images of a reality, as given in intuition—they
were purely the products of the mind, and correspond-

ed to nothing beyond the domain of consciousness.

Had he recognized the truth, that every intellectual act

is cognitive^ and every act of the understanding repre-

sentative^ he would have " saved the main pillars of hu-
man belief"—and while he still might have taught,

what we believe he has unanswerably demonstrated, that

space arid time are native notions of the mind and not
generalizations from experience—he would have seen
that, as native notions, they were the indispensable con-

ditions of its apprehending the time and space properties

of matter, and have accorded, consequently, an objective

reality to extension, solidity and figure, which his theory,

in its present form, denies—he would have seen that the

understanding is as truly conversant about things as

intuition—that the only difference betwixt them in this

respect is, that the one deals with them and apprehends
them directly—the other, through means of representa-

tives—and that, consequently, the conclusions of the un-,

derstanding, legitimately reached, must have a counter-

part in objective reality as truly as the cognitions of sense.

We are sorry to say that Mr. Morell, though professing

to adopt the distinctions to which we have adverted, falls

again and again into the peculiarities of the Kantian hy-
pothesis, against which they are a protest. Take the

following passage

:

"Perception, viewed alone, indicates simply the momentary
consciousness of an external reality, standing before us face to

Vol. III.—No. 3. 67
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face ; but It gives us no notion which we can de£ne and express

by a term. To do this, is the office of the understanding

—

the logical or constructive faculty, which seizes upon the con

Crete material that is given immediately in perception, moulds
it into an idea—expresses the idea by a word or sign, and then

lays it up in the memory, as it were a hewn stone, all shaped

and prepared for use, whenever it may be required, either for

ordinary life, or for constructing a scientific system. Thus eve-

ry notion we have of an external object—as a house, a tree, or a

flower—is compounded of two elements, a material and a for-

mal. The matter is furnished by the direct sensational intui-

tion of a concrete reality—and this is perception : the form is

furnished by the logical faculty, which separating the attributes

of the object as given in perception from the essence, constructs

a notion or idea, which can be clearly defined and employed as

a fixed term in the region of our reflective- knowledge." p. 45.

This passage, upon any theory but that of Kant, and
even upon that theory it requires modification, is abso-

lutely unintelligible. Upon the theory which Mr. Morell

professes to adopt, it is pure gibberish. " The under-
standing seizes upon the concrete material that is given
immediately in perception^ Now this " concrete mate-
rial" was the " external reality standing before us face
to faceJ^ Are we then to understand that the under-,

standing captures the outward object itself 7 If so, it

surely has matter as well ai^ form. But then it moulds
the concrete material into an idea^ dubs it with a name,
and lays it away in the memory. What does he mean,
what can he mean, by moulding an external reality into

an idea? But it seems that, in this moulding process,

though the understanding had originally seized the con-

crete reality, yet by some means or other, the essence

slipped between its fingers, and the notion or idea lodged

away in the memory, retains nothing but the qualities.

Now what is the real process of the mind which all this

nonsense is designed to represent? Perception gives us
the external reality in those qualities which our faculties

are capable of apprehending. We know it in itself, and
as now and here existing. Conception, or rather imagi-

nation, is an act of the understanding, producing an
image or representative of the object—it seizes upon no
material given from without—the immediate matter of its

knowledge is its own act—and that act, from its very con-
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stitution, vicarious of something beyond itself. " A rep-

resentation," says Sir William Hamilton,* " considered as
an o6;ec^,ns logically, not really, different Irom a repre-

sentation considered as an act. Here, object and act are
the same indivisible mode of mind viewed in two differ-

ent relations. Considered by reference to a mediate ob-
ject represented, it is a representative object—considered
by reference to the mind representing and contemplating
the representation— it is a representative act." Hence, in

every operation of the logical consciousness, what we
immediately know is not the external reality, but a modi-
fication of the mind itself, and through that modification

we know the external object. The form and immediate
matter, therefore, cannot be separated even in thought.

Mr. Morell indeed speaks of forms and categories of

thought in such terms as to imply that the mind creates

the qualities which it represents in its conceptions. This,
ofcourse, is to deny that its acts are properly representative,

to shut us up within the prison of hopeless idealism. The
laws of thought enable the mind, not to create, but to

image, figure or represent—they enable it to think a thing

which is not before it. But they do not enable it to in-

vest it with a single property which it does not possess

—

and they are violated whenever a thing is thought other-

wise than as it actually exists. The mind as intelligent,

and things as intelligible, are adapted to each other. iv%,

We may now condense into a short compass what we
conceive to be the truth in contradistinction from Mr.
Moreil's doctrine of the understanding, in the points to

which we have adverted. We believe then that this fa-

culty, or rather complement of faculties, possesses the

power of representing, and of completely and adequately

representing, every individual thing, whether a concrete

whole, or a smgle attribute, which ever has been pre-

sented in intuition, *'It stamps," in the language of

Aristotle, "a kind of impression of the total process of

perception, after the manner of one who applies a signet

to wax." This is the fundamental condition of the cer-

tainty of its results. For, as Sir William Hamilton ex-

presses it, " it is only deserving of the name of knowledge
in so far as it is conformable to the intuitions it repre-

sents." There is no separation of the essence from tjie

Hamilton's Reid, p. 809.
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attributes in an act of recollective imagination—what
was given in intuition, ^nd all that was given, is pic-

tured in the image. As representative, we beheve in

the next place, that the understanding is ultimately con-

versant about things—realities—and not fictions or empty-

forms. What it proves of its conceptions legitimately

framed will hold good of the objects which they represent

—its ideas are, ifwe may so speak, the language of reality.

In the next place, it is not confined to the numerical par-

ticulars which have been actually given in intuition. It

is dependent upon presentation for all the elements it em-
ploys in its representations—it can originate no new sim-

ple idea—but testimony and the evidence of facts—induc-

tion and deduction, may lead it—may compel it—to ac-

knowledge the existence of beings—which in their concrete

realities 5ave never been matters of direct experience. It

frames a conception of them from the combination of the

elements given in intuition in such proportions as the

evidence before it seems to warrant. Thus the geologist

describes the animals which perished amid what he be-

lieves to be the ruins of a former world—thus we believe

in the monsters of other climes—the facts of history and
the calculations of science.

After what has already been said, it is hardly necessary
to devote much space to the derailed and articulate account
of the distinction betwi:?ct the logical and intuitional con-

sciousness, upon which Mr. Morell has evidently bestowed
much labour, and to which he attaches no small degree of

importance, in consequence of the part which it is destined

to play in his subsequent speculations. His first obser-

vation is that " the knowledge we obtain by the logical

consciousness is representative and indirect ; while that

which we obtain by the intuitional consciousness is pre-

sentative and immediate?^ This is the fundamental dif-

ference of the two complements of faculties. Intuition, or

as in consequence of the ambiguity and vagueness of that

term, we should prefer to call it, Presentation, embraces
all our powers of original knowledge. Through it we are

furnished with whatsoever simple ideas we possess—it is

the beginning of our intellectual strength—the logical

consciousness, on the other hand—embraces all our powers
of representative knowledge—it builds the fabric of science
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from the materials presentatively given---it comprehends
all the processes of thought which the mind is led to carry

on in consequence of the impulse received in presentation.

If Mr. Mo^ell had consistently adhered to this fundamen-
tal distinction, and admitted no differences but what
might naturally be referred to it, he would have been saved
from much needless confusion, perplexity and self-contra-

diction, w/^i'-'ii. '*ii*^ ^i^^.fV-'?-/*^?'^ ^
J His second observation is that, "the knowledge we ob-

tain by the logical consciousness is reflective ; that which
we obtain by the intuitional consciousness is spontaneous."

This distinction, we confess, has struck us with amaze-
ment. In the first place, upon Mr. Morell's theory of the

soul—sponianeity is the indispensable condition of all in-

telligence—it is of the very essence—substance—substra-'
turn of mind. Reflection, therefore, is not something dis-

tinctfrom, it is only aform, of spontaneity. " The power
of the will," he tells us, " operates through all the region

of man's spontaneous life ;" "our activity is equally volun-

tary and equally moral in its whole aspect." In the next
place, upon any just view of the subject, what we are

authorizefd to affirm is, that all reflective knowledge is re-

presentative, but not, that all representative knowledge is

reflective. The two propositions are by no means convert-

ible. Reflection is nothing but attention to the phenom-
ena of mind. It is the observation—if you please—the
study, of what passes within. "The peculiar phenomena
of philosophy," says one* who has insisted most largely

upon the spontaneous and reflective aspects of reason

—

" are those of the other world, which every man bears

within himself, and which he perceives by the aid of the

inward light which is called consciousness, as he perceives

the former by the senses. The phenomena of the inward
world appear and disappear so rapidly, that consciousness

perceives them and loses sight of them almost at the same
time. It is not then sufiicient to observe them transient-

ly, and while they are passing over that changing scene

;

we m>ust retain them as long as possible by attention. We
may do even still more. We may call up a phenomenon
from the bosom of the night into which it has vanished,

summon it again to memory, and reproduce it in our
minds for the sake of contemplating it at our ease ; we
Cousin. Frag. Phil. Pref.
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may recall one part of it rather than another, leave the
latter in the shade, so as to bring the former into view,
vary the aspects in order to go through them all and to

embrace every side of the object ; this is the office of re-

flection.^^ Reflection is to psychology what observation

and experiment are to physics. Now to say that all our
representative knowledge depends upon attention to the

processes of our own minds—that we know only as

we take cognizance of the laws and operations of our
faculties, is too ridiculous for serious refutation. Even
Mr. Morell starts back from the bouncing absurdity—and
with what consistency we leave it to our readers to deter-

mine—reluctantly admits that, " there is evidently a sense

in which all the faculties, even the logical consciousness

itself, may be regarded as having a spontaneous move-
ment, such as we have described—a sense in which we
cast our knowledge spontaneously and unreflectively, into

a logical mould." In order to extricate himself, however,
from the contradiction in which he is involved, he invents

another meaning for reflective, in which he makes it sy-

nonymous with scientific. But we do not see that this sub-

terfuge relieves him. All representative knowledge is

surely not scientific—nor attained upon scientific princi-

ples. The elements of science must exist and be known
representatively, before scieij^ce itself can be constructed,

and reflection always presupposes spontaneous processes

as the objects of its attention. Without spontaneity there

could be no refleotively. There would be nothing to re-

flect upon. Reflection, therefore, is simply an instrument,

or faculty of one species of representative knowledge—the
organon through which science is constructed from spon-

taneous data—whether those data be the spontaneous facts

of presentation or the spontaneous processes of representa-

tion. All the faculties and operations of mind can be

made the objects of cotemplation and of study. If Mr. Mo-
rell, therefore, had said that our faculties ofpresentation in-

clude no power of reflection—that this belonged to the logi-

cal consciousness—he would have announced a truism—

but a truism about as important in reference to the object

he had in view, as if he had said that memory and imagi-

nation belong to the understanding and not to intuition.

His third observation is that, •' the knowledge we ob-
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tain by th6 intuitional consciousness is material, that \
v

which we gain by the logical consciousness isfo7'mal" Now'
formal, as opposed to material, amounts in ourjudgment to

about the sarpe thing as nothing in contrast to something,
'

That the understanding is a complement offormal facul-

ties, is a proposition which we not only are able to compre-
hend, but fully believe—that the knowledge we obtain by
meansof these faculties is /brmaZ, is a proposition which we
frankly confess transcends our powers of thought—a/orw
without something to which it is attached, passes our com-
prehension. The matter of knowledge means, if it means';

any thing, the object known. Now in intuition there is but
a single object, which is apprehended in itself and as real-

ly existing—in the logical consciousness, there is a double^
object- the act of the mind representing what is imme-
diately and presentatively known—and the thing repre-

sented, which is mediately and remotely known. The
matter, therefore, both in intuition and the logical con--

sciousness, is ultimately the same- -it is only differently^

related to the mind—in the one case it stands before us
face to face—in the other case, it stands before us through'

the forms of the understanding. Hence it is sheer non-
sense to speak of the logical consciousness as wMterlesSy^

which is equivalent to saying that it knows, but knows!
nothing. Mr. Morell, though expressing great admira-*

tion of Sir William Hamiltorrs theory, in which we heart-

ily unite with him, departs from it precisely in the points

in which it is absolutely fatal to idealism. '
v ,.. -t ^a«i

His fourth observation is that " the logical consciousness

tends to separation (analysis,) the intuitional conscious-

ness tends to tmity (synthesis)." Analysis and synthesis,

in the proper acceptation of the terms, are both expressive

ol purely logical processes—the one being the reverse of
the other. The idea of a whole is a logical conception,^

implying the relation of parts, and presupposing both an-

alysis and synthesis, as the condition of its being framed.

The induction of Aristotle, for example, is a synthesis

—

the deduction, an analysis. Presentation may give us
things in the lump or m^ass—a dead unity ; but the separa-

tion and subsequent recomposition of parts are offices which
belong exclusively* to the understanding. Mr. Morell has
admitted as much—" knowing," says he—" as we do too

*p. 59.
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welt, that the intuitions we obtain of truth in its concrete

unity are not perfect, we seek to restore and verify that

truth by analysis^ i. e. by separating it into parts, viewing
each of those parts abstractedly by itself, and finding out
their relative consistency, so as to put them together by a
logical and reflective construction, into a sytemalic and
formal whole. Hence the impulse to know truth aright
gives perpetual vitality and activity to the law by which
our spontaneous and intuitional life passes over into the

logical and reflective. Logical reasoning is the result of

human imperfection struggling after restoration." This is

well and sensibly said—and as it is a clear concession

that the logical consciousness tends to wwtVy—that the

very end of its analysis is an adequate synthesis—we can-

not but marvel that either of these functions should have
been ascribed to intuition. Kant's reason, accordingly,

which aimed at an all-comprehensive unity ofexistence—is

simply the understanding moving in a higher sphere

—

and its regulative ideas nothing but the categories under
a new name and translated to a different province. There
is no distinction according to him between the powers
themselves or the modes of their operation—they were con-

versant about different objects—Reason being to the concep-

tions of the understanding, what the understanding was
to the intuitions of sense. ^Sant, too, made his reason

seek after its darling unity or totality of being, through the

same processes of generalization, by which the understand-

ing reaches its lower unities and separate totalities in the

various departments of science.

The synthetick judgments of Kant, upon which Mr.
Morell seems to have ^shaped his conceptions of synthe-
sis, are not instances of synthesis at all. They are ampli-

fications or extensions of our knowledge—they are new
materials added to the existing stock, and are either pre-

sentative or mediate according to the circumstances under
which they are made. The discovery ofnew qualities in

substances is, of course, presentative, but what he denom-
inates synthetic judgments a priori, involve only sim-

ple beliefs—the object of the belief being unknown—as in

the case of substance—or an indirect and representative

knowledge of the object as given in its relations to the

things which spontaneously suggest it. In all cases in

I
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which the ultinjiate object known is mediated and re-

presented, in virtue of the essential constitution of the
mind, upon occasions in which other objects are the im-
mediate data of consciousness, the process belongs, ac-

cording to the fundamental distinction of our author, to

the logical and not the intuitional consciousness ; in these
cases there is a law of belief, necessary and indestructi-

ble, which authenticates the premises of a syllogism,

conducting us logically, not presentatively, from what is

given in experience, to what experience is incapable of

compassing--and which, therefore, cannot be immedi-
ately known. We grant that such judgments are intui-

tive—the grounds of belief are in the very structure of the

soul—they involve primary and incomprehensible cogni-

tions -but the objective realities apprehended in virtue of

these beliefs, are not themselves directly given in con-

sciousness. They are conceptions of the mind necessitat-

ed as vicarious of real existence. The conclusion ofsuch
a syllogism is not the simple assertory judgment of pre-

sentative intuition, something is, but the imperative and
necessary declaration of representative intuition—some-
thing must be ; it is not expressed by the formula some-
thing is, because it is actually apprehended in itself and
as existing—but something is, because the mind is inca-

paDle of conceiving that it is not. The mind does not

so much affirm the reality of existence as deny the im-
possibility of non-existence. This is the nature of the

synthesis in that class ofjudgments to which Mr. Morell

has referred—and how it differs from what all the world
has been accustomed to regard as the logical process in-

volved in a posteriori reasoning, we leave it to the rationa-

lists to determine.

Mr. Morell's fifth note of distinction is that, " the logical

consciousness is individual; the intuitional conscious-

ness is generic.^^ That is, if we understand our author,

the truths about which the logical consciousness is conver-

sant depend, in no degree, for the confirmation of their

certainty, upon the common consent of mankind, while

the truths about which the intuitional consciousness is

conversant are to be received in consequence of the uni-

versal testimony of the race. ^

"We feel conscious," says he, ^^ that there are certain points of

Vol. III.—No. 3. 68
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truth respectiDg which we can appeal to our own individual un-

derstanding with unerring certainty. No amount of contradic-

tion, for example, no weight of opposing testimony from others,

could ever shake our belief in the definitions and deductions of

mathematical science or the conclusions of a purely logical syl-

logism. On the other hand, we are equally conscious, upon due

consideration, that there are truths respecting which we distrust

our individual judgments and gain certainty in admitting them,

only from the concurring testimony of other minds, (of this na-

ture, for example, are the main points of moral and religious

truth.) Hence it appears evident that there is within us both an

individual and a generic eloment ; and that answering to them
there are truths for which we may appeal to the individual rea-

son, and truths for which we must appeal to the testimony of man-
kind as a whole."—p. 52—3. 'U' >;-•'-.'-:;',.> '.U'*.v:-"-V; :

'•

'>5 A'^.-iK:--^

^

He then goes on to observe that " the ground of this two-fold

element in our constitution, and the reconciliation of the respec-

tive claims of the individual reason and the common sense of hu-

manity, is easily explained, when we take into account the dis-

tinction whicn we have been developing between the logical and
the intuitional consciousness. It will be readily seen, upon a little

consideration, that the logical consciousness is stamped with a per-

fect individualism, the intuitional consciousness with an equally

universal or generic character. The logical consciousness, as we
have shown, is,formal ; and it is in those branches of knowledge
which turn upon formal definitions, distinctions and deductions,

(such as Mathematicks or logic,) 4ihat we feel the most perfect

trust in the certainty of our individual conclusions. The under-
standing, in fact, is framed so as to act on certain principles,

which we may term laws oj thought^ and whatever knowledge
depends upon the simple application of these laws, is as certain

and infallible as human nature can possibly make it. The laws

of thought, (or in other words, the logical understanding) pre-

sent &Jixed element in every individual man; so that the testi-

mony of one sound mind, in this respect, is as good as a thou-

sand. Were not the forms of reasoning, indeed, alike for all,

there could no longer be any certain communication between
man and man. The intuitional consciousness, on the other hand,

is not formal but material ; and in gazing upon the actual ele-

ments of knowledge, our perception of their truth just depends
upon the extent to which the intuitive faculty is awakened and
matured. The science of music, for example, is absolutely the

same for every human understanding ; but the real perception

of harmony, upon which the science depends as its material basis,
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turns entirely upon the extent to which the direct sensibih'ty for

harmony is awakened. And so it is with regard to every other
subject which involves a direct element of supersensual truth.

The intensity with which we realize it depends upon the state of
our intuitional consciousness, so far at least as the subject in

question is concerned. Here there are no fixed and uniform laws
of intellection, as in the logical region, but a progressive inten-

sity from the weakest up to the strongest power of spiritual vi-

sion, or of intellectual sensibility.—pp. 53—4.

We shall need no apology to our readers for these long
extracts, when they reflect that the distinction in question
plays a very prominent part in the author's subsequent
speculation's, especially in relation to the origin and de-

velopement of the religious life, and the foundations and
criterion of religious certitude. The whole force of the

argument for that species of modern realism, which is

involved in the modern doctrine of progress, and which
Le Roux has so eloquently expounded and the socialists so

coarsely practised, is here presented. The individual is

nothing—humanity is every thing. The genus man is

not a logical abstraction—not a second intention—but a
real, substantive entity ; and mankind is not the collec-

tion of all the individuals of the human race, but some-
thing which, though inseparable, is yet distinct, and to

which each is indebted for his human character. Some-
thing of this sort seems to be implied in making intuition

a generic element, in contradistinction from understanding
as personal and individual, and depending for its perfec-

tion, not upon the culture of the individual, but upon the

developement of the race. Something very like it is direct-

ly affirmed, when our author teaches that -
.

" Intuition being a thing not formal, but material—not uni-

form, but varying—not subject to rigid laws, but exposed to all

the variations of association and temperament, being in fact the

function of humanity, and not of the individual mind—the

only means of getting at the essential elements of primary in-

tuitional truth, is to grasp that which rests on the common sym-

pathies of mankind in its historical developement, after all in-

dividual impurities and idiosyncracies have been entirely strip-

ped away."—^. 55.

But, bating the vein of Realism which pervades this

and the other passages we have quoted, the proposition
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of the author, so far as it has sense, is that the operations

of the understanding are as perfect in each individual as

in the whole race collectively, and that its deliverances

cannot be affected by an appeal to the testimony of man-
kind—that what it pronounces to be true must be true to

M5, though all the race should unite in contradicting it.

We can never be assured of the certainty of intuitional

truth, however, without comparing the deliverances of

our consciousness with the consciousness of other men

—

the touchstone of certainty is universal consent. The
understanding, in other words, vindicates to itself the ab-

solute right of private judgment—the intuition appeals to

the authority of Catholic tradition. This is the thesis.

The arguments are : 1st. That, in point of fact, the most
certain truths, those about which we feel it impossible to

doubt, are the truths of the understanding—he instan-

ces, mathematicks and logick. The example of logick

is unfortunate. That science is not even yet perfect.

—

There are sundry points upon which logicians are

not agreed, and others intimately connected with the

subject, to which hardly any attention has been paid.

The Apodictic Syllogism has been thoroughly investiga-

ted—but will Mr. Morell venture to say the same of the

Inductive ? Will he pretend that any writer upon logick

has kept steadily and consistejitly in view its distinctive

character as a science of forms, and never interpolated or

corrupted it with considerations of matter ? As to math-
ematicks, its conclusions are certain, and certain precisely

because it deals with hypotheses and not with realities.

But, then, it is a prodigious leap from the proposition that

some truths are certain within the circle of the under-
standing, to the proposition that all truths peculiar to it

are certain—that because it admits of demonstration at

all, therefore it admits of nothing but demonstration. The
same process ofargument would establish the same result

in regard to intuition. What can be more indubitable to us
than our own personality—our indiscerptible identity

—

the existence of our thoughts, feelings, and volitions ?

" no amount of contradiction, no weight of opposing testi-

mony from others, could ever shake our belief" in the real-

ity of the being which every man calls himself, or those
processes of intellect which consciousness distinctly af-
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firms. What human understanding can withhold its

assent from the great laws of causality, substance, con-

tradiction, and excluded middle 7 These are all intuitive

truths—we receive them on the naked deliverance of con-

sciousness ;
and we can no more deny them than we can

annihilate ourselves. Certainty, therefore, is not peculiar

to the understanding, as contradistinguished from intui-

tion. But, says the author, some intuitional truths—those,

for example, of morals and religion—are uncertain ; in

so far as we depend upon the single testimony of our own
minds. But are not some logical truths uncertain also ?

Is every thing demonstrative, reduced to apodictic cer-

tainty in the sciences of morals, government, politics,

chemistry, botany, and history ? Is it not a characteris-

tic of the evidence upon which the ordinary business of

life is conducted, that it admits of every variety of degrees

from the lowest presumption to the highest certainty? Is

there no such thing as a calculation of chances ? and no
such thing as being deceived by logical deductions ?

—

The author somewhere tells us that the " purely logical

mind, thpugh displaying great acuteness, yet is ofttimes

involved in a mere empty play upon words, forms, and
definitions ; making endless divisions, and setting up the

finest distinctions, while the real matter of truth itself

either escapes out of these abstract moulds, or, perchance,
was never in them."* - '" ^; ' ' -' '^i ' ^ ^; *^;Ky:

One would think, therefore, that it was not so infalli-

ble after all. As then certainty is not restricted to the

understanding, nor the understanding to it, the same
ground of appeal, from private judgment to the verdict of

the race, exists in reference to its deliverances which the

author postulates from the testimony of intuition. The
argument is valid for both or neither. 2d. His next posi-

tion is, that the intuitional consciousness is susceptible of

improvement, of education, developement. The logical

consciousness is fixed and unchanging. If we admit the

fact, it is not so easy to discover its pertinency as an ar-

gument, so far as intuition is concerned. We may grant

that if the understanding is the same in all minds, the

testimony of one is as good as the testimony of a thou-

sand—but it does not appear that because the degrees of

intuition are different in different minds, therefore each

* pp. 16-7.
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mind must appeal to all others before it can be certain of
its own intuitions. One man may see less than another,

but it does not follow that he is dependent upon the tes-

timony of that other for the assurance that be sees the

little that he does see. We cannot comprehend why he
should not know that he sees what he sees, however little

it may be, as well as others know that they see their

more. But it is positively false that the understanding is

not susceptible of progress and improvement. The powers
of reasoning and of representative thought can be devel-

oped and educated—have their germ, expansion, and
maturity, as well as the powers of intuition. The laws
of thought may be fixed, but the capacity of applying or

acting in obedience to these laws, is by no means fixed. It

is a capacity which requires culture
;
and the multiplied

instances of bad reasoning in the world, to which our
author has contributed his full proportion, are so many
proofs that man must be taught to reason and to think,

as well as to know. There is an immense difference be-

twixt the logical consciousness of a Newton and of a
Hottentot ; betwixt the logical consciousness of Newton
at twelve and Newton at fifty. These laws of thought
are the same to all men, and to the same men at all

times
;
but the men themselves are not the same. If these

laws were always faithfully^ observed, error might be
avoided ; but the amount of truth that should be discov-

ered, would depend upon the degree to which the facul-

ties were developed, and not upon the laws which pre-

serve them from deceit. But unfortunately there is a
proneness to intellectual guilt in transgressing the laws
of thought, which is as fruitful a source of error as defect

of capacity is of ignorance ; and each is to be remedied

by a proper course of Intellectual culture. But if the ar-

gument from fixed laws proves the understanding to be

fixed and unchanging, it may be retorted with equal force

against the progressiveneness of intuition. It is true that

Mr. Morell afiirms that this form of intellection " has no
fixed and uniform laws;" but this is an error arising from
the relation in which he apprehends that the laws or forms

of thought stand to representative cognitions. They are

the conditions^ not the matter, of this species of intelligence.

They are not the things known, but the means of know-
ing. They solve the problem of the possibility of medi-

' >
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ate knowledge. Now corresponding to them, there are, in

all instances of representative cognition, conditions in the

thing known, which render it capable of being apprehend*
ed by the mind. The qualities, phenomena—properties-

which make it cognizable—make it capable of coming
within the sphere of consciousness—are laws of intuition

as certain and fixed as the relations of things to the
mind. In other words, the adaptations of things to our

faculties are as truly laws of intuition, as the adaptations

of our faculties to think them are laws of the logical con-

sciousness. Hence, if the argument from the reality of

laws cuts off the understanding from an appeal to uni-

versal consent, it cuts off intuition also, and we are shut

up to private judgment in the one case, by the same pro-

cess which shut us up to it in the other. It is no distinc-

tion, consequently, betwixt the understanding and intui-

tion, to say that the one is individual and the other generic.

They are both equally individual—both equally generic

;

both belong to every man, and therefore to all men j both
may subsist in different degrees, in different men, and in

the same men at different times, and both are consequent-

ly susceptible of education and improvement.
The truth is, Mr. Morell has entirely mistaken the pur-

pose for which philosophers are accustomed to appeal
from private judgment to the general voice of mankind.
It is not to authenticate t|ie deliverances of intuition—not
to certify Us that we see when we see or know that we
know—our own consciousness is the only voucher which
we can have in the case. Every faculty is its own wit-

ness. In the case of the understanding, others may point

out fallacies and guard against errors, but our own minds
must perform the process, before there is any logical truth
to us. In the case of intuition, the voice of mankind
cannot help us, if we are destitute of the power, or if it

is unawakened, nor add a particle to the degree of clear-

ness with which we apprehend existences, nor to the de-

gree of certainty with which we repose upon the data of
consciousness. Others may suggest the occasions upon
which the intuitions shall arise or indicate the hinderan-

ces which prevent them ; but the intuitions themselves
are and must be the immediate grounds of belief. From
the very nature of the case all truth must be individually
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apprehended, though all truth is not necessarily appre-

hended as individual. /^E^ivate judgment is always and
on all subjects the last appeal. Nothing is truth to us^

whatever it may be in itself, until it is brought in relation

to our own faculties, and the extent to which they grasp

it, is the sole measure of our knowledge. But there is a
question upon which an appeal to common consent is an
indispensable means of guarding against error, misappre-

hension, and mistake ; and of rectifying inadequate, false

or perverted judgments ; but that question happens to be

one which concerns directly the operations of the logical

understanding. It is simply whether reflection exactly

represents the spontaneous movements of the soul. The
distinction betwixt reflection and spontaneity has been ably
and happily illustrated by Cousin

:

"To know without giving an account of our knowledge to our-

selves ;
to know and to give an account of our knowledge to our-

selves—this is the only possible difference between man and
man; between the people and the philosopher. In the one, rea-

son is altogether spontaneous
; it seizes at first upon its objects

;

but without returning upon itself and demanding an account of

its procedure ; in the other, reflection is added to reason
; but

this reflection, in its most profound investigations, cannot add to

natural reason a single element which it does not already pos-

sess ; it can add to it nothing but^te knowledge of itself. Again,
I say reflection well-directed—for if it be ill-directed it does not
comprehend natural reason in all its parts

;
it leaves out some

element, and repairs its mutilations only by arbitrary inventions.

First to omit, then to invent—this is the common vice of al-

most all systems of philosophy. The oflGice of philosophy is to

reproduce in its scientific formulas the pure faith of the human
race—nothing less than this faith—^nothing more than this faith

;

this faith alone, but this faith in all its parts."*

This is justly and beautifully said. It is assumed that
all rninds are essentially the same—and when the ques-
tion is what are the phenomena of consciousness—what
are the laws, faculties, and constitution of the soul—this
question can only be answered by unfolding the nature of
its spontaneous movements. In these the constitution of
the intellect is seen. But from the fleeting, delicate, and
intangible nature of the phenomena, it is extremely diffi-

cult to reproduce them in reflection, and make them the

* Phil. Frag. Pref.

r
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objects of scientific study. It is no easy thing to recon-

stitute the intellectual life--" to re-enter," in the language
of the distinguished philosopher just quoted—" to re-enter

consciousness, and there, weaned from a systematic and
exclusive spirit, to analyze thought into its elements, and
all its elements, and to seek out in it the characters, and
all the characters, under which it is at present manifested
to the eye of consciousness." This is the office of reflection.

As the phenomena which it proposes to describe are es-

sentially the same in all minds, every man becomes a
witness of the truth or falsehood of the description.

Common consent is a criterion of certainty, because there

is little possibility that all mankind should concur in a
false statement of their own intellectual operations. It is

particularly m regard to our original and primitive cogni-
tions that this appeal to the race is accustomed to be
made. One of the acknowledged peculiarities which
distinguish them, is the necessity of believing, and of this

necessity universal agreement is an infallible proof. We
wish to know whether any given principle is a primary
and necessary datum of consciousness—whether it be-

longs essentially to intelligence ;
and this question is an-^-

swered by showing that it is a characteristic of all minds.
But in all cases in which reflection appeals to the testi-

mony of the race, that testimony is not regarded as the
immediate ground of faith, but as a corroborative proof
that we have not fallen into error. It is the deliverance

of consciousness which determines belief; and when it is

found that every other consciousness gives the same de^

liverance, we are satisfied that our reflection has not been
partial or defective. But if the voice of mankind is

against us, we feel that we have erred somewhere, and:,

consequently retrace our steps—analyze thought with
greater minuteness and attention ; and thus make the

verdict of the race the occasion of reflection being led to

correct itself. This is the true nature of the appeal which a
sound philosophy makes to the testimony of mankind.

—

The question is, what are the phenomena of spontanei-

ty ? Reflection undertakes to answer, and the answer is

certified to be correct when all in whom these phenomena
are found, concur in pronouncing it to be true. Each man
answers for himself from his own consciousness, and the

Vol. III.—No. 3. 69
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philosopher feels that there is no further occasion to re-

view his analysis. He has been led, for example, to an-

nounce the existence of the external world as an original

datum of consciousness. He thinks he finds in his belief

of it that criterion of necessity which distinguishes primi-

tive cognitions, but it is so hard to seize upon the sponta-

neous phenomena of the mind with certainty and preci-

sion—that he may mistake prejudice, association, or an
early judgment, for an original belief He appeals to other

minds-^he finds the belief to be universal—he is con-

firmed consequently in regarding it as necessary, and
therefore natural ; and hence he is satisfied that reflection

has, in this case, exactly described spontaneity. It would
appear, therefore, that instead of saying the intuitional

consciousness is generic, and the logical, individual, it

would be much nearer the truth to assert that the spon-

taneous consciousness, in all its operations, whether intui-

tional or logical, is generic, or essentially the same in all

minds ; and the reflective^ individual, or modified by per-

sonal and accidental peculiarities. And this is precisely

the distinction which Cousin makes. Reason, which,
with him, is synonymous with intelligence, without re-

gard to our author's distinction of a twofold form—in its

spontaneous movements is impersonal—it is not mine nor
yours—it belongs not even to^humanity itself—it is iden-

tical with God ; and upon the ground that " humanity as

a mass, is spontaneous and not reflective," he declares

that " humanity is inspired." Reason, on the other hand,
in its reflective movements—when its deliverances are

made the object of attention, analysis, and study—is sub-
jective and personal, or rather appears to be so from its

relations to reflection, while its general relations to the
Ego, in which it has entered, renders it liable, though in

itself infallible and absolute, to aberrations and mistakes.
" Reflection, doubt, and skepticism, appertain to some
men," such is his language, " pure apperception and spon-

taneous faith appertain to all ; spontaneity is the genius
of humanity, as philosophy is the genius of some men.
In spontaneity there is scarcely any difference between
man and man. Doubtless there are some natures more
or less happily endowed, in whom thought clears its way
more easily, and inspiration manifests itself with more

,
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brightness ; but, in the end, though with more or less en-

ergy, thought developes itself spontaneously in all think-

ing beings ; and it is this identity of spontaneity, together
with the identity of absolute faith it engenders, which
constitutes the identity of human kind." The distinction

here indicated is just and natural, but it is ^^ry far from
the distinction signalized by our author. '^ '^ ;'!

4 His sixth and final observation that "the logical con-

sciousness is fixed through all ages, the intuitional con-

sciousness progressive,^ is but a consequence of his posi-

tions which we have just been discussing. We need only
detain the reader to remark that the author has evidently

confounded the progress or education of the faculties

with the progress and improvement of society. The pro-

bability is, that among any cultivated people the degree

to which mind is developed is not essentially different in

one age from what it is in another. The thinkers of the

present generation, for example, have no greater capacity

of thought than the Greek philosophers, the schoolmen,
or philosophers and Divines of the sixteenth, seventeenth,

and eighteenth centuries. The present age may know
more, in consequence of the labours of those that have
preceded ; but as its greater amount of knowledge, under
the circumstances of the case, involves no greater amount
of effort; and as it is healthful exercise, and not the num-
ber or variety of objects that elicit it, which developes the

mind, Society may be in advance in point of knowledge-r-^

the standard of general intelligence maybe higher, while
yet the standard of intellectual vigour and maturity may
be essentially the same. The tyro now begins where
Newton left off"—but it does not follow that because he
begins there, he has the capacities or intellectual strength

of Newton—all generations, mentally considered, are very
much upon a level. Every man has to pass through the

same periods of infancy, childhood, and youth—but in

reference to the objects which occupy attention, each suc-

cessive age may profit by the labours of its predecessors,

and thus make superior attainments in knowledge, without

a corresponding superiority of mental intensity or power.
The progress of society, therefore, is not due, as Mr. Mo-
rell seems to intimate, to the progress of intuition—it is not

that we have betterfaculties than our fathers, but that we
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employ them under belter advantages. Their eyes were
as good as ours, but we stand upon a mountain. We
need not add that we have no sympathy in the mystic

reahsni which dreams of a destiny of humanity apart

from the destiny of the individuals who compose the

race—a destiny to which every generation is working
up, and which is yet to be enjoyed only by the last,

or by those in the last stage of developement—we can
hardly comprehend how that can be a destiny of hu-

manitt/, in which immense multitudes, to whom that

humanity belongs, have no imniediate share, and to

which they stand in no other relation than that of pre-

cursors and contributors. Least of all do we believe that

any progressive developement of human nature as it is,

will evor conduct any individual to that condition of

excellence in which the " whole sensibilities of his na-

ture" are brought " into harmony with the Divine—with

the life of God" This consummatipn requires a trans-

formation as well as education—renovation as well as

progress. We must be new creatures in Christ Jesus, be-

fore we can be partakers of a Divine nature.

Having explained the distinctions betwixt the logical

and intuitional consciousness, Mr. Morell proceeds to ex-

pound their connection and dependence. He represents
" logical reasoning as the resij^lt of human imperfection

struggling after intellectual restoration." The case is this

:

The harmony of our nature with moral, intellectual, and
religious truth has been disturbed and deranged, and the

consequence is " that the power of intuition is at once
diminished and rendered uncertain. The reality of things,

instead of picturing itself, as it were, upon the calm sur-

face of the soul, casts its reflection upon a mind disturbed

by evil, by passion, by prejudice, by a thousand other in-

fluences which distort the image, and tend to efface

it altogether." To correct our defective and imperfect in-

tuitions, we resort to the double processes of analysis and
synthesis. We separate the parts, compare them with each
other, and from the perception of their consistencies and
adaptations, re-construct our knowledge into a logical

whole, which shall more faithfully correspond to reality

than the original intuitions themselves. Upon this re-

markable statement we hope to be indulged in a few ob-

servations.
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As logical or representative truth is based upon and nei

cessarily presupposes presentative, it never can be more cer4

lain than intuition. Demonstration is strictly an intuitive

process. In the pure Mathematicks, the conceptions involv-

ed in the definitions, which are the subject matter of the

reasoning, are not regarded as representative—\hey are the

things and the only things to which reference is had—
and every step in every demonstration is a direct gazing
upon some property or content of these conceptions. As
the logical consciousness only reproduces the elementary

cognitions of intuition, it can add nothing to them—it can
neither increase their intensity, remove their obscurity,

nor directly reduce them to consistency. It must faith-

fully represent them just as they are. Inconsistencies in

our reflective exhibitions of truth may indeed send us
back to our original intuitions and make us repeat the oc-

casions on which they are produced, so that we may ques-

tion them with more minuteness and attention—but it is not
the intuitions which we suppose to be defective, but our
accounts of them. We seek to correct the inadequacies
of memory by the completeness of consciousness. If a
man's powers of intuition, therefore, are deranged upon
any subject, no processes of ratiocination will cure him.
Logic is neither eyes to the blind, nor ears to the deaf.

And if a man is destitute of the moral faculty, reasoning
will be utterly incompetent to put him in possession of the

notions of right, duty and obligation—or if his intuitional

faculties are defective and disordered—he can only rea-

son upon the defective and distorted conceptions which
faithfully represent them. He can never have clearer no-

tions till he is furnished with sounder faculties. It is

true that logical exposition may be the means of awaken-
ing, developing and maturing intuitions—but then the lo-

gical expositions must come from others who have actu-

ally had the intuitions described—or from the God that

made us. They cannot come from the man to be awak-
ened. So that his logical consciousness cannot stand to

his intuitional in this relation of a help. We cannot com-
prehend how Mr. Moiell, without departing from every
principle which he has previously laid down, and upon
which as occasion requires he is not backward to insist,

should represent the logical understanding as a remedy
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for dimness of vision. Did Adam have no understanding
before the fall ? Are the angels without it? and shall we
drop it at death? Is it an endowment vouchsafed to the

race only in consequence of the moral confusion and dis-

order which have supervened from sin, and are we to look

to it as the Holy Spirit by which we are to be renovated

and saved ?<>>; ifJ ;?«• j^rvlu-i/ -t^ .-. •:::'.'in> ._^:!i -^'ly ^.^, .'..;*?,- •^s

The true View of the subject we apprehend to be, that

the understanding is designed not to cure the disorders

and remedy the imperfections but to stipplement the de-

fects of the intuitional faculties. It is the complement of

intuition. Finite and limited as we are, presentative

knowledge can extend but a little way—and the office of

the understanding is to stretch our knowledge beyond the

circle of our vision. We are so constituted that what we
see shall be made the means of revealing more than we
see. Presentation and Representation—Intuition—Induc-
tion and Inference—are all instruments of knowing—and
by virtue of the constitution they describe, man is

able to penetrate beyond the limits of time and space to

which consciousness is evidently restricted. It is, there-

fore, distinctly to add to his knowledge, to complete his

constitution as an intelligent creature that God has given

him imderstanding. It is^true the necessity of an under-
standing implies defect—mtuition is the highest form of

knowledge—but it is a defect which attaches to all finite

creatures. They must either supplement intuition by infer-

ence—or their knowledge must be limited in time and space

to the sphere of their personality. It belongs to the Om-
nipresent God alone, as He is uncircumscribed in His be-

ing—to embrace all things in a single glance of unerring

intuition. Creatures, however glorious and exalted, from the

very limitation implied in being creatures, can never dis-

pense with the faculties of mediate and representative cog-

nition—this is the law of their condition—and a funda-

mental error which pervades Mr. Morell's whole account
of the understanding is that it is not a faculty of know-
ledge. Had he, in this point, risen above the philosophy
of Kant, many of the paradoxes and inconsistencies of his

treatise might have been obviously avoided. He professes

to be a natural realist—and as such contends, and very
properly contends, that we have faculties by which we

'
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can immediately apprehend existencies—but his theory

of the understanding, instead of being constructed in har-

mony with this hypothesis, instead of making it that com-
plement of powers by which the mind can represent to it-

self the properties and qualities of absent objects—instead

of treating its categories and forms as the conditions in

conformity to which its representations shall be adequate
and just—has made it the organ ofthe rankest delusions—
of the most contemptible and puerile trifling. -^ x*,i.;r ?.,.•

Our author takes occasion to caution his readers, " in

the outset, against the supposition that the distinction'*

which he has elaborately expanded between the intuition-

al and logical consciousness, "is any thing at all novel in

the history of mental philosophy. So far from it," he af-

firms, " that it is almost as universal as philosophy itself,

lying alike patent both in ancient and modern specula-

tion."* This we cannot but regard as a mistake. Our
acquaintance with the history of philosophy is small,

but we know of no writer previously to Kant, who took

precisely the same views of the nature, office and opera-

tions of the understanding—and we know of no writer

but Mr. Morell who has restricted reason or intuition ex-

clusively to the faculties of presentative cognition. It

would require more space than we can, at present, devote

to the subject, to discuss his ancient authorities, but we
cannot forbear a word upon his modern examples. To
begin with Kant, we very frankly confess, that in his Cri-

tical Philosophy, we never could distinguish betwixt the

operations or modes of action which he ascribes to rea-

son and those which he attributes to the understanding.

They seem to us to be exactly the same faculty, or com-
plement of faculties, employed about different objects ; and
in this opinion we are confirmed by an authority which it

is seldom safe to contradict. "In the Kantian philosophy"
—says Sir William Hamilton—" both faculties perform
the same function—both seek the one in the many—the

idea {idee) is only the conception (begriffe) sublimated into

the inconceivable—reason only the understanding which
has overleaped itself." Intellect directed to the objects be-

yond the domain of experience, is the Kantian reason^

within the domain of experience, the Kantian understand-

ing. Intellect in search ofscientific unity is understanding

—

p. 27.
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in search of absolute unity—the reason. Employed about
the finite, limited, contingent it is understanding—employed
about the correlatives, the absolute, infinite, necessary, itas

reason. Or in one word, as the faculty oixhe conditioned
is understanding—as the faculty of the unconditioned^^t

is reason. But if the science of contraries be one, the facul-

ty in each case, as an intellectual power, must be the

same. There is, accordingly, amuch closer correspondence

between Mr. Morell's logical consciousness and Kant's
speculative reason—than between Kant's reason and Mr.
Morell's intuition, and Mr. Morell's intuition, in turn, is

much more analogous to Kant's sensibility than to his

reason. Mr. Morell's intuition is the presentative know-
ledge of supersensible realities. Kant pronounced all such
knowledge to be a sheer delusion. Mr. Morell's intuition

is exclusive of analysis. Kant's reason reached its high-

est unity through processes of generalization. Mr. Mo-
rell's intuition has no fixed and permanent laws. Kant's
reason had its ideas as his understanding its catego-

ries. Between Kant's practical reason and Mr. Morell's

intuition, there are some striking points of correspondence,

but they are points in which Mr. Morell is inconsistent

with himself. Both attribute our firm conviction of the

divine existence and of a fi^tlire life to our spiritual cra-

vings and the authoritative nature of conscience—but in

thus representing them as a want on the one hand, and
an implication on the other, oi^r author abandons his fun-

damental principle that in intuition, the object reveals

itself.

Neither is Mr. Morell's intuition precisely the same
with the principles of common sense or the fundamental
laws of belief of the Scottish school. These were not

faculties presentative of their objects, but vouchers of the

reality of knowledge ; and as to the Eclecticks, they
make no such distinction between reason and understand-

ing as that signalized by Kant, Coleridge and our author

—

but treat the categories and ideas promiscuously as laws
of reason or intelhgence. " The one catholic and peren-

nial philosophy—notwithstanding many schismaiic aber-

rations" is not that all objective certainty depends upon
the actual presentation of its realities, and that the under-

standing cannot conduct us beyond the circle of sensibili-

ty—but that all knowledge is ultimately founded on faith.
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and " the objective certainty of science upon the subjett-

tive necessity of believing." If Mr. Morell had meant by
intuition nothing more than "the complement of those cog-

nitions or principles which we receive from nature—which
ail men, therefore, possess in common, and by which they
test the truih of knowledge and the morality of actions,"

or if he had defined it simply as the faculty ofsuch princi-

ples, we should have regarded him in this matter beyond
the reach of any just exceptions. But this is not his doc-

trine.

The importance of the points upon which we have
been insii^ting, will appear from their application to the
great problems of Religion. What is God ? What vouch-
ers have we for the objective certainty of His being, and
what kind of intercourse can be maintained betwixt Him
and His creatures, are questions which will be variously

answered according to varying views of the nature and
extent of human knowledge, and the offices and opera-

tions of the human faculties. We have already seen
that, in describing the developements of the higher stages

of the intuitional consciousness, Mr. Morell has confoun-
ded the intuition of a principle with the presentation of

an object—representing our inference in relation to the

Divine existence, authenticated by the necessary law of

causation, as a direct perception of the Deity Himself.

—

His language in many places will bear the interpreta-

tion that our knowledge of God is intuitive only in so far

as it rests upon original principles of belief—but there

are other passages in which he unquestionably teaches

that God reveals Himself as an immediate datum of con-

sciousness, and that we know Him in Himself precisely

as we know the phenomena of matter, or the operations

of mind. These two sets of statements are really incon-

sistent—an unjustifiable confusion of intuition and pre-

sentation—but it is easy to see how they have arisen in

the rationalistic school. The law of substance has been
marvellously confounded with the law of causality, and
an inference from an effect to its cause has, accordingly,

been treated as a perception of the relation of a quality

to a substance. The proofofa cause has, in other words,

been taken for the presentation of a substance, on the

ground that the effect is a phenomenon which, as it can-

VoL. III.—No. 3. 70
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not existf cannot be perceived, apart from its substratum

or " fundamenial essence." To affirm, therefore, in con-

sistency with these principles, that the external world

and ourselves are a series of effects, is simply to affirm

that they are a series of phenomena which must inhere

in some common substance, and of which they are to be

regarded as the manifestations. " In my opinion," says

Cousin, " all the laws of thought may be reduced to two,

namely, the law of causality, and that of substance.

—

These are the two essential and fundamental laws, of

which all others are only derivatives, developed in an or-

der by no means arbitrary." Having shown that these

two fundamental laws of thought are absolute, he pro-

ceeds to reduce them to identity: "An absolute cause,

and an absolute substance, are identical in essence, since

every absolute cause must be substance in so far as it is

absolute, and every absolute substance must be cause, in

order to be able to manifest itself." To reduce causality

to substantive being, and effects to phenomenal man-
ifestations, is to deny the possibility of a real creation.

—

Substances as such cannot be relative and contingent—to

make them effects is to make them phenomena. There
can, therefore, be but one substance in the universe ; and
all that we have been accustomed to regard as the works
of God, are only developernents to consciousness of the

Divine Being Himself The world stands to Him in the

same relation in which thought and volition stand to our

own minds. This is the necessary result of confounding
causation with substance, and yet this is what Mr. Morell

has done, and what his psychology absolutely demanded
to save it from self-contradiction. At one time we find

him ascending, by virtue of the law of causality, from
the finite, contingent, and dependent to the infinite, ne-

cessary, self-existent—from effects to their causes, in the

very track of the argument which he affects to despise.

—

He finds God, not in Himself, but m His creatures. At
another time, " in loftier moments of contemplation," he
seems to stand upon the verge of infinity, and to gaze
upon " Being (substance) in its essence, its unity, its self-

existent eternity." At one time the great problem of rea-

son is to discover the power and wisdom which gave the

world its being, and impressed upon nature its laws ; at
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another " to find the one fundamental essence by
which!' all things are upheld. At one time, in a single

word, God is contemplated and known as the cause—at

another, as the substance of all that exists. This confu-
sion pervades the book, and is constantly obtruded upon
us in that offensive form which makes the Deity nothing
but the bond of union or the principle of co-existence to

his creatures. This is the plain meaning of all that eter-

nal cant about " totality and absolute unity"—about the

tendency of reason to synthesis^ which is echoed and re-

echoed in various forms, without any apparent conscious-

ness of its -wickedness, blasphemy, and contradiction.

—

The whole doctrine of the absolute, which has played so

conspicuous a part in German speculations, turns upon
this blunder. To get at the cause of all things, is only
to get at the substance in which all inhere and co-exist—
to get at Being in its necessary and fundamental laws

—

which, of course, would give all its manifestations.

Those who wish to see what this philosophy has
achieved in other hands, will do well to consult the pages
of Mr. Morell on the systems of Fichte, Schelling, and
Hegel ; and those who would appreciate its pretensions

to truth and consistency, would do well to study the mas-
terly article of Sir William Hamilton, upon the Eclectic

Scheme of Cousin. We shall add here only a few re-

flections, that the reader may distinctly see where Mr.
Morell's principles would conduct him.

In the first place Deity, as absolute substance, is neces-

sarily impersonal. The idea of individuality, or of

separate and' distinct existence, is indispensable to our

conception of a Person. But absolute Being- has no dis-

tinct existence—to distinguish is to condition it—to make
it a being and a bemg of such and such qualities, which
is to destroy its absoluteness. In the next place, it obvi-

ously follows that every thing is God, and God is every

thing. As absolute being, he is the generative principle

of being in all that exists. He is their essence—that upon
which their esse depends, and without which they would
be mere shadows and illusions. Just as far as any thing

really exists, just so far it is God. He is the formal and
distinguishing ingredient of its nature as an entity or ex*

istence.
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Hence, it deserves farther to be remarked, that there can
be no such thing as real causation. The law of substance

is made to abrogate the law of causality. The absohjte

is not a productive, but a constitutive principle—a funda-

mental element or condition, but not an efficient of existence.

It is no more a cause in the sense in which the constitu-

tion of our nature determines us to apprehend the relation,

than body is the cause of extension—mind the cause of

thought—or the sun the cause of light. Absolute beauty,

for example, is not the Creator, but the essential element

of all particular beauties—absolute right is not the produ-

cer, but an indispensable constituent of all particular

rectitude—and absolute Being is not the maker, but the

necessary ingredient or characteristic principle of every

particular being. There is then no creation—no maker
of Heaven and earth—no father of the spirits, nor former

of the bodies of men. There is simply ens reale^ from
which what we call creatures emanate, as its properties

and adjuncts. This doctrine is unblushingly avowed by
the great master of the Eclectic School ; and it is deeply

embedded in every thing that Mr. Morell has said of the

relations of the Deity to the world. We need not say
that a philosophy which contradicts a fundamental prin-

ciple of belief—which denie^tbe law of causality, or what
is the same, absorbs it in another and a different law, is

self-condemned. "

We affirm finally that every form in which the philos-

ophy of the absolute ever has been, and we venture to

say, ever can be proposed, necessarily leads to nihilism

—

the absolute annihilation of the possibility of knowledge.
The very notion of the absolute is inconsistent with the

conditions of knowledge—merging all difference in iden-

tity, and all variety in unity, it is evidently incompatible

with the nature of consciousness, which evidentlyimplies,

as Cousin has lucidly explained, plurality and difference.

The only consistent hypothesis is the intellectual intui-

tion of Scheiiing, "in which there exists no distinction

of subject and object—no contrast of knowledge and ex-

istence ; all diffierence is lost in absolute indifference—all

plurality in absolute unity. The intuition itself, reason

and the absolute are identical." But consistency is here

evidently maintained at the sacrifice of the possibility of
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thought. Fichte, though his confidence in his system
was so strong that ho staked his everlasting salvation on
the truth of even its subordinate features, yet cpn|f§se§
tiiat it was after all a mere tissue of delusions.

'

" The sum total," says he, "is this : there is absolutely no-
thing permanent, either without me or within me, but only an
unceasing change. I know absolutely nothing of any existence,

not even my own. I, myself, know nothing, and am nothing.

—

Images there are—they constitute all that apparently exists, and
what they know of themselves is after the manner of images;
images that pass and vanish without there being aught to witness

their transition ; that consist in fact of the images of images

—

without significance and without an aim. I. myself, am one of
these images ; nay I am not even thus much, but only a confused

image of images. All reality is converted into a marvellous

dream, without a life to dream of, and without a mind to dream

—

into a dream made up only of a dream of itself Perception is

a dream—thought, the source of all the existence and all the

reality which I imagine to myself of my existence, of my power,
of my destination, is the dream of that dream." ' ' '

-*/

Melancholy confession ! God grant that it may serve

as an awful warning to those who, with presumptuous
confidence, would plunge into the fathomless abyss of the

absolute! ...v;7,ff0 ;^-

The certainty of God's existence rests upon no such
flimsy speculations. Through the indestructible princi-

ples which are not merely, as Kant supposed, -regulative

laws of thought, but guarantees for the objective realities

to which they conduct us—we have an assurance for the

Divine existence which cannot be gainsayed without
making our nature a lie. Reason conducts us to God

—

its laws vouch for His existence ; but it is in the way of

inference from what passes around us, and within us.—
He has so constituted the human mind that all nature

shall be a witness for Himself. Every thing is inexpli-

cable until He is acknowledged. But we know Him, and
can know Him only mediately/. We spell out the sylla-

bles which record His name as they are found in earth,

in Heaven, and in ourselves. What is presentatively

given is not the Almighty, but His works—but reason,

from the very nature of its laws, cannot apprehend His
works without the irresistible conviction that He is. The
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principles are intuitive by which we ascend from nature
to its author, but the substance of the Godhead never
stands before us face to face as an object of vision, though
these deductions of reason are felt to have an objective va-

lidity independent of the subjective necessity of believing.

Let it be granted that our knowledge of God is medi-
ate, and that the understanding is a faculty of cognition,

and the whole ground-work of Mr. Morell's system is

swept away. All that remains to prove that the logical

consciousness may be an adequate medium of revelation,

and a competent instrument of religion, is to indicate the

fact that through its representative conceptions it can re-

produce every emotion which the original intuitions could
excite. The copy can awaken all the feelings of the

originfil. Vivid description may produce the effects of
vision. The peculiar emotions of religion, consequently,

are not dependent upon the power of gazing upon its ac-

tual realities. If they can be embodied so as to produce
what Lord Kames denominates ideal presence, the result

may be the same as if the presence were real. To this

principle painting, poetry, and oratory owe their power to

stir the depths of the human soul—to rule like a wizard
the world of the heart—to call up its sunshine, or draw
down its showers. * ^

The remaining portions of the book we must reserve

for another opportunity.
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1. T^e Life of Ashbel Gtreen, V. B. M. Begun to he tirritten

by himself in his 82d year, and continiced to his d>ith. Pre-

pared for the Press, at tJw Author's request, by Joseph H.

Jones, Pastor of the 6th Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia.

628 pp. octavo. Robert Carter &• Brothers, New York. ," ...

This is in full the title of a book which will prohaBly find its

way into the hands of most Ministers in the Presbyterian Church

of this country. The prominent position which the venerable

subject and author, for so many years, held in the Church—the

strength and decision of his character—the agency which he had

in forming the present constitution of the Presbyterian Church

—

the many various and important offices which he filled during a

long and laborious life—and above all, the constancy and firmness

with which he fought in the last great battle for truth, during the

controversies which ended in the violent disruption of 1837-8

—

all invest this venerable father with an interest which can never

be shared by any of those who survive him. ' > .J,- ,;
-. .-;

This volume has the peculiar interest which always attaches to

auti-biography : a species of writing, difficult of execution, but

which such memoirs, as those of Halyburton show, can be pro-

duced without offensive egotism, and much to the edification of

the pious. Where we repose substantial confidence in the piety

and judgment of the writer, it is no less instructive than pleasant

to see in what light a Godly man views his own actions, and con-

templates his own character. Dr. Green writes these memorials

of himself, at an advanced age to which few attain, when he had

ceased to be an actor among men, and had long been standing on

the threshold of Eternity
;
a period, therefore, eminently favour-

able to calm review, and to a historic judgment. The reader is

also put in possession of facts enough to be the basis of an inde-

pendent opinion, which he is able to compare with that formed by

the historian himself
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To this it must be added, this book has all the charm of easy

gossip ; it is pervaded by an artless simplicity, in which an old

man, conscious of his own integrity, and confident of the regards

of his iPellow men, details with a sort of fire side freedom, the

incidents of a chequered career.

We should have been pleased with fuller reminiscences of the

formation of the existing constitution of the Church. But as in

the perusal of the book we resigned ourselves to feelings of vene-

ration and regard, so these now indispose us to the work of special

criticism. The reader will scarcely close the life of Dr. Green

without a sentiment of profound gratitude to Grod, who, in the

past history of the Church, has always raised up men equal to all

her emergencies, and without a prayer that the same good Provi-

dence may watch over all her future struggles.

2. The present position of the Medical Profession in Society^ an

introductory Lecture^ delivered in the Medical College of Geor-

gia^ Nov. 5ih, 1849. By Paul F. Eve, M. D. Professor oj

Surgery., Editor of Southern Medical and Surgical Journal.,

and one oj the Vice Presidents American Medical Association.

[Published by the Class.) Augusta, 1849.

This interesting Address aims to account for the disparagement

in which the Medical Profession is held in the estimation of the

public. Dr. Eve succeeds in showing the claims of the ancient

and honourable science of Medicine to a much higher considera-

tion than in this country it enjoys ; and to a much surer protec-

tion than the partial legislation of most of the States now aflfords.

The sentiments of the Address deserve to be well nondered by

those who are out of the Medical Profession, no less than by those

who are members of the same.

We think that to the reasons suggested by Dr. Eve, for the dis-

respect to the Medical Profession, might be added another, to

which the schools and faculties of Medicine would do well to ap-
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ply a remedy. We allude to the deficiency in general scholarship,

and the extreme youthfulness of the majority of candidates for

Medical degrees. No profession can maintain an honourable po-

sition which does not require of its members a general acquain-

tance with science and letters, as well as a special knowledge of

the art which is to be practised.

3. JSscpository Lectures on the epistle to the JElphesians. By the

Rev. BoBERT J.-McGhee, A. M. M. R. I. A. Late Minister

of Harold's Cross Church, Duhlin. Rector of Holywell cum
Needingworth, Hunts. New York. Robert Carter and Bro-

thers. 1849. 640^. 8m

These Lectures are the popular expositions ofa minister of the

established Church, on the epistle to the Ephesians, delivered in

the Infant School House at Bray, at a season when he was with-

drawn from pastoral labours by ill health. They were so much va-

lued by the congregation to which they were delivered, that they

^ere taken down by a stenographer employed by them for the pur-

pose. They bear all the marks, therefore, of free extemporaneous

discourse, but they are rich in doctrinal truth as well as practical

remark. The true Calvinistic doctrines of the early Beform-

ers and of the Articles of the English Church, are brought forth

in their full strength in these Lectures. They are a good speci-

men of expository preaching, a kind of preaching offering some sin-

gular advantages to both speaker and hearer, but at the same time

not easy to perform in a proper manner.

4. The Works of Leonard Woods, D. D. Lately Professer of

Christian Theology^ in the Theological Seminary^ Andover.

InJive volumes. Vol. I. New York. M. W. Dodd, 1849.

This is the first volume of the works of one who has long been

regarded as the Nestor of New England Divines. It is dedicated

to his numerous pupils now scattered throughout this country, and
Vol. III.—No. 3. 71
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to no small extent over the whole world. To them it will be a

truly acceptable memorial both of the person of a beloved and re-

vered teacher, and of the methods adopted by him in the presenta-

tion of truth. The words of dedication are well suited to speak

to their hearts. After various preparatory Lectures, the subjects

of Inspiration, of the Being and Attributes of God, of the Human-

ity. Deity and Sonship of Christ, of the Divinity and Personality

of the Spirit, of the Trinity, and of the Divine Purposes, are treat-

ed with more or less amplitude. Those subjects are the most fully

handled which have been brought under controversy in that por-

tion of our country during the period over which the active days

of Dr. Woods have extended. As Dr. Woods himself suggests,

these Lectures will serve as a historical document showing what

theology was taught under the eye of the founders of the Semina-

ry at Andover. It will also enable others to determine the type

of doctrine entertained by the more staid and sober of our East-

ern brethren. We regret that we are unable at this time to give

this volume that more extended notice, which the high position of

the author and its own intrinsic merits would seem to demand. Dr.

Woods has always been distinguished as a man of strong and prac-

tical mind, as a clear reasoner, and as one williug and able to stop

within those limits which the adventurous and self confident are

so sure to pass. May his long and useful life yet be spared, to

complete these contributions to theological learning, which he has

so auspiciously commenced.

5. Howard and the Prison- World of Europe. From original

and authentic documents^ by Hepworth Dixon. WUh an in-

troductory Essay^ by R. W. Dickinson, D. D. 401 pp. 8vo. Ro-
bert Carter Sf Brothers. New York.

History present few characters so truly great as that of John
Howard. As his biographer aptly says, he is as striking in re-

pose as in action. Every action of his private life was as much
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regulated by religious principle as his public labours. As the

reader follows his footsteps with breathless interest, he is equally

an object of admiration in the retirement of his family, in his ben-

efactions to his tenants, and in his apostolic mission through the

prisons of Europe ; morally great, when voluntarily subjecting

himself to the miseries and dangers of the Lazaretto at Venice or

confronting with fearless frankness the haughty Emperor of Ger-

many, or refusing the statue which a grateful public sought to

raise to his honour. Mr. Dixon delineates with enthusiam both

his character and labours, sustaining the interest of the book to

its close. ^ f ;

Over and above the personal interest which the reader feels in

the adventures of the great philanthropist, this book lays bare the

new science of prison discipline, for his study. The different me-

thods pursued in different countries of dealing with culprits who

have forfeited the protection of human laws, are unfolded ; and the

amazing defects of all are exposed. A science this, which as yet

is but too imperfectly comprehended, and will more and more

force itself upon the attention of our statesmen.

Mr. Dixon writes with vigour and occasionally lets fall a profound

reflection forcing the reader to pause and ponder. We are sorry

that he has marred the style of his book with such affected phrases

as "an undemonstrative temperament;" a "family of celebrities;"

"an initiative mind;" and still more by the coinage ofbarbarous

words which are scattered profusely over his pages. The patience

gives way at the frequent occurrence of such words as "unmodern,"

" custodianship," " missionaryship," deaconized," " utilizing,"

" misdemeanant," " sighted," &o. A writer may use freely the

language in which he was born, as freely as the air he breathes;

but he has no more right to corrupt the one than the other.—With

the exception of these blemishes, Mr. Dixon has performed a wor-

thy service in giving to the world these memorials of a good and

great man.
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6. Philosophic Theology] 07' ultimate groimds of all religious be-

lief based in reason. By James W. Miles. Charleston : John

Jtusselly256 King-street. New York. Geo. Putnam^ 155 Broad-

way. 1849. pp. 234. l2mo.

This book is divided into two parts—the first, consisting of a

series of letters between a sceptic and his friend—the other, of a

discussion of sundry points pertaining to theology. As the author

occupies substantially the same ground with Mr, Morell, an arti-

culate examination of his system is superseded by the attention

which we have given to the " Philosophy of Religion." All that

we propose to do is to present a summary, with occasional remarks,

of the contents of the book. It opens with a letter from a sceptic

who seems to be in a deplorable condition of distress, because he

happens to be a man, and not God. His despondency is pitiable,

on account of the limitation which is imposed upon our faculties,

and he is upon the eve of resolving to know nothing, because he is

not able to know every thing. This is very much the spirit of ra-

tionalism

—

aut Coesar aut nullus—we will be Gods or nothing.

When we first read this letter we were in hopes, that Mr. Miles had

intended it as a satire upon the eternal whining and cant which

characterize the profound and medi^tive striplings, who have just

begun to babble in the dialects of Kant, Fichte and Schliepiacher.

They find themselves all at once enveloped in darkness—^and while

they are pouring forth their dolorous cries for light, they never

seem to be conscious that there is light enough, and that the only

difficulty is that they have put out their eyes. In many cases,

this oppressive sense of despondency in regard to the possibility of

any knowledge, is sheer affectatiori. It is all assumed to create the

impression that the young savan is amazingly deep. It is the gri-

mace without the inspiration of the sybil. The man who can be

seriously distressed with the question whether he is a phenomenon

or a substance—or whether all things are shadows or realities, or

whether there be any thing at all or not, has as much sensibility as

the girl whose heart was almost broken, at the contemplation of the

bare possibility, that in coming years, she might be the mother of

a child, and that this child might be roasted in an oven.

\
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The second letter, designed to comfort the mourning inquirer,

gives a general view of the nature and limits of human knowledge,

" drawn from an analysis of human consciousness and the opera-

tion of the intellectual faculties." The author's psychology is es-

sentially the same as Mr. Morell's. He adopts Reid's theory of

External Perception and Kant's theory of the Understanding,

and seems to be utterly unconscious that the two theories devour

each other. In the application of his principles, he denies to rea-

son, independently of the Christian Revelation, any certainty as

to the existence of God, and indicates the grounds upon which the

Christian Revelation is to be received.

The third letter is from the sceptic, who is hugely delighted

with " the gleam of light" which the epistle of his friend had im-

parted, and very frankly confesses that much of the scepticism

—

to which he might have added a/l the distress—which he previously

professed, was pure sham. It seems that he was not in the least

concerned about the foundations of human knowledge—but he

was only afraid that if he did not fall back upon universal scepti-

cism, he might in consistency with the admission of any thing, be

required to believe certain dogmas ot Divines, for which he had no

manner of relish. He is accordingly prepared to believe something,

and to be content with his human condition, finite and limited,

though it be, if his friend will only show him how to reject the Di-

vine authority of the Scriptures upon any grounds, that shall not

be fatal to all truth. The fourth letter is exactly to his mind. It

points out the grounds upon which a man may say all sorts of lau-

datory things of the Scriptures, and yet not believe a word of their

contents, except so far as it suits his humour. It is represented as

great ignorance of metaphysics to suppose, for a moment, that the

Bible was ever intended to be a standard of faith—it is only a stim-

ulus to certain kinds of emotion—and as Christianity is a life and

not a philosophy, it matters very little what a man believes, provid-

ed Yidfeels right. This letter, of course, had a very happy eflfect

—

and the sceptic, in his next, manifests a strong leaning to Christian-

ity, since it left his understanding without check or restraint—its

reasonableness, indeed, is so obvious that he only needs a little

more awakening to make him fully and cordially acquiesce in it
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The sixth letter is a virtual concession of every thing that an

infidel could ask. It repudiates the ancient apologies of Christi-

anity as untenable—and assigns their worthlessness—though they

convinced such minds as those of Bacon, Newton and Locke—as the

reason of the subsequent discussion. The secord part according-

ly comes before us with high pretensions. It is a bulwark against

modern infidelity—an argument which shall be able to stand its

ground when the puny speculations of Cudworth, Clarke, Butler

and Paley shall have sunk into merited oblivion. The topics dis-

cussed—we copy the table of contents—are " the possibility and

nature of theology—the idea of God as a necessary conception of

reason, and the necessity of man's theological and religious con-

ceptions. Basis in the necessary conceptions of reason for belief

in incarnation—the grounds of the probability of miracles, and the

suggestive basis in reason for belief in plurality in Divine Person-

ality—analysis of life and character of Christ—adaptedness of

Christianity to the religious wants of man—the organ of religious

faith—the Scriptures."

The book is constructed upon the principle of every rationalis-

tic defence of Christianity, that the truth of the doctrine is the cri-

terion of the reality of revelation, and not that the revelation is

the criterion of the truth of the doctrine. The first inquiry with

the apologists of this school is, are the doctrines intrinsically

credible ? Can they be authenticated by reason ? Can they be em-

braced within the circle ctf philosophy and deduced from the

facts and phenomena of consciousness ? If so, they may be admit-

ted as Divine, upon the general principle that all truth is from

God ; or upon the ground of special agencies, among those who re-

cognise the possibility of miracles ; that have brought these parti-

cular truths within the compass of reason. But the question of

the reality of revelation never can be entertained until the ques-

tion of the truth of the doctrine is settled. 'I'he old apologists,

on the other hand, proceeded on the assumption that the fact of a

Divine testimony might be as conclusively proved as any other

fact. And that the proof of a revelation was, in every case, the

proof of the doctrine. They thought, that if it could be shown

that the Almighty had spoken, that was a sufficient ground for
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believing whatever was affirmed, though we might not be able to

understand it in itself. The rationalists maintain that the only way

in which God can reveal any doctrine to his creatures is either to

bring the objective reality in immediate relation to consciousness,

or to put them in a position to excogitate it for themselves. It

is and can be Divine—only as knoum, or demonstrated. The old

theory was that God might converse with His creatures as a friend

with bis friend—and through the medium of testimony present an

adequate ground of faith, where there could be neither knowledge

nor demonstration. Hence the old apologists began by proving

that the mouth of the Lord had spoken. They appealed to reason

in behalf of the proposition, that such and such documents were

^e word of God. . The truth of these doctrines they were content

to rest upon the absolute authority of the Revealer. The Kation-

alists begin by proving that the doctrines are just what they ought

to be—that they are or may be realized in consciousness—that

they are a sound philosophy, and therefore, the word of God.

In conformity with this principle, Mr. Miles undertakes to

prove that there is a basis in reason for all the mysteries of Chris-

tianity. He disclaims the reception of them upon the ground of

avZhority—or of blind belief in the testimony of any one, though

the witness should be God Himself. Indeed he denies that there

can be any personal communication from God to His creatures, ex-

cept in the methods indicated by the Rationalists. As a speci-

men of his success we may allude to his speculations on the Incar-

nation and the Trinity. He maintains that " if God as a person

would come down into the moral history of humanity to unite it

with himself, and this in a way which should make the synthesis

an objective fact, capable, as a part in man's history, of legitimate

testimony, and as a link in that history of an influence for all ages,

then he could only do so, as far as we can conceive, by incarna-

tion."* It is hard to say precisely what Mr. Miles means by such

phrases as " bringing the Divine personality into connection with

the moral history of humanity." If it is, that God can become a

part oi the history of man—only by being a man—or, in other

words, that God can be human only in so far as he is a man—-one
would think that it required no ghost from Germany—certainly

p. 113.
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no elaborate processes of Kantian metaphysicks, to establish a

truism so bald, though it might demand no small share of tran-

scendental boldness flatly to announce it. But if he means that

God can only be known and recognized, as an object of worship,

love and adoration—that his moral relations to us as a Kuler and a

Judge can only be apprehended—and moral influences from Him,

determining, modifying, controlling human conduct, can only be

imparted by virtue of a phenomenal manifestation in human na-

ture—if this is what he means, his proposition involves the subver-

sion, not only of the possibility of Natural Religion, but of any re-

ligion at all, until the incarnation actually took place. Until then,

God was to us as though He were not. .

But surely the primitive Religion of man demands noincarnt^

Deity. If Adam had never sinned, Jesus had never been born—ana

yet God—Father, Son and Spirit, would have been known—loved

and obeyed—and humanity would have enjoyed everlasting com-

munications of Divine favour. The design of the incarnation was

not to reveal the Deity nor to render the infinite and uncondition-

ed comprehensible—but to propitiate the Deity. Christ is a rev-

elation of God only in so far as the work of Christ illustrates the

Divine perfections. What is human in Jesus is conceivable

—

what is Divine is no more comprejiensible in Him than in the

Father or the Spirit. To suppose that the unconditioned can be

known by becoming conditioned, is to suppose that it becomes

known by annihilating itself The moment it submits to condi-

tions, it ceases to be unconditioned.

The Trinity is shown to be reasonable from the necessary condi-

tions of consciousness, which are plurality and difference. It is

inferred that the same conditions extend to the Almighty—and

that, therefore, in order to be self-conscious, there must be a foun-

dation in His nature for the distinction of subject and object.

This is ingenious. But why not suppose that the distinction in

the case of the Deity is analogous to that which obtains among us

in reference to representative cognitions ? Why not suppose that

the objects of the Divine contemplations are representative acts

which constitute the ideas or patterns after which things are made ?

Or rather why not admit, in modesty and meekness, that none by

searching can find out God ?
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We give these as specimens of those grounds of faith which are

to " satisfy the intellect and heart of thinking and free spirited

men, and upon which the Church and Christian doctrine and in-

spired Scripture stand impregnable." The author is treading

in the tracks of the Boston Pantheists. He has already cut loose

from the Bible as an authoritative rule of faith. He cannot re-

main where he is. His next book will probably be a defence of

Popery^—(extremes meet)—or a defence of Spienozaism^—unless

God, in mercy, should reveal to him the truth as it is in Jesus.

We have only to add that the work is beautifully printed—and

to express our gratification that there exist among us the enter-

prize and skill which the mechanical execution of this volume ex-

hibits.
'

'
^

" '"

7. A PaMern of Mercy and Holiness^ exhibited in the conversion

and subsequent character of Col. William Yeadon, Ruling

Elder in the Second Presbyterian Church.^ Charleston^ S. C.

A Discourse by the Rev. Thomas Smyth, D. D. Charleston

:

John Russell, King-street. 1850. pp. 37.

The text of this Discourse is 1 Tim. i. xvi—and hardly a finer

illustration could be found, in all the Bible, of the freeness, ful-

ness and sovereignty of Divine grace. The preacher has very suc-

cessfully shown that the elements of spiritual life are not only es-

sentially the same in all men—but that they are produced in all

men by essentially the same process. The religious history of Col.

Yeadon is fraught with intense interest—and Dr. Smyth has made

a very valuable contribution to the records of Christian experience,

in presenting it before us in the form, which it assumes in the pre-

sent Discourse. It is a practical commentary upon the doctrines

of grace—and with a slight change this Sermon might be convert-

ed into a tract of permanent and abiding interest. It has evi-

dently been the purpose of the author simply to glorify God. The

style and structure of the Sermon—its illustrations and exam-

VoL. III.—No. 3. 72
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pies all show a mind intent upon the salvation of souls, and the

honour and commendation of the great Redeemer. . -

8. 77ie Complaint ; or Night-Thoughts on Life^ Death^and Im-

mmtality. By Edward Young, L. L. D. New York : Ro-

bert Carter ^ Brothers. 1849.

9. The Provincial Letters of Blaise Pascal A new translation^

toith historical introduction and notes^ by the Rev. Thomas

McCeie. Sdinburg. New York : Robert Carter ^ Brothers,

1850.

10. Domestic Portraiture ; or the successful application of reli-

gious principle in the education of afamily^ exemplified in the

memoirs of three of the deceased children of the Rev. Leigh

Richmond. With introductory remarks on Christian educa-

tion, by Rev. E. Bickersteth, Rector of Watton, Herts.

New York: Robert Carter Sj- Brothers. 1849. > ,:••='
;

These volumes we notice not as tew books, hut as new editions

of old and well known publications. With the Night Thoughts,

by which the fame of Dr. Young, as a poet, is now almost wholly

known, with its faults and its redeemlDg merits, every one is ac-

quainted. There are but few books more popular, and few of En-

glish literature more extensively read. The edition of the Car-

ters combines the recommendations of good paper, clear type, and

a beautiful page, and is worthy the attention of purchasers.

The Provincial Letters are acknowledged to be among the

highest efforts of genius the world has produced. They have im-

mortalized the name of Blaise Pascal, one of the most extraordi-

nary men of his age and country, and one of the most guileless

and sincere Christians, that ever has remained in connection

with an apostate and persecuting Church. Whoever is ignorant

of the Provincial Letters, should read them, and they will bear a

re-perusal by those already acquainted with them. Especially
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timely is the present edition, when the company of Jesuits, a soci-

ety which never dies, is extending itself in our own country. If

any one wishes to see their principles of morality exposed by the

hand of a master, he will have his wishes gratified by the perusal

of this volume. Pascal was a Jansenist, a believer, with St. Au-

gustine, in the doctrines known as Calvinistic among the Protes-

tants. To the Pelagianism of the Jesuits, which is also that of

the Church of Rome, he was an uncompromising foe. He assailed

their principles with the most playful, and at the same time the

most merciless wit, and made them for a season the laughing-stock

of France. vSome of our off-hand and indolent writers will be sur-

prised to learn, that Pascal often spent twenty whole days on a

single letter, and that the eighteenth in the series was written over

no less then thirteen times. Whoever desires to read these fa-

mous productions of a great scholar, whom Bayle pronounces "one

of the sublimest geniuses that the world ever produced," will find

them presented in an acceptable form in this new translation by
McCrie, and introduced by a valuable historical essay.

The "Domestic Portraiture," introduces the Rev. Leigh Rich-

mond to the Christian parent as the educator of his family.

From the methods adopted by that lovely character and eminent

Christian, the anxious and intelligent parent may borrow many
useful hints for the training up of his children in the ways of vir-

tue and usefulness.

U. Reasons for Public Thanksgiving. A Discourse delivered

hejore the Legislature of Georgia^ in the Representative Cham'
her., Milledgeville^ on Thanksgiving day., Novr. 29, 1 849. By
the Rev. Samuel K. Tallmage, D. D., President of Oglethorpe

University.

The Preacher happily alludes to "the striking and eloquent

scene when this mighty nation was moved to lie low before the

throne of Jehovah," a few months ago, in a " solemn and heart af-
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fecting fast," in consequence of the ravages of pestilence in our bor-

ders. Scarcely less affecting were the circumstances under which

this Thanksgiving Sermon was delivered. Sixteen of our States

had been moved to appoint the same day as a season of Thanks-

giving to God for his abounding mercies. The preacher enjoyed

the rare privilege of addressing the assembled government of our

sister State on this interesting occasion. Though his sermon is

less elaborate than others he has published, which indeed could

not be otherwise from the brief season for preparation allowed

him, it is manly, appropriate, and patriotic, and marked by that

good sense and piety which give value to all his efforts.

4' ..'>'U''
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ARTICLE I '.

CHURCH AND STATE.

In a preceding number of this periodical a statement
was given of the leading theories by which many seek to

justify the union of the State with the Church. These
theories have been drawn only from writers who profess

to recognise the two organizations as distinct from each
other, however inaccurately they may have defined the
boundaries of either. It is scarcely necessary to apprize
the reader, that on the one and on the other side of this

intermediate school, are to be found two opposite poles of
doctrine. The first may be said to find its ablest repre-

sentative in the philosopher of Malmesbury; though as
there is nothing new in error, Hobbes simply revived and
modified the exploded dogmas of Uemocriius, which were
propagated still later by the Epicureans. Regarding hu-
man law as the only source of moral distinctions, he con-

sistently enough considered the Church the mere creature

of the State, spoken into existence only as an instrument
to accomplish the ends of civil policy. The second ex-
treme is that held by the Romanists, who make the

Church, on the contrary, engulph the State ; as may be
seen from the writings of Bellarmine, and others of the
same communion. The extravagance of both these opi-

nions is the best guarantee that they will never prevail.

The former, we may hope, is already abandoned to the

Vol. III.—No. 4. 73
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corruption and worms which must at last feed upon the

wretched carcass of infidelity. The latter will scarcely

disturb the American reader, unless he has the mischance
of falling in with the angelical doctor of Romanism in

this country, the neophyte Brownson; who, in his next

metempsychosis, may perchance tuin up in the person of

a Mohammedan Mufti. Dreaming theorizers may fling

their speculations from their lattices upon ihe busy world

;

but the strong and practical senseof mankind will scarce-

ly consent that the Slate shall swallow the Church, or the

Church engulph the Slate. Those writers who admit these

two institutions to be distinct in their origin, and yet con-

tend that they both aim at a common end, are more like-

ly to influence public opinion
; and with these the whole

controversy must in our day be waged.
The design of the present article will be to follow the

path of invesiigalion already opened in a former number
of this Review, and to examine the principles which were
at that time sprung from cover.

I. We are first brought into contact with the extrava-

gant doctrine of Mr. Gladstone : that the State is strictly

a moral person, having a conscience, and bound to pro-

fess a religion, and to sanctify its acts by a worship of its

own. That we do not misrepresent this author will ap-

pear from his own language :^

" In the government and laws of a country we find not a mere
aggregtition of individual acts, but a composite agency, the gen-
eral result yielded by a multitude of efforts, each of which in

part modifies, in part is absorbed amid the rest. This compo-
site agency represents the personality of the nation ; and as a
great distinct moral reality demands a worship of its own, name-
ly the worship of the State, represented in its living and govern-
ing members, and therefore, a public and joint worship."*

This conclusion he reiterates as follows :

"I return then to the position that as the nation fulfils the
great conditions of a person—a real unity of being-, pf deliberat-

ing, of acting, and of suffering; and these in a definite manner
and upon an extended scale, and with immense moral functions

to discharge and influences to exercise, both upon its members
and extrinsically ; therefore it has that kind of clear, large and
conscious responsibility which can alone be met by its specifical-

* Church and State, vol. I. p. 93.
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ly professing a religion, and offering, through its organ the State,

that worship which shall publicly sanctify its acts. That which
by its governing organ it professes specially, it must encourage
and maintain throughout its inferior members, as a part of such
profession itself"*

This language cannot be misunderstood. The State
in its corporate character is just as truly capable of reli-

gion, which it is just as fully bound to profess, as are the

individuals which compose it. It is obvious that if this

opinion holds, all further argument is superseded. The
advocates of the Union need be at no pains to prove the

insufficiency of voluntaryism, nor to defend their favorite

scheme froAi the charge of corrupting the Church. The
union of Church and State is simply a necessity, and no-
thing more can be said to purpose. If the State has a
conscience and is under obligation to perform acts of wor-
ship, then an established Church is required, as the visi-

ble embodiment of the State's religion and the recognized
organ of the State's worship. Nor are we left in doubt as
to the exclusiveness of this National Church, since as a
part of its profession itself the State must maintain through
its inferior members what its own organ may happen to

dictate. If the most iron spiritual despotism is not erected

upon this foundation, it must be trom softening inflnences

which come from without, and not from any checks in

the system itself. ^ *-
. .;

It is not difficult to point out the fundamental fallacy

of so monstrous an error : it arises simply from the am-
biguity of the term person as applied to designate the

State; and consists in employing this word in its secon-

dary and metaphorical use, with a meaning, however,

which attaches to it only in its primary and proper signi-

fication. A person properly implies an individual; an

entity separate from every other, having its own con-

sciousness and will. It is thus defined by Mr. Locke:

" To find wherein personal identity consists, we mu t consider

what person stands for ; which, I think, is a thinking, intelli-

gent being that has reason and reflection, and can consider itself

as itself, the same thinking thing at different times and places

;

which it does onlj' by that consciousness which is inseparable

from thinking, and, as it seems to me, essential to it."t

* Church and State, vol, I. p. 105.

t Essay on the Human Understanding, book 2d, ch. 27, sect. 9.
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In like manner Archdeacon Paley : ^ ^-
'i --V^^^^'^iHX'

" That which can contrive, which can design, must be a per-

son. These capacities constitute personality, for they imply
consciousness and thought. They require a centre in which per-

ceptions unite, and from which volitions flow ; which is mind

—

and in whatever mind resides is a person."* ^ ^ ' ' "

Every etymology of the word—whether we derive it

from " personuit," the issuing ofsound through the mouth
piece of a mask, first applied to the mask itself and then
to the conception of an individual character; or from the

combination of the words per se una—impresses upon us

this idea of individuality of being. Now when the word
person is transferred from the individual to designate a
society, it must be employed in a figurative sense, and
because of some analogy discovered between the two. As
all the individuals of a society are bound by some com-
mon tie, and thus in a certain sense become one, the ana-

logy between this unity of the society and the individual-

ity of a single being, warrants the figurative use of the

word person to indicate this resemblance. Again, as in-

dividuals linked together in society concentrate their

minds upon a given point and agree in a common conclu^

sion, which is carried out in a joint action, this agreement
of many minds so resembles ^he unity of a single mind,
that it may be expressed by the metaphorical use of the

word person. It is manifest, however, that this transfer

of the word is justifiable only so far as the resemblance
shall hold. It is precisely here that Mr. Gladstone com-
mits his first capital blunder. His definition of the social

person is just enough
; a society, says he, is a person "so

soon as it assumes the determinate form of incorporation

and becomes subject internally to a deliberative regulat-

ing principle."t His error consists in employing the term

person in a sense which is not included within his own
definition. Incorporation gives to a society a unity re-

sembling the individuality of a single being ; and " the

deliberative regulating principle" can only mean that

power in many minds to debate and to concur, which is

analogous to the power of thought and of will residing in

a single mind. So far the analogy holds—and upon the

Natural Theology. Ch. 23.

t Church and State, vol. I. p. 63.
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ground of this analogy we consent to speak of the social

person. Now, reasons Mr. Gladstone, if "the nation ful-

fils the great conditions of a person," then "itscleaf,

large and conscious responsibility can only be met by its

specifically professing a religion." But what are these
great conditions of a person which the State fulfils, as
Mr. Gladstone himself establishes them? Manifestly the
above definition includes but two, incorporation and deliber-

ation
;
as in this very connexion he specifies, "a real unity

of being, of deliberating, of acting, of suffering." Yet his

conclusion embraces a third condition, in regard to which
he has traced no analogy whatever between a society

and a person. He is guilty of the gross paralogism of
reasoning from two conditions in his premises, to a third

and entirely distinct condition in his conclusion. The
State is a person, because, like an individual, it is one and
can deliberate ; the individual person is bound to be reli-

gious and to worship God
;
therefore, the State is bound

to profess religion and to worship God—that is, because
the State is like the individual in two particulars, it must
bear all the responsibilities of the individual in a third

particular, in regard to which, for aught that appears,

there is no affinity between them. He was bound to

show that the analogy holds just as truly between the re-

ligious capacities of the State and of the individual, as be-

tween the other two characteristics ; and then, if it pleased

him, he might have applied the term person to the State

on this ground also. Instead of which, he has exactly

reversed this process : he argues from the figured use of
the word person in analogies that do hold, to a resemblance
on a third point in which the analogy fails entirely.,-

Mr. Gladstone seems himself to become alarmed at the

swiftness of the current which is sweeping him on to

most portentous conclusions. He has the sagacity to

perceive that the same mode of reasoning will establish

the same conclusion in regard to all associations to which
the term person in its metaphorical sense may be applied.

He feels that his readers will be startled at a doctrine

which renders it imperative upon Banking and Canal
Companies to profess a joint religion ; and seeks relief

from this absurdity by inventing a distinction of degrees

of personality. In the case of those associations the
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personality is intermittent, occasional, convenlional, and
conversant only with material interests ; while that of
the State is general, permanent, natural, and moral in its

ends.* Upon this alleged difference he affirms a collective

religion to be necessary to the latter, though not predica-

ble of the former. This distinction without a difference,

purely fictitious as it is, betrays the decrepitude of the
theory, of which it was an after thought. Personality,

where it exists, is entire, and does not admit of degrees.

A Rail Road Company, for example, is as truly a person,

quoad its purposes, as ever the State can be, quoad its

purposes. Nor does the fact that it is conventional, and
looks only to physical results, in the least degree affect

the integrity of its personality. As far as it is a person

at all, it is a person entire. The State may comprehend
wider interests ; but cannot be more perfect as a person

than other associations within the scope of their interests.

His theory remains still under the pressure of the difficulty,

of which this awkward explanation is an humble con-

fession
;
and his logic will force us to ascribe consciousness

and conscience to a Fire Company just as necessarily as

to the State." :>V'^;.iV' ^i^..^f4.v:f
'

i^:.y:.i':-i.i>>'v^>;. ;:^{^- ;, iif^Wo-.^v

• As though but half persuaded himself, Mr. Gladstone
introduces another limitation. He says, " the State is

properly, and according to its nature, moral ; conversant
with moral subject matter, and fruitful of moral influen-

ces." The inference is, that as a moral institute, religion

becomes essential to it ; while it may not be necessary to

conventional associations " conversant only with material

interests." That is, if we understand the distinction here
made, the State deals with the relations of men among
themselves^vfh\\Q these conventional societies deal only with
the relations of men to things. But would not a pro-

founder reflection have taught that our relation to things

at last resolves itself into a relation to persons ; and so a
moral basis must underlie every association of whatever
character 1 This truth seems to be recognised by Dr.

Lieber in his Political Ethics, when he says :
" Property,

a relation between an individual and a thing,N becomes a
matter of right, a jural relation, only inasmuch as others

are excluded from that property : it signifies, therefore,

* Church and State, vol. 1, pp. 71, 94.
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again a relation between two individuals."* The State

deals with " moral subject matter," because it defines and
guards the rights of men relatively to each other. So
with every other association upon earth, though perhaps
in a less degree than with the State. Where, then, is the

ground for so wide a distinction as is made the basis of
Mr Gladstone's argument? Both have respect to rights

—

to rights at last between individuals, and both alike must
have a moral basis, because neither of them could exist

but for the moral relations of men to one another. So
this second limitation fails equally with the other ; leav-

ing these " conventional societies," by virtue of their per-

sonality, under the same imperative necessity with that
" great moral reality, the State" to piofess relk^ion, an(i

to engage in a joint and public worship. '^'^"^'^ ^^il -nm:^

But Mr. Gladstone has committed a second blunder not
less pervading nor less fatal than this. He has wholly
confounded the term moral with the term religious. After

proving that the State is a moral person, he considers

that he has succeeded in proving it also religious. Yet
the two terms are far from being identical. A writer

whom w6 have already quoted, distinguishes between
them thus: '^

" If religion means all that appertains to man's relation to God,'

it is evident that as it is not an individual relation to any other

human individual, it cannot in its very essence ever become a
matter of the State ; because the State has to do with jural rela-

tions only, and these must exist between man and man."t

This distinction we regard as eminently just : religion is

exclusively an individual matter, because it simply con-
siders man in his relations to God and the Divine law.

—

However it may define and regulate the social duties of
men, its jurisdiction extends over these only as in neglect-

ing them men transgress the commandment of God, and
are responsible for their trespass upon his authority.

—

In no part of his book, more than in this, is Mr. Glad-
stone obnoxious to the severe but just censure of Mr.
Macauly in using " language grave and majestic, but of
vague and uncertain import ;" and which, with his sin-

gular felicity of illustration, he compares to that " trans-

* Vol. 1, p. 216.

t Dr. Lieber's Political Ethics, vol. 1, p. 216.
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parent haze through which the sailor sees capes and
mountains of false sizes and in false bearings, and which
is more dangerous than utter darkness." That we may
not be suspected of exaggeration, let the evidence of this

author's extravagance be furnished in his own language :

.
" Religion is applicable to the State, because it is the office of

the State in its personality, to evolve the social life of man, which
social life is essentially moral in the ends it contemplates; and
which can only be effeclually moral when it is religious. Or,

religion is directly necessary to the right employment of the en-

ergies of the State as a State."*

It is impossible to estimate the harm which is done in

the world by what Mr. Macaulay terms this " obscure

sanctity" of style. Unhappily serious minds, the most
likely to be captivated by its solemn and sepulchral tones,

are too unsuspicious to distinguish always between reli-

gion and cant. There is a religious jargon afloat among
men, found frequently upon the lips of the most flippant,

which passes for the true language of Canaan, while it is

only a dialect of Babylon. A few ot the catch-words of
Christianity, profusely employed, serve as countersigns

which gain admission for spies into the camp of Israel.

—

If Mr. Gladstone means simply that the nature of God is

the ultimate source of moral distinctions, and that the

Divine law is, therefore, tjie authoritative standard of
duty—if he aims only to say that men who refuse to

govern their conduct and to regulate their opinions by
the teachings of Revelation, are, in so far, disqualified for

the duties of legislation ; and that rulers are as certainly

accountable to God for their public as for their private

acts—we cordially and fully agree with him. But he
evidently intends no such common-places as these. He
is at special pains to distinguish between the State as
State^ and all the individuals which compose it; between
the public duties of the one, and the private and personal

responsibihties of the other. He speaks freely of " the

Statesman laying aside in his public function a part of
his individuality ;" and of " his acts as being done with-

out an agent, unless the nation, the moral person of the

State, be that agent."t He infers from this that " the re-

sponsibilities of the nation are not satisfied by the indi-

• Church and State, vol. 1, p. 93. t Ibid, p. 92.
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vidual piety of its members."* He terms the State " a
reflective agency conversant with moral subject matter,

involving of necessity a conscience, which is ex vi termini
the regulator of moral offices ;"t by which—though in

what sense it is hard to discover—it is invested with the
attributes of mind and of conscience, capable of weigh-
ing reasons, and of feeling the pressure of obligation.

—

With unshrinking steadfastness to his theory, he does not
stagger to endow it, in a very undefinable way, even with
a soul ; and to attach a strictly retributive character to

public calamities, by which they become to the State a
substitute for the sanctions of a future judgment.t With-
in its own' limits the State has a mission to perform in

propagating religion, as strictly obligatory as the mission
of the individual Christian, to extend the Gospel to all

mankind.ll As a moral unit, it must worship God with a
devotion separate from the homage which is rendered by
all the individuals which compose it.§ Now all this is

preposterous, unless Mr. Gladstone will advance a step

further and maintain that the State is a living entity,

and has a conscious existence ; which will bring it with-

in the category of an mdividual—and we may then agree

with him that it has " the same specific obligations which
attach to an individual conscience, owning the law of

Divine obedience."1[ If, with his characteristic hardi-

hood, he had openly carried his speculations to this con-

clusion, his argument would have passed harmlessly into

the number of those singular hallucinations, which the

most gifted minds, over-ridden by a single idea, sometimes

put forth in the form of overwhelming paradoxes. We
will not trifle with the reader's understanding by attempt-

ing to show that the State has no substantive existence

;

but is only a name given to define a relation in which a

body of men stand to one another. It is an outrage upon

language, to speak of a national conscience as separate

and distinct from the consciences of the Ruler and his

subjects.

That the individual alone can be the subject of reli-

gion, would seem to be almost intuitively evident. We

* Church and State, vol. 1, pp. 91-128. t Ibid, p. 89. t Ibid, pp. 105, 107.

II Ibid, pp. Ill, 112, 5 Ibid, pp. 93-110-128-139. IT Ibid, p. 110.
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cannot predicate religion of any who have not a soul in

the most strict and proper sense of that word ; a soul ca-

pable of receiving communications from God, compre-

hending duty, and conscious of its subjection tothe Divine

law. This reasonable being we find further to be en-

dowed with an immortal life which the law brings under
mortgage :

" the soul that sinneth, it shall die." He ac-

counts to God for all his purposes and acts, and as a

responsible agent receives in a future world those rewards

or punishments which he may deserve. He is capable

of beconaing depraved, and also of renewal and of sanc-

tificatiori, if God is pleased to manifest his Grace in so

doing. All these things enter into the idea of religion,

as that idea is realized to us in the government of God:
and not one of them—neither capacity for obedience and
for transgression, nor accountability, nor the power of be-

ing depraved and of being redeemed and regenerated, nor
capacity for endless bliss or eternal sorrow—can be af-

firmed of any but an individual being. Unless, then, the

State, in its corporate character as State, has a soul—is

immortal—can fall from holiness into sin—can be the

subject of a spiritual birth—can stand at the bar of judg
ment—and suffer eternal damnation—it is not a subject

of religion. Mr. Gladstone cannot be permitted to slur

over these issues in a singljC paragraph. He must dis-

tinctly assume them as necessary parts of his theory, or

it disappears like •* the baseless fabric of a dream."
The source of this whole error, pervading the writings

of others besides Mr. Gladstone, is the constant merging
of individuals into that great abstraction, the State, and
confounding things that differ. If for example the nation
sins—say, in the violation of solemn treaties or in waging
an unjust war—who is the party to be. charged with
guilt 1 The State, as State, replies Mr. Gladstone ; which
is accordingly visited with just retribution by public ca-

lamities. But will it be maintained that the individual

rulers who perpetrate these wrongs are not immediately
and personally responsible to God for the same? Are
these not personal sins which call for individual repen-

tance, without which they will be surely punished in

the day of final account? But upon Mr. Gladstone's hy-
pothesis, that these are "acts done without an agent, if the
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moral person of the Stale be not that agent,'* it is hard to

see how this private responsibility can be maintained.
As for the piibhc calamities, which may come in the form
of famine, or pestilence, or in the defeat of armies; these
are not visited upon that abstraction, the State, but upon
individuals throughout the length of the land

; who as re-

presented in their rulers, are regarded "participes crimi-
nisj^ and answerable also for the wrong. If we attend
carefully to the manner in which God administers his go-

vernment among men, we shall find that those sins com-
mitted more directly against himself, he mainly reserves

for punishment in a future state of being ; but those vices

and sins which tend to the destruction of human society,

he checks and avenges also by immediate and kindred
punishments. Drunkenness and uncleanness, for in-

stance, are personal offences; but as their prevalence
would soon brmg society to an end, he holds them under
a measure of restraint by early and visible penalties.

These penalties are not designed as a substitute for the

retributions of another world ; but, in addition to them,
they constitute a part of his providential arrangements,

by which he holds society in being, for the accomplish-

ment of his othejr and higher purposes. Among these

providential checks and restraints are we disposed to

class those calamities which fall upon communities of

men. They are not a substitute for the strict retributions

which will fall upon rulers and legislators for their public

sins committed as functionaries ; but are designed to indi-

cate God's providential control over communities, and to

preserve them from premature and utter extinction. If,

too, as in our national Congress, the divine blessing is in-

voked, through a Chaplain, upon its deliberations, it is

not, as Mr. Gladstone supposes, the nation, which as a
moral unit offers a State-worship to God

;
but these func-

tionaries, as individual men, recognise their individual de-

pendence upon God. and confess their personal responsi-

bility to him. As statesmen, engaged in the discharge of

difficult duties, they acknowledge their need of divine di-

rection, precisely as they should do in their own more
private affairs. They by no means " merge their indi-

viduality" into the moral person of the Stale ; but as in-

dividuals they recognise the truth taught by all history,
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that counsellors, who break away from the divine law,

become Ahithophels whom God "appoints to defeat." In
like manner, when governments appoint chaplaincies in

the army or in the navy, it is not because as missionaries

they are employed in the propagation of religious truth
;

but because the public service has removed men from the

situations in which they could seek religious offices for

themselves. The State has no right to extinguish the re-

ligious nature of those whom it employs, nor to wrest

their religious principles from them. Yet as the public

service necessarily removes men from their homes and
their sanctuaries, it simply seeks to alleviate the sacrifice

by the compensation of a chaplaincy. So too, when the

chief magistrate recommends a public fast or public

thanksgiving, he does not, as the High Priest of the na-

tion, offer a national worship ; but simply as the repre-

sentative of a Christian people, and merely as their voice,

he gives utterance to the general sentiment pervading the

hearts of all, which calls for the recognition of God in his

providence. The worship at last is that of individuals

who are brought into concert.

-j We forbear to follow Mr. Gladstone into the practical

consequences of his theory
;
partly because that theory is

original only upon the points which we have already
discussed ; and partly becatise those consequences have
been portrayed by Mr. Macau lay, with that piquancy and
power of illustration, which are the peculiar attributes of

his pen. The reader will agree with us that the ethical

argument drawn from an analysis of the nature of the

State, is a stupendous failure
; and that the support, which

it was designed to bring to the doctrine of an established

Church, fails with it.

II. The second and far more common defence of the

union is based upon the assumption that the State has in

charge the whole well-being of men, and may lawfully

use all the agencies which can contribute to this result.

Of course, as religion is the most importantof these agen-
cies, it is inferred that the State must have control over it,

and must endow a Church as the instrument for apply-

ing it. By writers of this class the definition of the State

given by Aristotle is eagerly adopted ; ToXt? yivonevri hev tov
<f>?»»

mKsv, ovaa Se tov ev ^rjv—a breadth of definition which leaves
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margin enough to draw along the most magnificent con*
elusions. Hooker, for example, in his Ecclesiastical Poli-

ty, teaches that " the Church and the Commonwealth are

personally one society; termed a Commonwealth, as it

livelh under whatsoever form of secular law or regiment

—

a Church, as it hath the spiritual law of Jesus Christ."

Dr. Arnold, as we have already seen, makes the State

and the Church mutually interpenetrate each other—so

seeking the same end as to become really identical.

"Wherever," says he, "the nation or government is avow-
edly Christian, the State or the nation is virtually the

Church." Burke, too, in his splendid language, describes

the State as " a partnership in all science, a partnership

in all art, a partnership in every virtue and in all perfec-

tion; a partnership not only between those who are liv-

ing, but between those who are living and those who are

dead, and those who are to be born."* Coleridge likewise

recognises this as at the base of his singular theory.

His conception of the State is that of the union of three

great estates ; the first is that of the land-owners, or pos-

sessors of fixed property, whose conservative influence

brings permanency to the nation ; the second is made
up of merchants, artizans, &c. whose influence secures

progressiveness and personal freedom; while in the

king or executive, as the beam of these 'scales, "the
cohesion by interdependence and the unity of the coun-
try are established." The third estate, made up of those

whose business it is to "secure a continuing and pro-

gressive civilization," is supported from land which he
assumes historically to have been reserved, in the original

distribution of territory, for national use ; and which he
therefore terms "the Nationalty." This third estate is di-

vided into two sections : the first of which remains at the

Universities, the fountain heads of learning, and is em-
ployed in enlarging the knowledge already possessed

;

the second and much larger division is distributed through-

out the nation as the guides and instructors of the peo-

ple. This third estate he terms the National Clerisy or

Clergy, and in its idea is wholly secular, and distinct

from the Church of Christ. Christianity comes in, how-
ever, as "a blessed accident, a providential boon," "a most

Reflections on the Revolution in France,
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awful Godsend." As theology is the prima scientia, the

Church may well undertake the functions of this Nation-

al Clerisy; "two functions not requiring nor necessarily

implying two functionaries." The two are therefore in

fact identified ; and the National Reserve is devoted to the

support of Christianity, upon the condition that the

Church shall discharge the office of the National Clerisy.

Yet though their functions are thus consolidated, the two
institutions are separate in idea, and may become so in

fact. The National Clerisy may be destroyed by the im-

propriation of the Nationally, and still the Church of

Christ remain intact. This striking theory, characterized

by that originality which marks it as the speculation of a
profound thinker, we have not subjected to critical exam-
ination, for an obvioite reason. A perfect autocrat in his

use of language, Coleridge makes the national Church a
very difierent thing from that against which we are now
arguing. It is, in his conception, a wholly secular matter,

and identified with the Christian Church by a sort of ac-

cident, only because those who constitute the latter are

particularly available for the uses of the former. It is ob-

vious, however, that, with the other writers with whom
we have classed him, he distinctly assumes the object of

the State to be the very indefinite one of promoting, in eve-

ry conceivable way, the higliest happiness of men ; the
fw inv of Aristotle. It remains to show that this happiness

cannot be promoted while man's religious interests are

neglected, and the argument in favour of an establish-

ment is supposed to be complete. The State cannot com-
pass its ultimate end until it brings religion home to ev-

ery subject ; and for this purpose it endows and commis-
sions the Church. We shall inquire directly into the le-

gitimacy of this inference, even admitting the premises,

which we are scarcely prepared to do.

The analogy which is employed to justify this concha
sion, is the control of the State over the education of the

people. The State exercises this control, because educar
tion is necessary to man's highest developement and hap-
piness ; and as religion is necessary in a far higher de^

gree, exfortiori, the State may and should control it. It

has the same sort of right to endow a Church which it

has to found a University. The reader does not need to
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be informed that there are many who insist that the whole
business of education should be remitted to individual ea-f,

terprise and to voluntary combinations formed for this

end—who resist as much the State's prerogative of direct-

ing the education as the religion of the country. To such,

of course, this analogy will fail to carry conviction. We
do not propose, however, to embarrass our present inves-

tigation with any discussion of this point. We would
simply remark incidentally that a line of proof may be

opened in favour of the State's undertaking, to a certain

extent, the work of education, independent of the broad

principle upon which it is ordinarily grounded. No one
hesitates to admit the propriety of naval and of military

schools, as necessary parts of the national defence. They
are obviously just as necessary as a line of battle ships, or

a series' of military posts. Indeed these latter would be
useless without competent officers who shall employ them
for the purposes of their construction. Upon substantial-

ly the same principles may National Universities be justi-

fied. The State has as much need of jurists and legisla-

tors as of seamen and soldiers—of judges on the bench
and statesmen in the council chamber, as of generals in

the field and commanders in the fleet. As careful and
elaborate training, too, is required for civil as for military

functions. If it be replied, that but few of those who ob-

tain a University education actually fill these public sta-

tions, so but few who pass through severe military disci-

pline ever become generals. In either case, opportunities

for knowledge must be afforded to a large class, in order

to insure the selection of a few competent to occupy pub-
lic trusts. We may go a step further. As every free go-

vernment is of necessity self-government, there must be a
modicum of intelligence pervading the masses of society,

before the nation is fit to be intrusted with its own liber-

ty. History affords no more melancholy lesson than the

folly of committing the power of self-government to a
people wholly unfit to exercise it. In order, then, to its

own preservation, the State may be compelled to carry

instruction down through all grades, even to the lowest—
to teach the masses at least so much that they may un-

derstand and appreciate the charter by which all their

privileges and rights are held, and form an intelligent
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judgment upon all the great issues brought before the
country. In obedience to the fundamental law of self-

protection, it may perhaps be the duty of the State to fur-

nish a scheme of education sifting down from the highest

to the lowest strata in society, and ranging from the ex-

tensive curriculum ofa University to the elementary teach-

ing of a primary school. But the argument will here be

retorted, that if education is necessary to fit a people for

the exercise and preservation of freedom, is not religion

of transcendently greater necessity ? We grant freely that

it is. We admit that without the influence of religion,

men can never be brought into subjection to any govern-
ment—that without it, rulers will always be tyrants, and
subjects always rebellious. But it is one thing to admit
that religion is necessary to the existence and perpetua-

tion of the State, and a far difierent thing to admit that

the State should furnish and control it. It is here that

we begin to discover a wide distinction between educa-
tion and religion, as they relatively affect the State. - If

education, in a wider or narrower sense, is necessary to

the State, it may be the State's duty to supply it, because
there is no organization framed expressly for this office.

But if religion is necessary to the State—as we assuredly

believe it is—it is not the State's province to provide it,

simply because another organization exists by divine ap-

pointment, whose sole vocation is to exert and to diffuse

this influence. Taking then the widest definition of the

State—making its object as indefinite as the loosest de-

claimer may desire—and granting that one of its peculiar

functions is to conduct the whole business of education

—

it does not follow that it has the same control over reli-

gion. The simple fact that the Church is a divine insti-

tution, appointed expressly for this end, bars the infer-

ence which is so confidently drawn. Here, then, we take

our stand. Religion being necessary to the State, if it

were left without provision, would fall from necessity

under the care of the State. But if the State were com-
petent to this trust—or if it were the design of God that it

should assume it—we do not see the call for another and
separate organization, which either must lie idle or do a
work of supererogation. All those views which make the

State the instrument of promoting man's highest welfare
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in every way, assigning to it no definite functions, tend to

make it the ro itav—the universal society engulphing eve-
ry other. The Church may cease to exist, or becomes
henceforth a part of the State's machinery. The argu-
ment drifts by a strong logical current upon the breakers
of Hobbes' infidel doctrine, that the Church is but an en-
gine of the State, having no authority of her own, and
commissioned to no work by her divine head.
So far we have reasoned upon the concession that the

broad definition of the State given above is the true one

—

if definition that can be called, which assigns to it no
functions that are at all distinctive. We have chosen to

take the outposts of the argument, before putting the for-

tress itself in siege. Admitting the State's prerogative to

regulate the whole education and refinement of the peo-

ple, we simply deny it an equal right to control religion

;

because this is made the vocation of the Church—an in-

stitution co-ordinate with the State, and equally the ordi-

nance of God. Our position, however, becomes stronger,

when we recall this concession, and insist that the State

exists with defined powers and for a specified end. We
frankly acknowledge our preference of the clear, well-

marked theory of Warburton, above all the misty specula-

tions we have been considering. We agree with him that

the State has for its object the conservation of life and pro-

perty ; taking this phrase in the wider sense in which
Warburton himself intended it—and not in the close and
technical meaning which his commentators have forced

upon it. The State is instituted for civil and temporal
ends. It protects the person oi the citizen, secures the

avails of his industry and talent, throwing its shield over

all his relations and rights so far as they pertain to this

lower world—and in this way becomes the conditio sine

quanonto his full developement, individually and socially,

as an active, intelligent, yet dependent being.

The State is doubtless a far more interesting object of

contemplation, reposing in dim magnificence, its gigantic

outline scarcely seen in the shadow of its great but unde-
fined attributes. But as a working instrument, it needs
to be realized to us with its prerogatives accurately bound-
ed and its contour sharply defined. Indeed these vague
representations seem to us to tend to a political Fourier-

VoL. III.—No. 4. 75
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ism more injurious, because projected on a larger scale,

than the socialism which breaks up the domestic circle.

Communism, with results which could easily be foretold

and need not be described, seeks to destroy the family

economy and to melt mankind down into one huge mass.
What better result can attend the effort to merge all po-

litical and religious associations into one, and to make the

State one great commune, in which men shall rather herd
than live together? This question finds its answer in the

national workshops of France ; in that anomalous state

of things, where artizens with weapons in their hands
thunder at the door of the State, demanding employment,
or at least support. The well-being of society is best pro-

moted, not by consolidating all interests and confounding
all distinctions, but by an accurate division of labour and
of responsibility. Men will sooner reach the perfection of

their nature, where the State and the Church shall respec-

tively define, and conscientiously discharge, their separate

functions.
^

Nor do we concede the position assumed by Warbur-
ton, that although distinct in their origin arid separate in

their aims, the State and the Church become more effi-

cient by an alliance. The Church effects her spiritual

ends by spiritual, not carnal, means. Her armour is truth

;

and her appeal is to conscieEfce. She takes cognizance of

sins, and her penalties operate only upon the religious

nature of men. Christianity with its holy instructions,

the godly example of its subjects, and its gracious control

over the heart, seeks to make men better as men ; and,

therefore, better in all their social relations—better in the

family, in the neighborhood, in the State. But ihe mo-
ment the Church seeks alliance with the State, and bor-

rows civil pains and penalties, she simply loses, on her

part, that spiritual control which her peculiar mission
gives over the conscience ; and thie State, on its part, be-

comes more complex in its construction, and impeded in

its action—while the virtue of both becomes gradually

sapped by a connection which is as unnatural as it is un-

holy. Believing sincerely that these institutions are not

identical in their aims, but are two distinct and co-ordinate

societies looking to wholly different results—believing

further, that the Church, the body and spouse of Christ, is

" in a separate precinct" from the State—we do not hesi-
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tate to conclude in the strong language of another, that by
"logical consequence the connexion between them is

adulterous and accursed." «<>>. j.,»*.* ,,^

III. We pass now from these general defences of the
Union to one more particular and practical. It is alleged

that the voluntary principle—to which every disestablish-

ed Church must be remanded—is wholly madequate to

supply a nation whh the ordinances of religion. The al-

ternative lies, of course, between drawing upon the

State's resources on the one hand, and a distressing desti-

tution of Gospel privileges on the other. This assertion,

however, is a direct impeachment of that wisdom which
has framed' the Church. That an institution should be
created by God for the most important of all ends, should
be surrounded by the most solemn of all sanctions, should
be called to discharge the most pressing of all obligations-

—

and yet that it should be constitutionally incompetent to

the work assigned, seems to us a monstrous proposition.

Yet it has been hazarded; and that by persons, who if

not restrained by the antecedent improbability of the al-

legation itself, should have been rendered cautious by
reverence for the Church of God.

" Of all the parts of this subject," says Mr. Gladstone, " pro-

bably none have been so thoroughly wrought out as the insuffi-

ciency of the voluntary prinoiple."*

" Its general law," he slanderously affirms, " is to provide for

those who can pay for the provision, and does not contemplate

or tend towards supplying on a large scale the wants of the really

poor."t
, , . ; ..;. .: .

And still again,

"I believe it is beyond dispute that it was not until the State

had become the auxiliary of the Church, in the period of the Ro-
man empire, that she was able to strike her roots throughout the

remote and rural districts, as well as those of dense population,

and to give universality to her sway by draining off the whole

of the votaries that so long continued to erowdthe rival wor-

ship of the temples."J >:
For the application of this fact, if not for the fact itself,

he was probably indebted to Dr. Chalmers, who employs
it in a similar connection in his work on Church and Col-

lege establishments,§ in which he seems very much in

Church and State, vol. I. p. 207. t Ibid. p. 209. X Ibid. 214. § p. 234.
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earnest to prove the incompetence of the voluntary prin-

ciple. It is painful to accuse so good and great a man as

Dr. Chalmers, of want of fairness and candour
;
yet we

have rarely read an argument more destitute than his of

these noble qualities. This heavy charge against the

Church of Christ, of being efficient only while leaning

upon the State's protection, he sustains by alleging that

while the population of Scotland had increased from one
million to two millions and a half, yet the voluntaries had
not overtaken more than one-third of this increase, leav-

ing still a gross population of a million unsupplied with
the gospel.* To say nothing of the want of frankness in

overlooking the burdens laid upon Dissenters in support-

ing the Establishment, as well as in sustaining their own
Churches, why should they be held alone responsible for

this vast destitution, when by the very terms of the union
it devolved upon the established Church to supply it ?

With what righteousness " was it left, till within these

four years, to the energies and efforts of internal volunta-

ryism to meet and make provision for this enormous defi-

ciency?"! Has Dr. Chalmers made it appear that the

Dissenters did not their full share in reclaiming these

moral wastes, by reaching that half million of souls whom
he admits to have been supplied upon the voluntary prin-

ciple ? And while rebuking tj^e voluntaries for the partial-

ity of their efforts, had he no censures for the Church of

the State, in almost wholly neglecting the trust committed
particularly to it, and leaving the religious supply of the

country just where it was in the days of John Knox? It

certainly is strange that he should employ an argument
which cuts both ways, and has a keener edge against the

Establishment, than it can have against voluntaryism. It

seems a just retribution, that while his argument ungene-
rously seeks to weaken the confidence reposed in the vo-

luntary principle, it should put shame and confusion of

face upon the Establishment forever.

In another particular. Dr. Chalmers stands more se-

riously convicted of injustice. The voluntaryism against

which his book is directed, is not that for which the op-

ponents of an established Church chiefly contend. He

Church Establishments, p. 272. t Ibid.
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makes a wide and just distinction between voluntaryism

internal and external. The former is identical with the

free trade principle, which leaves, in religion as in com-
merce, the supply to be regulated by the demand. For
this theory we have no sympathy ; we abandon it to the

tender mercies of Dr. Chalmers, and stand by, consenting,

while he hews it to pieces. Christianity is essentially

aggressive in its character. It does not remain at rest

;

but attacks every form of religious error, rejecting all com-
promise, until it shall subdue the world. The people of
God are required not only to supply themselves with reli-

gious ordinances, but also to furnish the same to those

who are destitute. The commission of the Church binds

this duty upon^her in the following terms—"go ye into all

the world and preach the gospel to every creature." Teach-
ers of Christianity must be sent—Churches must be erect-

ed—and the whole apparatus for evangelizing men, must
be aflorded to the poor and guilty everywhere. In a word,
what Dr. Chalmers scholastically terms voluntaryism ah
extra, against which he says not a word in his whole
book, is precisely that voluntaryism for which all Dissen-

ters plead ;
with the exception of those who have imbibed

the doctrines of a certain school in political economy. He
has indeed written down the free trade principle, which
insists that those destitute of the gospel shall be left in

their destitution until their own sense of want shall drive

them to create religious privileges ; while the voluntary
principle asserts the duty as well as the power of the

Church, by free will contributions, to maintain and propa-

gate religion. What fairness there is in confounding the

two the reader can judge for himself We are willing to

give up the argument against Establishments, so soon as

it shall be proved that the Church is constitutionally in-

competent to this work, or so soon as it shall be shown by
fair history that she has failed to do it. Upon what prin-

ciple, we ask, " did the word of the Lord," in the days even
of Paul, " sound forth not only in Macedonia and Achaia,
but also in every place,"* so that the gospel in the aposto-

lic age was conveyed throughout and beyond the borders

of the Roman empire? Upon what principle were the

* 1 Thes. 1 : 8.
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conquests of Christianity achieved during the first three

centuries, and that too in the face of violent persecution,

so that in the days of Constantino it had outgrown Pagan-
ism, and was chosen in preference to it as the religion of
the State ? We dismiss without remark the gratuitous as-

sertion of Mr. Gladstone that

" Christianity found its way up to thrones, incorporated itself

in systems of law, and arrived at the summits of society by the

miraculous impulses of its original propagation ; whose vibra-

tions had been measured no doubt with reference to the space

they were to traverse."!

When he shall substantiate by historical testimony the

continuance of a miraculous power in the Church beyond
the apostolic age and its perpetuation to the fourth centu-

ry, we will stop to consider his deductions from so potent

a fact. But no positiveness of assertion will stamp upon
an unsupported conjecture the impress of historic truth.

Upon what principle did Dr. Chalmers disprove his own
allegations, when after a century of torpor, Christian peo-

ple in IScotland waking up to this awful destitution, he
succeeded in building nearly 200 Churches, and present-

ed them to the Establishment? Upon what principle was
the endowment of the Free Church achieved, whose glo-

rious results entitle Dr. Chalmers and his coadjutors to be

ranked with the Hendersc^s and Melvilles who fought,

in earlier days, for Christ's covenant and crown ? By the

magic of what principle were 800 Free Churches built al-

most in a day, with hundreds of manses and schoolhouses

—to say nothing of a college with its appropriate furniture?

What spring was touched when "from their deep poverty"

a Christian people raised a sustentation fund sufficient to

endow anew their exiled and persecuted Church ? Surely
there was a providence in selecting that man to demon-
strate most fully the efficiency of voluntaryism, who had
most belied it as a thing powerless and weak ! It was the

crowning glory of Chalmers's life, that his last and sub-

limest acts should erase the words he did not wisely
write.

But the issue now joined as to the practical efficiency

of the two systems, admits of being decided by statistical

t Church and State, vol. I. p. 238.
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facts. Let us see what supply the established Church of
England has furnished for the growing religious wants
of that country : and this Establishment, we may remark,
unites all the conditions necessary to make the test a fair

one. The English people are earnest, persevering, and
full of enterprise j the State has boundless resources from
which to draw

; and the English Church is, by no means,
deficient in the esprit de corps, requisite to carry forward
a great extension scheme. The facts we shall present are

taken from Mr. Noel's recent work on the union of Church
and State ; and which, so far as we know, have been re-

ceived without contradiction where, if untrue, they could
be most easily disproved. As our object is to ascertain

how far the English Establishment addresses itself to

overtake with the Gospel the increasing population of
the country, we select the two manufacturing districts of
Lancashire and Yorkshire ; in which, from the nature of
their employment, the population doubles itself in less

than forty years. r^^w;r^ j ^ :.

In the district of Lancashire, embracing 1,224,708 souls,

the State has built, since the year 1800, 25 Churches
with 34,985 sittings : which, with 83 Churches having
93,918 sittings, built before 1800, make a total of 108
Churches with 128,903 sittings—the entire supply which
is furnished by the State, and which brings the Gospel
within reach of only one tenth of the population. In the
same district, however, there have been built, since 1800,
by voluntary contributions. 92 Episcopal Churches with
92,345 sittings ; also 472 Dissenting Chapels with 243,339
sittings ; making a total of 564 Churches and Chapels
with 335,684 sittings, built, since 1800, upon the volun-
tary principle. Add to them 96 Dissenting Chapels with
59,445 sittings, built before 1800, and we have the supply
furnished by voluntaryism to be 660 Churches and Chap-
els, with 394,629 sittings ; which would bring the Gospel
within reach of one out of every three and a half of the
whole population. The comparison then will stand thus

:

the State furnishes 108 Churches, accommodating 128,-

903 persons
; voluntaryism furnishes 660 Churches, ac-

commodating 394,629 persons : being an excess of the
latter over the former of 552 Churches, seating 265,726
hearers. Setting over, however, to the credit of the Es-
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tablishmerit, the 92 Episcopal Churches, the fruits of the

vohintary principle within its pale, and balancing the

Churches against the Chapels, there will still be an excess

in favour of the latter of 368 Chapels with 81,536 sittings.

A similar result will attend an examination of the rela-

tive supply afforded by the two systems in the woollen

district of Yorkshire, with a population of 844,563. For
these souls the State has built, since the year 1800, 29
Churches, seating 31,526 persons ; which added to 87
Churches with 72,784 sittings, built before 1800, make the

supply, afforded by the State, to be 116 Churches with
104,310 sitting? ; according to which, the State gives the

Gospel to one-eighth of the whole gross population. Upon
the voluntary principle, there have been built, since 1800,

51 Episcopal Churches, accomodating 32,426 sitters, and
501 Dissenting Chapels with 216,448 sittings. The 116 Dis-

sentmg Chapels with 136,736 sittings, built before 1800,

make the entire supply, furnished by individual zeal, to

be 668 Churches, with 385,610 sittings—affording the

Gospel to one out of every two and one fifth of the gross

population. That is to say, the State furnishes 116
Churches, reaching 104,310 of the people

; voluntaryism

furnishes 668 Churches, reaching 385,610 of the popula-

tion—being an excess of the latter over the former of 552
Churches with 281,300 sittings. Setting over again to

the credit of the Establishment, what the voluntary prin-

ple has achieved within its pale, and balancing the

Churches against the Chapels, the excess in favour of the

latter will still be 450 Chapels with 146,615 sittings.

—

Taking the two districts together there will be an excess

of 818 Chapels with 228,181 sittings, to be credited to the

voluntary principle, over what is furnished by the estab-

lished Church ; and this result obtains, though we have
not substracted, as in strict justice should be done, the

fruits of individual zeal within the pale of the establish-

ment. Mr. Noel sums up the final result in the following

language:
" If, by any sudden catastrophe, all the ministers and schools

of the Establishment, in these manufacturing- districts, were to

vanish, nearly two-thirds of the evangelical instruction, now
given to the people, would remain."*

Union of Church and State, p. 268.
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fThere is another light in which these facts should he
viewed. It is a common argument in support of the

Union, that an established Church can equalize the reli-

gious supply of the country, which cannot be done upon
the opposite system. The State having a paternal over-

sight of the whole country, can appoint Ministers and erect

Churches just where these are most needed, and where
the people are the least able and willing to supply them-
selves; who must, in the nature of things, be neglected

upon the voluntary principle, " whose general law," Mr.
Gladstone affirms, " is to provide for those who can pay
for the provision." Let us see how far actual facts bear

out this a priori reasoning. In the three agricultural

counties of Norfolk, Rutland, and Sutfoik, with a gross

population in 1831 of 705,756, the established Church
stationed 1250 of her clergy ; the Dissenters placed 352:
while in the three manufacturing and civic counties of

London and Middlesex, Lancashire and Yorkshire, with
a gross population of 4,066,513, the established Church
stationed 1298 ministers, and the Dissenters 1934. Thus
it will appear that the State afforded to these divisions,

respectively, about the same measure of supply, the dif-

ference between them being onlyr48 ; and this, notwith-

standing the population in the manufacturing counties

is nearly six times as large as in the agricultural. A
Pastor is provided for each 564 persons in the one district,

and for each 3132 in the other. The distribution of the

Dissenting clergy is found to be far more equitable. The
population of the manufacturing region is nearly six times

that in the rural ; and the Dissenting ministers are also

nearly six times more numerous in the former than in the

latter—the proportion in each case being about the same.

The conclusion to which we are brought by this sur-

vey of the achievements of voluntaryism, both in Eng-
land and Scotland, as compared with those of the Nation-

al Church, is so far from being unfavourable to the former,

that if we were called upon to select a field in which the

voluntary principle had more fully demonstrated its effi-

ciency than in another, we would point to Britain, and
be willing to stake the issue upon its triumphs there.

—

However great its efficiency in this country may be—and
we shall presently turn to this topic—it has been fettered

Vol. III.—No. 4. 76
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there by restrictions, and has laboured under burdens,

which can never be imposed upon any single class here.
• It will tend further to vindicate the voluntary principle

from this charge so inconsiderately preferred, to ponder
what it has accomplished in these United States of Am-
erica; where, in Dr. Arnold's judgment, "the evil spirit

of Sectarianism has wrought his perfect work."* This
country, moreover, presents, on many acccounts, as fair a
test to the capacities of voluntaryism as any other upon
the globe. Its action is here unimpeded by the counter-

efforts of any opponent ; it works upon a vast scale, hav-
ing a continent to traverse ; and a sufficient period of time

has elapsed to develope somewhat largely its results.

—

On the other hand, it has had obstacles of a peculiar na-

ture to surmount. A sparse population stretching over an
almost unlimited territory—its attention distracted by the

multifarious objects which, in a new country, call for con-

sideration—the partial resources which it can command
among a people whose wealth has had no time to accu-

mulate, and among whom it is constantly shifting hands

—

the multitude of sects which too often expend their

strength in ungenerous rivalry among themselves, instead

of concerting together to cover the land with the institu-

tions of religion—the constant influx of foreigners, whose
strange habits and jarring Unguages throw great imped-
iments in the way of evangelical labours—the almost
incredible rapidity with which the population is increas-

ing, as well by the fecundity of the natives as by the

immigration of strangers—the new territories thrown daily

open, constantly enlarging the field of exertion, and car-

rying off the frontier when it has scarcely been reached

—

and the perpetual flow and change of the population,

never " remaining in one stay," but unsettling what has
just been established—these are among the difficulties

which press upon the Churches of Christ in this country,

in their efforts to evangelize it. Yet, in the face of all

these obstacles, an amount of supply has been furnished

to its religious necessities, which, viewed in the aggregate,

almost staggers belief. It is unnecessary to enter much
into detail, since the facts lie around us, open to the in-

Principles of Church Reform, Miscel. Works, p. 270.
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spection of every observer. A mere outline, which could
be much more fully drawn, must suffice.

In 1844, when the population of these United States
was estimated at eighteen and a half millions, there were
no fewer than 16,682 ministers in the various Evangelical
Churches alone, to supply it; not including the local

preachers in the Methodist, nor the licentiates in the Pres-
byterian and Baptist Churches. This will afford an aver-
age of one minister to each 1100 souls; and under the
instructions of this mmistry it is estimated fifteen of the

eighteen millions of the population were actually brought.*
Dr. Baird, from whom these statements are borrowed, es-

timates that not fewer than 950 Church edifices are

annually erected by Protestant Evangelical denomina-
tions

; which number will swell to 1100 annually, if the

sanctuaries of Unitarians, Universalists, Romanists and
others be included.f He further computes the annual
expenditure for the support of ministers at more than five

millions of dollars ; and the annual outlay for Church
building and incidental expenses, at more than two mil-

lions of dollars. If now we take into view the arrange-

ments in each of these denominations, to raise up an
educated ministry—to support Evangelists in frontier and
destitute settlements—to disseminate, by presses and col-

porteurs, a religious and denominational literature—and to

propagate religion in foreign parts, (for which last object

a halimillion of dollars is annually raised,) we carryover
another large item to the credit of the voluntary principle.

Let it be remembered that three fourths of the one hun-
dred Colleges in the land, all the existing Theological

Seminaries, and a vast multitude of schools, have, during

the last half century, been endowed mamly by free-will

contributions ; and in view of all this the final estimate

of Dr. Baird will not appear extravagant, that upon the*

voluntary principle eleven millions of dollars are annual-

ly realized to promote religion at home and abroad. It

adds significance to these facts, too, to remember that

those persons who freely contribute these sums to religi-

ous purposes, are also engaged in vast civil and commer^

Religion in America, by Dr. Baird, Book 6, ch. 17.

t Ibid, Concluding Summary. y
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cial schemes, in order to develope the resources of a new
country, and to build up to maturity and strength an in-

fant nation. We confess to but little taste for statistics,

and believe that at best they only approximate the truth.

But leaving a wide margin for error in the many items

which swell this aggregate, a general impression of pow-
er rests upon our minds ; we begin to form some idea of

that mighty principle, concealed from view, which moves
so many arms over so large a circle of duty and enter-

prize. We are willing to commit this meagre synopsis of

facts without comment to the reader. It does not require

to be enforced by argument. However much we may
deplore the shortcomings of voluntaryism, if the only

hope of a lost world is in a Church which is pensioned

by the State, that hope is truly forlorn.

IV. The next defence of the union of Church and
State, more frequently suggested than elaborated, is its

universality among all nations and through all periods of

time. This universality is supposed to be the voice of

nature, indicating the general sentiment of mankind in its

favour
;
and the argument shelters itself under that fa-

mous aphorism of Aritotle's : » yap '^a" «J<'«'> ''<»"'° ""«' ^^p"' <>

i^avaipo}v ravrnv rtiv iricTiVf ov iravv iriarorepa epet. The argUniGUt iS,

however, more specious than solid. This general consent

is a strong presumption of tr^iih, when it is shown to pro-

ceed from the unbiassed judgment of men. If no extra-

neous influence has been at work, and each mind has
been left to its free action, then a spontaneous agreement
in any conclusion can only be explained upon the suppo-
sition that it is intuitively true. Obviously, however, the

doctrine ofan established Church cannot be ranked among
the propositions that are self-evident ; since it is not only
denied, but as we have shown in the preceding section,

most extensive operations are founded upon this denial.

It has been maintained by Archaeologists, that the early

founders of governments sought to draw respect to their

authority and to perpetuate their power, by imbedding
their polity in the religious feelings and associations of

their subjects. They claimed, for example, to be inspired

of the national Deities—lo be commissioned to the special

work they undertook—and sought in this way to fence

their institutions around with divine sanctions. For this
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end, they united the highest reUgious, with the highest

civil, functions ; the chief magistrate held in one hand the

imperial sword, and in the other the sacrificial knife ; and
the whole worship of the nation was taken under the care

of the State, which appropriated its revenues to,the pro-

pagation of the national religion. We have, then, in the

interposition of civil rulers, an extraneous influence to ac-

count for the origin of an Establishment—the State strives

to make the religious nature of men the foundation upon
which it shall build its power—and the National Church
is but a part of the machinery by which it rules. Let it

be remembered now, how much one government fashions

itself after another, and it is easy to see how the first should
become the mould into which succeeding ones should be
cast—and how upon the principle of association alone,

the union of Church and State, once gaining foothold

among nations, should be handed down in unbroken suc-

cession from the earliest times even to our own day.fi-, ^

From the most remote antiquity, governments have
been chiefly despotic, and the governed have lived in ab-

ject submission : would it be wise to infer that the gene-

ral sentiment of mankind declares for a state of bondage
and repudiates freedom ? Would it be conclusive in this

case to reason from the imperfections of society, from
grievances tolerated only because they cannot be abated,

to a moral approbation of the same ? Wherever, too, reli-

gion is involved, the presumption arising from general

concurrence becomes materially impaired, if indeed it is

not more frequently 'prima fade evidence of falsehood

rather than of truth. The overwhelming majority of men
in all past time have been " wholly given to idolatry," re-

joicing in the fictions of their own mythology more than
in the truths of God

;
yet most certainly, there is but one

G ^d, who hath made the heavens and the earth. All men
instinctively oppose the truth as it is in Jesus, the stupid

Hottentot, and the subtle Hindoo, as well as the trained

sceptic ; does this universal opposition to the gospel cre-

ate such a presumption of its falsehood, that it should at

once be discredited ? Ever since the fall, " the understand-

ing is darkened," and men do not receive or obey the

truth. Because of our depravity, religion is always prone

to lose its spirituality, and become a thing of forms, a
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moral institute, to be classed among, and compared with,

the devices of men. When its true province is forgotten,

it may be perverted to any degree whatever. Our convic-

tion is that men have declared with such unanimity for

an Established Church, because they have been ignorant,

not more of the true nature of religion than of the true ends

ofgovernment. This has ceased to be the soul's commerce
with God, and has become a mere bargain with priests

;

it has been robbed of its control over the conscience and
affections, and addresses itself to the imagination, or still

more sordidly, to the interests of man. It has exchanged
its spiritual power over men's hearts, and has sunk into

a mere matter of human authority. Mr. Gladstone decides

rightly, not to pursue the inductive argument for our con-

viction, since " the appeal is entered to a different tribunal."

A question of this magnitude must be decided, not by the

doubtful history of past generations, but in accordance

with the great principles it involves. If there be no teach-

ing in God's word which is authoritative, we must reason

from the true nature of the two institutions, and from the

ends they seek to compass. This ground we have alrea-

dy covered : from their nature, they can never coalesce
;

and their ends are such as each can attain alone in its

proper sphere. To this presumptuous appeal, which
would bind forever upon th^ world the errors of the past,

we make a twofold ar^swer: that we can find a first cause
for the amalgamation of Church and State in the (\esire

of the latter to build itself into the religious nature ofman
;

and this union once established has been perpetuated by
prescription and association. So that the alleged uniform-

ity of action establishes no presumption of its propriety,

nor can we interpret it as the voice of nature uttering only
what is true. Again, we reply, that smce mankind have
conspired always to corrupt the true religion, the general

favour manifested to a National Church originates the

suspicion that this is only a device by which Christianity,

through a treacherous alliance, is to be rendered power-
less.

V. The advocates of the union draw an argument from
the Scriptures, which divides itself into two branches

;

the first is the example of the Hebrew Commonwealth,
which is supposed to afford a justifying precedent ; the
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second is an appeal to the prophecies relating to the mil-

lenial period.
.

^.,. ......
^

,.,-.vy;>,^~ ,.::.«:

We will dismiss this topic with but one or two cursory
observations ;

both because we do not wish to overstep

the limits of the reader's patience, and because the field

which it introduces is almost illimitable, as soon as we
enter into details. In regard to the Jewish Theocracy, it

could be easily shown that essential differences exist be-

tween it and any Church Establishment since known
among men. The whole power, both civil and religious,

vested exclusively in Jehovah—not merely in the general

sense in which all power belongs to Him, but growing
out of the peculiar relation in which He was pleased to

assume that people to Himself. The State was simply
the husk or shell thrown around the Church, singularly

constituted as that was; and the deduction from this

economy is far more powerful in the hands of those who
advocate the supremacy of the Church over the State,

than in the hands of those who exalt the State to com-
plete superintendency over the Church. It can be shown
that the Jewish Kings had no jurisdiction over the

Church—did not appropriate the revenues of the State to

the support of the Priesthood—did not employ their power
in exacting (he tithes which Jehovah had made the pecu-

lium of the Levitical order—and had no agency either in

appointing to, or in deposing from, religious functions.

—

But omitting all considerations of this kind, it is a suffi-

cient reply that this Dispensation was wholly extraordi-

nary, appointed to fulfil a temporary office, and was dis-

tinctly abrogated by the Messiah at the period of His
advent. The principle of an Ecclesiastico-political or-

ganization, if ever it was incorporated in the Jewish
Economy, was then expressly cancelled. He declares his

kingdom to be hencetorth not of this world—distinguish^

es between the things which are to be rendered unto
Caesar, and the things to be rendered unto God—warns
his seivants to put the sword into its sheath—and teach-

es that the weapons of their warfare arc not carnal, but
spiritual. This unequivocal withdrawal of the Jewish
Establishment, and this clear separation of his Church as

entirely spiritual in its aims, revoke the grant, if indeed
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the Church ever possessed it, to ally itself with the civil

power. ::-#''l«^'''il-'

In relation to the Millenial Prophecies^ it cannot be
overlooked that the argument founded upon them assumes
an exposition which is obstinately contended. The de-

clarations that "Kings shall be nursing fathers, and
dueens nursing mothers to the Church"—that she "shall

suck the milk of the Gentiles"—and that " Kings shall

minister unto her"—may mean simply that these persons

shall become the subjects of Divine Grace, and bring the

influence which station gives them in forwarding the

cause of the Redeemer. Before they can establish any
connection between civil governments and the Church of

Christ, it must first be shown that this spiritual interpre-

tation is void, and that these terms must be understood in

their most full and literal extension. The argument
drawn from the Saviour's personal advent and reign can-

not be admitted, till this doctrine is itself incontrovertibly

established. We say nothing now upon any of these

points, sufiiciently difficult and perplexing of themselves,

without being entangled with the vexed question we are

now discussing. It is enough for our purpose to say that

an argument drawn from disputed premises, is rarely con-

vincing : and there can be no end of disputation, when
the discussion is only removed from the inference, and
warmly renewed upon the premises from which it is de-

duced. Granting, however, the prediction that "the
kingdoms of this world are to become the kingdom of our
Lord and of His Christ" to be literally accomplished in

the personal reign of the Saviour, in which he will as-

sume temporal as well as ecclesiastical jurisdiction over

the nations—that will be confessedly an extraordinary

Dispensation, of which we can at present form no ade-

quate conceptions. To Christ belong rightfully the king-

dom and the glory ; and if in His own person He shall

visibly unite temporal sovereignty with Headship over

the Church, we assuredly say Amen : but we can scarce-

ly allow our opponents to reason backwards from a future

and extraordinfiry Dispensation, to times and circumstan-

ces so essentially varying, as they are with us.

We bring to a close our discussion of this really com-
plex and difficult subject. We have no new theory to
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project upon the relations of the State to the Church. In-

deed all speculation is precluded by the very simplicity of

our creed
; which is that the two institutions should work

on harmoniously, each in its own sphere doing its own
work, and without thwarting the plans of either. The
State protects her citizens in the enjoyment of their reli-

gious privileges ; and the Church enjoins upon her mem-
bers the Christian duty of reverence to " the powers that

be." It is rather from those who seek to amalgamate
these societies, than from us, that ingenuity must be ex-

pected. It is for them to frame theories on which to re-

concile discordant materials—so to mingle the iron and
the clay that the product shall not be "partly strong

and partly weak." The object which we proposed to our-

selves was limited to a review of the schemes which have
been invented for this end, and an analysis of the princi-

ples upon which these are constructed. There are some
special objections urged against the voluntary scheme
which we would be glad to examine in detail : but the

limits of a review will not suffer the notice of more than
two; and, these we select, not so much for the purpose of

refutation, as for salutary caution to those who boldly ad-

vocate the voluntary principle.

It has been said that the separation of the Church from
the State tends to make the latter Atheistical. Lawgivers
and magistrates inducted into office without religious

tests will cast off all restraint, and the affairs of the na-

tion be conducted upon the most infidel principles. The
distinction is again overlooked between the nation and
the State. The latter, as a unit, is incapable of religion,

as we have endeavoured to show ; the former, as embrac-
ing individuals, may and should be Christian. Legisla-

tors and governors are under the same individual respon-

sibility with other men ; and in their public functions, as

well as in their private relations, are bound to make God's

word a lamp to their feet and a light to their path. If

laws unfriendly to religion are enacted, or if wise laws
be unjustly administered, the guilt \\^ll be laid where it

justly belongs. And if the people, from whom in free go-

vernments power flows, suffer their representatives to

abuse a {tliblic trust—to employ the influence of their high
station to demoralize the nation—they become accessaries

Vol. iii.~No. 4. ,77
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after the fact. It requires to be shown whether the ab-

sence of religious tests tends so much to make the State

Atheistical, as the requisition of them from unqualified

persons, to make the State a hypocrite—and whether the

results are not equally pernicious. It is certainly far

more easy to debauch the consciences of men, and make
them famfliar with perjury and blasphemy, than to erase

the fundamental ideas of religion from their minds. We
deny, however, that it is the Staters province to be the or-

gan or exponent of the religious convictions of the nation.

We for example, are a Christian people, a Christian nation

;

the laws framed for our government respect us as such
;

and our rulers represent to some extent this religious ele-

ment : not indeed by formal, public, official acts, carrying

out the religious opinions of their constituents, but in re-

fraining from any legislation or government which shall

compromit their religious character. Yet since the charge
has been laid against the voluntary scheme, that without

a National Church, the State tends to open disregard of

all religion, let those who wish well to voluntaryism see

that the charge may not be sustained. Let the effort be
to leaven the whole mass of society with religious princi-

ples, for the obtaining a sound religious public opinion

—

which, more than tests and sacraments, will constrain pub-
lic officers at least into a decent demeanour to the religion

of Christ, and to the, hearty recognition of it as the great-

est of all the elements which go into the character of the

nation.

Again, it has been urged as the opprobrium of volun-
taryism, that it secures no adequate support to the minis-

try. There is room, however, for the inquiry whether
an Established Church does better. Taking the English
Establishment for the comparison, we should say not

;

although it must be admitted that the Scotch Establish-

ment, from the simplicity of its worship and the parity of

the clergy, would present a more favourable case. The
total nett income of the English Establishment, accord-

ing to Mr. Noel, was in 1836, £3,439,767 : which, if

equally distributed among the 12,923 clergy, would yield

the very fair average of £266. But when it is remem-
bered that the incomes of Bishops and Archbishops range
from £4,000 to £15,000, that a large sum goes to the Ca-
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thedrals, and that the benefices vary exceedingly in value,

the statement of Mr. Noel is not surprising

:

« 1619 Clergymen receive £1,319,650 ; 10,112 Clergymen re-'

ceive £1,155,030: that is, 1619 Clergymen receive more from
the State than 10,1 12, who do nearly all the work. 1619 Cler^

gymen who have got the prizes of the Establishment, have an
average of £808; and 10,112 of the working Clergy have an
average of £114. The 1619 have salaries seven times larger,

than their moro laborious brethren."*

If the voluntary principle does not ensure equality of
support, or even a fair distribution, surely it is not for

Establishments to throw the stone. Incur own country,
many causes conspire to render ministerial support generals

ly too inadequate. We are certainly far from censuring
those laborious and self-sacrificing men who, yielding to a
controlling necessity, ''labour with their own hands that
they may not be chargeable upon any ;" yet it is a re-

proach to the Church, when her ministers are laid under
such necessity ; and a grievous loss to her when their

thoughts and time and strength must be directed from
their holy vocation to be occupied with tables. It be-

comes us, when boasting of the truits of voluntaryism, to

remember this scandal yet resting against it. May the

time soon come when it shall be manifested that no better

treasury exists than the hearts of God's people, and no
richer endowment for the Church than the Grace to con-

secrate her substance to Him who hath purchased her,

with His own blood !

Finally, the controversy now pending between Free
and Established Churches, we conscientiously believe, is

remitted to Christian denominations in this country for

ultimate decision ; but it must be closed not by words or

arguments, but with the higher demonstration of incon-

testible facts. Never, since Apostolic times, was a wider
territory afibrded for the trial of the energies of volunta-

ryism ; and never a period in which it was put to a se-

verer test than the present. It must not only fill the in-

terstices still occurring in the older settlements ; but it

must penetrate on the South the fields which a few years

have opened to the very borders of Mexico—it must tra-

* Union of Church and State, p, ^7.
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verse the Northwestern territories, rapidly filling with a
hardy population, and destined shortly to become an in-

tegral portion of this confederacy—it must follow the

shoals of emigrants into the new regions of California,

where an empire has sprung up almost literally in a night.

All this it must do, and that at once. The Evangelist

with his roving commission, the colporteur with his

printed message, and the Christian Pastor with his Church,
must be apace with the most forward of the pioneers,

who shall tell the primeval forest in the most remote sec-

tions of this land. If not, the advocates of a National

Church will be furnished a triumph by our supineness

which their own achievements have failed to win. It

were a fatal mistake to suppose that the voluntary prin-

ciple has already accomplished such results amongst us
as shall forever vindicate it from the charge of incompe-
tency. This problem is yet only in the course of demon-
stration : we are but in the midst of the high argument.
Should the various Evangelical denominations relax at

this point their exertions—should they hereafter fail to

overtake our growing population, and extending territory,

with Gospel privileges, barbarism and irreligion will soon-

er or later flow back upon us from the frontiers of our
land, and with its fearful tide sweep away the institutions

which seem to be firmly^established. If indeed in the

Providence of God we have been appointed the guardians
of the voluntary scheme, we can only discharge our sa-

cred trust by energetic elforts to cover this continent, even
to its extremities, with the ordinances of religion. Upon
this career, we are happy to know the Church of Christ

has already entered. We cherish with delight the con-

viction that the largeness of spirit with which she has
entered upon these Evangelical labours, is but the earnest

of still more liberal endeavours ; and that the success al-

ready attained is only the pledge of the final triumph of
voluntaryism.

u
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ARTICLE II;

41, 1: ^^0
-THOUGHTS UPON THE PRIESTHOOD OF CHRIST. -^^^

The mediation of Christ is represented in tne Scriptures,

as consisting in the discharge of three principal offices

—

those of a prophet, a priest, and a king. That God should
instruct and govern us through the agency and instru-

mentaUty of another, is so perfectly in keeping with the

whole analogy of nature, that none who pretend to any
reverence for the Scriptures—who even admit the histo-

rical reality of Jesus, are disposed to deny that he is, in

some preeminent sense, the moral teacher and moral ru-

ler of mankind. All who acknowledge any revelation

acknowledge that, through Jesus Christ, God has commu-
nicated discoveries of His will, which are of the last im-
portance to the improvement and happiness of the race.

Too many, indeed, reduce his prophetick functions to the

mere publication of truth, and his kingly office to the pro-,

clamation of the laws which men are required to obey

;

thus divesting him as a teacher, of the dispensation of the

Spirit, and merging his royal prerogative into that of a
messenger of the king. But though there has been adis-.

position to strip these offices of some of the peculiarities

which distinguish them, as exercised by Christ, and which
give them indeed their value and efficacy to us, yet no
peculiar presumption has been felt to lie against the gen-
eral fact, that his mediation embraces the elements of in-

struction and rule. Widely different is the case in regard

to his priesthood. This has ever been the stone of stum-
bling and the rock of offence in the Christian scheme.
Every artifice of learning and criticism has been tried to

expunge from the Scriptures their plain and obvious teach-

ings upon the subject. The word of God has been twist-

ed, distorted, mutilated—the simplest rules of grammar
set at defiance and the established usages of language
disregarded and despised, in order to give some colour of

plausibility to the shameless denial of the sacerdotal me-
diation of the Saviour. What renders this conduct the,

more remarkable is, that the New Testament gives a
prominence to the priesthood, which it no where concedes
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to the kingly or prophetick offices of Christ. It was the
very end of his incarnation that he might be a merciful

and faithful High Priest. There was obviously no ne-

cessity for such a miracle as the assumption of human
nature by His Divine person, if the only result to be

achieved were the discovery of truths, inaccessible to the

efforts of reason—and the promulgation of laws, resting

upon the authority of God. Prophets and Apostles were
abundantly competent to offices of this sort. They could

teach—they did teach—The New Testament itself—the

very oracles of God—is the labour of their hands direct-

ed by the Spirit of God. ?
-^r ?' ^ v; J v f- '

^ The incongruity is so palpable and monstrous betwixt

the pomp of preparation involved in the common doctrine

of the incarnation and the end to be accomplished—be-

twixt the opulence of means and the poverty of result, that

those who deny the priesthood do not scruple to deny the

Deity of the Son—and with a painful consistency of er-

ror, reduce Him who is over all God blessed forever, to

the level of our poor, dependent humanity. The doctrines

of a proper Sonship and a proper priesthood are, in the

Christian economy, inseparably linked together. And it

is a happy circumstance for the faith of the Church, that

the enemies of the cross can never hope to prevail without
a double work of destruction. Their argument against

Priesthood is felt to be incomplete until they have demol-
ished the Deity, and their arguments against the Deity
unsatisfactory until they have demolished the priesthood

of Christ. They must show that He has never been ad-

dressed in the language, in its strict and proper accepta-

tion, Thou art my Son, to day have I begotten thee, be-

fore they can show that it has never been said to Him,
Thou art a priest forever after the order of Melchizedek.
But while the Scriptures insist with peculiar emphasis
upon the priesthood of Christ, and represent the functions

which are discharged in it as essential to salvation, it is

not sufficiently considered that these functions themselves
are not necessarily sacerdotal—that they might have been
discharged by one who wls not a priest in the common
acceptation of the term. All that seems to be indispensa-

ble to salvation is the obedience of a substitute voluntari-

ly assuming our guilt, and able to endure the curse of the
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law. The imputation ofan adequate righteousness, upon
the ground of federal relations, is the principle into which
the apostle resolves our justification, in the Epistle to the

Romans. The government of God demands that sin

should be punished, and that life should be the reward of
perfect obedience—and the salvation of a sinner turns

upon the possibility of vicarious righteousness and vica-

rious punishment. These are the doctrines which Paul
enounces and vindicates in that great epistle which has
ever been the bulwark o( the Evangelical scheme as con-

tradistinguished from the dreams of formalists, pharisees

and mysticks. He says nothing there specifically of
priesthood. It is Christ a substitute—Christ the federal

representative ofsinners—Christ obeying and Christ dying
in the place of the guilty—these are the topicks of discus-

sion—these are the doctrines which lie at the foundation

of our hope, and make the gospel emphatically tidings of

great joy. But these doctrines do not necessarily include

priesthood. We can manifestly conceive of a mediation

by substitution which shall not, at the same time, be sa-

cerdotal. The Son of God, for aught that appears, might
have become incarnate—assumed our legal responsibili-

ties and brought in an everlasting righteousness—he
might have been a sponsor, paying our debt and slain

by the sword of divine justice in our stead—he might
have fulfilled all the requisitions of the law, or of natural

religion, and have pledged the faithfulness and truth of

God to our redemption, and yet not have performed any of

these duties in the character of a priest. It becomes, there-

fore, an extremely interesting question, why the mediation

of Christ has been made to assume the peculiar form of

priesthood. If atonement is all that can be proved to be es-

sential to pardon and acceptance—and vicarious obedience

and vicarious punishment all that are essential to atone-

ment—if substitution is the fundamental principle of re-

demption, why is it that the substitute has been ordained a
priest, that his death is a sacrifice as well as a satisfaction

to justice—and that with the blood of this offering he has
passed into the holiest of all to make constant interces-

sions for his people ? If we could have been saved by a
substitute who was not a priest, and redeemed by a death

which was not a sacrifice, why have a priest and a sacri-
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fice been the chosen means of accomplishing the \^ork?

These are not questions of idle curiosity. They have
been suggested to my own mind by an attentive study of

the Epistles to the Romans and Hebrews. The first

—

the Epistle to the Romans, discusses the principles of the

gospel in their general relations to the moral government
of God, and demonstrates, as well as asserts upon authori-

ty, the absolute necessity of legal substitution in order to

life. But if the disclosures of revelation stopped here, we
might look upon the death of the Redeemer as the result

simply of the operation of justice—a death inflicted by the

law—exclusively penal in its nature and relations—ex-

acted of him in the same sense in which it would other-

wise have been exacted of the sinner. We might regard

pardon as resulting from faith in that death as a satisfaction

to justice—and access to God as immediate and direct in

consequence of this historical fact as a past reality. The
principles here discussed would resolve the security of our
state into the covenant-faithfulness of God, without the

least insight into the manner in which it is actually made
available to the saints. All that we could say would be

that our debt has been paid—that justice no longer de-

mands our lives—that God has promised in consequence
of the Redeemer's death to receive us into favour—and
upon the ground of that death we might approach Him
ourselves and sue for mercy. This is all that could be
certainly collected from the general discussion of this

Epistle. But when we turn to that to the Hebrews, we
find a substitute indeed, and the substitute demanded by
the Epistle to the Romans—but that substitute is embodied
in a priest—we find a death—a penal death—a death
which is commensurate with the curse of the law—but it

is a death which is also a sacrifice—at once the result of

the operation of justice and of a free-will offering to God.
We find justification and pardon resolved ultimately mto
the obedience and death of Christ as past, historical facts,

but immediately due to relations sustained to Him as a
living person and Redeemer—and access to God ascribed

—

not so much to faith in His past achievements—as to His
present appearance for us in the holiest of all, and the

covenant-faithfulness of God is seen to be maintained
through the agency of Him who ever liveth to make in-

tercessions for us.
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The Epistle to the Hebrews may be regarded as a de-

tailed account of the method, m which the great law of

substitution has been actually applied, in the redemption
of our race. While the one to the Romans shows what
must needs be done in order to our salvation—the one to

the Hebrews shows how it has been done—and where the

arrangements have gone beyond the strict requisitions of

necessity, they are demonstrated to be the dictates at once
of mercy and wisdom. Priesthood is the perfection of

mediation. There is not a single circumstance which
distinguishes a priest from a general substitute which is

not significant—a proof of goodness—a fresh illustration

of the adaptation of redemption to the condition of its ob-

jects—not a single circumstance which distinguishes a sa-

crifice from the ordinary forms of death, that does not en-

hance the preciousness of the Saviour's work. The full

effect of this truth is lost upon most Christian minds,
through inattention to the distinctions in question. They
admire the goodness and adore the wisdom of God
in providing a substitute for the guilty, able to re-

concile the conflicting claims of justice and of grace

—

but apart from the adaptation of His person to the mighty
work, they see nothing upon which they are accustomed
to dwell as peculiarly indicative of the divine goodness.

They overlook the adaptation of His ofiice—they forget

that the manner in which He has accomplished the work
is as glorious as the matter— the how as sublime as the

what. The work as done, the person by whom—exhaust
their topicks of admiration and of praise, and they fail to

enter into those other motives of faith, devotion and thanks-

giving which are derived from the contemplation of the

office in its essential and distinguishing features. They
use the terms Priest and High Priest, and haveja ha-

bitual reference to the appearance of the Saviour in

the presence of God—but their High Priest is, after all,

but little more than an all-sufficient sponsor, and His
intercessions are regarded rather as acts of royalty than

sacerdotal pleas. It is amazing how little and sel-

dom we enter into those views of the death of the Re-
deemer, which spring from the consideration of it as a

real and proper sacrifice—how little we discriminate

betwixt a legal representative and a consecrated Priest

—
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betwixt Christ glorious in His kingdom awd eqcrally

glorious in the Holiest of all—betwixt even his trium-

phant ascension as a king and his passage as mtercessor,

not without blood, into the presence of God. As these

distinctions are evidently important—and the benefits of

that peculiar form of mediation to which the Saviour was
appointed are clearly explained by the apostle, it may be
well to show how much we have gained and how pre-

eminently God is glorified by this whole arrangement.

Let us, then, contemplate Jesus, not simply as the apostle,

but the High Priest, of our profession, and let us endeavor
to collect from the Scriptures the excellency and glory of

this species of mediation.

I. It deserves first to be remarked that those concep-

tions of the origin of salvation which are suggested by
substitution in its nakedest form, are rendered clearer

and more impressive by the fact, that the substitute is also

a Priest. The appointment of any representative is an
act of grace—redemption, no matter how achieved, is the

offspring of mercy. The justice which connects punish-

ment.with guilt attaches the penalty to the person of the

offender—and though it is capable of being satisfied by
vicarious sufterings, it is the prerogative of the law-giver

to say, whether he will accept a substitute and transfer

his vengeance from the original transgressor to an inno-

cent but adequate sponsor. But this grace is more con-

spicuously displayed in the constitution of a Priest than
the designation of a simple surety. While, in either case,

the whole proceeding is of grace, there are, in the conse-

cration of a Priest, a solemnity of purpose and an absolute

sovereignty of will, which arrest attention and compel the

most thoughtless to acknowledge that it is the finger of

God. In considering the claims of a surety, all that

would seem to be important is his ability to pay the debt

he assumes. But in the case of a Priest this ability must
concur with other qualifications—the anxiety to secure

which is an additional proof of the mercy which pities

the condition of the lost. It is always an act of sove-

reign condescension to admit a substitute—but there is

nothing inconceivable in the supposition that the proposi-

tion to redeem the guilty might proceed from himself and
not from God—that he might volunteer his services—and
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so b§come the author of the scheme which dispenses sal-

vation to men. But the honour of Priesthood no man can
take to himself, but he that is called of God, as was Aaron.
Hence the apostle insists upon it that Christ glorified not
himself to be made an High Priest, but he that said unto
him—Thou art my Son, to day have I begotten thee. A
Priest is a solemn minister of religion—the channel
through which all worship is conducted—the organ
of all communications betwixt Grod and the people. This
august agency none can assume without the authority of
God. So awful and momentous is this office—which
really collects the prayers and praises and thanksgivings

of a world into a single person—which centres the hopes
of mankind upon the conduct of a single individual

throughout all ages; so tremendous is this responsibility

and so sublime the honour, that it would be the climax of
presumption, on the part of any one, to propose that it

should be oonceded to him. It belongs to God and to God
alone to designate a Priest. The idea of a mediatorial

worship, conducted by a permanent and glorious minis-

ter, and so conducted as to strengthen the ties of personal

obligation, is an idea which could only originate in the

mind of the Deityr—and there were an evident fitness and
propriety in the solemnity and grandeur attached to the

appointment of Jesus to this office, when he was conse

crated not without an oath. A scheme which contem-
plates an arrangement of this sort bears stamped upon it

the strongest impress of grace. It sprang from the bosom
of God.—it was mercy which conceived the purpose of
salvation—mercy which accepted the substitute, and mer-

cy upon mercy, the exuberance of grace, which made that

substitute a Priest. This last feature makes it little less

than blasphemy to imagine that redemption could have
any other source but the bosom of the Almighty. It is a
Divine plan.

The acceptance of any substitute on the part of the

Deity, contains an implied pledge that he was adequate

to the task. We can scarcely conceive without horror,

that a Being of infinite benevolence should subject the

innocent, however willing he might be to undergo the

torture, to unspeakable sufferings, when it was known be-

forehand that they would be incompetent to redeem the
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guilty. God, we may rest assured, would never take a
surety who was unable to pay. But the guarantee aris-

ing from the Divine character, that an accepted mediation

shall be sufficient, is immensely strengthened when the

substitute is considered as not only accepted hut proposed
by God—and set apart to his work with a solemnity of

installation, which would seem to throw the most awful
imputation upon the Divine veracity, if the sacrifice

should fail to be adequate. Can we, for a moment, indulge

the suspicion that Jesus shall not infallibly save every
sinner who applies to Him—when He has been solemnly
appointed to this office by the oath of God ? Was that

oath an idle flourish—a mere mockery of our woe—or

was it not rather a proclamation to all the intelligent uni-

verse, that the scheme of redemption should be as stable

as the eternal throne—the Priesthood of Jesus as incapa-

ble of disappointing our hopes as God of ceasing to be ?

This designation of Jesus to the Priesthood was the sole

ground of security to the ancient saints. The great work
was only in prospect—it stood in the counsel of God^—
and a§ the strength of Israel was not a man that He
should lie, nor the Son of man that He should repent, the

Patriarchs and Prophets looked with steadfast hearts to

the great events which are matters of history to us. And
these all, having obtained a good report through faith, re-

ceived not the promise, God having provided some better

thing for us, that they without us should not be made
perfect. Such is the strong consolation which the oath
of God is suited to impart to the heirs of His Grace

—

that if nothing more were known of the economy of

Redemption than that it depended upon a Priesthood
appointed by Himself, and consecrated with the solemni-
ty of this awful sanction, this would be sufficient to es-

tablish their hearts. They would feel that the scheme
could not fail—that the Glory of God was so deeply con-
cerned in its success that Heaven and earth might sooner
pass away, than a single sinner fall short of Salvation
who had fled for refuge to the hope set before him. Such
impressiveness could not be imparted to the acceptance
of a substiiute—or even the selection of a mere represen-

tative. The forms of inauguration—the awful rites of
consecration—the proofs of love and of confidence im-
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plied in the delegation of so imposing a trust, these must
all be wanting, and strip the transaction of whatever at-

tractions they are fitted to give it upon a sinner's regard.

No form of mediation could beforehand so deeply pledge
the Deity to its success, as that which turns upon an of-

fice to which God alone is competent to call. In making
it His prerogative to glorify him who shall be clothed
with the Priesthood, we make it absolutely certain that
he who is so honoured shall glorify God in the wisdom of
the choice. 'piwm. j^m^mm:m-<^:>i

As in every instance of substitution, the free arid cor-

dial acquiescence of the substitute is indispensable to the

success of the arrangement, it is a favourable circum-
stance when the form of mediation can be made conspic-

uously to display it. ^is consent should not only bo
presumed, but known. It should be patent and manifest
in the whole transaction. There would be an appearance
of hardship, if not of injustice, in a proceeding which
should doom the innocent to suffer in the place of the

guilty, without the concurrence of their own wills. If arbi-

trarily done, it would be flagrant and intolerable tyran-

ny—if done from high and solemn considerations of pub-
lick policy, it would impeach the wisdom of an adminisr

tration, which had been so imperfectly digested as to de-

mand an occasional departure from distributive justice,

an occasional disregard of personal worth or delinquency,

in order to answer its proper ends. If the scheme of Re-
demption, however, proposed Jesus to His people as only

a legal substitute, though His consent might be easily

collected from the circumstances of the case, yet it would
not be conspicuous from the nature and progress of the

work. Still less could it be seen, that His consent was
the spontaneous movement of His own heart, rather than
a pious submission to the will of God, with whom the

scheme must originate. But when he is announced as a
Priest all difficulty vanishes. He must delight in the

work—the offering which he brings must be a free-will

offering, or it could be no offering at all. If the victim

laid upon the altar were not fully and cordially surren^

dered to God, the external act were hypocrisy, and the

whole service a mockery. Wherefore when he cometh
into the world, he saith, sacrifice and offering thou didst
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not desire ; mine ears hast thou opened—burnt-offering

and sin-offering hast thou not required. Then said I, lo

I come—in the vokime of the book it is written of me—

I

dehght to do thy will, oh my God.
Among the qualifications indispensable to a Priest,

next to his having somewhat to offer, nothing is more
earnestly insisted on by the Apostle than a sympathizing
nature. He must feel a real solicitude in the objects of

his care. He must be one that can have compassion on
the ignorant, and on them that are out of the way. He
is not to bring his sacrifice with a cold and repulsive sense

of duty—nor from abstract regards to the dignity or glory

of the deed—but he must be governed by a real philan-

thropy—he must have love and pity in his heart—he
must weep for the transgressor while he makes atonement
for the guilt. As he is a mediator betwixt God and men,
he must combine in his person the apparently incompaii«

ble elements of zeal for the Divine glory and affection for

the souls of men. He must love the Lord his God, and
maintain the integrity of His throne—while He commis-
serates the condition of the lost, and would rescue them
from their melancholy doom. He must have a brother's

heart while he vindicates the decree of eternal justice. It

is this zeal for God and man—this admirable blending of

piety and philanthropy, which renders it certain that a
Priest must always rejoice in his work. This is a quali-

fication which he must have—it is of the essence of the

office—and if at any period in the progress of his work,
he should fail to possess or evince it, his acts cease to be
sacerdotal—they become sacrilegious—the offering of

strange fire upon the altar. This consideration puts it

beyond doubt—beyond the possibility even of suspicion,

that the substitution of the Saviour was the result of
" a momentary enthusiasm, a sudden impulse of heroick

feeling, which prompted him in the ardour of the mo-
ment, to make a sacrifice of which, on cool deliberation,

he repented." The very nature of the Priesthood de-

mands that the spirit of sublime devotion to God, and
heroick self sacrifice for man, which first secured his con-

sent to the enterprize, should animate him at every step

in his history, and sanctify every function of his office.

—

He is not to be the passive recipient of ill. As a Priest

"
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he must act—there are things to be done even in the en-
durance of the curse—and his whole heart must burn
with piety and compassion, while he bears the sins of the ^

world in his own body on the tree. The lofty and god-
like motives which induced the Redeemer, in the counsels
of eternity, before the morning stars had yet sung together,

or the sons of God shouted for joy, to become the lamb to

be slain, must have continued to operate with undimin-
ished intensity, or the prerogatives and glory of his office

had been forfeited. The Priestly spirit must have con-

tinued to dwell and to reign in his heart, or the Priestly

robes would have been taken from his shoulders. He
must have been as free, as cordial, as delighted, when he
uttered the cry of lamentation and woe upon the cross,

which shook the earth and staitled the dead, as when at

the glorious suggestion of the scheme, he uttered the lan-

guage, Lo, I come. As the work of a Priest, it is stamp-
ed upon the whole process of Redemption that the sub-

stitute gave his consent—that his self-devotion was spon-
taneous and free—the execution of a settled purpose, to

which he was impelled by no constraining influence of

the Divirie will—by no transitory fervours of enthusi-

asm—no martyr impulse of the moment—that he deUght-

ed in the work—it was his meat and drink—he felt it to

be an honour and not a hardship—its successful achieve-

ment a crown of glory, and not a triumph over cruelty.

This single consideration, that it displays so conspicuous-

ly the freeness of the Saviour's mediation, is itself a suf-

ficient vindication of the wisdom and fitness of a Priest-

hood. It shows that our felicity has not been purchased
at the expense of the rights of another—and though there

was an immense cost of suffering and of blood, it was
never for a moment begrudged—never for a moment sus-

tained with reluctance. We have no occasion for regrets

that the blessings which we enjoy have been put into our

hands by cruelty, injustice, or even harshness and severity

to others. They are the free gifts of that sublimest of all

spirits—the spirit of a Priest.

It is obvious from the preceding train of remark, that

all those views of the origin and success of the scheme
of Redemption, which the general idea of substitution

naturally suggests, are rendered more striking and im-
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pressive by the peculiarities of Priesthood. If legal sub-

stitution involves a dispensation with the primary requi-

sition of the law—which attaches punishment to the

person of the offender—which proves that the substitute

must be appointed by God—the necessity of this inference

is immensely enhanced, when that substitute sustains an
office which absolutely demands a vocation from above.

The proposition to suffer might originate from a competent
sponsor—the proposition to be a Priest could not be made
without blasphemy—and any scheme which comprehends
the functions of a real and proper Priesthood, can spring

from no other source but the bosom of God. If the ac-

ceptance of a substitute carries a presumption that his

proffered mediation must be successful, this presumption
is magnified into certainty, when the substitute is not

only accepted but appointed by God, and invested with
an office which requires a formal and solemn inaugura-
tion. The presumption in the one case arises from the

general principle that whatever means are appointed of

God must be efficacious—but the certainty in the latter

arises^fVom the awful sanctity of the oath with which the

Son was declared to be a Priest forever after the order of

Melchezidek.

If the consent of the substitute must, in every instance,

be presumed— the righteousness of the procedure depend-
ing upon his concurrence—it is obviously important that

it should be open and palpable
;
and this result is efliectu-

ally attained by an arrangement, which could not subsist

a moment longer than the consent of the substitute is

given. The Priestly spirit, which is essential to the

Priestly office, exacts delight in the work—and all sacer-

dotal functions would behove to be suspended when the

Priest failed in the spirit of his vocation. The joy of the

Mediator in the work, therefore, and the vindication of

God from all suspicion of cruelty, injustice, or severity, is

complete and triumphant when the Saviour's death is

made a sacrifice—a freewill offering to God. But though
these considerations are not without their value in illus-

trating the Divine wisdom and goodness, yet we are far

from supposing that they constitute the peculiar advanta-
ges of sacerdotal mediation. The pre-eminent importance
of the office is rather to be sought in the light which it
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throws upon Redemption as a work achieved—and in the

arrangements which it makes for the successful applica-

tion of its blessings to the heirs of the promise. It is

precisely the scheme in which the provisions of the Gos-
pel most conspicuously display the glory of God, and are
best adapted to conciliate regard, and to inspire confidence
and hope. Grace is here seen to be a remedy without
the disgust which remedies usually create—it is rendered
attractive to all who know their disease and appreciate

their danger, and administers strong consolation under
circumstances in which no other arrangement could save
from the encroachments of despair.- v ? i; v ^': >

'

II. When we contemplate the death of (!!Jhrist as sim-

ply the death of a substitute, we see in it nothing more
than a full satisfaction to the claims of justice. The
sponsor pays the debt, and pays it cheerfully—the legal

representative endures the curse which others had incur-

red, and falls beneath the sword which the guilt of others

had drawn from its scabbard. It is a transaction of law
and government—the infliction of a judicial sentence.

—

Though ii is implied that the substitute approves the equity

of the law under which he suflfers—and is prepared to vin-

dicate the Divine conduct from the charge of unredsonable

rigour ; though the justice of the whole transaction is as-

sumed—yet when it is represented as simply the opera-

tion of justice, much of its moral grandeur and impres-

siveness is lost. We see in the substitute a victim to his

own generosity—and considered exclusively in this light,

there are probably few men who have not had occasion

to fortify their minds against a momentary impression of

unrelenting severity, by appealing to those awful attributes

of God, which make atonement the exclusive channel of

mercy to the guilty. We must go beyond the event to

its principle and causes before we can be at ease, when
we survey the sufferings of Jesus of Nazareth. He is

felt to be a passive victim of Divine wrath- -he bares his

bosom to the stroke—he receives the storm which beats in

violence and fury—he simply, in other words, stands and
endures—while God, and God in His most terrible forms of

manifestation, is the sole agent in the case.

Widely different is the impression which is made when
the transaction is contemplated in its true light. There

Vol. III.—No. 4. 79
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is no room for the remotest suspicion of inexorable rigour

—

when Jesus is seen to be a Priest—His death a sacrifice

—

and the whole transaction an august and glorious act of

worship. The position of Jesus is sublime when stand-

ing before the altar—He confesses the guilt of His breth-

ren—adores the justice which dooms them to woe—and
almost exacts from God as the condition of His own love

—

that justice should not slacken nor abate. That prayer

of confession—that assumption of guilt—that clear ac-

knowledgment of what truth and righteousness demand,
makes us feel that God must strike—that the edict must
go forth—awake, oh sword, against my shepherd and the

man that is my fellow, saith the Lord of Hpsts. Still sub-

limer is His position, when with profound adoration of the

Divine character, by His own proper act—his own spontan-

eous movement—he lays his life upon the altar, virtually

saying : take it—it ought to be taken— let the fire ofjustice

consume it—better, ten thousand times better that this

should be than that the throne of the eternal should be tar-

nished by an effeminate pity. We feel that death is not so

much a penalty inflicted as an offering accepted. We feel

that God is glorious, that the law is glorious in the whole
transaction, because Christ glorifies them. He lays down
His life of Himself—it is His own choice to die rather than
that man should perish, or the Divine government be insul-

ted with impunity—and though when the offering was ac-

cepted, justice inflicted upon Him the full penalty of the

law—though the fire which consumed the victim was the
curse in its whole extent, yet as it was an act of worship
to provide it, and especially as that victim was Himself,
every groan and pang—every exclamation of agony,
amazement, and horror, was a homage to God which, in

itself considered, the Priest felt it glorious to render. And
if Jesus in all the extremity of His passion, proclaimed to

the universe what from the nature of Priesthood He must
have proclaimed—that the whole transaction was a ground
on which God was adored by Him -that His Father was
never dearer—-never more truly God in His sight than
when he accepted the sacrifice of Himself—and ought to

be adored by all, the sublimity of the principles involved,

and the interest of Jesus in them, are a perfect vindication

from every illiberal suspicion. There is something to our
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minds inexpressibly sublime when we contemplate the

scheme of Redemption as accomplished by an act of wor-
ship—when we look upon Jesus not as a passive recipient

of woes—the unresisting victim of law—but as a minister
of religion, conducting its services in the presence of an-
gels and men, upon an emergency which seemed to cover
the earth with darkness. Our world becomes the outer

Court of a sanctuary—where a sacrifice is to be offered

in which the Priest and the victim are alike the wonder
of the universe—in which the worship which is rendered
leaves it doubtful whether the Deity is more glorious in

his justice or his grace. In this aspect, the satisfaction of

Jesus is not merely the ground upon which others are at

liberty to approach and adore the Divine perfections, it is

itself a prayer uttered by the lips of one whose deeds
were words—a hymn of praise chanted by Him whose
songs were the inspiration of holiness and truth. Every
proud imagination is rebuked—every insinuation against

the character of God is felt to be a shame to us—every
disposition to cavil or condemn is consigned to infamy,
when we remember that the whole work of Jesus was a
solemn service of religion, as well that by which He
descended into the grave, as that by which He passed
through the Heavens into the holiest of all. He was a
Priest in His death—a Priest in His Resurrection—a Priest

in His ascension. He worshipped God in laying His life

upon the altar—He worshipped Him in taking it again

—

and it was an act of worship by which He entered with
His blood in, the very presence of the highest to intercede

for the saints. It was religion in Jesus to die—to rise

—

to reign, as it is religion in us to believe in these great
events of His history.

Here, then, is an incalculable advantage of Priesthood
;

while it makes the passion of the Redeemer a full and
perfect satisfaction of Divine justice, and so lays an ade-

quate foundation of pardon, it vindicates the Divine glo-

ry in every step of the proceeding, by making every step

an act of adoration and praise. It makes the Saviour
adore the Father in His death—makes that very death
an offering of praise—redemption itself a mighty prayer,

and throws the sanctities and solemnities of worship

—

and worship on the part of one who knew what was th^

/

%
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proper ground of worship-around all the stages in the
developement of the economy of grace. This seems to

us to be the very climax of wisdom. It was glorious to

have provided a substitute who should be able to bear
our sins in his own body upon the tree—to have devised

a scheme by which the conflicting claims of mercy and
justice should be adjusted and harmonized, hy which
God could be just, and, at the same time, the justifier of
those who believe in Jesus—but it was the very perfection

of wisdom to have executed this scheme so that the in-

tensest sufferings should have produced only a deeper

impression of the Divine glory and of the excellence and
value of the Divine law. Surely in this arrangement
the law is magnified and made honourable. .^ •

2. Another circumstance which illustrates the impor-

tance of sacerdotal mediation, is the provision which it

makes for the application of redemption to the heirs of the

promise. The discussion has often been agitated, which
precedes, faith or regeneration. On the one hand it has
been maintained, and successfully maintained, that faith

is a holy exercise, and necessarily supposes a change of

heart—and on the other, with equal truth, that a spiritual

nature is the work of the Holy Ghost, and He is vouch-
safed in His saving operations only to those who are en-

titled to the favour of God. They must be in Christ in

order to be recipients of saving grace—they must have
received that grace in order to be in Christ. There are

but two hypotheses by which this difficulty can be met
upon the scheme of simple substitution, and both of them
liable to insuperable objections. The one is the Aniino-

mian theory of eternal justification, which, as it makes
acceptance with God compatible with a state of sin, is

destructive of the interests of holiness ; the other is, the

theory of a change in the Divine mind, in relation to a

sinner, at a particular period of His history, which takes

place without any particular reason why it should be
affected then rather than at any other time. It is sup-

posed that the covenant of redemption included a promise

to the mediator, that at a given time in the history

of each, the heirs of the promise should be renewed
by the ISpirit and enabled to believe on the Saviour. The
actual communication of the Spirit is solely in virtue of
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that promise. Now if the sinner were not justified in the

justification of Christ, if, before the critical period arrives,

he is the object of Divine reprobation, what is to make
him less so after it has come? If there was that in his

character and relations to God which made it inconsistent

with the Divine perfections to impart to him tokens of
favour, the original promise has neither changed that
character nor those relations, and has, consequently, not
removed the inconsistency. The change towards him in

the Divine mind is purely arbitrary. If it should be said

that the work of Christ has laid the foundations of that

change, the reply is obvious, that at the given time, the
sinner's relations to that work are no nearer than they
were before- and if that be the cause of it, the change
must have occurred when Christ himself was justified.

These difficulties seem to be insuperable upon the hy-
pothesis of simple substitution. We must fall back upon
Aniinomian principles, or confess that the conversion of a
sinner is utterly inexplicable.

But when we take in the idea of Priesthood, the whole
difficulty vanishes. There is no need for asserting what
the scriptures every where deny, an eternal justification

—

or an actual justification in the resurrection of Christ, or

an arbitrary change in the feelings and sentiments of the
changeless God. The Spirit, in his first operations is im-
parted, not as a token of God's favour to the sinner, but
as a token of His regard to the great High Priest who
pleads before the throne. It is not that the sinner is ac-

cepted, but that Jesus is accepted. God looks only on
the great intercessor, and gives him power to give eternal

life to all whose names are on his breast-plate, and when,
in answer to these Divine intercessions, the Spirit is given
to Christ that Christ may give him to us—when in con-
sequence of that gift he decends, not from the father, but
from Christ to us, and unites us to Jesus—then God
looks upon us in the Redeemer and justifies us fn conse-

quence of that union. Here there is perfect harmony in

the whole plan,

3, Another immense advantage of a Priesthood is, that

it quickens and stimulates the devotion of the Church by
the assurance it inspires, that all true worship, however
imperfect or inadequate, shall infallibly be accepted and
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rewarded. Upon the scheme of simple substitution, the

approaches of a sinner to God would be immediate and
personal—he would go in his own name, depending for

acceptance upon a work which had already been perform-

ed—he would plead the promises which were suspended
upon it, and cast himself upon the unfailing faithfulness

of God. We are far from saying that this would not be a
sufficient ground of confidence and hope—but no man
that knows the deceitfulness of his heart, the depths of

iniquity within him—no man who feels his own vileness

and pollution, and appreciates, at the same time, the

transcendent holiness of God, could venture, without fear

and trembling, however supported by a covenant which
guarantees his acceptance, to come into the presence of

Him in whose sight the heavens are not clean, and who
charges the angels with folly. To talk of confidence

and boldness under such circumstances, would be sheer

madness. However we might be authorized to feel it,

we could not feel it. The awful holiness of God would
be like a consuming fire—an oppressive sense of unwor-
thiness and of immeasurable distance and separation

from ttie High and Holy One that inhabiteth eternity,

would arrest the prayer as it arose in the heart, and
check the confidence which atonement, as a past histori-

cal fact, was suited to inspire. We should say with the

Israelites, that we cannot speak with God. There must
be a mediator of prayer and praise, of all the exercises of

religious worship, as well as a mediator to purchase our
pardon. This is accomplished by a Priesthood. There
IS no direct and immediate approach to God. We come
before him only in the name of our Priest who attracts

us by community of nature, and who presents all our
worship for us before the Eternal throne. Our prayers

are not heard and received as oursy but as the prayers of
Jesus—our praises are not accepted as ours^ but as the
praises of Jesus. The imperfection which attaches to

our performances, our pollution and weakness and unbe-
lief, stop with the High Priest—His intercession and
atonement cover all defects, and we are faultless and
complete in Him. The prayer which reaches the ear of
the Almighty is from Him, and not from us, and must be
as prevalent as His worth. Here is our confidence, not
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that Jesus died, but that Jesus lives—that he is our in-

tercessor in the heavenly sanctuary, and there presents,

enforces, and sanctifies the religious worship of earth^

—

here is our confidence, that in the whole process of sal-

vation, God regards the Redeemer and not us, and deals

out blessings according to his estimate of Christ—here is

our confidence, that if any man sin, we have an advocate
with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous. What an
encouragement to prayer and praise ! And what thanks
shall we render unto God for adapting the marvellous
scheme of His grace, with such consummate wisdom, to

the wants and weaknesses of men. Seeing, then, that

we have a great High Priest that is passed into the

heavens, Jesus, the son of God, let us hold fast our, pro-

fession. For we have not an High Priest which cannot
be touched with the feeling of our infirmities : but was,
in all points, tempted like as we are, yet without sin. Let
us, therefore, come boldly unto the throne of grace, that

we may obtain mercy and find grace to help in time of
need. Having, therefore, brethren, boldness to enter into

the holiest by the blood of Jesus, by a new and living

way which he hath consecrated for us, through the vail,

that is to say, his flesh, and having an High Priest over
the House of God, let us draw near with a true heart, in

full assurance of faith. This approach to God, through
the mediation of a Priest, is one of the highest privileges

of the Gospel, and meets so completely a prime necessity

of nature, that where it is imperfectly understood, we are

disposed to make arrangements of our own which shall

answer the same end. All corrupt religions have an
order of Priests. They could maintain no hold upon the

people—they could not enlist the sympathies of the heart,

without some provision of the sort. It is the glory of the

Gospel that it has a Priest who can save to the uttermost

all that come unto God through him, who can sanctify

the meanest worshipper and consecrate the humblest offer-

ing. None need be afraid or ashamed, it is not they, but
he, who is accepted in the house of God. It was an an-
cient reproach of Christianity, both among Jews and
Gentiles, that it was a spiritual and personal worship,
without the intervention of either altar, temple or sacri-

fice. It had, indeed, no imposing ritual, no pomp of cere-

» '1
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mony, no gorgeous solemnities—all was simple and un-
pretending—^^its institutions were addressed to intelligence

and not to taste—to the heart instead of the fancy. Still

there was a temple in the Christian schepe, more august
and glorious than any which could be reared by hands-
it had an altar, a Priest, a victim, and a sacrifice, which
should forever abolish, through their transcendent effica-

cy, all other altars, all other Priests, all other victims,

however costly or imposing—it possessed, in perfection,

all those advantages of sacerdotal mediation which Ju-

daism and Paganism faintly adumbrated—and instead,

like them, of making its Priesthood subservient only, to

a vicarious religion, it secured the real worship of the

heart.

4. It deserves finally to be added that a mediation of

Priesthood is the form in which consolation is most ef-

fectually administered to the children of men. It is ne-

cessary to any substitute that he should be a kinsman of

our race—bone of our bone and flesh of our flesh. But
beside the possession of our nature free from the stain and
impurities of sin—nothing more is required for the pur-

poses of vicarious righteousness and penal expiation than
the consent of the substitute to undertake the task. If

he can die the death to which we are doomed, and is wil-

ling to sufler in our stead—he is a competent Redeemer.
But though this is all which is absolutely essential to le-

gal substitution, it is not all which the state and condi-

tion of men evince to be desirable. We want a redeemer
with a brother's heart as well as a brother's nature.

Though not indispensable to our safety, it is indispensa-

ble to our comfort, that our substitute should be touched
with a feeling of our infirmities—that he should be able

to bear our sorrows and carry our griefs. Now this exquisite

sympathy, which is one of the most powerful incentives

to faith and love, is essential to a Priest. Every High
Priest ordained for men must not only be a participant of

their nature, but must have compassion on the ignorant

and on them that are out of the way. He must enter

with sympathetic tenderness into all their temptations and
calamities—their fears and apprehensions—their cares

and sorrows. He must be prepared to pity and encourage

the weak—to comfort the weeper in the house of mourn-
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ing—to wipe the widow's tears—to hear the orphan's cries

—

10 lie down with the beggar upon his pallet of straw and
to watch with those to whom wearisome nights are ap-

pointed. He must be a friend in all those emergencies in

which friendship is our richest boon.

This qualification is found preeminently in Jesus.

Holy, harmless, undefiled and separate from sinners, he
possesses that absolute purity of nature in which the sen-

sibilities have lost none of their delicacy from the petrifying

influence of sin. Trained, too, by a protracted discipline in

the school of affliction, he knows the temptations of our
race, he knows what it is to weep—he knows the burden
of a heavy heart. It was, perhaps, one design of the va-

ried scenes of trial through which he passed, to give him that

experience of our state, which should call into the liveliest

exercise the exquisite sympathy of his soul. In generous
natures common troubles and afflictions have a tendency to

knit them together—it is only where the heart has been
seared by sin and inimersed in selfishness, that it can look

with indifference upon struggles of others similar to those

through which it has passed. The apostle assures us that

Jesus was tempted in all points as we are, that he might be

a merciful and faithful High Priest. And those who have
felt his presence in their trials can appreciate the priceless

value of his sympathy. He has gone before us through
every path of sorrow and we cannot utter a groan nor

heave a sigh which does not , go to his heart. His
pity for the guilty is as tender as his sympathy with
the saints. No language can express the intensity of

his compassion for those who in ignorance and folly dis-

regard the day of their merciful visitation and are heap-

ing up wrath against the day of wrath and revelation of

the righteous judgment of God. He has no pleasure in

their death—Oh Jerusalem—Jerusalem—thou that ston-

est the prophets and killest them that are sent unto thee,

how often would I have gathered thy children together,

even as a hen gathereth her chickens under her wings,

but ye would not. Daughters of Jerusalem, weep not for

me, but weep for yourselves land for your children. The
sublimest example of compassion which the world has

ever beheld was furnished by the Saviour in that memor-
able prayer—when " the clouds of wrath from heaven

YoL. iii.—No. 4. 80
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and from earth, pregnant with materials which nothing

but a Divine hand could have collected, were about to

discharge themselves on him in a deluge of agony and
blood," when insulted by men, abandoned by his friends,

mocked by his enemies—^jeered by devils and deserted by
God, he was about to expire in solitude and darkness

—

he could still for a moment, in the plenitude of his pity

—

forget these unspeakable calamities and pray for the

forgiveness of the remorseless agents of his death. This
was compasion like a God, And what an exquisite

spectacle of tenderness was that—when Jesus, on the

cross, just before the consummation of the last event that

should fulfil the predictions of ancient prophecy, consigned

his mother to the care of the belovec|,disciple. Surely such
an High Priest became us. In our waywardness and folly,

in our sins and temptations—in our murmurs and im-
patience, we should alienate any other friend but one like

him, that sticketh closer than a brother.

ARTICLE III. I
^- • • - V - • , ' k . . _, .„ \ „ I,.

ON THE ORIGIN OP THE NAME ASSYRIA.*—Gen. x : 10. 11.

The rendering of this passage in the common English
version, which makes Asshurthe builder of Nineveh, Re-
hoboth, Calah, and Resen, is objected to for the following
reasons

:

1. That it introduces Asshur, the son of Shem, before

his birth is mentioned, in verse 22d ; and, among the sons
of Ham.

2. That it gives " the beginning," of the kingdom of
Nimrod, and, without telling us of the completion of it,

as we should naturally expect, turns off our minds to ano-
ther person. The course of thought is interrupted. The
four cities mentioned in verses 11 and 12, would seem
naturally to form the completion of Nimrod's kingdom

;

and the counterpart of the four built in the land of Shinar.

This article presents an ingenious theory respecting the name, Assyria,
though we are not pi^epared to accede to its correctness.

'I i
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3. In the prophecy of Micah, v : 6, Assyria is called

"the land of Nimrod." . , . ;

Hence the marginal rendering " he went out into As-
syria," referring to Nimrod, is adopted by many of the
critics and learned men, such as Bochart, Faber, Hyde,
Marshman, Wells, the authors of the Universal History,

Hales, Rosen mueller, Gesenius, and others.* But it is

thought there are difficulties in the way of this, and others
are found to defend the text of the English version, which
is believed by them to follow the most obvious gramma-
tical construction. This latter class will derive the name
from Asshur, because he founded those cities mentioned
in verses 11 and 12, in that country; the former, because
he had previously gone there and settled, and it was
peopled mostly by his descendants. Now we see no ne-

cessity that the name of this country should be connect-

ed with the son of Shem, of the same name. Every man,
even in the origin of nations, need not have a country or

or nation named after him. And if it be admitted that

Asshur did not found those cities, which the text of our
Bibles ascribes to him, we see no evidence that he settled

in that land, or had any interest in it.t

We think we can show sufficient reasons for assigning

the name, from a different cause. The following is pro-

bably the true idea ; that Nimrod, intending to set up an
extensive, if not an universal empire, began to build cities

in the plain, low country of Shinar, about Babylon. Ba-
bel, Erach, Accad and Calneh, were the beginning of hia

kingdom. But this was not sufficient for his purpose

;

He would have both the mountains, and the plains, un-

der his sway. Accordingly, he went into the high moun-
tainous country, which is reached only by a considerable

ascent ; and strongly contrasted with the one where he
first began his magnificient schemes of building ; and
there he also founded Nineveh, &c. He had forecast of

policy to know that he must secure the strong holds of

the mountains.

This is the way the name Assyria first came into use.

Robinson's Calmet, Art. Assyria, p. 112.

tit would appear that Ham was to have Africa, but that many ofhis de-

scendants usurped a large part ofW. Asia.
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And let us see how a country might be so called from its

great geographical features, and physical aspect.

The word is from the root ashar, kindred with yashar,

to be straight, right ; then spoken of what is upright,

erect, from this comes the noun ash-shur, which literally

means a step ; and may be a step forward in space, or

upward, like a stair, as in English. Hence too the Chal-

dee ushsharnaj Ezra v : 3, for a wall, as being upright,

erect, and requiring steps like stairs to ascend it.*

It might then very easily and naturally be applied to

a country highly elevated ; the ascent to which was pre-

cipitous, like a wall, or high step. And let us remember that

ancient proper names either of persons or of places, were
not arbitrary, but given to mark some quality or circum-
stance of the person or place. This is the case even when
the name previously given to a person, is assigned to a
place in which he settles. Ham means, hot, and black,

according with the Southern regions, and those in Africa

where he and his posterity were located. So Aram the

son ofShem, meaning high, gave name to Syria, Highland,
as opposed to Canaan the Lowland. In the same way the

names given to other countries indicate their geographical
position, or something pertaining to them ; as that of Me-
sopotamia, lying between the Tigris and the Euphrates,
is Aram-aharaim, Syria of the two rivers. So Arabia is so
called from being arid and sterile. And why should not
Assyria likewise receive its appellation from something
peculiar to it? And what is the fact in regard to other
countries since of similar physical features? There are
the Highlands and Lowlands of Scotland.

And how is it with the elevated table lands of Northern
Asia ? Those vast plains that stretch from the wall of
China to the banks of the Dneister, possessing so many
singular characteristics ? They are terminated by moun-
tains, or, as on the borders of the Black Sea, by an abrupt
terrace, rising to a great height above the water. And it

is, we presume, from this circumstance, that they are so
commonly called " Steppes."^ And the same was the

* May it not be connected also with shur, a wall.—Gen. xlix : 22.

t Steppes of Southern Russia, American Eclectic, March 1842, pp. 230,
241.
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case undoubtedly with Assyria ; to which men went by
an ascent. Hos. viii : 9. " For they are gone up to Assy-

ria." Now modern discoveries in geography have thrown
great Hght on many passages of Scripture ; and they will

doubtless continue to do so. How then" will the facts in

this case, thus brought to light, suit the idea we have ad-

vanced 1 It is well known what kind of a country is that

about Babylon ; low, flat, and in many places marshy.
But if we leave there, and proceed by the very route that

the great founder of empires, and " mighty hunter before

the Lord," must have gone to reach the sight of Nineveh,
or the region of it, how shall we do it? /• jj:^';,^ •. x' VU*
A traveller in that country describes the pass througli

the Hamrine Hills, that consist of several ridges of sand-

stone rocks, extending far in the south-east, and in a
north-west direction. " From the Southern side, the coun-

try to Bagdat is entirely alluvial, and very fertile, com-
prising the districts of KhaUs and Khorasan, the richest

perhaps in the pachalic." :

Then we have a description of the pass of the Sugra-
mah,from Solymaneah into Lower Assyria, and the coun-
try around Babylon. This is, at the present day, one of

the most travelled routes between the upper and the lower
country. " The pass is very striking. The mountains
forming the boundary between Kurdistan and the plain

of Assyria, which extends to the Tigris, here/orm a line

running about south-east and north-west ; and are com-
posed ofmany strata of limestone, and calcareous conglo-

merate, with intervening beds of gravel and indurated
sandstone : one of these strata of enormouse size and
great height, rises on their north-east face ; and running
straight as a lifie for forty or fifty miles, perhaps, sepa-

rates them from the irregular valley in which we had
been travelling. Its crest rises thin and sharp ; and the

angle oj its dip is so near a right angle, and its face so

free from soil, that at a little distance you would take it for

an unbroken precipice ofsheer hard rock. Yet continuous

as it appears, the ledge is not unbroken. There are

gaps in several places, made by the streams that rise in

the range, and which have forced outlets for their wa-
ters. Before one of these we now stood, collecting our
forces, watering our horses, and tightening the bands of

our loads preparatory to grappling with the ascent which
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awaited us. The ledge or stratum I have mentioned, nar-

rowed to an apparent thickness of not many yards, and
shooting up at once, like a gigantic flag stone on end,

from the broken ground at its foot, had been shattered

and severed to an extent which above might be 100 yards

:

but beneath was only sufficient for the passage of the

stream. A bridge, under which the waters find their

way, and which affords to travellers the means of cross-

ing the boundary, unites the dissevered stratum, the

wounded sides of which rise in the most grotesque and
rugged forms to the height of several hundred feet. Just

beyond, other strata, divided in the same manner, but
with less prominent edges, rise in forms to the full as pic-

turesque.*

"The ascent occupied an hour and a half; and at

length we stood on the top, looking back on the one hand,

to the wild mountainous country we had passed ; on the

other, over the low lands we had yet to traverse before we
could reach the celebrated capital of the Caliphs."

Again this writer, speaking of the upper country, says
" frorn^ Jezirah westward to near Nisibin there are fels-

pathic plutonic rocks with a mean elevation of 1550 feet,

and which form a stoney wilderness, with little or no
cultivation. * * * The great plains of Northern Me-
sopotamia, from Orfa to Nisibin, and thence to the plain

east of Mosul, the site of the ancient Nineveh, have an
elevation of about 1300 feet, and are nearly of a uniform
level."t

Now these great prominent physical features of a coun-
try in general, remain the same from age to age ; and pro-

bably the traveller now finds them the same as when Nim-
rod 4000 years ago erected his cities, and fortresses, and
laid the foundations of great empires, that have risen,

flourished and passed away. There are the same moun-
tains, rivers, passes, valleys and plains. By these too,

the location and direction of the roads are determined.

And with such a population as has hitherto occupied that

country, they must remain the same. There is there no en-

terprise to lay down rail roads, to level the hills, or to tunnel

Fraser's Mesopotamia and Assyria, Family Library, vol. 157, pp. 212,
213. tibid. p. 294.
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the mountains. The habits of the people are fixed and
changeless as the laws of the Medes and Persians. A
vehicle of any description is scarcely ever seen; but all

the traveUing and transportation is upon the backs of
beasts of burden. The most frequented roads are mere
j)aths or tracks from pass to pass in the mountains ; from
ford to ford on the streams ; from fountain to fountain in
the deserts. . , - : y^ .,,

So Gen. 11 : i. when the first people journeyed from the
vicinity of Mt. Ararat, they are said to come from the east

to the land of Shinar, while a direct course would be al-

most exactly south. But a knowledge of the face of the
country and the direction of the mountain ranges explaijis

this. The intervening territory is so rugged, such a
mass of mountains, and so difficult to cross, that just as
the caravans of the present day are wont to do, they must
keep east, and then south, till they come right against
Babylon, on the same parallel with it, and then turn at al-

most a right angle west. A part of the region thus gone
around is Adiabene, that is, impossible to pass through.
" Such is now the daily route of caravans going from
Tabreez to Bagdat. They go south as far as Kerman-
shah ;

and then making almost a right angle, take a wes-
tern direction to Bagdat : thus making their journey 10
or 12 days longer than it would be were they to take the

more mountainous and difficult road by Solymaneah."*
Here then we see that men take the same route now as

when they left the Ark, and for the same reason, that ex-

ists permanently. And to show further, the fixedness of

roads in that part of the world, we will mention another
remarkable case from Dr. Robinson's Biblical Researches
in Palestine.t It was with him a great object of enquiry
when in that region, to find the site of the ancient Shiloh,

where the tabernacle was set up from the time of Joshua
to that of Samuel, about 300 years. He took the Bible

for his " guide book ;" and he found the place still called

Seilun, by following the definite direction given in Judges
xxi : 19, a place which is on the north side of Bethel, on
the east side of the highway that goeth up from Bethel to

Shechem, and on the south side of Lebonah."

* Robinson's Calmet, Art. Ararat. tVol.III.p..87.
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And how did Nimrod " go forth out of that land of
Babylon" into Assyria ? He must go directly north, bacJk

towards Ararat. And we have seen what kind of"moun-
tains he must cross, and what defiles he must pass
through to issue, yatsa, into that elevated table land of
western Asia, and with sufficient force and preparation to

construct four cities in quick succession. And we may
well suppose that to go on with all these works, would
require no little transportation, and frequent passing back
and forth from the cities built below. He would almost,

of course, ascend somewhere in the vicinity of the Tigris

on which Nineveh stood. And an inspection of the maps,
and a knowledge of the routes now taken, which are cer-

tainly no worse nor fewer in number than then, will

show us where he must have crossed the mountains, that

the traveller describes as a wall between the level coun-
try below, arid the highlands above. They run straight

as a line 40 or 50 miles, and continue on northwest, flank-

ing the Euphrates ;
with very few roads crossing them.

Most of the routes from about Babylon ascend near the

Tigris.;' the best passes will, of course, be selected
;
and

it seems that they are found only where some water
course has forced a way through, making a narrow, rocky
defile, steep and difficult to pass.

It might well be said of that bold adventurer and en-

terprizing builder, when he went to entrench himself in

the mountains, and passed such defiles as these, that he
mounted the steep ; ascended the steppe ; issued through
the wall. In fact the word Asshur, is not so foreign in

sense to the geological term Trap, derived from a Swe-
dish word meaning a step or stair. It is applied to rocks

that rise by strata, in the form of steps or a series of stairs.

They are found intersecting other rocks, like vertical

walls, which sometimes rise to a great height, and extend
many miles.*

That " gigantic flag stone set on end ;" that stratum
"that rises thin and sharp to a great height;" and nearly

at a right angle with the horizon, like "an unbroken pre-

cipice of sheer hard rock," extending 40 or 50 miles, along

the Hamrine Hills, may either be, or may rest upon a

* Bakcwell's Geology, Ed. 1833, pp. 127, 1-28, 133, 134.
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wall or dyke of Trap rock. And we know that there are

in that region volcanic ridges, basaltic, and other rocks of
igneous origin. The writer, above quoted, speaks of
" ranges of hills composed of chalk and capped with ba-

salt."* If this should prove to be the case, the applica-

tion of the name will appear more striking.

We shall also better understand the meaning of Gen.
ii. 14 :

" that is it, (Hiddekel,) which goeth toward the

east of Assyria." For the upper part of the Tigris lies

northeast of this dividing wall, and, after breaking through
it, that rivers runs eastwardly from it. The application

of the name Assyria, was at first to a region of limited

extent, lying between Media, Armenia, Mesopotamia, and
Babylonia : and afterwards, it comprehended the latter

two countries, and perhaps more. In Isa. vii. 20, and viii.

7, it is considered as extending to the Euphrates. In Gen.
XXV. 18, it seems to stand for the north country, or high-

lands generally. ' -

^.»

^.iARTICLE IV.

MISSIONARY ZEAL,

Tioelfth Annual Report ofthe Board ofForeign Missions

of the Presbyterian Churchy presented to the General
Assembly, May, 1 849.

Report of Executive Committee on Foreign Missions to

the Synod of South Carolina, Oct. 1849.

The term Missions expresses a sending forth, and Fo-
reign Missions a sending forth into foreign lands. This
is the general idea involved in these general terms. But,

as we employ these terms, they refer to a very special and
peculiar forth-putting—to the buddings forth of Christian

love, that hearenly exotic in this earthly clime. Our
theme is the spirit of Evangelical Propagandism ;—we in^

tend to write on Christian Missions to the Heathen.

* Page 396, and quere whether the name Hamrine be Heb. or kindred :

Ham, hot, and ri, rain, from ravah, to water, indicating volcanic agency.

Vol. III.—No. 4. 81
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In bringing this theme once more to the notice of our
readers, we lay it down as an obvious principle that what
is sentforth must first be. The waters which flow in any
stream will commonly be those which exist at the foun-

tain head. Evangelical propagandism implies the exis-

tence and possession of what is evangelical. God is love,

and accordingly God manifested his love by sending his

Son into the world. God is light, and accordingly Cnrist,

is come a light into the world. And why was life mani-
fested so that we have seen and bear witness of it, except

because that Eternal Life was with the Father, and was
accordingly manifested unto us 7 In like manner it is be-

cause all the sons of God are children of life, of light and
of love, that they are moved to communicate these bles-

sings to others. Faith must exist in the heart before it

can work by love in the outward conduct. And love must
shed its genial glow throughout the soul, before there can
be any acts of real piety towards God, or of true and pure

benevolence towards man. And immortal hope must
throw its radiance over all the darkness, and misery, and
weakness, of the present ; must make the promise of a di-

vine blessing on every effort, and the anticipations of rest

and reward hereafter, stimulate continually to new under-

takings and sweeten faith's work and love's labour, before

any man or any Church can begin the work of propagat-

ing the gospel in heathen lands, or beginning, prosecute

it to a successful issue.

We distinguish therefore at the outset, by its fountain
head, that stream whose gentle and delightful flow we
have undertaken to trace out. True Missionary zeal is

in every case heaven-born. It is in every case the effect

of the life of God in the soul of man. For, whatever in

us is to redound to his fflori/, must be the production of

his sovereign grace (ii. Corinthians, iv. 15;) whatever
brings man to God must come/rom God. For us, Christ

is Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending, the

author and the finisher. The river on whose swelling

floods we float and are impelled onwards, and whose full,

strong current is to bear us with all the saved, upwards
into the very haven of eternal rest and bliss, is one that

first proceeds out of the throne ofGod and of the Lamb

—

one that comes down from heaven, and therefore can rise
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back again and find its own level among the celestial

heights.

It follows obviously from this view of the nature of true

Missionary zeal, that it cannot belong to any but the true

children of God. The gospel never can, in the full and
perfect sense of the expression, be sent forth from any
Church, or by any individual, who has not the gospel ; as

that spring cannot pour out water which has no water.

This important statement may indeed very much reduce
our estimate of the value of Missionary subscriptions or

donations, where the individual gives money without
prayers, or gives more money than he pours forth earnest

and believing prayer. It may indeed diminish the satis-

faction with which we reckon up the Foreign Missionaries

of all the various Protestant Churches as being in number
about two thousand^ (rather more than all the Ministers

of our own Church in the United States) and the annual
Foreign Missionary contribution of the Protestant Church-
es as being two millions of dollars. But, on the other

hand it will help us to account for the slow progress of

the world's conversion. When the Son of man cometh,

shall he find faith on the earth?

We are bound therefore to maintain that no man and
no community can have any true Missionary zeal, unless

the truth of God, in its fundamental doctrines at least, ex-

ists in power and purity among them. Where else does

there exist any Foreign Missionary zeal, worthy of the

name? The commercial world is all alive with a zeal for

sending forth^ but only where there is a full equivalent

to be returned. Take, then, the votaries of human phi-

losophy, falsely so called—the disciples of the -various

schools of skepticism which successively arise and vainly
make their feeble onset upon the Bible, as the waves of
ocean idly dash themselves against a mountain of rock.

Where is their Missionary spirit? Why do they never go
and seek to penetrate with their flickering torches the
darkness ofpaganism? Miserable men ! They know their

light never could dissipate that darkness ; it is for the
gospel alone to accomplish the task. School after school
of unbelievers rises up and boasts and babbles wherever
Christianity has quickened the common intellect, but no
one school lives long enough to convert a single nation

;
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and never, since the world began, did any set of infidels

organize themselves and go on laboriously and persever-

ingly to propagate their opinions among the ignorant and
savage heathen. And who would undertake to speculate

about the probable results ofsuch Missionary labours, sup-

posing them undertaken and persevered in ? How long
would infidelity take to civilize and enlighten such a
group of barbarous islands in the South seas as Christian-

ity has regenerated in about thirty years? Nay rather let

us ask, what kind of a monster would be produced by
crossing Paganism with Infidelity 1

But leave open infidelity and take the concealed infidel-

ity of what is called liberal Christianity—a liberalism

which we rightly call infidel, just because while it profes-

ses to believe the Bible, it yet explains away or rejects

whatever its own reason does not approve. Now, where
do we find liberal Christianity sending forth its Mission-

aries to the heathen or to our own remote settlements ?

And how comes it that Unitarian ism, for example, is so

much like the vain skeptical philosophy just mentioned,

in confining itself to the broad green meadows, cleared

and made fertile by the gospel? Why does it follow

Christianity every where about, like a dim shadow ? The
simple answer is that this modified infidelity is a mere
shadow without substance—a mere negation, that could

not elbow its way any where by itself. It is a cold frir

gid system. It is like a dying man's heart which cannot
send any blood to the extremities—and can hardly keep
up even the central pulsations.

But what shall we say of the Missionary zeal of that

system which is the very Antipodes of liberal Christiani-

ty ? Popery is no frigid system. She is full of pulse and
passion ; has a large heart, and sends the warm blood

out to the remotest extremities of her mighty body. She
has her Missionaries and her converts in every part of the

world, and alone of all those boastful Churches, which
claim a visible universality—vindicates in some degree

her assumption 6f the title Catholic. But, though the

Church of Rome is full of zeal,* she has none of the true

* The Annals of the Propagation of the Faith, published at Lyons in

France, abound with Missionary reports. We subjoin some specimens

which well illustrate the zeal of Rome.
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Missionary spirit. And the reason is that she has not the

truth. Her mission is a mission of error and delusion.

Her propagandism is as different from that which we are

bound to cultivate, as darkness is from light. Her Mis-
sionary spirit takes its rise in no operation of the grace of
God, and accordingly, however large its fruits, they have
no direct tendency to promote the glory of God, txil ??iif>.

How far these remarks would apply to the Foreign
Missions of any of the Protestant Churches, must ofcourse

depend on the degrees of purity or impurity in which
they hold the truths of God. We can conceive of a su-

perstitious regard for the mode and an unscriptural view
of the subjects of Baptism, so engrossing the powers of

Father Esteve, writing to his superior from Shanghai, thus shows the man-
ner in which he secures the conversion ofthe Chinese.

Although, says he, conversions are not very numerous, they are daily of
more frequent occurrence. Since the commencement of this year, I have
baptized about one hundred and thirty adults. The month of Saint Joseph,
(the month of March,) has been most favorable to me ; there were but few
days in the month that I did not perform some baptism. On the eve of this

great feast of this great patron of China I had the happiness of offering to

him nine new clients, I desired to have added at least a dozen to present to

him uponthe'day itselfof his feast. In the Christian district, where I cele-

brated the holy mass, eight catechumens seemed to me worthy of admission
into the bosom ofthe church ; and in the district subsequently visited I found
three others well preparedj thus making eleven in all.—One flower was still

requisite for my boquet. Where was 1 to go seek for iti I did not know,
but St. Joseph well knew. There was in an obscure cabin, a poor pagan
child attacked with some unknown contagious disease ; he lay almost re-

duced to agony. This was the unfortunate creature upon whom St. Joseph
had deigned to cast a benevolent glance ; he further wished to open the gate

of heaven for this little leper. I was thrilled with joy when information

concerning him was conveyed to me. I found him in a truly deplorable

situation ; his body exhaled a fetid odor, and was encrusted all over fronj

head to foot.

This child had never heard our holy religion spoken of. I inquired of hin^

if he wished to believe in God. He immediately made an effort in order to

reply to me:—"Yes ; I wish it." "And do you wish to love him 1" "Yea,
I wish it." St. Joseph had already prepared him for the great grace which
he was about to receive. I instructed him and excited him to contrition, by
presenting to him the crucifix, which he wished to keep constantly pressed

against his lips. At the moment ofpouring the blessed water I was obliged

to pause for a short time, experiencing a difficulty in distinguishing the skin

from the ulcer. At length, having found upon the top of the head a small

spot which I was sure of, I baptized him, and gave him the name of Jo-

seph. The next day my little angel went to heaven to rejoin his good patron

;

how he must have thanked him !

My dozen was completed, but I wished for a thirteenth ; St. Joseph fur-

ther deigned to grant him to me. Having proceeded in another direction to a
sick Christian, I inquired whether there was any other pagan in danger of
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one man as to vitiate entirely his Missionary zeal, and
convert him into a mere apostle of delusion

;
or of an

equally superstitious notion of Ordination and both the

Sacraments, reducmg to a mere retailer of old wives' fa-

bles, another man who should have lifted upori high the

gospel and carried it before him like a blazing torch to

guide the poor Eastern Christians walking in dim twi-

light. We can conceive of Pelagian or Arminian errors

being transplanted into some heathen soil along with the

true gospel seed, to bring forth there the same dead fruit

which they have always produced in Christian lands
;

and a Protestant Mission may thus be actually employing
part of her strength in sowing, as it were, the fabled val-

death. I presently ascertained that there was in the vicinity a pagan, eigh-

ty years old, confined to her bed. I was informed that it was useless to go
near her ; for this very reason I hurried thither instantly. On my way I

met a little boy who was coming from the sick woman ; he assured me that

I had no hope, because her son, who usually went off to sell vegetables at

market, remained at home to obstruct my crossing the threshold. In order

to win him over completely, I paid him some pretty compliments, and asked
very humbly permission to see his mother. He not only allowed me, but
aided me^tb mstruct her, and when she could not well understand, he repeated
my words, vociferating with all his strength. This was necessary, for the

sick woman was rather deafof hearing, and there was no slight noise created

around us. The poor bamboo hut was rent in several places ; the inquisi-

tive bystanders enlarged the door in order to enter ; the little children every-

where the same, pushed aside the bamboos, in order to slip their heads
through the partition and view me at their ease. In vain did the old woman
cry out to them that she would go and beat them ; they laughed at her impo-
tent threats. 1 exhorted her as well as I could, to have patience, and, after

sufficiently instructing her, i baptized her, and conveyea to her the sacred
viaticum in presence of the pagans, who kept silence pretty well, thanks to

the reiterated injunctions of some good Christians.

The "Rev. Dr. Tituad, Apostolic-Missioner in Eastern Tonquin ,"

says :

—

In the parish which I had just administered, the chiefofthe canton, a man
of information and great fervor, undertook to evangelize the pagans and he
converted a considerable number. When we were in his village at Khienk-
he, he saw with me a small statue of the Blessed Virgin, which I had con-
veyed from France ; he was so much pleased with it that he wished to have
it at any cost. Afraid of displeasing him by a refusal, and, on the other

hand, not wishing to yield up my little statue, to which I was much attached,

I promised it to him on condition that he converted ten pagan houses, from
the head of the family to the smallest cliild. I thought he could never com-
pass it. Now, only one month and a half has elapsed since my conditions
were tendered and accepted ; and he, instead of ten families, has converted
twelve. You must therefore hasten to send me out another statue ; happy if

I can part with it at the same value

!

" Tn£ Reverend Father Clavdin, of the Society of Jesus" writing from
Tsong-ming, thus reports :

—
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ley of the Bohon Upas with henbane and nightshade.

But doubtless a more becoming and profitable employ-
ment of our powers of conception would be, to try and dis-

cover what can be the reason why we, who hold the truth

on all these points in greater purity than other Churches,
should fall behind some of those very Churches, or at

least should not exceed them, in point of zeal for propagat-

ing every where our purer doctrines. We shall perhaps
be compelled to allow, that if we understand some truths

better than they do, on the other hand they understand
some other truths better than we do; that if we hold in

more scriptnral simplicity some of the great doctrines of

Christ, they have better apprehended at least one of his

precepts. But on this subject we shall have more to say
afterwards.

That the truth as it is in Jesus,—the knowledge and
love of our Lord Jesus Christ,—constitutes the founda-

In order to affect more the heart of God, I only admit into its ranks pure,

innocent souls, still clad in their baptismal robe, and to whom our Lord
could not refuse anything. 1 have already completed the first company ; it

is composed of pagans baptized at the article of death. The majority of
these poor creatures had been abandoned by their parents and collected by
our Christians.

The faithful, being aware that ifthey would gratify the Father they should
announce to him that they have baptized pagan children upon the point of
death, commence actively engaging in sucn a good work. They are equal-

ly aware that it is an infallible means to have medals, and the value which
they attach to these pious objects, together with the indulgences which the

Holy See has very recently granted to those who procure the grace of bap-
tism for these little dying creatures, powerfully stimulate their zeal.

To day I baptized one whose father was fully determined to get rid of
him ; the mother was a little more humane, and gave notice to a Christian

who proceeded in search of him. By to-morrow he will be in heaven. In
the peninsula ofKremen you sometimes see men hawking a certain number
of these little children, whom they sell to the highest bidder, but always at a
cheap rate. A good virgin purchased three of them, and succeeded in bap-
tizing three others who were dying. Those whom she purchased cost her
one hundred and fifty sapees, that is to say about seven pence. After the

expiration of two or three days, there were six additional angels in heaven.

You can easily understand that I issued instruction to purchase all those

who might be found similarly circumstanced.

At the commencement of this fine month of May I had promised the

Blessed Virgin to offer her, at the end of the month, a boquet of spiritual

flowers of a new species, and which, I hope, will have been agreeable to her.

It was to be composed of thirty of these young innocents who go streught to

heaven. I was not deceived in my expectation; not a single flower was de-

ficient, I even was enabled to present them to our mother by the hands of
adults, also regenerated during the course of this month. Five of these

children died after their baptism."
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tion of the real missionary spirit, let us see brightly illus-

trated in Robert Murray McCheyne, a minister of the Free
Church of Scotland, who died about four years since.

—

He entered the ministry at twenty-one and laboured only
nine years. But his faith in the truth of the Gospel was
strong, and his heart beat high with love to the Saviour.

His ruling passion was this love, and as seeing the invisi-

ble and the eternal things close at hand, he was continu-

ally about his Master's business. He used to seal his let-

ters with a Sun going down behind the mountains, and
over it this motto, " The night cometh." Every day he
gave to Christ and the souls of men. To pray and to

search the word of God, and to plead with dying men
like a dying man,, these were the employments in which
his inward experience naturally led him to engage. It

was purely and simply out of the abundance of his heart

that he spake and acted. And he neither prayed nor
preached in vain. Not a communion season was held in

his Church in Dundee, without some new trophies to the

truth and grace of Christ, as McCheyne faithfully and
fervidly proclaimed it. And yet with all his zeal there

mingled no bitterness. That malign element which con-

verts the enthusiast into a fanatic has no necessary con-

nection with true and pure zeal for the truth of Christ.

—

Because love, as well as faith, is at the fountain-head of

the true Missionary Spirit, McCheyne's manner was al-

ways affectionate ; and when a brother-minister once told

him that he had that day been preaching from the awful
passage, " The wicked shall be turned into Hell," his lov-

ing soul melted within him, and he enquired with emo-
tion. " were vou able to preach it with tenderness ?" Oh
yes ! true missionary zeal is no stranger at Gcthsemane
or Calvary ! It fixes its eye habitually on the meek Sa-

viour who there agonized and died for sinners, and derives

its inspiration from the tender and subduing associations

which surround the Man of Sorrows and his work of

Redeeming Grace.

The second characteristic, by which we would distin-

guish the true Missionary Spirit, is constant aggressive-

ness. If it be true that a Church must needs be Evan-
gelical, in order to be truly Evangelistic, the converse of

s^ '
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the proposition is equally true, and a Church must be
Evangelistic in order to be Evangelical. The true Church
must aim at being universal ; not, of course, that she
may reign, but her King ; and that all mankind may
share her joys and blessnigs. As the living Spring can-
not repress, but must send forth its waters, so the Mis-
sionary Spirit will have egress. In every tree that hath
life, the sap must shoot upwards and outwards; and
whenever the sap ceases to shoot either in a whole tree,

or in one particular branch, or in one little twig, then we
know that to be a dead tree, or branch, or twig. So the

Church, or the individual that has the life of God in his

soul, must be earnest and aggressive in his warfare with
the Kingdom of the Devil. There is a fire in his bones.

The Spirit that is in him gives him no rest, except when
he is in action. He is one of that sort of men who, a
converted Chinese said, are needed to tell sinners of the

love of Christ, viz :
" men of hot hearts."

The unprofitable servant was condemned for hiding
his talent, because then it became almost the same as a
talent destroyed. What he had received was to be com-
municated to others

; it was to l)e used ; it was to be sent

forth. That servant was to play a missionary part with
the means entrusted to his charge—but he pursued the

contrary course. He shut it up and sent it not forth.

—

He buried it safe in the earth, as some professed Chris-

tians would bury the Gospel in their own hearts. He
might almost as well have cast it into the fire, or into the

sea

!

A chief excellency, then, of missionary zeal is that it

enlarges the Christian's soul, and sends his thoughts
abroad ; that it sets before the Church ihe whole of that

work she has to do, and then stirs up her desire.** to aim
at the doing of it. Because this zeal is of faith, it be-

lieves that the world shall be filled with the knowledge
of the Lord ; and therefore it expects and it works for

this delightful consummation. It feels a sympathy with
that love of Christ which the Redeemer has even now
for the far off Heathen that are to be given Him for His
inheritance, and those uttermost parts of the earth which
He is to receive for His possession. But in its going thus

outwards, it slights and neglects not one of the many ob-

VoL. iir.—No. 4. 82
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jects of distress which lie between its starting point and
the remotest terminus towards which it darts. The poor

and wretched all around us, the ignorant and debased
whom we call our Domestic Heathen, are not forgotten or

neglected by the Missionary Spirit, even when it overleaps

oceans and continents to reach unto distant pagan tribes.

A moral electricity, it goes out from its centre, is conduct-

ed everywhere along the chords of a common humanity,
and reaches the remotest members of the family of man,
and yet makes its influence equally felt at every interme-

diate point as it passes along.

How much the Scriptures speak of the enlarging of

the Church ! How often they compare the Church to an
army waging not a defensive but an aggressive war !

—

The world is a rebellious province which our Emmanuel
is subduing

;
or, it is Satan's Empire which our Prince is

overthrowing.

In what a spirit of aggressiveness was the Church of

Christ set up in the world !—when it boldly threw down
the gauntlet of defiance to every other system of religion

;

denounced them all as delusive and damnable ; oS'ered

no compromise to any one of them ; sought none of their

aid, but went forth to aggressive attacks upon them all,

throwing away its scabbard, and neither asking nor giving

any quarter.

How impressively did our Lord inculcate on His disci-

ples the most enlarged desires, when out of the six peti-

tions which He taught them to pray. He made three, and
those the first and foremost, to refer to the universal hal-

lowing of God's name, and the universal establishment
of His Kingdom, and the universal and complete accom-
phshment on earth of all His will

!

And what an aggressive energy of holy enterprise that

was, which prompted Paul to seek that he might " preach
in regions beyond, and not where Christ was named, so

that they should see to whom Jesus was not spoken of,

and they who had not heard should understand !"—(Rom.
XV. 20, 21, and 2 Cor. x. 16.) And that Minister is no
true successor of the Apostle Paul who seeks to lounge at

his ease among the cleared lands and cultivated fields

and green meadows of the Gospel, not having missionary

zeal enough to build except upon another man's founda-

.
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tion, nor heart enough to labour except in another man's
line of things made ready at his hand. Neither can that

Church be a true successor of early Christian Churches,
whose motto is to do nothing for strangers until all is

done which needs to be done among themselves. That
is surely a dead body which sends no warm blood out

out from the centre of pulsation ! True ChrisJian zeal is

aggressive. It goes forth not Only where it finds easy
vent, but if needful it forces a passage. It waits not for

sinners, at home or abroad, to come and ask for the Gos-
pel, but it goes and carries them the Gospel. . : . . , ,,

The only other characteristic of the true Missionary
Spirit, which we shall mention, is humble and patient
perseverance. .

^
'

" *

«

It is a spirit of humble perseverance, which values the

object sought at a very high price, but estimates its own
labour and toil at a very low one ; and which, therefore,

counts no pains which it can take too great to gam the

glorious end.

Dr. Chalmers well says,

" Any great moral change in the state of a country is the

achievement, not of one single arm, but the achievement of

many ; and though one man walking in the loftiness of his heart,

might like to engross all the fame of it, it will remain an impo-

tent speculation, unless thousands come forward to share the

fatigue of it among them all."

And he describes the ambitious man, as clouded and
misled by the bewildering glare which his fancy throws
around his own undertakings ; and as anxious to be the

sole creator of a magnificent erection, rather than an
humble contributor to it, among a thousand more as ne-

cessary and important as himself.

Now with all the earnestness and enlargedness and
aggressiveness of the real Missionary Spirit, there enters

into it nothing of what Chalmers here describes. That
selfish desire of greatness belongs naturally, in a greater

or less degree, to every man ;
but does not, like true mis-

sionary zeal, descend from above. It is earthly, sensual,

devilish, and into whatever operations it enters, it always
introduces with it " bitter envying and strife, confusion

and every evil work." The real spirit of missions makes
a man willing to be " lost to observation in the growing
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magnitude of the operations which snrround him," and
causes him to " rejoice even in his very insignificance, as

the fitting condition for o:.e to occupy, among the many
millions of the species to which he belongs." This spirit

makes him, who is called abroad, say thankfully, " unto

me, who am less than the least of all saints, is this grace

given, that I should preach among the Gentiles, the un-

searchable riches of Christ." This spirit makes him that

is not called to such a high honor, cheerful in doing the

humblest work at home
;
nay happy, like his Master be-

fore him, in publishing salvation even when hungry and
thirsty and weary to one poor woman by a well side.

A pleasing instance of this humility of real missionary

zeal is recorded in a late number of the Southern Metho-
dist (Quarterly, of that venerable man of God, Bishop
Asbury, of the Methodist Church in this country.

" On one of the Bishop's tours of visitation in 1788, on his

way to Charleston, he was passing through All-Saints Parish,

and found at a creek on his road a negro engaged in fishing.

—

While his horse was drinking, the Bishop entered into conver-

sation \ftth the fisherman. ' What is your name, my friend V—
* Punch sir.' ' Do you ever pray V ' No sir,' said Punch. With
this the Bishop alighted, fastened his horse, took his seat by the

side of Punch, and entered into conversation with him on the

subject of religion, explaining to him, in terms suited to his un-

derstanding, the main peculiarities of the Christian system.

Punch was sufficiently astonished at all this, but listened atten-

tively ;
and as the good Bishop sung the hymn,

* Plunged in a gulf of dark despair,'

and closed it with a short but fervent prayer, the poor negro's

tears came fast and free. This interview over, the Bishop bade
him an aflFectionate farewell, and resumed his journey, never ex-

pecting to see his face again.

" After the lapse of twenty years, however, when on one of his

latest visits to Charleston. Bishop Asbury was waited on by
Punch, who had obtained permission from his master to do so,

and had travelled seventy miles on foot for the purpose. How
touching must have been their second interview ! What a har-

vest had sprung from the handfuU of bread-seed cast upon the

waters I It appeared that the Bishop had no sooner left Punch
than he hasteLed homewards with

' The thoughts that wake,
To perish never*
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stirring within his soul. He began to practice upon the instruc-

tions of that memorable conversation. He found ' the knowl-
edge of salvation by the remission of sins,' after several days of
distress and earnest prayer. The change was too remarkable to

escape notice. His fellow-servants began to enquire into the

matter. Those were strange things which Punch had to tell

them. One and another resorted to his cabin to hear further

about these things. The interest spread, and many were brought
to the knowledge of God."

But real missionary zeal is patient and persevering as
well as humble. And this feature of it is the hardest of
all to be counterfeited. Men may claim to love God and
man, and to have their zeal roused by these motives

; ihey
may exhibit an enlarged and earnest and aggressive zeal

;

and we may not be able to show that in either of these two
points, their zeal differs from that which is real and genu-
ine. i3ut by their fruits ye shall know them. Years will

speak. If their missionary spirit be false, it cannot humbly
and patiently persevere. If it springs from mere bewild-

ering excitement, instead of sober reflection and the love

of Christ, a speedy paralysis will be its shameful termina-

tion. If it be the offspring of sense, instead of the child

of faith, it will die out l/ecause it gets no immediate re-

sults. If it have not its source in the warmest love and the

deepest veneration for the truth, and in the most implicit

confidence in that truth as the power of God and the wis-

dom of God, " the old familiar forms of daily duty will

soon become tiresome and disgusting, and every glittering

novelty will be greeted with delight." The old paths and
the old means which God has ordained, will soon be aban-
doned ;

and new schemes, *' brilliant amendments of God's
plan, mushroom institutions set up to regenerate the

world" will spring up on every hand, and "frantic crowds
will encircle each in it« turn, exclaiming, lo ! here, lo

!

there, is the kingdom of Heaven." But these will all

prove (what a late writer* terms them) " mere avenues of

human impatience—so many outlets of drainage from the

great current of Christian enterprise." Or, to use another

figure of the same writer, "they will all prove the mere
froth and scum produced by the fermenting leaveu of se-

In the Watchman and Observer.
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cret infidelity, which effervesces forth on the surface of

society." And when all human power and plans fade as

the flower, and wither as the grass, the only lasting and
truly efficacious means of advancing the welfare of our

race will be found to be the patient teaching and preaching

of the word of our God which standeth forever. And
the beauty of the Lord our God will be upon us, and He
will establish the work of our hands upon us only when
we are led by the real missionary spirit, the spirit of hum-
ble and patient persevering in the use of His own appoint-

ed means ; every man finding his proper post, and keeping

at it, willing to spend all the time that is necessaij in

clearing the ground and ploughing it, in sowing the seed

and harrowing it, before we expect to reap any harvest

;

discharging our daily duties amidst our daily distractions

and discouragements, and always doing God's work in

God's way, and in reliance on His all needful aid and
blessing.

If such be the leading features of real missionary zeal,

that is of course an entirely false view of the subject,

which ^ould limit the possession of it either to class or to

climate. This spirit depends not on place, but flourishes

at home as well as abroad. It is peculiar to no order of
Christian Ministers or of Christian men. It is a zeal

without which no one can fill becomingly or usefully any
station whatever in the Christian Church, or indeed with-

out some degree of it, be a Christian at all.

As to the question of the state of Foreign missionary
zeal in this Synod, (a question of great importance to all

our Churches, if there be any truth in the preceding pages
of this article,) the documents, named by us at the outset,

afford considerable information. We notice as points of
special interest the Juvenile contributions^ and those of

the colored people. The former (chiefly, however, from
one Church) amount to $296 24, a sum which we hold to

be prospectively of great magnitude and importance.

—

Every little donor or collector of this sum we deem an en-

listed soldier in the good cause of the Foreign propagation

of our faith; and in fact of every other benevolent or use-

ful undertaking. They may not all continue to be inter-

ested in these things ; they may abuse these and other
privileges and means of grace. But it is a good begin-

.
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ning for them. Would that every child of the Presbyte-

rian Church in South Carolina, were being similarly

trained up in the way in which we all ought to go, and
in which doubtless at their maturity they will by the still

louder calls of Divine Providence be called to walk.

The contributions of the coloured people amount to

about /br^y-/oMr dollars. These are the voluntary oller-

ings, for the most part, of slaves in South Carolina, in

behalf of the heathen ; and one-half of it is from one
little congregation of blacks in Charleston, where the

opportunity of throwing in their mite is regularly afford-

ed. We know that pastors, generally, do not take any
pains to gather up these fragments ; should they do so,

many baskets would surely be filled. The gifts now re-

ferred to, are a small specimen of the ability and cheerful

readiness of this people to communicate the rich bless-

ings of the gospel to their pagan brethren, whom God
has not so highly favoured. We repeat, whom God has
not so highly favoured ; for, in the face of all the bitter

and scornful defiunciations of slavery by the religious

press of the North, we maintain that this people have
reason to thank God that ever they were brought into

this land of bondage. Slavery has been, to all this

population, a door to civilization and Christianity. Only
those whose minds have been thrown into a state of

monomania can deny it. No christian negro at the

South, walking by faith instead of sight, but acknow-
ledges it. And hence, as they generally are able, (not-

withstanding the dreadful stories about slavery, told and
believed at the North,) so they are generally willing, to

aid in supporting the gospel at home and propagating it

abroad. We personally know of one female slave who,
out of the fruits of her own industry, brought, in the

most private and modest manner, to her minister, on two
occasions, four silver half dollars, and on another occa-

sion, sent him a five dollar bill ; because, as she express-

ed it, she " felt anxious to do something for those many
thousands who are going to perdition with no one to

point to them Jesus, as you faithfully and kindly point

him to us." And when this minister, fearful lest it miglit

be wrong for him thus to receive three foreign missionary

contributions, amounting to nine dollars, from one " poor
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down-trodden slave," waited on her mistress and slated

the circumstances, he was told it was all right—that

she was, especially since her experience of religion, both

a faithful servant in doing her mistress's work, and also

industrious in improving her own hours of time, so that

by tailoring and mantua-making, and baking of cakes

for sale, she accumulated, honestly and fairly, the means
of being charitable. And to this anecdote we will just

add another, concerning the same female slave, as illus-

trating the effects of sound religious instruction on the

negro mind. When applying for admission to the church,

she told, with great christian simplicity, as oue reason of

the hope that was in her, how, formerly, she sometimes
slighted her work ; but that now, whenever, in sweeping
her mistress's bed-chamber, she left one chair unmoved,
she found herself compelled to go back and move the

chair and sweep under it, because the eye of God, she

knew, was always upon her. Thus does the gospel

always put away "eye-service." Such is always the

effect of a lively sense of the presence of God, so truly

does trye faith always lead to good works.

In the report of the executive committee to the Synod of

South Carolina, we think there must be some mistake.

The committee "announce to the Synod, to the Church-
es and to the world." that in South Carolina, "a far

less amount has been collected for Foreign Missions, du-
ring this year, (ending Nov. 1849,) than the last, ihnre

being a diminution of $655 46." "At a meeting of the

Synod in October, 1848, your committee reported as

having been collected, from within the bounds of this

Synod, from October 1, 1847, till the same time in 1848,

the sum of $2525 10. During the same period, from
October 1, 1848, till October, 1849, there is reported from
the Treasury in New York, as received from all sources

within this Slate, the sum of $1869 64." But we find

in the twelfth annual report of the Board itself, in the

combined view of receipts from the different Synods, (p.

60 and 61) that for the year ending May, 1848, Souih
Carolina is credited with $2280 55 ; but for the year

ending May, 1849, with $2301 30, so that there probably

has been, instead of a great diminution, some little increase

in the Foreign Missionary contribution of our Synod.
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Indeed, we find that in the report of the Synod's Trea-
surer, which is appended by the committee to their report,

there is acknowledged as received by him, from Octoberj

1848, to May, 1849, the sum of $1423 75, and from May,
1849, to Nov. 10, 1849, the sum of $1022 21, making, to«

gether, the total of $2445 96, against a total of $2169 74
acknowledged in the Treasurer's preceding report. Now,
it is true, as the committee state in a note, that the last

account of the Treasurer embraces a period of about
thirteen months and a half, but surely $2445 for thirteen

months and a half, instead of being far less, is raher
more than $2169 for one year, /j .; w; .>*' ..; ^ -^

We have little confidence in statistics generally, yet as

we have our hand in, we will add, that we see no reason
to blush for our Synod in comparing her Foreign Mis-
sionary and her general benevolent contributions with
those of other Synods in this country. Taking, as the

basis of our calculations, the statistical reports of the

Presbyteries to the last General Assembly, and also the

synopsis of the Foreign Missionary Board's annual report

of receipts, lound on pages 60 and 61 of their report named
at the head of this article, we find, that in point of the

number of their communicants, their Foreign Missinna-

ry contributions^ and the sum total of all their benevolent

contributions together, the following table presents a just

comparisonof the Sypods of Albany, New York, New Jer-

sey, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Kentucky, and S. Carolina.

Albany,
New York,
New Jersey,

Philadelphia,

Cincinnati,

Kentucky,
S. Carolina,

Com.
8344
13305
18707
27344
9213
9292
8171

F. M.
$ 2681
13772
5968
13746
3330
3506
2381

General.

$16895
76313
36101
50201
15831
21680
12040

But it is to be observed here, that one of the largest

Presbyteries in South Carolina made no report to the last

General Assembly, of any of her contributions whatever.

Her Foreign Missionary contribution we derive from the

Board's synopsis, and it is included in the $2381 above

credited, but the $12040 in the other column, comes en-

tirely from the other three Presbyteries of this Synod,

Vol. III.—No. 4. S3
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which have, together, only 6722 communicants. It thus
appears, that while South Carolina is below all the other

Synods in her Foreign Missionary contribution, she is

above several of them in her benevolent contributions,

taken together.

The following table will shew the relative position of

these Synods, and also the average individual contribu-

tion of their communicants.
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siderable number of coloured members* from whom little

ought to be expected—considering these things, our North-
ern friends may be fairly said to have come short of our
standard.

But the Apostle tells us, "they are not wise who
compare themselves among themselves." The only pro-

per standard by which to measure our zeal is the stand-

ard God hath appointed—our resources and the present

calls of his providence. Very small, indeed, is the differ-

ence in favour of, or against, any of the parties we have
been comparing together—but alas ! how far they all alike

fall short, when, for a moment, measured by the right

rule. The Foreign Missionary Board present, on p. 62 of

their report, a classified view of the synopsis before refer-

red to, which is as follows: - -vi "' S>-f ->*< i f>( .'* If I. • i #J
i^ '* Mri^

CHURCHES.

The contributions from which
have not exceeded $ 1

Over $10 and not exceed-

ing $20
Over $20 and not exceed-

ing $50
Over $50 and not exceed-

ing $100
Over $100 and not exceed-

ing $300
Over $300 and not exceed-

ing $500
Over ' $500

fa
o

d
u
Pi
P
H

327

201

275

136

126

17

16

20929

17635

32883

23390

24719

4979
5537

H

W o

1549 30

2951 27

8836 14

9723 07

21374 30

6113 85
,16279 75

o
o
o

07i

16i

27

41J

86i'

1 23
2 94

The 3 Presbyteries in South Carolina above referred to report 1718 co-

lored members. Take 1 718 from 5722 and we have 4004 white communi-
cants, to whom is to be credited the sum of S12040 as the total of their ben-

evolent contributions. This gives an average individual contribution of $3,
which is more than that ofany ofthe other Synods named, NewYoik alone

cxeepted. So too, dividing among these i004: white communicants the sums
contributed for Foreign Missions in these three Presbyteries of our Synod,
gives an average individual contribution of 47 cents, which puts Sou^ Car-
olina third on the list.

di/

J
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Thus it appears, that of the 2612 Old School Presby-
terian Churches in this country, only 1098 give anything
at all ! There are 1414 Presbyterian Churches in Ameri-
ca which give nothing to save the Heathen ! And of those

which do contribute something, there are 327 Churches
which give not more than f 10 in a year, and this divi-

ded among their members makes an average contribution

of but 7\ cents ! While only 159 of all our Churches give

in a whole year upwards of f100 to this object.

It also appears from the Board's synopsis, that the

Presbytery of South Carolina in this Synod had only 5
Churches out of 43 which gave any thing last year to

this cause ! So, Bethel Presbytery has 22 Churches, of

which only 9 contributed last year ! So too, Harmony
has 25 Churches, of which only 12 gave any thing ! Such
is the melancholy account of our last year's zeal for Fo-
reign Missions, as manifested by our pecuniary contribu-

tions. As to zeal on the part of our young men for giv-

ing themselves to this work, alas ! we are at a still lower
point. There is indeed an alarming deficiency, through-

out the whole country, of candidates for the gospel minis-

try. 1*he compting house, the plantation, the professions

of law and medicine, and any and every other pursuit,

appear to have stronger attractions for the pious young
men of this day, than the office of Christ's ambassadors.
And all who love the gospel and the souls of men ought
to be earnest in praying the Lord of the harvest to thrust

out laborers into His harvest. In all the foreign field we
have only two representatives of this Synod—Mr. Wilson,
in Africa, and Mr. Way, in China ! And as for the candi-

dates for Foreign Mission service,i,we really do not know
of one at present in South Carolina. , ::

These humiliatmg statements speak for themselves ; we
leave them to their own operation on the reader's mind,
and proceed to enquire what excuse we have to offer for

our indifierence to the claims of this subject. Is there so

much to do at home, and are we doing so much at home,
that we cannot do any thing more abroad ? Are the hea-

then at home our excuse? What ! are we really doing so

much for them? Would it were true that these ignorant

and perishing souls were absorbing our time and our

means ! So far from our small and faint efforts on their
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behalf, standing in the way of oiir Foreign Missionary
zeal, the truth is, that all we do for them—their very pre-

sence among us, and their crying need of more provision

for their souls—all these things should be the means of

increasing our zeal in behalf of theforeign heathen. For,

ifany class of Christians in America ought to be, and might
be, zealous in sending the gospel to the foreign heathen, it

is we, slaveholding Christians, to whom divine providence
has committed them to us, that we may teach them
the gospel, and so their souls be saved, which otherwise

had perished ; committed them to us, that we may see for

ourselves what modified heathenism is, and that seeing

it, handling it, touching it every day, we may become
not indiflferent to it by familiarity, but on the contrary

distressed about it, and willing, nay anxious, to propagate

the blessed gospel to the utmost of our abilities every
where among men. ;

^ »
'-'

^ * l ^^^i? v ;^fj;r

One of the chief reasons of our want of Missionary
zeal, doubtless is the prevalence of a certain skepticism

among us, respecting the actual state and the certain pros-

pects of the heathen world. It is acknowledged by all,

that the Pagan nations are socially, intellectually and
morally degraded. But it is not so generally felt that

their degredation is the result of their own wilful aposta-

cy from God ; that they are responsible and guilty beings,

under the condemnation of the law of God, and in dan-
ger of eternal misery. Many look upon the heathen as

comparatively safe ; as indeed better off without than they
would be with the gospel. For they affirm that a bene-

volent God would not condemn such ignorant and help-

less creatures in the day of final retribution.

" Such views and feelings are at least latent in the minds of

many Christians. They are to be traced partly to a defective

view of the nature of human depravity, and partly to a morbid
state of the sensibilities, leading to superficial ideas of the bene-

volence of Crod."

But Presbyterians of the Old School are in the highest

degree inconsistent, if they doubt the accountability and
condemnation of the heathen. We believe they sinned

in Adam and fell with him ; and that they have added
to this original sin many actual transgressions of the law
of God written in their hearts. It ill becomes any of us,
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therefore, even secretly to indulge this skepticism, which
looks benevolent indeed, but whose actual operation is

to palsy the right arm of Christian exertion on behalf
of men exposed to everlasting misery. We may tax
our ingenuity to invent excuses for a want of becom-
ing zeal in this cause, and there is a fallen seraph stand-

ing close by to aid us ; but that one plain text will bring

us in guilty—that one simple and "feublime command

—

" Go ye into all the world and preach the gospel to every
creature; he that believeth shall be saved, and he that

believethnot shall be damned."
Ah ! we stand in need of the reviving and quickening

influences of the Holy Spirit ! The grand difficulty with
the Church is the want of more love and more faith, and
more heaven-born zeal! When the Son of man cometh
shall he find faith on the earth ? Are there any of us who
really do believe in heaven and in hell, in the cross and
in the crown? Are there any of us who really do believe

that He whose eyes are as a flame of fire will search for

the blood of lost souls in our skirts at the great day of

accounts?

vm^i,' Vi<h'
^ £ . «•

U^'^ J I rr\ -J. (,

ARTICLE y.

THE PRIMITIVE REVELATION OF A DIVINE AND INCAR-
NATE SAVIOUR, TRACED IN THE HISTORY AND

RITES OF BACCHUS.

The attention of the learned world is now very exten-

sively directed to the hidden recesses and deeply imbed-

ded contents of our globe, in the hope of discovering

mysteries of our world's history which have, until now,
been hidden from man. The same insatiable curiosity is

found giving energy to the most persevering efforts to re-

cover the knowledge which has been concealed for thou-

sands of years under the vail of hieroglyphical and other

ancient forms of writing, painting, and engraving.

These monumental witnesses have beeri reserved by
God, that " in these last times" He might make the very
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stones of the earth and the everlasting hills cry out

against the pantheistic atheism and scoffing incredulity

of the. age. So far they have been made nobly to assert

eternal Providence, and vindicate the ways ofGod to man

;

and as discoveries advance, such floods of light will, we
doubt not, be poured upon the Sacred volume as to make
it evident to the most blinded sceptic that it is far easier

for Heaven and earth to pass away, than for one jot or

tittle of all that God has said to remain unfulfilled.* ^ '^..^.i.

There is still another storehouse of stratified facts

which still remains in chaotic darkness, and from which
new and independent evidence will, we believe, be deriv-

ed to substantiate the claims of the Bible as being " all

Scripture"—all " written by holy men of God who spake
as they were moved by the Holy Ghost"—and all there-

fore given by inspiration. This treasury is the yet hid-

den and undisclosed mysteries of Pagan mythology, as it

has existed in every age and region of the earth. We
feel assured that in the deep strata of these mythological

fables, and rites, and sacrifices, there are remaining fossil

truths which, when dug out from their hard and slimy
beds, and cleaned and cleared of all surrounding incrus-

tations, will bring to light the great truths of primitive

Revelation,—the doctrines, the faith, the hopes, and the

consolations which lived in the hearts of the original

fathers of mankind, as they received them fresh and pure
from the Revelation of Heaven. ' . .

-
* ^r., ,.

.

A specimen of such fossil remains we will now produce,

and the real nature and amount of its evidence we will

attempt to unfold. This is none other than the rites and
worship of Bacchus, known as the son of Jupiter, and
whose festivals, called Orgies, Bacchanalia, or Dionysia,

were introduced from Egypt into Greece. These riles,

and the whole mythology of this riotous Deity, involving

as they do every species of revelry, indecency and de-

bauchery, might seem to be essentially contradictory to

anything pure, sacred, or Divine ;
and yet our object is

nothing less than to trace through them the elements of
the early prophecies concerning our Lord Jesus Christ.

There are many prophetical passages in the Old Tes-
tament, which all bear upon one grand point, and that is

the appearance of a mighty deliverer who should come to
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overthrow the kingdom of darkness, recover men from
moral and physical evil, and restore the age of primitive

peace and holiness. These vaticinations extend chronol-

ogically from the garden of Eden, through the patriarchal

and levitical dispensations, to the advent of Him ofwhom
they speak, and now extend to the second advent of the

same glorious Being, at the final dissolution of all things

by a fearful deluge of fire. To reveal and make known
this coming Redeemer, as the foundation of human hopes
and expectations, was the great end and object of the pa-

triarchal dispensation. The knowledge of the Divine
unity, the inculcation of morality, the illustration of the

Divine attributes, or any truths of natural theology,

which were already known, were wholly insufficient to

meet the wants of man's fallen condition. Men must
have understood the obvious and no doubt clearly ex-
plained meaning of the original promise concerning the

seed of the woman. This was made evident to them by
the visible manifestation of this voice of Jehovah—the

word or name of the Lord in the garden. This charac-

te|'^-the man Jehovah who spake with Abraham, wrest-

led with Jacob, and frequently appeared to the ancient

patriarchs—always manifested Himself in the outward
fashion as a man, and is ordinarily styled the angel or

messenger of- Jehovah.* By Him the institution of sac-

rifices was given to our first parents, and the language of

Eve makes it plain that she understood the promised seed
to be the Divine word or voice manifested in human
form ;t and the universal prevalence of sacrifices, as ex-

piatory and vicarious, proves also that the doctrine of

atonement, in its grand outlines, must have been made
known to our first parents.

The apostacy of Cain consisted in the rejection of this

atonement, and soon led among his descendants to open
and absolute infidelity, while the doctrine of the Divine

Redeemer was gradually merged into the astronomical

hero-worship. Every child would thus become in hope
and expectation, the incarnate Deity

;
and every man

who had been remarkable in life, be honoured as Divine

* See Faber's Horae Mosaicae, B. ii. sec. 1, ch. 2, &c, and Treatise on
Dispensations, vol. 1, p. 189, &c.

t Faber, do. p. 200.
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in death, and be considered as having been trarislafed to

Heaven. The sun. the moon, the planets, and the stars

were thus considered as the abodes of deities of wliich

they were represented as the bodies, and hence the com-
mon language in which these heavenly orbs are described

as incorruptible and immortal souls instinct with life.

—

Hero-worship and the worship of celestial bodies, which
has prevailed in India, Egypt, Greece, Italy, Britain, Scy-
thia, America, every where, must therefore have been
blended into one system previous to the dispersion at

Babel.

Hero-worship was grafted on the original promise of

an incarnate Redeemer, and as every remarkable man

—

Adam, Noah, and other eminent personages—had been so

regarded, the doctrine was established that the Divine
"Word had repeatedly manifested Himself in a human
figure, had been born an infant, and had permanently
dwelt among men for purposes of vengeance or reforma-

tion. The doctrine of an incarnate anthropomorphic
Deity, under the express title of " the Son of God," pre-

vailed in the Babylonish empire down to the time of Ne-
buchadnezzar, (see Dan. ii. 25;) and to this day the prin-

cipal God of China, Thibet, Siam, and other large Asiatic

districts, is devoutly believed to be born incarnate as an
infant in the person of the Dalai Lama. In Egypt the

same doctrine prevailed, only that a bull was substituted

for an infant. There are, however, recorded instances,

even among the Egyptians, of human incarnations. The
claims of Alexander, of Antony and Cleopatra, and of

the Roman Emperors generally, even before their imag-
ined apotheosis, are illustrations of the same doctrine.

—

Similar also are the Avatars of Hindostan, in which a
God—who is sometimes depicted treading on a serpent,

while the serpent is in the act of biting his heel,—suc-

cessively descends to earth in a human or semi-human
form. Thus also we find Paul and Barnabas, at Lystra,

taken for incarnate manifestations of Mercury and Jupiter.

But still further, this primeval promise is found pre-

served more wonderfully in the belief that these incarna-

tions of the Deity should be, and had been, Virgin-born.

A Virgin-birth is ascribed to the oriental Buddha, to the

Chinese Fo-hi, to the Egyptian Phtha, to the Aztack Mex-
VoL. III.—No. 4. 84
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tili in Mexico, to the classical Mars and Perseus, and even
recently to tlie Tartar Zenghis. This idea prevails gen-
erally throughout the east, where the source of this idea

is traced up to a prophecy delivered thousands of years

ago.

" The followers of Btiddha," says the Asiatic Researches,*
" unanimously declare that his incarnation in the womb of a
Virgin was foretold several thousand years, though some say one
thousand only, before it came to pass. Divines in India declare

that the surest proof of the Divine mission of an Avatar is his

coming being foretold ; that prophecies concerning a Saviour

are often repeated, some very plain, and others rather obscure

;

that they are, in short, one of the fundamental supports of their

religion. It is declared in the Vicrama-Charitra, that the birth

of a Divine child from a Virgin had been foretold one thousand
years before it happened, nay some say two thousand The
time of his birth is thus ascertained from the Cumarica-Chanda,

a portion of the ScandaPurana. When three thousand and one
hundred years of the Cali Yuja are elapsed, then Saca will ap-

pear and remove wretchedness and misery from the world. Saca
is the .title of the Virgin-born Buddha. Whenever, it is added,

the Deity condescends to be born of woman, the person is one,

but there are two natures. To this distinction we must care-

fully attend, in order to reconcile many seeming contradictions

in the Puranas ;
and more particularly so with respect to Vaivas-

wata and Satyavrata, who are acknowledged to be but one per-

son. The Divine nature is an emanation of Vishnou in his

character of the sun ; and Satyavrata is the human nature.

—

These two natures often act independently of each other, and
may exist at the same time in different places."

We might pursue the subject by showing how even the

part of this earlv prophecy relating to the atoning suffer-

ings and death of this great incarnate Redeemer has been
as strikingly preserved,! as in the fable of Prometheus and
Hercules, but we pass on to illustrate even in the fabulous

legends of Bacchus the preservation, amid the most griev-

ous perversion, of primeval Messianic predictions.

Passing from the original promise and prediction of

Christ, we find Abraham assured that the uicarnate de-

liverer should come in his posterity, and that in his seed all

the nations of the earth should be blessed. (Gen. xxii. 18.)

*Vol. 10, p.27
t See Faber's Three Dispensations, vol. I. p. 312, and p. 342.
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The next recorded prophecy respecting the Mesiah was
given by the patriarch Jacob immediately before his death,

which has been thus rendered :*

" The sceptre shall not depart from Judah, .,'

Nor a lawgiver from between his feet,

Until he come, Shiloh. v

And to him the expectation of nations.

Binding to the vine his colt,

. And to the ivy-vine the foal of his ass,

He washes in wine his garment,

And in the blood of grapes his raiment.

,
Darker his eyes than wine.

And whiter his teeth than milk." •

The next prophecy of Christ is that of Balaam, found
in Numb, xxiv. 17-19, and which has been thus render-

ed.t -
. .

" I shall see him but not now, .

'
,.

I shall behold him but not soon

;

He Cometh, a star out of Jacob,

And riseth, a sceptre out of Israel

And trampleth the regions of Moab,
And overthroweth all the children of Seth.

' ' And Edom is a possession,

And Seir is apossession of his enemies; ^ '''
"''^i;

And Israel doeth valiently, 'ir .«- ;V'*

And he ruleth (a star) out of Jacob
;

And he destroyeth the remnant of the city."

Now it would appear as if the personages and rites of
the classical God Bacchus had reference to the tradition-

al perversion of these prophecies.

The name Bacchus is from a word signifying a star,

and the festivities of Bacchus were probably called the

festivities of the Star.J Bacchus, therefore, was the person-

ification of the prophetic seed and star. And as it is

said "there shall come a star out of Jacob," so Bacchus
was said to be born from his father's thigh, and is there-

fore in the Orphic hymns styled " the child of the thigh."i|

Bacchus was always represented with a star on his fore-

head and a sceptre in his hand. " The Egyptians," says
Macrobius, " draw on a sceptre a sort of eye, and by this

• See Lamb's Hebrew Hieroglyphics, Appendix p. 150. t Ibid. p. 151.

% Ibid. p. 151. II Ibid. p. 152.
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picture represent Osiris," who is the same as Bacchus. In
Grecian mythology he sits upon a celestial globe bespan-

gled with stars. The whole history of Bacchus is full of

allusions to the symbol of the bull, the Egyptian repre-

sentation of the incarnate Deity, and to the serpent. And
thus the author of the Orphic hymns* styles him the Dei-

ty with two horns, having the head of a bull, reverenced

in a double form and adored in conjunction with a beau-

tiful star. Among the Arabs, Bacchus was worshipped
under the title of Deis-Ares " the divine Sun."
Now a star or sun in the hieroglyphical system of all

pagan nations denoted a God, according to the established

doctrine that each star was animated by the soul of a hero
who had dwelt incarnate upon earth.t -

i

Bacchus is pictured as the most beautiful and lovely

of Gods or men, as enjoying everlasting youth, and
yet a venerable father. Ovid, borrowing his description

from some Orphic hymn, says,

" tibi enim incorrupta juventa est

Tu puer aeternus, tu formosissimus alto

^
V ' Conspiceris coelo."

He is described coming from the East as a mighty con-

queror, riding in a triumphant car drawn by lynxes or

tigers, the most savage of beasts, subdued and tamed by
him to his yoke.

Qualis odoratis desoendens Liber ab Indis

Egit pampineos fraenata tigride currus.

He is then represented as extending his conquests to the

West, and subduing every part of the habitable globe

;

and these conquests are not the fruit of his martial prow-
ess, but of his divine influence and persuasive eloquence.

He then went on civilizing the whole earth, not indeed
by employing arms, but by bringing into subjection the
greater part of mankind, captivated by his persuasive rea-

soning, accompanied with poetry and music. He was not
warlike nor addicted to battles and dangers, but to peace
and to the general good of mankind. For these benefits

he is esteemed as a God among all nations.

Faber's Mysteries of the Cabin, vol. I. p. 133, where the original is

given.

t See quotations from HorapoUus and Plutarch, in Faber's Eight Disser-
tations, vol. I. pp. 301, 303.
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The Greek hymns transmitted to us under the name of

Orpheus, are many of them translations from some older

language, and were sung at the sacred feasts to the gods.

Among these hymns there are nine or ten addressed to

Bacchus. One of these hymns is equally curious from its

contents and title. It is addressed to him under his title

of Bairo-a^off, and is as follows: - •:-

" Come blessed Dionysus, dispenser of light, with the fore-

head ofa Bull; r ,

Bessarus, and Bacchus, ofmany names, almighty;

Who exultest with swords, and with blood, and with inspired

priestesses.

Shouting down Olympus, loud thundering, furious Bacchus.

Smiting with thy sceptre, terrible in thine anger, reverenced

by all the gods, . - . , .4 ..

,

And mortal men, whosoever inhabit the earth

;

Come, blessed, leaping in triumph, bringing great gladness

to all people."

Among the names given to Bacchus in the Orphic
hymns occur the following :*

"The first born." " Good counsellor." "Indescribable, mys-
terious." " Father of Gods, and also Son." " Immortal Deity."
" King Bacchus." " Sacred cion. Sacred branch." " The holy

one." '• The medicine." " Mysterious plant of Jove." " The
Son." " The child," were common titles of Bacchus.

" The mysteries of Bacchus consisted in part," says Faber,t
" of a scenical exhibition of his dilaceration by the Titans, and of

his subsequent restoration to life by Rhea."
" The whole indeed of the mystic rites of Osiris were the same

as those of Bacchus. Hence we find that he also was supposed

to have been torn by the Titans, and to have been restored to

life again."

" The mysteries of Adonis were of precisely the same nature,

and referred to the very same event. He was first bewailed as

dead ; but, in a short time, his votaries forgot their former grief,

and with loud acclamations celebrated his supposed revivifica-

tion."

" The mysteries, indeed, by the name of whatever god they

might be called, were invariably of a mixed nature, beginning in

sorrow and ending in joy. They described the allegorical death

and subsequent revivification of the principal arkite deity."

• Lamb's Hebrew Hieroglyphics, Appendix pp. 157, 158.

t Mysteries of ttie Cabiri, vol. II. pp. 3ol, 334, 335, 337.
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There is always connected with the history of Bacchus
an account of his descending into Hades, and returning

thence triumphant over the powers of darkness ; to this

Horace alkides

:

" With golden horn supremely bright

You darted round the bending light,

Far beaming through the gloom of Hell :

When Cerberus, with fear amazed.

Forgot his rage, and fawning gazed, . ,
.

And at thy feet adoring fell."

Bacchus is termed in the Orphic hymns Tpi(i>vt,s and
rpiyovos, " of three natures," " thrice born."

Bacchus was always represented as attended by a crowd
of followers, singing triumphant songs; and of these the

most conspicuous character was Silenus, an aged indivi-

dual, riding upon an ass, surrounded by nymphs and
fawns bearing bowls, in which they crushed bunches of

grapes, and with the juice of which his face and gar-

ments were sprinkled. He and his attendants were crown-
ed with garlands composed of ivy and vine leaves. As
the.chief personage, Bacchus, in these mysteries was a

personification of Balaam's prophecy, so Silenus was the

personification of Jacob's prophecy, and the name itself is

derived from Shiloh.
" The sceptre shall not depart from Judah,
Nor a lawgiver from between his feet,

Until he come, Shjloh.

And to him the expectation of nations.

Binding to the vine his colt,

And to the ivy-vine the foal of his ass.

He washes in wine his garments,

And in the blood of grapes his raiment

;

Darker bis eyes than wine,

And whiter his teeth than milk."

Another part of these ceremonies consisted in a Phallic

procession. Was not this a memorial of the covenant of

circumcision given unto Abraham and originally a scenic

representation of that rite
;
" This is my covenant which

ye shall keep between me and you and your seed after

thee
;
every man child among you shall be circumcised

—

In THY SEED shall all the nations of the earth be blessed."

This was followed by a troop of females bearing bask-

ets of flowers and fruits, in which were livti serpents, and
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part of the mysteries consisted in putting them into the

bosom, and letting them pass through between the body
and. garments. In an Orphic fragment, among other sym-
bols of the mysteries of Bacchus are given, •' beautiful

golden apples from the harmonious Hesperides." Here I

consider we have a representation of the first promise
given unto Eve in Paradise, that the seed of the woman
should bruise the serpent's head.

Thus it appears that every ceremony and symbol used
at these mysteries can be traced to some prophecy respect-

ing the promised seed, and there cannot surely remain a
doubt oi their having been instituted to keep alive a me-
morial of this great event; aithough the Greeks and Ro-
mans so perverted them, as to obliterate all traces of their

original meaning. • - . . /; -:.:l * v -

Those who were rightly initiated into these mysteries

were considered as secure of prosperity in this world, and
of happiness in another state of existence; but perfect

faith was required to entitle an individual to these high
privileges, and hence the ancient proverb :

" Many are called but few are chosen."

These sacred mysteries were probably retained and ob-

served in their true character in the East until the Chris-

tian aera. The Magi who came to worship our Saviour,

had seen a remarkable Star in their own country, which
they considered a proof of the advent of the promised
king. They immediately, knowing " the star must come
out of Jacob," journeyed to Jerusalem, the royal city of

the Jews, looking there for him who was born King of

Israel. They were thence directed to Bethlehem. And
the Star again appearing pointed out to them the spot

where the mfant Saviour lay, thus confirming their opi-

nion that now the ancient prophecy Was accomplished,

and an end was put to those mysteries which were insti-

tuted and observed to keep alive among mankind the ex-

pectation of the promised seed.

In drawing this analogical proof to a close, we would
observe that the mysteries of Bacchus were performed in

Palestine among the Canaanites,* and that on one of the

* See Encyclopedia Britannica, 7th ed. vol. xv. pp. 659, 664, 663,

and Gales Court of the Gentiles, vol. 1.
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sculptured Sarcophagi of the early Christians, a baccha-

nalian scene, as typifying Christian truth, is represented.*

It has therefore been well said that mythology is full

of the exploits of the Son of God. * .

Forth comes Socinus, pranked in learning's pride,

Prepared the ways of God supreme to scan,

—

Saying the Saviour, whom men crucified,

Was but a " creature-prophet," but a man

—

And lo ! a voice from Egypt's pyramids
Sounds forth the name of dead Osiris, slain

By evil Typhon, and aloud forbids

To call him less than God. From Syrian plain

Is heard the voice of Tyrus' dark-haired daughters,

Wailing in vain for him, their Saviour God,
Their lost, slain Thammuz, o'er the deep blue waters.'

And Greece from all her isles, replies aloud

Of murdered Orpheus, Bacchus, Hercules

—

Divine, though slain
;
Saviours and Deities.

Frorti this subject we may learn many lessons.

It teaches us a lesson of deep humility. Man is wise
only as he is enlightened by the wisdom that cometh
from above. Left to himself, his wisdom becomes foolish-

ness, and all his science "philosophy, falsely so called"

—

Romans, ch. i. 21—26.

So it was very speedily with the race of Cain. So it

was ultimately even with the race of believing Abel and
Enoch. So it was also in the post-diluvian world. Man
did not like to retain God in his knowledge, because God
wars against his wicked ways and his evil imaginations,

and therefore man loved the darkness of superstition and
idolatry, rather than the light of the knowledge of the

glory of God—because his deeds were evil. Thus we
find the pure, spiritual and divine revelation concerning a
coming Redeemer transferred to weak, erring and corrupt

mortals, and transformed into the rites and orgies of one
of the most obscene and demoralizing of pagan Deities,

even as we now see the purity and simplicity of the gos-

pel changed into the sensualism of an idolatrous supersti-

tion, which changes the truth of God into a lie, that it may
subject man to the ordinances and commandments ofmen,

* See the Church in the Catacombs, p. 183.
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and under the terrors of hierarchical penarices enslave
while it ensnares and corrupts its victims.

There is also found in this subject a striking confirm-
ation ofour faith in the inspiration and truth of scripture,

—

in the divine nature of the incarnate Son of God—"God
manifest in the flesh,"—in the doctrine of atonement and
redemption,—and in the future triumph and universal es-

tablishment of the gospel of Christ. ; <

In his prophecy Balaam seems—to use the words of Mr.
Faber: - -.:

. :--:_ :.: ... .;,...;.• , .i._., ..^..

" As it were, to be suddenly rapt into futiir(B times, and to be-

hold with open eyes as visibly present before him the august
personage whose manifestation he is about to announce. Gazing
with strained orbs upon empty air, as to Balak and the surround-

ing attendants he would appear to do, ho vehemently exclaims:

/ see him. hut not now ; I behold him^ but not nigh. He then

proceeds more calmly to describe the dignity and origin and ex-

ploits of the apparition which'had presented itself to him : an
apparition, unless I greatly mistake, the very same as that

which, on his journey, he had already beheld, under the name
oithe Angel or the Messenger of Jehovah; that Messenger, who
is ever celebrated as being no other than the man-Jehovah him-

self. A star that should have dominion, is to come out of Ja-

cob
; and a sceptre is to rise out of Israel. The person thus

hieroglyphically exhibited, is to smite the corners of Moab and
to destroy all the children of Seth. Edom is to be his posses-

sion: and Seir is to become subject to him. For Israel is to do
valiantly : and this remarkable descendant of Jacob is to destroy

him that remaineth of the city."

Mr. Faber, in a very ingenious and learned investiga-

tion into this passage as found in the original, has shown
that by the words translated "the corners of Moab" we
are to understand the idolatrous Magi, Brahmins and
Druids—the idolatrous priests who once extended from
Hindostan in the East to Britain in the West, and who,
it was here foretold, should be smitten or eradicated by
the victorious star of Jacob. He has also shewn that by
the words rendered "all the children of Seth," we are to

understand the votaries of Seth, Baal-Peor, or Adonis, that

is, the chief God of Paganism, by whatever different names
he might be distinguished in different ages and countries,

and whom He, this star, should also smite by turning them
graciously to himself.

Vol. III.—No. 4. 85
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Such is the prophecy, and has it not, to use Mr. Fa-
ber's language, already been in good part accomplished 7

The Druids of the Celts, the Priesthood of the Goths and
the Greeks and the Romans, the Patim or Grove-Prophets

of Canaan, a'nd the Petahs of Egypt, have long since been
smitten by the victorious star ; and the idolatrous system,

which they advocated, has long since been eradicajled.

The same fate has attended the Teopixquis of Mexico :

and their spurious virgin-born god has been hurled from
the sacred ark within which he was enthroned. Nor have
the solar priests of Peru been able to save themselves from
the widely stretched-forth arm of Messiah : their theology,

substantially the same as that of Mexico and the old

world, has vanished from off the face of the earth. Even
in our own days, we have witnessed the mild triumphs
of the Prince of Peace in the principal islands of the great

Pacific ocean : and the result there also has been the abo-

lition of the kindred priesthood and idolatry of ancient

Babel.

Much, however, yet remains to be done throughout the

ample regions of the East and in the hitherto well nigh
impenetrable recesses of Africa.

We have often heard of the invincible prejudices of the

Brahmins : and we have been assured that the conver-

sion of the Hindoos to Christianity is a perfectly hopeless

task. We are aware likewise of the jealous vigilance of

China : nor are we ignorant of the resolute antipathy to

the Gospel, which has long been evinced by the inhabi-

tants of Japan. Yet, after all that has been said and
written on the subject, it is difficult to conceive that the

haughty prejudices of the Brahmins, whether of theSai-

vic or Vaishnavic or Samanean School, can have surpass-

ed the no less haughty prejudices of their western breth-

ren, the Druids
;
and it is equally difficult to imagine that

the jealousy of China, and the antipathy of Japan, can
have exceeded the poliiical suspicion of Rome, and the

philosophical contempt of Greece.

Neither can it, with truth, be said that a division into

hereditary castes, which some have too hastily deemed
peculiar to Hindostan, presenis an insurmountable barrier

to the introduction of Christianity. The Egyptians and
the Celts, the Mexicans and the Peruvians, were divided

into castes exactly similar to those of the Hindoos in point
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of arrangement and dignity : nor is the modern depriva-

tion of caste, as pronounced by a Brahmin, at all

more formidable thim the ancient excommunicatory inter-

dict, as fulminated by the wiiole College of Druids, with

their Archimage at their head.

And when the allotted times of the Gentiles shall have
been fulfilled, and when the missionary converts of the

House of Judah shall commence their predetermined la-

bour of love : it shall come to pass in that day, saith the

Lord of hosts, that I will cut off the names of the idols

out of the earth, and they shall be no more remembered
;

and I will cause the prophets and the unclean spirit, the

Patim and the fatidical Seth or Python, to pass a>yay out

of the earth.
' Then shall the Maghas of the Parsees', whether scat-

tered through the regions of Balk and Bokhara, or sojourn-

ing in the southern empire of Hindostan, exchange their

mediatorial Mithras or Mahabad, for the real mediator

Christ : then shall the Brahmins of the Gentoos renounce
their serpenticidal Chrishna: and then shall the Lamas
of the Samaneans, whether presiding in Bouian, or Tar-
tary, or China, or Japan, or Siam, or Ceylon, reject as

abominable the worship of their Virgin-born Deity, and
uncorruptedly submit themselves to the Sceptre of the

mystic Star of Jacob. ^ :
v .-. .^ r, u. ^..^^
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ARTICLE VI.

CRITICAL NOTICES.

1 . A History of Colonization on the Western coasts of Africa.

By Archibald Alexander, D. D. 26? edition. Philadelphia

:

Wm. S. Martien, lSi9.

We are glad to find that a second edition of this interesting

work has been called for by the public, which we heartily com-

mend to the perusal of all who feel an interest in the amelioration

of our free people of colour, and in the evangelization of Africa.

The command "to replenish the earth and subdue it," is still in

force. And to what people does it equally belong to possess and

cultivate the extensive and fertile regions of Africa, as to the sons

of Africa in this country, who need a home where they may enjoy

equal privileges with others, and where they may be the instru-

ments' of diffusing among the barbarous natives the light of Chris-

tianity and civilization ? If ever the negro race are raised from

their degraded state of ignorance and vice in Africa, it will pro-

bably be by the return of the descendants of that race, spread

over so large a part of this western continent, and over the West

India Islands. If the wise and benevolont plan of civilizing

Africa, and putting an end to the slave trade, devised by Sir Fol-

som Buxton, and which was attempted to be carried into eflFect at

so great expense of life and money, had adopted the principle of

sending back the emancipated negroes from the British colonies

in the West India Islands, instead of attempting to settle colonies

of white Europeans in the deleterious climate of Africa, the ob-

ject sought, so important and desirable, would, in all probability,

have been accomplished. And if the colony of Sierra Leone

should need to be recruited, it will be found expedient to invite

the most enterprising and best educated of the negroes of the

West Indies, to emigrate to that country.

Liberia may be considered as a star of promise, which twinkles

in the dense darkness which overshadows the African continent.
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' This community may be said, withotit exaggeration, to ^be the

most extraordinary upon earth, when all the circumstances of its

origin and progress are taken into view. Providence has evident-

ly and remarkably smiled upon the enterprise, and, we trust with

confidence, will defend it against all who may attempt its destruc-

tion. Lot those, then, who oppose the scheme of African coloni-

zation, beware, lest they be found resisting what God approves.

As for himself, the writer is aS fully persuaded that the plan of

colonizing the free people of colour in Africa, is wise and benevo-

lent, as he ever was of the wiudom and benevolence of any hu-

man enterprise. The history of Liberia is, in this edition, brought

down to the period of its complete independence. , .c r

, r

' ' '.i

: ( j! .. ^ •.

2. Sketches of Virginia, Historical and Biographical By the

Rev. William Henry Foote, D. D., Pastor of Presbyterian

Churchy Rorrmey, Va. Philadelphia: Wm. S. Martien^ 1850.

The continuation of Mr. Foote's valuable labours will meet, we
trust, with that welcome and encouragement which it deserves.

Its interest and value will be evident from its contents, which are

as follows

:

Introductory chapter.—Virginia in 1688.—Rev. Francis Ma-

kemie and his Associates.—The confinement and trial of Rev'd.

Francis Makemie for preaching in New York, 1707.—The Scotch

Irish.—Siege of Londonderry,—Presbyterian Colonies in Vir-

ginia.—Rise of the Presbyterian Church in Hanover county;

and Rev. William Robinson.—Ministers visiting Hanover after

Mr. Robinson, and previous to Rev. Samuel Davies.—Virginia in

1743; Commissary Blair; William and Mary College.—Rev'd.

Samuel Davies from his birth to his voyage to England.—The
mission of Messrs. Davies and Tennent to Great Britain.—Jour-

nal of the Rev. Samuel Davies, from July 2d, 1753, to February

13th, 1755.—Rev. Samuel Davies.—From his mission to Great

Britain to his death.—Three auxiliaries to the cause of liberty of
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conscience.—Progress of freedom of conscience during the times

of the Eevolution, and the aid given by Mr. Jeflferson and Mr.

Madison.—James Waddell, D. D. and the Churches of the North-

ern Neck.—Log Colleges.—Hampden Sydney College.—Rev'd.

John Blair Smith and the revival of 1787-8.—Rev'd. William

Graham.—Liberty Hall and Washington College.—Rev. Drury

Lacy.—Mary Moore.—The commission of Synod, with sketches

of Legrand Marshall and Lyle.—Moses Hoge, D. D.

The author says, " it was in contemplation that the sketches in

this volume should be continued to a later period. Materials

were procured in abundance ; and a number of sketches prepared,

viz : James Turner—Cary Allen—The old Churches, and Church

yards in the valley—List of all the members of Hanover Pres-

bytery, from its formation to the year 1786, with short notices of

many of the brethren—and Cornstalk, the Shawanee chief But

the size of the volume forbids their insertion. The appearance of

a second volume will depend upon the reception the present vol-

ume may meet with from an indulgent public." We call upon

our Ministers and our brethren generally to secure the fulfilment

of this promise by the purchase of the present volume, of which

we will hope to give a fuller notice in future. - - '
•*' :

3. Thoughts on Public Prayer, By Samuel Millee, D. D., L.

L. D. Professor in the Theological Seminary at Princeton^ N.
Jersey. Philadelphia: Presbyterian Board of Publication,

1849.

This is the last gift of the good and lamented author, to whom,

while living, prayer was his vital breath, and of whom it may be

said that prayer was .

His watchword at the gates of death

—

He entered Heaven by prayer.

This work supplies a vacuum. To students for the ministry it

is of eminent importance, nor is it less valuable to all who wish to
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take part in social or family worship in a manner at once edifying

to themselves and others. Like all the author's works it is char-

acterized by plainness, instruction, refinement of taste, and digni-

ty of sentiment. The work is both historical, didactic, and prac-

tical. Its contents are: -
.

• -: v /? ,;;c- -Jiu ^'f-mo

Introductory Remarks.—History of Public Prayer.—Praying

towards the East.—Prayers for the Dead.—Prayers to the Saint,

and to the Virgin Mary.—Prayers in an Unknown Tongue.—Re-

sponses in Public Prayers.—Posture in Public Prayer.—The

claims of Liturgies.—Frequent faults of Public Prayer.—Charac-

teristics of a good Public Prayer.—The best means of attaining

excellence in conducting Public Prayer, v, i;< , :
^

C ii4^iti 'ii 1

'A n-iv

4. The Footsteps of Messiah. A Review of Passages in the His-

- tory of Jesus Christ. By the Rev^ W. Leask, author of Our

Era:—The Evidences of Grax:e^ SfC. 2d edition. Philadelphia;

William S. Martieny 1850. .:-'S

" It is unnecessary," says the author, " to state the nature and

design of this work. It is not a life of Christ, nor is it the sub-

stance of sermons or lectures ; although, probably, those who are

in the habit of listening to the author's discourses may find in it

passages which they have heard from his lips. I have been of

opinion, for a considerable period, that the facts of the Saviour's

history involve important principles, connected both with the

Christian dispensation, and the intellectual condition of men

;

that that history is more than the record of a wonderful life—more

than biography ;
that it is, in short, inspired didactic narrative.

The present volume is the result of this idea. It is a review of

certain passages in the Redeemer's history, as given by the Evan-

gelists ; and an effort to indicate those principles which the re-

spective passages appeared to me to contain. Thus, for instance

the lowly circumstances of the Saviour's birth suggested the sub-

ject of the first chapter :
" Greatness, independent of earthly
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splendour; and the canduct of the eastern Magi presented the

thought of " Philosophy kneeling to Christianity " The headings

of the chapters refer to the place where, or the circumstances un-

der which, the events written about took place. The principal

title of the book was selected for its simplicity, as conveying the

idea of progress, without raising expectations regarding the char-

acter of the work, which I might not be able to satisfy. There

are many other passages in the Evangelic narrative which I had

selected and arranged for remark, but the apprehension that to

increase the size of the volume, would be to defeat my desire for

its usefulness, by preventing its circulation, led me to omit them.

The order followed will be found in harmony with the usual chro-

nology. As to the style in which the volume is written, it is not

my province to say much
;
but as I wish to transcribe the impres-

sions made upon my own mind to that of the reader, I have stu-

died clearness,and I hope I shall be perfectly understood."

Mr. Leask has a high character abroad as a sound, evangelical,

and interesting writer. The graphic manner in which he carries

out his plan in this work, will be evident from his chapters, which

are : Preface.—The Manger.—Greatness independent of Earthly

Snlendour.—The Layes.—Philosophy kneeling to Christianity.

—

The Midnight Flight.—Tyranny Frustrated—The Temple.—

The Power of Sinless Intellect.—The Jordan.—The Heavenly

Attestation.—The Wilderness.—The Tempter Foiled.—The Pas-

sover.—The House of God Purified.—Samaria.—Acceptable Wor-

ship Defined.—Capernaum.—The Dispossession.—" The Mount

of Beatitudes."—The Messiah as a Preacher.—Jerusalem.—The

Sabbath Cure.—Nain.—Life Kestored. —The Sea of Tiberias.

—

The Storm Hushed.—Ccsarea Philippi.—The Claim to Messiah-

ship.— " The Holy Mount."—The Transfiguration.—The Feast

of Tabernacles.—Principles Enunciated.—The Samaritan Village.

Ignorant Zeal Rebuked.—The Sanhedrim.—The Conspiracy.

—

Gethsemane.—The Redeemer's Agony.—Calvary—The Crucifix-

ion.—The Burial.—Melancholy Thoughts.—The First Day of the

Week.—The Resurrection.—Galilee.—The Evidence Complete.

—

Mount Olivet.—The Ascension.
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5. A Treatise on Justification. By Rev. George Junkin, D. D.

Second edition^ revised and enlarged. Philadelphia: WUr
; liam S. Martien. '

,

.

-. ' :'; -^ ,.•• -=./ < u;^ ^^*iw

^
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This is a very able and valuable work, revised and enlarged, and

possessing what we consider essential to all didactic works, a full

index. Every question bearing on the moral character and gov-

ernment of God, the primitive and present condition of man, the

nature, plan, and method of justification ; the necessity, charac-

ter, and extent of atonement ; original sin ; the utter inability of

man to restore himself to the favour of God ; the intercession of

Christ ; saving faith
;
good works and sanctification—will be found

treated of, in this volume, in that clear, logical and connected

manner by which the author is distinguished. The title of the

work is selected as brief and comprehensive, because "justifica-

tion is the central doctrine of Christianity, around which all others

revolve, and with which all revolve round the central sun of eternal

truth. It is, therefore, not thought necessary that the title should

even now be changed, although a short chapter on Sanctification

has been added.
, ,. , ^ .. —^. ^

•''J'

'
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6. Thoughts on Sacramental Occaswns, extractedfrom the diary

of the Rev Philip Doddridge, D D. with an introdvc/ion by

JaS. W. Alexander, D. D. Philadelphia : William S. Mar-

tien, 1846.

With this work we have been for some years acquainted, and

have regarded it as fully entitled to the commendation bestowed

upon it by Dr. Alexander, who has performed a good part in

bringing it before the Christian public of the United States.

" It was the custom of Dr. Doddridge to make serious prepar-

ation for the solemnities of sacramental days. As an instance

passages might be cited from a meditation bearing d^te October,

1730. From this it appears that by devotional reading and prayer,

Vol. III.—No. 4. 86
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accompanied with fasting, he "endeavoured to bring his mind
into a frame suitable to the engagements of so tender an occasion."

The subsequent pages show, that as he advanced in life, Dr.

Doddridge was led to feel a sympathy more and more warm, in

sacramental exercises, with those who were under his pastoral

charge. For the sake of young ministers, who may read these

sentences, it may not be unprofitable to add, that such communion

with one's flock tends very much towards faithfulness and comfort

in parochial labour. Late in life our author's retrospection of

these services was humble and edifying. ; .

The remark is frequently made, that sacramental occasions have

not the same interest which they had in former years. It is be-

lieved by the writer that the complaint is not unfounded. In rid-

ding the ordinance of that burdensome extent of service, which

was justly chargeable on the old Scottish method, the fast, the re-

peated preparatory services, the discourses on successive days,

and the tedious serving of table after table, we have, on the other

hand, ^ost much that was comely, and glowing and delightful.

—

How many of us recall, with a pensive satisfaction, the impres-

sions made even on our infant minds by the solemnities of a sa-

crament, as dispensed in our earlier days, and particularly in

those parts of the country where Scottish Presbyterianism most

prevailed. Such occasions were infrequent in rural parishes,

from the necessity of the case. They were sought, as they still

are in Scotland. and in a measure among Scottish people here, by

multitudes, from ail the country side. Ministers of the Gospel

came together in large numbers, and amidst circumstances the

best fitted to awaken high emotions, and cultivate kindly affec-

tions. There was a part for every one in the days of continued

service, and in the addresses delivered, where the method of sit-

ting around a proper table was observed. Aged Christians who

may read these lines, will acknowledge that memory can recall no

seasons in which there was so much of the manifestation of God
in his sanctuary, as in these great sacramental gatherings. Whole

assemblies were often bathed in tears, and moved as the trees of

the wood are moved by the wind. The holy sympathy could not

"but extend itself to the speakers on these occasions. The reper-

f
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cussive influence from a profoundly touched aijsembly, is more

productive of eloquence than all the canons of rhetorical school

;

and the unpremeditated gush, over the sacramental emblems, has

been worth more than the elaborate lucubration of weeks, which

the preachei had brought in his manuscript. These were times

of revivals
;
and it is by means of the extraordinary assemblages

and penetrating influence of such communions, that the chief ad-

vances of our Church were made. These were days of gladness,

when the beauty of Zion was admired of her sons, and when thou-

sands were brought to acknowledge Christ. And whatever may
be thought of the admission, I hesitate not to own, that we have

gained nothing as a Church by magnifying the convenience and

the decorum of ordinances at the expense of fervour and joyful-

ness and life.

It is not intended, by these remarks, to reproduce the obsolete

forms. We have forms enough already ; and the era of careful,

decorous, liturgical enactments, is usually that of coldness, world-

lines^, and decay.

It would ensure no good end to restore four-days-meetings, fasts,

successive tables, numerous addresses, or any measures or ceremo-

nies, however proper, without the spirit which informed them.

—

But it is meant, and that very distinctly, to express a desire for a

more careful, earnest, and affectionate observance of the Lord's

Supper. There are many who feel, though delicacy has some-

what repressed remark on this point, that there is danger lest, in

certain quarters, the proper and genuine import of this sacrament

should be altogether lost sight of Many who read these lines

will call to mind occasions, in which the Lord Jesus Christ, in

his priestly character, has scarcely been mentioned at His own

table. Every thing, in such cases, may be true, orthodox, instruc-

tive, solemn, nay even edifying—^yet not sacramental, evangelical,

tending to the cross. The very solemnity of these occasions may be

harsh and legal. The grand, characteristic idea of the ordinance,

a suffering Messiah, may be supeiseded by another, which, how-

ever valuable, is not the appropriate one. Has it not become, in

certain Churches, a common thing for the Minister to leave the

Atonement, that is to say the principal subject of this memorial,
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to be gathered out of the words of institution, while he spends his

whole strength upon the important but secondary topics of vow,

covenant, engagement, obligation to the Church, solemn profes-

sions, and the like. Let it not be suspected that we would silence

the latter ; but we would earnestly desire that the appropriate

and cardinal doctrine of this ordinance should have its due place.

It is a very serious consideration for us who minister, that the

tone and character of sacramental assemblies, will bear a general

proportion to the nature of the instructions which fall from our

lips at such seasons.

The " Action Sermon" of the days of our fathers may have

been a formal, unwieldy, even a superstitious thing ; but then it

was seen to contain the principal thing, Christ. Although we

can all testify, with satisfaction, that it is far otherwise with the

majority of our Churches, yet it is lamentably true that in some

congregations the people hive come to expect no particular refer-

ence to the work of expiation, in the sermon before the commu-

nion. And then what a change in the addresses at the sacrament

itself ^ Time was, when the chief outbursts of affectionate, holy

eloquence took place at these times ; and when the assembled wor-

shippers were lifted up in sympathy with the varied emotions of

their leaders Such addresses to the people were remembered and

talked of for a life-time But they pre-supposed a work of ardent

piety in the speaker. It is this thought which connects our train

of remark with the little book before us
;
and its republication, it

is believed, will prove useful to young Ministers.

f

7. The Blood of the Cross. By the Rev. Horatius Bonar, Kelso.

" The precious blood of Christ as of a lamb ivithout blemish

and K/ithout spot " 1 Peter i. 19. Philadelphia: Wdliam S.

Martien, No. 142, Chesnut-st. 1849.

This is a most attractive and interesting little volume, by one of

the most devoted and pungent writers of the warm hearted and

evangelical Ministers of the Free Church of Scotland. Neither
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saint nor sinner can read it without profit and pleasure, and while it

may lead the sinner to Salvation, it will, by the blessing of God,

build up the believer in his most holy faith, and in the full assur-

ance of faith and hope and joy. ..., , ,v;.*r^

" That blood," says the author, "has been shed upon the earth,

and that this blood was no other than the ' blood of God,' all admit

who own the Bible. But admitting this, the question arises, how
far is each one of us implicated in this blood sheding 1 Does not

God take it for granted that we are guilty? Nay further, that

this guilt is the heaviest that can weigh a sinner down 1 -», ^-^v;

" If so, then is it not a question for the saint, how far have I

understood and confessed my participation in this guilt, incurred

by my long rejection of the slain one ? How far have I learned

to prize that blood which, though once my accuser, is now my ad-

vocate ? How far am I now seeing and rejoicing in the complete

substitution of life for life,—the Divine life for the human,

—

which that blood-shedding implies ?

" Is it not also a serious question for the ungodly, is this blood-

shedding, really and legally chargeable against me 1 Is God serious

in saying that he means to reckon with me for this ? Is this blood,

at this present moment, resting over me as a cloud of wrath ready

to burst upon my head as soon as my day of grace runs out ? Is it

on account of my treatment of this blood that I am to be dealt with

at the seat of judgement 1 Is my eternity really to hinge on this ?

" If so, what course can I pursue ? Can I, like Pilate, take

water and wash my hands, saying, I am innocent of the ' blood of

this just man V No ! that is hopeless. My long rejection of it

must involve at least something of the guilt ; how much, remains

yet to be seen. If I cannot clear myself, and if I cannot extenu-

ate my crime, then I must either brave the trial and the sentence,

or make haste to enter my protest against the deed, as the only

course now remaining for me.

" In such a matter, there is room neither for delay nor uncer-

tainty. Let the matter at once be inquired into, and put beyond

the reach of doubt. Is it possible that any one can rest with less

than a certainty of forgiveness, so long as such a charge is hang-

^
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ing over him ? Either he does not understand its meaning, or he

is resolved to set it at naught,

" Reader ! rest not till you have got matters thoroughly settled

between God and your soul. This settlement must be on solid

'and immovable grounds. But these grounds God is presenting

to you in the blood of His only begotten Son. Consider them

well. They are your all for eternity ! You need not fear risk-

ing your soul upon them. Oh ! well for you, if you were but set-

tled there. There would follow a lifetime of peace in this world,

and an eternity of glory in the world to come."

8. The Present Earthy the Remains of a Former World. A
Lecture delivered before the South Carolina Institute^ Sept. 6,

1849. By Robert W. Gibbes, M. D. member of the American

Association for the advancement of Science^ Sfc. Sfc. Colum-

bia^S. C. 1849.

9. An Address on the Sphe^'e, Interest^ and Importance of Geolo-

gy ; deliverd December 8, 1849, in the Hall of the House of

Representatives^ by R. T. Brumby, M. A. Professor of Chemis-

tryy Mineralogyy and Geology^ in the South Carolina College.

Published by the Trustees. Columbians. C 1849.

In the pamphlets, whose titles appear above, we have evidence

that Geology is about to assume among ourselves a degree of im-

portance which it has not possessed in the minds of our fellow-

citizens hitherto. There is no intelligent man who is wholly igno-

rant of its facts and its theories, and yet, comparatively few have

made it a subject of protracted and thorough study. For some

years past no systematic instructions have been given in this de-

partment in the State College of South Carolina ; a defect which

is now remedied by the zeal and industry of the present Professor

of Chemistry, Mineralogy, and Geology. Under the incumbency

of a former Professor, some years since, the study was made the

occasion of ministering to skeptical views as to the Sacred Scrip-
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tures. The State is fortunate in having one to preside over this

department now, who would sooner abjure the study itself than

do aught to impugn the veracity of the Divine word.

The Lecture of Dr. Gibbes is mainly an attempt to show the

compatibility with revealed religion, of the theory that the present

earth was constructed out of the remains of a former world. To
this end he adduces the testimony of those many theologians and

pledged defenders of the Scriptures, who have given in their ad-

herence to this theory, and have admitted that the creative power

was put forth upon our earth through the almost infinite cycles

which are supposed to have preceded the refitting our globe for

the abode of man.

Prof Brumby's A ddress is an able and well written discussion

of the subject he handles. In the close he thus sums up the

topics of his discourse

:

"I have endeavoured, this evening, to illustrate the necessity of

renouncing the influence of prejudice and preconceived opinions,

when we engage in the study of physical science
;
and to show

that, instead of discrepancy, there is real harmony between Geolo-

gy and Revelation.

" I have attempted, also, to explain succinctly the nature of ge-

ology, by defining its object, ascertaining the sphere of its inves-

tigations, tracing its scientific relations and dependencies, and

evincing its claim to a high rank among the branches of physics.

" Lastly, I have aimed to prove its importance, by showing that

as, for near half a century, it has engrossed the attention of gov-

ernments, communities, and philosophers, more than any other

part of human learning, constituting the great, peculiar scientific

characteristic of the age, no one wholly ignorant of it can fully

perceive the spirit of his times, and his own true position ; that

geological writings embrace a large portion of European and Am-
erican literature ; that as gc ology is full of poetry and romance, it

gratifies the desire of young and old for the marvellous, without

vitiating the taste, or corrupting the heart ; that it affords fields

of research adapted to every capacity ; that its pursuit, far from

being incompatible with professional success, is essential to the

discovery and comprehension of all the causes of diversity of cli-
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mate, and the local prevalence of peculiar diseases ;
that it aflfords

important aid to painters, sculptors, architects, and other lovers of

the fine arts ; that it forms an indispensable element in the edu-

cation of skilful engineers, miners, and intelligent agiculturists
;

that it is eminently useful to historians, jurists, and civilians ; that

it has developed principles, which must form the basis of all future

attempts to remodel and improve the systems of classification in

Natural History ; that it enlivens the imagination, strengthens

the understanding, calms turbulent emotions, and refines and hu-

manizes the soul ; that it brings with it its own peculiar rich re-

ward, placing us in delightful communication with nature in all

her retreats, whether in rugged mountains, desert wastes, or fertile

plains ;
that it has yiielded most forcible illustrations of natural

theology ; that it has confounded infidelity, and strengthened the

Christian's faith, by supplying wonderful coincidences between

scientific and revealed truth ;—above all, that it has proved conclu-

sively, by incontrovertible arguments, drawn from the everlasting

hills, the inspiration of the first verses in the word of God !"

There is no science in all the circle of human research which

can stand in opposition to Divine Revelation. Science is but a

knowledge of the works of God, and a perception of that all-wise

plan which reigns throughout them all. It is a learner before it

can be a teacher. It always will be found, when it has reached

its ultimate results, compatible with the word which God has spo-

ken. One cannot gainsay the other. The Geology or the Astron-

omy, which contradicts the Scriptures, is no true Geology, and no

true Astronomy. It is a theory of short sighted man who is

comparatively of yesterday and knoweth nothing. When the

facts which the industrious student of nature gathers up are suf-

ficiently ample, and his deductions reach the exactness of a sci-

ence, we have no fear that they will stand opposed, in any degree,

to the declarations of Moses.

Notwithstanding the considerable names among theological men
who have declared for the great antiquity of our globe, there still

remain others, neither weak, ignorant, nor superstitious, who

think all those formations in which animal exuviae are found, were

deposited since the six days work of creation. Great are the
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difficulties on either hand. The demands of modern Geology are

not free from them. And he who strives to bring the same facts

within the period during which man has resided upon the earth,

acknowledges them to be great. Both the one and the other re-

quire the intervention of a Divine hand ; the one to supply in their

needed place the materials for the formations as they are sup-

posed to occur
; the other to quicken the operation of the powers

of nature beyond their present ordinary action, and to furnish

what was wanting in them to the end attained. We see not why
the one of these is entitled to the name geologist more than the

other, or why the latter should be regarded as opposing science

and injuring the cause of truth which he is aiming to subserve.

—

Neither the one nor the other denies the facts, however much
their theories may differ. No man has a right to exclude a crea-

ting and disposing hand, nor a special providence and concourse

of Deity in the changes of nature. Thankfully will we receive

all that Geology has to bestow. Her facts we value, the labours

of her learned students we duly appreciate. If she offers us a

theory^ we shall not leave behind us the lamp of Revelation as we
examine its claims. The Creator, whose hand was employed in

these things, has spoken. It is the height of reason, as it is of

piety, to hearken to His voice.
, , ,..,,., q

10. Cardiphonia^ or the utterance of the Hearty in the course of

a real Correspondence^ by the Rev. John Nevi^ton, Rectc/r of

St. Mary^ Wbolnoth^ London. With an introductory Essay,

. by David Russell, D. D. Dundee, Presbyterian Board of

Publication: Philadelphia. l2mo. pp. 4:9i. ~

Some one has compared the experimental works of Baxter to

Sandal wood, which continues to give forth its fragrance for ages

:

the comparison will as happily illustrate the peculiar excellence of

Mr. Newton's epistolary writings. Few names are more cherish-

ed than his in the Church of God
;
partly because he was so strik-

VoL. III.—No. 4. 87
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ing an example of the sovereignty and power of Divine grace

;

and partly because of the refreshing character of his compositions.

The Cardiphonia needs no eulogy from us : it has already re-

ceived the highest commendation it could receive, that of being

received into the hearts of God's people ; of occupying a place,

not on the bookshelf of the student^ but among the devotional

guides of the pious. It is matter of joy to us, that a new and

pleasing edition has been put out by the Board of Publication,

and that it will be diffused among thousands who will welcome it

as they do the face of an old friend. The introduction, written in

the form of an Essay, by Rev. Dr. Russell, gives a discriminating

analysis of the main topics handled in the letters which follow

:

affording to the reader, who is not already familiar with him, a

most favourable introduction of the devoted author.

II. The Christianas Daily Walkin Holy Security and Feace.

By Henry Scudder, late Minister of Collingborn-Ducis^

Wiltshire. Recommended by Dr. Owen and Mr. Baxter.

Presbyterian Board of Publication ; Philadelphia. 12 ttio.

pp. 342.

This is another contribution to the religious literature of the

present day, drawn from the forgotten treasures of past genera-

tions. We know not of any better work for our Board of Publi-

cation, than that of recovering from oblivion the writings which

were known and valued two hundred years ago. The title of this

book will indicate its character. It defines the nature of walking

with Grod—urges the duty and obligation of it—gives minute

counsels for beginning, continuing, and ending the day with God.

It discusses the duty of special humiliation and fasting, the pro-

per observance of the Sabbath, and the nature of the sacraments.

It contemplates the Christian in solitude and in society, in pros-

perity and adversity—distinguishes between his lawful and his un-

lawful cares—enlarges upon the peace of the believer—the imped-
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iments to it, the false fears which disturb it, and the true means

of its preservation. Like most of the writers of his day, Mr.

Scudder abounds in quotations from Scripture ; which, though to

the superficial reader they interrupt the flow of his style, more

than compensate to the serious and devout reader in the weight

and dignity imparted to his sentiments. There are few topics

arising in the Christian's daily experience which are not touched

in this volume ; many of them indeed of the highest importance,

as the nature of assurance, the nature and properties of saving

faith, &,c.—and all handled in a searching and practical way far

removed from controversial disquisition. To a class of Ghristians,

we fear too small a class, this work will be very acceptable—the

serious and earnest Christian will hail it for the assistance it ren-

ders in searching into the depths of his own heart. We earnestly

hope it may do its part in recovering our generation from the flip-

pant religious reading of the present day, to the more nutritious

but severer devotional reading of our fathers.

12. Converse with God in Desertion and Solitude. By Rev'd.

Richard Baxtbr. Revised for the Presbyterian Board of

Publication. Philadelphia: 18 mo. pp- 143.

A plain and profitable discourse from the prophecy recorded in
'

John xvi. 32, of Christ's desertion by His followers at His Cruci-

fixion : in which Mr. Baxter describes the comfort and support

flowing from Grod's presence with the believer when left in solitude

by the desertion or death of friends. A little book, full of con-

solation, is often of great value at those seasons when the burden-

ed soul has strength to take up only the crumbs, and would loathe

a fuller repast.

1 3. Is Christianityfrom God ? or a Manual of Christian Ev-

idence. By the Rev. John Gumming, D. D. Presbyterian

Board of Publication : Philadelphia ; 18 mo. j^. 330.

The author tells us in his preface this work is not meant for
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learned theologians, but for Scripture readers. City Missionaries,

Parochial and Sunday School Teachers, &c. The work is, there-

fore, simple and exceedingly well adapted to the end in view.

—

The topics discussed are : the immortality of the soul—the proof

of God's existence—the necessity and antecedent probability of

a Revelation—genuineness, authenticity, and Inspiration of the

Scriptures—general characteristics of the Bible—the charges

against the Bible of contradiction and inconsistency—doctrinal

difficulties—particular texts cavilled at. The more laboured trea-

tises on the evidences are beyond the reach of uncultivated minds,

and presuppose a patience of research, and an amount of leisure

which but few enjoy. Yet it is important that all classes should

possess the means of obtaining at least an elementary knowledge

of these subjects. To these, this little manual will be highly

useful. -

14. Plain 7%oughts about Great and Good Things.—The Saint

and the Sinner.—The Providence of God displayed in a series

of interestingfacts. Board of Publication : Philadelphia.

The first two of these little books are from the pen of W. S.

Plumer, D. D. and are excellent specimens of a simple but digni-

fied style, in which Divine truth may be brought, without difficul-

ty, within the comprehension of very young, persons. The third

is a collection of interesting and very pertinent facts, illustrating

the doctrine of a particular Providence.

15.
j
Conversations of a Father with his Children. Series first,

j^SlSO. Series second, pp. \7i. IS mo. Presbyterian Board

of PKblication. Philadelphia.

These are two entertaining little books, conveying a good deal

of information to youth, and affi)rding a valuable hint to parents
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as to the possibility of amusing and instructing their children at

the same time. Each conversation closes with a spiritual applica*

tion, adapted to fasten good impressions upon the conscience.

16. Madagascar and its Martyrs. 18 mo. pp. 156.

—

Scenes in

the New Hebrides^ pp. 72.

—

Moravian Missionaries—Africaner

or Missionary Trials.—Mr. Moffat and the Beckiianas.—Ter-

ror by Night.—Bechuana Girl.—Jejana^ or the Converted

Hottentot.—Heathen Sacrifices.—History oj Mary and Lucy

Gutzlaff.— The Pilgrim oj Monghyr. ^

.-;/•-

We group together these little works of the Presbyterian Board

of Publication, because they all relate to one subject, and are de-

signed to interest the children of the Church in the work of Chris-

tian missions. The persecution in Madagascar, the conversion of

Africaner, and the labours of Mr. Moffat, told in the simple style

of these little books, are well suited to awaken the interest of the

young in the Heathen
;
and afford also a practical argument, level

to their understanding, of the worth of the Grospel. There can be

no objection to see our Sabbath School Libraries filled with books

of this character
;
which would as greatly interest the young as

the purely fictitious illustrations of truth.

17. The Little Italian Boy.— The Little Jewess.—Story of the Sa-

maritans.—Scripture Lessons in Verse. 1 8 mo. Board of Pub-

lication : Philadelphia.

These are stories also for children : the first designed to give

them some knowledge of the fundamental errors of the Papists

;

the second aims to interest them in the condition of the Jews.

—

The stories are all short, and likely to engage the attention of

youthful readers.

%
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18. The Bedfordshire Tinker. 18 mo. pp. 85.—The African

• Preacher, \8mo.pp. 139. Presbyterian Board of Publica-

tion : Philadelphia.

The first of these books contains a brief and simple account of

John Bunyan : a writer whom every reading child is bound soon

to know in his entertaining and instructive allegories of the Pil-

grim's Progress and the Holy War. The second, written by the

Rev. W. S. White, of Lexington, Ya. gives a truly interesting

history of an old African negro in the State of Virginia, who be-

ing made the subject of renewing grace, was long and familiarly

known as the African Preacher. We have been much edified in

the perusal of this simple memoir, and could wish it an extensive

circulation. There are few at the South who cannot call to mind

instances almost as remarkable of deep and ardent piety amongst

coloured persons embraced within the circle of their acquaintance.

Perhaps the example of Mr. White may stimulate others to give

to the world memorials of some of these, similar to those furnish-

ed in this volume. It is peculiarly gratifying to trace in actual

life the elevating influen«e which the Gospel exerts upon human

character; elevating, too, without pushing beyond the sphere which

Providence has allotted. No persons can be found, perhaps, who

so perfectly exemplify this influence, as the pious slaves of the

South ; as some of the purest instances of unafiected piety are

found among them—and in every such instance, the character is

refined and exalted, without detriment to that subordination of

feeling and conduct which their relation involves—in every such

instance, this relation itself is sanctified in their sight, by the

clear recognition which they are led to take of Grod's Providence

in disposing their lot, as well as of the particular agency which

their bondage has had in their conversion to God.

19. The Doctrine of the Unity of the Human Race examined on

the Principles of Science. By John Bachman, D. D. C. Can-

ning : Charleston,' 8 vo. pp. 312.

We have read this important book of Dr, Bachman's with un-
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mingled satisfaction. The few first pages *we had seen, through

the author's kindness, as they were issuing from the press, but

not till too late an hour for us to do justice to the work in our pre-

sent number, do we obtain it complete. The discussion of the

fertility of Hybrids shows the hand of a master. That theory is

completely demolished. From this. Dr. Bachman proceeds to

those various topics which are involved in the scientific treatment

of the argument for the Unity of the Race. The book increases

in interest as we advance in its perusal, abounding in instructive

facts and reasonings, which reveal at every step the practised stu-

dent of nature. We see no escape from the conclusions to which

the discussion leads. And we think that those to whom the word

of God is of no authority, will find it hard to set aside the con-

clusions of science. We shall indeed expect to find the Scriptu-

ral view of the Unity of the Human Race still the object of attack;

The race of skeptics is not extinct. It will not die out till the

Son of man cometh. Every department of Philosophy, Archae-

ology, and Science is made in these days to contribute its share of

opposition to the plain teachings of the Divine word. But their

argument is destined to be overthrown. We most heartily com-

mend this Essay of Dr. Bachman's to the perusal of our readers.

It is a work of originality and true merit, and the most satisfacto-

ry discussion we have met with, of several of the most important

points involved in this extensive subject. We would be glad to

say more, and to bring fgrward its principal results and reason-

ings to the notice of our readers. But we trust they will resort

to the book itself, and obtain them undiluted and fresh from the

pen of the distinguished author.

;. #
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Page 286, line 19, read life for mind.

292, " 23, " process for proofs.

296, " 12, dele then. ^' *.

300, " 13, read holiness for holeni.

" ". 17, " according for accordingly.

301, " 12 and 13, from bottom^reado^^Ae works for or

their works. . \ ... 'Y -. ' ;

303, line 12, from*bottom, read the matter for it.

304, « 4, " " " as foT being.

311, " 7, « « insert a^ before all.

316, " 9, read strata for 5Aaj9e.

318, " " 6, from bottom, read smjo^ for siw^^.
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